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INTRODUCTION

1. The EU asks the Panel to believe that Boeing’s “current success in the LCA markets is the result of lavish support from the US federal government as well as state and local governments,” that this support “must continue in order to maintain Boeing’s position of strength in the market,” and that the support “is continuing.”1 The reality is different, in every respect. The subsidies found to exist in the 1989-2006 period covered by the original proceeding were not by any measure “lavish,” and their value has declined sharply since that time – so much so that the EU has sought to re-raise failed subsidy allegations from the original proceedings and add a host of new subsidy allegations to boost the magnitude of its overall claims. Even when they were extant, the original measures were not found to be critical to Boeing’s position in the market – the 777 and 747 families received no WTO-inconsistent subsidies whatsoever, and the only subsidies found for the 737 family were relatively minor, with effects in a small number of transactions. And the support is not “continuing.”

2. To begin with, the EU errs in its portrayal of key measures at issue in this dispute as “business as usual.”2 In fact, significant changes have occurred with respect to the measures that were critical to the findings in the original proceedings:

- With respect to WTO-inconsistent NASA and DoD programs, the United States and Boeing have concluded a licensing agreement giving the U.S. government the one right that the Appellate Body found distinguished the NASA and DoD contracts and agreements from commercial benchmarks: the right to commercialize foreground technology.3

- NASA terminated most of the programs subject to the recommendations and rulings of the DSB, and changed many of the practices with regard to aeronautics research that led to the original panel’s subsidy findings.

- DoD awarded many fewer assistance instruments to Boeing.

- The FSC program and its successor programs remain terminated, and no matter how often the EU suggests otherwise, Boeing has not received FSC benefits since 2006.

There is no “business as usual” here. The United States has taken meaningful action to come into compliance. The EU effectively asks the Panel to ignore this.

3. As in the original proceedings, the EU continues to substantially overestimate the value or amounts of any funding or financing arrangements at issue in this compliance dispute. In reality, the value of any NASA, DoD and other measures that continue to be in existence – whether or not they are still considered to be actionable subsidies – has fallen massively. As a

---

1 EU SWS, para. 1 (emphasis in original).
2 E.g., EU SWS, paras. 150, 168, 242.
3 An expert report that the United States submits with this Second Written Submission concludes that “the NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments as amended are consistent with those of many arm’s length, market-based collaborative R&D arrangements.” Berneman Report (Exhibit USA-322).
result, any plausible amount of unwithdrawn subsidies is now too small to have caused the alleged adverse effects.

- The value of NASA contract funding, facilities, equipment, and employees provided to Boeing has fallen by 82 percent (on an annual basis, based on a comparison between the 1989-2006 and 2007-2012 time periods).

- The number of DoD assistance instruments fell by 85 percent (based on a comparison between the number of assistance instruments concluded in the 1992-2006 and 2007-2012 time periods).

- No Kansas IRBs have been issued to Boeing since 2007.

- Boeing, as already indicated above, received no FSC or successor program benefits since 2006.

4. Instead of properly accounting for the factual changes that have occurred and the compliance actions the United States has taken, the EU attempts to brush them aside with unsupported assertions and invective. In response to funding agreements and agency records showing that NASA/DoD funding to Boeing has fallen drastically, the EU asserts – with no evidence whatsoever – that the agencies are providing payments, facilities, equipment, and employees outside the contracts. In reaction to the alteration in the allocation of intellectual property under the NASA and DoD contracts and agreements, which was in line with the Appellate Body’s findings, the EU charges that the effort is a “sham transaction” relevant only in case the United States “abandons capitalism.”\(^5\) Faced with its own evidence showing that the NASA and DoD contracts and agreements seldom lead to Boeing patents, the EU conjures up inaccurate and legally unfounded images of a “potentially vast category of legally protected” trade secrets, whose very secrecy prevents the EU from providing any evidence of their existence or relevance.\(^6\) And when the United States points out that the EU never really explains its arguments under Article III:4 of the GATT, or its prohibited subsidy claims under Articles 3.1(a) and (b) of the SCM Agreement in any coherent way, the EU argues that it is the United States that has failed to rebut the EU argument, even though it remains entirely unclear what that argument actually is.

5. To offset the withdrawal or substantial quantitative reduction of old subsidies and their actual or potential effects, the EU seeks to expand the frontiers of this compliance dispute. It challenges a range of new measures that were not part of the original dispute; (re-)challenges

---

\(^4\) US FWS, para. 271.

\(^5\) Section II.A.4.b.i discusses this point in greater detail.

\(^6\) EU SWS, para. 228. As sections II.A.3.a.iii and II.C.2.a.iii explain, the EU’s allegations regarding trade secrets contradict NASA regulations making it impossible to develop trade secrets with NASA funding, and DoD regulations of comparable effect.
measures on which its claims failed in the original proceedings; and even seeks to pull in measures that predate its request for establishment of the original panel. For example, the EU argues that the Panel’s terms of reference properly include DoD procurement contracts – military contracts that the original panel already found to be purchases of services not covered by the SCM Agreement, which the EU itself asked the Appellate Body not to consider on appeal. The EU opted not to challenge any South Carolina measures in its original panel request – but now it does – despite the fact that these measures have no nexus in terms of nature or effects with the DSB’s recommendations and rulings or the U.S. measures taken to comply.

6. As its opening quotation shows, the EU has sought to vastly magnify the facts of this dispute. The original panel, the Appellate Body, and ultimately the DSB found in March 2012 that the United States had conferred certain subsidies to the U.S. manufacturer of large civil aircraft, Boeing, resulting in specific adverse effects to the EU. These adverse effects were limited to:

- For the NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments, threat of displacement and impediment of exports from Australia, significant lost sales, and price suppression in the 200-300 seat large civil aircraft market; and

- For the Washington B&O tax rate reduction, the City of Wichita IRBs, and the (pre-2006) FSC/ETI measures, significant lost sales in the 100-200 seat large civil aircraft market in the form of 50 firm orders and 30 options that Boeing sold to Japan Airlines and Singapore Aircraft Leasing Enterprise.

The DSB recommended that the United States either withdraw the subsidies that were found to have caused these adverse effects, or remove the adverse effects themselves. That, despite the EU’s protestations, is precisely what the United States has done.

---

7 Section II.B.6 discusses this issue in greater detail.

8 Section II.B.9 discusses this issue in greater detail.
I. THE U.S. REQUESTS FOR PRELIMINARY RULINGS

7. In its second written submission, the EU expresses a vision of Article 21.5 proceedings in which a complaining party may challenge virtually every aspect of the recommendations and rulings of the DSB, in addition to raising claims that it could have raised in the original proceeding but did not. In other words, in the EU’s view, an Article 21.5 proceeding is broader than the original proceeding to which it relates, in that a compliance panel can re-visit everything the complaining party did raise during the original proceeding as well as for the first time address everything the complaining party could have raised in the original proceeding (but did not). This approach, however, runs directly counter to the Appellate Body’s observation in *US – Softwood Lumber IV* that Article 21.5 “strikes a balance between competing considerations”:

> On the one hand, it seeks to promote the prompt resolution of disputes, to avoid a complaining Member having to initiate dispute settlement proceedings afresh when an original measure found to be inconsistent has not been brought into conformity with the recommendations and rulings of the DSB, and to make efficient use of the original panel and its relevant experience. On the other hand, the applicable time-limits are shorter than those in original proceedings, and there are limitations on the types of claims that may be raised in Article 21.5 proceedings. This confirms that the scope of Article 21.5 proceedings logically must be narrower than the scope of original dispute settlement proceedings.9

The EU panel request ignored that balance, seeking to inject matters unrelated to whether the United States complied with the recommendations and rulings of the DSB. The U.S. preliminary ruling requests sought to restore that balance by removing from this proceeding claims that the EU improperly sought, and still seeks, to include in the Panel’s terms of reference. The EU’s second written submission has done nothing to address those concerns and, indeed, posits a legal framework that would nullify the normal parameters that previous panels and the Appellate Body have recognized govern compliance proceedings.

8. This section first addresses the basic principles underlying the terms of reference of a panel established under DSU Article 21.5 and demonstrates the numerous errors in the arguments in the EU’s second written submission. To summarize, a matter may be reviewed by a panel only if it is properly within the terms of reference. In the case of a compliance panel, the only matters properly within the terms of reference are the consistency of measures taken to comply, whether declared or undeclared, or the existence of such measures. Measures that are the subject of the DSB recommendations and rulings cannot be considered measures taken to comply and, therefore, contrary to the EU’s view, claims against them are not properly within a compliance panel’s terms of reference. Similarly, measures that existed at the time of the original panel request, but were not challenged, cannot be measures taken to comply, and are accordingly outside a compliance panel’s terms of reference. The Appellate Body has recognized these limitations on the scope of a proceeding under DSU Article 21.5. The EU

---

9 *US – Softwood Lumber IV (AB)*, para. 72 (emphasis added).
second written submission contends that these limitations do not apply any time there are new facts to analyze or new panel or Appellate Body reports to consider. However, such common occurrences do not, as the EU argues, justify reopening matters settled by the recommendations and rulings of the DSB.

9. The United States then addresses each of the EU objections to the U.S. preliminary rulings requests and demonstrates why, in light of a proper understanding of the DSU, the EU’s sprawling case includes numerous measures and claims that are not properly within this Panel’s terms of reference. The United States accordingly respectfully reiterates its requests for preliminary rulings and requests that the Panel issue its findings so that the Panel’s substantive meeting with the parties can focus on the issues that are properly part of this proceeding.

A. Legal Standard for Evaluating the Terms of Reference

1. A matter must be properly within the Panel’s terms of reference.

10. Under DSU Article 7.1, the standard terms of reference for a panel are in relevant part “to examine . . . the matter referred to the DSB by (name of the party) in document . . .”, where the “party” is the complaining party, and the document is typically the request for establishment of a panel. Article 6.2 specifies further that the panel request must be in writing, indicate whether consultations were held, and “identify the specific measures at issue and provide a brief summary of the legal basis of the complaint sufficient to state the matter clearly.” In general, these are the formal requirements for bringing a matter within the terms of reference of a panel. However, they do not signify that a complaining party may seize a panel of a matter simply by writing it into the panel request with sufficient detail to state the matter clearly. Other provisions of the covered agreements inform what matters are properly within the panel’s terms of reference.

11. For example, DSU Article 4.3 requires a Member to consult on a matter before seeking establishment of a panel. As a general matter, if consultations are not held with respect to a measure, it is outside a panel’s terms of reference even if it is listed in the panel request. Article 17 of the Antidumping Agreement and DSU Article 21.5 similarly constrain the matter before a panel such that even a measure listed in the panel request, if outside the bounds set by those articles, would not be properly within the panel’s terms of reference. The proper action in this situation is for the panel to exclude that matter in question from its deliberations.

\[\text{\textsuperscript{10}} \text{US – CVDs on Certain EC Products, paras. 69-70 (“The panel request by the European Communities does refer to the 19 April action. . . . The European Communities acknowledge that the 19 April action, as such, was not formally the subject of the consultations held on 21 April 1999. We, therefore consider that the 19 April action is also, for that reason, not a measure at issue in this dispute and does not fall within the Panel’s terms of reference.”).}\]

\[\text{\textsuperscript{11}} \text{E.g., US – Zeroing (EC) (21.5) (AB), para. 232.}\]
12. The EU appears to suggest at one point, with reference to DSU Article 3.7, that the only limit on a panel’s terms of reference is whatever the complaining Member considers “fruitful” to include in its panel request. However, the Appellate Body has been clear that DSU Article 21.5 restricts a compliance panel to consideration of the existence of measures taken to comply and their consistency with the covered agreements. Thus, contrary to the EU’s suggestion, a panel is not compelled to address every matter that the complaining party seeks to put before it.

13. At another point, the EU asserts that “when a matter is properly within the jurisdiction and terms of reference of a WTO adjudicator, that adjudicator is required to assess and rule upon it.” The United States would agree that WTO panels, including compliance panels, may only make findings with respect to matters properly within their terms of reference. The United States does not agree that a panel is required in all instances to make a finding. The EU recognizes an exception for judicial economy. The United States also notes that the original panel considered that there was no need to make a recommendation with regard to its finding that FSC/ETI was a prohibited subsidy. The United States does not consider it useful to rule out the possibility that there may be other situations in which a panel could appropriately decline to make findings.

2. **Under DSU Article 21.5, the only measures within the terms of reference of a compliance panel are measures taken to comply (declared or undeclared).**

14. DSU Article 21.5 provides for panel proceedings “(w)here there is disagreement as to the existence or consistency with a covered agreement of measures taken to comply with the recommendations and rulings.” The negative implication of this charging is that Article 21.5 does not provide relief for disagreements about other types of measures. As the Appellate Body explained in *Canada – Aircraft (21.5)*,

   Proceedings under Article 21.5 do not concern just any measure of a Member of the WTO; rather, Article 21.5 proceedings are limited to those “measures taken to comply with the recommendations and rulings” of the DSB. In our view, the phrase “measures taken to comply” refers to measures which have been, or which should be, adopted by a Member to bring about compliance with the recommendations and rulings of the DSB.

---

12 EU SWS, para. 18. As the portion of DSU Article 3.7 cited by the EU consists of an admonishment to potential complaining Members, the United States fails to see its relevance to an inquiry into a panel’s terms of reference.

13 *Canada – Aircraft (21.5) (AB)*, para. 36.

14 EU SWS, para. 26. In this regard, the EU asserts that “there is no general doctrine of non liquet in WTO dispute settlement.” As the United States is not seeking to invoke such a doctrine, this observation does not seem relevant to consideration of the Panel’s terms of reference.

15 *US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel)*, para. 8.7.

This principle has several important consequences that the EU ignores.

a. **Claims, whether or not raised in the original proceeding, that the measures considered by the original panel are inconsistent with one of the covered agreements are not properly before a compliance panel.**

15. The measures that are the subject of the DSB rulings cannot, by their very nature be “measures taken to comply with the recommendations and rulings” of the DSB. As the Appellate Body has explained, its findings regarding compliance proceedings:

   exclude\{, in principle, (“ordinarily”) from Article 21.5 proceedings new claims that could have been pursued in the original proceedings, but not new claims against a measure taken to comply – that is, in principle, a new and different measure. This is so even where such a measure taken to comply incorporates components of the original measure that are unchanged, but are not separable from other aspects of the measures taken to comply.\}

Thus, measures before the original panel cannot be “measures taken to comply” because they are not “new” or “changed.” Accordingly, claims that those measures are inconsistent with the covered agreements are not properly within the terms of reference of a compliance panel.

16. The EU observes that, as a general matter, nothing in the DSU precludes a Member that has failed to prevail on a claim seeking reconsideration of that claim in a new proceeding.\(^1\) This is true only with respect to new proceedings before a regular panel, but not true with respect to an Article 21.5 proceeding, which addresses only whether the responding Member has complied with the recommendations and rulings of the DSB, and not whether there should have been additional or different findings. As this Panel is a compliance panel, a Member’s freedom to challenge past DSB recommendations and rulings before another regular panel is not relevant to an evaluation of the terms of reference in this proceeding.

b. **Measures that existed at the time of the original panel request are not measures taken to comply, and are accordingly not properly within the terms of reference of a compliance panel.**

17. Another implication of the definition of a measure taken to comply is that it does not encompass measures that existed at the time of the original panel request. A measure that predates the panel request can scarcely have been taken to comply with the subsequent DSB recommendations and rulings. The Appellate Body’s finding in *US – Zeroing (EC) (21.5)* that its reports have concluded that the DSU “excludes, in principle, (‘ordinarily’) from Article 21.5 proceedings new claims that could have been pursued in the original proceedings”\(^2\) applies with

---

17 *US – Zeroing (EC) (21.5) (AB)*, para. 432.
18 EU SWS, para. 19.
19 *US – Zeroing (EC) (21.5) (AB)*, para. 432.v
particular force to measures that a complaining party could have challenged, but did not. The responding party would have no reason to consider those measures inconsistent with its WTO obligations, or any basis on which to modify those measures since there were no DSB recommendations and rulings with respect to them. If a Member could use compliance proceedings to challenge measures pre-dating the original panel request, it would not only subject the responding Member to special expedited proceedings, it would also deprive the responding Member of a reasonable period of time to comply with any resulting recommendations and rulings of the DSB. This is not part of the “balance” the Appellate Body has discerned in the text of Article 21.5.

18. The United States notes that the Appellate Body found in US – Zeroing (EU) (21.5) that:

   Since compliance with the recommendations and rulings of DSB can be achieved before the recommendations and rulings of the DSB are adopted, a compliance panel may have to review events pre-dating the adoption of those recommendations and rulings in order to resolve a disagreement as to the “existence” or “consistency with a covered agreement” of such measures.20

However, the Appellate Body in that dispute was addressing measures adopted after the establishment of the original panel, but before adoption of the recommendations and rulings of the DSB. Thus, it provides no basis for a complaining party to use Article 21.5 to pull into a compliance proceeding measures it could have challenged, but did not, in the original proceedings.

3. The responding Member’s obligation under Article 7.8 of the SCM Agreement extends only to a subsidy that has been determined to cause adverse effects.

19. As the United States has observed before,21 the Appellate Body has found that Article 7.8 specifies the actions that the respondent Member must take when a subsidy granted or maintained by that Member is found to have resulted in adverse effects to the interests of another Member. This means that, in order to determine whether there is compliance with the DSB’s recommendations and rulings in a case involving such actionable subsidies, a panel would have to assess whether the Member concerned has taken one of the actions foreseen in Article 7.8 of the SCM Agreement.22


21 US FWS, para. 31.

Although the EU has taken exception to many of the principles regarding terms of reference for compliance panels, it has never disputed this observation.

20. Article 7.8 of the SCM Agreement provides that:

Where a panel report or an Appellate Body report is adopted in which it is determined that any subsidy has resulted in adverse effects to the interests of another Member within the meaning of Article 5, the Member granting or maintaining such subsidy shall take appropriate steps to remove the adverse effects or shall withdraw the subsidy.

Thus, the obligation under Article 7.8 applies only to “such subsidy” that a panel or the Appellate Body has “determined . . . has resulted in adverse effects to the interests of another Member within the meaning of Article 5.” Conversely, the obligation under Article 7.8 does not apply to measures that a panel or the Appellate Body has not “determined” to be a “subsidy” that “has resulted in adverse effects.”

21. Given the established, and uncontested, relationship between DSU Article 21.5 and Article 7.8 of the SCM Agreement, a panel would need to take particular caution in finding that a Member had failed to comply with the recommendations and rulings of the DSB with regard to a measure that was not found in the original proceedings to be a subsidy resulting in adverse effects.

4. The EU’s effort to re-open the DSB recommendations and rulings is in conflict with DSU Article 21.5.

22. In its first written submission, the United States cited several Appellate Body reports indicating that a compliance proceeding is not the proper forum for a complaining party to relitigate the original dispute by repeating unsuccessful claims or raising new claims that it could have raised but did not. For example, in US – Upland Cotton (21.5):

Because adopted panel and Appellate Body reports must be accepted by the parties to a dispute, allowing a party in an Article 21.5 proceeding to re-argue a claim that has been decided in adopted reports would indeed give an unfair “second chance” to that party.23

In EC – Bed Linen (21.5):

It would be incompatible with the function and purpose of the WTO dispute settlement system if a claim could be reasserted in Article 21.5 proceedings after the original panel or the Appellate Body has made a finding that the challenged

---

aspect of the original measure is not inconsistent with WTO obligations, and that report has been adopted by the DSB.  

And, in *US – Zeroing (21.5)*:

Thus, if we read the Appellate Body’s statement in *US – Cotton (Article 21.5 – Brazil)* together with its statement in *Canada – Aircraft (21.5 – Brazil)*, it excludes, in principle, (“ordinarily”) from Article 21.5 proceedings new claims that could have been pursued in the original proceedings, but not new claims against a measure taken to comply – that is in principle, a new and different measure.

23. In its second written submission, the EU seeks to portray the U.S. understanding of the terms of reference of a compliance panel as being based “in large measure” on *EC – Bed Linens*. It then posits a series of exceptions to the rule supposedly enunciated only in *EC – Bed Linens* that would, if adopted, virtually eliminate the recognized limitations on the scope of a compliance proceeding. There is no legal support for the EU’s efforts to turn Article 21.5 into an appeal of the adopted panel and Appellate Body reports.

24. Before addressing the EU’s arguments, it is useful to consider the status of adopted panel and Appellate Body reports. The Appellate Body has explained:

Adopted panel reports are an important part of the GATT acquis. They are often considered by subsequent panels. They create legitimate expectations among WTO Members, and, therefore, should be taken into account where they are relevant to any dispute. However, they are not binding, except with respect to resolving the particular dispute between the parties to that dispute.

In other words, the adopted DSB recommendations and rulings are binding with respect to that particular dispute. This is crucial for a WTO Member seeking to comply with the recommendations and rulings of the DSB. The adopted panel and Appellate Body reports form the basis of whatever modifications it makes to existing measures, and to change the recommendations and rulings they embody after the fact would undermine the integrity of the entire process.

---

24 *EC – Bed Linen (21.5) (AB)*, para. 98
26 *Japan – Alcoholic Beverages II (AB)*, pg. 14.
27 At one point in its submission, the EU observes that the DSU provides “no rule of res judicata.” EU SWS, para. 19. The United States agrees that the term “res judicata” is not a useful term in the context of WTO dispute settlement, particularly because that term has varied meanings in different legal systems. However, adopted panel and Appellate Body reports do represent the final resolution of the dispute between the parties, and must be applied as such.
25. Nonetheless, the EU seeks to do just that. It first asserts that a change in “the clarification of WTO law” between the original proceedings and the compliance proceedings would entitle a party to challenge the adopted findings of the DSB.\textsuperscript{28} Interestingly, this is directly contrary to the position the EU has taken in other disputes when apparently that position better suited its purpose. For example, the EU has said that a party in an Article 21.5 proceeding “cannot reopen now an issue that was already settled by the Panel (and the Appellate Body) in the original dispute.”\textsuperscript{29} In fact, the EU makes a similar point in its second written submission in this compliance proceeding.\textsuperscript{30}

26. Nevertheless, the United States understands the EU to be arguing elsewhere in its second written submission that if, after a panel or the Appellate Body has issued its report, another panel or the Appellate Body makes a finding that would lead to a different, more favorable result from that in the DSB recommendations and rulings, a complaining party may cite the later report in a compliance proceeding to reverse the adopted findings from the original proceeding. This is incorrect.

27. The Appellate Body’s finding in EC – Bed Linens (21.5) that the adopted findings of a panel or the Appellate Body “must be treated as a final resolution to a dispute between the parties in respect of the particular claim and the specific component of a measure that is subject to that claim” remains compelling.\textsuperscript{31} Indeed, the EU has cited no panel or Appellate Body report that reopened the recommendations and rulings of the DSB. Were the complaining party able to seek to reverse the resolution by the DSB of its claim against a measure on which it had failed in the original proceeding, it would be relitigating its original case in a compliance proceeding, despite the fact that the responding party had no compliance obligation in that dispute. There is accordingly no basis to adopt the exception proposed by the EU.

28. The EU’s second proposed exception is that a party may re-argue an issue if it relates to an aspect of the challenged measure that has changed.\textsuperscript{32} Here, the EU is imprecise. If the original measure has changed, then it may well be “a new and different measure,” that is a measure taken to comply and squarely within a compliance panel’s terms of reference.\textsuperscript{33} If the party’s allegation is that the measure has not changed, then it would not be a measure taken to comply, and would not be within the terms of reference.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{28} EU SWS, para. 34.
\item \textsuperscript{29} US – Zeroing (21.5 – EC) (AB), para. 5.50.
\item \textsuperscript{30} See, e.g., EU SWS, para. 997 (stating that the United States “is not entitled to re-litigate the above issues {that were alleged to have been litigated in the original proceeding}, but must unconditionally accept the relevant findings”).
\item \textsuperscript{31} EC – Bed Linens (21.5 (AB), paras. 92 and 93.
\item \textsuperscript{32} EU SWS, para. 35.
\item \textsuperscript{33} US – Upland Cotton (21.5) (AB), para. 210.
\end{itemize}
29. The EU’s third proposed exception is that a party may re-argue an issue if the facts have changed. However, the findings in US – Softwood Lumber VI (21.5) (AB), on which the EU relies, did not announce a broad principle that a change in facts effectively opened the recommendations and rulings of the DSB to challenge. Rather, it addressed a measure taken to comply in the form of the investigating authority’s new determination that relied on new facts gathered as part of the compliance effort. That situation does not exist in this proceeding. Thus, the proper question is not whether there are new facts – which will always be the case in a compliance proceeding that necessarily takes place later in time – but whether there is a measure taken to comply. If there is, then that new measure is within the terms of reference of a compliance panel. In any event, there is no basis to challenge the original measure in a compliance proceeding.

30. Finally, the EU argues that the reasoning in EC – Bed Linens (21.5) applies only if the challenged aspect of the measure is “separable” from the measure taken to comply. The Appellate Body did not actually make such a finding. Rather, it rejected India’s argument that the European Commission’s determination of injury was “inseparable” from the finding of dumping, which was the declared measure taken to comply. The Appellate Body was not called upon to evaluate the situation in which two components of a measure were inseparable.

31. Therefore, the EU’s arguments regarding supposed exceptions to the Appellate Body findings in EC – Bed Linens do not justify rolling back the established limitations on the terms of reference in a compliance proceeding.

5. A complaining party cannot resuscitate an issue that it failed to establish in the original proceeding as a result of its own request that the Appellate Body not complete the analysis and make an ultimate finding.

32. In its first written submission, the United States noted that to allow a complaining party to request the Appellate Body not to complete the original panel’s analysis on an issue, and then to raise that same issue as a compliance matter would give the complaining party the type of unfair “second chance” criticized by the Appellate Body. The EU responds that completion of the analysis is impossible in some situations, and that a complaining party cannot be expected to request completion where it is impossible.

33. The United States considers that these are all factors a panel may consider in evaluating whether a complaining party’s decision to first ask the Appellate Body not to complete the analysis, and then raise the issue in a compliance proceeding would result in an “unfair second

---

34 EU FWS, para. 36.
35 EU SWS, para. 37.
36 EC – Bed Linens (21.5) (AB), para. 86. Likewise, the EU’s allegations of inseparability in this proceeding are erroneous.
chance.” In the original proceeding, the EU affirmatively asked the Appellate Body not to complete the analysis regarding several measures if it overturned the original panel’s legal conclusions, ostensibly because there were insufficient undisputed facts. The EU’s position in this proceeding is that under the Appellate Body’s reasoning in US – Large Civil Aircraft, the evidence before the original panel and nothing more necessitate a finding in its favor. There is an obvious inconsistency between these two positions. The United States will address these matters further in response to the EU’s objections to the individual U.S. requests for preliminary rulings.

B. The EU Errs in its Opposition to the U.S. Preliminary Ruling Requests.

34. This section addresses the EU’s arguments in opposition to the U.S. requests for findings that particular EU claims and arguments are outside the Panel’s terms of reference. As an overall observation, the United States notes that, for the most part, the EU second written submission raises new arguments with respect to points the United States made in its initial preliminary rulings requests in November of last year.38 These are all arguments that the EU could have raised in its first written submission, or in the supplemental submission on terms of reference issues that the Panel requested on May 6, 2013. The United States recalls that at that time, the Panel stated:

if the European Union did not make any submission on this matter until after the first written submission of the United States, the Panel would have received first submissions which did not fully address the logically prior questions of scope admissibility and jurisdiction. Such a sequence would be contrary to the purpose of the first written submissions. Scope and admissibility are hardly matters to be resolved after issues of substance are dealt with. They are hardly matters to be first seriously engaged in by the Parties at the point of rebuttal. It is, therefore, difficult for us to conclude other than that this would be a highly inefficient manner of proceeding.

The United States notes that, by raising these arguments with respect to the original U.S. preliminary rulings requests only in the EU second written submission, the EU has brought about exactly the situation that the Panel sought to avoid – that the main reasons for the EU opposition to the EU requests are “first seriously engaged in by the Parties at the point of rebuttal.”

1. EU claims that certain measures are prohibited export subsidies.

35. The EU’s claims that individual measures considered by the original panel constitute prohibited export subsidies are not properly within the Panel’s terms of reference. As discussed in section I.A.2, claims that measures considered by the original panel are inconsistent with one of the covered agreements are not properly within the terms of reference of a compliance Panel. Therefore the United States reiterates its request that the Panel find the EU’s prohibited subsidy

38Almost all of the EU’s citations to U.S. arguments are to that document.
claims regarding these measures to be outside its terms of reference. The following discussion is structured to parallel the claims in the EU second written submission: (a) Washington State B&O tax rate; (b) three separate Washington measures enacted under HB 2294; and (c) “the remaining measures.” However, the United States notes the lack of any meaningful distinction among these measures – each was considered by the original panel and therefore the EU’s claims against each are outside the compliance Panel’s terms of reference.

### a. Washington State B&O tax rate

36. The EU’s claim that the Washington B&O tax rate reduction constitutes a prohibited export subsidy is not properly within this compliance panel’s terms of reference. The EU challenged this same measure, which was enacted under Washington State House Bill (HB) 2294 in the original proceeding and has not been modified, as a prohibited export-contingent subsidy under Article 3.1(a) and 3.2 of the SCM Agreement, but the original panel rejected the EU claims:

> {T}he European Communities has not demonstrated that the taxation measures enacted under HB2294 are inconsistent with Articles 3.1(a) and 3.2 of the SCM Agreement.39

The EU did not appeal this finding and it cannot now have an unfair second chance to make its case. The Appellate Body has indicated that a compliance proceeding is not the proper forum for a complaining party to re-litigate the original dispute by repeating unsuccessful claims.40 Given that the EU’s claim that the B&O tax rate constitutes a prohibited export subsidy concerns a measure that was considered by the original panel, it is not a measure taken to comply, and therefore the EU’s claim is not properly within this compliance Panel’s terms of reference.

37. The EU presents a muddled attempt to circumvent the restriction imposed by DSU Article 21.5 through the assertion of artificial distinctions between a measure and the “subsequent incidences” of applying that measure. The EU asserts that it is not challenging the same measure that was before the original panel, but rather the “subsequent incidences of application” of that measure. According to the EU, these subsequent incidences of application are “new measures.”41 The EU then asserts that these “new measures” are properly before this Panel as measures taken to comply because they are the “quintessential” example of a close nexus.42

---

39 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1590.

40 See, e.g., US – Upland Cotton (21.5) (AB), para. 210 (“{A} complainant may not reassert the same claim against an unchanged aspect of the measure that has been found to be WTO-consistent in the original proceedings.”); EC – Bed Linen (21.5) (AB), para. 98.

41 EU SWS, para. 58. The EU cites to a paragraph of its first written submission where the EU estimates the value of the B&O tax rate to Boeing from 2007 through 2024.

42 EU SWS, para. 61.
38. The EU’s approach is nonsensical. There is no basis for treating “subsequent incidences of application” of a measure as a separate measure. The “measure” that was before the original panel was the Washington State B&O tax rate reduction. That is the same measure that provides the subsidy alleged by the EU. Indeed, the EU’s argument in this proceeding is very similar to one raised unsuccessfully by the United States in US – Upland Cotton (21.5) – that payments under an alleged subsidy program could, in a compliance proceeding, be analyzed separately from the program at issue in the original proceedings. The Appellate Body found:

The verb “maintain” suggests, to us, that the obligation set forth in Article 7.8 is of a continuous nature, extending beyond subsidies granted in the past. This means that, in the case of recurring annual payments, the obligation in Article 7.8 would extend to payments “maintained” by the respondent Member beyond the time period examined by the panel for purposes of determining the existence of serious prejudice, as long as those payments continue to have adverse effects. Otherwise, the adverse effects of subsequent payments would simply replace the adverse effects that the implementing Member was under an obligation to remove. Such a reading of Article 7.8 would not give meaning and effect to the term “maintain”, which is distinct from the term “grant”, and has also been included in that Article.

39. Conversely, “maintaining” a measure found not to be an actionable subsidy – whether through continued payments or simply keeping the measure in force – cannot give rise to any obligation under Article 7.8. Given that the EU makes no claim that the Washington State B&O tax rate itself is new or has changed, and it was a measure considered by the original panel, the EU’s claims are not properly within this compliance Panel’s terms of reference.

40. The EU’s remaining arguments regarding the Washington B&O tax rate concern issues that are irrelevant to whether a claim is properly within a compliance panel’s terms of reference, as already discussed above. First, the European Union’s assertion that it has excised its judgment as to the fruitfulness of this claim does not expand a compliance panel’s consideration beyond the limits imposed by Article 21.5. Second, also irrelevant is the EU’s assertion that the relevant WTO rules to be applied by the compliance Panel will be different from that applied by the original panel due to subsequent clarifications relating to export subsidies. As discussed in section I.A.4 of this submission, such clarifications, even if they were relevant or would change the analysis, do not allow a complaining party to challenge the adopted findings of the DSB. Third, the EU’s assertion that its claims rely on new facts and

---

43 See, e.g., US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.301 (“{t}he foregoing analysis and conclusions addressed the question of whether the following measures constitute specific subsidies to Boeing within the terms of the SCM Agreement: (a) the Washington B&O tax reduction…”).


45 EU SWS, para. 59.

46 EU SWS, para. 68.
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evidence does not answer the question of whether there is a measure taken to comply. As discussed above, the subsequent incidences of application of a measure do not themselves constitute measures taken to comply. And fourth, as explained in section I.A.4 of this submission, the EU’s assertions regarding the “non-separability” of a measure do not render it a measure taken to comply and therefore within the compliance panel’s terms of reference..

b. The three distinct measures enacted under HB 2294

41. The EU separately addresses the three distinct measures enacted under HB 2294: (1) Washington State B&O tax rate; (2) Washington State B&O tax credits for preproduction development; and (3) Washington State Sales and Use tax exemptions for computers.47 As noted above, in the original proceeding, the EU asserted that each of these three measures was a prohibited export-contingent subsidy under Article 3.1(a) and 3.2 of the SCM Agreement, but the original panel rejected the EU claims: “the European Communities has not demonstrated that the taxation measures enacted under HB2294 are inconsistent with Articles 3.1(a) and 3.2 of the SCM Agreement.”48 Given that each of these measures was considered by the original panel, they are not measures taken to comply, and therefore the EU’s claims are not properly within this compliance Panel’s terms of reference.

42. The EU attempts to rely on a modification to the Washington B&O tax credit to claim that the EU can re-litigate its prohibited subsidy claims for all three measures. In regard to the Washington State B&O tax credit, the EU’s first written submission asserted that “the United States and Washington State continue to maintain this subsidy measure, i.e., the B&O tax credits for preproduction/aerospace product development.”49 However, the EU’s second written submission asserts, for the first time, that the Washington B&O tax credit for preproduction development is “clearly a new measure.”50 This is based on the EU’s assertion that the availability of the credit has been modified to substantially expand its application.51 Even if the preproduction tax credit had been modified, the EU would still need to demonstrate that it was a “new measure” and, moreover, that it was in fact a measure taken to comply. It has done neither.

43. But the EU’s flawed assertion is more ambitious. The EU claims that because the preproduction tax credit is a new measure (according to the EU), “the compliance Panel must now assess HB 2294 and the associated tax provisions, as revised, in its totality and in an integrated manner.”52 Although the EU now attempts to conflate the three separate measures with the legislation they were enacted under, the original panel was clear that the measures were

47 EU SWS, paras. 81-86.
48 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1590.
49 EU FWS, para. 461.
50 EU SWS, para. 85.
51 EU SWS, para. 85.
52 EU SWS, para. 85.
the exemptions themselves, not HB 2294.\textsuperscript{53} Modification of an individual measure does not authorize a complaining party to re-litigate any claim it wants with respect to distinct measures that may have been enacted under the same legislation.

c. The EU’s claims that “the remaining measures” are prohibited export subsidies

44. The United States understands the EU’s reference to the “remaining measures” to refer to measures considered by the original Panel other than the Washington State tax measures discussed above. The U.S. preliminary ruling request noted that the EU did not assert in the original proceeding prohibited export-contingent subsidy claims under Articles 3.1(a) and 3.2 of the SCM Agreement with respect to any of the NASA original measures, the DoD original measures, the State of Kansas and City of Wichita original measures, or two of the Washington original measures (the City of Everett B&O tax rate and the Washington State B&O leasehold excise tax credits).\textsuperscript{54} The EU could have asserted claims against these measures, but did not. As discussed above in section I.A.2.a, claims that measures considered by the original panel are inconsistent with one of the covered agreements are not properly before a compliance Panel. Therefore the EU’s claims that these measures are prohibited export subsidies are not properly within this compliance Panel’s terms of reference.

45. The EU’s only response is to cross reference its arguments regarding the Washington B&O tax rate and to repeat the same generic assertions that the United States demonstrated in section I.A to be irrelevant to whether a claim is properly within a compliance panel’s terms of reference.

2. EU claims that certain measures are prohibited import substitution subsidies.

46. As noted in the U.S. preliminary ruling request, the EU did not argue any prohibited import substitution claims under Articles 3.1(b) and 3.2 of the SCM Agreement in the original proceeding. The EU could have asserted such claims against these measures, but did not. As discussed in section I.A.2.a, claims that measures considered by the original panel are inconsistent with one of the covered agreements are not properly before a compliance Panel. Therefore the EU’s claims that these measures are prohibited import substitution subsidies are not properly within this compliance Panel’s terms of reference.

47. The EU again responds by referencing its earlier arguments and repeating the same generic assertions that the United States demonstrated above to be irrelevant to whether a claim is properly within a compliance panel’s terms of reference.

\textsuperscript{53} US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1467 (“HB 2294 includes five tax measures which the European Communities challenges as subsidies to Boeing’s LCA division.”).

\textsuperscript{54} U.S. Preliminary Ruling Request, para. 17.
3. **EU claims under Article III:4 of GATT 1994**

48. The U.S. preliminary ruling request noted that the EU could have raised Article III:4 claims with respect to the pre-2006 measures in the original proceeding and, therefore, could not assert them in this proceeding. The U.S. first written submission observed that the EU had included such a claim in the original panel request.\(^{55}\) In fact, the EU so thoroughly failed to advance that claim through evidence or argumentation that it does not appear in the original panel’s report. In short, the EU is seeking exactly the sort of “unfair second chance” that the Appellate Body has found not to be appropriate in an Article 21.5 proceeding.

49. The EU’s only response to these arguments by the United States is to cross-reference generic arguments that deal primarily with the U.S. preliminary ruling request with respect to the EU’s prohibited and import substitution subsidy claims. The EU never relates those generic arguments to either the legal or factual arguments, such as they are, that it has raised with regard to Article III of GATT 1994. The United States will not attempt here to guess why the EU considered these cross-references relevant, and then rebut hypothesized arguments. Rather, we refer the Panel to our rebuttals of the EU’s generalized arguments.

50. A few points do warrant notice. The EU asserts that it is “simply false” to assert that the EU could have raised its Article III claims in 2006 because “they are based on facts and evidence that only came into existence after the date on which the original panel was established (17 February 2006).”\(^{56}\) In fact, it is the EU’s assertion that is demonstrably false. Its Article III claims rest at base on a series of quotations reproduced in Exhibit EU-583. Many of these predate February 17, 2006. The EU also asserts that “the measures placed before the compliance Panel are not the measures that were before the original panel.”\(^{57}\) This, again, is false. Most of the NASA, DoD, Washington state, and Kansas measures covered by the EU Article III claims were in fact before the original panel.

51. Therefore, the United States reiterates its request that the Panel find these claims to be outside its terms of reference.

4. **U.S. claims with respect to DSU Article 6.2**

52. The United States explained in its Preliminary Rulings Requests that the EU panel request fails to meet the requirements of Article 6.2 of the DSU because it does not allow the United States or the Panel to discern which measures it alleges are prohibited export-contingent subsidies under Article 3.1(a) of the SCM Agreement, which measures it alleges are prohibited import-substitution subsidies under Article 3.1(b) of the SCM Agreement, and which measures it alleges breach the national treatment obligations found in Articles III:1, III:4, and III:5 of the

---

\(^{55}\) US FWS, para. 85.  
\(^{56}\) EU SWS, para. 100.  
\(^{57}\) EU SWS, para. 102.
GATT 1994. \(^{58}\) The EU’s panel request fails to connect the challenged measures with the provisions of the covered agreements the EU claims to have been breached in a way that presents the problem clearly.

53. Given the lack of clarity in the EU’s panel request, the United States could only speculate as to the nature of the EU’s claims. The United States noted that one possibility – that the EU was asserting each claim for each measure – was not evident from its panel request and would in any event be implausible. \(^{59}\) The EU now asserts that because it has in fact followed through with such an (implausible) argument, the US Preliminary Rulings Request is rendered “moot.” \(^{60}\) However, the deficiencies in the EU’s panel request cannot be remedied by the EU’s subsequent clarifications (and re-clarifications) in its written submission. The EU’s approach would render Article 6.2 of the DSU inutile.

54. Moreover, the nature of the claim the EU now advances with respect to Articles 3.1(a) and 3.1(b) of the SCM Agreement, and Article III of the GATT 1994, is not apparent from the EU’s panel request. The EU claims that the United States has used the measures identified in the EU panel request to condition Boeing’s behavior through some sort of vague Pavlovian conditioning exercise, in a manner inconsistent with these treaty provisions. The EU panel request failed to present this problem clearly.

55. Accordingly, the EU has failed to justify the vagueness in its compliance panel request, and the United States respectfully requests that the panel make a preliminary ruling that the EU request fails to satisfy the requirements of Article 6.2 DSU with respect to the EU claims under Articles 3.1(a) and (b) and Article III GATT.

5. EU request with regard to Article 4.7 of the SCM Agreement

56. The EU Panel Request states that “[t]he actions and events listed by the United States in its 23 September 2012 notification do not withdraw the subsidies or remove their adverse effects, as required by Article 4.7 and 7.8 of the SCM Agreement.” \(^{61}\) The United States preliminary ruling request observed that Article 4.7 applies only in the event there is a recommendation regarding a prohibited subsidy, which was not the case in the original proceeding. \(^{62}\) The United States accordingly requested a preliminary ruling that any claims related to an existing obligation under Article 4.7 were not within the Panel’s terms of reference.

57. In its second written submission, the EU states that its reference to Article 4.7 does not reflect an attempt to seek findings with regard to previous recommendations and rulings of the

\(^{58}\) US PRR, para. 45.

\(^{59}\) US PRR, para. 47; US Reply to the EU Response to the US PRR, para. 72.

\(^{60}\) EU SWS, para. 104.

\(^{61}\) US Preliminary Ruling Request, para. 58 (quoting EU Panel Request, para. 6.).

DSB regarding prohibited subsidization, but rather refers to its claims of prohibited subsidies in this compliance proceeding. In that event, the reference to Article 4.7 appears to be superfluous. The Panel has not yet made findings with respect to the EU’s prohibited subsidies claims in this proceeding, so Article 4.7 is not at issue. Even if the Panel were to find prohibited subsidies, that would establish an inconsistently with Article 3, rather than with an obligation the United States did not have under Article 4.7. In any event, as the EU appears to have dropped any claims the United States respectfully requests the Panel to find these claims outside its terms of reference.

6. **DoD measures**

58. The United States demonstrated in its preliminary ruling request that many of the EU’s claims regarding DoD were outside the Panel’s terms of reference. With respect to the “new” program elements, the United States showed that most of them existed at the time of the EU’s original panel request, but that the EU did not challenge them at that time. The EU explicitly excluded alleged provisions of DoD equipment and employees from its original panel request, and the original panel rejected efforts to bring them into the proceeding belatedly. And, finally, the EU failed to prevail on its claims with regard to DoD procurement contracts under the “old” program elements. For the most, the EU second written response advances a single overarching response: see above. The EU contends that, but never explains why, arguments previously made with respect to other measures also establish that all of the DoD measures are properly within the Panel’s terms of reference. Such recitations do not suffice to broaden the Panel’s terms of reference in the ways sought by the EU. The EU does attempt a bit more with respect to its challenges to its claims against “new” program elements, but these do nothing to address the critical problem with its claims – that as the program elements existed in 2006, they cannot be treated as measures taken to comply with the recommendations and rulings of the DSB.

a. **The EU’s claims against the “new” program elements existed at the time of the original panel request and, therefore, cannot be measures taken to comply with the recommendations and rulings of the DSB.**

59. The EU’s sole response to the U.S. observation that these program elements existed in 2006 is to assert that the EU could not have challenged them then “because on the basis of the information available, they did not appear to be supporting LCA-related R&D prior to that time.” The EU also clarifies that it is challenging the new program elements only from 2007 forward, and not for anything that occurred prior to 2007. Neither of these observations goes
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to the critical point – that as measures existing at the time of the original panel request, the new program elements cannot also be measures taken to comply with the recommendations and rulings of the DSB.

60. To begin, there is no dispute that an Article 21.5 proceeding covers only measures taken to comply with the recommendations and rulings of the DSB, or the non-existence of such measures. A measure that existed at the time of the panel request cannot, by the fact of its existence before the commencement of the proceeding, also be a measure taken to comply with recommendations and rulings of the DSB regarding the measures subject to the proceeding. The EU’s assertion that it did not study the new DoD program elements thoroughly enough to support a claim against them in 2006 does not change this fact.

61. It is also not relevant that the EU is challenging the new program elements only after 2006. Article 21.5 does not accord the complaining party the latitude to manipulate a compliance panel’s terms of reference by sculpting the temporal scope of its claims. To take an example, if the EU were correct, a complaining party could relitigate any issue in a compliance proceeding – including claims rejected by the panel or Appellate Body on substantive grounds – simply by restating the earlier claim with respect to application of the measure in question after the period covered by the panel’s deliberations. Thus, the legal principle advanced by the EU would make a mockery of the limitations that Article 21.5 places on the terms of reference of a compliance panel.68

62. As a factual matter, the EU’s assertion that the program elements changed after establishment of the original panel in ways that led the EU to consider that they subsequently involved technology applicable to large civil aircraft does not withstand scrutiny. For the new “military aircraft” program elements, it was obvious in the beginning of 2006 that P-8, the aerial refueling tanker, and AWACS were or would be military aircraft produced by militarizing civil airframes. As this fact lies at the heart of all of the EU’s arguments with regard to these programs, it is hard to see how the EU discovered something in 2007 that changed its views. Moreover, while the EU touts the limited nature of its claims with regard to the new program elements in arguing that it is not inappropriately expanding the terms of reference, it appears to disavow those limitations elsewhere in its argument.69

---

68 The EU argues in a footnote that the United States view with regard to any program elements not challenged in the original proceedings is that the EU “is forever precluded from challenging that PE, even under changed facts.” EU SWS, para. 114, note 121. This is not the U.S. view. The EU is precluded from challenging those program elements in this compliance proceeding. It remains free to commence a new dispute with regard to those program elements.

69 The EU Supplemental Scope Submission states with respect to AWACS: “{t}he EU claims with respect to this PE are limited to the DMS Replacement of Avionics for Global Operations and Navigation (DRAGON) effort, which began in 2010.” EU Supplemental Scope Submission, para. 20, first bullet. However, it nevertheless seeks to challenge a patent derived from a different part of the AWACS budget as an effect of the challenged subsidy, and suggests that this is appropriate because the EU “did not previously have public information to show that it was supporting research dual use to LCA.” EU SWS, para. 380, second bullet.
63. The EU also argues that its claims against the P-8A and KC-46 are appropriate because “design and testing of the P-8A continued well after the date of the EU panel request” and the contract of the KC-46 was awarded in 2011.70 These arguments show the muddled nature of the EU’s claims. If it is challenging payments, facilities, equipment, and employees under these program elements without regard to the contract that made them available, it should not matter when the KC-46 contract was signed. Similarly, if the EU is challenging design and testing without regard to the contract, and those activities took place both before 2006 and continued afterward, that “measure” was in place at the time of the panel request, and cannot be treated as a measure taken to comply. If, the EU is recognizing that DoD only makes payments or provides facilities, equipment, and employees pursuant to a contract or agreement, and that those are the relevant measures, then the analysis might be different. However, the EU has not sought to justify its expansion of the terms of reference based on contract dates. If it did, by far the largest contract funded through the “new” program elements, the P-8A contract, would be outside of the Panel’s terms of reference, as it was awarded in 2004.71

64. Therefore, the United States reiterates its request that the Panel find these claims to be outside its terms of reference.

b. The EU cross-reference to generalized arguments does not suffice to explain why this Panel’s terms of reference include DoD procurement contracts that were addressed by the original Panel and found not to be subsidies.

c. The EU cross-reference to generalized arguments does not suffice to explain why this Panel’s terms of reference include DoD procurement contracts that were addressed by the original Panel and found not to be subsidies.

65. The EU’s response to the analysis in the U.S. first written submission boils down to two words: “see above.” Rather than engage with the points raised by the United States, it simply cross references a number of arguments raised earlier in its submission, without explaining how or why they relate to the points raised by the United States.72 The United States will not attempt here to guess why the EU considered these cross-references relevant, and then rebut hypothesized arguments. Rather, we refer the Panel to our rebuttals of the EU’s generalized arguments. Therefore, the United States reiterates its request that the Panel find these claims to be outside its terms of reference.

66. The EU’s response to the analysis in the U.S. first written submission boils down to two words: “see above.” Rather than engage with the points raised by the United States, it simply
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70 EU SWS, paras. 114, note 120, and 115, note 124.
71 US FWS, para. 458.
72 EU SWS, para. 117.
cross references a number of arguments raised earlier in its submission, without explaining how or why they relate to the points raised by the United States. The United States will not attempt here to guess why the EU considered these cross-references relevant, and then rebut hypothesized arguments. Rather, we refer the Panel to our rebuttals of the EU’s generalized arguments.

67. However, one observation is particularly relevant with respect to these claims. The alleged provision of equipment and employees cannot be a measure taken to comply because these are not separate measures. If before 2007, they are simply aspects of existing measures that were subject to challenge, or in the case of the new program elements, did not challenge, for different reasons. With respect to the DoD procurement contractors, they are not even unchanged aspects of a measure taken to comply – they are unchanged aspects of a measure before the original panel.

68. Therefore, the United States reiterates its request that the Panel find these claims to be outside its terms of reference.

7. **FAA CLEEN measure**

69. The United States has demonstrated that the EU’s claims regarding the Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”) CLEEN program are not properly within this compliance Panel’s terms of reference. The CLEEN program is not a “declared” measure taken to comply, nor does it satisfy the close nexus test set out by the Appellate Body, which involves an examination of the nature, effects, and timing of an alleged undeclared measure taken to comply. The EU claims the CLEEN program shares a close nexus to the NASA R&D programs subject to the DSB’s recommendations and rulings. In its previous communications to the Panel and in the U.S. first written submission, and briefly below, the United States has demonstrated that is not the case.

70. The EU has failed to establish that the CLEEN program shares a close nexus in terms of nature with the NASA measures covered by the DSB’s recommendations and rulings. At most, the EU has established that the CLEEN program shares common environmental goals with NASA. The EU now claims that there is “both a technological and organizational continuity between NASA and the CLEEN programme.” But what the EU cites as technological continuity – making LCA “more fuel efficient, quieter, and less polluting” – simply repeats the EU’s unremarkable assertion regarding common environmental goals. Sharing common
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environmental goals is not a sufficient basis for finding the existence of a close nexus, as most U.S. Government agencies seek to lower energy consumption and reduce pollution.

71. The EU asserts there is organizational continuity between CLEEN and NASA because, according to the EU, NASA supports the CLEEN program with NASA personnel. The United States has already explained that FAA consulted selected NASA experts as it developed the CLEEN solicitation, but just as it consulted various other experts inside and outside of the government. The EU also makes the broad assertion that, “under the CLEEN program”, Boeing’s research involves NASA technologies and makes use of NASA facilities, but the EU fails to provide any explain of how its “evidence” supports such an assertion. To be clear, it does not.

72. The United States has also explained that the CLEEN program authorizes cost-sharing arrangements only, where the program participant must provide funding on a 1:1 basis, at a minimum. The United States noted that the EU has failed to identify any NASA contracts that are similarly structured. The EU’s response – i.e., that the U.S. position is illogical – is an obvious attempt to sidestep the issue in light of the EU’s inability to identify any such contract.

73. The EU similarly tries to sidestep entirely the second prong of the close nexus test. The EU has failed to articulate any theory about how the potential “effects” of the CLEEN program would undermine the compliance achieved through the U.S. declared measures to comply. The EU’s proffered excuse for this failure is its statement that it does not believe compliance has been achieved, and then declares that if the declared measures did, in fact, bring the measures into compliance, the EU would nevertheless consider CLEEN to undermine such compliance. This single, conclusory statement falls well short of establishing a close nexus in terms of effects.

8. State of Washington measures

a. The EU’s claims against measures that were not found to cause adverse effects are not properly within the terms of reference of this compliance proceeding.

74. The EU’s claims against four State of Washington measures that were considered by the original panel are not properly within the terms of reference of this compliance proceeding because they are not “measures taken to comply” but rather are part of the original set of
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measures challenged by the EU. These measures include (i) the Washington State B&O tax credit for preproduction development; (ii) Washington State B&O tax credit for property taxes; (iii) the sales and use tax exemptions for computer hardware, software and peripherals; and (iv) the City of Everett B&O tax rate reduction. Each of these measures was considered by the original panel, but none was ultimately found to cause adverse effects and therefore the panel did not find that any of these measures was inconsistent with U.S. obligations under the SCM Agreement.

75. As discussed in section I.A.2.a, claims against measures considered by the original panel are not properly before the compliance panel because they do not concern “measures taken to comply.” The original measure is not a “new” or “changed” measure. Each of the four Washington State measures was considered by the original panel, and none of them are “new” or “changed.” The EU does not dispute this fact. Therefore, those measures cannot be considered measures taken to comply, and the EU’s claims against those measures are not properly within this compliance panel’s terms of reference.

76. An additional reason these measures cannot be measures taken to comply is the fact that all four existed at the time of the EU’s original panel request. As discussed in section I.A.2.b, measures that existed at the time of the original panel request are not measures taken to comply, and are accordingly not properly within the terms of reference of a compliance panel. Given that these Washington measures preexisted the EU’s original request, it is unreasonable to consider that they were taken to comply with the DSB’s subsequent recommendations and rulings – especially when those measures themselves were subject to those recommendations and rulings.

b. The Joint Center for Aerospace Technology Innovation (“JCATI”)

77. The JCATI is not a measure taken to comply and the EU’s claims concerning this measure are therefore not properly within this compliance Panel’s terms of reference. The JCATI is neither a declared measure taken to comply, nor does it share a close nexus to a declared measure taken to comply or the DSB’s recommendations and rulings. The EU’s close nexus argument appears to be limited to its assertion that the JCATI shares a close nexus with the Washington B&O tax rate reduction and the NASA and DoD measures subject to the DSB’s recommendations and rulings. However, as discussed below, the EU fails to demonstrate a close nexus with any of these measures.

78. The JCATI does not share a close nexus with the Washington B&O tax rate reduction. In terms of nature, it is difficult to conceive of how a program developed to foster the education of engineering students is akin to the reduction of a B&O tax rate. The EU’s unsupported assertion that the “purpose” of both measures is to convince Boeing to expand production in Washington says nothing about the “nature” of these two very different types of measures. Nor
does the EU show that these measures share a close nexus in terms of “effects.” Although unclear, the EU appears to suggest that the “effects” of both measures will be to reduce Boeing’s costs of doing business in Washington State, but the EU fails to articulate any coherent theory as to how such effects would occur.84

79. Similarly, the JCATI does not share a close nexus with the NASA and DoD measures subject to the DSB’s recommendations and rulings. Unlike the NASA and DoD measures, the JCATI coordinates the development of higher-education aerospace programs at the University of Washington and Washington State University. Moreover, the JCATI’s activities with industry are structured quite differently than under the NASA and DoD measures. For example, JCATI funding is allocated to projects by educational institutions, not to a participating party. In terms of effects, the EU asserts that Boeing will be able to use technology developed through the JCATI to further its own LCA-related research without paying anything in return. In this respect, too, JCATI differs from NASA, which awards contracts to outside entities to obtain research into new scientific principles.

c. Washington State B&O Tax Credit for Leasehold Excise Taxes

80. The Washington State B&O Tax Credit for Leasehold Excise Taxes is not a measure taken to comply and the EU’s claims concerning this measure are therefore not properly within this compliance Panel’s terms of reference. The measure is not a declared measure taken to comply, nor does it share a close nexus with any of the measures subject to the DSB’s recommendations and rulings.

81. The EU second written submission asserts, for the first time, that the leasehold excise tax credit is an undeclared measure taken to comply, but the EU’s effort to demonstrate a close nexus is misguided and flawed from the start. The Appellate Body described undeclared measures taken to comply as “{s}ome measures with a particularly close relationship to the declared ‘measure taken to comply’, and to the recommendations and rulings of the DSB”.85 But the EU fails to even attempt to link the excise tax credit to a declared measure taken to comply or the DSB’s recommendations and rulings. Instead, the EU attempts to demonstrate a close nexus between the excise tax credit and House Bill 2294 and the Project Olympus Master Site Agreement, neither of which are measures taken to comply or measures subject to the recommendations and rulings of the DSB.86 Therefore, even if the EU was able to demonstrate a close nexus between the leasehold excise tax credit and these instruments – which it does not – the EU would nevertheless have failed to demonstrate that the excise tax credit is an undeclared measure taken to comply.

84 EU SWS, para. 140.


86 EU SWS, para. 144.
In terms of nature, the EU claims the excise tax credit “is simply a logical extension of the Washington State property tax exemptions that had previously been enacted as part of the overarching measures providing incentives for Boeing to expand its Washington State production, namely, House Bill 2294 and the Project Olympus Master Site Agreement.” The only Washington measure subject to the DSB’s recommendations and rulings is the Washington B&O tax rate reduction. The tax rate reduction is not a “tax exemption.” The only commonality in the nature of these measures is that they concern taxes. The EU’s assertion that the leasehold excise tax credit is simply another tax reduction that reduces Boeing’s overall tax liability in Washington is incorrect. Boeing does not claim the leasehold excise tax exemption (and the EU has produced no evidence to the contrary) and therefore it cannot reduce Boeing’s tax liability.

In terms of effects, the EU’s unsupported assertion that the excise tax exemption “worsens the existing situation of non-compliance” is unproven and inconsistent with the fact that Boeing does not claim the leasehold excise tax credit.

Lastly, the EU’s claim that a close nexus exists between the leasehold excise tax exemption and the Washington State measures is also misguided. The EU asserts that although the measure went into effect in January 2007 – i.e., well before the DSB’s recommendations and rulings – it only began to provide Boeing with tax exemptions in 2012 after those recommendations and rulings were issued. The EU’s assertion is based on the unsubstantiated assumption that Boeing began claiming the excise tax credit at that time. As the EU does not allege that the measure was somehow changed in 2012, the timing of when Boeing allegedly began to receive benefits under the measure is irrelevant. The fact that the measure was enacted well before the DSB’s recommendations and rulings, although not dispositive, indicates the absence of a close nexus in terms of timing.

9. State of South Carolina measures

The United States has demonstrated in its prior communications to the Panel and in the U.S. first written submission that the EU’s claims regarding Project Emerald and Project Gemini are not properly within this compliance Panel’s terms of reference. These are not declared measures taken to comply, nor do they share a close nexus with the DSB’s recommendations and rulings such that they can be considered undeclared measures taken to comply.

The EU argues that in the absence of Project Gemini-related subsidies, Boeing would have manufactured more large civil aircraft in Washington State and would have received more
subsidies from the State B&O tax rate reduction as a result.\footnote{EU SWS, para. 148.} Therefore, according to the EU, Project Gemini-related subsidies – and any other “packages” that are allegedly “inter-connected” with it, such as Project Emerald and Phase II – are all automatically within the scope of this compliance proceeding.\footnote{EU SWS, para. 151 & note 190.} This argument fails for several reasons.

87. First, in order for a measure to have a “close nexus” with a declared or undeclared measure taken to comply, it must, among other criteria, exhibit a close connection to such other measures in terms of its “nature.” However, the EU terms of reference argument ignores the fact that the Washington State B&O tax rate reduction has nothing in common with Project Gemini in terms of nature. The former is a reduction in tax rate; the latter is a complex package consisting of a ground lease for a project site; a partial defrayment of the costs associated with infrastructure investment at the project site; an agreement on the method of taxation of property at the project site; tax credits for jobs created at the project site; an agreement related to the apportionment of sales tax; and several additional measures that do not resemble the B&O tax rate reduction. The fact that the South Carolina package includes some tax-related measures, or it was conferred by a U.S. state (other than the state whose measures the EU claims it relates to), provides no basis to consider the South Carolina measures and the Washington State B&O tax rate reduction to be of the same “nature.”

88. Indeed, the Washington B&O tax rate reduction was enacted in 2003 through HB2294, specifically for the benefit of the aeronautical industry;\footnote{See, e.g., US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.194 (“section 1 of HB 2294.”} by contrast Project Gemini was enacted in 2009 and forms part of a pattern of similar incentive packages provided by South Carolina since the 1990s, which have involved companies across industries (whether it be airplanes, tires, or tissue paper) and from any country (whether it be France, Germany, the UK, or Japan).\footnote{See US FWS, paras. 530, 534.} The former was granted by Washington State, on the West Coast of the United States; the latter was granted by South Carolina, approximately 5,000 km away.\footnote{The EU denies that the common alleged subsidy recipient establishes a close nexus. See EU FWS, para. 735 (“Contrary to the US’ assertion, the European Union is clearly not suggesting that the identity of the recipient turns all Boeing subsidies into measures taken to comply”) (emphasis in original).}

89. Yet despite the absence of any “close connection” between the two sets of measures in terms of nature, the EU nonetheless claims that the South Carolina measures are within the scope of this compliance proceeding because of their allegedly related effects – i.e., according to the EU, Boeing receives fewer benefits under one if it receives more benefits under the other.\footnote{EU SWS, para. 148.} As discussed below, this assertion is incorrect. Moreover, the EU’s proposed analytical approach would dilute the “nature” component of the Appellate Body’s close nexus test into a simple “but-
Thus, under the EU’s maximalist view of the terms of reference in a compliance proceeding, any alleged South Carolina subsidy to Boeing – regardless of its form or nature – would be part of this proceeding. In other words, under the EU’s view, any alleged subsidy granted by any federal, regional or local government would be potentially subject to a finding of “close nexus,” irrespective of its nature, whether it was provided before or after the measure to which it has an alleged close nexus, and other key factors.

Second, the EU’s terms of reference argument implies the scope of Article 21.5 proceedings is potentially limitless. For example, by virtue of being “inter-connected” with Project Gemini, the EU alleges that Project Emerald and Phase II are within the scope of the compliance dispute, despite the fact that they date from six years before and three years after Project Gemini, respectively – and despite the fact that the EU does not even allege that they reduced the amount of subsidy benefit that Boeing receives under the Washington State B&O tax rate reduction. Thus, the EU’s proposed legal conclusions would contradict the Appellate Body’s guidance that “proceedings under Article 21.5 do not concern just any measure of a Member of the WTO; rather, Article 21.5 proceedings are limited.” Indeed, they would require compliance panels to review “just any” measure involving the same subsidy recipient.

Third, even under the EU’s own approach – which is inconsistent with the approach of the Appellate Body and prior panels, and suggests that “effects” alone can be sufficient for a finding of a close nexus – the EU fails to establish that there is a close nexus in terms of effects. The EU appears to rely almost entirely on the notion that in the absence of Project Gemini, Boeing would have established its second 787 assembly line in Washington, but it then fails to prove that this was actually the case. In fact, many factors influenced Boeing’s decision to establish a second 787 assembly line in South Carolina, including:

- It “established a differentiated center of excellence for a large, composite commercial aircraft”;
- It enabled Boeing to “capture logistical efficiency” as a result of its “proximity to Boeing Charleston, Global Aeronautica, and Dreamlifter, i.e., Vought”;
- It enabled Boeing to “develop capability to transfer final assembly & delivery operations,” which would be useful for both “current and future programs”;
- It “added geographical diversity to Boeing’s operations,” and
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92. The EU fails to address these factors, and it fails to address why it believes that the Project Gemini incentives were the deciding factor in Boeing’s decision not to locate its facility in Washington State. Therefore, the EU does not make a *prima facie* showing that a close nexus exists even under its own flawed analytic framework.

10. **Adverse effects-related arguments**

93. The EU notes that it responds in the adverse effects portion of its second written submission to adverse effects-related objections by the United States to EU claims and arguments not properly raised in this compliance proceeding. In addition, the EU provides a “short summary of its rebuttals.” The United States responds in kind by responding to the full EU rebuttals in the adverse effects portion of this submission, and by responding to the EU’s “summary” here.

94. The EU opposes the purported U.S. objection that the Panel may not assess collectively the present effects of U.S. subsidies that operate through technology and price-based causal mechanisms. The EU requests the Panel to recall that, in the original proceedings, the Appellate Body reversed the original panel’s failure to undertake a collective assessment. According to the EU, the United States argues that the Panel is required to make the same legal error in these compliance proceedings. All three assertions are inaccurate.

95. First, the United States has not argued that a Panel is precluded from collectively assessing the effects of subsidies with different causal mechanisms. Rather, the United States has argued that subsidies with different causal mechanisms cannot be *aggregated*. The EU itself acknowledges that “aggregating subsidies requires that the subsidies...affect markets through the same causal mechanism.”

96. Second, the Appellate Body did *not* reverse the original panel’s failure to undertake a collective assessment of all subsidies. Instead, it found that different causal mechanisms did not preclude the original panel from assessing whether aggregated groups of subsidies should be
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cumulated. The Appellate Body ultimately cumulated the effects of one subsidy (Wichita IRBs) with an aggregated group of subsidies (tied tax subsidies) in one market (100-200 seat market), and those subsidies shared the same causal mechanism (price effects). It did not cumulate the effects of any other aggregated groups of subsidies in the 100-200 seat market, or in any of the other markets – meaning it also did not cumulate the effects of any subsidies with different causal mechanisms.

97. Third, the United States has not requested that the Panel refrain from assessing whether subsidies should be cumulated solely because of different causal mechanisms. The United States has simply argued that, consistent with the principles listed by the EU, subsidies with different causal mechanisms cannot be aggregated, and that based on the facts before this Panel, application of the cumulation assessment described by the Appellate Body does not support cumulation of the aggregated groups of subsidies identified by the EU. Accordingly, the U.S. arguments are consistent with the Appellate Body’s guidance and do not ask the Panel to repeat an error from the original proceeding.

98. The EU also summarizes some of the claims and arguments that it has improperly raised in this compliance proceeding. These include claims against measures that were challenged unsuccessfully in the original proceeding as well as other issues that were resolved in the original panel and Appellate Body reports. With respect to these issues – and the EU’s list is not exhaustive – the EU raises the same three objections.

99. First, the EU asserts that these are “arguments” and not “claims.” To the extent that this is true, it is not a substantive point. The relevant question is whether they relate to claims properly within the terms of reference of this Panel. To the extent those claims are listed above, arguments related to those claims are not relevant to this Panel.

100. Second, the EU argues that it is re-litigating these issues under different factual conditions. One example the EU gives is its argument that “the City of Everett B&O tax rate reduction causes adverse effects.” This is a measure that the EU challenged in the original proceeding, but was not found to breach the SCM Agreement and was not subject to the DSB’s recommendations and rulings. If the EU believes that “new facts” make this measure WTO-inconsistent it can bring a new dispute, but it cannot use the compliance proceeding as a second chance. Moreover, in many instances, the EU relies on either the same facts as in the original proceeding or additional facts from the original reference period that it could have but did not introduce. In other circumstances, the EU does not even indicate what the “change in facts” is.

101. Third, the EU argues that it is addressing a new basket of measures. The EU’s position appears to be that, if there are new measures, it can treat the old measures and the new measures
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as a new “basket of measures” and challenge the old measures as well, even if unchanged. There is no support for this proposition.

102. For example, the EU re-raises lost sales allegations that were rejected in the original proceeding. If it failed to prove that, for example, a 2005 sale was a lost sale in the original proceeding, no new measure could make that sale a lost sale now. The EU’s new basket of measures argument is a thinly veiled attempt at a second chance the Appellate Body has rejected as unfair.

103. For these reasons, and as explained more fully in the adverse effects portion of this submission, the EU’s rebuttals fail, and it may not pursue these claims and arguments that are not properly before this compliance Panel.
II. EU ALLEGATIONS OF ACTIONABLE SUBSIDIES

A. NASA has Withdrawn the Subsidies to Boeing by Modifying Past Measures and Changing Its Practices.

104. NASA’s Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate (“ARMD”) took a number of steps in 2006 that significantly changed its research practices. The United States described these in its first written submission – revised contracting practices that lessened contractors’ role in shaping objectives, peer review of research proposals, elimination of industry competitiveness as an objective, and the addition of dissemination of results as a source selection criterion, among others. NASA’s budget for aeronautics research also continued to fall during the FY2007-FY2012 period, coming to a rest at its lowest levels in 20 years. These changes resulted in a dramatic reduction in research contracting, including with Boeing. Where the original panel found that payments to Boeing under the programs challenged by the EU averaged $58 million per year, the evidence shows that average payments fell to $*** per year in the FY2007-FY2012 period. The declining aeronautics budget also constricted NASA’s ability to provide facilities, equipment and employees to its contractors. Where the original panel estimated a value of $1.55 billion from 1989 to 2006, the evidence shows a total of $*** for FY2007-FY2012. All told, the value of all financial contributions alleged by the EU, taken together, was $*** in FY2007-FY2012. $*** percent less on an annualized basis than the original panel found for the 1989-2006 period.

105. In addition, NASA modified the terms of its research contracts with Boeing for the conduct of research relevant to large civil aircraft to bring them in line with the potential benchmarks discussed by the Appellate Body. It took this change not only with respect to the pre-2007 contracts explicitly covered by the recommendations and rulings of the DSB, but also with respect to contracts awarded under the modified post-2006 aeronautics research contracting practices.

106. The EU does not dispute that funding under the challenged programs was drastically lower in the 2007-2013 period. Nonetheless, it asks the Panel to find that the value of NASA payments and provision of facilities, equipment, and employees to Boeing more than doubled.  
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111 As in the original proceeding, the term “NASA contracts” includes a small number of cooperative agreements. As the United States explains in its discussion of DoD research funding, cooperative agreements and other assistance instruments raise a distinct set of legal issues. However, in the case of NASA, their value is so small in relation to contracts that these differences do not affect the overall outcome.

112 The original panel’s findings indicate an average annual value for payments, facilities, equipment, and employees of $144 million ($2.6 billion over 18 years) in the 1989-2006 period. US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1099. The EU alleges a total NASA subsidy of $1.8 billion for the 2007-2012 period, for an annual average of $300 million. EU FWS, para. 56, figure 1.
The EU provides no valid support for this assertion. Instead, it seeks to discredit the information submitted by the United States, arguing that data on payments, facilities, equipment, and employees is “the same flawed type of data rejected by the original panel.” In fact, the United States used the methodology endorsed by the original panel to identify contracts funded by NASA’s four aeronautics research centers and then, in line with the Panel’s request, provided those funded by the programs challenged by the EU. Thus, the United States has responded to the Panel’s concerns, while the EU still champions its discredited methodology, which the original panel rejected.

107. The EU does dispute the changes to NASA’s research contracting practices, belittling the overhaul in NASA’s contracting practices in 2006 as “a disparate set of actions brought together only for the purposes of this dispute.” However, the United States did not invent these changes for purposes of this proceeding. NASA’s 2007 budget request (drafted in 2006) described a “reshaped vision” ushering in a “{}\text{a}haft in focus from technology demonstration to fundamental research” and called for the elimination of existing research programs and replacement with new ones. These changes manifested themselves in the subject matter of the research NASA paid Boeing to conduct. As the U.S. first written submission showed, NASA has shifted away from technology demonstration like the High Speed Research Program and toward more foundational research.

108. In light of these changes, NASA has withdrawn the subsidies determined to exist, both with regard to the pre-2007 contracts covered by the recommendations and rulings of the DSB and with regard to subsequent contracts and agreements. Specifically, the Appellate Body findings in US – Large Civil Aircraft identified a small gap between government terms and the market terms for comparable transactions, consisting mainly of the government’s failure to obtain certain intellectual property rights for commercialization outside its established government sphere of activities. The NASA Licensing Agreement eliminated that gap, withdrawing the benefit that led to the finding of subsidization.

109. The United States has shown that post-2006 contracts are purchases of services because they involve primarily monetary contributions from the government, and the performance of research services by Boeing. These are not a form of financial contribution. In any event, assuming arguendo that they were a financial contribution, these transactions do not confer a benefit, as their terms are consistent with comparable commercial transactions. Furthermore, those terms are consistent with those offered by all U.S. government agencies on research and development contracting, so if there were some element of benefit, any resulting subsidy would not be specific. The same holds true for NASA’s SAAs with Boeing.

\[113\] EU SWS, para. 261.

\[114\] EU SWS, para. 178.
110. Therefore, with respect to both pre-2007 and post-2006 contracts, the EU has not satisfied its burden of proof for establishing that the United States has failed to comply with the recommendations and rulings of the DSB.

I. The information submitted by the United States in this proceeding is the only reliable evidence as to the value of payments or provision of facilities, equipment, and employees to Boeing under the programs challenged by the EU.

a. The NASA payment data submitted to the Panel followed the methodology endorsed by the original panel, filtered in accordance with this Panel’s request for information under DSU Article 13, and the only reliable evidence of payments to Boeing under the challenged programs.

111. NASA compiled the contract list submitted to the Panel by first generating a list of all payments made by the four aeronautics research centers as reported in FPDS-NG, the database for all U.S. government contracts. NASA then identified which payments were funded through the aeronautics research programs challenged by the EU. This methodology carefully followed the findings of the original panel and the information requests from this Panel. It resulted in the contract list and financial data submitted to the Panel, which showed that NASA paid only [***] to Boeing under the challenged programs from 2007 to 2012.

112. The EU asserts that this list consists of “the same flawed type of data rejected by the original panel.” This is untrue. The first step in the process is the list generated by FPDS/FPDS-NG inquiries would be the starting point for compiling any list of contracts between NASA and Boeing.” That is just where NASA started in this proceeding, with the list of all payments from the four aeronautics centers to Boeing. As the Panel’s Article 13 request for information asked for only those contracts “involving Boeing under the programs listed below that were entered into or that have provided funding and support from FY 2006 – present,” NASA identified the funding source for each payment on the FPDS-NG list. If one of the challenged programs funded even one payment to Boeing under a contract, the United States reported that contract in response to the Panel’s request. Where a contract was funded entirely by a program that the EU has not challenged, such as CASP, the Exploration Technology

---

115 The original panel found that “[w]e are inclined to agree with the United States that a list of contracts generated by FPDS/FPDS-NG inquiries would be the starting point for compiling any list of contracts between NASA and Boeing.” US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1073.

116 Obligations under NASA contracts with Boeing, FY2007-FY2012, by program (Exhibit USA-37(BCI)).

117 EU SWS para. 261.

118 EU SWS, para. 7.1073.

119 Article 13 Request for Information, question 5. This part of the question tracks an EU suggested question word for word. EU Annex V Questions, question 5 (Oct. 25, 2012).
Development Program, the Multi-Purpose Crew Vehicle, or the NASA Engineering Safety Center, the United States did not provide the contract.

113. The United States did not, as the EU suggests, conduct a substantive evaluation of the type of research conducted under the contract, as was the case with the contract lists submitted to the original panel.\(^{120}\) (Although the original panel did not explicitly reject that procedure, the Appellate Body suggested that the manual review by NASA personnel of descriptions of research under each contract may have raised verifiability concerns.\(^{121}\) The methodology adopted in this proceeding, which inquires only into the source of the funds for each contract, avoids such subjectivity.\(^{122}\)

114. Therefore, the payments data are not, as the EU asserts “inconsistent with the findings of the original panel and Appellate Body.”\(^{123}\) The United States carefully considered those findings and the Panel’s request for information, and structured its methodology accordingly.

\[b. \text{The contracts and SAAs submitted by NASA offer the only reliable information as to the value of any facilities and equipment provided to Boeing under the challenged programs.}\]

115. NASA does not have authority to simply provide facilities and equipment to its contractors on an “as asked” basis. During the FY2007-FY2012 period, the NASA acquisition regulations provided that “the contracting officer shall insert the clause at 1852.245-76, List of Government-Furnished Property, in solicitations and contracts if the contractor is to be accountable under the contract for Government property.”\(^{124}\) That clause, in turn, required a listing of the item provided and its acquisition cost.\(^{125}\) If the contractor sought to use property placed in its possession in this manner for non-governmental work, the general Federal Acquisition Regulations require the payment of rent to be agreed with the contracting officer.\(^{126}\)

\(^{120}\) US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1063 (The second part of the elimination process involved elimination of contracts that, although awarded by one of the four NASA research centers that perform aeronautics research, nevertheless pertained to non-aeronautics research (e.g., contracts whose subject matter pertained to space, atmospheric science, airspace hypersonics, vertical take-off and landing and short takeoff and landing, and aircraft support related to the maintenance and upkeep of NASA’s aircraft.).)

\(^{121}\) US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 695.

\(^{122}\) As the United States noted in its comments on the EU suggested questions, “NASA does not maintain data directly linking program funding to particular contractual vehicles.” US Comments on EU Proposed Questions, general comment 3. NASA’s contract management database, Business Warehouse, does indicate the center that provided funding, and in some instances provides program and project affiliations for individual payments. Where Business Warehouse did not provide such affiliations, it did indicate purchase requisition or order numbers. NASA consulted those documents and contract language to determine program affiliation.

\(^{123}\) EU SWS, para. 260.

\(^{124}\) 48 CFR § 1845-106-.70(g) (Exhibit USA-300).

\(^{125}\) 48 CFR § 1852.245-76 (Exhibit USA-301).

\(^{126}\) 48 CFR § 45.301(b) and (f) (Exhibit USA-302).
Any property made available under an SAA would be reflected in the calculation of the costs waived under the SAA. Therefore, under NASA’s regulations, any property provided to a contractor, including such as Boeing, would be recorded in the relevant contract or SAA. These documents accordingly provide the best evidence of any such provisions. The documents provided to the Panel testify to the rigor of NASA practices in this regard, with contracts recording equipment worth as little as $1000, and separate SAAs with values as low as $10,000.127 These instruments provide the only evidence as to the facilities and equipment actually provided to Boeing, and establish a total value of [***] for facilities and equipment provided under the challenged programs.128

116. The EU does not dispute the individual components of this calculation. Rather, it asserts that Boeing “receives significant value” from NASA’s own in-house research “in the form of the access it is provided to the NASA researchers, facilities and equipment” under a subsequent contract.”129 The next section of this analysis addresses this assertion with respect to access to employees. It should, however, be obvious that the value of access to a facility or piece of equipment consists solely of the value of use of that facility or equipment, which has nothing to do with NASA’s in-house research.

117. The EU also complains that the SAA list submitted by the United States does not indicate how particular SAAs were selected or allow verification of completeness.130 However, the United States compiled this list in accordance with the Panel’s request for:

a list of all non-reimbursable or partially reimbursable Space Act Agreements (“SAAs”), that were entered into or that have provided funding and support from FY 2006 – present, involving Boeing under the programs listed in question 5 or relating to NASA assets provided (i.e. managed) or funded under those programs.131

That request did not seek an explanation of how NASA compiled the list, or require a separate verification procedure. However, to put the EU’s spurious concerns to rest, the SAA List resulted from a five-step process. First, NASA generated a list of SAAs between each of the four aeronautics research centers and Boeing, using NASA’s Space Act Agreement Maker system. (NASA Policy Directive 1050 1H requires that every SAA be entered into this

127 E.g., NASA SAAs with Boeing (Exhibit USA-60) (revised July 22, 2013); Equipment provided under NASA contracts and agreements (Exhibit USA-271, frame 3/7); NASA SAAs with Boeing (Exhibit USA-161(BCI), frame 1/3 (revised July 22, 2013)).

128 Equipment provided under NASA contracts and agreements (Exhibit USA-271(BCI) (revised Aug. 22, 2013)); Boeing use of NASA computers, 2007-2012 (Exhibit USA-270); Estimate of NASA employee time in support of contracts with Boeing (Exhibit USA-321).

129 EU SWS, para. 264 (emphasis in original).

130 EU SWS, para. 267.

131 Article 13 Request for Information, question 6.
system. Second, ARMD then routed the list to all Center Agreement Managers to validate data and add any missing information. Third, these officials also provided copies of any instruments not already in the possession of ARMD and verified dollar values with Center CFOs. In some cases, it was necessary to change negotiated amounts reflected in the text of the agreements with actual expenditures. Fourth, ARMD determined the program responsible for funding, and identified the agreement as fully, partially, or non-reimbursable. Fifth, in accordance with the Panel’s instructions, the 41 fully reimbursable SAAs, along with SAAs funded through programs that the EU had not challenged, were removed from the list. This is the best information available with regard to the value of facilities and equipment provided under SAAs, and complete to the best of the knowledge of the United States.

118. The EU notes that there are entries in the list of SAAs that do not contain values for the waived amounts. The United States rectified that problem with the revised SAA list that it submitted on July 22, 2013. SAAs without reimbursement or waived amount values are, for the most part, umbrella SAAs that set out the overarching terms for work memorialized under the listed annexes or SAAs that were signed, but did not incur costs. There were two SAAs in the period for which NASA could not find cost data. However, as the data do cover most of the SAAs in the period, and given that there is no obligation to quantify precisely the magnitude of the subsidy in a proceeding under Part III of the agreement, the EU has provided no basis for

132 NASA Policy Directive 1050 1H (Exhibit USA-303).

133 SAA DFRC-276 and SAA1-757, Annex 2 are listed as partially reimbursable, but have no waived amount. This is because the Boeing cash contribution ended up covering all costs incurred. SAA2-401097, Annex 15; SAA1-754, Annex 13; and SAA3-1255, Annex 1, were signed, but no costs were incurred, so the waived amount is zero. NASA’s records do not indicate waived amounts for SAAs 2-402214 and 2-402268.

134 NASA SAAs with Boeing (Exhibit USA-60) (revised July 22, 2013). A sixth SAA with no waived amount, DFRC-276 provided for testing of [***]. The testing described in this SAA was related to the work under Air Force Cooperative Agreement FA8650-05-2-3503. Cooperative Agreement FA8650-05-2-3503, Modification 12, Attachment 3, pp. 4-6 (Exhibit USA-352, frames 52-54/61). AFRL reimbursed NASA for the cost of the waived portion of this SAA, which is captured in the government contribution under the Air Force cooperative agreement. To list that figure as the waived amount of the SAA would result in double counting.

The EU also notes a discrepancy between the data on SAA1-588, Annex 24, in the SAA List and the figures in the copy of the agreement itself. The reimbursement amount on the list contains a typographical error, and should read $985,108. The figure for the waived amount reflects NASA’s actual expenditures.

135 The Appellate Body has found:

In sum, reading Article 6.3(c) in the context of Article 6.8 and Annex V suggests that a panel should have regard to the magnitude of the challenged subsidy and its relationship to prices of the product in the relevant market when analyzing whether the effect of a subsidy is significant price suppression. In many cases, it may be difficult to decide this question in the absence of such an assessment. Nevertheless, this does not mean that Article 6.3(c) imposes an obligation on panels to quantify precisely the amount of a subsidy benefiting the product at issue in every case. A precise, definitive quantification of the subsidy is not required.

US – Upland Cotton (AB), para. 467.
the Panel to reject the data from the SAAs showing that they involved [***] in facilities, equipment, and employees.

119. The EU also raised concerns with regard to the data on the list of equipment provided under NASA contracts, noting that there were 15 entries without valuation data.\textsuperscript{136} NASA has provided estimates for the values of equipment that previously had none, indicating a total value of [***] for equipment provided to Boeing under the relevant contracts.\textsuperscript{137} The EU makes similar assertions with respect to the completeness of the separate list showing Boeing’s use of NASA computer facilities for aeronautics research activities.\textsuperscript{138} However, it is wrong to consider that there is something missing – the data on the list represent totals of the separate sessions listed for each period.\textsuperscript{139} The United States emphasizes that both of these are maximum values. The values for equipment for the most part indicate the acquisition cost. If the contractor returns the equipment, which is often the case for non-consumable items, actual value to the contractor is the value of temporary use of the item, rather than the full acquisition cost.

Computer time reflects all of Boeing’s use of the NASA supercomputers, even though 90 percent of ARMD’s use of the supercomputers is for hypersonic research, which the EU has previously recognized as having no application to large civil aircraft.

120. In short, the data submitted by the United States is the only evidence of facilities and equipment actually provided to Boeing by NASA. This evidence supports the conclusion that, after 2006, the provision of facilities and equipment was vastly smaller than the amount alleged by the EU.

c. NASA’s information on the number of employees who assist contractors in carrying out work under NASA contracts is the only reliable information as to the value of employees provided to Boeing under the challenged programs.

121. The United States explained in the first written submission that, faced with declining budgets, NASA has had to curtail employee involvement with contractors such as Boeing. The work of those employees was limited to financial administration and management, technical monitoring to ensure that the contractor complied with the terms of the contract and satisfied all

\textsuperscript{136} EU SWS, para. 26.

\textsuperscript{137} The United States is submitting a revised version of Equipment provided under NASA contracts and agreements (Exhibit USA-271(BCI) (revised Aug. 22, 2013) that reflects this additional information.

\textsuperscript{138} EU SWS, para. 269.

\textsuperscript{139} The EU asserts that there is no way to verify the reported values. EU SWS, para. 268. With regard to most of the facilities and equipment listed in contracts, the text of the contract confirms the value. With regard to NASA computer usage records, the United States has submitted data from the systems NASA uses to track usage of its computers. The EU has provided no basis to consider that NASA’s computer usage records are inaccurate.
deliverables, and managing logistics.\textsuperscript{140} NASA estimates that these activities occupied the following amounts of employee time at the four aeronautics research centers:

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{lcccccc}
\hline
\hline
Ames & [ ] & [ ] & *** & [ ] & [ ] & [ ] \\
Dryden & [ ] & [ ] & *** & [ ] & [ ] & [ ] \\
Glenn & [ ] & [ ] & [ ] & [ ] & [ ] & [ ] \\
Langley & [ ] & [ ] & [ ] & [ ] & [ ] & [ ] \\
\hline
Total & 24.4 & 25.6 & 18.7 & 18.8 & 17.6 & 10.7 \\
\end{tabular}
\caption{Estimate of NASA employee time in support of contracts with Boeing (Exhibit USA-321)}
\end{table}

For budget purposes, NASA values its professional personnel time at $150,000 per full time equivalent, which translates to the work performed by one person over the course of a year. Thus, these figures indicate a total maximum value of employee time of $17.4 million. The United States emphasizes that this is not the value of NASA employees “provided” to Boeing, as the EU uses that term. It is the U.S. view that these employees engage exclusively in work for NASA, to ensure that contractors are doing the work they are paid to do.

122. The EU does not dispute that NASA employees spend relatively little time working with contractors to advance the work under the contract. Rather, it argues that NASA personnel perform their own research, and that “Boeing still receives significant value \textit{in the form of the access it is provided to the NASA researchers . . . under a subsequent contract or agreement.}”\textsuperscript{141} However, there is a critical fallacy behind this assertion. The contractor has access to that researcher for a limited amount of time, which is reflected in the table in the preceding paragraph. That is the only “access” that NASA provides. A contractor could get a similar type of “access” by engaging a university to perform research. (As demonstrated by the NIAR contract, discussed below, the terms of such arrangements are essentially the same as under a NASA contract.) Thus, the reported figures indicate the only access that NASA gives its contractors to NASA employees. In this regard, the United States emphasizes again that this time consists primarily of technical oversight and review, to ensure that the contractor is doing what it was hired to do, and not doing work for the contractor.\textsuperscript{142}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{d. The EU’s valuation methodology grossly overstates the value of any financial contribution to Boeing.}
\end{itemize}

123. The United States explained in its first written submission that the EU valuation methodology is identical to the “top down” approach it advocated in the original dispute, which the original panel found overstated the “maximum value” of any financial contribution by nearly

\textsuperscript{140} US FWS, paras. 201-202.

\textsuperscript{141} EU SWS, para. 264.

\textsuperscript{142} As the United States has indicated, if NASA could do the work itself, it would. It hires contractors to perform research because they have areas of expertise that NASA does not have.
four times. The EU does not dispute any of this. It merely reiterates its call for the same, rejected “top down” approach in this dispute because of the concerns noted, and disproven, in the preceding paragraphs. As the EU has no defense for its already rejected methodology, there is no basis to accept it in this proceeding.

2. NASA’s research contracting practices today differ markedly from those discussed in the reports of the original panel and the Appellate Body.

124. The U.S. first written submission detailed several ways in which NASA modified its aeronautics research practices in 2006, which the United States described as an “overhaul” of NASA’s practices. NASA terminated its largest aeronautics research program, VSP, and “refocused” all of its programs on longer term fundamental research. NASA introduced a new approach to contracting as exemplified by the NRA process and significant use of NRAs as a critical procurement tool, and placed increased emphasis on the importance of dissemination of results. It changed facilities usage policies to allow foreign entities greater access, which has resulted in Airbus use of NASA facilities under fully reimbursable SAAs. These changes together moved NASA research away from the collaborative, industry-centric model that led to the Appellate Body’s findings, and they constituted important affirmative steps taken by the United States to bring itself into compliance.

a. NASA’s “refocus” of its aeronautics research programs in 2006 marked a break with past practice.

125. The EU belittles the changes to NASA’s aeronautics research programs as “a disparate set of actions brought together only for purposes of this dispute.” However, the evidence indicates a significant change to an approach different from the collaborative, industry-centered system described by the original panel and the Appellate Body. For example, the EU cites a 2006 presentation by Dr. Lisa Porter, then the associate administrator of ARMD, for the proposition that the changes she implemented were primarily industry-driven, and that “it is unclear exactly how much reshaping actually occurred.” In fact, Dr. Porter laid out a plan for extensive changes. Entitled “Reshaping NASA’s Aeronautics Program,” the presentation set out “Three Principles”:

• We will dedicate ourselves to the mastery and intellectual stewardship of the core competencies of Aeronautics for the Nation in all flight regimes.

• We will focus our research in areas that are appropriate to NASA’s unique capabilities.

143 US SWS, para. 203; US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1104.

144 EU SWS, para. 258.

145 EU SWS, para. 178.

146 EU SWS, para. 182.
We will directly address the R&D needs of the Next Generation Air Transportation System (NGATS) in partnership with the member agencies of the Joint Planning and Development Office (JPDO).\(^{147}\)

It is noteworthy that contrary to the many examples cited in the original panel report,\(^{148}\) these principles do not include improving the competitiveness of U.S. industry.

126. The EU notes correctly that Dr. Porter sought to develop “revolutionary capabilities,” but disregards that the direction of that revolution, as evidenced by her three principles, was toward a greater focus on governmental uses and reliance on government capabilities to advance the state of the art for the benefit of the overall aeronautics community. The EU asserts that she wanted to do this while “enabling short-term ‘products’,” but here it takes her words out of context. Her real message was that “long-term research can and should have milestones,” and that this “enables continual assessment of research portfolio” and “enables short-term ‘products’ while sticking to long-term goals.”\(^{149}\) Thus, the “products” she sought to “enable” are “assessments” of the progress being made in the conduct of research, in terms of its quality and whether it addresses the stated objectives. They are not commercial products, as the EU implies. Dr. Porter did envisage that – as Step 4 of a process in which the NRA effort was “Step 1” – NASA might “Use Space Act Agreements to collaborate with industry.”\(^{150}\) However, the list of SAAs with Boeing during the FY2007-FY2012 period shows that, in the end, NASA is using these instruments less frequently than before 2007.

127. As Dr. Porter’s presentation relates, the NRA process was the cornerstone of her “reshaping” of NASA’s research.\(^{151}\) And, indeed, the NRA solicitation pulls together all of the threads of the effort – a new focus on fundamental research, moving away from collaborative identification of research topics,\(^{152}\) and encouraging even greater dissemination of results.\(^{153}\) Thus, the critical elements of NASA’s modified approach to aeronautics research were not cobbled together in 2013 as part of this proceeding, as the EU would have the Panel believe, but were part of an integrated effort initiated in 2006.

128. The EU also seeks to portray Dr. Porter’s “reshaping” of NASA aeronautics research as driven by the Aerospace Industry Commission’s concern that “U.S. industry might fall behind foreign competitors.”\(^{154}\) However, the EU distorts the facts. Its primary source is a 2006 GAO

\(^{147}\) Lisa Porter, *Reshaping NASA’s Aeronautics Program*, slide 3 (Exhibit EU-89).

\(^{148}\) *E.g.*, *US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel)*, paras. 7.986-7.1023.

\(^{149}\) Lisa Porter, *Reshaping NASA’s Aeronautics Program*, slide 5 (Exhibit EU-89).

\(^{150}\) Lisa Porter, *Reshaping NASA’s Aeronautics Program*, slide 10 (Exhibit EU-89).

\(^{151}\) Lisa Porter, *Reshaping NASA’s Aeronautics Program*, slide 11 (Exhibit EU-89).

\(^{152}\) US FWS, para. 105

\(^{153}\) US FWS, paras. 106, 120, 154, and 179.

\(^{154}\) EU SWS, para. 180.
study designed to evaluate “the extent to which federal agencies have addressed selected Commission recommendations.” GAO listed three recommendations as relevant to NASA aeronautics:

“Transformation of the U.S. air transportation system should be a national priority.”

“The nation should immediately reverse the decline in, and promote the growth of, a scientifically and technologically trained U.S. aerospace workforce.”

“The federal government should significantly increase its investment in basic aerospace research, which enhances U.S. national security; enables breakthrough capabilities; and fosters an efficient, secure, and safe aerospace transportation system.”

Thus, the Aerospace Industry Commission’s main concern was with respect to transportation and educational infrastructure and national security, and it advocated basic research primarily for national security and transportation safety and efficiency reasons. It was not, as the EU suggests, focused on serving the needs of producers of aerospace products, but at the needs of the broader community.

129. The GAO report directly contradicts EU efforts to depict NASA as simply doing the Aerospace Industry Commission’s bidding. The GAO explicitly notes that NASA refused to adopt the recommendation for “specific technology demonstration goals,” and was in fact “moving away from demonstration projects that showcase such goals.” NASA officials explained that pursuing such goals “can lead to scientifically unjustified research projects.” GAO noted that NASA was “facilitating the transfer of R&D to industry as a whole,” but the only example was a robust response by universities to NASA’s research solicitations (This reflects that, in NASA’s parlance, “industry” goes far beyond “Boeing.”) GAO also highlights the critical mismatch between the Aerospace Industry Commission’s recommendation to increase funding for aeronautics research, and the reality that Congress decreased that funding. It noted the views of experts that “NASA will not be able to develop new technologies to the


same level of maturity as in the past” and “industry would be less likely to further develop these new technologies for commercial and government use.”160 In short, GAO considered that the changes occurring in 2006 would lessen the types of technology effects identified by the original panel and the Appellate Body.

130. In light of this evidence, it is difficult to see how the EU can cite the GAO Report for the proposition that the changes to NASA aeronautics research were designed to “improve the competitiveness of U.S. industry.”161 It attempts to justify this view by quoting at length from NASA’s response to a draft of the GAO report, which emphasizes that NASA engages not just in basic research, but also integrates the knowledge gained in different core areas to achieve “system-level objectives.”162 However, the concern with system-level objectives is not inconsistent with the fact that NASA has changed its approach. The remainder of the NASA’s comment, which the EU omits, emphasizes that it is industry’s responsibility to seek to leverage research for commercial applications.

131. The EU also makes much of the fact that NASA’s NRA process used RFIs to “solicit information on key areas of interest for private industry and determine opportunities for collaboration with NASA’s planning and research efforts.”163 In the first place, the United States made clear, and the EU has not disputed, NASA supplemented the results of the RFIs with input from other government agencies,164 and repeatedly emphasized the importance of universities to its efforts.165 In any event, seeking and accepting input from interested persons is a standard way for governments to ensure good decisionmaking. That NASA sought suggestions from industry in no way indicates that industry dictated the results. Indeed, one official of the National Academies, in reviewing NASA’s efforts in mid-July 2006, criticized the agency specifically for failing to consult with customers and users, and opined that “the behind-closed-doors development of the FY 2006 VSP revision, whatever its technical merits, neglected this


161 EU SWS, para. 180.


164 US FWS, para. 105.

165 U.S. Aerospace Industry: Progress in Implementing Aerospace Commission Recommendations, and Remaining Challenges, GAO Report GAO-06-920, p. 78 (Sept. 2006) (Exhibit EU-1031) (“the restructured Aeronautics program will have a positive effect on university research”); Lisa Porter, Reshaping NASA’s Aeronautics Program, slide 8 (Exhibit EU-89) (“University partnerships: - We will integrate students and faculty as true partners in our research projects.”).
Thus, NASA’s consideration of industry views in framing its objectives does not, as the EU argues, amount to a collaborative drafting of objectives.

132. The EU also tries to cite NASA’s 2013 budget for the proposition that the agency has continued “business as usual.”167 However, this is not the case. After noting that NASA’s transfers of technologies have formed “the DNA of modern aircraft,” the budget lays out three areas in which ARMD “continues to work: air traffic congestion, safety, and environmental impacts.”168 All of these are public goods, rather than competitive advantages. The EU particularly emphasizes the Advanced Composites Project, noting that “accelerating the development, verification, and regulatory acceptance of new composite materials, structural design methods, test, inspection, and manufacturing processes will enhance the competitiveness of U.S. industry.”169 However, the EU neglects to note the description of exactly what NASA intends to do:

During FY 2014, the project will pursue partnerships with industry, academia and other government agencies to expedite validation of advanced production, test, and analysis methods. A collaborative FAA and NASA research effort will be established to ensure the Advanced Concepts project will addresses FAA needs. The project will also initiate small-scale material and structures tests to acquire data to validate new analysis methods and determine new test protocols that will be shared with our partners in industry, academia, FAA and other government agencies.170

Thus, an important element of this project is to develop testing procedures that, among other things, will allow FAA to conduct its certification of all aircraft more efficiently. While an efficient regulatory process is certainly a competitive advantage for the United States, it does not constitute a subsidy.

133. In closing, the United States notes the EU assertion that the United States discussed some of these aspects of NASA’s research programs in the original proceeding.171 However, the original panel concluded, based primarily on evidence regarding earlier programs, that NASA programs did not operate that way in the 1989-2006 period.172 As the EU claims regarding post-

---

166 Statement of Stephen A. Merrill, Ph.D., before the Subcommittee on Space and Aeronautics, Committee on Science, U.S. House of Representatives, p. 3 (July 18, 2006) (Exhibit USA-304).
167 EU SWS, para. 168.
168 NASA 2013 Budget, p. AERO-3 (Exhibit EU-1015).
170 NASA 2013 Budget, p. AERO-35 (Exhibit EU-1015).
171 EU SWS, para. 182.
172 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), paras. 7.999-7.1023. In fact, the Panel did not address any of the post-2006 programs in its discussion.
2006 NASA programs are new claims that the original panel did not address, the analysis of them must take into account how NASA operated after 2006, and not before. The EU’s insistence that nothing has changed shows that it has not put forward such an analysis. A proper consideration of these programs, as they actually operate, demonstrates that NASA’s “refocus” of its aeronautic research programs in 2006 marked a significant change from past practices, and moved away from the agency’s collaborative relationship with industry.

b. Changes to NASA’s dissemination policies have removed restrictions that limited dissemination in the past.

134. The U.S. first written submission observed that NASA has ceased providing LERD treatment to data under its contracts, and adopted a policy of greater disclosure. The NRAs for Fundamental Aeronautics, Aviation Safety, Airspace, and ISRP made agreement in advance to disclosure an evaluation criterion. They clearly indicated NASA’s intent “that all deliverables under the contract be provided to NASA with unrestricted/unlimited rights,” that restrictions would be allowed only if there were a “significant net benefit to NASA,” and that even restrictions justified in that way “may lead to a lower score.”

135. The EU seeks to minimize the significance of this change in several ways, but none of them detracts from the significance of this change. Ironically, after insisting throughout the original proceedings that LERD protections remained available, the EU now argues that the U.S. statement that NASA abandoned LERD clauses prior to 2001 means that this change is irrelevant to the compliance proceeding. However, the original panel and the Appellate Body both referenced the LERD clauses as factors preventing the dissemination of technology the release of which “could seriously impact the competitiveness of the U.S. aeronautics industry.” The continued absence of LERD clauses after 2006 accordingly represents a positive change from the measures found to be WTO-inconsistent subsidies.

136. The EU also argues that LERD-type protections continue in the form of “special license rights” under one contract. In response to the U.S. explanation that the use of this clause was an exceptional deviation from NASA’s data disclosure policies and that ARMD has instructed centers not to use it in the future, the EU argues that the United States did not identify the policies or how NASA implemented them. As the United States has already explained, the policy is reflected in the NRA data disclosure requirement, and also in the fact, which the EU does not dispute, that no other NASA contracts used a “special license rights” or LERD clauses

---

174 EU SWS, para. 190.
175 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1007 (emphasis omitted).
176 EU SWS, para. 193.
177 EU SWS, para. 193, note, 279.
in the 2007-2012 period. From this evidence, the Panel can conclude that the EU assertion that NASA may establish a “regime” of special license rights is unsupported by evidence.

137. The EU also seeks to marginalize the changes to policies regarding disclosure of research results by arguing that they were not part of the overhaul of NASA aeronautics programs.\textsuperscript{178} This comment is curious because, in the very next paragraph, the EU notes the U.S. observation that the NRAs announced NASA’s intention to fully disclose all research results.\textsuperscript{179} The EU tries to dismiss these as “a couple of statements” about disclosure.\textsuperscript{180} However, as noted above, these “couple of statements” set out the evaluation criteria applicable to almost every single NRA proposal. The United States is aware of no similar instructions in pre-2006 reports. Therefore, the NRA criteria represent a significant break with the past.

138. The EU also notes that NASA routinely protects data developed at private expense from disclosure if it is confidential, privileged, or would reveal trade secrets.\textsuperscript{181} The EU is correct that such protections limit disclosure of some data in some circumstances. However, protection of this type of information, as the Panel is aware from its own working procedures, is standard. Indeed, it is difficult to imagine a commercial entity accepting one of NASA’s contracts if doing so would result in the disclosure of its confidential data or trade secrets. The same holds true in transactions between private entities – protection of each other’s proprietary information is a foundational principle. Therefore, NASA’s protection of privately funded commercially sensitive information is yet another way in which its contracts conform with commercial terms.\textsuperscript{182}

139. Finally, the EU notes that it had difficulty obtaining many of the reports cited by NASA from the NASA Technical Reports Server.\textsuperscript{183} As the United States explained in its first written submission, this is not a formal limitation on data dissemination, but the temporary consequence of efforts to rectify gaps in NASA’s data security procedures.\textsuperscript{184} The NASA server is back on line, and NASA is working to make sure that all data properly subject to dissemination is available.

\textsuperscript{178} EU SWS, para. 191.
\textsuperscript{179} EU SWS, para. 192, \textit{citing} US FWS, para. 120.
\textsuperscript{180} EU SWS, para. 192.
\textsuperscript{181} EU SWS, para. 192.
\textsuperscript{182} The EU also notes that the grant to Boeing of patents for inventions invented under government contracts permits it to enjoin the use of those inventions during the period of the patent. EU SWS, para. 197. However, this is not a matter of data dissemination, but of intellectual property, an issue that the United States addresses below.
\textsuperscript{183} EU SWS, para. 195.
\textsuperscript{184} US FWS, para. 208, note 394.
140. Thus, despite the EU’s efforts to argue otherwise, the end of NASA’s LERD clauses and the adoption of policies encouraging greater access to data represent a significant change in NASA’s practices.

c. Changes to NASA’s facilities usage policies have given foreign producers, including Airbus, access comparable to the access granted to Boeing.

141. The U.S. first written submission identified changes to NASA’s facilities usage policies as one area in which it has modified its practices in line with the recommendations and rulings of the DSB. The United States further observed that Airbus has used NASA facilities under a reimbursable SAA, and is in the process of negotiating a nonreimbursable SAA. The EU, however, argues that subparagraphs 1(e) and 1(k) of NASA Policy Directive 1370.1 authorize foreign usage only if consistent with NASA’s mission, and provide that NASA’s mission does not include “enhancing the performance of foreign competitors of the U.S. industrial base.”

This conclusion is obviously untrue, as Airbus, a self-acknowledged competitor with the U.S. large civil aircraft industry, has already used NASA facilities. In fact, the EU’s summary of NASA’s procedures combines two unrelated passages. Subparagraph 1(e) provides simply that “the use of NASA facilities or capabilities shall be consistent with the Agency’s mission, as described in the Space Act.” This restriction holds true for domestic users, and the subparagraph makes clear that the rule applies equally to foreign users. Subparagraph 1(k) addresses a different topic – “Unwarranted International Technology Transfer and Consistency with U.S. Nonproliferation and Export control Laws, Regulations, and Practices.” It also makes clear that any “higher levels of scrutiny” relating to these activities applies to “advanced research and development activities, in contrast to fundamental research or basic testing programs or projects.”

142. Thus, the evidence does not support the EU argument that, as a practical matter, foreign entities are never eligible to use NASA facilities.

3. The EU’s assertions regarding Boeing patents and the characterization of NASA programs do not support the EU’s claims.

143. In addition to its unsustainable efforts to inflate the value of financial contributions under NASA programs involving Boeing and diminish the significance of the changes to NASA’s research practices, the EU seeks to bolster its claims by reference to Boeing patents resulting from work under NASA contracts and mischaracterizing the NASA programs it is challenging. However, the issuance of patents as a result of research under a contract is irrelevant to an evaluation of whether the contract is a financial contribution or conferred a benefit. Moreover, the small number of patents identified as applicable to civil aircraft contradicts the EU’s view that research under NASA contracts had massive civil applications. The EU’s characterizations

185 EU SWS, para. 198, citing NASA Policy Directive 1370.1. The EU notes that NASA policy also precludes use by “U.S. adversaries.” To be clear, the United States does not consider Airbus to be an “adversary.”

186 NASA Policy Directive 1370.1, para. 1(k) (Exhibit USA-256).
of the programs it is challenging are simply wrong and, accordingly, do not support the conclusions the EU seeks to have the Panel draw.

   a. The EU discussion of patents Boeing received is irrelevant to an evaluation of any financial contribution, benefit, or specificity associated with any related NASA contracts.

      i. Using the patents resulting from research under a NASA contract or agreement to evaluate whether it was a financial contribution or conferred a benefit would be an ex post analysis contrary to the terms of the SCM Agreement.

144. The EU first and second written submission both contain extended sections describing patents for inventions that the EU considers, in some cases incorrectly, were invented during work by Boeing employees under contracts and agreements with NASA or DoD.\textsuperscript{187} The EU states repeatedly its view that the patents it cites show that NASA and DoD research results in inventions useful on large civil aircraft. However, outside of its allegation that the patents themselves are a financial contribution, which the United States addresses below in section II.F, the EU never explains how this assertion relates to the Panel’s analysis of the contracts or SAAs. In fact, the patents have no role in that analysis. At the time that Boeing enters into a contract or agreement with NASA or DoD, neither party knows whether the research will result in a patentable invention.\textsuperscript{188} Thus, to consider the patents that resulted from a contract in an evaluation of whether there was a financial contribution, benefit, or specificity would involve the kind of ex post analysis the Appellate Body has rejected.

145. The Appellate Body explained in \textit{EC – Large Civil Aircraft} that Articles 14(b) and 14(c) of the SCM Agreement support the view that a panel’s assessment of benefit should focus on the relevant market benchmark at the time the financial contribution is granted to the recipient. That benchmark entails a consideration of what a market participant would have been able to secure on the market at that time. The market benchmark is predicated upon a projection as to the anticipated flow of returns that are expected to accrue as a result of the financial contribution. Consequently, the determination of benefit under Article 1.1(b) of the SCM Agreement is an ex ante

\textsuperscript{187} EU FWS, paras. 141-168 and 316-362; EU SWS, paras. 171-173 and 371-377. The EU raises many of the same arguments with respect to patents resulting from work under NASA and DoD contracts and agreements. The United States addresses the cross-cutting issues in this section, and will address DoD-specific points in the section on DoD contracts funded through the “general research” program elements.

\textsuperscript{188} Indeed, if Boeing knew that a particular research project was going to result in a valuable patent, it would have every incentive to fund that project itself, so that it would not have to share patent rights with the government.
analysis that does not depend on how the particular financial contribution actually performed after it was granted.\textsuperscript{189}

In a subsequent part of that report, the Appellate Body drew upon this reasoning in finding that “the Panel’s reference to \textit{ex post} events was not permissible.”\textsuperscript{190}

146. The same logic applies to the evaluation of a financial contribution. Article 1.1(a)(1) frames all of the categories of financial contribution in the present tense: “a government practice involves . . .”; “government revenue . . . is foregone;” “a government provides . . .”; a government makes payments . . . or entrusts a private body.” Thus, the evaluation of what the government conferred and what the recipient received depends on the facts known at the time of the transaction, and not what happened later.

147. The sole reason the EU gives for its extended discussion of patents is that they demonstrate the “valuable LCA-related technologies that Boeing develops” under NASA and DoD contracts and “the extended length of time during which Boeing benefits from the fruits of these programs.” Here, too, the EU is mistaken. Most of the patents arise from research conducted under pre-2007 contracts. However, NASA refocused its research programs in 2006 in ways that, to quote a document the EU cites repeatedly, “industry would be less likely to further develop these new technologies for commercial and government use.” With that knowledge, examples of patents under older contracts would indicate nothing about the usefulness of research under post-2006 agreements. Moreover, as the United States explains further in this section with regard to NASA and in section II.C.2.a.ii with regard to DoD, the number of patents that the EU considers related to large civil aircraft that resulted from work under government contracts is too small in relation to Boeing’s total number of contracts to support a conclusion that NASA or DoD contracts and agreements routinely result in intellectual property useful for large civil aircraft.

148. The EU’s comment about “length of time during which Boeing benefits” is a non \textit{sequitur}. The benefit conferred by a financial contribution is defined by the difference between its terms and a comparable commercial transaction. Information related to the cited patents provides no indication about the length of time Boeing benefits from research. In the quickly changing world of aeronautics technology, inventions are often superseded by more advanced technologies.

\textsuperscript{189} EU – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 706.
\textsuperscript{190} EU – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1330.
\textsuperscript{191} EU SWS, paras. 171 and 372.
\textsuperscript{193} US FWS, para. 372.
ii. There is no basis for the EU’s continued reference to patents unrelated to the programs the EU is challenging.

149. The EU is also wrong about all of these patents relating to research under the challenged programs. The United States observed in its first written submission that three of the patents cited by the EU resulted from research sponsored by Marshall Space Flight Center and Kennedy Space Center, which do not receive funding from aeronautics research programs. The EU asserts that this fact does not disprove a relationship to the challenged aeronautics research programs because the panel found that “the majority but not the entirety of ARMD funding is provided by NASA’s Ames, Dryden, Glenn, and Langley Research Centers.” In the first place, the EU distorts the original panel’s finding, based on data for 1991-2000, that the four aeronautics centers accounted for “more than 99 per cent” of ARMD’s spending on aeronautics research. The United States can confirm that, as ARMD’s funding has shrunk, so has its ability to fund work outside of the four aeronautics research centers. Since 2006, the only ARMD funds sent to non-aeronautics research centers went to NASA Goddard Space Flight Center to pay for hypersonic flight experiments that did not involve Boeing. With regard to pre-2007 funding, there is no evidence that the less than one percent of ARMD funds that went to non-aeronautics centers funded work by Boeing, or the particular contracts cited by the EU.

150. The EU also argues that if NASA space programs resulted in inventions related to large civil aircraft, the U.S. large civil aircraft industry must derive even greater technology benefits from aeronautics programs. The conclusion does not follow. As the United States has explained, Boeing draws technology for its large civil aircraft from a huge variety of non-governmental sources, including the manufacture of composite hulls for racing yachts, electric motors for hybrid cars, and production of business jets. If Boeing’s unsubsidized work with NASA’s space program produces technology useful to the company’s other businesses, that merely confirms that this type of “spin-off” is not the result of the alleged subsidies, but the normal result of unsubsidized transactions. Indeed, the small number of government-related patents cited by the EU, when compared with the huge number of Boeing patents granted during the 2007-2012 period, belies the EU’s theory that NASA aeronautics research contributes greatly to Boeing’s civil aeronautics technology.

194 US FWS, para. 205.
195 EU SWS, para. 222, note 337, citing US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1079.
196 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1079.
197 EU SWS, para. 222.
198 Statement of Michael Bair, para. 41 (Exhibit USA-305).
199 The United States notes that NASA’s space program is a major consumer, and perhaps the world’s largest, of launch vehicles and spacecraft and, as such, is in a different position with respect to contracts related to those activities than ARMD is with respect to aeronautics research.
iii. The EU cannot blame the small number of Boeing patents connected with NASA aeronautics research contracts on NASA recordkeeping or on the use of NASA funds to create trade secrets.

151. Recognizing that NASA aeronautics research programs account for an insignificant portion of Boeing’s patent portfolio, the EU tries to dismiss the number of patents as the result of “shortcomings in US recordkeeping.”201 There is no merit to this assertion.

152. The EU first argues that NASA provided 25 new technology reports related to inventions by Boeing while working under NASA aeronautics contracts, but did not provide corresponding waiver petitions. Any absence of waiver records cannot have hindered the EU in any way, as the new technology reports would provide the information necessary to identify any invention. It is also important to note that these reports indicate only that the contractor considers that it has discovered an invention. They do not signify that the invention is patentable, or that Boeing would necessarily seek a patent.

153. Second, the EU complains that [***] “patents or patent applications” appear in the U.S. list of patents and patent applications provided in response to the Panel’s Question 18, but they were not listed in the NASA licensing agreement.202 The EU neglects to mention, however, that [***] were patent applications, rather than patents. Thus, there was no need to include them in the licensing agreement, but the United States correctly included them in response to the Panel’s Question 18, which sought information regarding all outstanding patent applications. Thus, the EU fails to establish that the lists are “inconsistent” – on the contrary, they provided consistent information in response to different questions, posed at different times.

154. The EU also complains that some patents list the inventors without referencing their employer.203 According to the EU, this makes it “difficult” to “identify all of Boeing’s patents developed with funding or support from NASA.”204 The EU is wrong. Although the patent it cites does not list “Boeing” as the subsequent transferee of the patent, it does state plainly that “the invention was made under contract no. NAS1-18862 awarded by NASA.”205 The United States identified that as a NASA contract to Boeing in the original proceeding, and in the U.S. Compliance Notification.206 Thus, while identifying this patent as related to the contracts covered by the EU challenge might require some diligence, it is not terribly “difficult.”

---

201 EU SWS, paras. 223 and 383.
202 EU SWS, para. 225.
203 EU SWS, para. 226 (complaining about one particular patent that “identifies the patent as having been issued to certain individuals, rather than to Boeing or McDonnell Douglas,” but which appears in the list of patents in the NASA licensing agreement).
204 EU SWS, para. 226.
206 U.S. Compliance Notification, Annex A (Exhibit USA-107).
155. Third, the EU argues that a 1999 GAO report and a 2012 study of biomedical patents indicated “endemic” underreporting of the U.S. government interest in patents for inventions invented under government contracts. However, these reports are generalized in nature, and do not purport to have addressed Boeing’s reporting of the government interest in such patents. In fact, [***].

[***]. Under U.S. law, a contractor that files for a patent for an invention invented during work on a government contract without reporting the government interest does not have valid title to the resulting patent. Thus, whatever the studies cited by the EU found generally with respect to reporting of the government interest in patents, Boeing [***] to ensure that its patents are fully in compliance with the law.

156. Moreover, the EU seriously exaggerates the results and relevance of these studies. The GAO study covered 2,094 patents, and found that for 90 percent of them, the government interest was recorded in the patent. The GAO referenced another study by the Inspector General of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services of medically related patents finding that contractors correctly reported the government interests in their patents 86 percent of the time. The other study cited by the EU, from 2012, explicitly restricted its analysis to reporting by universities of patents in the biomedical field, so it has limited relevance to determining levels of reporting by private companies. In any event, the findings indicated that from 1995 to 2007 patents granted to universities correctly indicated government rights between 75 and 90 percent of the time, and that reporting rates were increasing over that period. Thus, the EU provides

---

207 EU SWS, para. 227.
208 [***] (March 25, 2013) (Exhibit USA-312(BCI)).
209 [***], p. 1 (March 25, 2013) (Exhibit USA-312(BCI)).
210 Technology Transfer: Reporting Requirements for Federally Sponsored Inventions Need Revision, GAO Report GAO/RCED-99-242, pp. 6 and 10 (Aug. 1999) (U.S. PTO records indicated 2,083 patents with some government interest, while GAO interviews with contractors revealed 11 that had not been reported at all.).
211 Technology Transfer: Reporting Requirements for Federally Sponsored Inventions Need Revision, GAO Report GAO/RCED-99-242, p. 13 (Aug. 1999). The study addressed all 633 patents issued to 12 grantees of the National Institutes of Health ("NIH"), and found that 490 were properly reported in EDISON, a database that NIH and several other agencies maintain to track patents for inventions they have funded, while 79 patents were not.
no basis to conclude that the number of “additional Boeing patents for LCA technologies” \(^{214}\) that it cannot identify from the PTO database is in any way significant. \(^{215}\)

157. The EU makes one last effort to inflate the amount of intellectual property Boeing derives from its NASA contracts, by arguing that in addition to patents, Boeing develops trade secrets through work funded by the challenged NASA programs. \(^{216}\) The EU again has the facts wrong. Under the U.S. Federal Acquisition Regulations, the government has “unlimited rights” to:

(a) Data first produced in the performance of a contract (except to the extent the data constitute minor modifications to data that are limited rights data or restricted computer software) . . . and

(d) All other data delivered under the contract other than limited rights data or restricted computer software (see 27.404-2). \(^{217}\)

These “unlimited rights” allow the government “to use the technical data ‘as it sees fit, both inside and outside of the government’, i.e. to ‘use, disclose, reproduce, prepare derivative works, distribute copies to the public, and perform publicly and display publicly, in any manner and for any purpose, and to have or to permit others to do so.’” \(^{218}\) These are the default rights to the government with regard to any data developed under a contract.

158. Limited rights data represent an exception, and are defined as “data, other than computer software, that embody trade secrets or are commercial or financial and confidential or privileged, to the extent that such data pertain to items, components, or processes developed at private expense, including minor modifications.” \(^{219}\) If a contractor develops data using government funds that would have been a trade secret if developed with private funds, the government has unlimited rights in the data, and the contractor cannot protect the data as a trade secret. Thus, Boeing cannot have developed trade secrets through work funded by NASA. \(^{220}\)

---

\(^{214}\) EU SWS, para. 223.

\(^{215}\) Based on the GAO data showing reporting of the government interest in 90 percent of cases, which were not restricted to the medical sector, the existence of ten patents reporting the government interest would, on average, suggest the existence of one additional patent that had not been reported.

\(^{216}\) EU SWS, para. 228.

\(^{217}\) 48 CFR § 207.401-1 (Exhibit USA-306).

\(^{218}\) US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1300

\(^{219}\) 48 CFR § 27.401 (Exhibit USA-313).

\(^{220}\) If government and a private entity jointly fund the development of data, NASA procedures call for protection of the data as a trade secret. US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1303. However, cooperative agreements are the only instruments used by NASA that provide for “joint funding,” and they did not represent a significant share of NASA’s payments to Boeing at any point from 1989 to the present. In addition, “under certain limited circumstances,” information produced by a NASA employee under an SAA may be treated as a trade secret for up to five years. However, NASA notes that “[t]his provision is generally applicable to agreements that have
159. In sum, the EU’s discussion of patents is irrelevant to the Panel’s evaluation of whether NASA contracts or SAAs confer a subsidy. To the extent those observations have any value, it is to confirm that Boeing does not develop a significant number of patents for large civil aircraft technology from its work under NASA contracts, and the EU does not dispute that Boeing has a number of alternative sources of technology.

   b. The United States has accurately described the research NASA paid Boeing to conduct under the challenged NASA programs.

160. In its first written submission, the United States reviewed the actual research that Boeing agreed to conduct under contracts and SAAs funded through the challenged programs, demonstrating usefulness to the government, and limitations on its relevance to Boeing’s commercial operations. The EU attempts to rebut this explanation with a number of incorrect and, at times self-contradictory, assertions. They only serve to demonstrate the EU’s failure to engage with the full suite of facts, and confirm that the EU has overstated the usefulness of NASA research to Boeing.

   i. The EU fails in its efforts to show that NASA research has no use to the U.S. government.

161. The EU’s first point confirms the self-contradictory nature of its arguments with respect to NASA. The EU begins by noting its adherence to the “central” Appellate Body finding that “NASA and Boeing each obtain something from this R&D,” and ends the same paragraph by asserting that the notion that NASA is paying Boeing to provide public goods is “simply incompatible” with the evidence.221 This is precisely the reason why the United States highlighted the evidence that NASA research benefits the broader public, and has far less use to Boeing than the EU asserts. It was necessary to counteract the EU’s one-sided presentation about putative applications of the research to large civil aircraft. The point is not that NASA research is useless to Boeing’s large commercial aircraft, a position the United States has never advanced, but rather that a conclusion as to the existence of a financial contribution and benefit must take account of what both sides contribute and both sides get. The EU’s one-sided view ignores this point entirely.

162. In its second point, the EU agrees that NASA research has uses beyond large civil aircraft, and then argues that such uses allow Boeing to profit by “monetiz{ing} a technology and licensing it to other firms.”222 However, the only way to “monetize” such knowledge would be through licensing of patents, and evidence that NASA contracts do not produce a significant number of patents indicates that this theoretical business line (for which the EU presents no

---

221 EU SWS, para. 201.
evidence) would not be lucrative. The point the United States made, and which the EU has not rebutted, is that because the knowledge was broadly applicable, and the U.S. government had full rights to use it for any government purpose, the results of the research would tend to assist others far more than Boeing. To take an example, information on siting of electric vision systems is not something Boeing could “monetize,” but it is information that, when applied by the U.S. government, would have broad public good.

163. In its third point, the EU accuses the United States of seeking to draw “reverse adverse inferences” from evidence indicating that some of the topics NASA researched were subject to export controls or classified. In fact, the United States has identified reasonable inferences with regard to such information. For export-controlled information, the reasonable inferences are that Boeing could not reveal the information to foreign nationals without first obtaining a license, which it has not done with respect to technology used on civil aircraft. Classified information has vastly stricter restrictions, in that Boeing employees cannot even share the information (or information derived from that information) with persons inside the company lacking the requisite security clearance and a need to use that information for government purposes. (The United States discusses these points further in the discussion of DoD measures.) The only inference the United States advocates is that these restrictions have the effects provided under U.S. law. In the case of ITAR, the Panel found that “the ITAR restrict Boeing’s ability to use certain R&D performed for DoD towards its civil aircraft,” and that Boeing took steps to ensure that the 787 was ITAR-free.\(^{223}\) However, the restrictions on classified information are much more significant than those on ITAR-controlled information, and would have correspondingly greater effect.

164. In its fourth point, the EU concedes that some of the research NASA conducted was highly speculative and unrelated to actual aircraft, but then notes the Appellate Body finding that early stage research is useful to Boeing. The EU misses the fact that the NASA’s new focus on fundamental research has led to research more remote from potential commercialization than was the case in the original proceedings, and far less technically relevant. For example, N+3 research under the Fundamental Aeronautics Program\(^ {224}\) called for hypothesizing about aircraft still 30 years from market entry. Studies of market, environmental, and regulatory concerns posed by supersonic aircraft with fewer than 100 seats are both outside of the large civil aircraft sector challenged by the EU, and do not call for any technology development.\(^ {225}\) The EU argues that the Appellate Body’s findings regarding pre-2007 early stage research effectively decided this issue, but this argument only spotlights the EU’s refusal to address all the facts of NASA research as it existed after 2006. The Appellate Body decided only the issues before it, which did not include post-2006 contracts or the post-2006 organization of NASA’s aeronautics research programs.

\(^{223}\) \textit{US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel),} para. 7.1160.

\(^{224}\) \textit{EU SWS,} para. 76.

\(^{225}\) \textit{E.g.,} \textit{US FWS,} para. 135.
165. The EU ends by asserting that “{w}hat does matter about the research supported by these NASA programmes is whether this research produces results that are useful or relevant to Boeing’s LCA business.”\textsuperscript{226} The EU’s approach ignores that the transactions had two parties, each of which took away something of use. It accordingly “matters” equally that the research in question is relevant for the use of the U.S. government, and the EU failure to engage on this issue means that it has failed to satisfy its burden of proof.

\textit{ii. The United States has accurately characterized the NASA programs.}

166. The United States demonstrated that the NASA programs had broad public utility. The EU seeks to characterize the descriptions of the programs as “mischaracterizations,” but they in fact comport fully with the evidence.

\textit{Fundamental Aeronautics Program, Aviation Safety, and Integrated Systems Research Programs}

167. The EU identifies three supposed “inaccurate representations” with regard to the U.S. descriptions of these programs. In fact, the descriptions are fully accurate. The EU’s arguments to the contrary reveal important errors in the EU’s approach to NASA research.

168. The EU begins by recognizing that NASA actively invited non-U.S. entities to participate in these programs, which represent the majority of NASA’s aeronautics research spending from 2007 to 2012. The supposed “inaccuracy” is that non-U.S. entities would participate on a cost share basis, rather than receiving any funding from NASA.\textsuperscript{227} However, the EU fails to recognize that this active invitation represents a change from the past, and belies the EU’s assertion that NASA only seeks to work with U.S. companies. Moreover, given the EU’s insistence that non-reimbursable SAAs, which also lack a cash payment component, allow Boeing to acquire useful knowledge, the offer of a similar arrangement to non-U.S. entities would provide similar advantages to them.

169. The EU attempts to downplay the significance of NASA’s full data disclosure policy under the NRAs by asserting that it was merely “one of 7 evaluative factors” in a category “that was assigned a 25% weight.”\textsuperscript{228} This criticism misfires on two levels. First, NASA did not simply state its intent to disclose all data – it stated that data restrictions “must demonstrate a significant net benefit to NASA,” and that even such justified restrictions “may cause a lower score.”\textsuperscript{229} This is the only one of the seven criteria for which NASA made such a warning.

\textsuperscript{226} EU SWS, para. 205 (emphasis in original).
\textsuperscript{227} EU SWS, para. 208.
\textsuperscript{228} EU SWS.
\textsuperscript{229} \textit{E.g.,} NRA, p. A-46 (Exhibit USA-93).
Second, NASA expected and received a voluminous response to the NRAs, and awarded relatively few contracts. In that environment, every criterion would matter.

Finally, the EU states that it could not find many of the reports cited by NASA on the NASA Technical Reports Server. NASA has independently searched for the reports on the list, and found that, with the exception of two, all of the non-controlled formal reports (designated with a “CR” number or “AIAA” number) are on the NASA server. The two exceptions are available from other public Internet sources. Two new articles related to research under Task NNL10AA71T have now been published, and six additional reports are in the process of review for public release. The list indicated several reports that were not on the server, but are available on request from the relevant NASA research center.

**Aeronautics Strategy and Management**

The U.S. first written submission explained that this program did not fund payments or provide facilities, equipment, or employees to Boeing. The only “inaccuracy” identified by the EU is note that the United States addresses such provisions under contracts and agreements, but does not address the EU’s claims with regard to other (unspecified) ways that NASA allegedly conveys payments, facilities, equipment or employees. The United States is, however, fully aware of the breadth of the EU’s claims. As explained above in section II.A.1.b, the only means by which NASA provided facilities, equipment, or employees was through contracts and agreements.

---

230 NASA’s records indicate that in most years, fewer than one quarter awards a contract for only one quarter of the NRA proposals it receives:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Proposals</th>
<th>Awards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1014</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: NASA

---

231 One of the reports under NASA Contract NNA06BC41C contained limited rights data and distribution was limited accordingly, but the underlying wind tunnel test data was published, and is available at [http://rotorcraft.arc.nasa.gov/Publications/2010.html](http://rotorcraft.arc.nasa.gov/Publications/2010.html).


233 NTRS document identification numbers are 20130013993 and 20130012906.

234 In addition to those indicated on the list, the following reports are available on request or at the relevant center’s library: L9K6-FR-020901; L9K6-FR-05001; L9K6-FR-03301; L9S7-07-FTR-07001; D500-13671-I; PWDM08-0010 Rev A; and reports relating to contracts NND11AQ73C, NAS1-NNL04AA11B, NNL07AA03A, NNL09AD50T.

235 EU SWS, para. 211.
Therefore, the U.S. statement that the Aeronautics Strategy and Management Program provided no such things to Boeing fully addresses the EU claim.

**Aeronautics Test Program**

172. As with the Aeronautics Strategy and Management Program, the “central flaw” highlighted by the EU is that its claims go beyond direct funding of Boeing and include use of facilities funded under the program. The United States understands this point, which is why it has reported both contracts and SAAs funded by the Aeronautics Test Program. Those instruments represent the only means by which NASA provided payments, facilities, equipment, or employees to Boeing that are subject to the EU claims. If contracts or SAAs sponsored by other programs provided access to facilities funded by the Aeronautics Test Program, they will appear in those documents, and to report them as also being “provided” by the Aeronautics Test Program would result in double counting.

**Strategic Capabilities Assets Program**

173. The United States explained that this program did not provide facilities, equipment, and employees to Boeing, and that the only payment was a purchase from Boeing of a commercial simulator. The EU responds by asserting that its claims “address the aeronautics test and simulation capabilities funded by this program.” This is not correct. The EU’s claims are that NASA made payments to Boeing to conduct research and provided facilities, equipment, and employees. It did not challenge NASA’s generalized maintenance of or investment in those facilities. The single contract with Boeing under this program was not a payment for research, but a payment for a commercial good sold by Boeing, which NASA purchased as an investment in its own infrastructure. It is accordingly not subject to the EU claims. (If Boeing made any subsequent use of this software – which seems unlikely, as the company already owned it – that would appear as an SAA or government-furnished property or government-furnished information under a contract.)

**High-End Computing Program**

174. The EU contends that there is a disconnect between the U.S. statements that the High-End Computing Program does not provide facilities to Boeing and the fact that Boeing made use of NASA computer facilities. There is none. The 2013 NASA budget explains the Science

---

236 The United States recalls that the EU has never challenged provision of facilities, equipment, or employees under fully reimbursable SAAs.

237 EU SWS, para. 216.

238 The United States recalls that the EU has never challenged provision of facilities, equipment, or employees under fully reimbursable SAAs.

239 US FWS, para. 193.

240 EU SWS, para. 211
Mission Directorate funds the operation, maintenance, and upgrade of NASA’s supercomputing capacity as an agency asset. The individual mission directorates are responsible for regulating access to the supercomputers, and any provision of access under the challenged programs would be through ARMD. The High-End Computing Program maintains records of supercomputer use identified by the sponsoring mission directorate and the group ID of the Principal Investigator (“PI”) for the particular use. The data on supercomputer usage reflects all of the usage by Boeing that ARMD sponsored.

175. The EU does not dispute the accuracy of the U.S. description of restrictions on usage of the NASA supercomputers, but asserts that the description is “misleading” because the PIs who are authorized to request access to the computers may be employees of contractors, including Boeing. The EU’s concern is baseless. All PI requests for allocation of computer time must be approved by the NASA project manager to ensure that the mission directorate is supporting the requested allocation. Each approved allocation of time receives a distinct group ID. It is a criminal offense for a government employee or contractor to use the supercomputers for any purpose that NASA has not specifically authorized.

**Cross-Agency Support Program (“CASP”)**

176. The United States referred to CASP only because it funded some payments to Boeing by the four aeronautics research centers. As the EU agrees that its claims do not cover CASP, there is no dispute that these payments are not within the scope of the EU claims.

4. The licensing agreements have withdrawn the subsidy conferred by pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments.

177. For pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments, the United States has taken affirmative action to withdraw the subsidy by obtaining from Boeing a royalty-free license to exploit patents resulting from research under those contracts and instruments for any commercial purpose. These licensing agreements were tailored to eliminate the gap identified by the Appellate Body between the intellectual property allocation terms of U.S. government

---

241 NASA 2013 Budget, p. ES-6 (Exhibit EU-46).
242 EU SWS, para. 219.
243 EU SWS, para. 220.
244 The EU raises essentially identical arguments with respect to the benefit allegedly associated with NASA and DoD contracts and DoD assistance instruments. The United States addresses those arguments here.
245 NASA License Agreement (Exhibit EU-251(BCI)) and DoD License Agreement (Exhibit EU-0401(BCI)). Out of an abundance of caution, the United States designed the agreements to cover not only DoD assistance instruments and pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments, but also post-2006 NASA contracts, even though it was unnecessary to do so for WTO compliance purposes, because post-2006 NASA contracts are purchases of services.
contracts and certain agreements identified as potential benchmarks. Consequently, the licensing agreements withdrew the subsidy previously conferred by pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments.

178. Against this backdrop, the EU claims that the United States has not achieved full compliance with the DSB’s original recommendations and rulings. Therefore, the EU has the burden to establish that the U.S. measures taken to comply are insufficient – and in particular, it must show that the pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments as amended are more favorable to Boeing than comparable commercial joint venture agreements are to the party being commissioned to perform research. The EU must take account of all of the potential benchmarks, identify which ones are relevant, and demonstrate that the pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments, as amended, are more favorable to the non-government party than all of the valid benchmarks. This is the approach the Appellate Body took when it based its benefit analysis not on the benchmarks advocated by the EU but on those proposed by the United States, which resembled the challenged measures more closely. It is not enough merely to put forward two isolated examples of private R&D transactions, as the EU does with the Dieu statement and the 2002 NIAR contract. This is especially true as the two benchmarks are critically deficient – Dieu addresses only research fully funded by one of the parties, which is not the case with these collaborative arrangements, while the 2002 NIAR contract was superseded by a new model that closely tracks the terms of U.S. government research contracts.

179. Since the EU has not provided the requisite market benchmark analysis, it fails to meet its burden of proof. To facilitate an objective assessment of the matter in this compliance proceeding, this submission will provide additional evidence and argumentation demonstrating the United States has in fact withdrawn any subsidy. First, the United States shows that the licensing agreements have eliminated the gap between Contract D and the pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments, notwithstanding the EU’s arguments to the contrary. Second, the United States shows that Contracts A, B, and C and the current NIAR model contract confirm this conclusion, as the terms of U.S. government contracts and agreements are

In the case of Contract D, the Appellate Body defined this gap as [***]. US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 657 (“[***].”). As explained below, the United States has eliminated the gap with respect to Contract D and the other contracts discussed by the Appellate Body.

Section II.F addresses the EU’s claim that patents granted to Boeing for inventions invented by company employees during work under government contracts and agreements are a separate financial contribution. See EU SWS, paras. 273, 308, 478, 515.

The Appellate Body noted that:

the United States did not contest that this evidence indicates that there were market transactions in which the entity commissioning the R&D obtained ownership of all intellectual property rights. The United States, however, argued that the “market does not dictate a single outcome in the negotiation of intellectual property rights”, and introduced evidence of alleged market transactions showing more “diversity in the disposition of rights”. US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 653. EU SWS, paras. 297 and 504.
no more favorable than these commercial transactions. Third, in response to the EU’s argument that Contract D is an outlier,\(^{250}\) the United States provides a report by Louis P. Berneman, an industry expert on private, arm’s length collaborative R&D arrangements, who explains that the terms of U.S. government contracts are consistent with market outcomes.\(^ {251}\) Mr. Berneman’s report provides additional evidence of prevailing market practices with respect to collaborative R&D arrangements, confirming – contrary to the EU’s claims – that Contract D exemplifies one type of private, market-based transaction for collaborative research efforts. In sum, the U.S. measures taken to comply have satisfied the U.S. compliance obligations with respect to pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments.

\(a.\) The benchmarks proposed by the EU are not comparable to the financial contributions found to exist by the Appellate Body.

180. The Appellate Body was clear as to the principle characteristics of the intellectual property allocation under NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments: they “involve the commitment of resources from both parties” and “the fruits of the research are shared between Boeing and NASA or Boeing and the USDOD.”\(^ {252}\) The benchmarks that the EU proposes are not valid comparators because they involve a commitment of resources by only one party in exchange for that party enjoying all of the fruits of the research for itself. Therefore, any comparison between their terms and those of the NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments provides no valid indication as to the existence of a benefit.

181. The centerpiece of the EU benchmarking exercise is a statement from Regina Dieu, the former Airbus in-house counsel responsible for negotiating the purchase of R&D services. She stated that “when Airbus fully funds R&D or purchases engineering product design work from a supplier, Airbus exclusively and solely owns all foreground intellectual property.”\(^ {253}\) Thus, Dieu describes a transaction where one party walks away with all of the “fruits.” By contrast, the Appellate Body indicated that the proper benchmark for pre-2007 NSA and DoD assistance instruments is a transaction involving joint research, useful to both parties, where “the fruits of the research are shared.”\(^ {254}\)

182. The EU second written submission attempts to salvage Dieu’s statement by arguing that the transactions she described as “fully fund{ed}” encompass situations where the suppliers bring “their own talents, skills, and intellectual property” to the transaction, which make them

\(^{250}\) EU SWS, paras. 297 and 504.

\(^{251}\) Declaration of Louis P. Berneman, Ed.D., DLP (Aug. 22, 2013) (“Berneman Report”) (Exhibit USA-322(BCI)).

\(^{252}\) US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 611.

\(^{253}\) EU SWS (quoting Declaration of Regina Dieu (Exhibit EU-31) (emphasis added). Airbus employee Alistair Scott attested that the conditions described by Dieu remain true of Airbus’s research transactions today.

\(^{254}\) US FWS, para. 239.
“analogous to joint ventures.” As a matter of fact, it is likely that a situation in which one party pays and the other provides services does involve the supplier’s use of its own talents, skills, and intellectual property. However, that does not mean that the purchaser and supplier are engaged in a “collaborative” exercise or “sharing” the results in a way that is “akin to a joint venture.” (If that were the case, every transaction would be “akin to a joint venture,” which would deprive the concept of any meaning.) As Dieu plainly does not address the split of intellectual property rights in a collaborative or shared situation, her statements are worthless as a benchmark for the kind of joint ventures described by the Appellate Body and alleged to exist by the EU.

183. The EU also cites the 2002 NIAR contract. In a statement submitted with the U.S. first written submission, Dr. John Tomblin, the current executive director of NIAR, explained that the terms of the 2002 contract are contrary to NIAR’s policy during his tenure, and he described NIAR’s current standard intellectual property terms. These terms track closely with those of pre-2006 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments. The EU attempts to rehabilitate the 2002 contract by observing that Dr. Tomblin was not in charge of NIAR at that time. However, the EU ignores the fact that NIAR’s current standard intellectual property terms are unquestionably a better benchmark for evaluating the EU’s claims that the NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments, as amended, presently confer a subsidy to Boeing. Moreover, even with respect to commercial practices as they existed prior to 2006, the 2002 NIAR contract has less probative value than Dr. Tomblin’s explanation that they were contrary to NIAR policy. He assumed his current post in January, 2003, two months after the 2002 contract was signed, so his statements provide a good indication of the state of affairs at that time. Therefore, the 2002 NIAR contract is not a valid benchmark for the NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments, as amended by the licensing agreements.

184. Finally, the EU seeks to bolster its position by referring to articles advising those who engage in intellectual property transactions to gain exclusive rights to the results. The United States does not doubt that many of the participants in these transactions would like exclusivity. But in a transaction in which “{t}he fruits of the research are shared,” exclusive rights are an oxymoron. The articles cited by the EU are accordingly worthless as a benchmark for the kind of joint ventures described by the Appellate Body and alleged to exist by the EU.

---

255 EU SWS, para. 273.
256 EU SWS, para. 274.
257 US FWS, 240.
258 Contract between Boeing Commercial Airplane Group Wichita Division and Wichita State University, Contract No. 000051728 (Nov. 4, 2002) (Exhibit EU-243).
259 EU SWS, para. 274.
185. Thus, the benchmarks cited by the EU do not provide a valid comparison to determine whether the pre-2006 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments. The EU has accordingly failed to meet its burden of proof.

b. The licensing agreements have eliminated the subsidy identified by the Appellate Body with respect to pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments.

186. In the original dispute, the Appellate Body’s benefit finding was based on its assessment that the pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments were more favorable to the commissioned party (i.e., Boeing), in terms of intellectual property allocation, than any of the six benchmark contracts (i.e., Contracts A through F) that were before it.260 Now, through the licensing agreements, the United States has eliminated the gap between Contracts A through D on the one hand, and the pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments on the other hand. Thus, under the Appellate Body’s approach, there is no benefit.

i. The intellectual property allocation terms of the pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments as amended are at least as favorable to the commissioning party as those of Contract D.

187. The Appellate Body identified only one difference between the pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments and Contract D: [***].261 The licensing agreements eliminate this difference and, therefore, have withdrawn the subsidy.

188. The EU attempts to draw three additional distinctions between Contract D and the pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments, despite the fact that the Appellate Body did not discuss any of these factors in its own subsidy analysis. In effect, the EU seeks to retroactively expand the Appellate Body’s original findings, and by extension, the U.S. compliance obligations.

189. Moreover, the aspects of Contract D discussed by the EU actually confirm that the pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments as amended are even more favorable to the commissioning party than Contract D, and therefore do not confer a subsidy to Boeing. First, the EU argues that the [***].262 In fact, however, the opposite is true: [***]263

260 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 655-660.
261 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 657.
262 EU SWS, paras. 303-304.
263 See US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 657.
190. [***]264 [***], Contract D is less favorable to the commissioning party than pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments as amended.

191. Second, the EU argues that the commissioning party’s [***]265 [***]266 [***]267 [***], Contract D is at least as favorable to the commissioning party as pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments as amended.

192. Third, the EU argues that the commissioning party’s right to [***]268 [***]269 [***]270 [***].”271

193. Thus, with respect to the [***], Contract D is actually less favorable to the commissioning party than the pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments as amended. Accordingly, the EU fails to establish that the U.S. measures taken to comply are insufficient to withdraw the subsidy identified by the Appellate Body.272

264 See Contract D (Exhibit USA-234(BCI)), para. 1.1 (defining “Fields of Use” to include [***]; ibid., para. 6.3.1 (providing the commissioning party with “[***].” Ibid.

265 EU SWS, para. 305.

266 As the original panel explained and the Appellate Body acknowledged, NASA’s government use rights include “the use of the patent by any government contractor engaged in ‘government business.'” US – Aircraft (AB), para. 657 (quoting US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1286).

267 In particular, Contract D states: [***].” Contract D, para. 6.3.1 (Exhibit USA-234(BCI)) (emphasis added). Thus, under Contract D, the commissioning party may [***]

268 EU SWS, para. 306.

269 US – Aircraft (AB), para. 657

270 Contract D, para. 6.3.1.1 (Exhibit USA-234(BCI)).

271 Contract D, para. 6.3.1.1 (Exhibit USA-234(BCI)).

272 The EU also argues that the NASA licensing agreement is insufficient to withdraw the subsidy because it does not address (i) contracts concluded on or after September 24, 2012, or (ii) “trade secrets and data protection.” EU SWS, paras. 285, 288. With respect to the EU’s first point, the parties could not know what patents would result in the future from research under assistance instruments funded through the original 23 program elements and, accordingly could not write them into the agreement. They retain the ability to amend the agreement, although the drop-off in the number of assistance instruments suggests a similar decline in the already small number of patents that result from those instruments.

The EU argument on the second point is incorrect. The attribution of patent rights was the only form of intellectual property right in the government transactions that the Appellate Body found to be more favorable to the commissioned party than in a commercial transaction. This finding cannot be transposed to government data rights clauses because they work differently. In particular, NASA receives unlimited rights in most data. The Appellate Body did not address trade secrets, either. As section II.A.3.a.iii of this submission explains, data created with government funds cannot be treated as a trade secret, which rules out the creation of trade secrets under NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments. Moreover, NASA no longer uses LERD clauses. See US FWS, para. 224.
194. Moreover, the EU’s rhetorical attacks on the U.S. compliance steps are both misplaced and significantly overstated. As explained above, the U.S. compliance steps were tailored to close the narrow gap between commercial practice and government contracts identified by the Appellate Body in this dispute. The scope of the licensing agreements is commensurate with this gap, and this does not somehow imply that the licensing agreements are a “sham transaction,” or that they would only be commercially relevant if the United States “abandons capitalism.” In fact, just as the EU’s Airbus governments decided to enter the commercial arena at one point in time, it is possible that the United States will do so, either with respect to civil aircraft or another product. Through the licensing agreements, Boeing has committed to forego royalty income in the event that the United States decides to exploit the intellectual property for any purpose. This commitment represents a real liability for Boeing that the EU glosses over.

ii. The intellectual property allocation terms of the pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments as amended are at least as favorable to the commissioning party as those of Contracts A through C.

195. In its second written submission, the EU argues that Contracts A, B, and C demonstrate that the pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments as amended continue to confer a benefit to Boeing. However, this EU analysis is based on an incorrect understanding of the relevant U.S. law, which in fact allocates patent rights for joint inventions in the same way as the pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments. Therefore, contrary to the EU’s mistaken assertions, the licensing agreements closed the gap between pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments that the Appellate Body identified.

196. The regulations codifying Executive Order 10096, “Providing for a uniform patent policy for the Government with respect to inventions made by Government employees and for the administration of such policy,” state:

(1) The Government shall obtain, except as herein otherwise provided, the entire right, title and interest in and to any invention made by any Government employee:
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273 EU FWS, paras. 3, 190, 384; SWS, para. 4.
274 EU SWS, paras. 277, 283, 483, 489.
275 This would not entail “abandoning capitalism,” as the EU asserts, any more than the Airbus member States abandoned capitalism when they joined together to launch Airbus.
276 EU SWS, paras. 293, 500.
277 EU SWS, paras. 293, 500.
278 Executive Order 10096, sec. 4, as amended by Executive Order 10930, and by Executive Order (Exhibit USA-309).
(i) During working hours, or

(ii) With a contribution by the Government of facilities, equipment, materials, funds or information, or of time or services of other Government employees on official duty, or

(iii) Which bears a direct relation to or is made in consequence of the official duties of the inventor.279

Thus, under U.S. law, the United States government takes title and interest in inventions jointly made by NASA and DoD employees and contractors.280 Accordingly, the EU is incorrect to claim that [***].281 Since the EU [***] that it considers relevant to the benefit analysis, the EU fails to establish that the Contracts A through C indicate the continued existence of a benefit.

iii. The pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments as amended are consistent with NIAR’s standard contract terms.

197. In response to the U.S. demonstration that the licensing agreements withdrew the subsidy, the EU attempts to dismiss the benchmark contracts used by the United States and the Appellate Body as “outlier{s}.”282 However, the EU fails to substantiate this assertion with new evidence regarding the relevant benchmark. By contrast, the United States submitted additional evidence, in the form of NIAR’s current standard contract terms, confirming that Contract D is in fact a typical example of market-based transactions.

198. NIAR’s standard contract terms allocate intellectual property in a manner that is consistent with the pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments as amended. This confirms that Contract D is not an “outlier,” as the EU claims,283 and that pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments no longer confer any benefit to Boeing.

199. Dr. John Tomblin, NIAR’s Executive Director, explained: “NIAR is the largest university aviation R&D institution in the United States,” which “provides research, design, testing, and certification services to the aviation manufacturing agencies, government agencies, educational entities, and other entities.”284 NIAR’s private-sector research partners include “Airbus, Boeing,

279 37 CFR § 501.6 (Exhibit USA-310).
280 The EU cites the Appellate Body as its source for the statement that NASA and DoD did not take title to inventions developed by their own personnel. EU SWS, paras. 293 and 500. As the Panel made no finding that patents for jointly discovered inventions would be owned by the contractor (which is, in fact, incorrect) the EU is in essence asserting that the Appellate Body made a finding of fact. As the DSU explicitly precludes findings of fact by the Appellate Body, the EU must be misunderstanding the import of the Appellate Body’s statement.
281 See EU SWS, paras. 293, 500.
282 EU SWS, paras. 297, 504.
283 EU SWS, paras. 297, 504.
284 Statement of John Tomblin, para. 1 (Exhibit USA-263).
Bombardier Learjet, Cessna, Hawker Beechcraft, and Spirit Aerosystems.”285 Dr. Tomblin stated that NIAR’s collaboration with these companies is not charitable.286

200. Dr. Tomblin’s statement includes NIAR’s standard intellectual property allocation terms as an attachment. With regard to these standard terms, Dr. Tomblin stated: “If outside sponsors cannot accept our standard terms, then NIAR is unable to engage with them in collaborative research projects.”287 Thus, NIAR’s intellectual property allocation terms reflect the prevailing intellectual property allocation terms of collaborative R&D contracts with the largest aviation R&D institution in the United States.

201. NIAR’s standard intellectual property allocation terms mirror those of the pre-2007 NASA contracts, as amended. The EU attempts to draw a distinction based on their treatment of patents related to joint inventions: NIAR’s standard terms give the parties joint ownership over joint inventions, whereas the pre-2007 NASA contracts supposedly give Boeing sole ownership over joint inventions.288 However, as explained above, the United States government takes title and interest in inventions jointly discovered by NASA employees and contractors. Therefore, the EU fails to identify any relevant difference between prevailing market practices as instantiated by NIAR’s standard contract terms and the pre-2007 NASA contracts as amended.

202. The EU also emphasizes supposed differences between NIAR’s current standard contract terms and a previous 2002 NIAR contract with Boeing that the EU submitted in the context of the original dispute.289 However, even if it were correct, this EU argument would only confirm that prevailing market conditions have changed since the time examined by the original panel. Therefore, the EU has a burden to demonstrate that pre-2007 NASA contracts as amended do not fall within the range of possible market outcomes today. The EU fails to discharge this burden, and its arguments regarding NIAR’s supposed practices in 2002 are beside the point.

iv. The pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments as amended are consistent with prevailing market practices for collaborative R&D arrangements.

203. In light of the EU’s continued insistence that the U.S. proposed benchmarks are “outliers,”290 the United States has obtained a broader analysis of how commercial entities
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285 Statement of John Tomblin, para. 4 (Exhibit USA-263).
286 Statement of John Tomblin, para. 5 (Exhibit USA-263).
287 Statement of John Tomblin, para. 4 (Exhibit USA-263).
288 EU SWS, para. 309 (“When NASA and DOD enter into R&D contracts and agreements however, and an invention is made jointly or in collaboration with the commissioned party, the invention is owned solely by the commissioned party.”).
289 EU SWS, paras. 309, 516 (admitting that NIAR’s “current standard contract provides fewer rights to the commissioning party than does the older NIAR contract considered by the Appellate Body{ }”).
290 EU SWS, paras. 297 and 504.
engage in collaborative research structure their transactions. The United States is submitting a report by Louis P. Berneman, an industry expert on intellectual property licensing and R&D collaboration with more than 30 years of intellectual property-related experience in all technology sectors and in both private and public sectors. Mr. Berneman reviews sample contracts drawn from the pharmaceutical and biomedical research sectors, and finds that the pre-2007 NASA contracts or DoD assistance instruments do not deviate from commercial practices in any relevant way.

204. The United States asked Mr. Berneman to provide his expert opinion as to whether the pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments at issue in this case, as amended, are consistent with prevailing market practices for collaborative R&D arrangements. Mr. Berneman concludes that: “the terms of the NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments as amended are consistent with those of many arm’s length, market-based collaborative R&D arrangements.”

205. Mr. Berneman bases this conclusion on three categories of information. First, he reviews sample contracts of collaborative R&D arrangements from the pharmaceutical and biomedical research sectors, as well as Contract D and the NIAR sample contract terms. In light of the intellectual property allocation terms of these contracts, Mr. Berneman finds that the NASA Contracts and DoD Assistance Instruments are consistent with arm’s length R&D collaborations between market participants.

206. Mr. Berneman also reviews the fact that the pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments were open to bidding by multiple contractors. In his view, this fact confirms that the contracts were priced consistently with commercial price, notwithstanding the legal constraints that bind NASA and DoD in their negotiations with contractors such as Boeing. He points out that although there may be certain constraints on the outcome of the negotiation as a result of U.S. law, such constraints would be factored into the price of the contract.

207. Mr. Berneman explains that the absence of compensation for commercialization of technologies under NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments is consistent with market outcomes. This is because early-stage technologies are, by definition, highly speculative, and it is difficult or impossible to estimate the potential returns from commercializing them. Consequently, the absence of any apparent compensation to the U.S. government for potential
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291 Berneman Report, para. 75 (Exhibit USA-322(BCI)).
292 Berneman Report, paras. 61-63 (Exhibit USA-322(BCI)).
293 Berneman Report, paras. 66-70 (Exhibit USA-322(BCI)).
294 Berneman Report, paras. 66-70 (Exhibit USA-322(BCI)).
295 Berneman Report, para. 70 (Exhibit USA-322(BCI)).
296 Berneman Report, header before para. 71 (Exhibit USA-322(BCI)).
commercial rewards from foreground intellectual property under contracts with Boeing is consistent with prevailing market conditions.  

208. Thus, from Mr. Berneman’s point of view, the pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments are consistent with prevailing market conditions, both in terms of the structure of their intellectual property allocation, and in terms of the risks and rewards shouldered by each partner to the joint venture. Furthermore, Contract D is not an “outlier” or an example of Boeing’s philanthropic activities, as the EU baselessly speculates, but rather it falls within the range of commercial market outcomes. To be sure, this range also includes commercial market outcomes that are different from pre-2007 NASA contracts, such as those cited by the EU. However, as Mr. Berneman explains, “There is no ‘market for co-development’ that allows for a precise and immovable structure or valuation for a given transaction, and there is no single ‘competitive’ or ‘market’ outcome. . . . As a result, different R&D alliance structures between commercial parties can be observed and a range of terms can be fair and reasonable.” Consequently, the EU fails to establish a prima facie case of non-compliance with respect to pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments.

5. The EU has not made a prima facie case that NASA’s post-2006 contracts with Boeing confer a subsidy.

209. The United States demonstrated in its first written submission that the post-2006 contracts differed in significant ways from the characteristics that the Appellate Body identified as relevant in its discussion of the pre-2007 contracts. We showed further that their principal characteristics supported the conclusion that they were purchases of services, and that the original panel report provided compelling reasoning for treating such transactions as not conferring a financial contribution. The EU never disputes that these contracts can be treated as purchases of services. Instead, it argues that the Appellate Body essentially established a two-factor test for identification of a transaction as “akin to a joint venture,” precluded consideration of any other factors, and that this conclusion ends the analysis of the existence of financial contribution. None of this reasoning is correct. The Appellate Body has found that a proper analysis of the applicability of Article 1.1(a)(1) of the SCM Agreement calls on a panel first to “examine the measures to determine the relevant characteristics,” and then whether it falls within the scope of that provision. The Appellate Body has also cautioned that panels must

297 Berneman Report, paras. 71-74 (Exhibit USA-322(BCI)).
298 EU SWS, paras. 297, 504.
299 EU SWS, paras. 298, 505.
300 Berneman Report, para. 60 (Exhibit USA-322(BCI)) (“as a comparison with the other contracts discussed in this report indicates, it is structured similarly to collaborative R&D agreements between other types of for-profit entities, including in the biopharmaceutical sector.”).
301 See EU SWS, paras. 273, 478 (referring to the Dieu and Scott statements).
302 Berneman Report, para. 10 (Exhibit USA-322(BCI)).
303 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 589.
remain open to the possibility that a subsidy falls into multiple categories. The analysis advocated by the EU is contrary to all of this guidance and, therefore, provides no support for its assertion that the post-2006 NASA contracts are “akin to a joint venture” or “analogous to an equity infusion.”

210. The EU does not attempt to rebut the legal arguments that purchases of services are not a financial contribution. Instead, it simply cites the Appellate Body’s declaration of the original panel’s findings as moot as if that resolved the matter. The EU fails to understand that a declaration of mootness is not equivalent to a reversal. It merely reflects that a panel did not need to reach a particular issue and that, like obiter dictum, its findings have no legal effect. However, like an unadopted panel report or a law review article, such statements may still be considered for the persuasiveness of their reasoning.

a. The post-2006 NASA contracts with Boeing are purchases of services, which do not confer a subsidy.

i. The Appellate Body called for a two-step analysis of potential financial contributions, first identifying the “relevant characteristics” of the measures, and then determining the Article 1.1(a)(1) category or categories applicable to them.

211. In US – Large Civil Aircraft, the Appellate Body found that “the Panel should first have examined the measures to determine their relevant characteristics, and then considered whether, in the light of a proper interpretation of Article 1.1(a)(1), these measures, properly characterized, fall with the scope of that provision.” The Appellate Body then undertook such an examination, considered the “terms and scope” of Article 1.1(a)(1), and then evaluated whether the NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments before it fell within one of the four categories of financial contribution. This amounted to a two-step analysis of first carefully considering all characteristics of the transaction, and then moving on to the application of the treaty text.

212. The Appellate Body elaborated upon these concepts in Canada – Renewable Energy, explaining that:

When determining the proper legal characterization of a measure under Article 1.1(a)(1) of the SCM Agreement, a panel must assess whether the measure may fall within any of the types of financial contributions set out in that provision. In doing so, a panel should scrutinize the measure both as to its design and operation and identify its principal characteristics. Having done so, the

---

304 Canada – Renewable Energy (AB), para. 5.120.
305 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 589.
306 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 589.
transaction may naturally fit into one of the types of financial contributions listed in Article 1.1(a)(1). However, transactions may be complex and multifaceted. This may mean that different aspects of the same transaction may fall under different types of financial contribution. It may also be the case that the characterization exercise does not permit the identification of a single category of financial contribution and, in that situation, as described in the US – Large Civil Aircraft (2nd complaint) Appellate Body report, a transaction may fall under more than one type of financial contribution. We note, however, that the fact that a transaction may fall under more than one type of financial contribution does not mean that the types of financial contributions set out in Article 1.1(a)(1) are the same or that the distinct legal concepts set out in this provision would become redundant, as the Panel suggests.307

Although the Appellate Body issued this report on May 6, 2013, and it addresses many of the provisions of the SCM Agreement at issue in this dispute, the EU did not cite the report once in its second written submission.

213. In fact, the EU ignores the Appellate Body’s analysis entirely. Rather than scrutinizing the measures, it criticizes the United States for addressing all of the considerations noted by the Appellate Body in its lengthy discussion of “Proper Characterization of the NASA/USDOD Measures at Issue.”308 It then insists that the only relevant characteristics are those listed in the Appellate Body’s one-paragraph “Summary of the main characteristics of the measures.”309 This is not a credible view. The Appellate Body would scarcely have engaged in a 17-paragraph review of all of the characteristics of NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments310 if it considered that the three factors that the EU pulls from the “summary” paragraph were sufficient.311 Even if the Appellate Body’s analysis in US – Large Civil Aircraft standing alone could be interpreted in this way, a position that the United States considers unsustainable, the findings in Canada – Renewable Energy make clear that a panel applying Article 1.1(a)(1) needs to “scrutinize the measure both as to its design and operation and identify its principal characteristics.”312 The simplistic approach adopted by the EU does not pass this test.

307 Canada – Renewable Energy (AB), para. 5.120 (emphasis added).
308 EU SWS, para. 243.
309 EU SWS, para. 244.
310 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 593-609.
311 EU SWS, para. 244.
312 Canada – Renewable Energy (AB), para. 5.120 (emphasis added).
ii. The scrutiny of the characteristics of the measure called for in the first step in the Appellate Body’s approach demonstrates that the post-2006 NASA contracts with Boeing are purchases of services.

214. In its first written submission, the United States demonstrated that post-2006 NASA contracts differed in critical respects from the characteristics the Appellate Body described for pre-2007 contracts. The research topics were not chosen collaboratively, but through a question and comment process. The evidence shows that the value of facilities, equipment, and employees is much lower in relation to payments than the original panel found for the 1989-2006 period, indicating that these transactions no longer involve the “pooling of resources” that the Appellate Body found. Data rights clauses are more open. Regulations make clear that where a NASA employee invents an invention, it belongs entirely to NASA, which would then be authorized to charge royalties for its usage. As a general matter, these developments shifted the balance of the transactions to a point where for most contracts, NASA’s contribution consisted almost exclusively of funds, and Boeing’s contribution almost exclusively of services. This balance is characteristic of a purchase of services.

215. The EU does not dispute that, as a substantive matter, these transactions can be viewed as purchases of services. Rather, it argues that because they meet what the EU considers to be the Appellate Body’s definition of a joint venture, they cannot be a purchase of services. The EU errs both as a matter of fact and as a matter of law.

216. The EU’s purely legal errors are straightforward. First, its analysis only addresses whether the measures can possibly be characterized as joint ventures, without bothering to examine whether they would be more appropriately characterized as purchases of services. This is precisely the type of narrow approach that the Appellate Body rejected. Rather a panel’s analysis must begin with an objective assessment of the measure, taking into account all relevant characteristics of the measure” and the “features which are most central to the measure itself.” In addition, as the Appellate Body found in Canada – Renewable Energy, one transaction may have multiple aspects, a panel’s analysis must take those complexities into account. Thus, even if the EU were correct that these transactions had characteristics that were “akin to a joint venture” – and it is not – that would not end the Panel’s inquiry. It would still need to weigh the relative merits of each possible characterization, and the EU fails to provide any arguments whatsoever on this score. Second, the EU’s attempts to limit the analysis to the three factors it draws from the Appellate Body’s “summary” of characteristics fall afoul of the Appellate Body’s instruction to “scrutinize” the measures.

313 US FWS, para. 224.
314 Section II.F addresses the EU’s claim that patents granted to Boeing for inventions invented by company employees during work under government contracts and agreements are a separate financial contribution.
315 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 585.
316 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 586 (emphasis in original).
217. The EU also makes errors of fact in its argument that the characteristics of the post-2006 contracts are identical to the ones the Appellate Body found for earlier contracts. In other words, even for the limited number of characteristics that the EU considers relevant, the facts do not support the legal conclusion it seeks to draw.

218. **Whether “both parties commit resources.”** This is one of the factors from the Appellate Body’s summary paragraph that the EU highlights. The EU asserts that there is “no dispute” that “NASA commits to provide financial resources and contributes the use of its facilities, equipment, and employees.”317 The EU has not been paying attention. The U.S. responses to the Panel’s Article 13 requests for information and its first written submission made clear that access to NASA facilities under contracts was “quite limited,” the value and incidence of provision of equipment was quite low, and involvement of NASA employees was minimal.318 The United States provided a list of government property furnished under the NASA contracts, which showed that three quarters of the contracts and tasks (72 out of 96) provided no government equipment for Boeing to use.319 Use of facilities was even less, and the provision of employees averaged far less than one FTE per year for each contract or task. Thus, the evidence – as opposed to the bare assertions advanced by the EU – shows that for most contracts, NASA contributed neither facilities nor equipment, and any provision of employees was so small as to be meaningless. The EU also asserts that Boeing provides financial resources to some of the research projects, but this is not true of NASA contracts. Indeed, under U.S. procurement law, a contract would not be the appropriate vehicle if the private party was contributing unreimbursed resources.

219. **Whether “the parties share the fruits of the research.”** The United States does not dispute that Boeing obtains title to patents for inventions its employees invent while working under these contracts, and that the U.S. government obtains a royalty-free license for government purpose use. The EU however, does not dispute the U.S. observation that if a NASA employee working alone invents an invention, the agency obtains sole ownership of any patent.320 Of course, given the minimal involvement of NASA employees in the post-2006 contracts, it is highly unlikely that a NASA employee would be the inventor or co-inventor (with a Boeing employee) of an invention under the contract. However, if such a co-invention situation arose, NASA and Boeing would be co-owners of the patent, because each would derive a right to title from the activities of its employees

---

317 EU SWS, para. 246, first bullet. The EU raises a similar point in paragraph 247 of its submission.


319 *Equipment provided under NASA contracts and agreements* (Exhibit USA-271(BCI) (revised Aug. 22, 2013)).

320 EU FWS, para. 246, second bullet.
220. Whether “the subjects to be researched are often determined collaboratively between NASA and Boeing.” The EU attempts to show that research subjects were “often determined collaboratively” based on two examples. The first is a contention, without any citation to evidence, that the ERA project was “conceived with input from external sources, including industry.” “Collaboration” would require the parties working together to determine subjects, which is not what happens when one party provides “input” and the other determines. The EU also points out that in the NRA process, NASA identifies the goal and proposers offer ways to achieve the goal. (The EU leaves unsaid that NASA then decides by itself which mix of proposals to accept and, because of limited funds, must reject the large majority.) Again, this process is not “collaborative” because the parties do not work together. The EU does not dispute that NASA identifies the research topics through an internal decision-making process, that proposers decide through their own internal processes what to propose, and that NASA conducts a separate internal process to decide which proposals to accept. Thus, the evidence show that after 2006, it is no longer true that research topics are “often determined collaboratively.”

221. Whether “funding [is] provided in expectation of some kind of return.” The Appellate Body did not identify this as a factor supporting the characterization of NASA contracts as “akin to a joint venture.” Rather, it made this inquiry as part of its evaluation of whether the contracts, correctly characterized as “akin to a joint venture,” were “analogous to an equity infusions.” Thus, the EU seems to be mixing two steps of the analysis that the Appellate Body considered as separate. In any event, under the EU’s simplistic understanding, this cannot be a defining characteristic of the NASA contracts because all transactions that provide funding involve expectation of some kind of return.

222. Whether there is “no certainty that the research will be successful.” Again, the EU seems to be mixing the two separate steps of the analysis outlined by the Appellate Body, which did not identify this as a factor supporting the characterization of NASA contracts as “akin to a joint venture.” In any event, the EU errs in arguing that an analogy between the uncertain

---

321 The EU attempts to re-write the Appellate Body’s finding to insert that often is “certainly not always,” and contends (without support) that this was “not a necessary feature.” As neither of these comments was part of the Appellate Body finding, there is no reason to add them now.

322 EU FWS, para. 246, third bullet.

323 Indeed, if this description of NASA decisionmaking was sufficient to establish “collaborative determination,” then almost any process that involved a presentation of views by a party to a decisionmaker would be “collaborative.” Such a broad reading would reduce the concept to a nullity.

324 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 593-600.

325 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 624.

326 The one exception is a grant, but the original panel found that NASA contracts were not grants, and the EU does not dispute this finding. US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1100.

327 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 593-600.
return on an equity investment and the uncertainty that research will produce the desired results led the Appellate Body to find research joint ventures analogous to an equity investment. This cannot be the case, as the Appellate Body upheld the original panel’s finding that NASA and Boeing learned valuable lessons from research that failed. This is even more true with respect to basic research, which aims to prove or disprove basic scientific principles, rather than achieve a particular goal. Thus, as described by the panel and the Appellate Body, the “return” on NASA research, unlike an equity investment, is always a “sure thing.” Either NASA and Boeing learn something valuable, or they learn that a particular avenue of inquiry is unfruitful. Thus, the EU has misunderstood the Appellate Body’s analysis, and misapplied its reasoning, and its arguments do not support treatment of NASA contracts as “akin to a joint venture” or “analogous to an equity infusion.”

223. **Whether the “funder’s risks are limited to the amount of money they commit and the opportunity cost of other support they provide.”** Again, the EU seems to be mixing the two separate steps of the analysis outlined by the Appellate Body, which did not identify this as a factor supporting the characterization of NASA contracts as “akin to a joint venture.”\(^{328}\) In any event, this characteristic pertains equally to a purchase of goods or of services, so it cannot be a defining characteristic of a joint venture.

224. Finally, the EU takes issue with U.S. references to the Appellate Body observations that the NASA contracts before it had the following characteristics:\(^{329}\)

- “the value of such access {to facilities, equipment, and employees} was significantly higher than the value of the payments;”
- “the transactions involve NASA and Boeing pooling non-monetary resources and employees;” and
- “LERD clauses grant Boeing exclusive rights to exploit critical technologies developed under certain NASA contracts for at least five years from the date the data is reported.”\(^{330}\)

The EU asserts that these references are either “unsupported by the Appellate Body” or “not an essential aspect of a joint venture.”\(^{331}\) However, these are direct quotes from the Appellate Body report describing the relevant characteristics of the transactions at issue. The fact that they are not true of post-2006 NASA contracts provides yet further evidence that the EU is mistaken in arguing that the post-2006 NASA contracts are essentially the same as the earlier contracts addressed by the original panel and the Appellate Body.

---

328 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 593-600.
329 EU SWS, paras. 247-249.
330 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 595-596.
331 EU SWS paras. 247 and 249.
225. In sum, the primary characteristics of these transactions are that in most of them, NASA paid Boeing money and provided a small amount of employee time in exchange for Boeing providing designated research services. Even where NASA contributed facilities and employees, the value was for the most part minor relative to the monetary contribution. Both parties expected to use the results of this work, and if any intellectual property rights resulted, to split them in a way that each party could use them in its sphere of activity. They also recognized that, whatever the results, the knowledge gained would be useful in their further activities. These characteristics support the conclusion that the transactions are purchases of services, and are not joint ventures.

iii. The EU has failed to meet its burden of proof with regard to the existence of a financial contribution.

226. The second step of the Appellate Body’s analysis calls for a consideration, in light of the proper interpretation of Article 1.1(a)(1), of whether a particular transaction comes within the four defined forms of financial contribution. The EU failure to consider all of the relevant characteristics of the post-2006 NASA contracts and its misinterpretation of the Appellate Body’s findings means that it has failed to do this and, therefore, failed to meet its burden of proof. The Panel could end its analysis there. However, should the Panel choose to continue, the United States has explained that the original panel’s analysis in *US – Large Civil Aircraft* provides compelling reasons to conclude that purchases of services are not a financial contribution for purposes of Article 1.1(a)(1).

227. The United States recalls the key elements of that analysis, which it incorporates by reference:

- The panel found that the reference to a “direct transfer of funds in Article 1.1(a)(1)(i) could be read as referring to a situation in which a government purchases something, and that previous panels and the Appellate Body had not given a restrictive interpretation to those terms.\(^{333}\)

- The panel found that Article 1.1(a)(1)(iii) and Article 14 of the SCM Agreement provided context for Article 1.1(a)(1)(i), and that while both of them treated purchases of goods and provisions of goods and services as financial contributions, they did not include purchases of services.\(^{334}\)

- The panel considered that to read “direct transfers of funds” as including purchases of services would necessitate the conclusion that it also covered

---

\(^{332}\) *US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel)*, paras. 7.953-7.970.

\(^{333}\) *US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel)*, para. 7.954.

\(^{334}\) *US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel)*, para. 7.955.
purchases of goods as also included, which would render the reference to “purchases goods” in Article 1.1(a)(1)(iii) redundant and inutile.335

The panel noted the Appellate Body’s finding that “the object and purpose of the SCM Agreement . . . reflects a delicate balance between the Members that sought to impose more disciplines on the use of subsidies and those that sought to impose more disciplines on the application of countervailing measures.”336 It noted the finding of the panel in US – Export Restraints that the definitions of financial contribution, benefit, and specificity were “drafted with the express purpose of ensuring that not every government intervention in the market would fall within the coverage of the Agreement.”337

The panel noted concerns that a general exclusion of purchases of services might create a “loophole” in the SCM Agreement, but concluded that a finding that transactions properly characterized as purchases of services were excluded would not lead to such a result.338

The panel confirmed its conclusion by reference to supplementary means of interpretation provided under Article 32 of the Vienna Convention. It noted from the preparatory work for the SCM Agreement that the original version of the text that became Article 1.1(a)(1)(iii) contained a reference to purchases of services, but that a later version omitted that reference.339 Second, it considered circumstances of the conclusion of the SCM Agreement, noting that at the time of the negotiation of the SCM Agreement, panel proceedings under the Tokyo Round Procurement Code and the renegotiation of the Code itself were addressing the coverage of government purchases of services. GATS negotiators also addressed procurement of services. The panel considered that, in this environment, the removal of purchases of services from the definition of financial contribution in Article 1.1(a)(1)(iii) cannot have reflected the understanding that the reference was superfluous.340

The Panel accordingly concluded that “transactions properly characterized as purchases of services are excluded from the scope of Article 1.1(a)(1)(i) of the SCM Agreement.”341

335 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.956.
338 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.960.
339 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.962.
340 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), paras. 7.964-7.969
341 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.970.
228. The United States finds this reasoning compelling. We note that the Appellate Body in Canada – Renewable Energy disagreed with the proposition that “the coverage of subparagraphs (i) and (iii) of Article 1.1(a)(1) is mutually exclusive.”\(^ {342} \) However, it also found that the particular transactions at issue, based upon the evidence and argument before it, were properly characterized as purchases of goods, but not also as a direct transfer of funds.\(^ {343} \) It explained that:

We do not see in Japan’s arguments any aspects different from, or in addition to, those characteristics that led us to agree with the Panel that the transactions at issue constitute government “purchases {of} goods”. We are not persuaded that, on the basis of these arguments and features of the challenged measures, Japan has established that these measures should in addition be characterized as “direct transfer{s} of funds or “potential direct transfers of funds.”\(^ {344} \)

Thus, the Appellate Body accepts the basic understanding of the original panel that there are transactions that do not properly fall within both subparagraphs (i) and (iii) of Article 1.1(a)(1). In particular, under the Appellate Body’s reasoning, if the characteristics of a transaction qualify it as a purchase, it is not also a “direct transfer of fund” unless there is some additional factor justifying that treatment.

229. The EU has two responses to the original panel’s analysis. First, it incorporates its arguments before the Appellate Body.\(^ {345} \) The United States accordingly incorporates by reference its arguments, as summarized in the Appellate Body report.\(^ {346} \)

230. The EU’s second response is that the Panel should address only the EU view that these transactions are “akin to a joint venture” and, therefore, “similar to an equity infusion,” and inquire no further.\(^ {347} \) However, this suggestion runs counter to the Appellate Body’s finding that panels must “scrutinize” transactions and consider their complexities. Thus, even if the Panel does adopt the EU’s view that the post-2006 NASA contracts are “akin to a joint venture,” it would still need to consider whether it was also a purchase of services, in particular because “different characterizations of a measure may lead to different methods for determining whether a benefit has been conferred.”\(^ {348} \)

---

\(^{342} \) Canada – Renewable Energy (AB), para. 5.119.

\(^{343} \) Canada – Renewable Energy (AB), paras. 5.129 and 5.131.

\(^{344} \) Canada – Renewable Energy (AB), para. 5.131.

\(^{345} \) EU SWS, para. 251, note 386.

\(^{346} \) US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 98-107.

\(^{347} \) EU SWS, para. 251.

\(^{348} \) Canada – Renewable Energy (AB), para 5.130 (emphasis in original).
231. The EU also accuses the United States as treating the original panel’s reasoning regarding the exclusion of purchases of services from the scope of Article 1.1(a)(1) as if the Appellate Body had upheld it.\footnote{EU SWS, para. 252.} This is not the case. The United States clearly stated that the Appellate Body had found the interpretation moot, and cited the panel’s reasoning solely for its persuasive value.\footnote{US FWS, para. 230.} In this regard, the United States notes the Appellate Body’s finding that:

we agree with the Panel's conclusion . . . that unadopted panel reports “have no legal status in the GATT or WTO system since they have not been endorsed through decisions by the CONTRACTING PARTIES to GATT or WTO Members”. Likewise, we agree that “a panel could nevertheless find useful guidance in the reasoning of an unadopted panel report that it considered to be relevant”.\footnote{Japan – Alcohol (AB), pp. 14-15.}

The same logic holds true for findings that the Appellate Body does not address because it finds them moot and of no legal effect. In this situation, the panel finding in question is not adopted by the DSB, giving it a status similar to that of a panel report that is unadopted in its entirety.

\begin{itemize}
\item[b.] \textit{If purchases of services do fall within the definition of a financial contribution under Article 1.1(a)(1)(i), the EU has failed to establish that the post-2006 NASA contracts confer a benefit.}
\end{itemize}

232. As the Appellate Body made clear in \textit{Canada – Renewable Energy}, the legal analysis of a potential subsidy must take into account all of its characteristics and potential characterizations, and take into account how they would affect the analysis of benefit.\footnote{Canada – Renewable Energy (AB), paras. 5.120 and 5.130.} As the United States has demonstrated, the post-2006 NASA contracts were purchases of services. Even if the Panel were to conclude that these NASA transactions are nonetheless financial contributions within the meaning of Article 1.1(a)(1)(i), it would still need to take into account that the transactions were, in substance, purchases of services. Under Article 14 of the SCM Agreement, which provides context for Article 1.1, a government purchase of goods confers a benefit if “the purchase is made for more than adequate remuneration.” Thus, the proper measure for whether these transactions confer a benefit is whether the government paid more than adequate remuneration for what it received. The EU has failed entirely to address this standard.

233. This is a critical point because governments often seek to buy things that a commercial actor would not want or does not need. Thus, the “adequate remuneration” standard focuses on what the government purchased, and not what a private entity would have purchased in similar circumstances. In concrete terms, the EU position is that these contracts confer a benefit because a private funder would have insisted on broader intellectual property rights than the U.S.
government received. The EU does not dispute, however, that the United States purchased all of
the rights that it wanted and needed, namely, rights for government use, or that the United States
does not at this time plan or need commercial use of those rights. Nonetheless, under the EU’s
theory, in this situation, the United States can only avoid a subsidy finding if it (1) insists on
obtaining intellectual property rights it does not want, (2) enters into a commercial intellectual
property licensing business that it does not seek to enter, and (3) sells the rights back to the
suppliers that produced them in the first place. This is not good government. It is also not good
economics as it interposes numerous transaction costs that the parties avoid when the
government does not obtain unwanted intellectual property rights in the first place. Thus, the
proper question in this situation is not whether a private entity would have purchased what the
government purchased. Under the “adequate remuneration” standard, the proper question is
whether the government paid too much (i.e., more than adequate remuneration) for what it
sought to buy.

234. The EU has failed entirely to address the adequacy of remuneration. The United States,
however, explained in its first written submission that NASA met this standard by opening all of
its contracts to competitive processes. It further noted the Appellate Body’s finding in Canada –
Renewable Energy that where a transaction presents valuation difficulties, “such benchmark may
also be found in price-discovery mechanisms such as competitive bidding or negotiated prices,
which ensure that the price paid by the government is the lowest possible price offered by a
willing supply contractor.”

235. The EU ignores both the argument that adequate remuneration is the proper standard and
the Appellate Body’s recent findings, relying instead on the conclusion in US – Large Civil
Aircraft that competitive bidding with regard to DoD assistance instruments did not remove the
benefit associated with intellectual property provisions of those agreements. There are
numerous problems with this argument. First, in light of the findings on bidding in Canada –
Renewable Energy, it is clear that the relevance of competitive bidding to the analysis of benefit
depends on the facts. The Appellate Body’s finding on bidding in US – Large Civil Aircraft
addressed only DoD assistance instruments, which the Appellate Body differentiated from DoD
contracts, noting that assistance instruments provide for “{t}he transfer of a thing of value to a
recipient to carry out a public purpose of support or stimulation,” while contracts provided for
acquisition “of property or services for the direct benefit or use of the United States
Government.” There is accordingly no basis to treat the US – Large Civil Aircraft finding as
applicable to post-2006 NASA contracts or DoD procurement contracts.

236. Second, the Appellate Body’s reasoning can only be understood in this context. It stated
that in the case of DoD assistance instruments:

353 US FWS, para. 255, quoting Canada – Renewable Energy (AB), para. 5.228.
354 EU SWS, paras. 311-312,
355 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 607.
intellectual property is not open to bidding: it is determined by US law. Because each bidder knows in advance that this particular aspect of the transaction will not be altered with respect to the competitors, ownership of any resulting intellectual property will not be a determinative element in how each bidder structures its proposals.\textsuperscript{356}

The EU argues that this reasoning applies as a general rule, but as Canada – Renewable Energy establishes, this is not the case. If a seller seeks bids for an asset that has a fixed value and cannot be divided, bidders will still factor that value into their bids. To use a concrete example, in a U.S. government contract, the offerors bid their cost of providing the service plus a fee. Assuming that the cost of services required under a contract is $90, and that contractors need a fee of $10 to justify participating, $100 would be the economically rational bid. However, if the offerors knew that the contract would result in obtaining intellectual property rights worth $5, the calculus changes. In that situation, the economically rational bid would be $95, as $95 in payments plus $5 worth of intellectual property would produce the requisite net value of $100. The EU insistence that a bidder in that situation would ignore the value of the intellectual property is plainly wrong. Such a bidder would bid $100 for the package, and would lose both the $95 payment for services and the $5 in intellectual property every time.\textsuperscript{358} That is not the approach a rational market actor would take.

The EU tries to justify its position by contending that the economically rational result of a bid reflecting the value of expected intellectual property would not occur if the contract in question was with an entity that had stated its intent to support the industry and transfer technology.\textsuperscript{359} However, if the bidders are economically rational, the intent of the entity offering the project will not matter – all will bid the economic value of the package, knowing that they will otherwise lose to the offeror that bids the correct value.

Thus, the EU has failed to address the correct standard for evaluating whether NASA’s post-2006 contracts conferred a benefit, and failed to take account of the Appellate Body’s most recent findings with regard to bidding. Accordingly, it has failed to establish that these contracts confer a subsidy.

\textsuperscript{356} US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 665.

\textsuperscript{357} The United States uses a known value of intellectual property solely for purposes of example. The parties appear to agree that bidders for a NASA contract do not know at the time of the contract whether it will result in valuable intellectual property.

\textsuperscript{358} This is a highly simplified example of how bidding for U.S. government contracts operates. It underscores the critical point that a rational economic actor will bid on the entire value of the package, and not ignore one element because it is a standardized term.

\textsuperscript{359} EU SWS, para. 312.
6. **The EU fails to establish a prima facie case of WTO-inconsistency with respect to SAAs.**

239. The SAAs funded through the challenged NASA programs involve no money flowing from NASA to Boeing. Rather, under these SAAs, NASA and Boeing jointly make in-kind contributions for research projects – and in the case of partially and fully reimbursable SAAs, money flows from Boeing to NASA. Accordingly, SAAs do not confer subsidies to Boeing, but rather reflect an arrangement similar to commercial joint ventures, with the parties making in-kind and (in the case of Boeing only) financial contributions on the input side, and reaping rewards on the output side. The EU does not even attempt to explain how any particular SAA achieves an equilibrium that is more favorable to Boeing than comparable commercial transactions. Therefore, the EU fails to establish a *prima facie* case of WTO-inconsistency with respect to SAAs.  

240. To recall, there are three varieties of SAAs at issue: non-reimbursable SAAs, partially reimbursable SAAs, and fully reimbursable SAAs. The “reimbursement” referred to in the title of each type of agreement is *from the contractor* to NASA – ARMD does not contribute funds to a contractor under an SAA. As the EU and the United States agree, non-reimbursable and partially reimbursable SAAs are similar in nature to commercial joint venture agreements. In particular, the parties pool non-monetary resources, including facilities, equipment, and employees, in furtherance of the research project. With respect to intellectual property rights, NASA generally owns patents in inventions made by its employees, and the same is true of Boeing. Patents for joint inventions are jointly owned. And as mentioned above, in the case of partially reimbursable SAAs, Boeing provides NASA with funding. By contrast, fully reimbursable SAAs are essentially purchases of services by Boeing, since Boeing fully reimburses NASA for all costs incurred in its performance of the SAA.

241. The EU appears to consider that fully reimbursable SAAs are outside the scope of this compliance dispute. In the original proceeding, there was no DSB-adopted finding that SAAs confer a benefit to Boeing. The original panel did not assess SAAs through the lens of joint

---

360 Section II.F addresses the EU’s claim that patents granted to Boeing for inventions invented by company employees during work under government contracts and agreements are a separate financial contribution.

361 See US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), fn. 2410. This is the general rule. There are a very limited number of funded SAAs, used exclusively by NASA’s space program to foster the development of commercial space transportation vehicles.

362 The United States explained that “SAAs are best understood as a joint venture comprising a government provision of goods and services,” and the EU does not contest this characterization. US FWS, para. 221.


364 See US FWS, para. 218.

365 The EU admits this fact. See EU SWS, para. 316.

366 See, e.g., EU FWS, paras. 91, 133 (mentioning non-reimbursable and partially reimbursable SAAs); *ibid.*, *passim* (not mentioning fully reimbursable SAAs).
venture agreements, instead considering them to be vehicles for conveying access to facilities, equipment, and employees from NASA to Boeing.\textsuperscript{367} The United States appealed the original panel’s finding that SAAs conferred a benefit, but the Appellate Body declined to address the United States’ appeal.\textsuperscript{368} Consequently, the original panel and Appellate Body reports do not analyze SAAs under the commercial joint venture benchmark articulated by the Appellate Body.\textsuperscript{369}

242. The EU now argues that “SAAs provide a ‘benefit’ for the same reason as NASA contracts and agreements.”\textsuperscript{370} However, this argument is logically indefensible. Pre-2007 NASA procurement contracts (prior to amendment by the licensing agreement) previously conferred a benefit to Boeing because the allocation of intellectual property rights, in light of the funding provided to Boeing, was deemed more favorable to the commissioned party than the equilibrium that the Appellate Body observed in the market, based on the evidence before it.\textsuperscript{371} However, as mentioned above, the SAAs at issue in this compliance dispute do not provide any funding to Boeing whatsoever, and they do not have the same intellectual property allocation terms as NASA procurement contracts. Indeed, as discussed above, they involve funds flowing from Boeing to NASA. Consequently, the findings regarding pre-2007 NASA contracts cannot simply be transposed to SAAs, as the EU asks the Panel to do.

243. In addition, the EU fails to provide any evidence regarding the appropriate market benchmark for SAAs, and it also fails to compare any particular SAA with this benchmark. In fact, the EU first written submission does not mention a single SAA in its “Legal Analysis” of NASA contracts,\textsuperscript{372} and the EU’s second written submission discusses only one SAA in its section on “Benefit”: SAA1-757.\textsuperscript{373} Moreover, even here, the EU fails to identify the relevant market benchmark and address the fact that no funding is exchanged under SAA1-757.\textsuperscript{374} Therefore, the EU fails to establish a \textit{prima facie} case of benefit with respect to any SAAs.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{367} See US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), paras. 7.1093-7.1099.
\item \textsuperscript{368} US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), fn. 1300.
\item \textsuperscript{369} The EU acknowledges that the Appellate Body did not address the U.S. appeal of the original panel’s benefit finding with regard to SAAs. EU SWS, para. 314. However, inexplicably, the EU then accuses the United States of “challenging the DSB rulings and recommendations” by arguing that none of the SAAs – pre-2007 or post-2006 – confer a benefit. \textit{Ibid}. Since the United States appealed the panel’s finding of benefit with regard to SAAs and the Appellate Body declined to make such a finding, the United States is not “challenging the DSB rulings and recommendations” by arguing now that NASA does not confer a benefit to Boeing under any SAAs, whether pre-2007 or post-2006.
\item \textsuperscript{370} EU SWS, heading before para. 313.
\item \textsuperscript{371} US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 662.
\item \textsuperscript{372} EU FWS, paras. 169-198.
\item \textsuperscript{373} See EU SWS, para. 316.
\item \textsuperscript{374} See SAA1-757 (Exhibit USA-82).
\end{itemize}
244. Indeed, regarding SAA1-757, the EU’s only argument is that the contract does not permit the United States to exploit subject inventions “for commercial purposes.” In other words, the EU’s sole point of criticism regarding SAA1-757 is that it was not covered by the NASA licensing agreement. Thus, the EU’s argument in fact confirms the legal significance of the licensing agreements that the United States implemented for pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments.

7. The various measures challenged by the EU, if found to be subsidies, are not specific.

245. The U.S. first written submission demonstrated that the subsidy alleged to exist by the EU – that NASA and DoD entered into relationships “akin to joint ventures” on terms more favorable than market suppliers – was not specific because the terms in question were not specific to those agencies. The only non-market term that the EU has identified in these transactions was that the allocation of intellectual property was more favorable than under certain benchmark transactions proposed by the EU. The United States explained that the EU’s specificity analysis is mistaken because the Appellate Body has already found that this treatment, if it were a benefit, is available under all U.S. government contracts in all sectors of the economy.

246. The EU now reiterates its assertion that NASA and DoD programs taken separately are specific, but the Appellate Body has already found that this argument is not sufficient to demonstrate specificity when multiple authorities are implementing the same measure. The EU then contends that the U.S. specificity analysis addresses a “patent rights subsidy” that the EU is not alleging. Here the EU misperceives the point we are making. The United States understands that the EU’s benefit arguments address the patent rights terms of the transaction, rather than treating those terms a separate financial contribution. Our point is that, whether as analyzed as a separate financial contribution or as one term in a broader transaction, that particular benefit is available through government contracts in all sectors, and is accordingly not specific. Finally, the EU accuses the United States of disregarding the Appellate Body statement that its finding of non-specificity regarding allocation of intellectual property under U.S. government contracts “did not traverse the Panel’s findings of specificity relating to payments and other support provided under the NASA/USDOD contracts and agreements.” The EU is again incorrect. The original panel’s specificity finding was based on a concept of financial contribution and benefit that the Appellate Body reversed. Thus, the original panel’s conclusions

375 EU SWS, para. 317.
376 EU FWS, paras. 182-190 and 373-384.
378 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 757-759.
379 EU FWS, para. 329, quoting US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 730.
as to the specificity of that benefit are not germane to the specificity of the different financial contribution and benefit now alleged by the EU.

a. The EU’s argument that NASA and DoD programs are specific to the aerospace and defense sectors is irrelevant to an evaluation of the specificity of the benefit conferred by the allocation of intellectual property rights through the relevant contracts and agreements.

247. The EU argues that the subsidies at issue in this proceeding are specific because the challenged NASA aeronautics programs and DoD RDT&E programs are specific to the aeronautics and defense industries. It contends that the original panel found specificity on this basis, and that that finding should “continue to hold true.” Both arguments are mistaken.

248. The EU is not challenging the NASA and DoD research programs as a whole. In fact, it emphasizes that it is not challenging certain aspects of those programs, such as NASA in-house research funded through these programs or reimbursable SAAs. Rather, it is challenging alleged payments and provision of facilities, equipment, and employees under those programs. And its sole basis for considering these to be a subsidy is that NASA and DoD made the alleged financial contributions through contracts that provided an allocation of intellectual property rights more favorable than a commercial entity would have allowed.

249. Article 2 of the SCM Agreement bases the evaluation of specificity not on the “program” that provided the alleged subsidy, but on “the granting authority, or the legislation pursuant to which the granting authority operates.” In the case of the benefit alleged by the EU, the legislation under which NASA and DoD were operating in providing the allocation of intellectual property rights were the measures listed in paragraph 765 of Appellate Body’s US – Large Civil Aircraft report. As the Appellate Body has already found that the treatment accorded under these measures is not specific, the EU’s arguments regarding the NASA and DoD programs are beside the point.

250. The EU also argues that the original panel’s finding of specificity with regard to the pre-2007 measures, which neither party appealed, should continue to hold true with respect to the post-2006 measures. The EU forgets that the benefit found by the original panel was that NASA and DoD paid Boeing to perform aeronautics R&D work that was principally for Boeing’s own benefit and use, and that no private entity acting pursuant to commercials considerations would do that. This formulation of the benefit was grounded in each instance on the nature of the research commissioned by each agency, as derived from the particular facts of that agency’s contracts or agreements. However, the Appellate Body reversed the panel’s findings of financial

380 EU SWS, paras. 319-322 and 523-524.
381 EU SWS, para. 264, note 413.
382 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 789.
contribution, along with the related benefit findings. The EU now presents a different allegation as to the benefit, based on aspects of the relevant instruments that are common to U.S. government contracting by all agencies, in all sectors. The original panel’s findings of specificity, based on different findings of financial contribution and benefit, do not “continue to hold” to the EU’s new arguments.

b. The EU is incorrectly characterizing its claims as to the existence of a benefit with regard to NASA and DoD contracts and agreements.

251. The United States has demonstrated that the benefit alleged by the EU is that NASA and DoD contracts and agreements provide for an allocation of patent rights more favorable than a commercial actor would accept. As this particular treatment is available through all U.S. government research contracts with entities in all sectors, it is not specific.

252. The EU second written submission, however, accuses the United States of “having grossly mischaracterized” the benefit alleged by the EU. The EU asserts that although it raised a separate claim with regard to the patent rights subsidy in the first proceeding, it has now dropped that claim. The EU argues:

it is clear that the “benefit” is not only the provision of intellectual property. To the contrary, the “benefit” consists of the provision of payments, access to government facilities, equipment, and employees by NASA in return for less than what a market-based actor would demand.”

It is the EU that mischaracterizes its own claim. The EU does not assert that NASA paid Boeing too much for the work Boeing conducted and the intellectual property rights that resulted. Nor does it assert that no market-based actor would make payments, or provide facilities, equipment, and employees to obtain research results that the market-based actor sought. The EU’s sole argument is that no market-based actor would ever accept the allocation of intellectual property rights that NASA and DoD did with respect to such work. Thus, the benefit it has alleged is the allocation of intellectual property rights, and nothing more.

253. The EU also asserts that its claim in this proceeding is different from the appeal addressed by the Appellate Body, which challenged patent rights independently from the challenge to the underlying contracts and agreements. The United States does not dispute that

384 EU SWS, paras. 329 and 531.
385 EU SWS, para. 326. This is, in fact, untrue, as the EU has raised a claim “in the alternative” or “additional” that patents rights Boeing derived through the contractual intellectual rights clauses are a provision of goods. Section II.A.F discusses this claim in more detail.
386 EU SWS, para. 328. The EU makes the same point (substituting “DOD” for “NASA”) with regard to DoD contracts and agreements. EU SWS, para. 530.
387 EU SWS, paras. 237 and 529.
the EU has packaged its claim differently. However, it is in substance the same argument – that the allocation of intellectual property rights under U.S. government contracts (as conferred by NASA and DoD) is specific because NASA and DoD research programs are specific to the aerospace and defense sectors, respectively. This is precisely the argument that the Appellate Body rejected in *US – Large Civil Aircraft*. The United States requests that this Panel reject the same basic argument as raised by the EU in this proceeding.

c. The Appellate Body’s statement regarding the original panel’s specificity finding is not germane to this proceeding because the EU is alleging a different financial contribution and benefit that requires a different analysis of specificity.

254. The EU argues that the United States, and by extension the Panel, cannot rely on the Appellate Body’s specificity findings in *US – Large Civil Aircraft* because the Appellate Body stated that these findings “do not traverse the Panel’s findings of specificity relating to the payments and other support provided under the NASA/USDOD contracts and agreements.”\(^{388}\) However, as explained above, the original panel’s findings of specificity related to a different characterization of the financial contribution and benefit than the EU makes in its second written submission. Applying the Appellate Body’s finding to the EU’s current characterization would not traverse the original panel’s conclusions with regard to the EU’s former characterization.

255. The EU also asserts that the Appellate Body’s reasoning does not apply because the subsidy it alleges is not only the patent rights, but also “includes the continuing provision of funds, facilities, equipment, and employees through several NASA R&D programs.”\(^{389}\) Here, the EU is confusing the financial contribution – the alleged funds, facilities, equipment, and employees – with the benefit, which addresses the terms under which the government made the contribution. The EU does not allege that the provision of funds, facilities, equipment, and employees in exchange for research services and resulting intellectual property is in and of itself a subsidy. The EU alleges instead that no private party would ever make those provisions in exchange for intellectual property rights that NASA and DoD received. If the Panel concludes that this treatment confers a benefit, this treatment must form the basis for the specificity analysis. And, as the provision of funds, facilities, equipment, and employees in exchange for the intellectual property rights NASA and DoD obtained is present in U.S. government research contracts awarded by all agencies in all sectors, it is not specific.

B. DoD Assistance Instruments, as Modified by the DoD Licensing Agreement, do Not Confer Subsidies.

256. The U.S. first written submission demonstrated that the EU had failed to establish any failure on the part of the United States to comply with the DSB’s recommendations and rulings

\(^{388}\) EU SWS, paras. 330 and 531.

\(^{389}\) EU SWS, para. 331.
regarding DoD. For assistance instruments funded through the original 23 program elements the
difference between DoD’s terms and market benchmarks was limited to DoD’s right to use any
resulting technologies outside of its established sphere of operation. The DoD Licensing
Agreement eliminated that difference.

257. For these instruments, the primary disagreements between the parties are over the value
of the post-2006 assistance instruments, the existence of a benefit, and specificity. The parties
do not otherwise dispute the basic facts: the assistance instruments awarded to Boeing are “akin
to a joint venture,” they are financial contributions, and the pre-2006 agreements provide for
defense technologies (which is the basis for DoD’s funding) with potential civil applications.
The parties also agree that DoD assistance instruments operate basically the same today as they
did in the period covered by the original panel and Appellate Body findings.

1. The 23 original program elements funded far fewer assistance instruments
with Boeing after 2006 than before, and total amount spent under these
instruments also decreased.

258. The United States demonstrated in its first written submission that the 23 original
program elements funded only three assistance instruments with Boeing in the 2007-2012 period,
much fewer on average than before 2007. The United States showed further that total funding of
all outstanding assistance instruments under the 23 program elements amounted to [***].
Two of the new program elements, 0602715E and 0604015F, funded an additional five
assistance instruments, with obligations of [***] in the 2007-2012 period.

259. The EU has not addressed these data, but has made generalized arguments against the
valuation data submitted to the United States. It first criticizes the United States for “excluding
the value of other forms of support that DOD provides.” The United States takes this to refer
obliquely to the EU’s allegations regarding alleged provision of facilities, equipment, and
employees. The EU, however, has provided no evidence that any of the assistance instruments
funded through the challenged program elements provided facilities, equipment, or employees to
Boeing after 2006, so it has failed to meet its burden of proof in this regard. Moreover, the

390 The United States emphasizes that it accepts this categorization for purposes of application of the SCM
Agreement. The instruments themselves specify that they are not joint ventures for purposes of U.S. law.

391 Funds obligated to Air Force agreements with Boeing, FY2007-FY2012, by program element (Exhibit
USA-108(BCI); Funds obligated to Navy contracts and agreements with Boeing, FY2007-FY2012 (Exhibit USA-
273(BCI)).

392 Funds obligated to Air Force agreements with Boeing, FY2007-FY2012, by program element (Exhibit
USA-108(BCI); Funds obligated to other DoD entities’ contracts and agreements with Boeing, FY2007-FY2012
(Exhibit USA-274(BCI)).

393 EU SWS, para. 471.
United States has demonstrated that alleged provision of equipment and employees by DoD is not within the Panel’s terms of reference.\textsuperscript{394}

260. The EU also asserts, based on two reports by the U.S. Government Accountability Office, that DoD financial management systems are neither accurate nor reliable.\textsuperscript{395} What the EU fails to recognize is that the data it prefers, the budget data for each program element, are also the product of DoD’s financial management systems. Thus, supposed weaknesses in DoD’s financial systems do not provide a reason to reject either party’s data.\textsuperscript{396} The proper question is, recognizing the limitations of the available information, which party cites the more probative information on the value of any financial contributions. The EU’s “top-down” approach relies on a number of untrue assumptions, in particular that all funds in each program element are paid to defense contractors, and that payments are in proportion to each contractor’s share of the military aircraft market. The results of that methodology are accordingly entitled to no evidentiary weight.

261. In contrast, the United States has provided actual data derived from DoD’s agreements with Boeing, reported by personnel in the DoD agencies responsible for overseeing the expenditure of funds under the challenged program elements. Completeness is not an issue, as the United States started with a list of all assistance instruments between DoD and Boeing in the FY2006-FY2012 period, and removed only those that were not funded through the challenged program elements. This is beyond question the most accurate source of information for what DoD paid to Boeing through assistance instruments funded under the challenged program elements, and what services Boeing supplied in return.

\textsuperscript{394} This analysis appears in section II.B.6.b.

\textsuperscript{395} EU SWS, para. 472.

\textsuperscript{396} The EU also purports to have found “inconsistencies” in record keeping in the form of two different agencies’ different definitions of the term “Defense Research Sciences” and Boeing’s role in a ManTech project related to aerospace foundries PCC and Howmet. EU FWS, para. 472. Sections II.C.2.d and II.C.2.e explain that these are not “inconsistencies,” but instead represent a failure by the EU to understand the evidence available to it. To summarize, the Office and Management and Budget uses the title “Defense Research Sciences” to accumulate data on spending from a number of different DoD spending categories. At DoD, “Defense Research Sciences” is the title of a single program element. The use of the same generic term as the title for two different data sets is accordingly not an “inconsistency” that casts doubt on the accuracy of either agency’s data. The EU’s assertions regarding ManTech represent another effort to improperly treat DoD payments to other contractors as a financial contribution to Boeing. This Panel should follow the original panel’s lead and reject these efforts. \textit{US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel)}, para. 7.1070.
2. **The assistance instruments, as modified by the DoD Licensing Agreement, do not confer a benefit.**

   a. **The DoD Licensing Agreement covers all of the contracts subject to the recommendations and rulings of the DSB.**

262. As explained in the preceding section, to identify the assistance instruments that needed modification to comply with the recommendations and rulings of the DSB, the United States first generated a list of all assistance instruments between DoD and Boeing up through September 23, 2012. It then removed from the list all of the agreements that received no funding through the 23 program elements challenged by the EU. For remaining agreements, the United States used the U.S. PTO database to determine what patents, if any, Boeing had received for inventions invented during work on the contract. The United States also identified outstanding patent applications for subject inventions resulting from work under assistance instruments funded through the 23 original program elements. The United States listed these patents in the DoD Licensing Agreement. This list is, to the best of the knowledge of the United States, complete and accurate with respect to the contracts listed in the DoD Licensing Agreement.  

263. The EU asserts four reasons for considering the list incomplete, but none are valid. First, the EU notes that all of the agreements were entered into prior to September 23, 2012. That was the end of the compliance period in this proceeding, and the time that DoD and Boeing signed the DoD License Agreement. At that point, they obviously could not list future agreements that might or might not be signed and, accordingly, did not seek to do so.  

264. Second, the EU notes that the list does not include procurement contracts. However, this is not evidence of incompleteness. No DoD procurement contract has ever been found inconsistent with U.S. WTO obligations. There is accordingly no basis to consider that the United States had an obligation to take compliance action with regard to procurement contracts.  

265. Third, the EU repeats its assertion that the United States cannot accurately or comprehensively track patents associated with U.S. government contracts. However, as the

---

397 The United States notes that there were several agreements listed in the DoD Patent Licensing Agreement for which it could find no funding information. In an abundance of caution, the United States applied the agreement to those contracts. DoD continued to seek funding data after signature of the DoD Patent Licensing Agreement, and discovered that some of the agreements on the list received no funding through the challenged program elements. The United States deleted those agreements and patents from subsequent lists of the patents awarded to Boeing for inventions invented during work on DoD contracts.  

398 EU SWS, para. 491.  

399 Given that there were eight assistance agreements funded through the challenged program elements in the FY 2007-FY2012 period, significant additions to the list are unlikely. *DoD Cooperative Agreements, TIAs, and OTAs, FY2007-FY2012* (Exhibit USA-159(BCI)).  

400 EU SWS, para. 492.  

401 EU SWS, para. 493.
United States explained in section II.A.3.a.iii, whatever the conclusions that the studies indicated with respect to other companies, Boeing has in place rigorous procedures to ensure proper reporting of the government interest in patents resulting from work under government contracts. In any event, the documents cited by the EU indicate that approximately 90 percent of patents associated with U.S. government contracts are notated as such in the U.S. PTO database. Therefore, if there is any underreporting, it is not significant.

266. Finally, the EU asserts that the DoD License Agreement is insufficient because it covers only patent rights, and does not affect other intellectual property rights. The EU fails to recognize that patent rights are the only area in which the Appellate Body found the terms of DoD assistance instruments to be more favorable than commercial benchmarks. Compliance with those findings did not require changes to any other intellectual property rights.

b. The benchmarks proposed by the EU are not comparable to the financial contributions found to exist by the Appellate Body.

267. The EU raises identical arguments with respect to its proposed benchmarks for the NASA contracts and for the DoD assistance instruments. Section II.A.4.a addresses these arguments, and demonstrates that the benchmarks proposed by the EU do not provide a valid indication of benefit for DoD assistance instruments and, therefore, do not satisfy the EU’s burden of proof on this issue.

c. The licensing agreements have eliminated the subsidy identified by the Appellate Body with respect to pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments.

268. The EU raises identical arguments with respect to the U.S. benchmarks for the NASA contracts and for the DoD assistance instruments. Section II.A.4.b addresses these arguments, and demonstrates that the benchmarks proposed by the United States offer an appropriate comparison with the transactions challenged by the EU, and establish that they do not confer a benefit.

3. The EU’s generic specificity argument with regard to NASA, DoD, and FAA measures applies the specificity analysis incorrectly.

269. The U.S. observations in section II.A.7 apply to the arguments the EU advances generically with specificity for all of the NASA, DoD, and FAA financial contributions it challenges. To summarize, the only non-market term that the EU identified in these transactions was that the allocation of intellectual property was more favorable than under certain benchmark transactions proposed by the EU. The United States has explained that this element of the EU

---

402 EU SWS, para. 495.
403 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 661.
404 EU FWS, paras. 182-190 and 373-384.
claim is wrong because the Appellate Body has already found that this treatment of intellectual property rights, if it were a subsidy, is available under all U.S. government contracts in all sectors of the economy. The EU reiterates its assertion that NASA and DoD programs taken separately are specific, but the Appellate Body found that this argument is not sufficient to demonstrate specificity when multiple authorities are implementing the same measure. The EU contends that its subsidy allegation goes beyond the patent terms, and applies to the entire financial contribution. However, the EU argument misses the point. Even if looked at from the point of view of the entire transaction, the fact is that all U.S. government agencies that enter into research transactions, in all sectors, do so on the basis the terms that the EU is challenging here. Thus, the subsidy alleged by the EU, assuming arguendo that it is a subsidy, is not specific.

C. DoD Contracts Funded through Challenged “General Research” Program Elements Do Not Confer Subsidies

270. The original panel found that DoD procurement contracts and assistance instruments are fundamentally different, and that only the latter conferred a subsidy. Nevertheless, the EU attempts to resuscitate its challenge to DoD procurement contracts by arguing that DoD procurement contracts and assistance instruments work the same way. This is another example of the EU’s effort to turn this proceeding into a referendum on the recommendations and rulings of the DSB, rather than whether the United States complied with those recommendations and rulings.

271. There were no DSB recommendations and rulings regarding contracts funded through the so-called “general research” program elements, and the EU has failed to present any

---

406 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 757-759.
407 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), paras. 7.1149-7.1150 and 7.1153.
408 The EU lists the “general research” program elements as Defense Research Sciences (PE 0601102F); Materials (PE 0602102F); Aerospace Flight Dynamics/Aerospace Vehicle Technologies (PE 0602201F); Aerospace Propulsion (PE 0602203F); Aerospace Avionics/Aerospace Sensors (PE 0602204); Dual Use Science & Technology (PE 0602805F); Advanced Materials for Weapons Systems (PE 0603112F); Flight Vehicle Technology (PE 0603205F); Aerospace Structures/Aerospace Technology Dev/Demo (PE 0603211F); Aerospace Propulsion and Power Technology (PE 0603216F); Flight Vehicle Technology Integration (PE 0603245F); RDT&E for Aging Aircraft (PE 0605011F); Manufacturing Technology.Industrial Preparedness (Air Force (PE 0603680F/0708011F), Navy (PE 0708011N), Defense Logistics Agency (PE 0708011S), and Defense Wide Manufacturing Science & Technology (PE 0603860D8Z)). EU FWS, para. 246.
409 Because the EU’s claims with regard to the original “general research” program elements (namely, those among the 23 program elements challenged in the original proceedings) and the new “general research” program elements (namely, those challenged in this proceeding but not in the original proceeding) raise similar legal issues, the United States addresses them collectively here. As indicated in section II.B, the United States retains its request for a preliminary ruling that claims related to the new program elements are outside of this Panel’s terms of reference.
basis to reach such a finding at this stage. The U.S. first written submission demonstrated that DoD entered into these contracts solely to achieve military objectives, selected through DoD’s internal processes. With the exception of two explicitly dual use programs, DoD did not seek the development of technologies applicable to civil products. Thus, these contracts were not “akin to joint ventures,” but purchases by the government of research services and the relevant knowledge and technology that resulted. As purchases of services, they are not financial contributions for purposes of Article 1.1(a)(1) of the SCM Agreement. And, even if these transactions were financial contributions, they did not meet the other criteria under Articles 1 and 2 of the SCM Agreement. As government purchases they would confer a benefit only to the extent that DoD paid more than adequate remuneration, but the EU has never even attempted to show that the agency paid too much for the research services, research results, and intellectual property it received. Nor is there any specificity in the treatment of Boeing, as the terms of the contracts that the EU alleges as conferring a benefit are available under all U.S. government research contracts, awarded by all agencies, in all sectors of the economy. Therefore, the EU has provided no basis for the Panel to conclude that these contracts were measures taken to comply, or that there are inconsistent with the covered agreements.

272. The EU’s second written submission indicates many important areas of agreement between the United States and the EU with respect to contracts funded through the “general research” program elements.\(^410\) The EU does not dispute that all of these transactions had military objectives. It also does not dispute that, outside of the DUS&T and ManTech programs, DoD sets its research objectives based exclusively on the potential for providing future technology options for military needs, and evaluates for-profit firms’ proposals to perform research exclusively on the extent to which they meet those military objectives. These facts confirm that the resulting transactions were not joint ventures, designed to produce technology useful for both DoD’s military objectives and Boeing’s civil use. Rather, the contracts under the “general research” program elements put Boeing’s aeronautics research expertise at DoD’s disposal to attain DoD’s ends. The EU second written submission, in an effort to create the impression that military research had massive civil uses, highlights every reference to civil application under these contracts. However, the rarity and marginality of these references only serves to demonstrate further the insignificance of potential civil uses to these transactions.

273. The EU asks the Panel to ignore these critical aspects of the transaction and assume that operation of DoD contracts is indistinguishable from the operation of assistance instruments the Appellate Body found to be actionable subsidies. In fact, the original panel made factual findings, which the EU did not appeal, that “there are significant, substantive differences between DOD’s R&D procurement contracts and DOD’s R&D assistance instruments with

\(^410\) As the Panel is aware, the United States has asked for a preliminary ruling that any payments, facilities, equipment, or employees funded through the program elements not challenged in the original proceedings are not properly within the Panel’s terms of reference. Any arguments it presents in this section with regard to those program elements are presented on a contingent basis only, in the event the Panel does not grant the U.S. preliminary ruling request.
The EU explicitly asked the Appellate Body not to make any finding with regard to the legal consequences of these substantive differences. Therefore, the question of how to characterize these transactions has not been decided already. In fact, the evidence, as supplemented by the EU second written submission, establishes that, unlike the pre-2007 NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments, these transactions were purchases of services. The EU has provided no convincing rebuttal to this conclusion, so it has failed to establish that DoD contracts funded through the “general research” program elements were subsidies.

1. The contracts submitted by the United States and the EU are the only relevant evidence of the research DoD paid Boeing to conduct, and they demonstrate the exclusively military objective of the work.

The EU’s principal claim against DoD is for “providing Boeing with funding and access to government facilities, equipment, and employees for R&D applicable to the development, design, and production of LCA on terms more favourable than would be available on the commercial market.” The only mechanisms through which DoD is legally authorized to provide payments, facilities, or equipment to private entities like Boeing are procurement contracts or assistance instruments. Therefore, DoD’s contracts and agreements with Boeing are the only evidence of whether and to what extent DoD provides any of these things to Boeing. They confirm that DoD sought only to develop technologies for military applications, and that any civil applications were incidental and unimportant. The EU’s efforts to characterize these transactions as equally military and civil are accordingly unfounded.

The EU advances a number of arguments to evade the implications of this evidence. All of them fail.

a. The military purpose of the research is highly relevant, as the original panel found.

The original panel’s report quoted extensively from descriptions of the 23 DoD program elements challenged by the EU in support of its finding that “generally, the purpose of these programmes was to conduct R&D aimed at designing more advanced weapons or other defense systems or to reduce the cost of such systems.” This finding then factored into the Panel’s conclusion that “it appears that only two of the 23 R&D programmes at issue in this dispute – the

---

411 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1169.
412 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 54.
413 EU Panel Request, para. 11. The EU panel request asserts that DoD also “provided Boeing with royalty-free use of the technologies developed with such funding and support or use of such technologies on preferential terms.” Ibid. This claim receives little attention in the EU submissions. The United States addresses it in section II.F of this submission.
414 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 1147.
DUS&T and ManTech programmes – had a declared purpose of funding ‘dual use’ R&D.\textsuperscript{415} The U.S. review of the contracts funded through the “general research” program elements challenged in this proceeding demonstrated that, as in the original proceedings, with the exception of ManTech and DUS&T, the declared purpose was to obtain technologies for military purposes. DUS&T is now defunct, and Boeing received little funding under ManTech. None of the remaining program elements had the declared purpose of funding “dual use” research and development.\textsuperscript{416} This information is critical for an understanding of whether the transactions were a “joint venture” to produce knowledge useful for both DoD’s military operations and Boeing’s civil aircraft business, or an essentially military transaction to which any civil uses were incidental. The original panel held that the latter is the case, the United States has shown through evidence that it is still the case. The EU has failed entirely to prove otherwise.

277. The EU instead tries to rebut the U.S. evidence that technology developed by Boeing had military uses with a confused presentation that (1) concedes that there is a military use for the work DoD paid Boeing to perform, but argues that this is irrelevant;\textsuperscript{417} (2) concedes that there are only “rare instances when the contract does mention civil application explicitly, but argues that the infrequency of such uses is also irrelevant;\textsuperscript{418} and (3) points to a few isolated examples of actual civil application or potential applicability in the contracts as support for the EU position that all of the work Boeing conducted for DoD had civil applications.\textsuperscript{419} This is an approach to the evidence that presumes the result and then twists the evidence in support of that outcome. It may satisfy the EU, but it does not support the inferences the EU asks the Panel to make.

278. With regard to the military uses evidenced in DoD’s contracts with Boeing, the EU forgets that the United States has cited a confluence of evidence that, outside of the DUS&T and ManTech programs, research Boeing conducted for DoD and funded under the “general research” program elements had relatively little utility to large civil aircraft. The summaries of the “general research” program elements show that the stated purpose of the challenged “general research” program elements is to develop technology for military purposes, not for civil applications. The United States has shown, and the EU has not disputed, that DoD sets its research objectives based solely on military utility and evaluates proposals based solely on military utility. The contracts verify that observation, calling for work with military purposes that are either explicit or readily discernible. The United States has also shown that Boeing’s contracts with DoD produce, on a relative basis, a minuscule number of patents, and an even smaller number that the EU identifies as having any relevance to large civil aircraft. These facts together provide compelling evidence that the sole objective of these contracts is military, and that any civil application is incidental.

\textsuperscript{415} US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1165.
\textsuperscript{416} US FWS, paras. 328-369 and 438-443.
\textsuperscript{417} EU SWS, para. 398.
\textsuperscript{418} EU SWS, para. 403-404.
\textsuperscript{419} EU SWS, para. 400-401.
279. The following section deals with the limited examples of civil application for the research Boeing conducted for DoD that the EU asserts as evidence that all of the transactions involved "dual use" technology.

b. The original panel found that "the declared purposes of the DoD RDT&E programmes at issue do not generally demonstrate that DoD aimed to transfer technology to Boeing and the wider U.S. aircraft industry," and the contracts show that this remains true in the post-2006 period.

280. In addition to finding that, outside of the ManTech and DUS&T programs, the challenged programs had military objectives, the original panel also found that "the declared purposes of the DoD RDT&E programmes at issue do not generally demonstrate that DoD aimed to transfer technology to Boeing and the wider U.S. aircraft industry." The review of the contracts funded through the general research program elements showed that only rarely do they mention civil applications, and even then in tangential roles. In short, it is still the case that DoD does not aim to develop technology for civil aeronautics, or to transfer such technologies to Boeing or the broader civil aeronautics industry.

281. With regard to the absence of evidence of civil applicability, the EU tries to justify a "damned if you do, damned if you don’t" evidentiary standard. Under this approach, the EU treats any reference to civil application, no matter how fleeting, as evidence of “dual use.” (And, under the EU’s approach to “dual use,” that fleeting reference leads to a presumption that 50 percent of the value of the work supports large civil aircraft.) If there are no references, the EU takes that as evidence that, due to this dispute, DoD is attempting to hide the dual uses of its research. There is no justification for such an assumption. As the original panel found, outside of DUS&T and ManTech, DoD did not have an objective of developing civil applications before the dispute. Thus, the absence of stated civil objectives in post-2006 DoD contracts supports the same conclusion today – that DoD is not seeking to develop civil technologies or transition military technologies to the civil sector, and it is correspondingly rare for military research to result in technologies with civil application.

282. For the most part, the EU strives successfully to ignore the evidence that the contracts provide as to the nature of the research Boeing actually conducted for DoD, choosing instead to make generalizations based on broad summaries of all of the research conducted under each program element. However, the EU does attempt to show that of the 56 contracts for which the U.S. first written submission demonstrated military objectives, seven also had potential civil applications. Its efforts only drive home the point that a contracting process in which civil
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420 EC – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1147.
421 EU SWS, paras. 403-404.
422 The fact that DoD still references civil applications in the “rare instances” where they relate to a Boeing research project, and still enters into assistance instruments when the conditions warrant, demonstrates further that the concerted effort the EU imagines to hide such information is in fact nonexistent.
applications are irrelevant results in research that has little real world applicability to large civil aircraft.

283. The EU’s first example is a contract for advanced nondestructive sensor modeling for multi-site inspection for “complex aging aircraft. In the EU’s view, the research applies “without restriction to aircraft type, military or civil.” There are at least two problems with this assertion. First, in the DoD context, “aging aircraft” refers to aircraft operating well beyond their design services lives, such as the B-52 bomber (which ceased production in 1963) and the KC-135 tanker (which is on average 50 years old). As civil aircraft do not remain in service anywhere near as long, this research addresses problems unique to the military. Second, military and civil aircraft each have specific, and entirely disparate usage and inspection criteria. For civil aircraft flightworthiness criteria maintained by FAA and other air traffic authorities determine what technologies to use. For military aircraft, risk-based assessment (including live fire requirements for combat conditions) and life-management and sustainment costs are the criteria that determine the viability of a technology. To maintain that everything associated with military needs is applicable to civil needs is to misunderstand how civil aircraft fleets operate. Given that DoD has solely military objectives for its contracts under the “general research” program elements, the only logical inference is that this contract would address military inspection needs, and not civil needs.

284. Another example advanced by the EU is FA8650-06-C-3623, which the EU describes as containing a single line indicating military usage. The contract in fact states repeatedly that the testing relates to HSBI, including to specify that HSBI. The focus on HSBI makes imagining a civil application for this effort extremely speculative.

285. The EU’s attempt to assert a civil application for the evaluation of Fischer-Tropsch alternative fuels under Contract F33615-03-D-2358, D.O. 6, runs into another problem. Fischer-Tropsch fuels are a commercial product, readily available to commercial users who have already evaluated civil applications and, in the aviation industry, concluded that the cost of operation is too high. Thus, this contract did not, as the EU claims, HSBI. Instead, it provided for testing of an existing fuel to see if it could meet military requirements, motivated primarily by secure sourcing concerns rather than commercial objectives. Thus, the contract exemplifies the way the military tries to take advantage of commercial products, rather than the reverse. The sole reference to HSBI referenced by the EU does not HSBI.

---

426 EU SWS, para. 417.
286. The EU also errs in its discussion of Contract FA8650-08-C-5213. The EU asserts that “the United States claims this system would be customised for use on the F-22 fighter. This is not, however, what the contract says.”\(^\text{427}\) In fact, “what the contract says” is:

Boeing proposes to demonstrate a prototype portable NDE system that can inspect remote areas within an aircraft structure. This system will also address remote access inspection needs of the F-22 program, which will provide specific inspection requirements and technical guidance. . . . Boeing will manage the project, demonstrate novel probe-structure attachments, and ensure the system design supports F-22 needs.\(^\text{428}\)

It is hard to square the EU’s statement with the evidence it purports to discuss. The contract clearly calls for a device that supports the needs of the F-22, a single-seat fighter with special military characteristics that make access for inspection much more difficult than on a large civil aircraft. The EU also tries to defend its claim of potential civil uses by noting that the contract provides that \(\text{[[ HSBI ]]}\).\(^\text{429}\) Given that there is no dispute that military objectives are the sole motive for the Air Force to engage in these contracts, \(\text{[[ HSBI ]]}\).\(^\text{430}\) Finally, even if this technology had the broad applicability the EU asserts, it is a portable testing and inspection device, and not a technology for incorporation in a large civil aircraft or production of a large civil aircraft.

287. The EU also errs in its efforts to characterize research into “Revolutionary Hunter-Killer Design Development” as having a civil application. This effort considered configurations and technologies for unmanned aircraft to perform surveillance (hunter) and engagement (killer) missions. These vehicles ranged from \(\text{[[ HSBI ]]}\) kilograms, and made no provision for passengers or crew. (By contrast, a 737 weighs 28,000 kilograms empty.) The cruise and loiter speed were \(\text{[[ HSBI ]]}\), whereas large civil aircraft typically cruise near Mach 0.8, and certainly not above Mach 0.85. While this may seem \(\text{[[ HSBI ]]}\), aerodynamic properties \(\text{[[ HSBI ]]}\). Thus, this research aimed at aircraft configurations that are not relevant to large civil aircraft operating in flight conditions that large civil aircraft seek to avoid.\(^\text{431}\)

288. As these examples show, the EU’s assertions of extensive civil applicability for the technologies Boeing studied for DoD under these programs are not supported even by the contracts the EU highlights. Moreover, with regard to these and other hypothetical civil applications the EU may imagine in the future for technology developed by DoD, the United

\(^{427}\) EU SWS, para. 419.

\(^{428}\) Air Force Contract FA8650-08-C-5213, SOW, p. 1 (emphasis added) (Exhibit USA-143(HSBI)).

\(^{429}\) EU SWS, quoting Air Force Contract FA8650-08-C-5213, SOW, p. 1.

\(^{430}\) In fact, if the program is to meet the objective of supporting F-22 needs, \(\text{[[ HSBI ]]}\).

\(^{431}\) The United States notes that, for this reason, supersonic passenger aircraft try to transit the high transonic speed zone as quickly as possible and cruise at supersonic speeds, unlike the hunter/killer UCAV configurations considered under this aircraft, which are designed to remain at this speed over long periods.
States has never disputed that some DoD research could lead to technologies with civil applications, or that actual civil applications sometimes do arise. The critical question, however, is how to account for that fact in the analysis of financial contribution and benefit. The United States has shown that both known civil applications and potential civil applications are incidental to the exclusive purpose of these transactions – to obtain technology for military purposes identified by DoD. Such tangential possibilities and rare real-world applications do not interfere with the conclusion that these transactions are purchases of services.

c. The EU observation that these contracts do not describe everything that was funded under the challenged program elements is both irrelevant to the legal analysis, and revealing as to the flaws with the EU’s methodology.

289. One of the “inaccuracies” alleged by the EU is that the U.S. demonstration of military application for the research Boeing conducted for DoD addresses only “a subset of the R&D supported by a given PE” and provides “no basis to generalise from this conclusion that none of the R&D under that PE is applicable to LCA.” This is an odd criticism from the EU, which has for the most part ignored the contracts. In any event, the United States has addressed vastly more of the contracts than the EU has, which makes the U.S. discussion of the contracts vastly more representative of the work that Boeing performed.

290. It is also worth noting that this criticism is also irrelevant. The EU’s claims are not against the program elements as a whole, but against alleged payments, facilities, equipment, and employees provided to Boeing through those program elements. Thus, the United States does not bear the burden to show that none of the research under each program element is applicable to large civil aircraft. Rather, the EU bears the burden of proof as to its claim that all of the research DoD paid Boeing to perform is applicable to large civil aircraft, and that for that research, half of the total value of research is attributable to large civil aircraft. The EU’s “top down” approach utterly fails to satisfy this burden.

432 The EU seeks to create the impression of civil application by arguing that, while particular technologies may have clear military purposes “it is entirely consistent with the EU’s explanation that the same technology is also useful for composite civil aircraft, which also undergo stresses and need to maintain a high level of reliability.” EU SWS, para. 400. Statements like these demonstrate the lack of sophistication in the EU’s approach to aircraft technology. The two examples the EU cites for this particular iteration of its civil applicability mantra are part of an on-going effort to research [[ HSBI ]]. Contract F33615-00-D-3052, D.O. 79, p. 2 and FA8650-08-D-3857, D.O. 10. As the EU itself recognizes, criteria such as speed regime, planform (the basic shape of the aircraft), size, and typical stresses are critical for the applicability of research to a particular aircraft. These particular projects were based on the load distribution of an unmanned combat air vehicle (“UCAV”). In addition to having to meet live fire design criteria, which do not apply to civil aircraft, a UCAV is much smaller than a large civil aircraft and, because it need not carry human payloads, subject to far greater stresses. There is no basis to consider that research geared to this particular type of aircraft is also applicable to large civil aircraft, and the EU has provided none.

433 EU SWS, para. 410 (emphasis in original).
291. The EU’s assertion is also telling because it indicates how backward the EU has the analysis. The issue is not whether contracts with Boeing are representative of the program elements. The issue is whether the broad summaries of research funded under the program elements are probative of what DoD paid Boeing to do. Any mismatch between the scope of the contracts and the scope of the summary descriptions of the program elements only emphasizes that the program element descriptions are not good evidence of what DoD paid Boeing to do.

2. The evidence cited by the EU has no probative value for the analysis of the EU’s claims of financial contribution, benefit, and specificity related to the challenged program elements.

292. In its second written submission, the EU accuses the United States of seeking to “restrict” the EU “to only one form of evidence, the DOD contracts provided by the United States.”434 This is not the case. The U.S. has no objection to multiple sources of evidence that are probative and relevant as to the matter before the Panel. The problem with the EU’s submission is that it does not cite such evidence in support of its central assertions: that all of the research that DoD pays Boeing to perform through the “general research” program elements has applications for civil aircraft, and that half of the value of the research is attributable to those applications.

293. The EU contends that it has cited “DOD budget exhibits and other [unidentified] official materials, news articles, DOD contracts, expert reports, and DOD-funded Boeing patents,” and that the United States “did not engage with the extensive evidence.”435 This is both incorrect and self-contradictory, as the EU then moves immediately to attempt (unsuccessfully) to rebut the arguments it has just accused the United States of not making.436

294. To summarize, the United States has in fact “engaged with” the patents cited by the EU. The U.S. first written submission showed that many of the patents were not related to the program elements challenged by the EU, and that the small number of remaining patents only serves to underscore how rare it is for research under the “general research” program elements to result in technology with civil applications. The EU does not dispute these facts, but argues instead that the patent data are incomplete, and that DoD paid for the development of other intellectual property rights that Boeing does not disclose to the public. However, the evidence shows that any gaps in patent records are not significant.

295. The DoD budget exhibits and the EU’s expert report are in fact one and the same, as the EU expert’s sole function was to review and comment upon budget exhibits. The U.S. first written submission identified a number of glaring flaws in the approach that the EU and its expert took in their analysis,437 which rendered the conclusions worthless for addressing the

---

434 EU SWS, para. 378, note 605.
435 EU SWS, para. 378.
436 E.g., paras. 380-393, 398-426.
point before the Panel. The EU tries a number of arguments to rehabilitate this effort, but none of them are successful. Its expert does not have the expertise in the civil sector that would allow him to opine credibly on civil applications of technology, and the budget summaries provide no basis for identifying and valuing research performed by Boeing, as opposed to DoD itself, other contractors, or universities. Therefore, the budget exhibits and expert report cited by the EU are entitled to no evidentiary weight.

296. The EU’s assertion that the United States failed to “engage with” the DoD contracts is a perverse criticism. The U.S. first written submission both noted and disproved the erroneous propositions the EU sought to derive from its citation to a small number of contracts, and demonstrated, based on a huge number of contracts, the military objectives for the research DoD paid Boeing to perform for it. The EU has for the most part ignored this evidence, and is not in a position to criticize the United States for its vastly more thorough review.

297. With regard to the unidentified other “official materials” and news articles, the United States considers that the contracts and financial data provided in response to the Panel’s request for information offer more probative evidence of any payments, facilities, equipment, or employees provided to Boeing.

298. Therefore, the United States has engaged with the evidence cited by the EU and shown that it is not probative of the issues before the Panel, and does not support the arguments made by the EU.

   a. The only thing shown by the patents cited by the EU is how rare it is for a DoD contract or agreement to result in a patent that is relevant to large civil aircraft.

299. The EU makes a common set of arguments regarding patents that it considers related to the “general research” and “military aircraft” program elements. This section deals with the arguments as they apply to contracts funded through both sets of programs.

   i. Using the patents resulting from research under a DoD contract or agreement to evaluate whether it was a financial contribution or conferred a benefit would be an ex post analysis contrary to the terms of the SCM Agreement.

300. The EU second written submission makes many of the same points about patents resulting from research under DoD contracts and agreements funded through the challenged program elements that it did with regard to patents funded through NASA aeronautics research programs. The U.S. response to those arguments in section II.A.3.a.i applies equally to the EU’s claims regarding the challenged DoD program elements.
ii. The EU does not dispute that the number of Boeing patents for inventions invented under DoD contracts is tiny in relation to the number of contracts Boeing has with DoD, and that many of the patents bear no relation to the EU’s claims in this proceeding.

301. The United States explained in its first written submission that Boeing had [***] contracts, task orders with DoD in the 2007-2012 period, and that the EU identifies only 32 patents arising from those contracts as having any utility to large civil aircraft – fewer than one for every hundred instruments.438 The United States showed further that it is even less likely than that statistic indicates for DoD research to yield applications relevant to large civil aircraft. Of the 32 patents cited by the EU, only two resulted from research funded by the “general research” program elements. In contrast, eleven patents derived from contracts or agreements funded through ManTech and/or DUS&T, demonstrating that, to the extent DoD conducts dual use research, it is primarily through a dual-use research program. Contracts funded through the “military aircraft” program elements resulted in 11 patents that the EU identifies as applicable to large civil aircraft, but the United States showed that, as these program elements provide billions of dollars of funding, the number of patents highlighted by the EU is proportionately minuscule.439 Another comparison is also instructive: during the 2007-2013 period in which the EU cited 169 Boeing patents as resulting from research under DoD contracts, Boeing was granted 3,736 U.S. patents. This indicates that DoD is not a significant source for technology that Boeing considers important enough to protect with patents.

302. The United States also observed that eight of the patents cited by the EU were not the result of research funded through the 34 program elements challenged in this proceeding.440 For the most part, the EU does not dispute these observations. The United States noted that one patent resulted from research funded by an element of the AWACS project that the EU’s own expert, Richard Rumpf, identified as having no civil applicability. The EU now asserts that it did not originally have access to the information necessary to identify the civil applications.441 However, the United States submitted data identifying that particular AWACS contract in response to the Panel’s DSU Article 13 requests for information. The EU’s failure to make use of it is entirely its own fault.442 The EU also asserts that it is irrelevant that two of the patents

438 US FWS, para. 372

439 The C-17 program element provides a good example. In the original proceeding, CRA (the EU’s consultants) stated that “[t]he C-17 aircraft much more closely resembles an LCA than the other military aircraft programs examined above,” and estimated that DoD funded $2.5 billion in research related to the C-17 from 1991 to 2006. 2006 CRA Report, p. 23 and Appendix J, p. 1 (Exhibit EU-29). Under the EU’s reckoning, this research resulted in the issuance of one patent relevant to large civil aircraft. US FWS, para. 371. Thus, for the military aircraft that the EU considers most like large civil aircraft, civil applications for resulting technologies are actually quite rare.

440 US FWS, para. 371.

441 EU SWS, para. 380, second bullet.

442 The United States notes the haste with which the EU jettisons the views of its “expert” when they conflict with the EU’s preconceived notions.
resulted from research contracts originally awarded to independent companies that Boeing later bought, since Boeing now owns the patents. The EU misses the point. Its claim is against DoD payments, facilities, equipment, and employees provided to Boeing. Boeing’s ability to access knowledge by purchasing companies that with independent expertise demonstrates that it has many sources of technology outside of its own work for DoD. Moreover, Airbus’s own parent corporation, EADS, regularly seeks to buy U.S. defense contractors with similar objectives in mind.

303. Thus, the patent evidence cited by the EU does not support its assertion that the research DoD funded through the “general research” program elements had significant civil applicability. Its sole reply to this observation is to challenge the reliability of its own evidence. The following section shows that these efforts fail. The only conclusion supported by reference to patents that the EU considers as having civil uses is that they rarely result from research funded by the “general research” or “military research” program elements.

ii. The EU fails in its efforts to explain away the rarity of patents resulting from research under DoD contracts funded through the challenged program elements.

304. Recognizing that its evidence demonstrates only the insignificance of the contribution of aeronautics research programs to Boeing’s patent portfolio, the EU argues that there are Boeing patents the EU cannot identify because of “shortcomings in US recordkeeping.”

305. First, the EU asserts that DoD is “unable to track the inventions that Boeing makes” as a result of work conducted under military contracts because DoD does not keep centralized files of contractor invention disclosures. The EU misunderstands the role of these disclosures. In DoD’s system, they serve merely to alert contracting officers that the contractor may have invented an invention. DoD relies on the data in the U.S. PTO patent database to track the patents to which it has government purpose licenses arising from any contract with the inventor’s employer. Thus, once the written disclosures have served their purpose of providing notice to the contracting officer, there is no need to reference them and, therefore, DoD does not provide centralized access.

306. Second, the EU notes differences between the lists of patents compiled for the DoD License Agreement and in response to the Panel’s Article 13 request for information. These differences in fact show the precision with which the United States approached this effort. At the time of the DoD Licensing Agreement, the United States could not identify the program elements that funded several assistance instruments and, in an abundance of caution, included those instruments and any resulting patents in the licensing agreement. DoD subsequently identified the funding sources for more agreements, which demonstrated that several agreements

443 EU SWS, para. 383.
444 EU SWS, para. 384.
(and associated patents) were not related to the EU claims, and the United States adjusted its response to the Article 13 question accordingly. The United States also expanded the Article 13 Response to reflect the broader reach of the Panel’s inquiry, which the United States understood to include patents after September 23, 2012, foreign patents, and patent applications that were subsequently dropped. The Panel also inquired after agreements funded under the new program elements, which were not a factor at the time that NASA and DoD signed the respective licensing agreements. Thus, the lists were different because they addressed different questions, posed at different times.

307. Third, the EU makes certain factual assertions that, it claims, “illustrate the difficulty in identifying accurately Boeing’s patents” related to DoD agreements.”445 In fact, they illustrate that any “difficulty” is due to the EU’s own lack of diligence rather than any problems with the evidence itself. The relevant patents generally list Boeing as the assignee or otherwise mention it by name, and they also indicate the contract identifier for the relevant DoD contract or agreement. The United States has provided the EU multiple lists of the relevant DoD contracts, including as an attachment to the U.S. compliance notification, during the Article 13 process, and with the first written submission. Thus, the EU has multiple methods at its disposal to identify the relevant patents, and the EU fails to note any instance in which employing these methods would result in the omission of a relevant patent.446

308. Fourth, the EU argues that a 1999 GAO report and a 2012 study of biomedical patents indicated “endemic” underreporting of the U.S. government interest in patents for inventions invented under government contracts.447 However, as the United States explained in section II.A.3.a.iii, whatever the studies indicated with respect to other companies, Boeing has in place rigorous procedures to ensure proper reporting of the government interest in patents resulting from work under government contracts. In any event, the documents cited by the EU indicate that approximately 90 percent of patents associated with U.S. government contracts are notated as such in the U.S. PTO database. Therefore, if there is any underreporting, it is not significant. The EU also seriously exaggerates the results and relevance of these studies. The GAO study covered 2,094 patents, and found that for 90 percent of them, the government interest was recorded in the patent.448 The GAO referenced another study by the Inspector General of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services of medically related patents finding that
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445 EU SWS, para. 386.

446 In addition, the EU complains that certain patents do not list Boeing as the assignee. EU SWS, para. 386, third bullet and note 625. However, the text of the patent mentions Boeing by name, providing the EU yet another way to identify the relevant patents. E.g., U.S. Patent No. 6,195,768 (Exhibit EU-1082); U.S. Patent No. 7,024,309 (Exhibit EU-1089).

447 EU SWS, para. 387.

448 Technology Transfer: Reporting Requirements for Federally Sponsored Inventions Need Revision, GAO Report GAO/RCED-99-242, pp. 6 and 10 (Aug. 1999) (U.S. PTO records indicated 2,083 patents with some government interest, while GAO interviews with contractors revealed 11 that had not been reported at all.).
contractors correctly reported the government interests in their patents 86 percent of the time.449 The other study cited by the EU, from 2012, explicitly restricted its analysis to reporting by universities of patents in the biomedical field, so it has limited relevance to determining levels of reporting by private companies in the aerospace sector.450 In any event, the findings indicated that from 1995 to 2007 patents granted to universities correctly indicated government rights between 75 and 90 percent of the time, and that reporting rates were increasing over that period.451 Thus, the EU provides no basis to conclude that the number of “additional Boeing patents for LCA technologies”452 that it cannot identify from the U.S. PTO database is in any way significant.453

309. The EU makes one last effort to inflate the amount of intellectual property Boeing derives from its DoD contracts and agreements by arguing that, in addition to patents, Boeing develops trade secrets through work funded by the challenged program elements.454 The EU again has the facts wrong. Under the U.S. Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement (“DFARS”), which govern DoD contracts, any technology developed with DoD funding results in DoD having broad license rights that prevent the contractor-developer from treating the development as a trade secret. More specifically, DoD gets an “unlimited rights” license with respect to any data pertaining to an item, component, or process which has been or will be developed exclusively with Government funds.455 This license is genuinely unlimited, authorizing any U.S. government use, for any purpose or reason whatsoever, including the unrestricted release or disclosure to third parties for any uses or purposes without restriction.

310. The only circumstances in which a contractor is allowed to treat technology as a form of trade secret is when the contractor has funded the development of the technology, most typically prior to or outside the contracted effort. More specifically, DoD is granted only a “limited rights” license to data related to items, components, or processes developed completely with private funds, which prohibits use of data outside of government without permission of the party

---

449 Technology Transfer: Reporting Requirements for Federally Sponsored Inventions Need Revision, GAO Report GAO/RCED-99-242, p. 13 (Aug. 1999). The study addressed all 633 patents issued to 12 grantees of the National Institutes of Health (“NIH”), and found that 490 were properly reported in EDISON, a database that NIH and several other agencies maintain to track patents for inventions they have funded, while 79 patents were not.


452 EU SWS, para. 223.

453 Based on the GAO data showing reporting of the government interest in 90 percent of cases, which were not restricted to the medical sector, the existence of ten patents reporting the government interest would, on average, suggest the existence of one additional patent that had not been reported.

454 EU SWS, para. 382.

455 48 CFR § 227.7103-5(a) (Exhibit USA-311). The same result occurs for computer software developed at DoD expense under the contract, pursuant to 48 CFR § 227.7203-5(a) (Exhibit USA-311).
that developed it. If an item, component, or process is developed with “mixed” funding (i.e., public and private funding), the government still gets “government purpose rights,” which includes completely unrestricted use within the government, and also authorizes release or disclosure to, and use by, third parties for any U.S. government purpose for five years after the contract. After five years, or another period resulting from negotiation by the parties, the government’s license automatically converts to unlimited rights, thereby eliminating any sort of restriction on the use, release, or disclosure of the data.

311. The temporary commercial-use restrictions on use and disclosure during the five-year period are based on the recognition that a portion of the data was developed entirely at private expense (e.g., a pre-existing trade secret developed and owned by the contractor), not as a mechanism to allow government funded technology to be treated as a private party’s trade secret. Moreover, whenever there is technology developed with mixed funding, the regulations allow and encourage the further division of that technology into its component parts so that the privately funded elements can be segregated from the government funded elements, which allows the contractor-developer to retain trade secret status only for those elements for which it paid for the development, while allowing the government to have unlimited rights in the government funded elements. Contractors make every effort to achieve such segregations because otherwise they risk having their secrets shared with competitors who contract with the government, and eventual conversion of their protected data into unlimited rights data that the government may share with anyone.

312. For DoD assistance instruments, the allocation of data rights is less regulated than under a DFARS contract, but the general scheme is similar and does not result in a private party being authorized to assert exclusive trade secret rights for technology developed solely with government funding. Thus, the only situation in which a private party retains legal rights in any way resembling a form of trade secret for technology that involves using government funding is where there is joint funding. This occurs most typically in the context of assistance instruments, of which Boeing received very few during the FY2007-FY2012 period.

456 48 CFR § 227.7103-5(c) (Exhibit USA-311). The same result occurs for computer software that was developed entirely at private expense, pursuant to 48 CFR § 227.7203-5(c).

457 48 CFR § 227.7103-5(b) (Exhibit USA-311). The same result occurs for computer software that was developed with mixed funding, pursuant to 48 CFR § 227.7203-5(b). Note that, even during the initial five-year period, the government’s ability to release to third-party competitors of the private party contractor for any government purpose is inconsistent with the argument that the private party contractor-developer has exclusive trade secret rights.

458 48 CFR § 227.7103-4(b) (Exhibit USA-311). The same rule governs computer software developed with mixed funding, pursuant to 48 CFR § 227.7203-4(b)

459 32 CFR § 34.25(b) (allowing the government to publish and release data to third parties for any federal purpose), and 32 CFR § 37.845 (recognizing the private party’s cost-sharing contributions and recommending the typical allocation of rights analogous to government purpose rights under the DFARS) (Exhibit USA-357).
313. In sum, the EU’s discussion of patents is irrelevant to the Panel’s evaluation of whether DoD contracts or agreements confer a subsidy. To the extent those observations have any value, it is to confirm that Boeing does not develop a significant number of patents for large civil aircraft technology from its work under NASA contracts, and has a number of alternative sources of technology.

b. The CRA-Rumpf review of broad summaries of work conducted under the challenged program elements has no probative value.

314. The U.S. first written submission identified a number of methodological flaws with the methodology the EU and its consultants, Richard Rumpf and CRA, used to argue that broad descriptions of ongoing efforts in the DoD summaries of the challenged “general research” program elements demonstrated that they involved “dual-use research.” The EU second written submission fails to rehabilitate the CRA-Rumpf methodology.

315. Even taken in the abstract, the CRA-Rumpf methodology has serious limitations. It starts with very high level, generalized descriptions of research programs from the DoD budget summaries, which contain limited information as to the research conducted and none as to who performed it. 460 It then further abstracts the information by taking “keywords” (variously words, phrases, and sentences) out of those summaries, and attempts to reach conclusions about civil applications based on those words taken in isolation. With data hyper-generalized in this way and then further stripped of context by extraction of “key words,” there is obvious potential to conclude incorrectly that a program has broader applicability than more detailed descriptions of the work indicate.

316. When reduced to practice, the results are less reliable than even the generic description indicates. To take one example, the CRA and Mr. Rumpf provide the following “summary” of PE 0602102F, project 4347, based on “keywords” taken from the budget summary:

   Explore new material systems ... and develop and evaluate lightweight, active, adaptive, multifunctional, high temperature, and durable composite and hybrid materials ... Develop composite and hybrid life prediction tools for ... airframe applications. Develop computational materials science techniques and models to characterize high performance materials ... 461

They then conclude that this research is “dual use” because “composite materials are a critical component of modern LCA, and now finding wide use in both wing and fuselage structures.” However, the entire text from which they extracted these “keywords” reads (with omitted words bolded and underlined) reads:

460 The original panel cited the budget summaries, but the Panel uses them exclusively as evidence of “the specific purpose of these programmes.” US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1147 (emphasis added). The original panel did not use budget summaries as evidence of what research DoD paid Boeing to perform.

Explore new material systems for expendable supersonic/hypersonic weapon system applications. Develop and evaluate lightweight, active, adaptive, multifunctional, high temperature, and durable composite and hybrid materials for extreme environments. Develop composite and hybrid life prediction tools for engine and airframe applications. Develop computational materials science techniques and models to characterize high performance materials for expendable space and hypersonic/hypersonic applications. It is difficult to see how the EU can expect the Panel to place any weight on conclusions of civil applicability to large civil aircraft justified by deletion of the reference to the military objectives.

317. These are not the only problems. Although Mr. Rumpf and CRA never state that their conclusions demonstrate that all the research in a given project or program element has civil applications, the EU simply assumes that is the case. And, although the budget estimates do not indicate who received funding, Mr. Rumpf and CRA simply assume that it was only aerospace contractors, even though it is known that DoD does extensive contracting with universities and entities outside the aerospace sector. Thus, this methodology provides little credible evidence as to what DoD paid Boeing to do.

318. The U.S. first written submission identified several concerns with the EU’s methodology. The EU’s efforts to answer them are unconvincing.

319. First, the United States observed that the EU had not defined what constitutes “dual-use” research. The EU responded that CRA and Mr. Rumpf defined it as funding and technologies “that is applicable to both military and large commercial aircraft development.” The United States is aware that the EU has used this type of generic definition previously. The problem is that, under this definition, everything is dual use to large civil aircraft because any technology is potentially useful. Since CRA and Mr. Rumpf do not find that everything is dual use, they must have used additional, undisclosed criteria.

320. The United States also observed that this definition is utterly subjective. The EU responds that “it is a question of fact, not of opinion, whether technologies and other knowledge are dual-use to LCA.” There are several problems with this statement. First, experience in the original proceedings demonstrates that it is untrue. Experts at Boeing and Airbus disagreed throughout as to whether identified technologies were used or usable on large civil aircraft. Therefore, the EU cannot credibly argue that this is an issue of observable fact discernible by Richard Rumpf. Another problem is that the information on which CRA and Mr. Rumpf were taking identified “technologies” or “knowledge” and seeking to identify potential civil applications. They were starting with extremely generalized descriptions of processes performed
with limited indications as to results. Thus, to reach what the EU (wrongly) describes as a question of fact, CRA and Mr. Rumpf would first have to extrapolate what “technologies and other knowledge” were likely to arise, and then explain the linkage to civil applications. The cursory analysis in the CRA-Rumpf Report clearly does not do this.

321. Second, the United States observed that, while Richard Rumpf was employed by DoD 20 years ago, primarily with regard to Naval matters, his expertise was somewhat dated, and did not in any event extend to the civil sector, calling into question his capacity to identify civil applications of technology.\textsuperscript{465} The EU responded with a supplemental description of his experience indicating that he represented the Navy on joint review of weapons systems during his tenure, and has since periodically consulted for DoD on a number of matters.\textsuperscript{466} Nevertheless, having participated in design reviews for Air Force projects in the 1980s in periodic consulting projects afterward is thoroughly consistent with the U.S. view that his expertise is somewhat dated, especially with regard to the broad range of Air Force research covered in the CRA-Rumpf report. In any event, the supplemental statement only confirms that his expertise in the civil sector is almost nonexistent, consisting of service on the boards of directors for two composites companies and consulting for 3M on aircraft and missile technology.\textsuperscript{467} Therefore, he has little credibility to opine on civil applicability of technology.

322. Finally, the EU asserts that none of the U.S. conclusions regarding civil and military uses for technologies are “backed up by any evidence or expert opinion.”\textsuperscript{468} This is another odd criticism, given that the only “expertise” the EU cites is with regard to the CRA-Rumpf review of budget summaries, which are not technologies. In any event, the EU’s statement is also incorrect. The evaluations of technology in the U.S. first written submission and this submission were drafted in consultation with DoD scientists, program personnel, and contracting personnel in the program offices for the relevant military aircraft program elements and within AFRL and DARPA for the relevant general research program elements. Those statements were reviewed for accuracy and, where necessary, corrected prior to submission to the Panel. The individuals who participated in the project in this way have a deeper and more recent familiarity with the operations of these programs than anyone retained by the EU.

323. In short, the EU has done nothing to demonstrate that the CRA-Rumpf analysis establishes any fact relevant to the Panel’s inquiry.

\textsuperscript{465} US FWS, para. 298.
\textsuperscript{466} EU SWS, para. 388.
\textsuperscript{467} Statement of Richard Rumpf, M.S.A.E., para. 7.
\textsuperscript{468} EU SWS, para. 392.
c. Outside of DUS&T, ManTech, and the assistance instruments, there is no evidence that DoD intended its research to produce any technology useful to large civil aircraft.

324. As the United States has observed, the original panel reviewed the overall purposes of the 23 original program elements from 1992 to 2006 and concluded that “the declared purpose of the DoD programmes at issue do not generally demonstrate that DOD aimed to transfer technology to Boeing and the wider U.S. aircraft industry.”469 The EU has pointed to nothing from subsequent years, or with regard to the new program elements, that would change that conclusion. The U.S. first written submission additionally describes DoD’s processes for identifying research topics and choosing suppliers and explains that outside of DUS&T and ManTech, the sole criterion is military utility.

325. Nonetheless, the EU starts its section on the supposed applicability of DoD research to large civil aircraft with the pronouncement that “DoD intends for contractors to extract commercial benefits from dual-use aspects of DOD R&D.”470 The EU simply ignores the original panel’s statement to the contrary. The only evidence it adduces in support of the opposite conclusion is that DoD terminated its “recoupment” regulations in 1992.471 The original panel was aware of this fact, as DoD raised it repeatedly during the original proceedings. However, that information did not affect the original panel’s evaluation of DoD’s subsequent objectives, and it should not affect this Panel’s analysis, either. As the United States demonstrated before the original panel, even when they were in force, DoD’s recoupment rules would not have applied to the research the EU is challenging now, or to the Boeing aircraft that allegedly applied those technologies.472 Therefore, termination of the recoupment regulations had nothing to do with making it possible for contractors to use technologies resulting from research under DoD contracts for civil applications.

469 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1147.
470 EU SWS, para. 395, heading.
471 EU SWS, para. 395.
472 The fullest discussion of the recoupment rules appears in the U.S. comments on the panel question 196(ii):

Under those rules, DoD required recoupment fees only for commercial sales of a “DoD developed item or a derivative of a DoD developed item.” A “DoD developed item would be a weapons system itself or other product whose development costs DoD paid, while a “derivative” of a DoD developed item was defined as one that “consists of common parts equal to, or more than 10 percent of the Defense item.” DoD does not develop large civil aircraft, and Boeing’s large civil aircraft do not have a commonality of more than ten percent with any DoD-developed article. Therefore, the old recoupment rules would not have applied to sales of large civil aircraft.

U.S. Comment on EU Response to Panel Question 196(ii), para. 340 (citations omitted) (Exhibit USA-359). The exhibit contains the entirety of the U.S. response. The response cited 48 CFR §§ 271.001 and 271.004(c), which are no longer in effect. (Exhibits USA-314 and USA-315).
d. The ManTech project summaries cited by the EU provide no support for the assertion that Boeing was “deeply involved” in the ManTech program, or that DoD provided it payments, facilities, equipment, or employees under that program.

326. The U.S. first written submission explained that only five DoD contracts with Boeing received ManTech funding during the 2007-2012: two from OSD ManTech, two from Air Force ManTech, and one from DLA ManTech.\(^{473}\) The United States demonstrated that these contracts had military applications, and did not reference civil applications.\(^{474}\)

327. In its second written submission, the EU notes that it cited ManTech program materials listing Boeing as a “participant” in certain projects. It opines that these indicate that “Boeing was deeply involved in the ManTech programme,” and that this is in “contradiction” to the U.S. data showing it received no funding for the work.\(^{475}\) In fact, of the ManTech projects for which the EU lists Boeing as a “participant,” only three were active in the 2007-2012 period,\(^{476}\) scarcely a “deep involvement” on Boeing’s part. Nor does Boeing’s “participation” in any way contradict the evidence that ManTech did not provide funding to Boeing with regard to these projects.

328. The ManTech project on solder-free electronics involved a contract with Optomec to further develop an Optomec-owned technology that was already being used by Boeing in commercial and military applications. Thus, any “participation” by Boeing was as a customer of Optomec and not as a recipient of DoD payments or access to DoD facilities, equipment, or employees. To the extent the ManTech project advanced the technology, any benefit would accrue to Optomec rather than Boeing.

329. The ManTech RANGER project involved a contract with the South Carolina Research Authority, and the University of Kentucky as a subcontractor to develop software supply chain predictive capability. Boeing had already provided data to the University of Kentucky for purposes of modeling and conducting simulations of several risk scenarios. Together with studies and supplier surveys, the University used this information to develop a software

\(^{473}\) US FWS, paras. 366-368 and 442. One of the Air Force contracts received only part of its funding from Air Force ManTech.

\(^{474}\) US FWS, paras. 366-368 and 442.

\(^{475}\) EU SWS, paras. 425-426.

\(^{476}\) EU FWS, para. 276 (Digital Radiography for Final Part Acceptance of Aerospace Castings; sources indicate the remaining projects listed in this paragraph were completed in 2005 or before) and 281 (Risk Assessment for Next Generation Supply Chain Readiness and Solder Free Electronics – Direct Write Electronics). The EU asserts that the budget summaries show Boeing involvement in Fiber Place of Out of Autoclave Composites, but this is incorrect. The project description refers to Boeing only to explain that out-of-autoclave composites research is important because existing large autoclaves are “tied up with Boeing 787 and F-35 production.” DoD It in no way indicates Boeing’s involvement with the project. DoD FY 2012 Budget, Exhibit R-2, R-1 line item 47, p. 10 (Exhibit EU-67, frame 60/82).
simulation package called “RADAR.” The ManTech project aimed to develop the software further, with Boeing “participating” by conducting a pilot demonstration.\textsuperscript{477} Again, Boeing’s relationship was with the University of Kentucky. ManTech did not provide the company with payments or access to facilities, equipment, or employees for this effort. Any benefit would accrue to the University of Kentucky, which owned the software package in question.

330. Thus, contrary to the EU’s assertions, Boeing’s participation in these projects is entirely consistent with the evidence showing that it received neither payments nor access to facilities, equipment, and employees for these efforts.

e. The EU’s continued defense of the erroneous assertions by CRA and Mr. Rumpf regarding usaspending.gov data on “Defense Research Services” betrays a lack of understanding of DoD contracts.

331. The CRA-Rumpf Report bases part of its valuation exercise on the assumption that data reported on the usaspending.gov website under the heading “Defense Research Sciences” was the same as spending under DoD program element 0602102F, also entitled “Defense Research Sciences.”\textsuperscript{478} The U.S. first written submission explained that the identical titles were a coincidence, and that many of the instruments reported by usaspending.gov in the “Defense Research Sciences” category received no funding through program element 0602102F.\textsuperscript{479} Rather than accept that it made a mistake, the EU in its second written submission now insists that it has an unspecified “reason to believe” that any instruments funded by other program elements included in the usaspending.gov “Defense Research Sciences” category were the result of “poor recordkeeping.”\textsuperscript{480} It observes (correctly) that the FA8650 prefix on some of the contracts indicates that AFRL administered the contract, and surmises that the U.S. observation that DARPA provided funding for them is the result of another error. This complicated effort to blame the United States for the EU’s errors only serves to show that it does not understand the evidence on which it seeks to rely.

332. Any time DoD obligates funds for payment under a contract, it includes in the contract an accounting line providing information about the funding. The U.S. Air Force, U.S. Army, and DARPA embed the program element that funded the particular obligation in that code, allowing a direct link from the contract to the PE number. To take an example, Cooperative Agreement, FA8650-07-2-7716 (Non-Autoclave Manufacturing Technology), lists the following obligations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Line of accounting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March 23, 2007</td>
<td>$[\text{HSBI}]</td>
<td>[<em><strong>] 62715E [</strong>]</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 18, 2008</td>
<td>$[\text{HSBI}]</td>
<td>[<em><strong>] 62715E [</strong>]</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{477} Risk Assessment for Next Generation Supply Chain Readiness (RANGER), pp. 1-2 (Exhibit EU-313).

\textsuperscript{478} CRA-Rumpf Report, p. 9 (Exhibit EU-23).

\textsuperscript{479} US FWS, para. 299, note 535.

\textsuperscript{480} EU SWS, para. 422.
The underlined text in the lines of accounting indicates that each of these obligations was funded through PE number 0602715E (DoD drops the first and third digits of the full PE number, which are always “0”).

333. The CRA-Rumpf Report indicates two expenditures for “Non-Autoclave Manufacturing Technology in the “Defense Research Sciences” category: $7,999,877 on September 9, 2009, and $340,697 on June 22, 2011.481 Thus, these expenditures under the usaspending.gov category for “Defense Research Sciences” have no connection to PE 0602102F, also entitled “Defense Research Sciences.” Most of the other entries CRA and Mr. Rumpf derived from usaspending.gov related to Cooperative Agreements F33615-03-2-3300 and FA8650-05-2-3503. A review of the lines of accounting listed for obligations under those agreements indicates that they also received no funding from PE 0602102F.482 The same approach indicates that one topic, the Human-Assisted-Manufacturing Model Library, was under Cooperative Agreement FA8650-11-2-7127, which did not receive funding through any of the challenged program elements.483

334. The EU notes that all of these agreements were issued by AFRL, and claims to find it implausible that they received funding from outside of the Air Force.484 Again, the EU betrays its lack of knowledge of how DoD operates. It is not unusual for DARPA to provide funding to work by other DoD entities that relates to DARPA’s mission, which is what happened with two of the agreements. The program element designation for payments under Cooperative Agreement FA8650-05-2-3503 reflects that AFRL carried out the work in cooperation with NASA. The United States does not dispute that this funding was covered by the EU’s claims.

335. Thus, whatever the EU considers it has “reason to believe,” the evidence shows that the agreements listed in the usaspending.gov “Defense Research Sciences” category were not funded through PE 0602102, in spite of its similar title.485 The EU’s continued insistence on this point,

---

482 DoD Cooperative Agreements, TIAs, and OTAs, FY2007-FY2012 (Exhibit USA-159(BCI) (revised July 22, 2012)).
483 US FWS, para. 329.
484 EU SWS, para. 423.
485 The EU also claims to find fuel for its suspicions of “poor recordkeeping” in the fact that three of the cooperative
without any check against the evidence available to it, casts serious doubt either on the diligence or the expertise of its experts.

  
  
f. The EU misunderstands the significance of evidence that technology studied under a program is export controlled or classified.

336. In documents submitted to the Panel, the United States indicated where particular information was export controlled or classified, both to explain why it could not provide that information, and to provide an indication of how that information differed from other information before the Panel. The EU second written submission accuses the United States of seeking to draw “reverse adverse inferences” from this fact. The EU misunderstands. The United States does not seek an adverse inference, “reverse” or otherwise. It has merely identified facts – that certain information is subject to export controls or classified – and suggested that the Panel take reasonable inferences based on those facts.

337. With respect to export-controlled information, the reasonable inferences are that Boeing could not reveal the information to foreign nationals without first obtaining a license, which it has not done with respect to the technologies used on civil aircraft. Classified information has vastly stricter restrictions, in that Boeing employees cannot even share the information (or information derived from the information) with persons lacking the requisite security clearance and a need to use that information for government purposes. (To be explicit, a Boeing employee could not reveal classified information to a fellow employee in order for the fellow employee to use it on a civil aircraft, even if the fellow employee had a security clearance.) The inference the United States advocates is that these restrictions have the effects provided under U.S. law. In the case of ITAR, while the original panel found that use of ITAR-controlled information was not “impossible,” it nevertheless agreed that “the ITAR restrict Boeing’s ability to use certain R&D performed for DOD towards its civil aircraft” and that Boeing took steps to ensure that the 787 was ITAR-free.\textsuperscript{486} The restrictions on classified information are much more significant, and would have correspondingly greater effect. Use of classified information for non-governmental purposes would be a highly serious breach of U.S. law.

338. The United States is not, as the EU alleges, asserting that ITAR protections mean that “none of the R&D presumably described can have any dual-use application.”\textsuperscript{487} Our point is that civil applications are less likely because, as the original panel found, “the ITAR restrict Boeing’s ability to use certain R&D performed for DOD toward its civil aircraft.”\textsuperscript{488} If the EU disagrees with this inference, its complaint is with the original panel, and not with the United States. In contrast, given the much tighter limitations on classified information, it is difficult to conceive how Boeing could turn it to commercial use.

\textsuperscript{486} US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1160.

\textsuperscript{487} EU SWS, para. 406.

\textsuperscript{488} US – Large Civil Aircraft, para. 7.1160.
3. The contracts submitted by the United States provide the only evidence of any payments or provision of facilities, equipment, and employees to Boeing under the “general research” program elements, and they show that their magnitude is much less than alleged by the EU.

339. The EU provides virtually no evidence as to the magnitude of any payments, facilities, equipment, or employees provided to Boeing under the “general research” program elements. It relies instead on the valuation exercise conducted by CRA and Mr. Rumpf, which uses highly generalized data and a series of unsupported and unsustainable assumptions to arrive at a wholly fictitious number. In contrast, in line with the Panel’s Article 13 requests for information, the United States looked separately at the different financial contributions alleged by the EU. It identified the contracts funded under the “general research” program elements during the FY2007-FY2012 period, and reported their value. As those contracts identified no meaningful facilities usage by Boeing, the United States considered that that element of the EU’s claim did not affect the magnitude calculation. The United States did not attempt to value equipment and employees allegedly provided to Boeing, as it has asked the Panel for a preliminary ruling are outside of the terms of reference of this proceeding. In any event, the contracts establish that the EU has provided no evidence to support the assertion that employees and equipment are significant enough to affect the value of the alleged financial contribution.

340. The evidence referenced by the United States is the best evidence of the magnitude of the alleged subsidies, and show a value of $[***],489 far less than the $463 million alleged by the EU.490 The EU sought in the second written submission to challenge the credibility of the U.S. data and rehabilitate the dubious CRA-Rumpf exercise, but both efforts fail. The U.S. approach to the data represents a reasonable effort to identify the alleged contributions and their magnitude. The EU approach is not.

a. The research contracts funded by the “general research” program elements demonstrate that the value of any financial contribution is far lower than the EU asserts.

341. Contracts and assistance instruments are the exclusive vehicles for DoD to provide payments, facilities, equipment, or employees to contractors under the “general research” program elements. In response to the Panel’s Article 13 request for information, the United States provided a list of all payments made to Boeing during the FY2007-FY2012 period, showing that the total amount was $[***].491 Along with the evidence, the United States submitted all copies of contracts and modifications that were available in the limited time provided by the Panel.

489 Exhibits USA-108, USA-116, USA-157, and USA-273. The United States notes that this is a total figure, covering contracts and agreements, whether funded by the 23 original program elements or the new program elements. It is presented in this section for purposes of comparison with the EU aggregate figure.

490 Exhibit EU-37.

491 Exhibits USA-108, USA-116, USA-157, and USA-273.
342. The contracts also list any facilities and equipment provided to the contractor. From the perspective of the contractor, this is a critical element of the bargain. If the proposal depends on government furnished equipment that proves to be unavailable, the contractor is likely to overrun the allowable expenses and could be unable to finish the work. Therefore, DoD contracts list any government-furnish equipment necessary to perform the specified work.

343. The evidence demonstrates that government facilities are not a significant element in contracts funded through the “general research” program elements. The EU has provided no evidence from any source that the government made facilities available to Boeing for work under these contracts. The relatively early stage of most of the research funded through these program elements means that specialized testing facilities are rarely required. Where they are, DoD typically specifies for the contractor to provide a deliverable that DoD’s own scientists test for themselves. Thus, there is no basis to conclude that access to DoD facilities affected the value of the financial contribution in any meaningful way.

344. The evidence shows further that government equipment is not a significant element in contracts funded through the “general research” program elements. To begin with, under the DFARS, a contracting officer may provide government property to a contractor only if doing so: (1) is in the government’s best interests; (2) the benefit to the acquisition significantly outweighs the increased costs associated with provision of government property; (3) provision of the property does not substantially increase the risk associated with the acquisition; and (4) government requirements cannot otherwise be met. These are high standards, and the contracts show that they are rarely met. Thus, there is no basis to conclude that provision of DoD equipment affected the value of the financial contribution in any meaningful way.

345. The EU has provided absolutely no support for its assertion that DoD provides its employees to Boeing or other contractors. In fact, the only information related to this aspect of the EU allegation is the undisputed fact that DoD contracts out for work for research that it cannot perform in-house. DoD scientists would accordingly have little to add to a contractor’s efforts. Thus, there is no basis to conclude that provision of DoD employees affected the value of the financial contribution in any meaningful way.

346. In short, the best evidence available to the Panel establishes that the total value of any payments, facilities, equipment, and employees provided to Boeing under the “general research” program elements is [***], greatly less than the EU’s alleged value of $463 million.493

492 48 CFR § 245.103(1) (Exhibit USA-316); PGI 245.103-70 (Exhibit USA-317).
493 Exhibit EU-37.
b. The EU provides no valid reason to disregard the evidence of DoD’s actual payments to Boeing under the challenged program elements.

347. With its first written submission and in response to the Panel’s Article 13 requests for information, the United States supplied data on the amounts that DoD obligated under each of contracts funded through the challenged program elements. This is the only available evidence of the value of DoD’s payments to Boeing under the challenged “general research” program elements.

348. The EU first notes that the U.S. numerical data reflect only the payments made to Boeing. However, as the original panel considered an approach that started with payments reliable for determining the value of financial contributions to NASA, this EU observation only indicates that the information provides a valid starting point.

349. Second, the EU asserts that GAO reports indicate that DoD’s financial management systems are “unreliable.” The EU fails to realize that the data it advocates come from the same system. Therefore, the question is not whether DoD’s financial data as a whole are ideal, but rather, which party has made a more credible use of the available information. In this instance, an approach that looks at Boeing’s contracts funded under the relevant program elements is a far more reliable means to determine what DoD conferred on Boeing than the essentially fictitious CRA-Rumpf approach.

350. The EU also attempts to defend its failure to engage with evidence of the value of payments because of certain “issues” regarding the data. However, none of them indicate any flaw with the information provided by the United States.

351. The EU first notes with regard to program element designations that “the numbers listed have 5 digits, whereas actual PE numbers have 6 digits.” This should not have interfered in any way. The listed PE numbers were derived from the lines of accounting associated with the actual payments. As the United States explained in section II.C.2.e, because the first and third digits of all PE numbers are “0”, DoD drops them from the lines of accounting. This was not difficult to discern. To take an example, the first page of Exhibit USA-158(BCI) reports contract F1962800C0004A00009 as having PE number 27417F. A reference to the DoD contract list in Exhibit USA-161 shows that Contract F19628-00-C0004 has a PE number of 0207417F, indicating exactly how the PE numbers were shortened.

---

494 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1070.
495 EU SWS, para. 472.
496 The EU also cites its contentions regarding data on ManTech and Defense Research Sciences. EU SWS, para. 472. The United States has addressed and disproven these arguments in Sections II.C.2.d and II.C.2.e.
497 EU SWS, para. 470, note 776.
498 EU FWS, para. 470, note 776, first bullet. Actually, PE numbers have seven digits.
352. The EU then notes that some of the entries do not have dates.\footnote{EU FWS, para. 470, note 776, second bullet.} Rather than a sign that data is unreliable, this fact shows the care taken by the United States. Where an obligation without a date appears on the list, it is because the date was unclear, but in an abundance of caution, the United States reported those obligations as coming within the period covered by the data-gathering exercise.

353. The EU finally complains that the contract, modification, and delivery order data were presented “in long strings of numbers and letters, exceeding the number of characters in normal contract numbers.”\footnote{EU FWS, para. 470, note 776, third bullet.} This is, in fact, the way such information is often presented in internal DoD documents, and as the EU claimed to have retained “experts” in DoD contracting matters, the United States assumed they would understand this way of presenting the relevant information. In fact, at least one of the contract documents cited by the EU contained footers presenting the contract number, distribution order, and modification number in just this way.\footnote{EU FWS, para. 470, note 776, third bullet.} The EU also asserts that it is unfamiliar with “random letters (e.g., P, A, or B) in different parts of the string supposedly related to the order and modification numbers.”\footnote{E.g., Contract FA8650-08-D-3857, D.O. 28, Modification 1, p. 2 (Exhibit USA13-229(HSBI)), cited in EU FWS, para. 253.} These are not “random letters,” but instead distinguish between substantive modifications (commencing with a “P”) and administrative modifications (commencing with an “A”). The EU’s confusion is surprising, as the “A”s and “P”s appear in the modification numbers on the face of the contracts.\footnote{EU FWS, para. 470, note 776, third bullet.}

354. Thus, the U.S. presentation of the data was neither “inaccessible” nor “opaque,” as the EU asserts. It was assembled in and presented in a way easily comprehensible to a reviewer that was truly expert in DoD procurement practices or that applied a small degree of diligence.

\subsection*{c. The EU presents no valid reason to disregard the manifest and serious inaccuracies in its valuation exercise.}

355. The U.S. first written submission observed that the CRA-Rumpf valuation exercise was simply a repeat of the CRA analysis presented to the original panel, which was proven to produce estimates wildly in excess of actual values. The United States identified five serious problems that invalidate the EU methodology for valuing any financial contribution: (1) the absence of any definition of “dual use” research; (2) Richard Rumpf’s lack of credibility as an “expert” on discerning “dual use” research; (3) the absence of support for the critical assumption that the “general research” program elements support only research by contractors, in proportion to their share of the military aeronautics market; (4) the lack of support for the assumption that

\footnote{E.g. Contract FA8650-08-C-5213, Modification 1 (Exhibit USA-143(HSBI)) (listing the modification as “P00001”).}
“dual use” research has a value to Boeing’s civil activities proportionate to their share of Boeing’s revenue; and (5) the failure to recognize differences among the types of instruments that DoD uses for contracting.  

356. Section II.C.2.b above has already shown that the EU has no credible response to the first two criticisms. To summarize, the definition of “dual use” that it claims to have applied is so general that everything could be defined as “dual use,” cementing the impression that the distinctions drawn by CRA and Mr. Rumpf are either purely subjective or rely on an as-yet undisclosed standard. The additional efforts to bolster Richard Rumpf’s credentials only confirm that he has very little knowledge of civil aeronautics, and that his more recent involvement in military aeronautics is at a generalized level. These cast serious doubt on his credibility to opine on whether broadly defined military research topics are likely in practice to have civil application.

357. The EU has done no better with regard to the remaining three problems identified by the United States. It begins by asserting that the huge gap between CRA-Rumpf estimates of payments to Boeing and the actual values is based on figures generated by the United States. This is incorrect. During the period covered by the original panel proceedings, two of the 23 original program elements reported both total expenses, and amounts paid to individual contractors. The information submitted by the United States compared the CRA estimates for financial contributions to Boeing with the actual reported payments and showed that CRA’s estimates were between three and eight times the actual amounts. Thus, the only available test of the CRA-Rumpf methodology against real-world data shows that it consistently and massively inflates the figures.

358. The EU attempts to defend its demonstrably incorrect assumption that DoD program element funding goes exclusively to contractors in the U.S. military aviation market as a “proxy” necessary because it lacked other data. The EU misses the point. The fact that its “top-down”

504 US FWS, paras. 296-301.
505 EU SWS, para. 467.
506 US SWS, para. 295, citing EC overestimate of DoD General Aviation RDT&E funding to Boeing (Exhibit USA-113).
507 The EU asserts that the original panel rejected this exercise “out of hand.” EU FWS, para 467. This is incorrect. The EU paragraph cited by the EU deals with a different valuation exercise, based on a different data set. Unlike the EU, the United States took heed of the original panel’s concerns, and did not apply the rejected methodology in this proceeding.
508 EU SWS, para. 469, first bullet. The United States notes that this allocation is particularly inappropriate for program elements like 0601102F, which devote a large part of funding to university research. It is equally inappropriate for the Technology Transfer program element, 0604317F, which the evidence cited by the EU describes as directed at “integration of advanced commercial-sector technologies into Department of Defense (DoD) systems, particularly from non-traditional defense contractors . . . .” Air Force FY 2012 Budget, Exhibit R-2, R-1 Line Item #45, p. 1 (emphasis added) (Exhibit EU-75, frame 4/15).
approach requires the use of invalid assumptions does not justify the use of those assumptions. Rather, it is evidence that the whole exercise is invalid.

359. The EU concedes that it did not seek its experts’ views as to the attribution of approximately one half of the value of “dual use” research to Boeing, but asserts that this was acceptable because the attribution is based on “a legal determination of what constitutes a subsidy.” As the EU cites no basis in the SCM Agreement for this “legal determination,” it is entitled to no weight.

360. Finally, the EU contends that it was unnecessary to take account of the differences between different types of instruments because “this distinction was rendered moot by the Appellate Body.” This assertion misrepresents the Appellate Body’s finding, which rendered moot the original panel’s finding that “the USDOD procurement contracts are properly characterized as purchases of services and thus are not financial contributions under Article 1.1(a)(1).” The Appellate Body did not disturb the original panel’s numerous factual findings regarding the differences between DoD assistance instruments and procurement contract because the EU did not appeal them.

361. Thus, the EU has done nothing to mitigate the numerous concerns with the CRA-Rumpf methodology that the United States identified in its first written submission. The CRA-Rumpf figures are accordingly entitled to no probative weight in this proceeding.

4. The EU has not made a prima facie case that DoD contracts funded under the “general research” program elements confer a subsidy.

362. The EU seeks to create the impression that the Appellate Body’s findings regarding NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments disposed of all legal and factual questions regarding the “general research” program elements. However, the Appellate Body explicitly declined to make findings on these issues. Application of the analytical principles set out by the Appellate Body demonstrates that these contracts were not a financial contribution, did not confer a benefit, and were not specific.

363. The relevant characteristics of these transactions are that DoD makes a contribution consisting completely or almost completely of money to a contractor who conducts research services specified in the contract and delivers the results to DoD. The research has a purely military objective, and DoD judges the transactions at all stages based on their responsiveness to military objectives. Although the contractor does retain rights for use of the technology, they

509 EU SWS, para. 469, second bullet.
510 EU SWS, para. 469, third bullet, citing US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 620, note 1258.
511 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 620, note 1258.
512 Section II.F addresses the EU’s claim that patents granted to Boeing for inventions invented by company employees during work under government contracts and agreements are a separate financial contribution.
have limited usefulness to the contractor, as DoD restricts its ability to sell military technologies
to any other purchaser, and any civil applicability is incidental and relatively rare. These
characteristics qualify the transactions as purchases of services. Based on the original panel’s
reasoning, which the United States finds compelling, such transactions are not financial
contributions for purposes of Article 1.1(a)(1) of the SCM Agreement.

364. Even assuming, arguendo, that these transactions are a financial contribution, they confer
a benefit only if DoD paid more than adequate remuneration for the services conducted and
results received. The EU has failed entirely to address this standard, so it has failed to make a
prima facie case.

365. In any event, the EU has failed to demonstrate specificity because all U.S. government
agencies contract for research with all contractors, in all sectors of the economy, using these
terms.

\begin{enumerate}
\item The DoD contracts funded under the “general research” program
elements are purchases of services, which do not confer a subsidy.
\begin{enumerate}
\item The Appellate Body called for a two-step analysis of potential
financial contributions, first identifying the “relevant
characteristics” of the measures, and then determining the Article
1.1(a)(1) category or categories applicable to them.
\end{enumerate}
\item The scrutiny of the characteristics of the measures called for in the
first step in the Appellate Body’s approach demonstrates that the
DoD contracts with Boeing funded through the “general research”
program elements are purchases of services.
\end{enumerate}

366. The EU and the United States agree that the same legal analysis should apply to the EU’s
claims that NASA and DoD measures are financial contributions. We disagree about the nature
of the legal analysis. Section II.A.5.a.i addresses these issues in detail. In summary, the
Appellate Body in US – Large Civil Aircraft and Canada – Renewable Energy called for an
analysis of financial contribution that first scrutinizes the relevant characteristics of the measure
and, second, evaluates whether it falls into one, several, or none of the categories in Article
1.1(a)(1). By contrast, the EU seeks to reduce the analysis to the factors addressed in the
Appellate Body’s one-paragraph “summary” of the measures at issue in US – Large Civil
Aircraft. Nothing in the relevant Appellate Body reports justifies such a constricted approach.
Rather, a proper analysis requires consideration of all relevant characteristics of the transactions
at issue and all potential categorizations for them.

\begin{enumerate}
ii. The scrutiny of the characteristics of the measures called for in the
first step in the Appellate Body’s approach demonstrates that the
DoD contracts with Boeing funded through the “general research”
program elements are purchases of services.
\end{enumerate}

367. The U.S. first written submission demonstrated that DoD’s funding of procurement
contracts through the “general research” program elements differed in critical respects from the
characteristics the Appellate Body described for NASA and DoD assistance instruments. The
research topics are not considered collaboratively, but determined solely by DoD based on its
military needs. There is no evidence that DoD commits facilities or its own employees to the research, and provisions of equipment are highly limited. Thus, there is none of the “pooling of resources” that the Appellate Body noted with NASA contracts. Similarly, regulations make clear that when a DoD employee invents an invention, it belongs entirely to DoD, which would then be authorized to charge royalties for its usage.513

368. A comparison with the Appellate Body findings regarding DoD assistance instruments is equally telling. The Appellate Body itself noted important differences, observing the panel’s distinction between the role of assistance agreements as serving “a public purpose of support,” while procurement contracts acquire property or services for the direct benefit of the government.514 Those aspects of U.S. law have not changed. The Appellate Body also noted that assistance instruments awarded to Boeing provided for funding by both parties, which is not true of contracts, and access to facilities, which is not an important aspect of contracts funded through the “general research” program elements.515 Finally, the Appellate Body noted the sharing of the results of the research. While DoD contracts provide intellectual property rights and access to data similar to those under NASA contracts, that is more a formal than a substantive matter. As explained above, the military objectives of the research and the incidental nature of any civil application highly limits the utility to Boeing of any “shared” results.

369. To summarize, one party contributes primarily in the form of funds and the other engages in specified activities (research) that are by their nature services. The sole objective of the transaction is to produce information and intellectual property useful for the funding entity’s operations. Any other applicability is incidental to that objective. These attributes of the transactions establish that they are purchases of services.

iii. The EU arguments that these transactions are “akin to a joint venture” get the facts wrong and rely on an incorrect interpretation of the Appellate Body’s findings.

370. The EU does not dispute that, as a substantive matter, these transactions can be viewed as purchases of services. Its primary argument is instead that they are “akin to a joint venture” based on the Appellate Body’s criteria, and that there is no need to consider alternative, potentially better, categorizations. The EU errs both as a matter of fact and as a matter of law.

371. The EU’s purely legal errors are straightforward. First, its analysis only addresses whether the measures can possibly be characterized as joint ventures, without bothering to examine whether they would be more appropriately characterized as purchases of services. This is precisely the type of narrow approach that the Appellate Body rejected.516 Rather a panel’s

513 US FWS, para. 388.
514 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 603-604.
515 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 606-607.
516 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 585.
analysis must begin with an objective assessment of the measure, taking into account “all relevant characteristics of the measure” and the “features which are most central to the measure itself.” In addition, as the Appellate Body found in Canada – Renewable Energy, one transaction may have multiple aspects, and a panel’s analysis must take those complexities into account.

372. Thus, even if the EU were correct that these transactions had characteristics that were “akin to a joint venture” – and it is not – that would not end the Panel’s inquiry. It would still need to weigh the relative merits of each possible characterization, and the EU fails to provide any arguments whatsoever on this score.

373. Second, the EU attempts to limit the analysis to the three factors it draws from the Appellate Body’s “summary” of characteristics of the measures before it in US – Large Civil Aircraft, but this approach does not provide the scrutiny the Appellate Body has found necessary in evaluation of a possible financial contribution.

374. The EU also makes errors of fact in its argument that the characteristics of the DoD contracts are identical to the ones the Appellate Body found for NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments. In other words, even for the limited number of characteristics that the EU considers relevant, the facts do not support the legal conclusion it seeks to draw.

375. **Whether “both parties commit resources.”** This is one of the factors from the Appellate Body’s summary paragraph that the EU highlights. The EU notes that Boeing contributes the effort of its own employees, facilities, and equipment, and then asserts that “{t}here is no dispute that . . . Boeing also contributes its own resources to DOD RDT&E-related research efforts through its Independent Research and Development (‘IR&D’).” The EU is wrong on the latter point. DoD regulations explicitly prohibit contractors from treating expenses related to a particular contract as IR&D expenditures. Thus, IR&D costs are not resources that a contractor commits to a contract, but an investment that the contractor makes to maintain its technical competence and ability to meet DoD’s future technological needs. With respect to the DoD side of the transaction, the EU asserts only that DoD “commits to provide financial resources.” However, this balance of contributions – one side providing exclusively funding and the other engaging in services through the application of its own facilities, equipment, and employees, is characteristic of a purchase of services, and not “akin to a joint venture.”

376. **Whether “the parties share the fruits of the research.”** The United States does not dispute that Boeing obtains title to patents for inventions its employees invent while working

---

517 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 586 (emphasis in original).
518 EU SWS, para. 446, first bullet.
519 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1316 (“IR&D and B&P payments are not related to the underlying contract”).
520 EU SWS, para. 446, first bullet, second sub-bullet.
under these contracts, and that the government obtains a royalty-free license for government purpose use. The EU, however, does not dispute the U.S. observation that if a DoD employee working alone invents an invention, the department obtains sole ownership of any patent.\(^{521}\) Of course, given that the EU has provided no evidence of DoD employee involvement in these contracts, it is highly unlikely that a DoD employee would be the inventor or co-inventor (with a Boeing employee) of an invention under the contract. Furthermore, under DoD contracts, Boeing’s “share” of the fruits of the research is largely formal. For any military technologies, DoD is the sole customer in the United States, and maintains strict limitations on contractors’ ability to provide sensitive military technologies to non-US customers. On the civil side, the United States has demonstrated that research under the challenged program elements is rarely applicable to large civil aircraft.

377. **Whether “the subjects to be researched are determined collaboratively between the parties.”** The EU attempts to show “collaboration” in determining the scope of the research because DoD issues solicitations asking proposers to devise the best solution to reach a research goal set by DoD and, if a proposal is accepted, enters into negotiations to finalize the statement of work.\(^{522}\) This argument fails for several reasons. One of the key characteristic of NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments that led the Appellate Body to consider them “akin to a joint venture” was the collaboration in determining “the subjects to be researched.” For contracts, DoD makes this decision through an entirely internal process before issuing a solicitation. The subsequent competition is over how to achieve the objective already set in the solicitation. The subsequent process is not “collaborative” because the parties do not work together. The rules preclude DoD personnel from helping contractors to assemble their proposals. And, as DoD accepts proposals only when they offer a satisfactory solution to the technological problem presented, subsequent negotiations are not about determining the subject of the research, but about fine-tuning the proposal to make sure it is realistic and credible. Thus, there is no support for the EU’s assertion that research subjects under these contracts are determined collaboratively.

378. **Whether “funding is provided in expectation of some kind of return.”** The Appellate Body did not identify this as a factor supporting the characterization of NASA contracts or DoD assistance instruments as “akin to a joint venture.”\(^{524}\) Rather, it made this inquiry as part of its evaluation of whether the contracts, correctly characterized as “akin to a joint venture,” were “analogous to an equity infusion.”\(^{525}\) Thus, the EU seems to be mixing two steps of the analysis that the Appellate Body considered as separate. In any event, under the

\(^{521}\) EU SWS, para 446, second bullet.

\(^{522}\) The EU attempts to re-write the Appellate Body’s finding to insert that “often” is “certainly not always,” and contends (without support) that this was “not a necessary feature.”\(^{522}\) As neither of these comments was part of the Appellate Body finding, there is no reason to add them now.

\(^{523}\) EU SWS, para. 446, third bullet.

\(^{524}\) US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 593-609.

\(^{525}\) US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 624.
EU’s simplistic understanding, this cannot be a defining characteristic of the DoD contracts because all transactions that provide funding involve expectation of some kind of return.\textsuperscript{526}

379. \textit{Whether there is “no certainty that the research will be successful.”} Again, the EU seems to be mixing the two separate steps of the analysis outlined by the Appellate Body, which did not identify this as a factor supporting the characterization of NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments as “akin to a joint venture.”\textsuperscript{527} In any event, the EU errs in arguing that an analogy between the uncertain return on an equity investment and the uncertainty that research will produce the desired results led the Appellate Body to find research joint ventures analogous to an equity investment. This cannot be the case, as the Appellate Body upheld the original panel’s finding that NASA and Boeing learned valuable lessons from research that failed. This is even more the case with contracts funded under the “general research” program elements. Under these contracts, DoD seeks to evaluate whether particular technologies warrant further investment of its resources. A project that revealed that a particular approach would not achieve the desired research objective would be a success in that it forestalled further effort in that direction, and allowed focusing on more promising avenues of inquiry. Thus, the “return” on spending under the “general research” program elements is always a “sure thing,” because the “return” that DoD expects is the completion of research services. In short, the EU has misunderstood the Appellate Body’s analysis and misapplied its reasoning, and the EU’s arguments regarding the uncertainty of success do not support treatment of DoD contracts as “akin to a joint venture” or “analogous to an equity infusion.”

380. \textit{Whether the “funder’s risks are limited to the amount of money they commit and the opportunity cost of other support they provide.”} Again, the EU seems to be mixing the two separate steps of the analysis outlined by the Appellate Body, which did not identify this as a factor supporting the characterization of NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments as “akin to a joint venture.”\textsuperscript{528} In any event, this characteristic pertains equally to a purchase of goods or services, so it cannot be a defining characteristic of a joint venture.

381. Finally, the EU takes issue with U.S. references to the Appellate Body observations that the NASA contracts before it had the following characteristics:

- “the value of such access \{to facilities, equipment, and employees\} was significantly higher than the value of the payments;”
- “the transactions involve NASA and Boeing pooling non-monetary resources and employees;” and

\textsuperscript{526} The one exception is a grant, but the EU is not alleging that DoD contracts were grants.

\textsuperscript{527} \textit{US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB)}, paras. 593-609.

\textsuperscript{528} \textit{US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB)}, paras. 593-609.
“LERD clauses grant Boeing exclusive rights to exploit critical technologies developed under certain NASA contracts for at least five years from the date the data is reported.”

The EU asserts that these references are either “unsupported by the Appellate Body” or “not an essential aspect of a joint venture.” However, these are direct quotes from the Appellate Body report describing the relevant characteristics of the transactions at issue. The fact that they are not true of DoD contracts funded through the “general research” program elements provides yet further evidence that the EU is mistaken in arguing that those contracts are essentially the same as the earlier contracts addressed by the original panel and the Appellate Body.

382. In sum, the primary characteristics of these transactions are that in most of them, DoD paid Boeing money in exchange for Boeing providing designated research services. Any involvement of DoD facilities, equipment, or employees did not have a meaningful effect on the magnitude of the financial contribution. The objective of the effort was to obtain technology useful for DoD’s military objectives, and any civil applicability was incidental. These characteristics support the conclusion that the transactions are purchases of services, and are not joint ventures.

b. Purchases of services are not a financial contribution under Article 1.1(a)(1)(iii) of the SCM Agreement.

383. The U.S. analysis regarding the omission of purchases of services from Article 1.1(a)(1) of the SCM Agreement, set out in section II.A.5.b of this submission, applies to the arguments the EU advances generically with respect to post-2006 NASA contracts and all DoD procurement contracts. To summarize, the United States finds the original panel’s reasoning on this point compelling. The EU’s primary reason for opposing this conclusion is that the Appellate Body declared the panel’s ultimate findings moot. However, that finding of mootness indicates only that the original panel should not have reached the issue. As the Appellate Body did not uphold or reverse the panel report on that issue, the Panel should accord the original panel’s findings the same status as those of an unadopted panel report, and “find useful guidance in the reasoning.”

5. If these purchases of services do fall within the definition of a financial contribution under Article 1.1(a)(1)(iii), the EU has failed to establish the existence of a benefit.

384. The U.S. observations in section II.A.5.b of this submission also apply to the arguments the EU advances generically with respect to the evaluation of whether post-2006 NASA

529 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 595-596.

530 EU SWS paras. 447 and 449.

contracts and all DoD procurement contracts confer a benefit. To summarize, the EU’s argument as to the existence of a benefit is that DoD obtained fewer intellectual property rights than a commercial sponsor of the same research. That is not the proper standard. The context provided by Article 14(d) of the SCM Agreement indicates that government purchases confer a benefit only when the government pays more than adequate remuneration for whatever it receives. In this proceeding, the EU has failed to address this standard, so it has not made a *prima facie* case.

385. In contrast, the U.S. first written submission demonstrated that DoD ensured that it paid no more than adequate remuneration by subjecting solicitations funded through the “general research” program elements to competitive bidding. The Appellate Body has endorsed just this approach, finding in *Canada – Renewable Energy* that a “benchmark may also be found in price-discovery mechanisms, such as competitive bidding or negotiated prices, which ensure that the price paid by the government is the lowest possible price offered by a willing supply contractor.”

The EU ignores this finding completely in arguing that bidding cannot under any circumstances achieve such a result in these circumstances.

6. **The EU’s generic specificity argument regarding NASA, DoD, and FAA measures does not establish specificity with regard to the benefit alleged (incorrectly) to exist.**

386. The U.S. observations in section II.A.7 apply to the arguments the EU advances generically with respect to specificity for all of the alleged NASA, DoD, and FAA financial contributions. To summarize, the only non-market term that the EU identified in these transactions was that the allocation of intellectual property was more favorable than under certain benchmark transactions proposed by the EU. The United States explained that this element of the EU claim is wrong because the Appellate Body has already found that this treatment of intellectual property rights, if it were a benefit, is available under all U.S. government contracts in all sectors of the economy. The EU reiterates its assertion that NASA and DoD programs taken separately are specific, but the Appellate Body found that this argument is not sufficient to demonstrate specificity when multiple authorities are implementing the same measure. The EU contends that its subsidy allegation goes beyond the patent terms, and applies to the entire financial contribution. However, the EU argument misses the point. Even if looked at from the point of view of the entire transaction, the fact is that all U.S. government agencies that enter into research transactions, in all sectors, do so on the terms that the EU is challenging here. Thus, the subsidy alleged by the EU, assuming *arguendo*, that it is a subsidy, is not specific.

---

532 *Canada – Renewable Energy (AB)*, para. 5.239.
533 EU FWS, paras. 182-190 and 373-384.
535 *US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB)*, paras. 757-759.
D. DoD Contracts Funded through the “Military Aircraft” Program Elements Do Not Confer Actionable Subsidies.

387. The original panel found that DoD procurement contracts and assistance instruments are fundamentally different, and that only the latter conferred a subsidy. 536 Nevertheless, the EU attempts to resuscitate its challenge to DoD procurement contracts by arguing that DoD procurement contracts and assistance instruments work the same way. This is another example of the EU’s effort to turn this proceeding into a referendum on the recommendations and rulings of the DSB, rather than whether the United States complied with those recommendations and rulings.

388. There were no DSB recommendations and rulings regarding contracts funded through the “military aircraft” program elements. These contracts fall into two categories—acquisition of new weapons systems and upgrades to existing systems. As they generally involve buying either completed systems or improved parts and components, most of them are best characterized as purchases of goods, although upgrade contracts are better characterized as purchases of services if they involve redesign and limited new equipment. The EU has not addressed the proper benefit standard for these types of financial contributions, and certainly has not shown that DoD paid more than adequate remuneration for the goods it purchased. It also has failed to address the specificity of the key terms of these contracts, which are available under all U.S. government research contracts, awarded by all agencies, in all sectors of the economy. Therefore, the EU has provided no basis for the Panel to conclude that these contracts were measures taken to comply, or that they are inconsistent with the covered agreements.

389. The Parties agree on most of the critical facts regarding these transactions. The EU does not dispute that the “military aircraft” program elements funded purchases of new weapons systems and upgrades to existing ones. The EU also does not dispute the U.S. descriptions of the relevant transactions, or that these contracts differ from the NASA contracts and contracts funded through the “general research” program elements. Indeed, the difference between “general research” and “military aircraft” program elements is the primary organizational division among its DoD-related claims. 537

390. The primary difference between the parties regards the correct legal implications of these facts. The United States has shown that these distinctive characteristics of contracts under the “military aircraft” program elements warrant the conclusion that contracts for the purchase of new weapons systems are a different form of financial contribution, namely, a purchase of goods, and that upgrade contracts are purchases of goods or services, depending on the nature of the upgrade. 538 In spite of recognizing the differences between the “general research” and

536 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), paras. 7.1149-7.1150 and 7.1153.
537 E.g., EU FWS, para. 243.
538 For example, an upgrade that results in the creation and purchase of new versions of a weapon system, as occurred with the design and purchase of the F/A-18 E/F, is best conceived as a purchase of goods.
“military aircraft” program elements, the EU argues that contracts under the different types of program elements should be treated as identical to each other, and identical to assistance instruments, for purposes of the subsidy analysis. The EU provides no valid support for this one-size-fits-all approach.

1. **The objective of these programs was either to buy weapon systems or upgrade systems already in existence.**

391. The U.S. first written submission demonstrated that the objective of the “military aircraft” program elements was either to obtain new weapon systems for DoD or to upgrade existing systems. Specifically, for the five program elements for which the EU provides any current data:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Military aircraft</th>
<th>Objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-17</td>
<td>“continuing producibility and performance improvements to support full-rate production and increase the operational capability of the C-17 through programmed modifications.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWACS</td>
<td>“the addition of data link communications, upgrade or replacement of emergency locating technologies, voice and data link digital radios, improved visual displays and flight management system, as well as automatic position reporting via data link{;} . . . {r}eplacement of critical avionics system that became unsustainable beginning in 2010.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC-46</td>
<td>“{T}he KC-135 Stratotanker fleet . . . is now over 50 years old on average and costs increasingly more to maintain and support, with additional concerns that age-related problems could potentially ground the fleet. Consequently, the Air Force plans to develop, test, and field 18 KC-46 tankers by August 2017, and eventually have a total of 179 aircraft by 2027.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-8</td>
<td>“The Multi-mission Maritime Aircraft (MMA) program provides the replacement system(s) for the aging P-3 aircraft.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-Range Strike Bomber</td>
<td>“The Long Range Strike Bomber (“LRSB”) is a highly classified programme to develop a new large stealth bomber.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: US FWS, paras. 408 and 449; Exhibit USA-237, p. 1; Exhibit USA-172, frame 1/11; EU FWS, para. 314

It is also important to note that as the objective of an acquisition or systems upgrade program is to integrate known technologies into a product capable of performing in the real world, the nature of the RDT&E activities changes. The “T&E” – “testing and evaluation” – aspect is prominent, and the “R” and “D” are relatively insignificant. Using a scale with which the Panel is familiar, activities funded through the “military aircraft” program elements generally correspond to NASA TRLs 7 through 9. In contrast, the S&T (“science and technology”) activities funded through the “general research” program elements correspond to NASA TRLs 1
through 6. ^539^ Systems acquisition contracts will typically involve one or more rounds of bidding with the objective of awarding a contract to the single “prime” contractor who provides the best combination of technical capabilities and value. ^540^

392. These facts make clear, and the EU does not dispute, that the objective of contracts funded through the “military aircraft” program elements was the acquisition of new weapons systems, or to upgrade systems currently in existence.

2. **The evidence cited by the EU does not support its contention that the “military aircraft” program elements have massive civil applicability.**

   a. *The only thing shown by the patents cited by the EU is how rare it is for a DoD contract or agreement to result in a patent that is relevant to large civil aircraft.*

393. The U.S. observations in section II.C.2.a apply to the EU arguments regarding patents resulting from research conducted under both “general research” and “military aircraft” program elements. To summarize, using the patents resulting from research under a DoD contract or agreement to evaluate whether it was a financial contribution or conferred a benefit would be an *ex post* analysis contrary to the terms of the SCM Agreement. To the extent the patent data provide any probative information, it is that the number of Boeing patents for inventions invented under DoD contract is tiny in relation to the number of contracts Boeing had with DoD, and in relation to the total number of patents granted to Boeing. The EU efforts to explain the relative infrequency of patents resulting from these contracts are unconvincing. The alleged errors with record keeping do not apply to Boeing, which maintains rigorous procedures to ensure the proper reporting of patents resulting from U.S. government contracts. The generalized studies cited by the EU do not indicate a significant underreporting of government ownership of patents. Differences between the lists of patents submitted by the United States are primarily the result of the purpose for which they were compiled and the information available on the submission date. Therefore, the only conclusion to draw from the patent evidence submitted by the EU is that research funded through the challenged program elements rarely results in patents for civil technologies.

   b. *The CRA-Rumpf estimates of military applicability are highly problematic.*

394. CRA and Mr. Rumpf used a somewhat different methodology to estimate the value of alleged financial contributions to Boeing under the “military aircraft” program elements, but some of the old problems remain, and new problems enter. Because Boeing is the prime

---

^539^ US FWS, para. 319.

^540^ The United States notes that the EU’s inclusion of the long-range strike bomber in this category is artificial. Although the program element has the long-term objective of developing a new bomber, the effort is at an earlier stage than the other aircraft grouped in this category, and no prime contract has been awarded.
contractor under most of these program elements, there is little concern that budgeted funds went to other contractors. But, once again, the CRA-Rumpf standard for determining what areas of research are “dual use” remains a secret, and Mr. Rumpf continues to lack the expertise to reach credible conclusions. Moreover, although the amounts of money at issue are much larger for the “military aircraft” program elements, the CRA-Rumpf explanations get shorter and even less substantive.

395. To take an example, CRA and Mr. Rumpf devote less than a single page to justify “dual use” conclusions with regard to $3.7 billion in spending related to the P-8, based on a sequence of unsupported statements setting out Mr. Rumpf’s conclusions. They treat $1.7 billion in avionics research under this program as “dual use” because “in Mr. Rumpf’s view, R&D related to, e.g., Rapid Capability Insertion and integrated broadcast services are potentially relevant to future Boeing LCA.” “Testing and Evaluation” expenses of $425 million go into the dual use category because “in Mr. Rumpf’s view, Boeing’s experience with the design of improved testing instruments and data reduction processes during the development of the P-8A helps Boeing to improve future T&E schedules and reduce costs for new LCA development programs.” These are not explanations based on citation to data, but simple assertions backed by nothing other than Richard Rumpf’s supposed expertise. As such, they are entitled to no weight.

396. CRA and Mr. Rumpf also err in their valuation of DoD RDT&E funds paid to Boeing for the AWACS DRAGON project. As noted in the U.S. first written submission, the activities conducted under Air Force Contract F19628-01-D-0016, D.O. 73, were part of an effort to upgrade AWACS aircraft owned both by the United States and NATO. Accordingly, NAPMO, the entity responsible for the NATO AWACS aircraft, paid for [***] percent of the costs incurred in this effort. These were handled as payments to DoD, and treated as part of program element 0207417F when funds were obligated for Contract F19628-01-D-0016, D.O. 73. As the EU is challenging only payments and provision of facilities, equipment, and employees by the U.S. DoD, only [***] percent of any payments under this program element should have been treated as the value of the financial contribution challenged by the EU. In this regard, the United States notes that NAPMO members Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Portugal,

541 There are some exceptions. Having lost the contract for the Joint Strike Fighter (now the F-35), Boeing is not the prime contractor on that project. The Long-Range Strike Bomber is still in early stages, and DoD has not chosen a prime contractor.

542 The United States notes, however, that some of the funding is the program element will likely fund non-contract expenses, such as government management and oversight of the effort.


544 CRA-Rumpf Report, p. 14 (Exhibit EU-23).

545 CRA-Rumpf Report, p. 15 (Exhibit EU-23).

546 US FWS, para. 450.
Romania, Spain, and Turkey are providing funds to Boeing, through their contributions to NAPMO, on the same terms as DoD. Unless the EU’s view is that these nations are also seeking to assist Boeing’s development of technology with civil utility, it is difficult to see how it can allege that this is the case when DoD paid Boeing under the same terms.

c. The termination of the recoupment policy in 1992 does not demonstrate any intent for contractors to derive commercial benefits from contracts funded through the “military aircraft” program elements.

397. The U.S. observations in section II.C.2.c regarding the relevance of the recoupment policy to an evaluation of the “general research” program elements apply equally to the “military aircraft” program elements. To summarize, for all program elements except those associated with the DUS&T and ManTech programs, the original panel concluded that DoD had no objective of developing technology and transitioning it to the civil sector. The only support the EU cites in opposition to this conclusion is the termination in 1992 of DoD’s procurement regulations. As these would not have applied to the development of technology as described by the EU, that event 21 years ago has no relevance to this proceeding.

d. Restrictions on export-controlled or classified information apply with particular rigor to technologies actually used on military aircraft.

398. The U.S. observations in section II.C.2.f regarding the inferences to be drawn from the identification of certain information as export-controlled or classified apply even more so to technologies developed for actual use on military aircraft. To summarize, export-controlled information cannot be shared with any foreign national. Classified information can only be shared with individuals with the appropriate classification level, and even then cannot be used for non-government purposes, like manufacturing large civil aircraft.

3. Contracts funded through the “military aircraft” program elements were either purchases of goods or purchases of services.

399. The EU seeks to create the impression that the Appellate Body’s findings regarding NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments disposed of all legal and factual questions regarding the “military aircraft” program elements. However, the Appellate Body explicitly declined to make findings on these issues. In fact, application of the analytical principles set out by the Appellate Body demonstrates that these contracts were not a financial contribution, did not confer a benefit, and were not specific.547

400. The relevant characteristics of these transactions are that DoD makes a contribution consisting almost completely of money to a contractor who commits to provide a finished weapon system or to upgrade an existing system. RDT&E activities, for the most part, focus on

547 Section II.F addresses the EU’s claim that patents granted to Boeing for inventions invented by company employees during work under government contracts and agreements are a separate financial contribution.
testing and evaluating the integration of known technologies to ensure that the finished product meets performance requirements. The objective is not for DoD to acquire knowledge or technologies for potential use, but to obtain a new or improved weapon system. Any RDT&E activities are an adjunct to this end, and highly particularized to achieve it. Thus, the military objective is even more pronounced than under the “general research” program elements. Although the contractor does retain rights for use of the technology, they have limited usefulness to the contractor, as DoD is by far the largest purchaser, and the sale of military aircraft developed with DoD funds to other entities requires the express permission of the U.S. government. These characteristics qualify acquisitions of new weapon systems as purchases of goods. Contracts for upgrades could take a number of forms, and could accordingly be either purchases of goods or purchases of services.

401. Based on the original panel’s reasoning, which the United States finds compelling, a purchase of services is a not financial contribution for purposes of Article 1.1(a)(1) of the SCM Agreement.

402. Even assuming, arguendo, that all of the transactions funded through the “military aircraft” program elements are financial contributions, they confer a benefit only if DoD paid more than adequate remuneration for the goods in question, or for the services conducted and results received. The EU has failed entirely to address this standard, so it has failed to make a prima facie case.

403. In any event, the EU has failed to demonstrate specificity because all U.S. government agencies contract for research with all contractors, in all sectors of the economy, using these terms.

a. A consideration of all of the relevant characteristics demonstrates that the challenged contracts funded through the P-8 and KC-46 program elements are purchases of goods, while the contracts funded through the C-17, AWACS, and Long-Range Strike Bomber program elements are purchases of services.

i. The Appellate Body called for a two-step analysis of potential financial contributions, first identifying the “relevant characteristics” of the measures, and then determining the Article 1.1(a)(1) category or categories applicable to them.

404. The EU and the United States agree that the same legal analysis should apply to the EU’s claims that NASA and DoD measures are financial contributions. We disagree about the nature of the legal analysis. Section II.A.5.a.i of this submission addresses these issues in detail. In summary, the Appellate Body in US – Large Civil Aircraft and Canada – Renewable Energy called for an analysis of financial contribution that first scrutinizes the relevant characteristics of the measure and, second, evaluates whether it falls into one, several, or none of the categories in Article 1.1(a)(1). By contrast, the EU seeks to reduce the analysis to the factors addressed in
Appellate Body’s one-paragraph “summary” of the measures before it. However, nothing in the relevant Appellate Body reports justifies such a constricted approach. Rather, a proper analysis requires consideration of all relevant characteristics of the transactions at issue and all potential categorizations for them.

\[\text{ii. The scrutiny of the characteristics of the measures called for in the first step in the Appellate Body’s approach demonstrates that the DoD contracts with Boeing funded through the “general research” program elements are purchases of services.}\]

405. The U.S. first written submission demonstrated that for the five program elements for which the EU alleged post-2006 value, the contracts that the EU alleged as providing “dual-use” research were either purchases of services or purchases of goods:\[\text{548}\

- The post-2006 activities of the C-17 program that the EU has challenged involved a mix of performance improvement and upgrades,\[\text{549}\] indicating that it is a purchase of services.

- The AWACS program’s DRAGON project acquired new communications capabilities, and upgraded or replaced various components, particularly the avionics, the meet modern air traffic control requirements,\[\text{550}\] indicating that it is a purchase of goods.

- The KC-46 program is purchasing of new aerial refueling tankers to replace aging existing equipment from the 1950s,\[\text{551}\] indicating that it is a purchase of goods.

- The P-8A program is purchasing new aircraft to engage in sub-chasing and other maritime activities,\[\text{552}\] indicating that it is a purchase of goods.

---

\[\text{548 Section II.F addresses the EU’s claim that patents granted to Boeing for inventions invented by company employees during work under government contracts and agreements are a separate financial contribution.}\]

\[\text{549 See generally DoD contract list funded by program elements challenged by the EU, FY2007-FY2012 (Exhibit USA-161(BCI) (revised July 22, 2013), Air Force Contracts F33657-01-D-2000 and FA8614-08-D-2080.}\]

\[\text{550 US FWS, para. 449. The entire project was a joint effort between the United States and NATO, with NATO contributing [***] percent of the total cost. The amounts obligated under Air Force Contract F19628-01-D-0016, D.O. 73 are accordingly [***] percent funded by DoD, and [***] percent funded by NATO. The United States notes that CRA and Mr. Rumpf declare uncategorically that this is the only project funded through the AWACS program that involves dual-use research. CRA-Rumpf Report, p. 12 (Exhibit EU-23). The EU seems to disavow this conclusion in its second written submission, but does not identify any other project that it is challenging. EU SWS, para. 380, second bullet.}\]

\[\text{551 US FWS, para. 451. The relevant contract is Air Force Contract FA8625-11-C-6600 (Exhibit USA13-721).}\]

\[\text{552 US FWS, para. 458. The relevant contract is Navy Contract N00019-05-G-0026.}\]
The Long-Range Strike Bomber program element is not at the stage of acquiring a system or upgrading one. The Boeing contracts funded through this program primarily involved research into automated aerial refueling, indicating that they are purchases of services.553

The EU first written submission also contained assertions regarding three other military aircraft programs, although it does not assert that the alleged financial contributions had any value after 2006:

- The V-22/CV-22 activities described by the EU consist mainly of designing and developing various components for a two-engine tilt-rotor aircraft,554 indicating that any contracts under which Boeing conducted those activities were purchases of goods.

- The F/A-18 Squadrons activities described by the EU involved the increased use of composites, integrated design processes, and lean manufacturing for the E and F variants of the F/A-18,555 indicating that those activities were purchases of goods.

- The EU’s discussion of the Joint Strike Fighter program addresses Boeing’s development work on the X-32 Joint Strike Fighter,556 which was produced only in prototype, and which DoD did not purchase. As the purpose of the underlying contract was to develop an operational prototype aircraft for DoD to flight test against other proposers’ offerings, these transactions are best treated as a purchase of goods.

406. The EU first written submission also contained a two-paragraph section asserting that five DoD program elements had certain technological effects on Boeing.557 Based on the absence of any indication of what type of financial contribution the EU was alleging, the United States understood this section to be for background purposes only.558 The EU second written submission asserts that these programs conferred subsidies prior to 2006 that continue to provide a benefit today in the form of technologies and intellectual property rights developed on

---

553 See generally DoD contract list funded by program elements challenged by the EU, FY2007-FY2012 (Exhibit USA-161(BCI) (revised July 22, 2013), Air Force Contracts F33615-00-D-3052, D.O. 90; FA8650-08-D-3857, D.O. 1; and FA8650-09-C-3092.

554 EU FWS, para. 283.

555 EU FWS, para. 284.

556 EU FWS, para. 285.

557 EU FWS, paras. 289-290. Those program elements were for the F-22, B-2, Comanche helicopter, A-6 and AV-8B.

558 US FWS, para. 410.
preferential terms. These assertions do nothing to establish the existence of a subsidy. The EU has provided neither evidence nor argumentation that would support a conclusion as to what type of financial contribution, if any, these program elements funded. Moreover, the EU’s one-sentence assertion regarding the alleged benefit identifies theoretical effects of the subsidy, rather than identifying the non-market terms of any financial contributions. The EU has accordingly failed to meet its burden of proof.

407. The United States notes that, as a general matter, DoD’s funding of procurement contracts through the “military aircraft” program elements differs in critical respects from the characteristics the Appellate Body described for NASA and DoD assistance instruments. The research topics are not considered collaboratively, but determined solely by DoD based on its military needs. Use of DoD’s test facilities is limited, and normally for the purpose of demonstrating to DoD that components, subsystems, and finished products are operating as promised. Thus, there is none of the “pooling of resources” that the Appellate Body noted with NASA contracts. Similarly, regulations make clear that when a DoD employee invents an invention, it belongs entirely to DoD, which would then be authorized to charge royalties for its usage.

408. A comparison with the Appellate Body findings regarding DoD assistance instruments is equally telling. The Appellate Body itself noted important differences, observing the original panel’s distinction between the role of assistance agreements as serving “a public purpose of support,” while procurement contracts acquire property or services for the direct benefit of the government. Those aspects of U.S. law have not changed. The Appellate Body also noted that assistance instruments provided joint funding, which is not true of acquisition contracts, and access to facilities, which is not a significant element of cost in systems acquisition contracts. Finally, the Appellate Body noted the sharing of the results of the research. While DoD contracts provide intellectual property rights and access to data similar to those under NASA contracts, that is more a formal than a substantive matter. As explained above, the military usage of the equipment and the tangential nature of any civil application highly limits the utility to Boeing of any “shared” results.

409. The EU does not dispute any of the U.S. descriptions of the program elements or the contracts under them. It does, however, raise three nonsubstantive objections to categorizing transactions under the “military aircraft” program elements as purchases of goods.

410. First, the EU argues that its claim is based on the allegation that contracts funded through the “military aircraft” program elements are “akin to joint ventures,” and that if the Panel accepts that argument, it need not bother itself with the possibility that purchase of goods is a better approach.

---

559 EU SWS, para. 429.
560 US FWS, para. 388.
561 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 603-604.
562 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 606-607.
characterization or a concurrent characterization.\textsuperscript{563} As the Appellate Body pointed out in \textit{Canada – Renewable Energy}:

\begin{quote}
the transaction may naturally fit into one of the types of financial contributions listed in Article 1.1(a)(1). However, transactions may be complex and multifaceted. This may mean that different aspects of the same transaction may fall under different types of financial contribution.\textsuperscript{564}
\end{quote}

Thus, the Panel is not free to simply stop its analysis once it has considered the EU’s allegations. In fact, the narrow analysis proposed by the EU is precisely what the Appellate Body rejected in the original proceedings.\textsuperscript{565}

411. Second, the EU notes that in the original proceedings, the United States advocated treating the “general research” and “military aircraft” program elements alike as purchases of services, and argued that they were “discrete transactions that cannot be equated with any goods that may result.”\textsuperscript{566} The United States made this assertion in response to the EU’s argument that all DoD research contracts were purchases of goods because they might lead to purchase of a weapons system.\textsuperscript{567} The U.S. response was clearly geared more to the “general research” program elements, rather than to the “military aircraft” program elements. In any event, the United States has taken careful note of the Appellate Body’s more recent findings regarding the need to scrutinize each transaction and modified its position accordingly.

412. The EU’s third argument is that it is challenging only RDT&E funds used to cover the costs incurred under those contracts, rather than budget categories directed at goods.\textsuperscript{568} This is an artificial distinction. In all of the transactions in question, funding from the RDT&E budget categories is part of a broader effort to obtain a new weapon system or upgrade an existing one. The funding from RDT&E budget categories cannot simply be segregated from the broader transaction and examined in isolation.

413. Therefore, the contracts for the acquisition of new weapon systems were purchases of goods, and contracts for upgrading weapons systems were purchases of goods or purchases of services, depending on the nature of the upgrade. With regard to the “other military aircraft” program elements, the EU has simply failed to provide sufficient information and argumentation to meet its burden of proof.

\textsuperscript{563} EU SWS, para. 459.
\textsuperscript{564} \textit{Canada – Renewable Energy (AB)}, para. 5.120.
\textsuperscript{565} \textit{US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB)}, para. 585.
\textsuperscript{566} EU SWS, para. 460.
\textsuperscript{567} \textit{US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel)}, para. 7.1135.
\textsuperscript{568} EU SWS, para. 461.
iii. The EU arguments that these transactions are “akin to a joint venture” have the facts wrong and rely on an incorrect interpretation of the Appellate Body’s findings.

414. As noted above, the EU does not assert that these transactions cannot be properly characterized as purchases of goods or services. Its primary argument is instead that they are “akin to a joint venture” based on the Appellate Body’s criteria, and that there is no need to consider alternative, potentially better, categorizations. The EU errs both as a matter of fact and as a matter of law.

415. The EU’s purely legal errors are straightforward. First, its analysis only addresses whether the measures can possibly be characterized as joint ventures, without bothering to examine whether they would be more appropriately characterized as purchases of services. This is precisely the type of narrow approach that the Appellate Body rejected.\(^{569}\) Rather a panel’s analysis must begin with an objective assessment of the measure, taking into account “all relevant characteristics of the measure” and the “features which are most central to the measure itself.”\(^{570}\) In addition, as the Appellate Body found in Canada – Renewable Energy, one transaction may have multiple aspects, and a panel’s analysis must take those complexities into account. Thus, even if the EU were correct that these transactions had characteristics that were “akin to a joint venture,” that would not end the Panel’s inquiry. It would still need to weigh the relative merits of each possible characterization, and the EU fails to provide any arguments whatsoever on this score. Second, the EU’s attempts to limit the analysis to the three factors it draws from the Appellate Body’s “summary” of characteristics fall afoul of the Appellate Body’s instruction to “scrutinize” the measures. Third, the EU errs in trying to address all of the “military aircraft” contracts collectively, when the systems acquisition and systems upgrade contracts involve different types of activities.

416. The EU also makes errors of fact in its argument that the characteristics of these DoD contracts are identical to the ones the Appellate Body found for NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments. In other words, even for the limited number of characteristics that the EU considers relevant, the facts do not support the legal conclusion it seeks to draw.

417. Whether “both parties commit resources.” This is one of the factors from the Appellate Body’s summary paragraph that the EU highlights. The EU notes that Boeing contributes the effort of its own employees, facilities, and equipment, and then asserts that “{t}here is no dispute that . . . Boeing also contributes its own resources to DOD RDT&E-related research efforts through its Independent Research and Development (“IR&D”).”\(^{571}\) The EU is wrong on the latter point. Procurement contracts do not allow DoD to accept funds from contractors – assistance instruments are the only proper vehicle for that sort of contribution. Moreover, DoD

\(^{569}\) US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 585.

\(^{570}\) US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 586 (emphasis in original).

\(^{571}\) EU SWS, para. 455, first bullet.
regulations explicitly prohibit contractors from treating expenses related to a particular contract as IR&D expenditures.\(^{572}\) Thus, IR&D costs are not resources that a contractor commits to a contract, but an investment that the contractor makes to maintain its technical competence and ability to meet DoD’s future technological needs. With respect to the DoD side of the transaction, the EU asserts only that DoD “commits to provide financial resources.”\(^{573}\) This balance of contributions – one side providing exclusively funding and the other engaging in services through the application of its own facilities, equipment, and employees – is characteristic of a purchase of services, and not “akin to a joint venture.”

418. **Whether “the parties share the fruits of the research.”** The United States does not dispute that Boeing obtains title to patents for inventions its employees invent while working under these contracts, and that the government obtains a royalty-free license for government purpose use. The EU, however, does not dispute the U.S. observation that if a DoD employee working alone invents an invention, the department obtains sole ownership of any patent.\(^{574}\) Of course, given that the EU has provided no evidence of DoD employee involvement in these contracts, it is highly unlikely that a DoD employee would be the inventor or co-inventor (with a Boeing employee) of an invention under the contract. Furthermore, under DoD contracts, Boeing’s “share” of the fruits of the research is largely formal. For any weapon system produced or upgraded under one of these contracts, DoD is the sole customer in the United States, and requires express approval of the U.S. government before the contractor can sell to another entity. On the civil side, the United States has demonstrated that research under the challenged program elements has little applicability to large civil aircraft.\(^{575}\)

419. **Whether “the subjects to be researched are determined collaboratively between the parties.”**\(^{576}\) The EU attempts to show “collaboration in determining the scope of the research” because DoD issues solicitations asking proposers to devise the best solution to reach a research goal set by DoD and, if a proposal is accepted, enters into negotiations to finalize the statement

---

\(^{572}\) *US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel)*, para. 7.1316 (“IR&D and B&P payments are not related to the underlying contract”).

\(^{573}\) EU SWS, para. 455, first bullet, second sub-bullet.

\(^{574}\) EU SWS, para 455, second bullet.

\(^{575}\) This is particularly true of systems acquisition contracts, as any knowledge gained is designed to satisfy highly particularized requirements applicable to that system. In this way, developing military aircraft differs greatly from developing large civil aircraft, which all fit into a relatively narrow set of performance constraints and missions. In terms of performance, large civil aircraft fly at cruising speeds of around Mach 0.75-0.85, have ranges in the thousands of miles, and share a basic planform. The single mission is to transport people and cargo. By contrast, different military aircraft have a widely different speed regimes, ranges, and planforms, The missions assigned to each aircraft also differ greatly. Knowledge gained from integrating multiple technologies to satisfy the particular requirements of one military aircraft will not transfer readily to another military aircraft, let alone to a large civil aircraft.

\(^{576}\) The EU attempts to re-write the Appellate Body’s finding to insert that often is “certainly not always,” and contends (without support) that this was “not a necessary feature.”\(^{576}\) As neither of these comments was part of the Appellate Body finding, there is no reason to add them now.
of work. This argument fails for several reasons. The Appellate Body focuses on collaboration in determining “the subjects to be researched.” For a systems acquisition or upgrade, DoD identifies its military requirements through an internal process before issuing an RFP. During the drafting of proposals, DoD will respond to questions about its requirements, but will not work with the proposers in any way to help with conceiving or drafting the proposal. Thus, there is none of the working together that is the essence of collaboration. The EU disagrees, but the only evidence it cites is a discussion of the process for awarding S&T contracts. As both parties agree that S&T contracts, which are funded primarily through what the EU characterizes as “general research” program elements, operate differently from systems acquisition and upgrade contracts, it is difficult to see the relevance of the EU’s observation in evaluating the acquisition and upgrade contracts under the “military aircraft” program elements.

420. **Whether “[f]unding is provided in expectation of some kind of return.”** The Appellate Body did not identify this as a factor supporting the characterization of NASA contracts or DoD assistance instruments as “akin to a joint venture.” Rather, it made this inquiry as part of its evaluation of whether the contracts, correctly characterized as “akin to a joint venture,” were “analogous to an equity infusion.” Thus, the EU seems to be mixing two steps of the analysis that the Appellate Body considered as separate. In any event, under the EU’s simplistic understanding, this cannot be a defining characteristic of the DoD contracts because all transactions that provide funding involve expectation of some kind of return. Additionally, the EU is mistaken to characterize the “return” from these contracts as being “scientific and technical information, discoveries, and data.” DoD’s “return” is that it acquires a product capable of meeting the stated military requirements.

421. **Whether there is “no certainty that the research will be successful.”** Again, the EU seems to be mixing the two separate steps of the analysis outlined by the Appellate Body, which did not identify this as a factor supporting the characterization of NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments as “akin to a joint venture.” In any event, the EU errs in arguing that an analogy between the uncertain return on an equity investment and the uncertainty that research will produce the desired results led the Appellate Body to find research joint ventures analogous

---

577 EU SWS, para. 455, third bullet.
578 EU SWS, para. 455, third bullet.
579 In any event, as the United States explained in its first written submission, the negotiation of a systems acquisition contract is anything but collaborative. Each side is, in fact, trying to get the best deal for itself, with the contractor seeking the greatest remuneration possible, while DoD seeks to get optimal performance at the lowest cost.
580 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 593-609.
581 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 624.
582 The one exception is a grant, but the EU is not alleging that DoD contracts were grants.
583 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 593-609.
to an equity investment. This cannot be the case, as the Appellate Body upheld the original panel’s finding that NASA and Boeing learned valuable lessons from research that failed. In any event, the analogy does not work with respect to contracts funded through “military aircraft” program elements. A systems acquisition or upgrade contract starts with known scientific principles and technologies generally already advanced to TRL 6, and seeks to operationalize them in the form of a finished product. The risk at this stage is not whether the research will succeed, but rather whether the contractor can devise a product design and manufacturing process that will achieve the performance requirements. (There may, literally, be thousands of these on a complex project.) The fact that one technology does not work well in tandem with other candidate technologies on a particular weapons system (or conversely that it does work) provides little information as to whether it will work with a different set of technologies aimed at a different set of criteria. This is not the risk of a joint venture, but instead the risk associated with commissioning any large engineering or manufacturing project.

422. **Whether the “funder’s risks are limited to the amount of money they commit and the opportunity cost of other support they provide.”** Again, the EU seems to be mixing the two separate steps of the analysis outlined by the Appellate Body, which did not identify this as a factor supporting the characterization of NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments as “akin to a joint venture.”584 In any event, this pertains equally to a purchase of goods or of services, so it cannot be a defining characteristic of a joint venture.

423. Finally, the EU takes issue with U.S. references to the Appellate Body observations that the NASA contracts before it had the following characteristics:

- “the value of such access {to facilities, equipment, and employees} was significantly higher than the value of the payments;”

- “the transactions involve NASA and Boeing pooling non-monetary resources and employees;” and

- “LERD clauses grant Boeing exclusive rights to exploit critical technologies developed under certain NASA contracts for at least five years from the date the data is reported.”585

The EU asserts that these references are either “unsupported by the Appellate Body” or “not an essential aspect of a joint venture.”586 However, these are direct quotes from the Appellate Body report describing the relevant characteristics of the transactions at issue. The fact that they are not true of DoD contracts funded through the “military aircraft” program elements provides yet
further evidence that the EU is mistaken in arguing that those contracts are essentially the same as the earlier contracts addressed by the original panel and the Appellate Body.

424. In sum, the primary characteristics of these transactions are that in most of them, DoD paid Boeing money in exchange for Boeing providing either goods, or upgrading existing goods. Any involvement of DoD facilities, equipment, or employees did not have a meaningful effect on the magnitude of the financial contribution. The objective of the effort was to obtain weapons systems meeting DoD’s military requirements, and any civil applicability was incidental. These characteristics support the conclusion that the transactions are purchases of goods or services, as indicated above, and are not joint ventures.

b. Purchases of services are not a financial contribution under Article 1.1(a)(1)(iii) of the SCM Agreement.

425. The U.S. analysis in section II.A.5.a.iii applies to the arguments the EU advances generically with respect to post-2006 NASA contracts and all DoD procurement contracts. To summarize, the United States finds the original panel’s reasoning on this point compelling. The EU’s primary reason for opposing this conclusion is that the Appellate Body declared the panel’s ultimate findings moot. However, that finding of mootness indicates only that the original panel should not have reached the issue. As the Appellate Body did not uphold or reverse the panel report on that issue, the Panel should accord the original panel’s findings the same status as those of an unadopted panel report, and “find useful guidance in the reasoning.”

4. The EU has not established that contracts funded through the “military aircraft” program elements conferred a benefit.

426. The U.S. observations in section II.A.5.b apply to the arguments the EU advances generically with respect to the “military aircraft” program elements. To summarize, the EU’s argument as to the existence of a benefit is that DoD obtained fewer intellectual property rights than a commercial sponsor of the same research. That is not the proper standard. The context provided by Article 14(d) of the SCM Agreement indicates that government purchases confer a benefit only when the government pays more than adequate remuneration for whatever it receives. In this proceeding, the EU has failed to address this standard, so it has not made a prima facie case.

427. In contrast, the U.S. first written submission demonstrated that DoD ensured that it paid no more than adequate remuneration by subjecting solicitations funded through the “general research” program elements to competitive bidding. The Appellate Body has endorsed just this approach, finding in Canada – Renewable Energy that a “benchmark may also be found in price-discovery mechanisms, such as competitive bidding or negotiated prices, which ensure that the price paid by the government is the lowest possible price offered by a willing supply

contractor.”588 The EU ignores this finding completely in arguing that bidding cannot under any circumstances achieve such a result in these circumstances.

428. The U.S. observations in section II.A.7 of this submission apply to the arguments the EU advances generically with respect to specificity for all of the alleged NASA, DoD, and FAA financial contributions. To summarize, the only non-market term that the EU identified in these transactions was that the allocation of intellectual property was more favorable than under certain benchmark transactions proposed by the EU.589 The United States explained that this element of the EU claim is wrong because the Appellate Body has already found that this treatment of intellectual property rights, if it were a benefit, is available under all U.S. government contracts in all sectors of the economy.590 The EU reiterates its assertion that NASA and DoD programs taken separately are specific, but the Appellate Body found that this argument is not sufficient to demonstrate specificity when multiple authorities are implementing the same measure.591 The EU contends that its subsidy allegation goes beyond the patent terms, and applies to the entire financial contribution. However, the EU argument misses the point. Even if looked at from the point of view of the entire transaction, the fact is that all U.S. government agencies that enter into research transactions, in all sectors, do so on the basis the terms that the EU is challenging here. Thus, the subsidy alleged by the EU, assuming arguendo, that it is a subsidy, is not specific.

E. FAA Continuous Lower Energy, Emissions, and Noise (“CLEEN”) Program

429. The EU’s claim concerning the Federal Aviation Administration’s (“FAA”) CLEEN program is not properly within the terms of reference of this compliance proceeding, as discussed above at section II.B.7. In addition, the United States, in its first written submission, demonstrated that the EU failed to establish that the CLEEN program confers a specific subsidy

588 Canada – Renewable Energy (AB), para. 5.239.
589 EU FWS, paras. 182-190 and 373-384.
591 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 757-759.
to Boeing. As a general matter, the EU proceeds as if the original panel’s findings against NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments create a presumption of WTO-inconsistency with respect to the FAA. However, the EU ignores important differences between the FAA CLEEN OTA on the one hand, and NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments on the other hand. Most significantly, the level of Boeing’s contribution of funding and resources is higher under the CLEEN Other Transaction Agreement (“OTA”) than under the NASA contracts and DoD assistance instruments. Therefore, in order to establish a *prima facie* case with respect to the FAA contract, the EU would have to evaluate whether the “equilibrium” of funding and resources that each party contributes “is more favourable to the commissioning party” in a commercial joint venture than in the FAA OTA. The EU fails to perform such an analysis, and therefore it fails to establish a *prima facie* case of WTO-inconsistency. Furthermore, for the reasons already discussed above with respect to NASA contracts and DoD agreements, the EU also fails to demonstrate that the CLEEN OTA confers a specific subsidy to Boeing.

1. **The EU’s Claims Against the FAA Are Limited To the Contribution of Funding, Facilities, Equipment, and Employees Under the CLEEN OTA.**

430. The EU has identified only one contract under the FAA CLEEN program that provides funding to Boeing: the OTA DTFAWA-10-C-00030. In its first written submission, the EU asserted that “[t]he Boeing CLEEN Agreement” confers a financial contribution, and it also asserted that the FAA “provides Boeing with access to government facilities, equipment and employees” through the OTA.

431. The EU does not claim that FAA has provided Boeing with any financial contribution outside the context of the OTA. In particular, the EU does not allege that FAA confers a benefit to Boeing through the ecoDemonstrator program. Although the EU discussed the ecoDemonstrator tests in its discussion of the CLEEN Program’s “Factual Aspects” section of its first written submission, this was apparently for background purposes only, since the EU does not discuss the ecoDemonstrator program in the “Legal Assessment” section of its first written

---

592 US FWS, paras. 481-489. The EU asserts that the United States does not take issue with any aspects of the European Union’s factual description of the CLEEN program, its operation, or the substance of related research and development. EU SWS, para. 333. That is incorrect. See, e.g., US FWS, para. 487, note 778. Moreover, the EU continues to demonstrate a fundamental misunderstanding about the nature of the CLEEN program. The CLEEN program was established to accelerate the development of technologies to reduce the fuel burn, emissions, and noise of civil subsonic aircraft. US FWS, para. 476. The United States notes again its surprise at the EU’s confusion, considering that such program goals are not unlike the EU’s Clean Sky Initiative.

593 See *US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB)*, para. 662.

594 FAA CLEEN Contract DTFAWA-10-C-00030 (Exhibit EU-17).

595 See EU FWS, para. 218 & note 512 (referencing facilities and equipment allegedly conveyed through the OTA).

596 EU FWS, paras. 206-210.
submission or the “Legal analysis” section of its second written submission, nor does it mention the ecoDemonstrator program in its panel request. Therefore, the United States does not discuss the ecoDemonstrator program in responding to the EU’s CLEEN-related subsidy allegations.

2. The EU fails to establish that FAA provided any facilities, equipment, or employees to Boeing pursuant to the CLEEN OTA.

432. The United States explained in its first written submission that the EU was wrong to assert that the CLEEN OTA provides a financial contribution in the form of access to government facilities, equipment and employees. There is, in fact, no evidence that the CLEEN OTA made such provisions. The only examples the EU provides are of meetings between government personnel and Boeing employees, but these are situations in which the contractor provides information to government consumers, or receives instruction from government funders. However, these situations do not provide Boeing with access to government employees in a way that defrays any of Boeing’s research-related expenses.

433. Moreover, the EU apparently misunderstood the only evidence cited in its first written submission to support the claim that the OTA conveys facilities, equipment, and employees to Boeing. Specifically, the EU asserted incorrectly that a reference in the Boeing OTA to “Facilities and Infrastructure” meant that the FAA provided these to Boeing, when in fact it was simply an accounting category. In its second written submission, the EU appears to concede that it was mistaken on this point.

434. However, the EU now attempts to rehabilitate its facilities, equipment and employees argument by citing new evidence which in fact is irrelevant. First, the EU asserts that Boeing was provided access to NASA test facilities for its CLEEN program research into a ceramic matrix composite acoustic exhaust nozzle, citing to Exhibit EU-1019 and Exhibit EU-1060(BCI). Notably, the EU refrains from claiming that the CLEEN program or OTA provided such access to Boeing. This is a significant distinction. If NASA in fact provided Boeing access to one of its facilities, that is irrelevant to the question of whether the FAA

---

597 Given that the EU does not make any claims under Articles 1 and 2 of the SCM Agreement with respect to the ecoDemonstrator, the alleged adverse effects of the ecoDemonstrator are irrelevant to this compliance dispute. See, e.g., EU SWS, paras. 968, 1054-1055, 1130-1139.

598 In any event, the ecoDemonstrator program is separate from CLEEN, and it involved no financial contribution and no benefit. Indeed, Boeing shouldered the overwhelming proportion of costs related to the ecoDemonstrator. See Section IV.

599 US FWS, para. 482.

600 US FWS, para. 482.

601 EU SWS, para. 337.

602 EU SWS, para. 338.
CLEEN program provided facilities to Boeing. The documents to which the EU cites also fail to show that the FAA authorized Boeing’s use of NASA facilities. As this is the only evidence the EU cites in support of its claims of provisions of goods under the CLEEN Program, it has failed to meet its burden of proof for that element of its claim.

435. The EU next asserts that government employees assist Boeing in defining and carrying out its research under the CLEEN OTA based on a portion of Boeing’s Monthly Technical Progress Report from June 2010 indicating [***]. However, the EU fails to explain how such [***] constitutes a provision of goods or services within the meaning of Article 1.1(a)(1)(iii) of the SCM Agreement. The EU fails to appreciate the significance of the fact that [***]. Thus, the [***] was not an effort to help Boeing for its own sake, but to ensure that Boeing’s work was satisfying [***] of potential government users of the information at the FAA, NASA, and DoD. This type of [***] is not a service to the contractor, but the best way for the FAA to ensure that the contractor delivers what it has committed to deliver.

436. The EU makes a passing reference to Boeing’s participation in semi-annual government-led consortium meetings to discuss CLEEN research. However, this reference does not support the EU’s claims either. The consortium meetings are simply a mechanism for the government parties to keep apprised of Boeing’s research, as indicated in the following description provided in response to the Panel’s request for information:

Each of the companies with whom the FAA has entered into an OTA under the CLEEN program (Boeing, GE, Honeywell, P&W, and Rolls-Royce) participates in semi-annual CLEEN consortium meetings held during the spring and fall of each year.

The spring CLEEN consortium meeting includes extended government-only sessions held individually with each of the five companies and constitutes an annual review that is required under each OTA. The spring consortium meeting also includes a shorter plenary session for all CLEEN companies and government attendees on CLEEN-specific topics that involve all five companies.

---

603 In its first written submission, the EU does not dispute the U.S. explanation that the “facilities and equipment” account for CLEEN does not pay for the provision of facilities or equipment to Boeing. It nonetheless asserts that “the United States does not argue that the amounts referred to as “Facilities and Equipment” should be excluded from the calculation of financial contribution” EU SWS, para. 337. The United States considered it obvious that something that is not a financial contribution should not be included in the calculation of the financial contribution. However, to remove the confusion the EU appears to be experiencing on this point, it is the view of the United States that the “facilities and equipment” account should not be included in the calculation of the value of any financial contribution.

604 EU SWS, para. 338 (emphasis added); CLEEN Monthly Technical Progress Report, Boeing (June 2010) (Exhibit EU-1061(BCI)).

605 EU SWS, para. 338.
During the fall consortium meeting, shorter government-only sessions are held individually with each CLEEN company. On the middle day of the three-day meeting, there is a plenary session open to the public where each of the five companies presents an update on progress of their technology maturation efforts under CLEEN. The agenda and presentations from the November 2012 consortium meeting can be found at the following website:

http://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/apl/research/aircraft_technology/cleen/

Thus, the evidence that the EU cites in support of its assertion that the CLEEN program provides goods and services to Boeing in fact demonstrates the opposite, that the government is a consumer of services and research results generated by CLEEN.

437. In addition, for the reasons discussed above at section II.F, the transfer of intellectual rights to Boeing is not a provision of goods or services other than general infrastructure within the meaning of Article 1.1(a)(1)(iii) SCM. Moreover, the EU fails to identify any such transfer that has occurred. [***]. Therefore, the EU fails to establish a prima facie case that the CLEEN OTA resulted in the provision of any goods or services other than general infrastructure to Boeing.

3. The CLEEN program does not confer a benefit to Boeing.

438. The United States also demonstrated in its first written submission that the EU failed to make a prima facie case that the CLEEN program confers a benefit under Article 1.1(b) of the SCM Agreement. In particular, the EU failed to identify the appropriate benchmark against which to compare the terms of the Boeing OTA, and it failed to assess whether the OTA was more favorable to Boeing than the benchmark. In its second written submission, the EU claims it “relied on the same benchmarks (including sample contracts submitted by the United States) and comparison that the Appellate Body relied upon when analyzing the NASA R&D contracts.”

439. Thus, the EU seems to believe that the Appellate Body’s findings in the original dispute indicate that any contract between Boeing and the United States automatically confers a subsidy,
regardless of the value of the funding and resources that Boeing contributes.\textsuperscript{611} However, the Appellate Body’s findings were not so broad, as they applied only to contracts where Boeing’s contribution was at most equal to that of the U.S. government.\textsuperscript{612} Moreover, the Appellate Body ruled out the broad-brushed analysis now proposed by the EU, explaining that degree of cost-sharing by the contractor must impact the benefit analysis:

> We note that one of the salient features of the assistance instruments is that the USDOD and Boeing jointly fund the research projects and share, to some extent, the results of the research. In its appeal, the United States emphasizes that the funds provided by Boeing to this research must be considered in the determination of benefit. These are features of the USDOD measures that should be taken into account in identifying a market benchmark against which to compare those measures for purposes of determining whether a benefit has been conferred. Moreover, we note that any monetary contribution made by the recipient to a joint research project affects the net value obtained by the firm from the project. If the contribution of the recipient firm to the project is neglected, there is a risk of overestimating the value obtained by the firm from the project and, hence, a finding of benefit could be made where a benefit did not in fact exist.\textsuperscript{613}

In this case, the CLEEN OTA involves a contribution by Boeing that is greater than the FAA’s contribution, and is greater (on a proportional basis) than any of the contracts and agreements examined by the Appellate Body in the original dispute. Therefore, pursuant to the Appellate Body’s guidance, this contribution “affects the net value obtained by” Boeing through the OTA, and ignoring it would “risk . . . overestimating the value obtained by the firm from the project.” The EU itself indicates in its discussion of specificity that “the benefit . . . constitutes the difference between what FAA demands of Boeing in return for these financial contributions, and what a market-based actor would demand.”\textsuperscript{614} Yet in its benefit analysis, there is no indication of “what FAA demands” or “what a market-based actor would demand,” and no comparison between the two, except for a superficial comparison to the IP allocation terms of NASA and DoD agreements. Therefore, the EU fails to demonstrate that the CLEEN program confers a benefit under Article 1.1(b) of the SCM Agreement.

4. **The subsidy alleged by the EU is not specific.**

440. The U.S. observations in section II.A.7 apply to the arguments the EU advances generically with respect to specificity for all of the alleged NASA, DoD, and FAA financial contributions. To summarize, the only supposedly better-than-market term that the EU identifies

\textsuperscript{611} See US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1279.
\textsuperscript{612} See US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 663-664.
\textsuperscript{613} US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 663.
\textsuperscript{614} EU SWS, para. 363.
in these transactions is their IP allocation terms. The United States explained that this element of the EU claim is wrong because the Appellate Body has already found that this treatment of intellectual property rights, if it were a benefit, is available under all U.S. government contracts in all sectors of the economy. The EU reiterates its assertion that NASA and DoD programs taken separately are specific, but the Appellate Body found that this argument is not sufficient to demonstrate specificity when multiple authorities are implementing the same measure. The EU also contends that its subsidy allegation goes beyond the patent terms, and applies to the entire financial contribution. However, the EU argument misses the point. Even if looked at from the point of view of the entire transaction, the only feature of the agreement in virtue of which an alleged subsidy exists is the IP allocation terms, and such terms are common to all research contracts with U.S. government agencies, regardless of the industry to which any particular contractor belongs. Thus, assuming that the CLEEN OTA confers a subsidy to Boeing – which it does not, as explained above – it is not specific.

F. The EU has failed to demonstrate that the Boeing’s rights to patents for inventions invented under the NASA and DoD contracts, DoD assistance instruments, or the FAA CLEEN OTA at issue are a separate financial contribution, confer a benefit, or are specific.

441. The United States observed in its first written submission that the EU’s one-paragraph assertion that patents rights owned by Boeing as a result of the challenged NASA, DoD, and FAA contracts and agreements were a provision of goods for purposes of Article 1.1(a)(1) contained numerous errors. As the EU made essentially identical arguments with regard to patents related to each of those instruments, the United States addresses them collectively in this section. In each case, the EU’s efforts to rebut the U.S. demonstration only serve to underscore the fallacy of its claims.

442. In begins its discussion by injecting confusion, characterizing this argument as, variously, and “alternative conception,” and argument “in the alternative,” and an “additional” argument. The EU needs to be clear on this score, as the Panel may not need to address an “argument in the alternative” if the contingency that triggers the argument (which the EU does not identify) fails to occur.

615 EU FWS, paras. 182-190 and 373-384.
617 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 757-759.
618 See EU SWS, paras. 366-367.
1. **The EU has failed to demonstrate that the patent rights at issue are a financial contribution.**

443. The United States explained in its first written submission that these patent rights are not a financial contribution because U.S. law assigns ownership of a patent in the first instance to the inventor. Boeing only comes to own a patent if the inventor assigns its rights in the patent to Boeing. Thus, any patent rights that Boeing enjoys are a provision by the original owner, and not a provision (of goods or otherwise) by the government. Indeed, in the case of the FAA, the EU challenges patents that do not actually exist, as Boeing has received no patents for technologies developed under CLEEN.620

444. The EU recognizes that this is true of U.S. law in general. However, it argues that a different rule prevails for inventions made in performance of a NASA contract because section 135 of the Space Act grants title in such inventions to the NASA Administrator, “unless the Administrator waives all or any part of the rights of the United States to such invention in conformity with the provisions of subsection (g).”621 The EU then asserts that the decision whether to allow the inventor to retain title “is a decision to be made by NASA, and the inventor has no power over this decision.”622 However, the EU misunderstands the situation. Section 135 of the Space Act essentially acts as an exception to the general rule for patent ownership, but grants the NASA Administrator the right to restore ownership to the inventor. The original panel noted that NASA’s regulations create a presumption that a timely waiver request will be granted to U.S. companies unless the interests of the United States will be better served by denying the request in whole or in part.623 In fact, NASA has granted every single waiver request it received since 1985. NASA’s essentially automatic return to the inventor of a right otherwise available to it under U.S. law is, accordingly, not a provision of anything by the government.

445. The United States also observed that ownership of a patent cannot be provision of a good because a patent is not a good, a conclusion confirmed by the separate coverage of intellectual property in the TRIPS Agreement, rather one of the agreements in Annex 1A of the WTO Agreement. The EU responds by arguing that the ordinary meaning of “good” is “property” or “possessions,” and that a patent is a form of intellectual “property.”624 This position is facile in the extreme. To begin, the EU edits the dictionary definition of “goods” that it cites, which reads in full “{p}roperty or possessions; esp. moveable property. Now only in pl.”625 The EU also omits mention of a subsequent relevant definition of goods as “In pl. Saleable commodities;

620 In response to the Panel’s request for information, the United States indicated that Boeing had applied for a patent with respect to an invention invented in course of work funded through the CLEEN OTA.620 [***]

621 Space Act, section 135(b)(2).

622 EU SWS, para. 254.

623 *US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel)*, para. 7.1289.

624 EU SWS, para. 255.

625 New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, p. 1116 (underlining added; italics in original).
merchandise, wares. Also occas. in sing., a type of merchandise. As intellectual property is not “moveable,” “commodities,” “merchandise,” or “wares,” the EU’s effort to categorize intellectually property as a good is inconsistent with the very definition of “goods” that it cites, when that definition is considered in full.

446. The EU also argues that the omission of the TRIPS Agreement from Annex 1A of the SCM Agreement reflects the fact that intellectual property can cover goods and service. This argument is unconvincing, as Annex 1A contains other agreements (the SCM Agreement, for example) affecting both services and goods. Rather, the omission carries the significance identified by the United States – that the TRIPS Agreement is not one of the “Multilateral Agreements on Trade in Goods.”

447. The EU ends by agreeing with the United States that any intellectual property rights arising out of a contract are an effect of the contract, but arguing that “in the alternative, it is possible to conceptualise one of the financial contributions arising from that same contract as a provision of goods.” The United States disagrees with that alternative conceptualization. The SCM Agreement differentiates between the subsidy and the effects of a subsidy. In the case of NASA and DoD research contracts and agreements, the parties typically do not know at the time of the signature whether it will yield any patentable inventions. It is difficult to see a patent that does not exist and may never exist as a financial contribution. And, assuming arguendo that such a patent could be “conceptualized” as a financial contribution, it is doubly difficult to see how it could be analyzed separately from the underlying contract.

2. The EU has not alleged that the “conceptualization” of a patent as a provision of goods confers a benefit.

448. The sections of the EU first written submission on the benefits allegedly arising from alleged NASA and DoD financial contributions does not assert that the provision of a good in the form of a patent has conferred a benefit. Therefore, it has failed to meet its burden of proof with regard to this argument.

3. The Appellate Body has already found that intellectual property rights arising from U.S. government contracts, if a subsidy, are not specific.

449. The EU’s claim that patents owned by Boeing by reason of its contracts with NASA and DoD is essentially the same as its earlier claim regarding the allocation of patent rights under NASA contracts and NASA and DoD agreements with Boeing. The Appellate Body has already found that, assuming arguendo such treatment is a subsidy, it is not specific because it is available under all U.S. government contracts, in all sectors. The same reasoning applies to

627 EU SWS, para. 257.
628 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 789.
the EU’s alternative conceptualization in this proceeding. In addition, the EU has not even argued that this alleged subsidy is specific. Therefore, it has failed to meet its burden of proof.

G. FSC/ETI

450. The United States, in its first written submission, confirmed that Boeing has not used Foreign Sales Corporation and Extraterritorial Income (“FSC/ETI”) tax benefits after 2006.\(^{629}\) The United States also explained that nothing had changed since the original panel declined to find that Boeing would continue to receive FSC/ETI tax benefits in the post-2006 period.\(^{630}\)

451. The evidence now before the Panel is the same as when the original panel last considered this issue: at the time, the EU submitted a December 2006 IRS memorandum purporting to show that FSC remained available to Boeing, and the United States submitted an affidavit from Boeing’s Vice President of Tax, James H. Zrust, confirming that Boeing had not received tax benefits after 2006. The original panel found that the mere availability of FSC did not indicate that Boeing had “actually used” it.\(^{631}\) Indeed, the EU’s continued allegations regarding FSC, and its simplistic assumption that the mere availability of a tax break is \textit{prima facie} evidence of its receipt – even when the taxpayer’s Vice President of Tax already confirmed that this is false\(^ {632}\) – illustrates that the EU fails to understand its burden to demonstrate a \textit{prima facie} case.

452. In addition, the original panel considered that the EU’s own evidence contradicted its FSC/ETI claims:

\{T\}he assertion of the European Communities that Boeing will continue to benefit from FSC/ETI tax exemptions and tax exclusions in the post-2006 period is inconsistent with the fact that a document submitted by the European Communities on the amounts of subsidies in the period 1989-2006 and 2007-2024 indicates that the amount of FSC/ETI subsidies in the period 2007-2024 is $0.

\(^{629}\) US FWS, para. 490.

\(^{630}\) US FWS, para. 491.

\(^{631}\) US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1425 (“{W}hile it may be true, as argued by the European Communities on the basis of the December 2006 memorandum of the Internal Revenue Service, that it is possible in certain circumstances for a company to continue to benefit from the FSC/ETI measure through the prospective interpretation of the TIPRA repeal provision, this must be weighed against other evidence before the Panel that suggests that Boeing has not actually used this possibility.”).

This document explicitly states that “{t}he benefits from FSC/ETI after 2006 are zero due to the repeal of the grandfather provisions relating to FSC/ETI.” 633

The EU’s second written submission claims that by citing this paragraph of the original panel’s report, the United States “relies primarily on an obvious clerical error in a table.” 634 According to the EU, “the entries in the referenced table should have indicated “N/A” (for “not available”) rather than $0.” 635 However, as is clear from the second sentence of this paragraph, the panel’s concern was not limited to the “$0” in the table, but also with the explicit statement in that exhibit stating that “{t}he benefits from FSC/ETI after 2006 are zero due to repeal of the grandfather provisions relating to FSC/ETI.” 636 It is unclear whether the EU’s position is that this sentence is also a “clerical error.” Nevertheless, it is clear that the panel considered the EU’s own evidence to be inconsistent with its assertion that Boeing would continue to benefit from FSC/ETI tax exemptions.

453. The EU has not submitted any new evidence in the compliance proceeding. With respect to Mr. Zrust’s statement, the EU now claims it is deficient because it does not satisfy the EU’s demand for a statement signed “under penalty of perjury.” 638 The United States does not consider that documents submitted in a WTO proceeding must be “signed under penalty of perjury” to be persuasive. And, given that the EU’s own evidence does not accord with such a standard, neither apparently does the EU. 639 The EU also asserts that the statement is merely retrospective. 640 To the contrary, the statement notes that Boeing’s 2006 annual report indicated that “2006 will be the final year for recognizing any export tax benefits” and confirms that Boeing in fact did not receive any FSC benefits after 2006. 641

---

633 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1426. The panel was referring to Exhibit EC-17 (“Amount of Subsidies to Boeing’s LCA Division, Exhibit EC-17, p.7”), which was submitted by the EU in the original proceeding. The panel further explained “{w}hile the European Communities argues that the non-inclusion of future amounts of FSC/ETI subsidies is due to a lack of information resulting from an absence of cooperation by the United States, we see nothing in this document that suggests that future amounts of FSC/ETI subsidies could not be calculated because of a lack of cooperation by the United States.”

634 EU SWS, para. 538.

635 EU SWS, para. 538.

636 Exhibit EC-0017 to original proceeding. Exhibit USA-363.

637 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1426.

638 EU SWS, para. 541.

639 See, e.g., Exhibit EU-27.

640 EU SWS, para. 541.

454. The EU also asserts that the word “use” in the U.S. first written submission (as in “Boeing did not use FSC or ETI tax benefits after 2006”) confirms the EU’s claim because it “necessarily implies…that the benefit was conferred on Boeing by the relevant measure at issue, since otherwise the opportunity to use it would never even arise.”\(^{642}\) This exercise in hair-splitting proves nothing. Indeed, the original panel itself deployed the term “use” in precisely the same way as the United States (as in “Boeing has not actually used” FSC/ETI benefits).\(^ {643}\) The term is equally appropriate now, given that the EU has not pointed to any relevant new facts.

455. In sum, the EU’s arguments regarding so-called “clerical errors,” “penalty of perjury,” and the word “use” are really just attempts to obscure the fact that the EU has failed to establish a *prima facie* case.

H. Washington Measures

1. **Washington State B&O tax rate**

456. The EU’s claim concerning the Washington State B&O tax rate is the only claim regarding the State of Washington that is properly within the terms of reference of this compliance proceeding. The U.S. first written submission demonstrated that the State of Washington is applying the B&O tax rate such that the magnitude of any remaining subsidy is too small to cause adverse effects. Therefore, the United State complied with the DSB’s recommendations and rulings with respect to the Washington B&O tax rate through the removal of adverse effects.

457. The U.S. first written submission also demonstrated that the EU significantly overstated the value of the B&O tax rate reduction to Boeing.\(^ {644}\) The United States re-submitted as Exhibit USA-264(BCI) the Washington State Department of Revenue (“DOR”) calculations of the value to Boeing of the (i) Washington State B&O tax rate; (ii) Washington State B&O tax credit for preproduction development; (iii) Washington State B&O property tax credit; and (iv) the Washington State sales and use tax exemptions for computer hardware, software, and peripherals.\(^ {645}\) The DOR’s calculations indicate the value of each tax measure for years 2006 to 2012 based on actual amounts, and forecasts of the value for years 2013 to 2024. This information was originally submitted by the United States in response to a question that the Panel had asked at the EU’s urging through the Article 13 process, but the EU ignored this information in its first written submission.

458. The EU’s second written submission first objects to the form of the document, complaining that “these figures…are provided on a single piece of paper that has no signs of

---

642 EU SWS, para. 542.
643 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1425.
644 US FWS, para. 496.
645 Exhibit USA-264 (BCI).
authenticity.” The United States understands the EU’s complaint to be limited to the purported lack of authenticity, as opposed to the page length of the document. The United States confirms that these figures were provided by the Washington State DOR.

For years 2007 to 2012, the DOR’s records indicate that the value of the B&O tax rate reduction was significantly lower than the EU’s estimates. The DOR calculates the total value for these years to be [***], whereas the EU estimates the total value to be $431 million. The EU notes in its second written submission that the DOR’s calculations are lower than the EU’s estimates and asserts that “the United States needs to explain this discrepancy before the Panel accepts the validity of the US’ figures for these years.” The United States considers that it does not have a burden to explain the flaws in the EU’s estimates where the United States has put forward numbers from the relevant authority. In any event, the discrepancy is easily explained: the DOR’s calculations are based on the actual amounts of money that it received from Boeing, whereas the EU’s are not. Of course, a calculation using the actual tax data is inherently more reliable than a calculation that relies on estimates of that same data.

For the years 2013 to 2024, the DOR’s calculations are also significantly lower than the EU’s estimates. As an initial matter, the United States questions the relevance of the EU’s projections extending to 2024. Whether provided by the United States or the EU, a forecast necessarily becomes less reliable the further into the future the forecast is extended. That said, if the Panel considers forecasts to be useful to its assessment of the EU’s claims, the DOR provides a significantly more reliable estimate than the EU’s forecast for several reasons, including the fact that the Washington DOR is well positioned to provide a reliable estimate of the State of Washington’s own tax revenue. Moreover, the DOR’s estimate is based on the most recent revenue forecast for the state, combined with the most up to date information about the LCA industry as a whole, and Boeing in particular. The United States notes that the Panel in the original proceeding found other estimates provided by the DOR to be reliable as well.

---

646 EU SWS, para. 569.
647 The EU takes issue with the fact that the table is not on Washington DOR letterhead. The United States notes that the DOR does not print internal documents on its own letterhead.
648 The EU’s estimates do not include a value for 2006, so that year is not included in this discussion.
649 Compare Exhibit USA-264 with Exhibit EU-38 (revised).
650 EU SWS, para. 571.
651 Exhibit USA-264(BCI) indicates that the figures for 2006 to 2012 [***]”
652 As Exhibit USA-264 makes clear, [***] This is certainly a more sophisticated analysis than the simplistic (and flawed) assumptions underlying the EU’s analysis, as discussed below.
653 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.254; EU FWS, para. 439 (“The original panel estimated the dollar value of the financial contribution by referencing a September 2003 presentation from Washington State and a spreadsheet prepared by the Washington Department of Revenue.”).
461. Further, the EU has opportunistically rejected the DOR’s calculations with regard to the B&O tax rate, but accepted its calculations – contained in the same exhibit and calculated in the same manner – with regard to the preproduction tax credit and the property tax credit. This is true with respect to both the “actual amounts” reported for years 2006 to 2012 and for the forecasted values from 2013 to 2024. The EU apparently does not find the DOR’s calculations problematic when they are higher than the EU’s estimates.

462. The EU’s second written submission questions the data underlying the Washington DOR’s calculation and asserts that it is more appropriate to rely on Boeing’s Current Market Outlook for 2012. The EU implies misleadingly that it is relying directly on Boeing’s own commercial projections. This is not the case. The EU relies on the estimates prepared by ITR LLC for purposes of this proceeding.

463. Moreover, even from a cursory review of the EU’s estimates, it is clear that they are fundamentally flawed. The United States notes the apparent absence of continuity between the EU’s two sets of estimates. Despite the fact that the EU’s own (albeit inflated) estimates for the years 2007 to 2012 indicate only a gradual increase in the value of the B&O tax rate, the EU asserts it will jump to more than twice the previous year’s value (from $94.4 million in 2012 to $210.81 million in 2013), and then remain at that same level from 2013 to 2024. This is explained by a fundamental flaw in the EU’s analysis prepared by ITR. The ITR report derives an estimate of the value of the Washington B&O tax rate based on its estimates of Boeing’s Washington State revenue. The fundamental problem with the ITR’s approach lies with its estimate of Boeing’s revenue, which is derived based on the simple assumption that the world market for aircraft will double in 20 years. ITR estimates Boeing’s total revenue for years 2012 to 2031 and then allocates that total revenue amount evenly over each year of that 20-year span. In other words, ITR ignores that Boeing’s revenue would be expected to increase gradually from one year to the next and, instead, treats it as if it will significantly increase in the first year of that span and remain constant thereafter. This results in an allocation of revenue to Boeing in the early years of the 20-year period that would not actually be realized until over a decade later in the latter years of the 20-year period. The effect of ITR’s reliance on this misallocation – which is inconsistent with what would be expected in the market, Boeing’s past practice, and the EU’s own figures for prior years – is that the ITR’s estimate of the values of the B&O tax rate reduction are significantly inflated as well.

654 See, e.g., EU SWS, paras. 576, 579.
655 EU SWS, para. 572.
656 EU SWS, para. 572.
657 Exhibit EU-38 (revised).
658 Exhibit EU-25.
659 Under the ITR’s approach, its allocation methodology inflates the estimates for early years, but would understate the revenue in later years. However, given that those later years are excluded from the scope of the EU’s estimate (concerning years 2013 to 2024), they are not reflected in the EU’s figures.
464. Finally, the United States also noted that the EU’s estimates were outdated and internally inconsistent. They were outdated because the figures for years 2006 to 2011 were based on the forecast used by the original panel. The EU’s response, that its figures for 2012 through 2024 were prepared by ITR on more recent data, is irrelevant. However, with regard to the internal inconsistency, the EU appears to have corrected the error resulting in a decrease in its overall estimate of the value of the B&O tax rate reduction. Nevertheless, the EU’s estimate remains significantly inflated for the reasons described above.

2. Measures that were not found to cause adverse effects

a. Washington State B&O tax credit for preproduction development

465. The EU’s claim concerning the Washington State B&O tax credit for preproduction development is not properly within the terms of reference of this compliance proceeding, as explained section II.B.8.a of this submission. The original panel found that the tax credit was a specific subsidy to Boeing, but it did not find the tax credit to cause serious prejudice. Therefore, there is no DSB ruling that the Washington State B&O tax credit for preproduction development is inconsistent with the SCM Agreement.

466. The Washington State DOR calculations submitted with the U.S. first written submission included the DOR’s calculation of the value of the B&O tax credit for preproduction development to Boeing. These values were calculated in the same manner as the values of the B&O tax rate reduction: the values for 2006-2012 were based on actual amounts as reported to the DOR and the values for 2013-2024 were based on the DOR’s forecast. Although the EU rejects the DOR’s estimates with regard to the B&O tax rate, it accepts the DOR’s calculations regarding the tax credit for preproduction development as “the best information available.” It is accordingly apparent that the EU’s concerns regarding the reliability of the DOR’s estimates in regard to the B&O tax rate, discussed above, which were calculated by the DOR in the same manner, are disingenuous.

b. Washington State B&O tax credit for property taxes

467. The EU’s claim concerning the Washington State B&O tax credit for property taxes is not properly within the terms of reference of this compliance proceeding, as explained in section II.B.8.a of this submission. The original panel found that the tax credit was a specific subsidy to
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660 US FWS, para. 496, note 795.
661 Exhibit EU-38 (revised).
662 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1834.
663 Exhibit USA-264(BCI).
664 Exhibit USA-264(BCI).
665 EU SWS, paras. 575-577.
Boeing, but it did not find the tax credit to cause serious prejudice.\footnote{US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1834.} Therefore, there is no DSB ruling that the Washington State B&O tax credit for property taxes is inconsistent with U.S. obligations under the SCM Agreement.

468. As described above, the United States submitted the DOR’s calculations, including its calculation of the value of the property tax credit to Boeing for 2006-2024.\footnote{Exhibit USA-264(BCI).} The EU’s second written submission indicates that the DOR’s calculation should be used as the “best information available” – rather than the EU’s own initial (lower) estimates – because it is a “US admission against interest.”\footnote{EU SWS, para. 579.} As noted above, the EU is playing games with the data by rejecting DOR estimates only in those instances where it serves its interests. The U.S. presentation of data compiled by government personnel who work with those data as part of their normal responsibilities is not an “admission”, nor is it “against interest” for the United States to seek to ensure that the Panel bases its conclusions on accurate information. Nor, for that matter, does the United States accept the proposition that DOR becomes more accurate or credible when its calculations yield figures higher than those advanced by the EU.

c. Washington State sales and use tax exemptions for computer hardware, software and peripherals

469. The EU’s claim concerning the Washington State sales and use tax exemptions for computer hardware, software and peripherals is not properly within the terms of reference of this compliance proceeding, as explained above at II.B.8.a. The original panel found that the sales and use tax exemptions to be specific subsidies to Boeing, but it did not find them to cause serious prejudice.\footnote{US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1834.}

470. As described above, the United States submitted the DOR’s calculations, including its calculation of the value of Washington State sales and use tax exemptions for computer hardware, software, and peripherals.\footnote{Exhibit USA-264(BCI).} The EU’s second written submission raises concerns regarding authentication of Exhibit USA-264,\footnote{EU SWS, para. 586. The EU also complains that the reference to “firm data” in Exhibit USA-264 is unclear. This refers to data provided to the DOR by the taxpayer – in this case, Boeing.} which section III.H.1 shows to be unwarranted.

471. The EU also asserts that the U.S. figures do not “comport with the publicly available evidence.”\footnote{EU SWS, para. 588.} But what the EU really means is that they do not comport with the EU’s own
estimates, because the DOR’s estimates of the sales and use tax exemptions are lower than the EU’s estimates.\textsuperscript{673} Apparently, the EU considers that the DOR’s calculations can only be credible if they are higher. As the United States explained in section III.H.1, this should not be a factor in evaluating the credibility of DOR’s data.

d. City of Everett B&O tax rate

472. The EU’s claim concerning the City of Everett B&O tax rate is not properly within the terms of reference of this compliance proceeding, as explained above at section II.B.8.a. The original panel found that the City of Everett B&O tax rate was a specific subsidy, but it was not found to cause serious prejudice.

473. The U.S. first written submission demonstrated that the EU’s estimate of the value of the City of Everett B&O tax rate reduction was overstated.\textsuperscript{674} In particular, the United States submitted information regarding the City of Everett B&O tax revenue from Boeing, including the actual tax revenue from 2006 to 2012, and the projected tax revenue from 2013 to 2023.\textsuperscript{675} This data was provided by the City of Everett based on Boeing’s actual data and forecasts from the Airline Monitor, an industry journal.

474. The EU’s second written submission asserts that the U.S. figures should be disregarded because “these are not figures showing the US’ position on the correct value of the subsidy”.\textsuperscript{676} The EU further complains “it is not the role of the European Union, or of the Panel, to make the case for the United States on what these figures precisely indicate about the valuation of the tax benefit in the City of Everett, and how those figures might compare to the EU’s figures.”\textsuperscript{677} The EU’s protest reflects an apparent misunderstanding of the EU’s own calculations. In the EU’s first written submission, the EU explained that it used estimates of the City of Everett’s gross revenue for Boeing to calculate the tax savings that would result from the reduction to Boeing’s tax rates.\textsuperscript{678} As the EU is no doubt aware, the greater the revenue figure, the greater the calculation of the value of the tax savings. Given that the EU’s figures for the City of Everett’s gross revenue for Boeing are overstated – as evidenced by comparing those figures with the actual gross revenue figures provided by the United States, and as noted in the U.S. first written submission\textsuperscript{679} – the EU’s estimates of the tax savings derived from those figures are

\textsuperscript{673} EU SWS, para. 588.
\textsuperscript{674} US FWS, paras. 507-508.
\textsuperscript{675} US FWS, para. 507. Exhibit USA-175.
\textsuperscript{676} EU SWS, para. 593.
\textsuperscript{677} EU SWS, para. 593.
\textsuperscript{678} EU FWS, para. 514.
\textsuperscript{679} US FWS, para. 508.
similarly overstated. In other words, under the EU’s own model, if the correct data is used, the calculated value falls significantly.

3. **Other measures not within the terms of reference**

   a. **Washington State B&O tax credit for leasehold excise taxes**

475. The EU’s claim concerning the Washington State B&O tax credit for leasehold excise taxes is not properly within the terms of reference of this compliance proceeding, as explained above at section II.B.8.c.

476. The U.S. first written submission explained that the value to Boeing’s LCA division of the Washington B&O tax credit for leasehold taxes is zero and Boeing does not claim credits for leasehold excise taxes. The United States also explained that the EU’s first written submission simply assumed that Boeing claimed the excise tax credit and failed to provide any supporting evidence that Boeing had in fact done so.

477. The EU now asserts that it met its burden of proof by submitting evidence purportedly showing that Boeing was eligible to claim the credit. According to the EU, it is the burden of the United States to introduce evidence demonstrating that Boeing has not claimed the credit. This is a misunderstanding of the burden of proof and ignores that it is the EU’s burden to establish a prima facie case on the basis of evidence and legal argument. Even if the EU could demonstrate that Boeing was eligible to claim the credit – which the United States does not concede – it would not constitute a prima facie showing that Boeing claimed the credit. In fact, Boeing did not.

   b. **Washington State Joint Center for Aerospace Technology Innovation**

478. The EU’s claims concerning the Washington State Joint Center for Aerospace Technology Innovation (JCATI) are not properly within the terms of reference of this compliance proceeding, as explained above at section II.B.8.b. Moreover, the EU has failed to demonstrate that the JCATI activities constitute a specific subsidy to Boeing.

479. In its first written submission, the United States explained that the EU had failed to show that the JCATI confers a financial contribution or benefit. The EU initially claimed that the JCATI provides the aerospace industry with “a direct transfer of funds” within the meaning of
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680 US FWS, para. 510.
681 US FWS, para. 510.
682 EU SWS, para. 582.
683 EU SWS, para. 582.
684 US FWS, para. 528.
Article 1.1(a)(1)(i) of the SCM Agreement. In particular, the EU asserted that “Boeing has been awarded $570,159 worth of grant money”. However, the U.S. first written submission noted a basic fact that the EU had overlooked or chosen to ignore: the only eligible applicants for any JCATI awards are the University of Washington, Washington State University, and other public four-year institutions of higher education.

480. In its second written submission, the EU does not appear to contest this fact. Rather, the EU responds that a subsidy can exist even if the recipient of the financial contribution from the government is different from the recipient of the benefit. The United States does not disagree with that assertion. However, the EU does not conduct an adjusted benefit analysis to assess whether a subsidy has been conferred, and if so the value of the benefit, based on the EU’s seeming acknowledgment that, contrary to the assertion in its first written submission, Boeing has not been awarded a grant of $570,159. Nevertheless, the EU maintains that Boeing received a benefit in that same amount.

481. The EU thus has failed to show that the JCATI confers a subsidy to Boeing based on the actual facts or correctly valued any benefit. (The EU also claimed that Boeing benefited from the transfer of technologies and other goods and services – a point which the EU had failed to substantiate with actual evidence – but that it was unable to estimate a value for this further provision of goods and services.)

I. Kansas IRBs

482. The United States demonstrated in its first written submission that the City of Wichita is applying its Industrial Revenue Bond (“IRB”) program in a manner consistent with the SCM Agreement. The United States has both withdrawn the subsidy and taken appropriate steps to remove its adverse effects.

483. The original panel found that the state and local property tax breaks available through the issuance of IRBs constitute specific subsidies under Articles 1.1 and 2.1(c) of the SCM Agreement. The Appellate Body upheld the original panel’s finding of specificity under
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685 EU FWS, paras. 528-529.
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692 US FWS, para. 523. US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), paras. 7.711, 7.779.
Article 2.1(c), but on the basis that the United States had not provided sufficient evidence to undermine the original panel’s assessment that granting 69 percent of IRBs to Boeing and Spirit was disproportionately large. The U.S. first written submission explained that the City of Wichita has not provided any IRBs to Boeing since 2007. Thus, there is no longer any basis to consider that the amount of IRBs issued to Boeing (i.e., zero) is disproportionately large, and it is therefore no longer de facto specific under Article 2.1(c).

484. The EU appears to misunderstand the U.S. argument. The United States does not assert that the measure has been withdrawn simply because Boeing has not been granted IRBs since 2007. The measure has been withdrawn because IRBs no longer constitute a specific subsidy. A significant portion of the EU’s response is simply irrelevant because it addresses the wrong argument. However, even where the EU does address the issue of specificity, it fails to rebut the U.S. demonstration, as described below.

485. In regard to specificity, the EU first claims the U.S. assertion that IRBs are no longer specific is wrong because “the United States is defining the subsidy at issue as the issuance of IRBs.” That is incorrect. As indicated above and in the U.S. first written submission, the panel and Appellate Body found the subsidies to be the state and local property tax breaks provided through the issuance of IRBs. And, as already explained, the City of Wichita has not issued any IRBs to Boeing since 2007. Although unclear, the EU appears to take issue with the fact that the United States cites the amount of IRBs that have been issued to Boeing since 2007 as evidence that the subsidy is no longer specific. However, the amount of IRBs issued to Boeing (and Spirit) was the basis of the panel and Appellate Body’s finding of specificity, as well as the basis for the EU’s assertion in its first written submission that the subsidy has not been withdrawn. Therefore the EU’s criticism is misplaced.

486. The EU also claims that the U.S. assertion regarding the absence of specificity is flawed because it is based on the amount of IRBs issued to Boeing since 2007 (again, zero), instead of
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693 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 888-889.
694 US FWS, para. 523.
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697 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 884-889. In fact, this was based on the information the EU submitted to the panel: “In this dispute, the European Communities submitted to the Panel that Boeing and its successor, Spirit, received approximately 69% of all IRBs granted by the City of Wichita between 1979 and 2005.”
the amount issued to Boeing during the entire life of the program. However, as the EU knows (because it quotes the passage), the panel stated that it might not always be appropriate to look at the entire period:

{I}t is arguable that when a subsidy programme has been in operation for a long period of time, such as the IRB programme, aggregating data over the entire life of the subsidy may not always be appropriate. That may be the case where there has been a significant change in the structure of the economy and the importance of the subsidized activities in the economy over the life of the subsidy.

Looking at the period from 1979 to 2005, the original panel indicated that there was no evidence before it indicating such a change had occurred in Wichita. However, since that time, there has been a significant change in the structure of the Wichita economy and the importance of LCA manufacturing, which in turn justifies using a more recent period. On this basis, and in light of the fact that the City of Wichita has issued no IRBs to Boeing since 2007, the Panel should conclude that the United States has withdrawn the subsidy.

J. South Carolina Measures

1. Site Lease and Bond-Funded Facilities and Infrastructure

487. The EU fails to establish that the Project Site Lease and the state bond-funded provision of facilities and infrastructure confer a specific subsidy to Boeing. With respect to the Project Site Lease, it was Vought, a private company, and not the government of South Carolina, that provided Boeing the right to use the Project Site through 2041, as part of its asset sale to Boeing. Therefore, the Project Site Lease is not a financial contribution from South Carolina
to Boeing. In addition, if examined in isolation (as the EU’s claim asks the Panel to do), the Project Site Lease had a [***] to Boeing, and therefore did not confer a benefit.

488. The EU also fails to establish that the bond-funded provision of facilities and infrastructure under Projects Emerald and Gemini confers a specific subsidy to Boeing. With respect to Project Emerald, as with the Project Site Lease, there is no financial contribution within the meaning of Article 1.1(a)(1) because Vought, rather than any government authority, provided Boeing the right to use the Project Emerald facilities and infrastructure. With respect to Project Gemini, there is no benefit because Boeing adequately remunerated South Carolina. In particular, from 2010 through the third quarter of 2012, Boeing spent approximately [***] on investments in the Project Site, including [***] on real property investment at the Project Site. The EU itself asserts that South Carolina took title to the facilities and infrastructure that Boeing constructed on the Project Site. Thus, according to the EU’s own arguments, Boeing gave South Carolina an in-kind contribution of at least [***], only $270 million of which was defrayed by state bond funding. (The EU does not challenge this $270 million reimbursement itself as a financial contribution.) The EU has not attempted to show that Boeing’s significant investment in the Project Site is inadequate remuneration for 30 years’ use of the facilities and infrastructure. Indeed, the EU has not even specified what “facilities and infrastructure” are covered by its claims. Furthermore, the EU fails to demonstrate that the provision of bond-funded facilities and infrastructure is a specific subsidy. Therefore, the EU fails to establish a
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703 To the extent that South Carolina made any financial contribution to Vought, the EU does not claim that any resulting benefit passed through to Boeing. EU SWS, para. 722 (“the European Union does not claim that Boeing received any benefits prior to completing its acquisition of the entirety of Project Emerald, or that any benefits received by Vought or Global Aeronautica passed through to Boeing.”) (emphasis in original).

704 Boeing Investment in South Carolina (2010-3Q2012) (Exhibit USA-324(BCI)). In addition, Boeing spent a further [***] during the same period on Boeing’s Interior Responsibilities Center, a manufacturing operation which is located near but not on the Project Site.

705 EU FWS, paras. 574-575, 702 (“The State of South Carolina maintains title to the facilities and infrastructure constructed with the bond proceeds. . . . The bond-funded facilities and infrastructure all fall under the Category I, indicating that Boeing has only a leasehold interest in these facilities and infrastructure, while the State of South Carolina retains underlying and residual title.”). The EU’s legal interpretation is not necessarily correct. The Ground Lease states: “All Category I Improvements made with the Leased Premises during the Term shall remain the property of Operator {i.e., South Carolina Public Railways}, or any assignee or sublessee of Operator {e.g., Boeing}, as applicable, until expiration or termination of this Agreement, at which time all Category I Improvements shall automatically become the property of Authority.” Ground Lease Agreement between Charleston County Aviation Authority and South Carolina Public Railways (Aug. 25, 2006) (“Ground Lease”) (Exhibit EU-473), Section 6.06 (emphasis added).

706 See infra, fn. 764.

707 The EU would have to establish that any facilities and infrastructure covered by its claims are not “general infrastructure.” See Article 1.1(a)(1)(iii) SCM; US FWS, fn. 902.
prima facie case of WTO-inconsistency with respect to either the Project Site Lease or the bond-funded provision of facilities and infrastructure.\textsuperscript{708}

\textbf{a. Key Facts}

\textbf{i. Project Emerald}

489. In 2004, Vought and Global Aeronautica (“GA,” a joint venture between Vought and the Italian company Alenia) established Project Emerald to set up manufacturing facilities in North Charleston, on the same 240-acre parcel of land near the Charleston International Airport (the “Project Site”) that would eventually be the site of Boeing’s manufacturing facilities. The Project Site was scarred with man-made defects, as it had been the site of a former phosphate mine.\textsuperscript{709} The Charleston County Aviation Authority (“CCAA”) had [***]\textsuperscript{710} until Vought and GA agreed to locate their manufacturing facilities at the Project Site, as part of a broader deal with South Carolina – the Project Emerald Agreement – that provided state bond funding and other incentives to Vought and GA.\textsuperscript{711}

490. As outlined in the Project Emerald Agreement – and later finalized in ground lease and sublease agreements with the CCAA and South Carolina Public Railways (“SCPR”) on August 25, 2006\textsuperscript{712} – Vought had the right to lease the Project Site and all buildings on it for $1 per year through 2041, provided that certain investment and employment thresholds were met.\textsuperscript{713} In

\textsuperscript{708} The EU expressly disclaims that it is challenging the WTO-consistency of the bond proceeds themselves. See EU SWS, para. 729 (“The European Union has never claimed that the bond proceeds constitute the financial contribution.”). Thus, the EU appears to have abandoned an earlier argument in the alternative, which it alluded to in its first written submission but did not explain. See EU FWS, paras. 577.

\textsuperscript{709} Cite US FWS; Exhibit USA-214(BCI).

\textsuperscript{710} Letter from [***].

\textsuperscript{711} Confidential Initial Site Development and Incentive Agreement between Vought Aircraft Industries, Inc. (on behalf of itself and the two entities that comprise Project Emerald), the South Carolina Department of Commerce, South Carolina Public Railways, Charleston County, and the Charleston County Airport District (Nov. 29, 2004) (“Project Emerald Agreement”), Art. 5.3 (Exhibit EU-560). Specifically, the lease term lasted until December 31, 2021, but Vought had four five-year options to extend the lease rates. Id. The rental rate was contingent on Vought’s “meeting and maintaining the employment and investment levels” set forth in the agreement. Id.

\textsuperscript{712} Ground Lease Agreement between Charleston County Aviation Authority and South Carolina Public Railways (Aug. 25, 2006) (“Ground Lease”) (Exhibit EU-473); Emerald Ground Sublease (Exhibit EU-474).

\textsuperscript{713} Project Emerald Agreement, Arts. 5.3, 6, Exhibit B (Exhibit EU-560). The lease term lasted until December 1, 2021, but Vought had four five-year options to extend the lease rates. Ibid. The rental rate was contingent on Vought’s “meeting and maintaining the employment and investment levels” set forth in the agreement. Ibid.
addition, under the terms of the lease, all “Category I improvements” made during the lease term would “remain the property of Operator {i.e., SCPR, the lessee}, or any assignee or sublessee of Operator, as applicable, until expiration or termination of the Agreement {in 2041 at the latest}, at which time all Category I Improvements shall automatically become the property of the Authority.”714 The lease defines Category I improvements to include “Improvements encompassing building locations, heights, elevations, materials used in the exterior construction, landscaping and any other exteriors.”715

491. In 2005 and 2006, Vought remediated a portion of the Project Site and constructed manufacturing and employee facilities for itself and GA on that portion.716 The costs of construction were partially offset with $120 million in State economic development bonds, as provided for under the Project Emerald Agreement.717 The manufacturing facilities at the Project Site were for the aft (Vought) and mid body (GA) portions of the Boeing 787. Vought also constructed several other buildings and structures, such as a “HUB” building for employee services and a “Component Paint” building to paint the subassemblies manufactured at the Project Site. Vought and GA then conducted manufacturing activities at the Project Site.

492. In a series of transactions in 2008 and 2009, Boeing purchased Vought and GA’s South Carolina operations for more than $1 billion.718 On July 6, 2009, as the final step in Boeing’s acquisition of these operations, Boeing entered into an asset purchase transaction with Vought.719 Under the asset purchase agreement, Boeing acquired Vought’s interest in “all assets, properties and rights of every kind (whether tangible or intangible), including real and personal property,” in South Carolina.720 Accordingly, on July 30, 2009, Vought assigned its sublease for the

714 Ground Lease Agreement Between Charleston County Aviation Authority and South Carolina Public Railways (Aug. 25, 2006) (“Ground Lease”), Section 6.06(A) (Exhibit EU-473).

715 Ground Lease, Section 1.01(F) (Exhibit EU-473).

716 See Project Emerald Reimbursement Document (Exhibit USA13-288(BCI)).

717 See Project Emerald Agreement, Section II.

718 2009 Annual Report, Boeing, p. 67 (Exhibit USA-265).

719 Asset Purchase Agreement By and Between Vought Aircraft Industries, Inc. and BCACSC, Inc. (July 6, 2009), Section 2.1 (Exhibit USA-325).

720 Asset Purchase Agreement By and Between Vought Aircraft Industries, Inc. and BCACSC, Inc. (July 6, 2009), Section 2.1 (Exhibit USA-325). The EU argues that Vought transferred its land use rights to Boeing through a separate legal instrument for $10. EU SWS, para. 726. However, the price of the land transfer is irrelevant, since the EU does not claim that any benefit passed through from Vought to Boeing. EU SWS, para. 722. In any event, the EU is incorrect to allege that the price of the land transfer was $10, since it took place in July 2009 as one element of the broader asset purchase agreement between Vought and Boeing.
Project Site to Boeing.  Thus, as of July 30, 2009, Boeing had acquired from Vought the rights to use the Project Site through December 31, 2041, on the same terms as Vought had.

**ii. Project Gemini**

493. On October 28, 2009, Boeing announced its decision to build a second final assembly line for the 787 in Charleston, South Carolina. Press reports indicated that Boeing’s new assembly line would be at the same Project Site that housed the former Vought facilities, now in Boeing’s possession. The new facilities were planned to be sited on the then-unimproved and still-defective portion of the Project Site.

494. On November 19, 2009, SCPR amended its existing sublease with Vought so as to eliminate Vought’s role in leasing the Project Site, providing Boeing with a direct sublease from the State. This amendment did not alter the geographical or temporal scope of Boeing’s existing land use rights with respect to the Project Site, which it had purchased from Vought. In addition, this amendment did not alter the definition or title of Category I improvements to the Project Site.

495. On January 1, 2010, Boeing and the South Carolina Department of Commerce (“SCDOC”), acting on behalf of the State of South Carolina, entered into the Project Gemini Agreement. This agreement was concluded in light of Boeing’s plans to “establish a second
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721 Assignment and Assumption of Vought Sublease between Vought Aircraft Industries, Inc. and Boeing Commercial Airplanes South Carolina, Inc. (July 30, 2009) (Exhibit EU-476).

722 Boeing later entered into an amended and restated Ground Sublease on November 19, 2009, formalizing Boeing’s role as a successor-in-interest to Vought. The South Carolina Department of Commerce sought and received prior approval from the State Budget and Control Board Office of General Services for the amendment to the Ground Lease between the CCAA and SCPR and to the amended and restated Ground Sublease.

723 Boeing Picks Charleston For New 787 Line, Seattle Times (Oct. 28, 2009) (Exhibit USA-326).

724 Boeing Picks Charleston For New 787 Line, Seattle Times (Oct. 28, 2009) (Exhibit USA-326).

725 See EU FWS, para. 551.

726 See Ground Sublease, para. 1 (Exhibit EU-471) (referring to the parties’ intent that “by Sublessor’s executing this Amended and Restated Sublease, it shall assume no additional or greater liabilities or obligations than those that existed prior to the Assignment and prior to the Effective Date hereof.”). The main purpose of the amendment was apparently to impose additional penalties on Boeing if it fails to meet certain investment and employment thresholds. Id., Exhibit B. However, these “Emerald Additional Rent Provisions” were subsequently superseded by increased investment and employment requirements imposed on Boeing in connection with Project Gemini. Project Gemini Agreement, Section IV.B.

727 Project Gemini Agreement Between The Boeing Company and the State of South Carolina (Jan. 1, 2010) (“Project Gemini Agreement”) (Exhibit EU-467).
assembly line facility as well as related facilities and infrastructure to support Boeing’s 787 Program at the site where Boeing currently operates” (i.e., the Project Site). Under the agreement, SCDOC agreed to seek the approval and issuance of $220 million in economic development bonds and $50 million in air hub bonds for “infrastructure” at the Project Site, including land remediation, site preparation, and certain construction costs. In exchange, Boeing committed to an investment of $750 million in the state of South Carolina, as well as to “employ or cause to be employed in the State 6,000 employees”.

496. From 2010 through the third quarter of 2012, Boeing’s total investment in the Project Site was [***], including [***] that Boeing spent on real property investments in the Project Site, and a further [***] that Boeing spent on tooling, equipment, and other personal property to be used at the Project Site. State bond funding defrayed $270 million of these expenditures.

b. The EU fails to establish that the lease of the Project Site and the alleged provision of facilities and infrastructure associated with Projects Emerald and Gemini confer a specific subsidy to Boeing.

497. The EU challenges three alleged provisions of facilities and infrastructure as subsidies to Boeing that violate the U.S. compliance obligations in this dispute: (i) South Carolina’s alleged provision to Boeing of “a lease of government-owned land for its 787-related manufacturing facilities,” (ii) South Carolina’s alleged provision of “facilities and infrastructure . . . to Boeing for its 787 fuselage fabrication and integration complex,” in connection with Project Emerald; and (iii) South Carolina’s alleged “provision of facilities and infrastructure” to Boeing, which it sometimes describes as “Boeing’s 787 Final Assembly and Delivery Facility,” in connection with Project Gemini. These claims rest on conceptual and factual errors on the EU’s part. Accordingly, even if the EU’s claims regarding these measures were within the Panel’s terms of reference, they still fail.

---

728 Project Gemini Agreement, p. 1 (Exhibit EU-467).
729 Project Gemini Agreement, p. 3 (Exhibit EU-467); see S.C. Code § 11-41-30(3) (defining “infrastructure”) (Exhibit EU-477).
730 Project Gemini Agreement, p. 4 (Exhibit EU-467).
731 Boeing Investment in South Carolina (2010-3Q2012) (Exhibit USA-324(BCI)). This [***] figure also includes [***] which Boeing spent during the same period on its [***], which is located near but not on the Project Site. See ibid.
732 EU FWS, para. 551.
733 EU SWS, para. 723.
734 EU FWS, para. 580.
i. Project Site Lease

(A) The EU claim related to the Project Site Lease

498. The claims set out in the EU second written submission differ in important respects from those set out in the first written submission, so it is useful to review the current claims in detail before proceeding to the analysis. The EU frames the challenged measure as South Carolina’s provision of the Project Site land to Boeing for less than adequate remuneration. The EU claims that “the lease of the project site to Boeing provides a financial contribution by a government under the SCM Agreement. The State of South Carolina allows Boeing exclusive use of government-owned land at Charleston International Airport for its 787 manufacturing facilities in exchange for a nominal fee.”

499. The EU does not indicate the starting point for the alleged financial contribution. In particular, the EU does not specify whether it considers that the financial contribution occurred on July 30, 2009, when Boeing assumed the sublease from Vought, or on November 19, 2009, when South Carolina amended the sublease to eliminate Vought’s role. However, the EU implicitly denies the occurrence of any relevant financial contribution prior to July 30, 2009, because it states that “the European Union does not claim that Boeing received any benefits prior to completing its acquisition of the entirety of Project Emerald, or that any benefits received by Vought or GA passed through to Boeing.”

500. The EU alleges that the financial contribution from the Project Site Lease results in a benefit to Boeing, because Boeing inadequately remunerates South Carolina for the land use rights that it receives pursuant to the Ground Sublease.

(B) The EU fails to establish that the “lease of the project site to Boeing” provides a financial contribution to Boeing.

501. South Carolina provided its land use rights for the Project Site in 2004 and 2006 to Vought, through the Project Emerald Agreement and the ground sublease with Vought. These legal instruments gave Vought the right to use the Project Site, and the improvements on it, through December 31, 2041. Vought then autonomously assigned these rights to Boeing as part of Boeing’s arm’s length, fair market value purchase of Vought’s South Carolina operations.

---

735 The United States understands that the EU does not allege that the Project Site Lease provides Boeing with subsidized facilities and infrastructure, since the EU addresses this claim separately.

736 EU FWS, para. 557.

737 EU SWS, para. 722 (emphasis in original).

738 EU SWS, para. 617. The EU did not articulate this “inadequate remuneration” argument in its first written submission.

739 Project Emerald Agreement, Art. 5.3 (Exhibit EU-560).
in July 2009 (as well as Boeing’s purchase of GA in 2008). Accordingly, Boeing obtained the right to use the Project Site and the improvements on it from Vought, a private company, not the Government of South Carolina, and therefore Boeing received no “financial contribution by a government under the SCM Agreement,” as the EU alleges.

502. Indeed, South Carolina’s only role in this private-party transfer of land use rights was its after-the-fact, primarily ministerial November 19, 2009 Ground Sublease, which formalized Boeing’s role as a successor-in-interest to Vought. By that point, Boeing had already completed the purchase of Vought’s South Carolina operations approximately four months earlier. Moreover, the EU itself does not assert that the Ground Sublease expanded Boeing’s property use rights in any relevant way, nor does the United States believe that it did.

503. Consequently, the Project Site Lease did not give Boeing anything that it did not already have by virtue of its private dealings with Vought. In addition, as mentioned above, the EU is not claiming that any benefit passed through from Vought to Boeing, and indeed it has failed to provide the affirmative evidence that would be necessary to show pass-through. Consequently, the EU fails to establish that any relevant “financial contribution by a government under the SCM Agreement” occurred with respect to the Project Site Lease.

(C) The EU fails to establish that Boeing’s remuneration for the Project Site Lease, even if it were a financial contribution to Boeing, is inadequate.

504. The United States demonstrated in the first written submission that the Project Site Lease had a [***] to Boeing, if examined in isolation. In particular, Boeing[***]. Together, these costs to Boeing exceed the value of the land. Therefore, if examined in isolation (as the EU asks the Panel to do), the Project Site Lease confers no benefit to Boeing, even if arguendo it constituted a financial contribution to Boeing.

---

740 See US FWS, paras. 550-552.
741 EU FWS, para. 557.
742 SCDOC sought and received prior approval from the State Budget and Control Board Office of General Services for the amendment to the Ground Lease between the CCAA and SCDPR and to the amended and restated Ground Sublease between SCDPR and Boeing.
743 See EU FWS, para. 554. Indeed, by taking on the Ground Sublease, Boeing incurred additional obligations to meet certain investment and employment thresholds. Ground Sublease, Exhibit B.
744 See supra, fn. 737 & accompanying text.
745 See US FWS, para. 557. The EU does not contest this amount.
746 No industrial land of comparable size in Charleston County has sold for more than $75,000 per acre in recent years.
505. The EU responds by asserting that it is “inconceivable” that Boeing would have entered into the Project Site Lease if the U.S. argument were correct.\textsuperscript{747} In fact, however, it is quite conceivable that one party would take a loss on one aspect of a transaction if it is part of an overall arrangement that is advantageous to it. (Note that the EU does not challenge this overall arrangement itself as a subsidy.) For example, private parties agree to lease or purchase so-called “negative cash value” brownfield (i.e., environmental cleanup) sites, as a result of government enticements to develop the land and/or defray environmental costs and liabilities.\textsuperscript{748} The Project Site is similar to brownfields in that it contained significant man-made defects that were costly to remediate. Therefore, the EU’s argument is misinformed. Indeed, in this case, Boeing assumed the sublease even though the Project Site land had a consistency of pudding, and the mining activity left high ridges and deep troughs.\textsuperscript{749} As a result of these defects, the land had not been used since the mining activity last took place in the early 1900’s. To use the land, Boeing had to clear the site, muck it out to a reported depth of six feet and backfill with suitable soil to support buildings and improvements. The resulting land remediation costs were significant, and Boeing would not have incurred them if it had chosen a different site for its second 787 final assembly line.

506. The EU also criticizes [***] the U.S. valuation of the Project Site by pointing out that they disagree as to whether the Project Site was worth [***].\textsuperscript{750} However, a divergence in [***] merely reflects the [***] independence, and in any case the divergence between them is small. Moreover, [***] contradict the EU’s unsupported valuation of the Project Site at $150.03 million, which would make it the most expensive piece of land in North Charleston.\textsuperscript{751}

507. Accordingly, the EU fails to undermine the original U.S. conclusion that the Project Site Lease, if examined in isolation, has a [***] to Boeing, and that Boeing’s actual remuneration to South Carolina of $1 per year is more than adequate.\textsuperscript{752}

\textsuperscript{747} EU SWS, para. 620.

\textsuperscript{748} See, e.g., The Basics of Brownfield Redevelopment: A Guide for Local Governments in British Columbia, p. 5 (Exhibit USA-327) (noting that “most brownfield sites are either neutral or negative cash value sites.”).

\textsuperscript{749} See US FWS, para. 555.

\textsuperscript{750} See US FWS, para. 556.

\textsuperscript{751} Exhibit EU-39; see also EU SWS, para. 615.

\textsuperscript{752} As explained above, the Project Site and the provision of facilities and infrastructure pursuant to Projects Emerald and Gemini are not within this Panel’s terms of reference. In addition, none of these measures confers a benefit to Boeing. However, should the Panel find otherwise, then the [***] of the Project Site Lease should offset any putative benefit conferred to Boeing by the provision of facilities and infrastructure.
508. The EU claims that the Project Site Lease is specific to Boeing, based on its perennial confusion between the identification of an alleged subsidy recipient and a limitation on access to the recipient (or the class of enterprises to which it belongs). \(^755\) In particular, the EU concludes that because “the project site lease was entered into with Boeing alone” and because “CCAA consented to the sublease,” CCAA “explicitly limited access to the subsidy to certain enterprises.” \(^754\) However, none of this information indicates that CCAA or any other South Carolina entity restricted access to the project site lease, or to other similar measures, from parties other than Boeing. Therefore, the EU fails to demonstrate that the measure is specific within the meaning of Article 2.1(a).

509. In addition, the EU claims that the Project Site Lease is \textit{de facto} specific, based on its misleading assertion that “it has been more than 10 years since \textit{South Carolina} has entered into any other leases or subleases . . . for nominal value.” \(^755\) However, the EU neglects to mention that political subdivisions of South Carolina, including Charleston County (through CCAA), “routinely provide nominal leases of publicly owned property.” \(^756\) Thus, contrary to the EU’s assertions, the Project Site Lease is part of a broader program to provide site leases to industrial lessees in exchange for nominal lease payments, and the EU has not attempted to demonstrate that this program is specific within the meaning of Article 2.1(c). Therefore, the EU fails to establish a \textit{prima facie} case of either \textit{de jure} or \textit{de facto} specificity.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{ii. South Carolina’s provision of bond-funded facilities and infrastructure in connection with Project Gemini and Project Emerald does not confer a specific subsidy to Boeing.}

  \item \textit{(A) The EU claim related to the provision of bond-funded facilities and infrastructure at the Project Site}
\end{itemize}

510. The claims set out in the EU second written submission differ in important respects from those set out in the first written submission, so it is useful to review the current claims in detail before proceeding to the analysis. The EU frames the challenged measures as the ongoing provision of State-owned, bond-funded facilities and infrastructure to Boeing, for less than

\(^753\) EU SWS, para. 630.

\(^754\) EU SWS, para. 630.

\(^755\) EU SWS, para. 631 (emphasis added).

\(^756\) Response of the United States to the Panel’s Request for Information Pursuant to Article 13 of the DSU, para. 153.
adequate remuneration. With respect to Project Emerald, the EU challenges the provision of “facilities and infrastructure . . . to Boeing for its 787 fuselage fabrication and integration complex.” With respect to Project Gemini, the EU argues that South Carolina provides “facilities and infrastructure for Boeing’s 787 Final Assembly and Delivery Facility.”

511. The EU second written submission clarifies that these two sets of claims are the same, except that they cover different “facilities and infrastructure.” However, the EU does not specify which facilities and infrastructure it considers that its claims cover.

512. For the financial contribution, the EU alleges – incorrectly, as discussed below – that South Carolina constructed and acquired the facilities and infrastructure in question, assuming and “retain[ing] underlying and residual title” to them. In the EU’s view, South Carolina then provides these facilities and infrastructure to Boeing on an ongoing basis, essentially playing the role of a lessor of facilities and infrastructure. The EU claims that this provision of already-constructed facilities and infrastructure to Boeing is a provision of goods or services within the

---

757 With respect to the EU’s assertion that South Carolina owns the facilities and infrastructure in question, see EU FWS, para. 575 (“The bond-funded facilities and infrastructure all fall under the Category I, indicating that Boeing has only a leasehold interest in these facilities and infrastructure, while the State of South Carolina retains underlying and residual title.”); ibid., para. 702.

758 EU SWS, para. 723.

759 EU SWS, para. 633.

760 See EU SWS, paras. 724-725 (explaining that both sets of measures challenge South Carolina-constructed “facilities and infrastructure, funded by the proceeds of state general obligation bonds, which are currently being provided to Boeing for the duration of its project site lease{}``, and accusing the United States of improperly construing the two sets of claims differently).

761 With respect to Project Emerald, the United States understands that the term “787 fuselage and fabrication and integration complex” is intended to include only the Aft Body Building and the Mid Body Building where Vought and GA, respectively, constructed subassemblies for the 787. With respect to Project Gemini, the United States understands that the term “facilities and infrastructure for Boeing’s 787 Final Assembly and Delivery Facility” includes only the Final Assembly Building and the Delivery Center Building. Thus, the EU claims do not cover many buildings and infrastructure on the Project Site, such as the Component Paint Building, the Site Support Building, the Welcome Center, the Flight Line, the HUB building, the Project Gemini cafeteria and training buildings, the parking lots, roads, taxiways, utility buildings, and all other facilities and infrastructure at the Project Site. Furthermore, construction of the Delivery Center was not funded with the proceeds of State bonds. See USA13-287(BCI). Therefore, the only “facilities and infrastructure” covered by the EU’s claim related to Project Gemini is the Final Assembly Building.

762 EU FWS, para. 575, 702.
meaning of Article 1.1(a)(1)(iii) SCM. In its second written submission, the EU states that it is not claiming that the provision of bond proceeds is itself a financial contribution.

513. The EU claims that this provision of facilities and infrastructure confers a benefit to Boeing because Boeing inadequately remunerates South Carolina for the “value that Boeing receives from its use of the facilities and infrastructure in each year.” The EU asserts that the actual amount of remuneration from Boeing to South Carolina is “absolutely nothing.” The EU argues that the amount of remuneration due to South Carolina is more than $400 million from 2011 to 2035. The EU states that it is not asserting that any subsidy benefit to Vought and/or GA passed through to Boeing.

(B) The EU fails to demonstrate that South Carolina provides Project Emerald-related bond-funded facilities and infrastructure to Boeing.

514. Vought – not South Carolina – constructed the facilities and infrastructure related to Project Emerald, and then sold its right to use the facilities and infrastructure to Boeing as part of the 2008-2009 transactions with Boeing, including the July 6, 2009 asset purchase agreement. Boeing obtained this right through its own private dealings. Consequently, there is no basis for the EU to argue that South Carolina provides (or provided) anything to Boeing in relation to facilities and infrastructure for the “787 fuselage fabrication and integration complex.”

763 EU SWS, para. 729 (“The European Union has never claimed that the bond proceeds constitute the financial contribution. Indeed in any circumstance involving a provision of goods, the goods will have been constructed or acquired before they are provided.”); ibid., paras. 633, 723.

764 EU SWS, para. 729 (“The European Union has never claimed that the bond proceeds constitute the financial contribution.’’); see also id., para. 725. The EU also confirms that there is no difference between the EU legal theories with respect to the provision of State bond-funded facilities and infrastructure for Project Emerald and Gemini, other than the particular facilities and infrastructure encompassed by each claim. See id., paras. 724-725 (criticizing the United States for supposedly interpreting the two EU claims differently, and affirming that the EU intended for them to mirror each other). Accordingly, the EU now disclaims its argument in the alternative at paragraph 577 of its first written submission.

765 EU SWS, paras. 636-637. The EU did not articulate this “inadequate remuneration” argument in its first written submission.

766 EU SWS, para. 637 (emphasis removed).

767 See EU SWS, para. 636. Oddly, the EU arrives at this figure by a series of calculations based on the $270 million figure, which it explicitly states is not a financial contribution leading to a benefit that is being challenged in this dispute. See Exhibit EU-39. The EU has not attempted to justify this methodology.

768 EU SWS, para. 722 (“the European Union does not claim that Boeing received any benefits prior to completing its acquisition of the entirety of Project Emerald, or that any benefits received by Vought or Global Aeronautica passed through to Boeing.”).
515. As discussed above, Boeing acquired the Project Emerald facilities and infrastructure from Vought by purchasing GA from Vought and Alenia in 2008, and by purchasing Vought’s assets in 2009.\textsuperscript{769} The Vought asset purchase agreement included a “North Charleston Sublease Assumption” and a “GA Sublease Assumption” transferring Vought’s and GA’s real property interests in the Project Site to Boeing.\textsuperscript{770} South Carolina was not a party to this transaction, and Boeing would have enjoyed the right to use the Project Site and the buildings on it even if it had never entered into the Project Gemini Agreement. Consequently, Boeing’s use of bond-funded facilities and infrastructure constructed in connection with Project Emerald does not result from any financial contribution.

516. The EU’s error may be due in part to its mistaken belief that “South Carolina constructed facilities and infrastructure, funded by the proceeds of state general obligation bonds.”\textsuperscript{771} However, the EU does not present any evidence to support this view. As mentioned above, the documents provided in response to the Panel’s Article 13 request show that Vought and Boeing – not South Carolina – constructed the facilities and infrastructure at the Project Site. This error appears to be yet another instance of the EU ignoring the very documents it urged the Panel to request from the United States.

517. The United States does not dispute that South Carolina made a financial contribution to Vought. This, however, is not the financial contribution challenged by the EU. Furthermore, the EU does not claim that any benefit possibly conferred to Vought passed through to Boeing.\textsuperscript{772} Therefore, the fact that the 2008-2009 Vought acquisition was not a financial contribution fully rebuts the EU claim that the resulting provision of the “787 fuselage fabrication and integration complex” confers a subsidy to Boeing.

\begin{itemize}
\item [(C)] The EU fails to establish that the provision of Project Emerald- and Project Gemini-related bond-funded facilities and infrastructure confers a benefit to Boeing.
\end{itemize}

518. The EU alleges that South Carolina gives Boeing the free use of certain facilities and infrastructure on the Project Site. However, the EU ignores the fact that Boeing spent [***] of its own money on Category I improvements, to which, according to the EU, South Carolina

\textsuperscript{769} US FWS, paras. 550-552.

\textsuperscript{770} Asset Purchase Agreement By and Between Vought Aircraft Industries, Inc. and BCACSC, Inc. (July 6, 2009), Section 9.1(e)(x) and (e)(xi) (Exhibit USA-325).

\textsuperscript{771} EU SWS, para. 724 (emphasis added).

\textsuperscript{772} EU SWS, para. 722 (“the European Union does not claim that Boeing received any benefits prior to completing its acquisition of the entirety of Project Emerald, or that any benefits received by Vought or Global Aeronautica passed through to Boeing.”).
holds “underlying and residual title.” As explained above, Boeing’s investment in the Project Site (i.e. excluding its investments elsewhere in South Carolina) totaled [***] from 2010 to the third quarter of 2012, including [***]. State bond funding (which the EU is not challenging as a financial contribution) defrayed only $270 million of these expenditures. Thus, Boeing remunerated South Carolina amply, and the EU fails to show that this remuneration is inadequate for the temporary use of the Project Gemini facilities and infrastructure.

519. Indeed, the EU fails to put forward any benchmark for the alleged subsidy whatsoever. As the United States explained in its first written submission, such a benchmark would have to reflect the market price for renting facilities and infrastructure of a similar class (e.g., industrial, office, etc.) and square footage as the actual facilities and infrastructure that are properly covered by the EU claims, and are not “general infrastructure” within the meaning of Article 1.1(a)(1)(iii).

520. In addition, the EU fails to establish a prima facie case with respect to its parallel claim for Project Emerald. As explained above, this measure does not confer any financial contribution to Boeing, and therefore it confers no benefit. Furthermore, as with Project Gemini, the EU fails to account for any contribution by Vought to South Carolina as part of Project Emerald, and it fails to put forward a proper benchmark. Therefore, even if there were any relevant financial contribution in connection with the Project Emerald-related provision of facilities and infrastructure – which there is not, because the EU does not claim that any benefit

---

773 See EU FWS, paras. 575, 702. As noted above, the Ground Lease itself states: “All Category I Improvements made with the Leased Premises during the Term shall remain the property of Operator {i.e., South Carolina Public Railways}, or any assignee or sublessee of Operator {i.e., Boeing}, as applicable, until expiration or termination of this Agreement, at which time all Category I Improvements shall automatically become the property of Authority.” Ground Lease (Exhibit EU-473), Section 6.06 (emphasis added).

774 Indeed, the EU indicates that its benefit argument with respect to the Project Gemini facilities and infrastructure only succeeds if the EU is able to show that the remuneration to South Carolina is “absolutely nothing.” See EU SWS, para. 637 (emphasis removed). The United States notes that the EU claims to rely upon Boeing’s own depreciation methods to estimate the value of project property upon termination of the lease. EU SWS, para. 625. In fact, the EU inserts its own unfounded assumptions into the depreciation method, including the notion that Boeing depreciates new buildings and land improvements over a period that is shorter than 40 years. Id.

775 In this regard, the EU asserts that the United States “ignores the fact that the facilities and infrastructure were tailor-made to Boeing’s specifications and, thus, would not have been available on the commercial market.” EU SWS, para. 637. However, the EU fails to state which features of the facilities and infrastructure in question allegedly make them “tailor made” to Boeing, and/or unusable by a third party. Indeed, facilities like the Final Assembly Building – which is essentially a large shed – could be used by a variety of industrial lessees. Other buildings on the Project Site are similarly amenable to being used for manufacturing, office space, employee amenities, storage, utilities, etc. Thus, the United States disagrees that the facilities and infrastructure in question are “tailor-made” for Boeing in any relevant way.
passed through from Vought to Boeing – the EU still fails to establish that any benefit to Boeing was thereby conferred.

521. Accordingly, the EU fails to undermine the original U.S. conclusion that the Project Site Lease, if examined in isolation, has a [***] to Boeing. The EU also fails to propose any valid benchmark for assessing whether Boeing’s actual remuneration to South Carolina is adequate. Such a benchmark would have to be based on land with characteristics similar to those of the actual project site, such as land that is equally distressed. In addition, the EU’s benchmark would have to take into account any potential increase in the value of surrounding land owned by the State that might have accrued to South Carolina and/or the Charleston County Aviation Authority as a result of Boeing’s substantial investment in the Project Site.

522. The absence of any benefit in relation to Projects Emerald and Gemini is also confirmed by the [***] to Boeing of the Project Site Lease. Accordingly, the EU fails to establish a prima facie case of WTO-inconsistency with respect to the provision of bond-funded facilities and infrastructure.

(D) The EU fails to demonstrate that the alleged provision of facilities and infrastructure to Boeing in connection with Project Emerald and Project Gemini is specific under Article 2.1 SCM.

523. The EU continues to assert that the provision of bond-funded facilities and infrastructure to Boeing is specific to Boeing or the aeronautical industry – but this assertion is contradicted by the facts. The South Carolina laws authorizing the issuance of state bonds for economic development do not contain any explicit limitation on access to the aeronautical industry, and the EU fails to quote any provision of law that would suggest otherwise. Moreover, many public and private entities outside the aeronautical industry have received South Carolina state bond funding to defray the cost of high-investment, job-creating infrastructure projects, including BMW (the German auto manufacturer), Bridgestone (a Japan-based tire manufacturer), Continental Tire, First Quality Tissue (a U.S.-based tissue manufacturer), the City of Greenville, Trident Technical College, the City of Myrtle Beach, and others. The EU fails to address this fact, instead attempting to distort the analytical framework to the point where South Carolina bond money has flowed only to one recipient outside the aeronautical industry (i.e., BMW). Even if this premise were valid – which the EU’s own footnotes confirm not to be the case – the EU nonetheless fails to articulate how it relates to the factors discussed at Article 2.1 of the

776 EU SWS, para. 722.; US FWS, paras. 546-552.
777 See supra, n. 752.
778 See US FWS, paras. 530, 534; EU FWS, note 1377.
779 See EU SWS, para. 642 & note 1064; see also EU FWS, note 1377.
780 See EU SWS, para. 642 & note 1064; see also EU FWS, note 1377.
SCM Agreement. Therefore, the EU fails to establish a *prima facie* case of either *de jure* or *de facto* specificity with respect to the alleged provision of bond-funded facilities and infrastructure to Boeing.

_South Carolina law contains no explicit limitation on access to bond-funded facilities and infrastructure within the meaning of Article 2.1(a) SCM._

524. The EU claims that the alleged provision of facilities and infrastructure to Boeing is *de jure* specific for two reasons: (i) the State Budget and Control Board identified Boeing when it issued economic development bonds (“EDBs”) and air hub bonds (“AHBs”) to partially defray the cost of Project Gemini, and (ii) “the statutory provisions pursuant to which the economic development bonds and air hub bonds were issued {supposedly} contain explicitly limitations to certain enterprises.” Neither argument is valid.

525. First, by identifying Boeing as the recipient of funds raised through State bonds, the SBCB did not “explicitly limit {} access” to such funds to Boeing within the meaning of Article 1.1(a) of the SCM Agreement. This is yet another instance where the EU incorrectly equates identification of the recipient of an alleged subsidy, with a limitation on access to the alleged subsidy program. Moreover, as explained above, many public and private entities outside the aeronautical industry have received state bond funding to partially defray the cost of facilities and infrastructure. Therefore, the alleged subsidy is not explicitly limited to the aeronautical industry.

526. Second, the EU mischaracterizes South Carolina law in asserting that there is a “statutory provision pursuant to which the economic development bonds and air hub bonds were issued” containing an explicit limitation on access to certain enterprises. The legislation authorizing economic development bonds, which like numerous other South Carolina measures is designed to encourage new investment and job creation, provides for the issuance of such bonds to defray infrastructure costs incurred by any business or industry certified as meeting minimum statutory investment and job criteria. Similarly, the statute authorizing air hub bonds is not limited to any particular enterprise, but was enacted by South Carolina for the express purpose of offsetting costs of qualifying air carrier hub terminal facilities in the same way that the State may authorize state highway bonds for road construction or state institution bonds to fund construction of facilities for state four-year colleges and universities.

781 See EU SWS, para. 639; EU FWS, para. 584 & note 1369.
782 EU SWS, para. 639. Even if correct, this argument would fail to establish that the alleged provision of facilities and infrastructure to Boeing in connection with bonds issued for Project Emerald is specific.
783 EU SWS, para. 639.
784 See S.C. Code, Chapter 41, Title 11 (Exhibit EU-477)
527. As originally enacted, the State General Obligation Economic Development Bond Act ("EDBA") of 2002 (codified at S.C. Code, Chapter 41, Title 11) authorized the issuance of State general obligation bonds for financing “infrastructure,” and it also raised the State’s “debt service limit” from 5% of the revenues of the preceding fiscal year (as provided by Article X, Section 13 of South Carolina’s State Constitution) to 5.5%. (i.e., thereby creating additional debt service capacity that became dedicated to the issuance of economic development bonds).\(^786\) The provisions of the EDBA authorized the issuance of economic development bonds for any business or industry certified as creating a minimum of 400 new jobs and investing a minimum of $400 million at an economic development project within an eight year period. This preexisting statute further provided authorization of debt to be issued outside the 5.5% debt limit to support any business or industry meeting the minimum job and investment thresholds upon two-thirds vote of each House of the State General Assembly. In 2004, the State General Assembly broadened the availability of the economic development bond funding to other public initiatives, such as, inter alia, projects for the City of Greenville, Trident Technical College, and the City of Myrtle Beach. In 2009, the State General Assembly amended the EDBA through HB 3130, which authorized the issuance of $170 million of EDBs pursuant to the authority established in the EDBA of 2002.\(^787\) The state then issued EDBs pursuant to the EDBA as amended, and it also issued AHBs under separate statutory authority.\(^788\) However, to repeat, neither the EDBA as enacted in 2002, nor the EDBA as amended by HB 3130, nor the statute providing for the issuance of AHBs contains any explicit limitation on access to the proceeds of State bonds by certain enterprises. Rather, both statutory provisions have the same “overarching purpose” of allowing the issuance of debt to raise funds for partially offsetting costs of infrastructure to promote the economic growth of the State of South Carolina.\(^789\)

528. Since both of the EU’s arguments under Article 2.1(a) of the SCM Agreement fail, and since the EU does not cite any other relevant legal instrument supposedly containing an explicit limitation on access to the proceeds of state bond funding to certain industries, the EU fails to establish a \textit{prima facie} case of \textit{de jure} specificity under Article 2.1(a).

\textit{South Carolina’s bond scheme is not \textit{de facto} specific within the meaning of Article 2.1(c) SCM.}

529. The EU’s \textit{de facto} specificity argument is based on the following misrepresentation: “South Carolina has issued economic development bonds only for Boeing, the Project Emerald companies, and BMW.”\(^790\) In fact, as the EU itself acknowledges in its first written submission,

\(^{786}\) See South Carolina Act 254, State Bill No. 1200 (Exhibit USA-328).

\(^{787}\) See HB 3130, Section 5 (Exhibit EU-466).

\(^{788}\) See S.C. Code § 55-11-500(a) (Exhibit EU-478).

\(^{789}\) See United States – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 752. The United States reiterates that none of the instances of the application of the EDBA, the Air Hub bond statute, or any other South Carolina laws is a subsidy to Boeing.

\(^{790}\) EU SWS, para. 641.
South Carolina has issued EDBs not only for Boeing, Vought, GA, and BMW, but also for the City of Greenville, Trident Technical College, and the City of Myrtle Beach. Moreover, as mentioned above, South Carolina has issued other types of bonds to defray the cost of facilities and infrastructure for other high-investing, job-creating companies in South Carolina, such as Bridgestone, Continental Tire, and First Quality Tissue. Such bonds should be taken into account for purposes of the *de facto* specificity analysis because they all have the same “overarching purpose” attracting manufacturers to locate large industrial projects in South Carolina by partially defraying the cost of infrastructure and other capital investments through the proceeds of State bonds. Thus, South Carolina does not limit access to the alleged subsidy to enterprises in the aeronautical sector, either in law or in fact.

530. The EU attempts to paper over its error with the following footnote: “Because specificity is assessed with respect to enterprises and industries, the European Union does not include economic development bonds issued for public entities, such as cities or public colleges.” However, the EU fails to cite any legal authority for this proposition.

531. The EU also argues that funding flowing from one particular type of bond – *i.e.*, industrial revenue bonds (“IRBs”) – should be excluded from the specificity analysis, because they are secured debt issued by a county or municipality. In fact, however, the issuance of IRBs takes place pursuant to *State* statute, and it must be authorized by the *State* Budget and Control Board. The EU also fails to explain why its proposed distinction between secured and unsecured debt should have any bearing on the specificity analysis. In any event, even if IRBs are excluded from the specificity analysis, the fact remains that many other private and public entities have had the cost of facilities and infrastructure defrayed by precisely the same state bonds that Boeing received (*i.e.*, EDBAs and AHBs). Consequently, the EU’s arguments regarding IRBs are insufficient to establish *de facto* specificity.

532. Finally, the EU also makes the facile assertion that the United States “does not dispute many of the European Union’s other arguments that this subsidy is specific.” To be clear, the United States disputes all the EU’s arguments that the bonds are specific.

---

791 EU FWS, note 1377; *see also* US FWS, para. 630.
792 *See* US FWS, paras. 530, 534; EU FWS, note 1377.
793 *US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB)*, para. 752.
794 EU SWS, note 642.
795 The EU also fails to provide an explanation of why, under Article 2.1(c), the alleged subsidy would be specific even if Boeing, Vought, GA, and BMW were the only recipients. *See* EU SWS, para. 641.
796 EU SWS, para. 641.
797 *See* US FWS, paras. 530, 534; EU FWS, note 1377.
798 EU SWS, para. 642.
2. Other Measures

   a. Boeing FILOT

      i. The EU has failed to demonstrate that the Boeing FILOT Agreement is a subsidy under Article 1.1 of the SCM Agreement

         (A) Factual background

533. The Emerald Fee Agreement, the Boeing Fee Agreement, and every other FILOT agreement in the state of South Carolina is authorized by statewide legislation, which was enacted in stages between 1988 and 1997. The stated purpose of the FILOT program is to “induce companies to locate in the State and to encourage companies now located in the State to expand their investments and thus make use of and employ workers and other resources of the State.” In practice, the FILOT program counteracts the disadvantage that the property tax assessment rate of 10.5 percent, which is written into the state constitution, places on both the real and personal property of manufacturers and the personal property of other commercial businesses in the state vis-à-vis other states in the southeastern United States. For example, in Georgia and North Carolina, which are adjacent to South Carolina, property taxes are much lower.

799 The first act, in 1988, was the so-called “Big Fee” FILOT statute, followed successively by the “Little Fee” and “Simplified Fee” statutes. S.C. Code §§ 4-29-67 (Exhibit USA-243); 4-12-30 (Exhibit USA-330); and 12-44 (Exhibit EU-539). The “Super” or “Enhanced Investment” Fee under which Boeing’s FILOT agreement operates is contained at § 12-44-50-(A)(1)(a) of the “Simplified Fee” statute, which provides for a four percent assessment ratio “for those projects qualifying under the enhanced investment definition”, i.e., a project resulting in a total investment of at least $150 million and creating at least 125 new fulltime jobs, investing at least $400 million, or meeting certain other objective statutory criteria for eligibility. S.C. Code § 12-44-30(7).


801 See The Economic Impact of Boeing in South Carolina, Alliance for South Carolina’s Future, May 2010, p. 3 (Exhibit EU-489).

802 The Economic Impact of Boeing in South Carolina, Alliance for South Carolina’s Future, May 2010, p. 3 (Exhibit EU-489) (noting that some counties in Georgia offer full property tax exemptions to new industry for the first 10 years, and, for a $50 million investment in South Carolina, a taxpayer would pay three or four times the property taxes as compared with a similar investment in North Carolina); see 50 State Property Tax Comparison Study, Lincoln Institute of Land Policy (Apr. 2012), p. 20 (Exhibit USA-331) (finding an effective tax rate in Columbia, South Carolina of 3.387 percent; an effective tax rate in Atlanta Georgia of 1.628 percent; and an effective tax rate in Charlotte, North Carolina of 0.965 percent).
534. The South Carolina Department of Revenue is responsible for administering the statewide FILOT program.\textsuperscript{803} Under the FILOT program, assessment rates for a particular industrial project can be set at 4 percent or 6 percent, provided that the taxpayer satisfies certain investment and employment requirements. In particular, any company investing $2.5 million is eligible for a 6 percent assessment rate, under one of three types of fee agreements: “Little Fee,” “Big Fee,” and “Simplified Fee.”\textsuperscript{804} In addition, there are special provisions for very large investments. These provisions are known as “Super Fee” with respect to the Little and Big Fee, and as the “Enhanced Investment Fee” with respect to the Simplified Fee, although the requirements and resulting assessment rates for both types of agreements are substantially the same.\textsuperscript{805} Any company investing $150 million and creating 125 new jobs, or investing $400 million (regardless of job creation), qualifies for a 4 percent assessment rate under a “Super Fee” or “Enhanced Investment Fee” agreement.\textsuperscript{806} Before entering into a FILOT agreement, the relevant county must enact an ordinance making certain findings of fact regarding the project’s eligibility.\textsuperscript{807} In addition, individual counties assess the value of project property and collect FILOT payments.\textsuperscript{808}

535. FILOT is the preferred form of property assessment for qualified taxpayers in a wide range of industries in every South Carolina county.\textsuperscript{809} As the U.S. first written submission noted, the amount of manufacturing property in South Carolina subject to FILOT is greater than the amount of such property subject to \textit{ad valorem} property taxes.\textsuperscript{810} (The EU questions this

\textsuperscript{803} South Carolina Department of Revenue, 2010-2011 Annual Report (Exhibit USA-333).

\textsuperscript{804} \textit{South Carolina Tax Incentives for Economic Development}, South Carolina Department of Revenue (“South Carolina Tax Incentives for Economic Development”), p. 204 (Exhibit EU-494). Pursuant to State law, in certain “reduced investment counties” where the unemployment rate is high relative to the State average and for Brownfields sites, a lower threshold of $1 million may apply. \textit{See ibid.}, p. 205.

\textsuperscript{805} \textit{South Carolina Tax Incentives for Economic Development}, South Carolina Department of Revenue, pp. 175, 204 (Exhibit EU-494).

\textsuperscript{806} For taxpayers investing in a county with an average annual unemployment rate of at least twice the state average during the past 24 months and for Brownfields sites, the minimum investment amount is $1 million under the Little Fee statute. S.C. Code § 4-12-30(B)(3) (Exhibit USA-330).

\textsuperscript{807} S.C. Code § 4-12-30(B)(5)(f) (Exhibit USA-330).

\textsuperscript{808} \textit{See South Carolina Tax Incentives for Economic Development}, South Carolina Department of Revenue, p. 204 (Exhibit EU-494).

\textsuperscript{809} US FWS, paras. 560-561. FILOT is not limited to any particular type of business or industry. Manufacturing companies are the most common users of FILOT arrangements because manufacturing has the 10.5% assessment rate for both real and personal property.

\textsuperscript{810} US FWS, para. 561; S.C. Department of Revenue Report, Manufacturing Properties, Tax Year 2012, Summary of Accounts, Taxable Only and Fee in Lieu, as of October 22, 2012 (Exhibit USA-332).
fact, but its criticism is groundless.\textsuperscript{811} Today, well over 500 taxpayers in South Carolina have FILOT agreements, including at least 44 Super Fee and Enhanced Investment Fee agreements to a wide range of U.S. and non-U.S. companies, such as BMW, Robert Bosch LLC (an engineering and electronics company headquartered in Germany), and Michelin (a tire company headquartered in France).\textsuperscript{812}

536. In fact, FILOT agreements are so widely used in South Carolina that the United States is aware of no instance in which a financially sound company meeting the minimum statutory requirements necessary for FILOT qualification has been denied a FILOT arrangement.\textsuperscript{813} Furthermore, South Carolina has informed the United States that it is aware of no South Carolina taxpayer seeking to obtain and satisfying the statutory criteria for a “Super Fee” that has ever been unable to obtain one. Indeed, individual counties have every incentive to attract industrial taxpayers by making it easy to conclude FILOT agreements with them.

\textit{(B) The EU has failed to establish that the Emerald and Boeing Fee Agreements involve revenue foregone that is otherwise due from similarly situated taxpayers}

537. The Emerald and Boeing Fee Agreements do not involve revenue foregone that is otherwise due, because Boeing receives the same tax treatment as similarly situated taxpayers, \textit{i.e.}, large industrial taxpayers in South Carolina.

538. As explained above, under the FILOT statutes, industrial taxpayers in South Carolina qualify for either a 6 percent assessment rate or a 4 percent assessment rate depending on their level of investment and employment. Given Boeing’s particularly large investment and employment levels in South Carolina, Boeing qualifies for the 4 percent rate. However, any other industrial taxpayer with a sufficiently high level of investment and employment qualifies for the 4 percent rate as well, as 44 other similarly situated taxpayers can attest.

\textsuperscript{811} In particular, the EU attempts to contest the U.S. assertion regarding the value of property subject to each form of tax, by pointing to figures showing that more tax revenue comes from property subject to manufacturing tax. Obviously, the two types of property are subject to different rates of tax, and thus more tax revenue from one category does not imply that the value of property subject to such tax is higher.

\textsuperscript{812} The EU asserts that the United States “admits that only six 4 percent FILOT agreements exist in the entire state of South Carolina.” EU SWS, para. 721. In fact, there were six such FILOT agreements in place in 1997. According to updated information from the State of South Carolina, there are 44 today. \textit{South Carolina Super Fee Agreements} (Exhibit USA-334).

\textsuperscript{813} Since 2007 when the threshold for the 6\% FILOT qualification was lowered to $2.5 million, the United States understands that in highly developed areas of the state, the minimum investment required for FILOT qualification is $10 million.
539. According to the Appellate Body, there are three steps in determining whether government revenue that is otherwise due is foregone, as the EU alleges in this case.\(^{814}\) (i) “identify the tax treatment that applies to the income of the alleged recipients,” (ii) “identify a benchmark for comparison – that is, the tax treatment of comparably situated taxpayers,” and (iii) “compare the reasons for the challenged tax treatment with the benchmark tax {the panel} has identified after scrutinizing a Member’s tax regime.”\(^{815}\)

540. For the first step: the property tax treatment that applies to Boeing determined pursuant to the terms of the Enhanced Investment Fee provisions of the Simplified Fee statute. That is, provided that Boeing employs 125 employees and makes an investment of $150 million dollars over a period of eight years (to complete the required investment; 13 years to complete the project) or meets alternative statutory criteria (such as a $400 million investment),\(^{816}\) Boeing qualifies for a 4 percent assessment rate. This is the rate applied to property associated with Projects Emerald and Gemini. The EU does not contest this characterization.

541. For the second step: taxpayers similarly situated to Boeing are other large industrial taxpayers in the State. Consequently, the property tax treatment that such taxpayers receive is the relevant benchmark for determining whether the Emerald and Boeing Fee Agreements confer a subsidy to Boeing. This benchmark makes sense, because the EU claims that Boeing in particular receives special tax treatment vis-à-vis all other companies in South Carolina. Thus (to complete step three), there is no difference between the challenged tax treatment and the benchmark tax treatment, and therefore no financial contribution.\(^{817}\)

542. Regarding the benchmark, the EU advances an array of brief objections, none of which undermines the basic United States conclusion that under the South Carolina code, any large industrial taxpayer in South Carolina is similarly situated. In particular:

- The EU faults the United States for “refer{ring} to its benchmark as ‘companies that are eligible for FILOT agreement{s}’”, because this benchmark does not honor the distinction between Super/Enhanced Investment Fee agreements and other types of

---

\(^{814}\) EU FWS, para. 670.

\(^{815}\) US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 812-814.

\(^{816}\) Negotiated Fees in Lieu of Property Taxes and Comparison Chart (Exhibit EU-494).

\(^{817}\) Thus, the EU is incorrect to state that the United States “appears to concede” that the Boeing FILOT Agreement confers a benefit to Boeing. EU FWS, para. 716. The United States does not discuss benefit at length because there is no relevant financial contribution, not because it is making a concession, as the EU would have it.
FILOT agreements. The EU faults the United States for the same supposed transgression again in the next paragraph, and then again three paragraphs later. However, the EU misquotes the United States, which actually stated “In South Carolina, taxpayers ‘similarly situated’ to the Project Emerald site (i.e., companies that are eligible for FILOT agreements because they invest over $150 million and create 125 jobs, or invest $400 million) are generally assessed pursuant at a rate of less than 4 percent through FILOT agreements coupled with SSRCs.” Thus the U.S. benchmark appropriately reflects the distinction between Super/Enhanced Investment Fee agreements and other types of FILOTs.

- The EU faults the United States for “describing companies that are eligible for Super or Enhanced Investment fee agreements, not the projects by those companies that are actually subject to one of those types of FILOT agreements.” However, the import of this accusation is obscure, as the relevant question in the analysis is to identify a similarly situated taxpayer, not similarly situated property.

- The EU observes that “companies that are eligible for Super or Enhanced Investment FILOT agreements are not the same as beneficiaries of such agreements.” The EU also accuses the United States of “fail[ing] entirely to . . . explain how a discretionary incentive . . . is an appropriate benchmark.” However, the EU fails to establish that the “incentive” is in fact “discretionary.” As mentioned above, the United States is not aware of any case where a company meeting the statutory criteria for a Super Fee has ever been denied an agreement, and the EU points to no evidence that this has ever happened.

---

818 EU SWS, para. 708 (“while the United States refers to its benchmark as ‘companies that are eligible for FILOT agreement’, its characterisations of these companies with respect to eligibility criteria and the potentially applicable assessment ratio demonstrate that it means only those companies that are eligible for ‘Super’ or ‘Enhanced Investment’ fee agreements, which are a subset of negotiated FILOT agreements.”); US FWS, para. 566 (“In South Carolina, taxpayers “similarly situated” to the Project Emerald site (i.e., companies that are eligible for FILOT agreements because they invest over $150 million and create 125 jobs, or invest $400 million) are generally assessed at a rate of less than 4 percent through FILOT agreements coupled with SSRCs.”).

819 EU SWS, para. 709 (“While the United States asserts that its comparably situated ‘companies that are eligible for FILOT agreements’ are generally assessed at a rate of less than 4 percent, the evidence on the record actually indicates otherwise.”).

820 EU SWS, para. 712 (“The United States fails entirely to engage with the variations in tax treatment provided under different FILOTs”).

821 US FWS, para. 566.

822 EU SWS, para. 708, second bullet.

823 EU SWS, para. 708, third bullet.

824 EU FWS, para. 712.
• The EU asserts that only two companies other than Boeing received “Super Fee” agreements in Charleston County.825 However, the EU fails to explain why this county-specific statistic is relevant, because industrial taxpayers throughout the state receive the same tax treatment as Boeing if they meet the statutory investment and employment thresholds, which today are much lower than the eligibility criteria applicable to these two companies that previously located in Charleston County. In fact, South Carolina has informed the United States that the lower “Super Fee” eligibility criteria applicable today will most certainly lead to a much higher number of “Super Fee” arrangements in Charleston County and statewide.

• The EU accuses the United States generally of other “false or misleading statements in its description of FILOT agreements.”826 One of these “false or misleading statements” is supposedly that the United States makes the “simply not credible” claim that “more manufacturing property in both South Carolina and Charleston County is subject to a FILOT agreement than to ad valorem property taxes.”827 The EU has not done its research diligently.828 According to 2012 reporting from a database maintained by the South Carolina Department of Revenue regarding manufacturing properties subject to ad valorem property tax and manufacturing properties subject to FILOT, there is in fact more manufacturing property in South Carolina that is subject to FILOT than is subject to ad valorem taxation.

Thus, the EU fails to advance any reason to doubt the U.S. demonstration that large industrial taxpayers are similarly situated to Boeing.

544. The United States first written submission also addressed the EU’s alternative argument that the Boeing FILOT Agreement, and the Special Source Revenue Credits (“SSRCs”) in particular (which rebate a portion of the fee in lieu of tax), involves a “direct transfer of funds” within the meaning of Article 1.1(a)(1)(i) of the SCM Agreement.829 Specifically, the United States noted that tax rebates do not necessarily entail any transfer of funds from the State to Boeing, because the amount to be rebated does not belong to the State in the first place.830 In response, the EU “maintains its view that the check or wire payments from Charleston County to Boeing” constitute a direct transfer of funds.831 However, the EU fails to respond to the U.S.
argument that SSRCs cannot entail a transfer of funds because the funds do not belong to the State. In addition, the EU fails to specify the amount of the supposed SSRCs, or to identify the “check or wire payments” that it claimed occurred. Therefore, the EU fails to establish a prima facie case that the SSRCs confer a financial contribution or a benefit to Boeing, or that the alleged subsidy is specific.

ii. The EU has failed to demonstrate that the Boeing FILOT Agreement is specific under Article 2.1 of the SCM Agreement

545. FILOT agreements are widely available throughout South Carolina to taxpayers meeting the statutory criteria. The 4 percent rate that Boeing is assessed under its Enhanced Investment Fee agreement is likewise routinely available throughout the state to any taxpayer meeting the statutory criteria for the Enhanced Investment Fee (or the Super Fee). The FILOT authorizing legislation does not explicitly limit access to FILOT agreements to “certain enterprises”; there are “objective criteria or conditions” for qualification; and, accordingly, FILOT agreements are made available routinely to companies meeting minimum statutory criteria making reduced assessment rates pursuant to FILOT agreements the rule in South Carolina state-wide and therefore not de facto specific. Therefore, under Article 2 of the SCM Agreement, FILOT agreements are not specific.

546. The EU responds by seeking to narrow the specificity analysis to an unreasonably constrained analytical framework. In particular, in the EU’s view, the granting authority is Charleston County and the subsidy program is each individual FILOT agreement, despite the fact that FILOT is a statewide program, as explained above. The EU’s proposed analytical approach is incorrect. Furthermore, regardless of whether the specificity analysis is performed at the statewide level or the county level, the conclusion is the same: the Emerald and Boeing Fee Agreements are not specific.

(A) South Carolina’s FILOT program establishes objective criteria governing eligibility within the meaning of Article 2.1(a) of the SCM Agreement

547. South Carolina’s FILOT program does not explicitly limit access to FILOT agreements within the meaning of Article 2.1(a), which states that any subsidy is specific if “the granting authority, or the legislation pursuant to which the granting authority operates, explicitly limits access to a subsidy to certain enterprises.” In this case, the granting authority is the State, as the United States has explained above, because the State enacted and administers a statewide program to permit the issuance of FILOT agreements. However, regardless of whether the State or Charleston County is considered to be the granting authority, neither of them limits access to
FILOT agreements to “certain enterprises” – and in fact, they provide FILOT agreements to companies in all industries.

548. In addition, the legislation pursuant to which the granting authority acts does not limit access to “certain enterprises.” Whether the granting authority is the State or the county, the authorizing legislation is the same: the FILOT legislation. As explained above, this legislation was enacted between 1988 and 1997 and does not limit access to any particular class of enterprises other than taxpayers in South Carolina that satisfy certain investment and employment requirements.

549. The EU appears to concede that South Carolina’s FILOT legislation contains no limitation – explicit or implicit – on access to FILOT agreements to “certain enterprises,” but it repeats its earlier argument that the Boeing FILOT Agreement is specific under Article 2.1(a) because Charleston County’s authorization of the Emerald and Boeing Fee Agreements specifically identify the respective recipients. However, merely naming Project Emerald or Boeing in a county ordinance does not “explicitly limit access” to a statewide program within the meaning of Article 2.1(a). Indeed, under the EU’s definition, any subsidy would be specific as long as it is conveyed through a legal instrument that names the recipient. This interpretation would effectively render Article 2.1(a) meaningless. This is especially true of alleged subsidies related to taxes on property, where the recipient must be named in order to implement the applicable assessment rate. Therefore, the mere mention of the alleged subsidy recipient in a County Ordinance does not satisfy the requirement for de jure specificity.

(B) South Carolina’s FILOT program establishes objective criteria governing eligibility within the meaning of Article 2.1(b)

550. FILOT agreements are not specific within the meaning of Article 2.1(b) because they contain “objective criteria or conditions” within the meaning of footnote 2 of the SCM. Article 2.1(b) states:

835 EU SWS, para. 717.
836 EU SWS, para. 717; EU FWS, para. 688.
837 Indeed, the EU itself admits as much, stating: “Even if the subsidy were constructed more broadly, as encompassing all FILOTs or 4% FILOTs entered into by Charleston County, each of these fee agreements is explicitly restricted to a specific company or group of companies.” EU SWS, fn. 1206. Thus, by the EU’s logic, any tax reduction that is a subsidy would automatically be specific, so long as the beneficiary is identified in the legal instrument conferring the tax reduction. See also US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 749 (“Article 2.1(a) refers to limitations on access to ‘a subsidy’. Although the use of this term in the singular might suggest a limited conception, we note that, if construed too narrowly, any individual subsidy transaction would be, by definition, specific to the recipient.”).
838 US FWS, para. 635.
Where the granting authority, or the legislation pursuant to which the granting authority operates, establishes objective criteria or conditions government the eligibility for, and the amount of, a subsidy, specificity shall not exist. Provided that the eligibility is automatic and that such criteria and conditions are strictly adhered to. The criteria or other conditions must be clearly spelled out in law, regulation, or other official document, so as to be capable of verification.839

In this case, the “legislation pursuant to which the granting authority operates” is the “Simplified Fee” FILOT statute, including the statutory provision for Enhanced Investment Fees, S.C. Code § 12-44-30(7) and Chapter 44, Title 12, regardless of whether the granting authority is the State or the County.840 This legislation sets out objective criteria for qualification for a FILOT agreement: the satisfaction of certain investment and employment criteria.841 Industrial taxpayers satisfying these criteria are eligible for and routinely enter FILOT agreements, and as noted above, the United States is not aware of any instance where a company made a valid attempt to obtain a “Super Fee” agreement and met the statutory criteria, but was unable to do so. The EU does not contest this point. Therefore, the Emerald and Boeing Fee Agreements are not specific subsidies.

551. In response, the EU argues that the objective criteria established by the South Carolina FILOT program are insufficient to disprove specificity under Article 2.1(b) because the amount of the subsidy “depends on the specific terms” that the taxpayer “negotiates” with the state.842 However, the EU fails to explain whether or how these “negotiations” affect the eligibility for, or the amount of, the alleged subsidy. In particular, the EU has not pointed to any case where two taxpayers had projects with the same investment and employment profiles that satisfied statutory eligibility, but one of them received a FILOT and the other did not. Similarly, the EU has not pointed to any case where two such taxpayers received different assessment rates under a FILOT agreement when they had the same or comparable qualifications. Rather, in support of its claim that qualification for FILOT is discretionary, the EU resorts to conclusory assertions, such as:

839 Article 2.1(b) DSU.

840 “To obtain the benefits provided by this chapter, the sponsor and the county must enter into a fee agreement requiring the payment of fees {as described}. The county must adopt an ordinance approving the fee agreement with the sponsor.” S.C. Code § 12-44-40(A) (Exhibit EU-539). Charleston County’s own ordinance authorizing the Boeing FILOT agreement specifically notes that the “Enhanced Investment Fee provisions of Title 12, Chapter 44 of the Code of the Laws of South Carolina 1976, as amended” are the statutory basis for its authority. Charleston County Council Meeting Minutes (Jan. 12, 2010) (Exhibit EU-541).

841 In addition, there are defined requirements for the duration of the project, the holder of title to project property, and so on. These requirements are summarized at South Carolina Tax Incentives for Economic Development, South Carolina Department of Revenue (“South Carolina Tax Incentives for Economic Development”), p. 204 (Exhibit EU-494). The EU has not claimed that any of these requirements involve the exercise of discretion.

842 EU SWS, para. 720.
“Specificity is demonstrated by the manner in which Charleston County exercises its discretion, considering the process for entering into a FILOT agreement and the varying provisions contained therein.”

Therefore, the EU fails to overcome the requirements of Article 2.1(b) in its attempt to demonstrate specificity.

(C) South Carolina’s FILOT program is not specific “in fact” within the meaning of Article 2.1(c) of the SCM Agreement.

552. The EU also fails to establish de facto specificity under Article 2.1(c). This provision states:

If . . . there are reasons to believe that the subsidy may in fact be specific, other factors may be considered. Such factors are: use of a subsidy programme by a limited number of certain enterprises, predominant use by certain enterprises, the granting of disproportionately large amounts of subsidy to certain enterprises, and the manner in which discretion has been exercised by the granting authority in the decision to grant a subsidy. In applying this subparagraph, account shall be taken of the extent of diversification of economic activities within the jurisdiction of the granting authority, as well as of the length of time during which the subsidy programme has been in operation.

The EU has the burden to establish de facto specificity within the meaning of Article 2.1(c). In this regard, the EU advances two facts: (i) “Charleston County has only entered into three 4% FILOTs . . . and 33 negotiated FILOTS in total,” and (ii) “Boeing’s two FILOT agreements account for over 55% of the total minimum investment amounts covered by these FILOTs.”

These facts fail to establish de facto specificity.

553. The first fact is too narrow to be meaningful, because the alleged “subsidy programme” in question is the FILOT program, which is a statewide program. The EU does not present any statistics from the State of South Carolina, and therefore its de facto specificity argument immediately fails. Moreover, even if the “subsidy programme” were considered to be a Charleston County program – despite the fact that Charleston County itself concludes FILOT agreements pursuant to the state FILOT statute, and not pursuant to any county ordinance; and despite the fact that all other counties in South Carolina enter into FILOT agreements as well – the EU still fails to establish a prima facie case of de facto specificity, because it fails to explain why two of three is a “disproportionately large” number for the aeronautical industry in

---

843 EU SWS, para. 717.

844 EU SWS, para. 717 (emphasis added). In addition, as noted above, the EU claims that the United States “admits that only six 4% FILOT agreements exist,” but this is false. EU SWS, para. 721; see supra fn. 812.
Charleston County, in light of the economic profile of the county.\textsuperscript{845} Notably, Boeing is the largest private employer in the county (as well as the State), whose industrial base is tilted towards the aeronautical and manufacturing industries.\textsuperscript{846} Accordingly, the EU fails to establish \textit{de facto} specificity.

554. Furthermore, the EU’s second fact actually undermines the EU’s \textit{de facto} specificity argument. The fact that Boeing accounts for over half of the total minimum investment amounts for FILOTs in Charleston County suggests that Boeing is the natural user of a relatively high proportion of whatever alleged subsidy exists. Therefore, merely demonstrating that Boeing receives a relatively high proportion of Super/Enhanced Investment Fee agreements (as the EU attempts to do with its first fact) is not sufficient to establish that the alleged subsidy to Boeing is “disproportionately large.” Rather, it confirms that Boeing’s participation in the FILOT program is proportional to its investment and employment levels.

\textit{b. Income Tax Allocation and Apportionment Agreement}

555. The United States, in its first written submission, demonstrated that the EU failed to establish that the income tax allocation and apportionment agreement between Boeing and South Carolina (“Boeing apportionment agreement”) confers a specific benefit to Boeing.\textsuperscript{847} In particular, the United States showed that the EU’s assertion that the Boeing apportionment agreement confers a financial contribution and benefit to Boeing was based on an apparent misunderstanding of the Boeing apportionment agreement, South Carolina income tax law and a flawed application of the Appellate Body’s analysis for determining whether government revenue otherwise due is foregone. Additionally, the United States also showed that in light of the fact that apportionment agreements are widely available in South Carolina, the EU failed to establish that the Boeing apportionment agreement was specific under Article 2 of the SCM Agreement. The EU’s second written submission fails to rehabilitate the EU’s arguments.

\textsuperscript{845} \textit{US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB)}, para. 879 (indicating that the term “disproportionately large...suggests that disproportionality is a relational concept that requires an assessment as to whether the amounts of the subsidy are out of proportion, or relatively too large. When viewed against the analytical framework set out above regarding Article 2.1(c), this factor requires a panel to determine whether the actual allocation of the ‘amounts of the subsidy’ to certain enterprises is too large to what the allocation would have been if the subsidy were administered in accordance with the conditions for eligibility for that subsidy as assessed under Article 2.1(a) and (b).”).

\textsuperscript{846} See Charleston S.C. MSA Largest Manufacturing Employers, Charleston Regional Development Alliance (Feb. 2013) (showing that Boeing has 6,000 employees in Charleston, compared to 2,200 employees for the next-largest employer) (Exhibit USA-335).

\textsuperscript{847} \textit{US FWS}, paras. 599-606, 644-646.
i. The EU has failed to demonstrate that the Boeing apportionment agreement constitutes a financial contribution and confers a benefit.

556. As mentioned above, the Appellate Body outlined a three-step approach to analyze whether a financial contribution exists under Article 1.1(a)(1)(ii). The first step of that analysis is to “identify the tax treatment that applies to the income of the alleged {subsidy} recipients.” The United States demonstrated that the EU failed in that first step due to the EU’s apparent misunderstanding of South Carolina’s income tax system. The EU continues to argue that the apportionment agreement reduces Boeing’s state income tax liability by altering the “treatment of sales in this state.” As the United States explained, “sales in this state” only includes goods, merchandise or property that are “received by a purchaser” in the state, “after all transportation is completed.” Where such receipt occurs outside the United States, there is no “sale{} in this state”.

557. The United States also pointed out that the EU had incorrectly reported the basic formula for determining a company’s corporate income tax under South Carolina law. The EU’s second written submission questions the relevance of the U.S. arguments. However, an accurate understanding of the applicable tax law is of course highly relevant to the first step of the Appellate Body’s analysis: without a proper understanding of South Carolina’s income tax system, one cannot properly identify the tax treatment applicable to Boeing.

558. The second step of the Appellate Body’s analysis is the identification of the proper benchmark for comparison, which the Appellate Body indicated is “the tax treatment of comparable income of comparably situated taxpayers.” The EU claims that the appropriate benchmark is the “single factor apportionment method” set out in the South Carolina Code. The EU’s benchmark is flawed, however, because it is premised on the assumption that a comparably situated taxpayer could not qualify to enter into an apportionment agreement with

---

848 US FWS, para. 587.  
849 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 812.  
850 US FWS, paras. 603-606.  
851 EU SWS, para. 663, note 1109 (citing EU FWS, Section V.H.2.e).  
852 US FWS, para. 604; S.C. Code Section 12-6-2280(B) (Exhibit EU-509) ("The term ‘sales in this state’ includes sales of goods, merchandise, or property received by a purchaser in this State. The place where goods are received by the purchaser after all transportation is completed is considered the place at which the goods are received by the purchaser.").  
853 US FWS, para. 605.  
854 EU SWS, paras. 665-666.  
855 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 813.  
856 EU FWS, para. 620.
South Carolina. That is simply not the case. On the contrary, taxpayers situated similarly to Boeing would be eligible for apportionment agreements under S.C. Code Section 12-6-2320(B). Income allocation and apportionment agreements are readily available in South Carolina. Therefore, the underlying premise of the EU’s benchmark is flawed.

559. It appears that rather than an application of the Appellate Body’s analysis, the EU’s approach is better characterized as a narrow “but for” analysis. Essentially, the EU would have the Panel compare treatment under the apportionment agreement of Boeing’s income from a particular type of sale with treatment of income from that same sale “but for” the apportionment agreement. This allows the EU to avoid identifying the comparable tax treatment of comparably situated taxpayers or examining the structure of the domestic tax regime and its organizing principles, as directed by the Appellate Body. A simple comparison of Boeing’s income with and without the Boeing apportionment agreement, which does not take into account the availability and use of such agreements by comparable taxpayers, does not answer the question of whether South Carolina has foregone revenue otherwise due in a manner consistent with the Appellate Body’s three-step approach. Therefore the EU has failed to establish a *prima facie* case that the Boeing apportionment agreement constitutes a financial contribution under Article 1.1(a)(1)(ii).

ii. The EU has failed to demonstrate that the Boeing apportionment agreement is specific.

560. Even if the Boeing apportionment agreement was considered to be a subsidy, the United States demonstrated in its first written submission that it is not specific within the meaning of Article 2.1 of the SCM Agreement.857 This is because apportionment agreements are not explicitly limited by the granting authority or relevant legislation, but instead are readily available as part of South Carolina’s effort to encourage business activity in the state. The EU fails to correct the flaws in its specificity claims under Article 2.1(a) and 2.1(c) of the SCM Agreement in its second written submission.

561. Article 2.1(a) states:

Where the granting authority, or the legislation pursuant to which the granting authority operates, explicitly limits access to a subsidy to certain enterprises, such subsidy shall be specific.

562. The use of apportionment agreements is not specific within the meaning of Article 2.1(a) because they are not explicitly limited to certain enterprises.858 The granting authority – *i.e.*, the State of South Carolina – has not explicitly limited access to apportionment agreements to Boeing, and there is no legislative provision that allows only Boeing to enter into apportionment agreements.

857 US FWS, paras. 644-646.

858 US FWS, para. 645.
agreements. In its first written submission, the EU argued that the alleged subsidy under consideration was the Boeing apportionment agreement and it was specific because it was entered into with Boeing alone. The EU continues to urge the Panel to adopt an overly narrow approach to the assessment of specificity in its second written submission. The United States explained the flaws in such an approach, noting that any measure will necessarily be found to be specific if the subsidy is defined by the complaining Member as narrowly as possible. Moreover, by limiting the analysis to the particular apportionment agreement with Boeing, the EU fails to address the relevant question under Article 2.1(a) of whether the relevant legislation or granting authority has expressly limited access to the subsidy to certain enterprises. Such an approach also ignores the existence and availability of other apportionment agreements in South Carolina to a wide variety of other companies that meet required job and capital investment requirements, including but not limited to, call centers, distribution facilities and corporate headquarters, in addition to all types of manufacturing facilities.

563. The EU asserts in its second written submission that the United States, by referencing the other statutory provisions authorizing the use of apportionment agreements, is seeking consideration of subsidies different from those challenged by the EU. To support its assertion, the EU attempts to distinguish between what it considers to be “different types of apportionment agreements for different purposes.” South Carolina Code Section 12-6-2320(A) concerns apportionment agreements for where a taxpayer’s business activity is unfairly represented in the state by the standard apportionment formula, whereas Section 12-6-2320(B) concerns apportionment agreements for taxpayers planning new or expanded facilities in South Carolina. However, within 12-6-2320(B), there are three different statutory conditions that can be satisfied by a taxpayer to qualify for an apportionment agreement under the same legislation. For example, a taxpayer could seek an identical ten-year apportionment agreement under two separate provisions of the South Carolina Code, assuming it satisfies the statutory criteria.

564. In response to the U.S. demonstration of the EU’s failure to consider the relevant question under Article 2.1(a) – namely whether the granting authority or the legislation expressly
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859 EU SWS, para. 668.
860 US FWS, para. 645.
861 EU SWS, para. 670.
862 EU SWS, para. 671.
863 Exhibit EU-509.
864 Section 12-6-2320(B)(3)(a)(i) permits the use of a 10-year apportionment agreement where the taxpayer is planning a new or expanded facility resulting in an investment of at least $10 million and the creation of 200 new jobs. The new jobs must have an average cash compensation level of more than three times the per capita income of the State at the time the jobs are filled. Section 12-6-2320(B)(3)(a)(ii) permits the use of a ten-year apportionment agreement where the taxpayer is planning a new facility and invests $750 million and creates 3,800 new jobs.
limited the subsidy to certain enterprises – the EU asserts that the Boeing apportionment agreement “is evidence of the action of the granting authority in limiting access to the subsidy.”\textsuperscript{865} The EU’s assertion here too is premised on the assumption that the Boeing apportionment agreement must be viewed in isolation from the relevant legislation and other available apportionment agreements. For the reasons already discussed, the specificity analysis should not be so artificially constrained.

565. The U.S. first written submission also explained that the EU failed to demonstrate that the use of apportionment agreements is specific within the meaning of Article 2.1(c) of the SCM Agreement.\textsuperscript{866} The EU responds in its second written submission by again trying to distinguish between different “types” of apportionment agreements, but those arguments are unpersuasive as discussed above.

566. The EU also fails to demonstrate specificity within the meaning of Article 2.1(c). Article 2.1(c) states:

\begin{quote}
If . . . there are reasons to believe that the subsidy may in fact be specific, other factors may be considered. Such factors are: use of a subsidy programme by a limited number of certain enterprises, predominant use by certain enterprises, the granting of disproportionately large amounts of subsidy to certain enterprises, and the manner in which discretion has been exercised by the granting authority in the decision to grant a subsidy. In applying this subparagraph, account shall be taken of the extent of diversification of economic activities within the jurisdiction of the granting authority, as well as of the length of time during which the subsidy programme has been in operation.
\end{quote}

567. The EU only claims that there are two such “reasons” within the meaning of Article 2.1(c), neither of which is in fact relevant. First, the EU notes that “Boeing is the only taxpayer to receive a ten-year allocation and apportionment agreement.”\textsuperscript{867} However, this argument neglects the fact that other South Carolina taxpayers are eligible for equivalent apportionment agreements under S.C. Code Section 12-6-2320(B)(1). Although these provisions only provide for five-year agreements, companies may enter into two consecutive agreements if they meet minimum conditions for each, making them entitled to exactly the same treatment as Boeing.

\textsuperscript{865} EU SWS, para. 672.

\textsuperscript{866} US FWS, para. 646.

\textsuperscript{867} EU SWS, para. 668.
would receive under the ten-year apportionment agreement.\textsuperscript{868} The EU has provided no evidence that Boeing is the predominant user of apportionment agreements overall, or that it has been granted a disproportionately large alleged benefit under its apportionment agreement.

568. The second supposed “reason” cited by the EU is “the discretion exercised by South Carolina in entering into the agreement and approving an apportionment method tailored to meet Boeing’s specific interests.”\textsuperscript{869} The United States explained in its first written submission that the existence of discretion alone does not render a subsidy specific and the EU had failed to articulate how the Boeing apportionment agreement evidences the use of discretion (“untrammeled” or otherwise) indicating that it was specific.\textsuperscript{870}

c. Large Cargo Freighter Property Tax Exemption

569. The United States, in its first written submission, demonstrated that the EU failed to establish that the large cargo freighter (LCF) property tax exemption confers a specific benefit to Boeing.\textsuperscript{871}

i. The EU has failed to demonstrate that the LCF property tax exemption constitutes a financial contribution or confers a benefit.

570. The United States explained that the EU failed to demonstrate that the LCF property tax exemption results in the foregoing of government revenue that is otherwise due. The EU simply assumes that the state sought to give incentives to Boeing without considering the availability of equivalent treatment to other entities in the state. The EU responds in its second written submission that it did, in fact, identify the comparable taxable activity of comparably situated

\textsuperscript{868} The EU asserts in its second written submission that by referencing the full set of statutory provisions authorizing the use of apportionment agreements, including those for five-year and for ten-year agreements, the United States “ignores the requirement that an Article 2.1 analysis avoid consideration of subsidies different from those challenged by the complaining Member.” EU SWS, para. 670. As support for this assertion, the EU cites paragraph 841 of the Appellate Body report in the original proceeding. EU SWS, para. 670 & note 1124. However, this text in fact supports the U.S. approach, and demonstrates that the EU approach is too narrow. Paragraph 841 states: “The scope of the inquiry called for under Article 2.1(a) is not necessarily limited to the subsidy as defined in Article 1.1. Although the subsidy as defined in Article 1.1 is the starting point of the analysis under Article 2.1(a), the scope of the inquiry is broader in the sense that it must examine the legislation pursuant to which the granting authority operates . . . .” US- Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 841. Accordingly, the specificity analysis must take into account not only the particular apportionment agreement that the EU challenges, but the statutory framework pursuant to which it was issued, which is laid out at S.C. Code Section 12-6-2320(B). Exhibit EU-0013.

\textsuperscript{869} EU SWS, para. 668.

\textsuperscript{870} US FWS, para. 646.

\textsuperscript{871} US FWS, paras. 608-614, 652-656.
taxpayers, but the EU simply refers to the same truncated discussion in its first written submission.872

ii. The EU’s valuation of the alleged financial contribution and benefit remains flawed.

571. The EU attempts to value the LCF tax exemption by relying on “expert” speculation and unfounded assumptions, rather than the evidence provided to the Panel as part of the Article 13 process. Thus, the EU claim against the LCF tax exemption suffers from many of the same analytical and logical flaws that infect so many other aspects of the EU’s arguments in this compliance dispute.

572. The U.S. first written submission explained that the EU’s valuation of the LCF property tax exemption was flawed in two key respects and significantly overstated the alleged financial contribution.873 First, the United States explained that there was only one LCF subject to the South Carolina property tax in 2009, as shown by a spreadsheet provided by Boeing’s Corporate Tax Department874, and contrary to the EU’s claim that there were three.875 The EU responds that it is entitled to use what it considers to be the “best information available” to prove its case because the United States and South Carolina are supposedly “withhold{ing} the evidence in their possession.”876 This is a transparent attempt to shift the blame for the EU’s own evidentiary weaknesses onto the United States and South Carolina. The EU ignores that it is the EU’s burden to establish a prima facie case on the basis of evidence and legal argument.

573. The second flaw in the EU’s valuation was the arbitrary selection of a depreciation rate of 5 percent to estimate the value of Boeing’s LCF in future years, despite the fact that the United States had already provided the actual value of each LCF (including depreciation) “under the applicable valuation methodology for South Carolina property tax purposes.”877 In rebuttal, the EU erroneously claims that it “used the valuation method provided in the statute – 95 percent of the prior year’s value.”878 However, the EU is interpreting the statute incorrectly. The statute provides:

872 EU SWS, para. 685; EU FWS, para. 648.
873 US FWS, paras. 611-614
874 Boeing “But-For” LCF Exemption Value and Depreciation Information (Exhibit USA-336(BCI)).
875 EU FWS, para. 650; Exhibit EU-27.
876 EU SWS, para. 687.
877 US FWS, para. 614; Response of the United States to the Panel’s Request for Information Pursuant to Article 13 of the DSU, para. 76 (Feb. 28, 2013).
878 EU SWS, para. 690.
The fair market value for vehicles, watercraft, and aircraft must be based on values derived from a nationally recognized publication of vehicle valuations, except that the value may not exceed ninety five percent of the prior year’s value.\textsuperscript{879}

574. Thus, the statute does not direct taxpayers to apply a depreciation rate of 5 percent, but rather a depreciation rate of 5 percent \textit{or more}. The EU, without any evidentiary support or rationale, simply assumes that the lowest possible depreciation rate is applicable to Boeing’s LCF. On this basis alone, the EU’s figures can be disregarded. Furthermore, the United States now submits additional information from Boeing reconfirming the original information provided in response to the Panel’s Article 13 response, which the EU has sought to discredit.\textsuperscript{880}

\begin{itemize}
  \item[iii.] The EU has failed to demonstrate that the LCF property tax exemption is specific.
\end{itemize}

575. The United States also demonstrated in its first written submission that the EU failed to establish that the LCF property tax exemption was specific within the meaning of Articles 2.1(a) and 2.1(c) of the SCM Agreement.\textsuperscript{881}

576. The United States explained that South Carolina’s property tax exemptions are not specific under Article 2.1(a) because they are not explicitly limited to certain enterprises and the majority of manufacturing activity subject to \textit{ad valorem} taxation in South Carolina qualifies for one of the exemptions. In the EU’s second written submission, the EU claims that the U.S. argument was explicitly rejected by the Appellate Body in the original proceedings.\textsuperscript{882} The EU is incorrect. In fact, the Appellate Body stated:

The fact that a series of differential tax rates are located in the same section of the tax code, \textit{while relevant}, cannot be dispositive as to whether they constitute part of the same subsidy for purposes of a specificity analysis under Article 2.1(a).\textsuperscript{883}

577. The EU quotes this same language in its own argument, but conveniently omits the words “\textit{while relevant}.”\textsuperscript{884} These words controvert the EU’s legal argument and confirm that it is “relevant” if differential tax rates are located in the same section of the tax code.

\begin{itemize}
  \item[880] EU SWS, para. 689; Boeing “But-For” LCF Exemption Value Estimates (Exhibit USA-336(BCI)).
  \item[881] US FWS, paras. 652-656.
  \item[882] EU SWS, para. 694.
  \item[883] US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 853. The EU omitted “\textit{while relevant}” from its quotation.
  \item[884] EU SWS, para. 694.
\end{itemize}
578. Moreover, even if the specificity analysis were limited to the LCF property tax exemption, as the EU suggests, the text of that provision does not expressly limit the availability of the exemption to any particular industry or group of enterprises.\(^{885}\) Any company that owns two or more of the relevant aircraft, regardless of the industry in which it operates, qualifies for the exemption. The EU’s only response to this point is the statement “{t}he European Union disagrees.”\(^{886}\) Therefore, the EU fails to rebut the U.S. showing that the LCF property tax exemption is not specific under Article 2.1(a) of the SCM Agreement.

579. The LCF property tax exemption is also not specific under Article 2.1(b) of the SCM Agreement, because qualification for the exemption is automatic and completely non-discretionary.\(^{887}\) The EU fails to address this point, and thus it appears to concede that the measure is not specific, pursuant to Article 2.1(b).

580. Finally, the United States explained that property tax exemptions are not specific under Article 2.1(c) of the SCM Agreement because they are widely available and widely used in South Carolina.\(^{888}\) The EU does not respond to this point.

d. Sales and Use Tax exemptions

581. The United States, in its first written submission, demonstrated that the EU had failed to establish that the sales and use tax exemptions for aircraft fuel, computer equipment, and construction materials confer a specific benefit to Boeing.\(^{889}\)

i. The EU has failed to demonstrate that sales and use tax exemptions constitute a financial contribution or confer a benefit.

582. The United States explained that the EU’s application of the Appellate Body’s three-step analysis of whether a financial contribution exists under Article 1.1(a)(1)(ii) in regard to the sales and use tax exemptions was flawed.\(^{890}\) The EU’s second written submission essentially repeats the same flawed assertions from its first written submission.

583. The United States explained that the EU failed to identify the appropriate tax treatment that applies to Boeing’s sales and use taxes because the EU restricts its examination to the particular exemptions for fuel, computer equipment, and construction materials.\(^{891}\) The EU
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\(^{885}\) US FWS, para. 653.

\(^{886}\) EU SWS, para. 697.

\(^{887}\) US FWS, para. 655.

\(^{888}\) US FWS, para. 656.

\(^{889}\) US FWS, paras. 585-598, 657-663.

\(^{890}\) US FWS, para. 588.

\(^{891}\) US FWS, para. 588.
responds that it did identify the appropriate tax treatment, but simply repeats its assertion that the examination should be restricted to those particular exemptions. The EU again fails to explain why the analysis should be restricted in such a manner. The EU’s overly narrow approach is inappropriate here in light of South Carolina’s sales and use tax system and the availability of sales and use tax exemptions for comparable taxpayers.

ii. The EU’s valuation of the sale and use tax exemptions remains flawed.

584. The United States also demonstrated that the EU overstates the value of the sales and use exemptions for fuel, computer equipment, and construction materials, and it has not remedied the problem in its second written submission.

585. The United States provided the value of the sales and use tax exemptions to Boeing in response to the Panel’s Article 13 questions, and again in its first written submission. The EU fails to identify any valid basis not to use those numbers, instead complaining of a supposed lack of supporting documents. The information provided by the United States was from Boeing itself, and the EU fails to indicate which supporting documents it believes are still needed to corroborate this information. Thus, there is no reason to doubt the accuracy of these figures.

586. By contrast, the EU’s own figures are based on a statement by an Airbus employee in Toulouse named Patrick Libralesso, who apparently has no familiarity with Boeing or South Carolina. Mr. Libralesso’s declaration dates to February 26, 2013 – two days before the United States submitted its Article 13 response to the Panel. Thus, even before it had the answer to the Panel’s question about the value of the South Carolina sales and use tax exemptions to Boeing, the EU had already decided to rely on Mr. Libralesso’s guesswork. It is perplexing that the EU asked the Panel to pose questions to the United States regarding the sales and use tax exemptions, even though it apparently decided in advance not to use the U.S. responses.

587. In any event, the United States demonstrated that the EU’s reliance on Mr. Libralesso’s conclusory statement was misplaced and the EU’s efforts to estimate the value of the exemptions were speculative at best. The EU offers no further explanation in its second written submission and the EU’s estimates therefore remain speculative and unsupported.

---

892 EU SWS, para. 646.
893 US FWS, paras. 589-598.
894 EU SWS, para. 648.
895 See Declaration of Patrick Libralesso (Feb. 26, 2013) (Exhibit EU-26(BCI)).
896 The United States noted that Mr. Libralesso’s statement contained no explanation of the proportions he divided. US FWS, para. 593.
588. The United States also demonstrated that the EU’s estimate of the value of the sales and use tax exemptions in years 2012 to 2035 was a complete fiction. The EU “assumes” arbitrarily that Boeing will spend $10 million annually, from 2012 to 2035, on goods subject to the sales and use tax exemptions. In its second written submission, the EU has no defense of this figure, except to describe it as “quite conservative” because Boeing may have additional capital investments. The EU makes no effort to explain how its figure of $10 million was derived or how it is a reflection of Boeing’s current or future plans. This figure, too, remains speculative and unsupported.

589. Indeed, the United States highlighted the fact that the EU’s assumption that the sales and use tax exemption for construction materials would remain significant from 2012 through 2035 conflicts with the EU’s own recognition that the value of the exemption would be significantly diminished after July 2011. The EU provides the following clarification of its claim in its second written submission:

The United States also points out that the EU valuation of the exemption for construction materials should be affected by the fact that, as the European Union acknowledged, this exemption would effectively be subsumed into another exemption for construction materials, effective as of July 2011. The European Union has never claimed otherwise (the reference to “three” exemptions in paragraph 601 of the EU First Written Submission was a simple drafting error); this is one reason why the EU estimate for future years is as low as it is.

590. The EU’s clarification of its error does nothing to explain the apparent inconsistency in the EU’s assertion. The exemption for construction materials constituted the bulk of the EU’s estimate (albeit flawed) for years 2010-2011. Yet the EU nevertheless asserts that Boeing will spend $10 million each year on items subject to the exemptions other than construction materials. The EU’s clarification also further calls into question the EU’s estimate for years 2010 to 2011. If the exemption for construction materials was subsumed in July 2011 by a separate exemption that the EU is not challenging, the EU’s estimate for 2011, to the extent it assumes the exemption for construction materials constituted a financial contribution and conferred a benefit over the course of the entire calendar year, is overstated.

897 US FWS, para. 595.
898 EU FWS, para. 601.
899 EU SWS, para. 651.
900 US FWS, paras. 596-597.
901 EU SWS, note 1089 (footnotes omitted).
iii. The EU has failed to demonstrate that the sales and use tax exemptions are specific.

591. The EU fails to establish that sales and use tax exemptions are specific within the meaning of Article 2 of the SCM Agreement.\(^902\) When viewed in the context of South Carolina’s overall sales and use tax structure and treatment of other business activities in the state, it is clear these exemptions form part of a collection of widely available exemptions that operate to ensure that the state’s tax structure does not impede investment and other economic activity.

592. The alleged subsidy is not de jure specific, because the statute contains no explicit limitation restricting access to the tax exemption to certain enterprises. In addition, the criteria governing eligibility for, and the amount of, the tax exemptions are all objective, automatic, and strictly adhered to. Therefore, under both Articles 2.1(a) and 2.1(b) of the SCM Agreement, the subsidy is not specific. The EU’s only response to these arguments is in a footnote, which points out that the criteria for eligibility includes meeting a clearly defined “investment-to-jobs-to-projects ratio.”\(^903\) This is consistent with an absence of de jure specificity. Footnote 2 to the SCM Agreement explains:

> Objective criteria or conditions, as used herein, mean criteria or conditions which are neutral, which do not favour certain enterprises over others, and which are economic in nature and horizontal in application, such as number of employees or size of enterprise.

Thus, requirements such as the number of employees and the size of an investment are “objective criteria or conditions” within the meaning of Article 2.1(b) SCM.

593. Section 12-36-2120 of the South Carolina Code lists 80 categories of sales and use tax exemptions covering a wide range of activities.\(^904\) In response, the EU asserts that the South Carolina Department of Revenue (“SCDOR”) “does not appear to agree” because the Sales and Use Tax Manual published by the SCODR “lists six different categories of sales and use tax exemptions offered by the State of South Carolina”\(^905\) The EU notes that the sales and use tax exemptions for fuel, computer equipment and construction materials are listed under “business-related exemptions.” The EU neglects to mention that prior to listing the six categories, the Sales and Use Manual indicates: “The following briefly describes South Carolina’s sales and use tax exemptions. For purposes of this discussion, South Carolina’s exemptions are divided into the following categories…”\(^906\) The fact that the general collection of exemptions may be grouped

---

\(^{902}\) US FWS, paras. 657-663.

\(^{903}\) EU SWS, note 1107.

\(^{904}\) US FWS, para. 658.

\(^{905}\) EU SWS, para. 657.

\(^{906}\) South Carolina Sales and Use Tax Manual, Chapter 9 (Exhibit EU-1118).
into subcategories for ease of discussion – which is not surprising, considering how expansive
the list is – fails to rebut the U.S. showing, based on the statute itself, that South Carolina’s sales
and use tax exemptions form part of a single, unified system of tax exemptions that are widely
available to a broad spectrum of enterprises and industries in South Carolina.

594. Moreover, even if the specificity analysis were properly focused on sales and use tax
exemptions falling within the category of “business-related exemptions” as the EU appears to
suggest, that category itself includes numerous exemptions widely available to businesses
throughout South Carolina. The EU asserts these business-related exemptions “constitute only a
narrow portion of the South Carolina economy” and the EU provides a list of 23 individual
exemptions. The variety of economic activity included in the EU’s list only further confirms
that these exemptions are widely available to businesses throughout South Carolina. However,
even a cursory review of the South Carolina Code reveals that the EU’s list is incomplete,
omitting entire groups of exemptions that are applicable to a wide range of industries. For
example, the exemption set out at Section 12-36-2120(17) for “machines used in
manufacturing… tangible personal property for sale”, which would of course cover a significant
portion of the South Carolina economy. The EU has therefore failed to rebut the U.S.
demonstration that South Carolina’s sales and use tax exemptions constitute a collection of
widely available exemptions.

595. In the U.S. first written submission, the United States explained that even a consideration
of the three sales and use tax exemptions for fuel, computer equipment, and construction
materials in isolation, the EU nevertheless fails to demonstrate how the granting authority or the
relevant legislation explicitly limit access to those exemptions to certain enterprises so as to
render them specific under Article 2.1(a). The United States also explained that an analysis of
the exemptions under Article 2.1(b) provides additional confirmation that they are not specific
because they contain objective criteria (that is, the notification, investment and employment
requirements) and are available to any manufacturer that meets those requirements.

596. In response, the EU repeats its assertion that the exemptions are limited because they
explicitly require the taxpayer to meet these objective criteria. The EU’s response regarding
Article 2.1(b) is limited to a footnote, wherein the EU asserts the objective criteria favors certain
enterprises over others, but simply highlights the unremarkable fact that a taxpayer that satisfies
the objective criteria can claim the exemption, whereas one that does not satisfy the criteria
cannot. This, of course, confirms that the exemptions are not specific under Article 2.1(b).

907 EU SWS, paras. 657-659.
908 EU SWS, para. 658.
909 US FWS, para. 658.
910 US FWS, para. 660.
911 EU SWS, note 1107.
597. The United States also demonstrated that the EU’s assertion of specificity under Article 2.1(c) is flawed because it incorrectly assumes the specificity analysis should be limited to the subsidy as narrowly defined by the EU, rather than consider the full range of sales and use tax exemptions available in South Carolina.\footnote{US FWS, para. 661.} In response, the EU disagrees, but fails to offer any meaningful explanation of why the specificity analysis should be restricted.\footnote{EU SWS, para. 662.}

e. readySC workforce training

598. The United States, in its first written submission, demonstrated that the EU had failed to establish that the readySC workforce training program confers a specific benefit to Boeing.\footnote{US FWS, paras. 615-617, 647-651.}

i. The EU has failed to demonstrate that the readySC workforce training constitutes a financial contribution or confers a benefit.

599. The United States noted that the EU had failed to demonstrate that the training of workers constitutes a financial contribution within the meaning of Article 1.1(a)(1)(iii) of the SCM Agreement.\footnote{US FWS, para. 617.} In its second written submission, the EU treats this observation as a concession of the issue of financial contribution.\footnote{EU SWS, para. 700.} To the contrary, the United States does not concede the issue. Rather, it was simply unnecessary to engage the EU extensively in light of the EU’s truncated and conclusory two-sentence “analysis”.\footnote{EU FWS, para. 663.} The EU has the burden to do more than simply declare that a measure constitutes a financial contribution.

ii. The EU has failed to demonstrate that readySC is specific.

600. The United States also demonstrated that the EU’s claims that readySC is specific under Articles 2.1(a) and (c) of the SCM Agreement fail.\footnote{US FWS, paras. 647-651.}

601. readySC is not specific under Article 2.1(a) because it is not explicitly limited to certain enterprises. The United States noted that the only evidence cited by the EU to support its claim of specificity is information indicating that the State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Education requested additional funds for its budget in light of the fact that readySC had begun working on the training program for Boeing.\footnote{US FWS, paras. 647-651.} The EU failed to articulate how this evidence
was relevant to the analysis under Article 2.1(a) and indicated that access to the readySC program was explicitly limited to certain enterprises. In its second written submission, the entirety of the EU’s response to this point is “the EU disagrees.” Therefore, the United States showing stands unquestioned and the failure of the EU to provide the necessary legal argument to support its claim means that it has failed to establish a *prima facie* case under Article 2.1(a).

602. The United States also demonstrated that the EU failed to establish a *prima facie* case that readySC was specific under Article 2.1(c) of the SCM Agreement. The program is broadly available and has been widely used throughout the economy of South Carolina and readySC is not in fact used by a limited number of certain enterprises. Rather, it works with a number of businesses and industries in any given year. The United States also refuted the EU’s assertion that Boeing was the “predominant user” of readySC. As explained in the United States first written submission, in light of the long history of readySC and its many users, Boeing’s usage over the past two years does not make it either the “main” or “most frequent” user, and the EU has therefore failed to establish predominant use of the program by Boeing. The EU also does not appear to respond to this argument in its second written submission.

603. Finally, the United States explained that the EU failed to support its claim that discretion was exercised in a manner indicating specificity. In the EU’s first written submission, the EU asserted such discretion was evidenced by the fact that (i) Boeing received a custom-developed training program and (ii) Boeing was provided with a more extensive set of services than other companies. The United States explained that the first assertion was unremarkable – the fact that readySC conducted training on processes and equipment unique to Boeing simply reflects the approach readySC takes with regard to each of the employers of the citizens that it trains.

604. With regard to the second assertion, the United States noted that the EU had not provided any evidence to substantiate its claim. In rebuttal, the EU simply refers back to a paragraph in its first written submission in which the EU describes the services provided to Boeing. But the description of services that were provided to Boeing is not evidence of the services (or lack
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thereof, according to the EU) that were provided to other companies participating the program. The EU’s only response to its omission is to fault the United States for not providing evidence of the services provided to other companies to rebut the EU’s unsupported claim. The EU forgets that it is the party advancing the proposition that Boeing received more extensive services than other companies. Therefore, under the principles of burden of proof in WTO dispute settlement, the EU (and not the United States) has the burden of justifying a presumption that its assumption is true. Absent data on services to other companies, the EU’s attempted comparison fails, and it therefore has failed to meet its burden of proof.

f. MCIP jobs tax credits for Project Gemini

605. The United States, in its first written submission, demonstrated that the EU had failed to establish that corporate income tax credits for new full-time jobs created within a multi-county industrial park (MCIP) confer a specific benefit to Boeing.

i. The EU has failed to demonstrate that the MCIP jobs tax credit constitutes a financial contribution or confers benefit.

606. The United States showed that the EU’s assertions that the MCIP income tax credit conferred a financial contribution and benefit were inconsistent with the EU’s argument that Boeing has zero income tax liability in South Carolina as a result of the Boeing apportionment agreement. The EU’s rebuttal fails to remedy the inconsistency. The EU claims that its argument that Boeing’s South Carolina income tax liability has been eliminated was limited to 2012: “{t}he European Union stated only that Boeing had no state income tax liability for calendar year 2012 (as opposed to every year).” The EU also notes that if it is correct that Boeing owed no state income taxes in 2012, Boeing could simply carry over the MCIP tax credits to later tax years. Nevertheless, the EU maintains that the value of the MCIP tax credit for Project Gemini in 2012 was $3.8 million. The EU cannot claim that Boeing owed zero income tax in SC in 2012, while also claiming that Boeing claimed $3.8 million in income tax credits for that same year.
ii. The EU has failed to demonstrate that the MCIP jobs tax credit is specific.

607. The United States also demonstrated that, even if the MCIP tax credit was a financial contribution and conferred a benefit, it was not specific within the meaning of Article 2 of the SCM Agreement because it is both broadly available and widely used. As explained in the United States’ first written submission, MCIPs are very common throughout South Carolina and, in practice, MCIP status is available to any substantial business that requests the counties involved to include its property in a MCIP.

608. The United States explained that the EU’s assertion that the MCIP tax credit was specific under Article 2.1(a) of the SCM Agreement was flawed because the EU failed to examine whether “the granting authority, or the legislation pursuant to which the granting authority operates, explicitly limits access to a subsidy to certain enterprises.” In the EU’s first written submission, the EU claimed that the State of South Carolina was the granting authority.

609. However, absent from the EU’s first written submission is any discussion of how South Carolina or the legislation pursuant to which it operated restricted the access to the MCIP tax credit to certain enterprises. To the contrary, the text of the relevant legislation, Section 12-6-2260(e)(1) of the South Carolina Code makes clear that the treatment available under that provision is available to all enterprises that satisfy the minimal requirements set out in that provision and that otherwise qualify for the standard job tax credit.

610. In the EU’s second written submission, the EU claims “the State of South Carolina effectively delegates the role of the granting authority to the counties” and asserts the U.S. argument “depends on ignoring Charleston County’s role in granting the subsidy.” As an initial matter, the EU ignores that it is not just a single county that designates the MCIP (hence, the “multi” in multi-county industrial park). In regard to the particular MCIP at issue, Charleston County and Colleton County both had to approve the amendment to add Boeing to the MCIP. The EU fails to articulate its theory of delegation, but it appears to be based on part on the fact that the counties are authorized to designate the premises of certain enterprises as part of a MCIP. Those facts are irrelevant to the analysis under Article 2.1(a). The State of South Carolina is the granting authority for the MCIP tax credit, as the EU concedes. The State of South Carolina imposes the income tax and the State of South Carolina provides for the MCIP
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tax credits. The role of the county is, as practical matter, a minor one given that MCIP designation is commonplace in South Carolina. As mentioned, MCIP status is essentially available to any substantial business that requests that its property be included in a MCIP, and once so designated, the MCIP tax credits granted by the State of South Carolina become available to that business. Further, granting of income tax credits is exclusively a state function. Accordingly, while a county can grant MCIP status for the purpose of fee sharing among counties, counties cannot legally grant a state tax credit. By failing to examine how the granting authority or the relevant legislation limit the alleged subsidy, the EU has failed to establish that the MCIP tax credit is specific under Article 2.1(a).

611. The United States also demonstrated that the EU failed to establish that the new jobs tax credit is specific under Article 2.1(c).941 The EU’s only rebuttal point is that the United States ignores the role of Charleston County, which is incorrect for the reasons described above.

612. Finally, the United States demonstrated that the MCIP tax credit was not specific under Article 2.2 of the SCM Agreement because it is not “limited to certain enterprises located within a designated geographic region.”942 In the EU’s second written submission, the EU responds that Article 2.2 of the SCM Agreement does not require a contiguous geographic region.943 The United States does not argue that Article 2.2 does not apply where a subsidy is limited to designated non-contiguous geographic regions. Rather, the U.S. assertion is that South Carolina does not limit the subsidy to such regions. The tax credit is available to any business operating within an MCIP, but a business can readily seek to obtain MCIP status. Additionally, as counties can freely add to (or subtract from) the MCIP at any time, it is not really a “designated” region.

g. “Phase II”

613. The EU’s claims regarding Phase II illustrate two consistent themes of the EU’s written submissions. First, the EU seizes on every opportunity to expand this compliance dispute beyond the limits prescribed by Article 21.5 of the DSU. Second, the factual basis for the EU’s legal claims is tenuous at best, and in some cases non-existent. As explained below, the EU’s arguments regarding Phase II conform to this pattern: the EU fails to articulate any valid basis for concluding Phase II to be properly within this compliance panel’s terms of reference, and the EU fails to put forward sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie case for any of its Phase II-related claims. Indeed, the EU fails to establish that the challenged measures even exist yet, but it has prejudged them as subsidies.

941 US FWS, para. 642.
942 US FWS, para. 643.
943 EU SWS, para. 681.
i. Factual background

614. “Phase II” refers to Boeing’s planned expansion of facilities in South Carolina. Reportedly, Boeing’s plans involve the establishment of an information technology (“IT”) “center of excellence” in North Charleston that would create approximately 1,000 jobs. They also involve a new paint facility and an operations center to deliver 787 components. Boeing estimates that its expansion will involve the investment of an additional $1 billion in South Carolina between now and 2020, as well as the creation of 2,000 new jobs (including the 1,000 IT jobs).

615. In connection with Phase II, South Carolina’s State Budget and Control Board (“SBCB”) approved the issuance of $120 million in State economic development bonds on June 18, 2013. According to SBCB documents, the bonds proceeds are to be spent on “infrastructure” – in particular, “land acquisition and site preparation, including but not limited to clearing, grading, and filling the site and environmental mitigation, and construction of any necessary water service and wastewater treatment.” These bonds have not been issued and no bond proceeds have been spent.

616. Also in connection with Phase II, the Charleston County Council approved an ordinance on May 21, 2013, to amend the Boeing Fee Agreement and extend it to property involved in Phase II. The ordinance made the Boeing Fee Agreement conditional on Boeing meeting its investment and employment targets of $1 billion and 2,000 employees. The EU does not indicate whether this amendment was executed.

---
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951 The EU claims it “knows . . . that the First Amendment has been concluded,” because the Charleston County Council ordinance states that “[t]he form, provisions, terms, and conditions of the First Amendment presented to this meeting and filed with the Clerk to Council be and they are hereby approved and ratified . . . .” EU SWS, note 1305; Minutes of May 21, 2013, Charleston County Council (Exhibit EU-1153). However, it is unclear that this statement means what the EU supposedly “knows” it means.
In addition, since December 2012, Boeing has been negotiating with CCAA over the purchase of a 320-acre parcel adjacent to the 240-acre parcel where its current 787 final assembly line is located. The CCAA Land Sale Committee approved the land sale on January 29, 2013, and CCAA itself approved the land sale on March 21, 2013, i.e., before the EU first written submission of March 28, 2013. However, according to press reports, this supposed land sale has not taken place, nor has the price been determined. Rather, the FAA is reviewing both the price of the deal as well as how it would affect “the airport’s overall operations.”

In its second written submission, the EU makes three new claims in connection with Phase II:

- South Carolina has allegedly “acquired and prepared land for Boeing with the proceeds of state economic development bonds”;
- Charleston County has allegedly “reduced Boeing’s property taxes associated with its Phase II expansion through a FILOT agreement”;
- CCAA has allegedly sold property to Boeing at a “discount.”

As explained below, the EU fails to substantiate any of these claims.

The EU fails to demonstrate that the measures are properly within this compliance Panel’s terms of reference.

The EU has not made a prima facie case that its claims regarding any of the alleged Phase II measures are within the compliance Panel’s terms of reference. The EU’s argument in this regard is limited to one sentence in a footnote, stating that “the Phase II subsidies . . . are a further expansion and supplement of the previous subsidy packages” to Vought and Boeing.
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This simplistic explanation presumes that any future action taken by South Carolina with regard to Boeing automatically affects the U.S. obligations in this dispute. However, a compliance panel’s terms of reference extend only over measures taken to comply. There are no declared measures taken to comply related to Phase II, and the EU fails to argue that there are any undeclared measures taken to comply.

620. Because the EU has failed to demonstrate that its claims regarding the alleged Phase II measures are properly within this compliance Panel’s terms of reference, the United States requests that the Panel reject the EU’s claims regarding Phase II measures.

iii. The EU has not established a prima facie case with respect to the alleged acquisition and preparation of land.

621. The EU alleges that South Carolina acquired and prepared land for Boeing, thereby conferring a subsidy to the company. However, the EU fails to demonstrate that any state bonds have been provided to Boeing or spent, or that any related land has been acquired or prepared. Therefore, the EU fails to establish a prima facie case. Although South Carolina has passed a resolution approving the sale of bonds for this purpose (as explained above), the EU does not allege that this act itself confers a subsidy to Boeing.

622. Finally, as explained above – and as the EU’s own arguments confirm – if this measure did confer a subsidy to Boeing, the subsidy would not be specific, because it is issued pursuant to a system of legislation that confers proceeds of economic development bonds to companies throughout a wide array of industries.

iv. The EU has not established a prima facie case with respect to the alleged Phase II FILOT agreement.

623. The EU does not provide any evidence that this FILOT agreement has actually been concluded. Therefore, the EU fails to make a prima facie case of financial contribution, benefit, or specificity.

624. Moreover, as explained above at section III.J.2.a, FILOT agreements are a non-specific measure and do not confer any financial contribution or benefit. They are the norm for industrial taxpayers in South Carolina, and it would not be surprising if Boeing opts to have its Phase II-related property taxed through FILOT agreements, provided that it meets the statutory eligibility criteria. Therefore, for the reasons discussed at section III.J.2.a above, a Phase II FILOT agreement would be consistent with the SCM Agreement.

v. The EU has not established a prima facie case with respect to the alleged discounted land sale.

625. The EU challenges the alleged discounted sale of a 320-acre parcel of land, but in fact the land sale has not yet occurred and the price has not yet been determined. As explained above,
the FAA is reviewing both the price of the deal as well as how it would affect “the airport’s overall operations.”960 Until the FAA issues its approval, the transaction is incomplete.961 Therefore, the EU fails to establish a prima facie case that the land sale occurred – let alone that it involves a financial contribution, that it confers a benefit to Boeing, or that it is specific.

III. EU ALLEGED PROHIBITED SUBSIDIES AND CLAIMS UNDER ARTICLE III OF GATT 1994

A. The EU has Not Met Its Burden of Proof Regarding Prohibited Subsidy Claims under Articles 3.1 and 3.2 of the SCM Agreement.

626. The EU’s prohibited subsidy claims are not properly within the terms of reference of this compliance proceeding, as explained above at section II.B.1 and section II.B.2. Even aside from the fact that these claims are not within the terms of reference, the United States demonstrated that the EU failed to make a prima facie showing of prohibited export contingency or import substitution under Articles 3.1 and 3.2 of the SCM Agreement.962

1. The EU’s prohibited export-contingent subsidy claims fail.

627. The U.S. first written submission demonstrated that the EU fails to make a prima facie showing that the United States presently provides Boeing with subsidies prohibited under Articles 3.1(a) and 3.2 of the SCM Agreement.963 The EU first written submission presented vague claims that failed to specify with any particularity how the alleged subsidies are in fact contingent on export performance. The EU also fails to identify a single measure that confers a subsidy contingent on exports. Instead, the EU relies on a collection of unremarkable statements concerning the importance of exports to the U.S. economy, yet fails to explain the alleged connection between the statements and the factual or legal conclusions it asks the Panel to draw. Therefore, it has failed to make a prima facie case that these measures are prohibited export subsidies.

628. The EU’s second written submission repeats verbatim the entirety of the argument set out in the EU’s first written submission.964 After doing so, the EU then claims that the United States does not contest any of the facts or evidence, and declares that the Panel must proceed on the basis that the facts and evidence are not in dispute.965 To the contrary, the United States

960 FAA Worried About Boeing’s Purchase of Land at Charleston Airport, Associated Press, Seattle Times (July 24, 2013) (Exhibit USA-337).
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965 EU, SWS, paras. 817, 821, 832.
questions the relevance of the EU’s presentation of facts. It is simply unnecessary to address each of the EU’s factual assertions if the EU fails to provide any coherent legal argument as to why those assertions, even if correct, are relevant to a claim under Article 3.1(a) and 3.2 of the SCM Agreement. It is not for the United States or the Panel to make the case for the EU, or to try to figure out what, if anything, the EU might want to or have intended to argue.

629. Although the EU second written submission contains a few paragraphs that go beyond parroting the first written submission, these also fail to advance the EU’s argument. The United States demonstrated that the EU failed to specify with any particularity how the alleged subsidies are in fact contingent upon export. In response, the EU simply refers, without any explication, to exhibit EU-566, which is the same collection of unremarkable statements concerning the importance of exports to the U.S. economy that the EU cited without explication in its first written submission. Repeating an error does not cure it.

630. The EU claims that it has “specifically and particularly explained that these statements, which also speak to the structure, design and operation of the subsidies, are in the nature of both encouragement or direction going forward, and, at the same time, of reward for past export performance.” The EU is incorrect. The statements do not indicate the structure or design or operation of anything. The do not provide direction or indicate rewards for past activities. And bald assertions by the EU that the statements do these things are certainly not sufficient to demonstrate that the granting of an alleged subsidy at issue in this dispute (or any alleged subsidy for that matter) “is in fact tied to actual or anticipated exportation or export earnings.” Therefore the EU has again failed establish a prima facie showing that the United States provides Boeing with subsidies prohibited under Articles 3.1(a) and 3.2 of the SCM Agreement.

2. The EU’s contingent-in-fact import substitution claims fail.

631. The United States explained in its first written submission that the EU failed to identify a single measure that confers a subsidy contingent on the use of domestic over imported goods. Instead, the EU presented a series of conclusory statements, citing as support a seven-page set of quotations from officials ranging from the U.S. President down to low-level county and municipal officials. The EU did nothing to relate these statements to the factual conclusions it proposes, or provide any coherent theory as to why those factual conclusions, if true, demonstrate contingency within the meaning of Article 3.1(b). The EU accordingly failed to make a prima facie showing that the United States presently provides Boeing with subsidies prohibited under Articles 3.1(b) and 3.2 of the SCM Agreement.

632. As it did in regard to its claims of export contingency, the EU second written submission purports to address this flaw by repeating verbatim the entirety of the contingent-in-fact import
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substitution section from its first written submission.\textsuperscript{969} The EU then asserts “{t}he United States is as dismissive of the substance of these claims as it is dismissive of the claims under Article 3.1(a), if anything, even more so” and asks the Panel to uphold the EU’s claim on the basis that the United States has not provided a meaningful response.\textsuperscript{970} If the United States is “dismissive”, it is because the EU arguments deserve to be dismissed. As the Appellate Body has explained, the burden of proof for the complaining party is “to present evidence and argument sufficient to establish a presumption” that the responding Member has acted inconsistently with the relevant provision of the DSU.\textsuperscript{971} A party does not meet this burden by simply providing a list of quotations and a series of assertions with no explanation as to how the one supports the other.

633. The EU also errs in accusing the United States of failing to provide a meaningful response to its meaningless arguments. The EU fails to realize that the U.S. observation that the EU has failed to set out a coherent legal argument is a full and complete (and effective) rebuttal. To do more would have required the United States to attempt to divine the linkage the EU has not identified between evidence and argument and then address them. That is not the role of the responding party in a WTO dispute. Nor is it the role of the Panel to create that argument for the EU in order to rule in its favor. Simply repeating the full text of the EU’s first written submission on this matter fails to remedy the deficiencies in the EU’s argument and therefore the EU has again failed to make a \textit{prima facie} showing that the United States provides Boeing with subsidies prohibited under Articles 3.1(b) and 3.2 of the SCM Agreement.

3. The EU’s claim regarding the Boeing apportionment agreement fails.

634. The United States demonstrated that the EU failed to make a \textit{prima facie} showing that the Boeing apportionment agreement confers a specific subsidy to Boeing within the meaning of Article 1, let alone a subsidy that is contingent on export performance. As such, the EU’s Article 3 claims with regard to the apportionment agreement fail as well.

635. The EU claims in its second written submission that the United States offers no response to the EU’s assertion that the measure is contingent upon exportation and, therefore, if the panel finds it is a subsidy, it must also find it is prohibited.\textsuperscript{972} The EU is incorrect. The United States showed that the EU failed to demonstrate either that the measure was a subsidy \textit{or} that it was contingent on export performance.\textsuperscript{973} The EU failed to establish a \textit{prima facie} case that the Boeing apportionment agreement constitutes a financial contribution because the EU fails to identify the comparable tax treatment of comparably situated taxpayers. The EU also failed to
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\textsuperscript{972} EU SWS, para. 807. This of course follows after the EU repeats verbatim the entire argument from its first written submission.
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demonstrate that apportionment agreements are specific within the meaning of Article 2.1 of the SCM Agreement in light of the fact that apportionment agreements are part of a widely available effort by South Carolina to ensure that the apportionment of a taxpayer’s income represents the extent of the taxpayer’s business activity in the state.

636. Even if the EU could demonstrate the existence of a subsidy, it must also demonstrate that the granting of the subsidy is conditioned on export performance – which it cannot. The EU’s claim of export contingency – and its bald assertion that a special rule derogating from the normal rule applies to Boeing’s sales of LCA when they are “destined for export markets”974 – is based on an apparent misunderstanding of South Carolina law and the Boeing apportionment agreement, discussed above at section III.J.2.b.

4. The EU’s claim regarding FSC/ETI fails.

637. The United States confirmed that Boeing has not used FSC/ETI tax benefits after 2006, and the EU has failed to satisfy its burden to establish a *prima facie* case that Boeing has in fact used FSC/ETI tax benefits since 2006. As Boeing did not use this subsidy after 2006, there is no basis for the EU to assert that the United States has acted inconsistently with Article 3.1 of the SCM Agreement by providing the subsidy to Boeing. The EU is mistaken when it contends that the United States declined to engage on the substance of the EU’s prohibited subsidy claim. Given that the EU’s claim regarding FSC/ETI was addressed earlier in the U.S. first written submission, the United States referred to that earlier discussion. Nothing has changed since that time and the EU has not pointed to anything relevant that has. Similarly with regard to the arguments in the second written submission, given that the United States has already addressed the EU’s assertions the United States refers the Panel to that discussion.

B. The EU has Not Met Its Burden of Proof Regarding Derivative Claims under Article III:4 of GATT 1994

638. In its first and second written submissions, the EU makes cursory arguments that all of the measures challenged elsewhere in each submission are also inconsistent with Article III:4 of GATT 1994. It is impossible to discern the legal or factual basis for this claim, as it consists entirely of a cross-reference to the EU’s factual and legal arguments regarding Article 3.1(b) of the SCM Agreement, which applies an entirely different legal standard.975 The United States is not in a position to hypothesize the argument that the EU intended to construct based on those facts and legal arguments, and then rebut that hypothetical argument. It is enough to observe that this approach, of treating two separate provisions of the covered agreements as being essentially the same, entirely fails to meet the EU’s burden of proof to establish an inconsistency with Article III:4.
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639. In its second written submission, the EU observes that the United States did not explicitly respond to the substance of its Article III claim, which consists entirely of two paragraphs consisting of conclusory statements referencing arguments with regard to the EU’s claim under Article 3.1(b) of the SCM Agreement. As the United States addressed those arguments with regard to Article 3.1(b) in its first written submission, responding explicitly to their cross-reference elsewhere was superfluous.

640. To be clear, if one untangles the web of cross references on which the EU relies, to use the words of Gertrude Stein, there is no there there. The cross reference to the arguments on Article 3.1(b) of the SCM Agreement leads to a series of conclusory statements with citations to Exhibit EU-583. Exhibit EU-583, in turn, consists of seven pages of quotations from federal, state, and local officials observing that Boeing has manufacturing facilities in the United States, that these facilities employ people who live in the United States and its localities, that these people make aircraft in the United States, that Boeing exports those aircraft, and that all of this is good for national, state, and local jurisdiction and the people and families who live there. The EU nowhere explains the alleged connection between the statements and the factual or legal conclusions it asks the Panel to draw. (To be sure, there is no such connection, as the statements are not the terms of measures or conditions for measures.) The EU has accordingly failed to present meaningful argumentation and is asking the Panel to construct a case for the EU out of materials thoroughly unsuitable for the task. The Panel should accordingly reject the EU’s claims under Article III:4 of GATT 1994.
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IV. ADVERSE EFFECTS

A. Introduction

641. The United States demonstrated in its first written submission that the EU failed to meet its burden, under Article 7.8 of the SCM Agreement, of proving that the United States did not take appropriate steps to remove the adverse effects of any unwound subsidies. Where the original panel had found $2.6 billion in financial contributions from NASA in the 1989-2006 period, and drawn linkages to technologies used on the 787, the post-2007 period saw only $[***] in NASA financial contributions, and the EU points to no meaningful linkages between recent research and technology on Boeing’s large civil aircraft. Thus, even by the EU’s account, the situation that led to the finding that NASA and DoD subsidies caused adverse effects by accelerating the launch of the technologically sophisticated 787 no longer exists today. Where the Appellate Body found that the tail end of the FSC/ETI program – especially problematic as both an export subsidy and a tied tax subsidy – together with a few other tied tax subsidies, caused a limited number of Airbus lost sales to the 737, FSC has been withdrawn and Boeing no longer uses that benefit. The EU has no credible explanation for why the remaining measures, along with any new measures, are large enough and harmful enough to cause adverse effects.

642. The EU’s response to this critique consists primarily of repeating and building upon the errors from the first written submission. It continues to disregard the changes in the subsidies found to exist in the original proceeding – the decrease in the expenditures and change in the nature of NASA research programs, DoD’s decreasing use of its only funding instruments found to confer subsidies, and the end to Boeing’s use of FSC/ETI benefits. It continues to advocate the implausible theory that it would take Boeing engineers more than a decade to achieve what Airbus engineers achieved in two years – the launch of a sophisticated, primarily composite aircraft. It continues to insist that measures that are not export contingent, and for the most part not tied to sales, will have the same effects as FSC/ETI. And it continues to do all of this with a lack of clarity as to what subsidies have what effects.

643. The remainder of this submission will dissect the EU arguments regarding the various types of subsidies and their supposed effects on Boeing and Airbus, to the extent they can be deciphered, and show that the EU has failed at each step of the analysis to establish its prima facie case.

B. Issues Related to the Legal Framework Governing Adverse Effects Assessment in a Compliance Proceeding

1. The United States has not misapplied the causation standard in assessing the role of non-attribution factors.

644. For the Article 6.3 market phenomena alleged by the EU, including each of the lost sales campaigns, the United States reviewed the evidence and demonstrated that other factors – and not some price discount or acceleration of technology that could plausibly be attributed to
subsidies – genuinely and substantially caused the market effects. According to the EU, the United States ignores Appellate Body guidance that subsidies need not be the sole cause of a market effect to have a genuine and substantial causal relationship with the market effect. However, the original panel rejected lost sales claims based on similar considerations and evidence, including Boeing’s prior relationship with some of its best and longest-standing customers. The EU did not even appeal these findings, so it is difficult to see the basis of the EU’s objection to this analysis in this proceeding.

645. The fact is the EU failed to engage with the voluminous evidence placed on the record of this proceeding and, as a result, produced un compelling arguments that technology or price effects properly attributable to the alleged subsidies played a decisive role in each of the sales campaigns it raises. “It is of course indisputable that parties carry the burden of adducing evidence in support of their claims or defences.” Given the EU’s failure to meet its burden, the United States may not have needed to respond at all in some cases.

646. This essentially moots the EU’s point about a non-attribution factor having a genuine and substantial causal relationship not precluding subsidies from also having a genuine and substantial causal relationship. In any event, even had there been occasion for the United States to weigh competing causes of the market effects (i.e., subsidies and one or more non-attribution factors) to test their relative importance, the EU’s refusal to produce any detailed arguments of the subsidies’ magnitudes and how they translate into effects renders such an analysis extremely difficult, if not impossible, as a practical matter. The United States will discuss the specific non-attribution factors in greater detail in the sections below, including in addressing each sales campaign, but it suffices to say that the United States has not confused or misapplied the appropriate causation standard and the role played by non-attribution factors.

2. The EU bears the burden of proving the validity of the market delineation on which it bases its claims.

647. The EU criticizes the United States for giving “no indication of how it would change the EU product market delineation, or advance an alternative, let alone explaining a rationale for doing so.” The EU also takes issue with the absence of a U.S. rebuttal supported by evidence to the EU’s position that the A330 does not compete in the same market with any allegedly
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981 See EU SWS, para. 886. See also EU SWS, paras. 885-886. The EU also mischaracterizes the U.S. position in EC – Large Civil Aircraft (21.5) with respect to Article 7.8, but there is no reason to address the EU’s error in the context of this dispute. See EU SWS, para. 884.

982 See US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1786 and note 3725.

983 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1139 (citing EC – Hormones (AB), para. 109 and its reference to US – Wool Shirts and Blouses (AB)).

984 See, infra, Section IV.G.2.

985 EU SWS, paras. 902-904.
It is the EU that bears the burden of proof with respect to its claims. The United States does not bear the burden of rejiggering the EU’s market definitions so to as make the EU’s claims viable.

It is well settled that, for claims under Article 6.3, the relevant market phenomena (e.g., displacement, impedance, price suppression, lost sales) can only occur where a subsidized product and like product compete against one another in a market. The Appellate Body has offered the following explanation:

The word ‘market’ in Article 6.3 must be read together with the concept of ‘like product’. Articles 6.3(a) and 6.3(b) both refer to imports and exports of a ‘like product’. This reference indicates the need to identify a ‘subsidized product’ that is ‘like’ the product the importation or exportation of which is being displaced or impeded in a particular market. The term ‘like product’ is defined in footnote 46 of the SCM Agreement to mean ‘a product which is identical, i.e. alike in all respects to the product under consideration, or in the absence of such a product, another product which, although not alike in all respects, has characteristics closely resembling those of the product under consideration.’ This suggests that identity or close resemblance of characteristics are one factor to consider in assessing whether products are in the same market.

As we see it, displacement is a situation where imports or exports of a like product are replaced by the sales of the subsidized product. The mechanism by which displacement operates is, in our view, essentially an economic mechanism, the existence of which is to be assessed by reference to events that occur in the relevant product market. We construe the concept of displacement as relating to, and arising out of, competitive engagement between products in a market. Aggressive pricing of certain products may, for example, lead to displacement of exports or imports in a particular market. This, however, can only be the case if those products compete in the same market.987

Thus, there is no doubt that the EU must allege and prove that the subsidies at issue are a genuine and substantial cause of the alleged market phenomena, such as price suppression, in a specific market. If the EU has structured its claim based on invalid markets, then it has likely failed to meet its burden in most, if not all, cases.

The EU makes summary statements that even if its markets are invalid, its claims still would succeed under another market delineation (even though the EU does not know what that market delineation would be). The United States recognizes that there may be times where, even if the Panel opted for a different product market delineation, the arguments and evidence before

---

986 EU SWS, para. 917.
987 EC – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 1118-1119 (emphasis added) (internal citations omitted).
it would be sufficient to allow a proper analysis of the issues. But it is certainly not clear that
this would be true for all claims or arguments, and the EU bears the burden of proof with respect
to this arguendo argument. Merely making the blanket assertion with respect to any conceivable
market delineation with nothing more effectively asks the Panel to impermissibly make the case
for the EU if the EU’s product market delineation is rejected.

651. Moreover, to meet its burden, the EU must allege, among other things, that each injured
Airbus aircraft model is in a market with a competing Boeing aircraft model affected by the
subsidies at issue. The EU has reiterated that the A330 is not in a market with any Boeing
aircraft model.988 Having unequivocally failed to even allege the required elements of a breach
under Article 6.3, any EU claims must fail with respect to the A330.

652. The EU invents a new test – that “the effects of the subsidy are caused in the same market
in which the existing product (here, the A330) competes.”989 As the Appellate Body statement
above demonstrates, the relevant effects can only exist “if those products compete in the same
market.”990 The EU’s standard has no basis in the Appellate Body’s guidance or the SCM
Agreement.

3. The United States has indicated that the EU must prove the case it has
alleged, but has not endorsed its standard as a requirement under Article 7.8
of the SCM Agreement.

653. The EU incorrectly interprets U.S. silence as apparent agreement with the EU’s position
that it is required to show “‘present’ adverse effects, based on a reference period that may reflect
long-term effects.”991 The United States has clearly stated that it “focused {its first written}
submission on the key points raised in the EU first written submission. Silence with regard to
any issue should be understood as silence, rather than agreement with a position we have not
addressed.”992

654. Moreover, if the United States understands the EU’s reference here correctly, the United
States did address this standard proposed by the EU. The United States noted that “the DSU and
the SCM Agreement do not constrain a Member to adopt this approach. However, as the EU
does not advance any other arguments, the question of whether it is the only way to demonstrate
noncompliance under Article 7.8 is not before the Panel, and need not be resolved to fully
address the EU’s efforts to make a prima facie case.”993

988 See EU SWS, para. 917-918, 921.
989 EU SWS, para. 920.
990 EC – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1119 (emphasis added) (internal citations omitted).
991 EU SWS, para. 889.
992 US FWS, para. 9.
993 US FWS, para. 41.
C. The EU’s Obfuscation with Respect to Its R&D Subsidy Claims Constitutes a Failure to Make a *Prima Facie* Case and Deprives the United States of a Fair Opportunity to Defend Against the Claims of Non-Compliance.

655. Having completed both substantive written submissions prior to the Panel meeting, the EU still has given no clear explanation of its allegations with respect to R&D subsidies. Specifically, the EU has not indicated which subsidies it alleges to cause technology effects and which subsidies it alleges to cause price effects. At this stage, the EU’s refusal to clearly communicate what is being argued puts the United States in the unfair position of not knowing precisely what it is being asked to defend against and constitutes a failure to carry the EU’s burden of proof.

656. The EU has described its burden of proof in these compliance proceedings as follows:\(^994\):

As in all proceedings, the general rules on burden of proof apply. A complaining Member (the European Union in this case) must make a *prima facie* case,\(^995\) which means it must: make a claim; assert facts; adduce evidence; and develop argument.\(^996\) Absent a *prima facie* case, a compliance panel must find in favour of the responding Member (the United States in this case), without the responding Member ever coming under an obligation to rebut a case that has not been

---

\(^994\) EU FWS, para. 32.

\(^995\) Appellate Body Report, *Chile – Price Band System (Article 21.5 – Argentina)*, para. 136 (“… a responding party’s measure will be treated as WTO-consistent unless proven otherwise … an Article 21.5 panel determines whether {the complaining} party has discharged its burden of proof …”); Panel Report, *US – Zeroing (Japan)*, para. 7.5 (Id.); Panel Report, *US – Zeroing (EC) (Article 21.5 – EC)*, para. 8.7 (“The general principles regarding the allocation of the burden of proof in WTO dispute settlement require that a party claiming a violation of a provision of a WTO agreement by another Member assert and prove its claim. These rules apply equally to proceedings under Article 21.5 of the DSU.”) (footnotes omitted); Panel Report, *US – Upland Cotton (Article 21.5 – Brazil)*, para. 9.3 (Id.); Panel Report, *Korea – Certain Paper (Article 21.5 – Indonesia)*, para. 6.4 (“The burden of proof in these proceedings is the same as that in the original panel proceedings. We recall that the general principles applicable to burden of proof in WTO dispute settlement require that a party claiming a violation of a provision of the WTO Agreement by another Member must assert and prove its claim. In these Panel proceedings, Indonesia, which has challenged the consistency of Korea’s measure, thus bears the burden of demonstrating that the measure is not consistent with the relevant provisions of the Agreement. Indonesia also bears the burden of establishing that its claims are properly before the Panel.”) (footnotes omitted); Panel Report, *US – Oil Country Tubular Goods Sunset Reviews (Article 21.5 – Argentina)*, para. 7.4.

\(^996\) Appellate Body Report, *US – Gambling*, para. 141 (“The evidence and arguments underlying a *prima facie* case … must be sufficient to identify the challenged measure and its basic import, identify the relevant WTO provision and obligation contained therein, and explain the basis for the claimed inconsistency of the measure with that provision.”); Appellate Body Report, *US – Zeroing (EC)*, para. 217.
As in all proceedings, a compliance panel may not make the case for either party.998

657. Furthermore, the Appellate Body has made clear that the DSU does not tolerate the type of obfuscation engaged in by the EU. In India – Patents, the Appellate Body explained:

All parties engaged in dispute settlement under the DSU must be fully forthcoming from the very beginning both as to the claims involved in a dispute and as to the facts relating to those claims. Claims must be stated clearly. Facts must be disclosed freely. This must be so in consultations as well as in the more formal setting of panel proceedings.999

658. The EU has failed to meet its burden of proof and deprived the United States as the responding party of a fair opportunity to answer the claims against it.

659. In its first written submission, the United States objected to the EU re-arguing that R&D subsidies cause adverse effects through a price effects causal mechanism – that is, by permitting Boeing to lower its prices – because this argument was rejected in the original proceeding.1000 In its second written submission, the EU has clarified that it is alleging two distinct, non-overlapping sets of R&D subsidies: one set of R&D subsidies that cause technology effects and another set of R&D subsidies that cause price effects.1001

660. However, the EU refuses to clearly identify which R&D subsidies it alleges are in each set. The EU does for the first time provide a table that purports to list the subsidies the EU alleges to be causing price effects on a model-specific basis.1002 The table includes NASA –

997 Appellate Body Report, US – Gambling, para. 155 (“…the Panel erred in ruling on claims relating to these state laws, where no prima facie case of inconsistency had been made out by Antigua …”).

998 Appellate Body Report, Japan – Agricultural Products II, para. 129 (“Article 13 of the DSU and Article 11.2 of the SPS Agreement suggest that panels have a significant investigative authority. However, this authority cannot be used by a panel to rule in favour of a complaining party which has not established a prima facie case of inconsistency based on specific legal claims asserted by it.”); Panel Report, US – Oil Country Tubular Goods Sunset Reviews (Article 21.5 – Argentina), para. 6.10 (“We also recall that the role of a panel is not to make the case for either party, but to clarify parties' claims through questioning, where necessary.”); Panel Report, US – Softwood Lumber V (Article 21.5 – Canada), para. 5.8 (“The role of the Panel is not to make the case for either party …”); Panel Report, EC – Countervailing Measures on DRAM Chips, para. 7.7 (“The role of the Panel is not to make the case for either party …”); Panel Report, US – Softwood Lumber V, para. 7.13 (“The role of the Panel is not to make the case for either party …”); Panel Report, Argentina – Poultry Anti-Dumping Duties, para. 7.50 (“The role of the Panel is not to make the case for either party …”).

999 India – Patents (AB), para. 94 (also referring to the “demands of due process that are implicit in the DSU”).

1000 See US FWS, paras. 716-719.

1001 See EU SWS, paras. 1099-1100.

1002 See EU SWS, para. 1072.
Fundamental Aeronautics, NASA – Integrated Systems Research, NASA – Aviation Safety, NASA – Aeronautics Strategy & Management, NASA – Strategic Capabilities Assets Program, NASA – High-End Computing Program, FAA CLEEN Program, and DoD RDT&E.1003 This covers, at the very least, all post-2006 R&D subsidies alleged in this compliance proceeding. It appears to also cover the pre-2006 DoD subsidies as, all DoD subsidies subject to the DSB’s recommendations and rulings fall under the EU’s DoD RDT&E allegation. It is unclear whether the pre-2006 NASA subsidies – to the extent any remain – are excluded and, therefore, still alleged to cause technology effects.

661. Because the sets of R&D subsidies are mutually exclusive in terms of causal mechanism, one might assume that all of the remaining R&D subsidies are being alleged to cause technology effects. This theory would lead one to conclude that, after the original reference period (post-2006), the EU alleges that no R&D subsidies continued to cause adverse effects through a technology effects causal mechanism. This is difficult to square, however, with a number of other EU arguments, including the EU’s allegation that the FAA CLEEN program (which is post-2006) is causing adverse effects through a technology effects causal mechanism.1004 The EU’s technology effects arguments with respect to subsidies covered by the price effects table result in an internal inconsistency that places the Panel and the United States back in the position of not knowing which subsidies are alleged to cause effects through a price causal mechanism and which are alleged to cause effects through a technology causal mechanism.

662. With respect to the theoretical basis for alleging that one set of R&D subsidies cause price effects while the remaining R&D subsidies cause technology effects, the EU’s explanation is limited to vague and occasional references to some research being for technology that would be unavailable to Boeing in the market and other research that would be available, but nowhere defines which research it alleges to be “for technology that would be unavailable to Boeing in the market.”1005 This too is insufficient to allow the Panel and the United States to understand clearly what the EU is alleging.

663. It is clear from the original proceeding – as the EU now concedes1006 – that R&D subsidies of the type at issue in this dispute cannot cause both technology effects and price effects.1007 An R&D subsidy’s potential to cause technology effects hinges on the subsidy being essential for Boeing to have gone forward with the research at all at the time and in the manner it did. Thus, the claims on which the EU prevailed in the original proceeding were based on the theory that Boeing conducted early-stage research it would not have conducted (at least at that

---

1003 EU SWS, para. 1072. In this and several other passages, the EU refers to its claims as involving the DoD “RDT&E Program.” The United States notes that the EU has made arguments only with respect to 30 named program element and not DoD RDT&E as a whole. See EU FWS, paras. 246, 282, 291, and 301.

1004 See EU FWS, paras. 961, 964, and 981.

1005 See EU SWS, para. 1067.

1006 See EU SWS, para. 1098.

1007 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1826.
time in that manner) in the absence of the subsidies. This research allowed Boeing to launch the 787 earlier than it otherwise would have. And for this reason, the subsidy could not be reduced to its cash value.  

664. A separate theory – which the original panel rejected with respect to R&D subsidies at issue in the original proceeding – suggests that R&D subsidies lower the cost to Boeing of the research, and that Boeing can use the savings to lower the prices of its aircraft. But a premise of this theory, which is inconsistent with the technology effects theory, is that the research would have been conducted at the same time and in the same manner even in the absence of the subsidy. This shows, again, that the two scenarios are mutually exclusive.

665. But the EU does not identify which research it alleges would have been conducted even in the absence of the subsidies and, therefore, arguably causes price effects and not technology effects. Moreover, after obtaining findings solely on the theory that the R&D subsidies were resulting in Boeing conducting research it otherwise would not have conducted at the same time and in the same manner in the absence of the subsidies, the EU has offered no evidence to support the notion that the R&D subsidies are now supporting research that would have been conducted regardless and are therefore simply freeing up cash.

666. In other words, the Panel and the United States are left with no indication as to which R&D subsidies are alleged to cause price effects as well as what reason the EU has for believing that the causal mechanism for R&D subsides has changed. The Panel and the United States simply should not be in the position of having to guess what the EU is alleging, and the EU must not be allowed to profit from its apparently deliberate opacity.

667. Furthermore, at this stage in the proceeding, the EU has failed to make a prima facie case that any R&D subsidies are causing serious prejudice. The EU bears the burden of demonstrating that a particular subsidy can and does cause serious prejudice through a technology causal mechanism, or that a particular subsidy can and does cause serious prejudice through a price causal mechanism. They are completely different arguments. Yet, by failing to even identify the causal mechanism associated with each R&D subsidy, the EU has failed to make a prima facie case that any particular R&D subsidy (or any group of R&D subsidies) causes Boeing to lower its prices. Nor has the EU made a prima facie case that any particular R&D subsidy (or any group of R&D subsidies) causes Boeing to gain technology advantages as was this case in the original proceeding. Accordingly, the EU’s claims with respect to R&D subsidies must fail.

---

1008 See US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1760.

1009 A different way of stating the same argument is that, given the amount Boeing was paid for the research and the costs it incurred, participation in the research provided Boeing with better-than-market assets, such as patent rights. Either way, the issue is an incongruence between what Boeing got out of the research and the costs to Boeing associated with the research.
668. Moreover, even if such claims were considered, there are significant implications attached to any EU arguments that R&D subsidies are acting through a price effects causal mechanism and not a technology effects causal mechanism.

669. First, the EU must accept the finding from the original proceeding that R&D measures at issue there cause technology effects and not price effects. To the extent that the EU is arguing that measures at issue there have not been withdrawn, and the causal mechanism through which those measures cause effects has shifted in the interim, it must demonstrate with evidence from the more recent period the existence of such a shift – which it has failed to do.

670. Second, subsidies can only be aggregated when they share a common causal mechanism. Therefore, technology effects R&D subsidies cannot be aggregated with price effects R&D subsidies (if the EU ever reveals which are which).

671. Third, the EU has never shown (and cannot show) that R&D subsidies that merely allow Boeing to save money – rather than develop technology it otherwise would not develop at that time and in that manner – can impact Boeing’s pricing decisions. And even if the EU could show that R&D subsidies do influence pricing, the EU would have to demonstrate what portion of the overall subsidy – which itself is a fraction of the total program cost – would be passed on to customers in the form of lower prices, as opposed to being used by Boeing for other purposes. And once that portion was established, the effects on Boeing’s pricing could be reduced to the cash value of that portion. This stands in stark contrast to R&D subsidies causing technology effects, which the original panel found could not be reduced to their cash value.

672. But again, the United States should not be put in the position of making these points in the abstract. The EU’s burden – which it has not met – was to allege and support with evidence claims that clearly identified measures are causing particular forms of serious prejudice.

D. The EU Has Failed to Rebut the U.S. Demonstration that Many of its Claims and Arguments Cannot Properly Be Considered in this Compliance Proceeding.

673. The United States has objected to the unruly and sprawling case the EU has inappropriately tried to squeeze into this compliance proceeding, including by attempting to re-litigate issues that were already resolved in the original proceeding. The EU alleges that these objections are a “cloak” for supposed U.S. opposition to the applicable reference period. The United States did not take any specific position on the reference period, much less cloak in other objections arguments supporting that position.

1010 See Section IV.E.1.
1011 See Section IV.G.
1012 See US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1760.
1013 See EU SWS, para. 890.
674. According to the EU, the United States misunderstands the relevance of findings from the original reference period to the Panel’s enquiry in these compliance proceedings for three reasons.\footnote{EU SWS, para. 890.} To the extent the EU is arguing that a new reference period negates the relevance of any findings from the original reference period, it is an argument that proves too much. Compliance proceedings will always take place after original proceedings, and neither previous Appellate Body reports nor common sense supports throwing all previous analysis out the window for purposes of a compliance proceeding.

675. Thus, U.S. objections to the EU’s unauthorized and massive expansion of claims in this compliance proceedings is not an issue of the proper reference period, and no attempts to cast it differently can justify the EU’s attempts to re-litigate previously resolved issues or raise claims it could have pursued in the original proceeding but chose not to. None of the EU’s three reasons to support its theory can sustain scrutiny.

676. First, the EU believes that, in some instances, the United States uses the term “claims” to refer to what are more properly characterized as “arguments.”\footnote{EU SWS, para. 891.} The EU understands itself to have only a single claim of present adverse effects, supported presumably by a multitude of arguments.\footnote{EU SWS, para. 894.} The EU appears to be arguing that only claims can be finally resolved in an original proceeding. If this is the case, than the EU’s notion of having a single claim is too broad. Otherwise, if a Party establishes the existence of an actionable subsidy that causes adverse effects in an original proceeding, it could argue anything under that umbrella in a compliance proceeding.

677. This cannot be correct. Any Party in a compliance proceeding under Article 7.8 has necessarily established at least one form of adverse effects in the original proceeding. The EU’s position would mean that Parties are free to re-argue anything that was initially rejected or omitted entirely just by virtue of being in a compliance proceeding.

678. Moreover, not just “claims,” but also defenses and issues ruled upon and conclusions reached are all part of the reports that are ultimately adopted and are thus resolved.\footnote{See US – Gambling (21.5) (Panel), paras. 6.56-6.57.} Furthermore, the Appellate Body has previously found that Articles 3.2 and 3.3 of the DSU – which reflect the importance to the multilateral trading system of security, predictability and the prompt settlement of disputes – do not allow a party to reargue the treatment of a specific issue that was resolved in the original proceeding.\footnote{Mexico – Corn Syrup (21.5) (AB), paras. 77-79.}

679. As the United States has explained in Section I.A.4, compliance proceedings are not fora to relitigate already-resolved issues or raise new ones that could have been raised in the original
proceeding but were not. Where the EU failed to establish that a measure was in breach of the SCM Agreement, and thus the United States had no compliance obligations with respect to that measure, the EU cannot relitigate the same claims or raise new claims with respect to that measure.

680. If a measure was found to cause adverse effects, the United States agrees that nothing precludes the EU from establishing that certain facts in the interim period have led to changes in the form of the adverse effects being caused. For example, if a subsidy is found to have caused price suppression in the Third Country X 100-200 seat market, it may very well be that later data show price suppression in the Third Country Y 100-200 seat market. This would be consistent with the findings of the original proceeding.

681. Assuming the measure was found to cause price suppression in market X, even if it was found that price suppression in market Y had not been established, the EU could potentially allege price suppression in market Y if it is based on more recent data. But simply repeating the same arguments or supplementing them with new or better arguments is the epitome of an “unfair second chance,” which the Appellate Body has rejected. This is what the EU does in many instances, and the United States maintains that such re-argument should not be permitted.

682. Second, the EU argues that the findings of the original proceeding are not dispositive of the claims in this compliance proceeding because “the alleged ‘claims’ do not involve the same measures at issue in the original proceedings, as the adverse effects at issue in these compliance proceedings are caused by a group of US subsidies that is different from, and in particular broader than, the subsidies at issue in the original proceeding.” Furthermore, according to the EU, there could not have been final resolution of the claims because they concern adverse effects arising after the end of the implementation period in 2012.

683. The EU errs in several respects. The measures at issue are to a large extent the original measures, as a substantial part of the EU case is about the effects of pre-2007 measures and the stream of technological developments they supposedly initiated before 2007. The EU argues that the combination of these measures with new measures allows this Panel to reach conclusions different from, and in particular diametrically opposed to, the adopted Appellate Body and original panel reports. But the EU has failed to explain why the supposed addition of new measures, many of which it characterizes as essentially the same as the original measures, work differently or cause the older measures to work differently.

684. The EU’s position that the original dispute has no applicability to post-2006 developments, or even pre-2006 issues if post-2006 developments exist, combined with EU efforts to vastly expand the scope of this compliance proceeding, in essence requires the

---

1020 EU SWS, para. 893.
1021 EU SWS, para. 894.
conclusion that the original proceeding has no value once it is over. Although this would seemingly undermine any reliance by the EU on the findings in its favor in the original proceeding and the DSB’s recommendations and rulings, it in some ways fits with the EU’s approach of basically treating this compliance proceeding like it is a brand new dispute.

685. But it is not a new dispute. Compliance proceedings are mechanisms for assessing whether a Member has come into compliance with the DSB’s recommendations and rulings. The DSU allows the EU to commence a new dispute if it would like to start from square one.

686. Third, the EU argues that the conclusions and recommendations sections of the panel and Appellate Body reports embody a general conclusion that U.S. subsidies cause adverse effects in the reference period, but do not identify particular sales or markets to which they pertain.1022 This is demonstrably false. The findings and conclusions of the Appellate Body Report include the following:

reverses the Panel's finding, in paragraphs 7.1797, 7.1854(a), and 8.3(a)(i) of the Panel Report, to the extent that it relates to Kenya, Iceland, and Ethiopia (but not with respect to Australia), that the effect of the aeronautics R&D subsidies is a threat of displacement and impedance of EC exports in third-country markets within the meaning of Article 6.3(b) of the SCM Agreement with respect to the 200-300 seat LCA market;1023

687. In addition, the Appellate Body Report modifies all of the individual findings and conclusions with the phrase, “For the reasons set out in this Report.”1024 And even if that were not the case, the findings and conclusions section would hardly make sense without the entirety of the report preceding it.

E. The EU Misapplies the Appellate Body’s Guidance Regarding Aggregation and Cumulation.

688. The EU treats aggregation, cumulation, and the U.S. objection to the EU’s re-litigation of an abandoned cumulation claim as sub-headings under a common “assessment of collective effects” heading.1025 The United States does not view this organization as tracking the proper sequence of analysis. While aggregation arguments can and should be assessed prior to determining whether subsidies are a genuine and substantial cause of the alleged market phenomena, cumulation analysis should only be undertaken if and after at least one subsidy or aggregated group of subsidies has been found to genuinely and substantially cause the alleged market phenomena and the Panel has assessed the genuineness of all subsidies or aggregated

---

1022 EU SWS, para. 895.
1023 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1350(d)(1)(A)(5).
1024 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1350.
1025 EU SWS, paras. 925-954.
groups of subsidies for which cumulation is sought. Nevertheless, for ease of reference, the U.S. rebuttal will adopt the EU’s organizational structure in this regard. Before turning to these concepts, however, the United States addresses the EU’s repeated assertion that the United States is attempting to unduly segment or atomize the analysis.

689. The EU alleges that the United States is arguing for the Panel to “‘segment’ its analysis of the effects of the US subsidies,” and that “the inappropriate ‘atomisation’ of the analysis that the United States advocates is the only basis on which it can escape the previously established finding that the US subsidies result in Boeing charging lower prices than it otherwise would.”\(^{1026}\) As an initial matter, the EU is attempting to shift its burden to demonstrate that aggregation and/or cumulation is appropriate in the relevant contexts. The United States is not trying to segment or atomize anything because there is no presumption that the various subsidies alleged by the EU would be aggregated and/or cumulated – except perhaps with respect to the measures/subsidies that were aggregated and/or cumulated in the original proceeding and found not to have been withdrawn.

690. It is the EU – not the United States – that is trying to escape from the “previously established finding” with respect to U.S. subsidies that result in Boeing charging lower prices (i.e., through the EU’s price effects causal mechanism). The previously established finding in this respect was:

- FSC/ETI and the Washington B&O tax rate reduction, when aggregated, allowed Boeing to lower its prices of 737s and thereby cause lost sales of the A320, and these effects were cumulated with the effects of the Wichita IRBs because the latter were found to supplement and complement the former.

691. There were no other findings with respect to any other measures in any market that subsidies were causing adverse effects by resulting in Boeing charging lower prices than it otherwise would. Thus, there is very little to atomize or segment.

692. Starting from the previously established finding, the United States has not atomized or segmented anything. The United States excluded FSC/ETI – not because it analyzed its effects separately – but because it unquestionably has been withdrawn.

693. Having excluded FSC/ETI on this basis – and again, this was the only subsidy aggregated with the Washington B&O tax rate reduction in the Appellate Body’s analysis of the 100-200 seat market – the United States assessed the Washington B&O tax rate reduction on its own. And as the United States has shown, based on the EU’s theory of how these subsidies cause effects, the EU has not substantiated and cannot demonstrate that the Washington B&O tax rate reduction alone could be a genuine and substantial cause of significant lost sales (or any other form of serious prejudice).\(^{1027}\) This is consistent with the findings in the original proceeding.

\(^{1026}\) EU SWS, para. 925 (emphasis original).

\(^{1027}\) See US FWS, paras. 820-824, 996-997.
where FSC/ETI drove the finding of a breach with respect to subsidies leading to lower 737 prices. The original panel estimated that FSC/ETI subsidies to Boeing totaled $2.2 billion, while Boeing received $13.8 million in Washington B&O tax rate reductions. In fact, in the 200-300 seat market, where FSC/ETI was not alleged to cause adverse effects, the Washington B&O tax rate reduction – even when aggregated with the City of Everett B&O tax rate reduction – was not found to be a genuine and substantial cause of any serious prejudice market phenomena.

The United States has also shown that the EU has not and cannot demonstrate that the Wichita IRBs alone could be a genuine and substantial cause of significant lost sales or any other form of serious prejudice. And, as explained in Section IV.E.2, if neither is a genuine and substantial cause of the relevant market phenomena, their effects cannot be cumulated (although if they were, it would not make a difference). This too is consistent with the Appellate Body’s findings, where the Wichita IRBs were found to cause adverse effects only when cumulated with the tied tax subsidies already found on the back of FSC/ETI to have a genuine and substantial causal relationship to market effects.

Thus, the United States has embraced fully the previously established finding on subsidies permitting Boeing to lower its prices and thereby cause adverse effects. Other than taking into account the withdrawal of FSC/ETI, the United States has followed the analysis and guidance from the original proceeding exactly, including assuming arguendo that the Washington B&O tax rate reduction and the Wichita IRBs were not withdrawn.

It is the EU that attempts to deviate enormously from and massively expand the previously established finding. Of note, under the previously established findings:

- the effects of aggregated R&D subsidies were not cumulated with the effects of aggregated tied tax subsidies or aggregated untied other subsidies, and there was no finding that they should have been;
- the Washington sales tax exemptions for construction services and equipment, the leasehold exemption, and the property tax exemption were not found to cause adverse effects of any kind;
- the Washington B&O tax credits for preproduction development and property taxes were not found to cause adverse effects of any kind;

\(^{1028}\) US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), paras. 7.819, 7.1433, 7.1811 (also valuing the Wichita IRBs at $475.8 million).

\(^{1029}\) See US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), note 1800; US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1854.

\(^{1030}\) See US FWS, paras. 999-1000, 1069.

\(^{1031}\) See US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1321.

\(^{1032}\) See US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1350; US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), paras. 7.303 and 7.1432(a)(i)-(iii).
• the City of Everett B&O tax rate reduction was not found to cause adverse effects of any kind;\(^{1034}\)

• various measures in connection with the production of Boeing’s 787 under the *Project Olympus Master Site Development and Location Agreement between the Boeing Company and the State of Washington* (the “MSA”) were not found to cause adverse effects of any kind;\(^{1035}\)

• DoD procurement contracts were not found to be subsidies causing adverse effects;\(^{1036}\)

• FSC/ETI was conceded to not affect the 787.\(^{1037}\)

697. Nevertheless, the EU is seeking again to add these to the findings in its favor during the original proceeding. In so doing, the EU has re-challenged measures for which it failed to obtain rulings and recommendations, challenged new measures (most of which were in existence and could have been raised in the original proceeding), brought in a federal agency (FAA) and state (South Carolina) that had nothing to do with the original proceeding, and resuscitated arguments and claims it lost before the original panel and did not pursue on appeal. It has also sought the cumulation of R&D subsidies with tied tax subsidies despite failing to pursue in the original proceeding a finding that these two sets of aggregated subsidies should be cumulated.

698. The EU is thus seeking a massive, unauthorized, and at times incomprehensible expansion of this compliance proceeding, and the U.S. unwillingness to accommodate this improper expansion hardly amounts to inappropriate atomization. It is the EU that is trying to escape the previously established finding.

699. Moreover, the EU frames its discussion with a misleading statement that “the Appellate Body found…that both (i) Boeing’s subsidy-affected product development decisions, and (ii)

\(^{1033}\) See *US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel)*, para. 7.1834.

\(^{1034}\) *US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB)*, para. 1350(d)(iii)(A).

\(^{1035}\) *US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB)*, para. 10. These measures include (i) specific road improvements for the benefit of Boeing’s LCA production facilities in Everett; (ii) the waiver of landing fees for Boeing’s 747 large cargo freighters (“LCFs”) at Paine Field to lower the costs of transporting 787 components to Everett; (iii) improvements to rail-barge transfer capabilities and expansion of the South Terminal facility to facilitate the transportation of 787 components to Everett; (iv) the freezing of rates for water, sanitary sewer, solid waste, and process wastewater services utilized by Boeing’s LCA production facilities in Everett; (v) the provision of coordinators to Boeing to help start up Project Olympus; (vi) the creation of a workforce development programme and the provision of an "Employment Resource Center" to train Boeing's employees who will work on the assembly of the 787; (vii) the extension to 747 LCFs of tax and other incentives provided to the 787; and (viii) the assumption of litigation costs that Boeing incurs in relation to the MSA.

\(^{1036}\) See *US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB)*, para. 620 & note 1298; *US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel)*, paras. 7.1113, 7.1171.

\(^{1037}\) *US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB)*, note 1882 (citing *US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel)*, para. 7.1802).
Boeing’s subsidy-affected pricing decisions directly impact Airbus’ sales and prices.”\textsuperscript{1038} Not only did the Appellate Body not assess R&D subsidies affecting product development on a cumulative basis with subsidies affecting Boeing’s pricing, but the Appellate Body did not even find that any Airbus model’s sales and prices were adversely affected by both technology-effect subsidies and price-effect subsidies.

700. Rather, the Appellate Body found that certain NASA and DoD R&D subsidies, on an aggregated basis, accelerated the launch and promised deliveries of the 787, causing serious prejudice to the Original A350 and A330. And the Appellate Body separately found that FSC/ETI and the Washington B&O tax rate reduction, when aggregated, allowed Boeing to lower its prices of 737s, and when cumulated with the effects of the Wichita IRBs, constituted a genuine and substantial cause of lost sales of the A320. The Appellate Body did not find that \textit{any} subsidy resulted in Boeing lowering its prices for 787s and thereby caused serious prejudice. Nor did the Appellate body find that \textit{any} subsidy resulted in technology effects with respect to the 737 that caused serious prejudice.

\textbf{1. The EU has failed to establish that aggregation is proper in many of the contexts in which the EU requests it.}

701. The EU states in its second written submission that “\textquote*{a}ggregating subsidies requires that the subsidies (i) share a ‘sufficiently similar ... design, structure, and operation’, (ii) have a nexus to the subsidised product, and (iii) affect markets through the same causal mechanism.”\textsuperscript{1039} In the first written submission, the United States demonstrated numerous errors in the EU’s aggregation arguments, which fail to satisfy the EU’s burden based on the standard it acknowledges. Not only has the EU failed to rebut those demonstrations, its clarification of its R&D subsidy allegations has only compounded the errors.

a. \textbf{R&D subsidies}

702. The EU states, with respect to R&D subsidies, that the United States disputes only that the FAA CLEEN program may be aggregated with the NASA and DoD R&D subsidies.\textsuperscript{1040} The United States explains below that, not only is this not completely accurate, but the EU’s partial clarification of its arguments in its second written submission gives rise to additional objections about aggregating NASA and DoD R&D subsidies. The United States will first, however, address the EU’s argument that alleged FAA subsidies should be aggregated with other R&D subsidies.

703. In the first written submission, the United States observed that the EU’s reliance on the original panel report was insufficient to support aggregation of NASA, DoD, and FAA R&D

\textsuperscript{1038} EU SWS, para. 929 (emphasis omitted).

\textsuperscript{1039} EU SWS, para 931.

\textsuperscript{1040} US SWS, para. 932.
subsidies, as the FAA CLEEN program was not even at issue in the original proceeding, much less aggregated with NASA and DoD subsidies. 1041 The EU does not and cannot dispute this fact.

704. The EU gives no further explanation in its second written submission of how the FAA subsidies share a common design, structure, and operation with the NASA and DoD subsidies, choosing instead to rely on the brief discussion in its first written submission, which itself cross-referenced the EU’s more general discussion of the alleged subsidies. 1042 The United States has already demonstrated that many of the EU’s general discussion of the FAA CLEEN program contains numerous inaccuracies. 1043 For example, the EU’s suggestion that the CLEEN program is a continuation of NASA research is simply wrong. 1044 The United States has also noted structural differences between the FAA CLEEN program and NASA research. 1045 Thus, like its reliance on the original panel findings, the EU’s reliance on certain inaccurate premises may be misplaced.

705. In any event, the EU’s aggregation of all FAA, NASA, and DoD R&D subsidies unquestionably fails as a result of the EU’s unelaborated distinction between alleged R&D subsidies that have technology effects and those that have price effects. 1046 The United States addresses in Section IV.C the many difficulties associated with the EU’s approach of pursuing two separate groups of R&D subsidies with different causal mechanisms, which is made far more challenging to assess in light of the EU’s inexplicable refusal to identify with any clarity which R&D subsidies are alleged to cause technology effects, and which R&D subsidies are alleged to cause price effects.

706. But to the extent that at some point the EU is willing to reveal which R&D subsidies it alleges are in each group, the R&D subsidies identified as causing price effects cannot be aggregated with the R&D subsidies identified as causing technology effects. The EU explicitly concedes that “{a}ggregating subsidies requires that the subsidies… (iii) affect markets through

1041 US FWS, paras. 749-750.
1042 See EU SWS, para. 932 (citing “EU FWS, paras. 959-963, referencing arguments and evidence in EU FWS, Sections V.B.2a-c, V.C.2. a-c, and V.D.2.a-c”).
1043 See US FWS, paras. 474-489.
1044 See US FWS, paras 477.
1045 See US FWS, paras. 478.
1046 At least with respect to the NASA and DoD measures subject to the DSB’s recommendations and rulings, the United States had not questioned the appropriateness of their aggregation given that Appellate Body reports are meant to be treated as a final resolution of the particular dispute. Of course, if the subsidies are found to have been withdrawn, aggregation is a moot point. Moreover, the EU has raised numerous new claims and arguments with respect to NASA and DoD measures that the United States has demonstrated to be outside the Panel’s terms of reference. To the extent the Panel considers such claims, the EU obviously cannot rely on the aggregation findings from the original proceeding.
the same causal mechanism.\textsuperscript{1047} Thus, there is no disagreement that, to the extent there are two distinct sets of R&D subsidies that do not affect markets through the same causal mechanism, they do not meet one of the requirements for aggregation.

\textit{b. Tied tax subsidies}

707. The United States noted that, in addition to the South Carolina apportionment agreement not being within the scope of this compliance proceeding, not all tied tax subsidies are even alleged to affect the same aircraft.\textsuperscript{1048} The EU has clarified that any subsidy not explicitly alleged to have a close linkage to a particular aircraft model in paragraphs 1159-1161 of the EU first written submission should be excluded from the aggregated group of subsidies for the purposes of assessing potential effects of subsidies in the market in which that model competes.\textsuperscript{1049} Thus, the aggregated tied tax subsidies group is different for each market, meaning the magnitude for each group is different. In attempting to establish its claims, it is incumbent upon the EU to engage with the particulars in each market rather than generically refer to the U.S. subsidies as if the group is static.

\textit{c. Miscellaneous subsidies}

708. According to the EU, the U.S. aggregation argument as it applies to the miscellaneous subsidies requires that the subsidies be essentially identical.\textsuperscript{1050} This is not the case. The U.S. position is that it is insufficient to merely allege that the subsidies leave Boeing with more money that it would have in the absence of the subsidies, which is significantly different than requiring the subsidies to be identical.

709. As the EU recognizes, subsidies can only be aggregated if they are shown to, \textit{inter alia}, share a sufficiently similar design, structure, and operation.\textsuperscript{1051} The EU has still failed to show how the myriad subsidies it tries to lump together in its third catch-all category share a similar design, structure, and operation. Instead, the EU argues that \textit{US – Upland Cotton} demonstrates that “subsidies that take substantially different forms may properly be aggregated, even if they are not essentially identical to one another.”\textsuperscript{1052} But \textit{US – Upland Cotton} undermines rather than supports the EU’s argument.

\textsuperscript{1047} EU SWS, para. 931.
\textsuperscript{1048} US FWS, para. 753.
\textsuperscript{1049} See EU SWS, paras. 934, 1065-1067.
\textsuperscript{1050} EU SWS, para. 935.
\textsuperscript{1051} See EU SWS, para. 931.
\textsuperscript{1052} EU SWS, para. 936.
710. There, as the EU notes, the panel aggregated three types of payments to upland cotton producers. However, the panel also refused to aggregate other subsidies it determined to be insufficiently similar. An examination of the panel’s analysis is instructive.

711. With respect to the three subsidies the panel aggregated, it emphasized that:

- the “three subsidies {were} provided for in the same legal measure: the FSRI Act of 2002;”
- the three subsidies were price-contingent; and
- the three subsidies have a nexus with the subsidized product and the single effects-related variable – world price – that the panel was called upon to examine.1053

712. By contrast, the panel refused to aggregate so-called PFC and DP payments, as well as insurance premiums paid by the government. The panel noted that:

- none of these subsidies were price-contingent;
- the PFC and DP payments were provided in the same legal measures as the three aggregated subsidies, but the crop insurance subsidies had a separate legal basis;
- the combination of elements indicated that these subsidies were more directed at income support; and
- this combination attenuates the nexus between these subsidies and the subsidized product and the single effects-related variable – world price.1054

The panel concluded: “Because they are of a different nature and effect, we decline to aggregate them and their effects with those of the mandatory price-contingent subsidies in our price suppression analysis here. Rather, we must consider them separately.”1055

713. The EU has failed to make any showing here with respect to the miscellaneous subsidies that would be equivalent to the similarities among price-contingent subsidies cited in US – Upland Cotton. The miscellaneous subsidies include measures with widely disparate designs, structures, and operations. As just one example, the U.S. first written submission highlighted the EU’s failure to demonstrate any common design, structure, and operation shared by “Wichita IRBs {that} allow Boeing to avoid sales and property taxes” and the “Joint Center for Aerospace Technology Innovation {that} provides Boeing with access to university resources for use in

1053 US – Upland Cotton (Panel), para. 7.1303.
1054 US – Upland Cotton (Panel), para. 7.1307.
1055 US – Upland Cotton (Panel), para. 7.1307.
Furthermore, not only do they not share the same legal basis, as was the case in US – Upland Cotton, they are not even provided for or administered by the same granting authority. This fact, specifically, is not dispositive, but it is telling that the EU has also not identified any design or structure similarities that can be cited in favor of aggregation. Therefore, the EU’s request for aggregation of these miscellaneous subsidies fails.

714. Finally, the EU suggests that the real U.S. objection appears to be that the aggregation of the miscellaneous subsidies is an attempt to make otherwise insubstantial alleged subsidies seem larger by aggregating them.\textsuperscript{1057} The United States observes that the EU’s attempt to aggregate such disparate subsidies – without any real explanation of what common design, structure, and operation they share – likely signals the EU’s awareness that, on their own, these subsidies cannot plausibly cause adverse effects. But that is not the only or “real” point made by the United States.

715. The United States does not, as the EU suggests, concede that the miscellaneous subsidies have a substantial causal relationship with the relevant effects if they were aggregated. In fact, the United States explicitly made that clear in the aggregation section of its submission.\textsuperscript{1058} The United States maintains that such aggregation is not appropriate, however, because of the EU’s failure to meet its burden of demonstrating with evidence that the miscellaneous subsides meet the Appellate Body’s criteria for aggregation. For these reasons, and those cited in the U.S. first written submission, the EU’s request that the miscellaneous subsidies be aggregated should be denied.

2. The EU has not followed the Appellate Body’s cumulation guidance.

716. The EU notes the U.S. position that, where no subsidy or aggregated group of subsidies can be shown to have a genuine and substantial causal relationship with relevant market phenomena under Article 6.3, cumulation is not appropriate.\textsuperscript{1059} The EU states that the U.S. argument “contradicts explicit guidance by the Appellate Body,” but the EU never cites or reproduces any such contradiction.\textsuperscript{1060} Instead, it transitions to a vague argument about how the two approaches to collective assessment previously employed (i.e., aggregation and cumulation), “are no bar to other methodologies that could be used to assess collectively the effects of subsidies.”\textsuperscript{1061} The United States takes no position on whether other forms of collective assessment could be appropriate in a particular dispute, but to the extent the EU is pursuing a

\textsuperscript{1056} EU FWS, para. 974.
\textsuperscript{1057} EU SWS, para. 939.
\textsuperscript{1058} See US FWS, note 1127 (“As demonstrated below, even when aggregated, the miscellaneous subsidies do not have a genuine and substantial relationship with the market phenomena under Article 6.3(a) of the SCM Agreement.”).
\textsuperscript{1059} EU SWS, para. 945.
\textsuperscript{1060} EU SWS, para. 945.
\textsuperscript{1061} EU SWS, para. 945.
novel form of collective assessment, there should be no confusion about which Party is taking an approach that the Appellate Body has not endorsed.1062

717. Moreover, the EU is vague about whether it is actually seeking some analysis different from the cumulation analysis previously employed by the Appellate Body. 1063 To the extent the EU is seeking a novel form of collective assessment of subsidies, it bears the burden of explaining the mechanics of its proposal, when this form of collective assessment is appropriate, and why it is appropriate in this instance. The EU has done none of this.

718. What is clear, however, is that under the cumulation analysis previously applied by the Appellate Body, including in the original proceeding of this dispute, cumulation is not appropriate where no subsidy or aggregated group of subsidies can be shown to have a genuine and substantial causal relationship with relevant market phenomena.

719. Indeed, it is the EU’s position that is contradicted by explicit Appellate Body guidance. The Appellate Body could not have been clearer with respect to cumulation:

- a panel may begin by analyzing the effects of a single subsidy, or an aggregated group of subsidies, in order to determine whether it constitutes a genuine and substantial cause of adverse effects. Having reached that conclusion, a panel may then assess whether other subsidies—either individually or in aggregated groups—have a genuine causal connection to the same effects, and complement and supplement the effects of the first subsidy (or group of subsidies) that was found, alone, to be a genuine and substantial cause of the alleged market phenomena. The other subsidies have to be a “genuine” cause, but they need not, in themselves, amount to a “substantial” cause in order for their effects to be combined with those of the first subsidy or group of subsidies that, alone, has been found to be a genuine and substantial cause of the adverse effects.1064

The Appellate Body clearly distinguishes between what the United States refers to as the “anchor” subsidy,1065 which must have a genuine and substantial causal relationship, and the other subsidies sought to be cumulated, which must be a genuine cause, but need not amount to a substantial cause, on their own. The EU fails to reconcile its position with this statement.

---

1062 It is also relevant that this is a compliance proceeding, not an original proceeding. Where compliance with the DSB’s recommendations and rulings is being assessed, it is generally not appropriate for the complaining party to be altering the framework of the dispute.

1063 This includes the EU not using the term cumulation in its heading of the section, which is “Collective assessment of the existence of a causal link based on the technology and price mechanisms of the US subsidies.”

1064 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1282 (emphasis original).

1065 The use of the term “anchor subsidy” is not intended to alter the Appellate Body’s analysis in any way. It is merely a useful shorthand to avoid repeating “the subsidy or aggregated group of subsidies already found to have a genuine and substantial causal relationship with the market phenomena under Article 6.3.”
720. The EU’s position would collapse the two concepts of aggregation and cumulation. Aggregation allows the Panel to assess multiple subsidies as if they are a single subsidy. Appropriately, there are certain requirements before subsidies can be treated singularly, including that they operate through the same causal mechanism. By contrast, cumulating the effects of subsidies implicates different limitations.

721. In the original proceeding, the Appellate Body discussed the factors to be considered when deciding whether or not to aggregate subsidies. The Appellate Body then turned to the separate concept of cumulation:

In contrast, a decision as to whether the effects of different subsidies can be cumulated can be taken only after there has been a determination, for at least one subsidy or group of aggregated subsidies, that it has a genuine and substantial link to the alleged market phenomena. Once such a causal link has been established, then a panel will have to address the question of whether other subsidies have a genuine connection to such phenomena.

Thus, it is the EU’s position that is explicitly contradicted by the Appellate Body’s guidance.

722. Finally, the EU’s repeated references to the need to not unduly segment or atomize claims are of no import. The Appellate Body also warned about the risks of inappropriate collective assessment. Accounting for the competing risks requires a balance, and the Appellate Body has sought to strike that balance in setting out the relevant factors for the conceptual analyses it has previously undertaken – aggregation and cumulation.

3. The EU mischaracterizes the U.S. argument and the original panel and Appellate Body findings, and errs in contending that a party can resuscitate a claim it abandoned in the original proceeding.

723. As an initial matter – and consistent with a pattern that pervades the EU’s submissions – the EU is overly vague, resulting in a repeated failure to properly distinguish between aggregation and cumulation. In so doing, the EU incorrectly characterizes the U.S. argument.

724. The EU suggests that the United States has argued that subsidies acting through different causal mechanisms cannot be cumulated. This is incorrect. The United States in no way contests the Appellate Body’s finding that different causal mechanisms does not preclude a panel from even assessing whether cumulation is appropriate. The United States notes that subsidies acting through different causal mechanisms cannot be aggregated – that is, they cannot be treated as a single subsidy. The United States also points out that, while different causal

---

1066 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1291, note 2615.
1067 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1292 (italics original, bold added).
1068 See EU SWS, paras. 948-949.
mechanisms do not act as a bar to any cumulation analysis, the complaining party still must show that the effects of two subsidies (or aggregated groups of subsidies) are appropriately (i.e., should be) cumulated.

725. The EU’s misrepresentation of the U.S. argument leads it to incorrectly conclude that the United States is asking the Panel “to commit the same legal error as the original panel.”

726. The EU also misrepresents the Appellate Body’s finding. According to the EU, the Appellate Body found “that the original panel erred in not conducting a collective assessment of the effects of the US subsidies.” This is not what the Appellate Body found. The Appellate Body found that the different causal mechanisms are not an outright bar to cumulation and, therefore, the original panel should have inquired whether or not the effects of the tied tax subsidies complement and supplement the effects of the R&D subsidies. The Appellate Body never found that the effects of the R&D subsidies and the tied tax subsidies should be cumulated.

727. And the reason for that is because the EU explicitly indicated to the Appellate Body that it was not requesting such a finding. By contrast, the EU did request that the Appellate Body complete the analysis with respect to cumulation of the tied tax subsidies and the remaining untied subsidies “and find that, together with the tied tax subsidies, the remaining subsidies cause adverse effects.”

728. Therefore, the EU is wrong to suggest that its failure to request completion of the analysis is irrelevant. The difference in its approach in these two scenarios very clearly demonstrates that, in one scenario it was seeking a finding that the effects of two aggregated groups of subsidies should be cumulated, and in the other scenario it was not seeking such a finding.

729. Thus, the EU deliberately chose and communicated to the Appellate Body and the United States its choice not to request a finding that the effects of the R&D subsidies and the tied tax subsidies should be cumulated. As a result of the EU’s choice, it failed to establish that the effects of those two aggregated groups of subsidies should be cumulated, as was its burden. That in turn shaped the DSB’s rulings and recommendations, which informed the U.S. compliance steps. It would be unfair for the EU to grant itself a remand on this issue by re-raising it in the context of this compliance proceeding. Accordingly, there is no justification for creating a new exception to the general rule that issues resolved in the original proceeding cannot be re-litigated in a compliance proceeding.

1069 EU SWS, para. 950.
1070 EU SWS, para. 952.
1071 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1321.
1072 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1321.
1073 EU SWS, para. 1331.
730. Moreover, the United States agrees with the EU that “an approach to limiting the scope of these compliance proceedings that requires this Panel to identify and ascribe intent to the European Union’s…decisions in the original proceedings is unworkable.”\textsuperscript{1074} The United States has not requested that the Panel base its decision on whether there is proof that the EU was trying to game the system. The point is that, from a systemic perspective, allowing the EU to re-raise this issue now would permit and even incentivize such gaming.

731. But it is irrelevant whether a party declines to pursue a particular finding because it is attempting to game the system, considers the issue unimportant, decides that the ultimate conclusion of the panel was correct even if the legal analysis was not, or fails to pursue a finding for some other reason. Where it does, in fact, decline to pursue a finding on appeal that it sought and did not establish before the panel, that issue is resolved, and the complaining party is not entitled to an additional bite of the apple. Because, unlike many other issues, the EU indicated its deliberate intention not to seek a finding from the Appellate Body that the effects of R&D subsidies and tied tax subsidies should be cumulated in this dispute, that issue should not be revisited in this compliance proceeding.

F. Technology Causal Mechanism

1. Introduction

732. In its first written submission, the United States demonstrated that the U.S. aeronautics R&D measures properly within the terms of reference of this Panel do not cause present adverse effects through a technology effects causal mechanism. The U.S. demonstration encompasses both the compliance steps that changed the nature and magnitude of U.S. aeronautics R&D programs related to LCA, and the expiration of the technology effects found in the original proceeding.

733. The EU second written submission fails to rebut this demonstration. While the EU disagrees with the United States on many points, its responses confirm that the core technology effects issue before the Panel is when the 787 would have been available absent subsidies:

- the EU agrees that the technology effects of the NASA and DoD R&D subsidies to the 787 have a finite duration;

- the EU either agrees or does not contest that, absent those subsidies, Boeing would have launched the 787 at some point after 2004; and

\textsuperscript{1074} EU SWS, para. 397.
• the EU agrees that the proper way to determine when that launch would occur is through a counterfactual timing analysis focused on when Boeing could have made the 787 available.1075

734. Having narrowed the issues in this way, the parties do disagree as to the proper framing of the counterfactual question under such an analysis, the R&D programs subject to the analysis, and the ultimate conclusion. On these issues, the EU fail to undermine the approach, analysis and conclusions presented by the United States.

735. First, the U.S. counterfactual question isolates the effect of the relevant subsidies by delaying the 787 launch by the amount of time it would take Boeing engineers, absent any knowledge and experience they gained from participating in the WTO-inconsistent NASA and DoD research contracts and agreements to reach the point of launching the 787. In contrast, the EU counterfactual question would extend this delay by adding more time for (i) work performed under DoD procurement contracts that have not been found to confer specific subsidies, plus (ii) R&D actually performed by Boeing and its suppliers even though this would double-count the time taken for such work.

736. Second, the U.S. counterfactual analysis estimated two years of additional, counterfactual R&D time by looking to Boeing’s real-world experience performing early-stage R&D on the 787 program, which involved technological challenges comparable to those addressed in the NASA and DoD programs. In contrast, the EU, without disputing that the U.S. benchmarks involve early-stage R&D of comparable difficulty, proposes ten-plus years of additional time that is based on a generic rule-of-thumb for all phases of concept-to-commercial technology development.

737. Third, the U.S. two-year estimate, when added to Boeing’s actual pre-launch R&D time for the 787, is roughly comparable to the one-to-two-year pre-launch development time for Airbus’s A350 XWB. In contrast, the EU’s 10-plus-year figure implies that it would have taken Boeing five to ten times longer to launch the 787 than it took Airbus to launch the A350 XWB without participating in the NASA and DoD R&D programs.

738. The United States elaborates on these and related issues below, demonstrating that the U.S. approach is a reasonable, evidence-based way to answer the 787 counterfactual timing question, while the EU’s is not.

739. Having failed to overcome the U.S. demonstration that the 787 would have been launched in 2006, there is very little left to the EU’s technology effects arguments. The EU

1075 EU SWS, para. 1023 (“the relevant question is how long it would have taken Boeing engineers to undertake all of the knowledge the company’s decades of participation in the US Government-supported R&D programmes have brought them, and thereafter, how long it would have taken them to research, develop and produce the specific technologies employed on the aircraft - without any knowledge about what to do and which pitfalls and dead-end research to avoid – knowledge acquired only through participation in the US R&D programmes.”) (emphasis added); Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 13 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).
either accepts or does not dispute that a 787 launch in 2006 would have allowed Boeing to develop the 737 MAX and 777X at the time and in the manner it has – even if all of the EU’s technology spillover arguments were accepted. This leaves no technology effects allegations of any consequence.

740. With respect to the alleged post-2007 R&D subsidies, the EU concedes that at least some do not cause technology effects, implying that the nature of U.S. R&D contracts and agreements has changed. Meanwhile, its specific technology effects arguments for alleged post-2007 R&D subsidies associated with the 787, 777X, are 737 MAX boil down to an FAA CLEEN program that is outside the Panel’s terms of reference. In any event, the CLEEN program did not have any technology effects. At most, it may have contributed a tiny amount of funding for jet fuel used on some flight tests that tested technology [***].

741. Finally, the EU largely does not dispute that the United States reduced substantially the amount of funding and resources provided to Boeing under the challenged R&D programs. Assuming, arguendo, that the Panel were to find that any existing U.S. R&D programs conferred subsidies to LCA, such subsidies under those programs would be a fraction of the already much-reduced program values.

742. Below, the United States addresses the specific arguments raised in the EU second written submission concerning the effect of the R&D subsidies through a technology causal mechanism.

2. The EU mischaracterizes the U.S. technology effects rebuttal as challenging the underlying findings.

743. The United States welcomes the EU’s acknowledgement that this compliance proceeding is not an appropriate forum to appeal or relitigate the findings of the original panel and the Appellate Body. However, the EU mischaracterizes the U.S. technology effects rebuttal as “repackag{ing}” arguments already rejected in the original proceeding.

744. The subsections below highlight the errors in the EU arguments, including repeated mischaracterization of U.S. rebuttal arguments. Even the EU’s introductory paragraphs distort the U.S. rebuttal arguments and the findings from the original proceeding. The EU states: “The United States surprisingly alleges that the original panel found that the US R&D subsidies did ‘not…enable the development of technologies’ for the 787.”

1076 See EU SWS, para. 978.
1077 EU SWS, para. 982.
1078 EU SWS, para. 979 (quoting US FWS, para. 682).
The important point the United States was making is clear from the entirety of the sentence, and it is different from the distorted sentence the EU has created.

The EU also criticizes as implausible the purported “US assertion that Boeing could have ‘develop{ed}, launch{ed} and produc{ed} the 787’ a mere two years later.” Again, this badly mischaracterizes the U.S. argument. The United States has never asserted that Boeing could have produced the 787 – i.e., manufactured the aircraft to fill a customer order – by April 2006. The two-year period is rather an estimation of the 787 launch delay resulting from the absence of the R&D subsidies (i.e., the additional time needed in the pre-launch R&D phase). In the U.S. counterfactual, the 787 deliveries would be promised to start in 2010.

The EU also criticizes the United States for “deny{ing} the second counterfactual found by the original panel, that is, of a ‘weaker’, less innovative 767-plus replacement that would have been launched in 2004.” In the original proceeding, the Appellate Body stated:

This latter scenario of a 767-plus, however, had not been specifically advanced by either of the parties, is not referred to in the evidence on record, and is not reflected in the content of the Panel's counterfactual reasoning. For this reason, we find it difficult to sustain the arguments of the United States that are predicated on the counterfactual scenario involving a 767-plus aircraft.

Thus, that the United States does not predicate its argument on the 767-plus counterfactual scenario that neither party advanced is hardly at odds with the Appellate Body’s findings.

Finally, the EU apparently rounds down to zero the two-year estimation of the 787 launch delay, stating:

the United States, in essence, argues that, without the US R&D subsidies, Boeing would have launched the 787 with the same innovative technologies more or less at the same time as it did with the US R&D subsidies. The United States thus asks this Panel to abandon the findings in the original proceedings, and now to accept that the US R&D subsidies had no meaningful effect whatsoever on the development, launch and production of the 787. Accordingly, the United States does not unconditionally accept the findings of the original panel, as upheld by the Appellate Body, on technology effects.

---

1079 US FWS, para. 682.
1080 EU SWS, para. 980.
1081 US FWS, para. 799.
1082 EU SWS, para. 979.
1083 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1025.
1084 EU SWS, para. 981.
748. The EU does not explain why it would treat two years later as “more or less the same time.” The two years in question are the period in which the original panel found significant lost sales based on Boeing’s ability to offer the 787 during that period. It is also the amount of time it took Airbus to go from having no near-term intention to replace the A330, to an unsuccessful attempt at the Original A350, to the formal launch of the A350 XWB. Accordingly, the EU criticism is misplaced. Two years is highly significant in the very competitive LCA market, especially at a time when Boeing had only a marginalized 767 to offer in the smaller twin-aisle market space.

749. The fact remains that the U.S. rebuttal explicitly accepts the underlying findings that the 787 would not have been launched when it was, absent the R&D subsidies found to exist. From this basis, the United States answered a core question unresolved by the original panel and the Appellate Body, and which the EU omitted from its initial arguments in this compliance dispute: what is the “significantly later” point in time at which the 787 would have been launched? The best estimate for that question is the one provided by the United States and Boeing engineers: in 2006, or approximately two years later than the actual 2004 launch date. This demonstration is fully consistent with the underlying findings, contrary to the EU arguments refuted below.

a. It is the EU that departs from the findings in the original proceeding regarding the disincentives for early-stage, long-term, and risky research.

750. The EU contends that the United States “calls into question” the underlying findings that “there were large disincentives for private sector investment in long-term, high-risk R&D.” In its first written submission, the United States did not question that there were such disincentives, or that they would have contributed to a delay in the launch of the 787. Rather, the United States demonstrated that, in light of the underlying findings and the Boeing Engineers Statement, those disincentives are not constant over time for a given R&D project. Rather, the disincentives would diminish as the risks of undertaking the research declines with the growth in relevant knowledge, the commercial need for such research becomes more urgent, and the time for recouping the investment in research shortens.

751. The original panel considered it likely that Boeing would have launched the 787 without the R&D subsidies, albeit at a later time. It follows that the disincentives cited by the original

1085 See Airbus Engineers Statement, paras. 49-51 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)). The EU was able to make customer commitments five months earlier than the official launch date. Singapore Airlines Orders 20 Airbus A350 XWB-900s and 9 Airbus A380s, Business Wire (July 21, 2006) (Exhibit USA-291).

1086 EU SWS, para. 983.

1087 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1747.

1088 US FWS, paras. 783, 794-795.

1089 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1775; see also id, para. 7.1759 (allowing for the possibility that “Boeing could have eventually achieved through its own resources the gains that in fact accrued to it through NASA’s assistance (a matter on which we express no view)”).
panel would at some point cease to inhibit Boeing’s own R&D activity in the technologies covered by the underlying findings. The disincentives would diminish as the risks of the R&D declined and the importance of the technology increased for Boeing. As Boeing engineers explain in their reply to the EU and Airbus engineers’ criticisms:

As the relevant knowledge base grows over time, a given R&D project becomes less risky. And when a company like Boeing faces the commercial imperative to bring to market a highly-efficient new aircraft, and commits the resources to do so, the payoffs of potentially relevant early-stage R&D become more concrete and the time to recoup R&D investment shortens.1090

752. The risks of the relevant R&D have declined as Boeing’s knowledge base increased through its own unsubsidized experience and advances in knowledge that were disseminated widely throughout the aerospace community.1091 As the original panel found, “Boeing’s technology developments are clearly the product of a variety of factors,”1092 including non-subsidy factors that significantly altered the state of technological development from the late 1980s/early 1990s through the early 2000s.

753. Boeing began work under the NASA ACT, R&D Base, HSR, HPCC, and AST programs in the 1989 to 1995 period1093 when Boeing was in the early stages of the 777 program and had only begun to develop the 737NG. Since that time, the non-subsidy base of knowledge and experience available to Boeing grew considerably. Boeing “derived valuable knowledge and experience from lessons learned over the course of the 777 and 737NG production programmes,” as the original panel found.1094

754. Meanwhile, “{i}t is also clear that during the 1990s, Boeing suppliers on the 787, such as Kawasaki Heavy Industries and Fuji Heavy Industries were developing expertise in the use of composites in primary aircraft structures contemporaneously with Boeing's development efforts.”1095 From 1995 to 2000, the use of composite materials in aerospace trebled.1096 The Boeing Engineers Statement properly accounts for these and other non-subsidy sources that continued to generate knowledge, technology, and experience up through the early 2000s. Overall, as Boeing Engineers explain in their reply to the Airbus Engineers Statement:

1090 Reply of Boeing Engineers to EU and Airbus Statements Regarding the Technologies and Development of the 787, 737 MAX, and 777X, Michael S. Burtle et al., Boeing, para. 9 (Aug. 2013(BCI)) (“Boeing Engineers Reply”) (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).

1091 US FWS, para. 795.

1092 US -- Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1758.

1093 Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 69 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).

1094 US -- Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1757.

1095 US -- Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1757.

1096 Bair Affidavit, para. 14 (Exhibit USA-311).
In each of the relevant technology areas, from composites to computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to noise reduction, the knowledge base of Boeing, its suppliers, and indeed the wider aeronautics community originated prior to the NASA and DOD programs and would grow over time regardless of whether those programs existed. The Airbus engineers fail to acknowledge this.

The relevant knowledge base available to Boeing in the early 2000s was significantly more advanced than in the late 1980s and early 1990s, when many of the NASA and DOD programs started. To take just a few examples from the area of composite materials, Boeing in the early 2000s:

• had already spent more than a decade developing and producing the 777’s composite empennage and horizontal and vertical stabilizers, which included intensive work with the Toray T3900 prepreg material we would use on the 787;

• knew that Raytheon had launched and flown a business jet with a composite fuselage (the Premier 1);

• knew that Airbus would be using composites to build the A380’s massive stabilizers and center wing box; and

• [***]

With these and other developments, separate and apart from Boeing’s participation in the NASA and DOD programs, Boeing gained a much better understanding of what was possible and what was not.

Such developments help to explain why the disincentives that the WTO Panel found for “long term, high risk aeronautical R&D” are not constant for a given technology, even if such disincentives applied at the time the NASA and DOD R&D programs were undertaken.\textsuperscript{1097}

755. As the risks posed by the relevant R&D declined during the 1990s and into the early 2000s with Boeing’s accumulation of knowledge and experience from non-subsidy sources, the importance of 787-relevant technology increased, further altering the cost-benefit calculus. This increased Boeing’s willingness to undertake the work necessary to develop the 787. In contrast to the early 1990s when it had no near-term plans to replace the 767 with an all-new aircraft, Boeing in the early 2000s was determined to address the damage done to the 767 by the A330 with an all-new, more-efficient mid-size twin-aisle aircraft. As the original panel found,

\textsuperscript{1097} Boeing Engineers Reply, paras. 7-9 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).
we are satisfied from the evidence that Boeing’s assessment in the late 1990s that route fragmentation would lead to a larger number of lower-volume routes, best served by a mid-sized, extended range aircraft (a commercial assessment unrelated to the subsidies), along with the age of the 767, likely meant that Boeing needed to develop an LCA to replace the 767 in the 200 – 300 seat wide-body product market, and that it would have done so in the early- to mid- 2000s.\textsuperscript{1098}

756. Thus, market factors drove the need for near-term application of technologies that would yield a highly efficient 767 replacement. As its engineers have explained, Boeing’s willingness to conduct early-stage research is much greater when geared towards a near-term commercial priority, which Boeing faced in the early 2000s, as compared to the more generalized, ongoing interests in advancing long-term LCA technology that characterized Boeing’s R&D programs with the government that were addressed by the original panel’s technology effects analysis.\textsuperscript{1099} Accordingly, the different circumstances between the actual situation examined by the original panel and those obtaining in the early 2000s produce different incentives to conduct early-stage research. This is consistent with the original panel’s analysis. Indeed, the EU’s contrary view – that of insurmountable, unchanging disincentives to conduct early-stage research relevant to the 787\textsuperscript{1100} – conflicts with the original panel’s unappealed finding that Boeing likely would have launched the 787 at a later date.

\begin{itemize}
  \item[\textit{b.}] The United States does not, as the EU suggests, dispute the findings from the original proceeding regarding the magnitude of U.S. R&D subsidies.
\end{itemize}

757. The EU alleges that the United States attempts to relitigate the findings on the relevance of the magnitude of R&D subsidies.\textsuperscript{1101} The EU quotes the following excerpts from the Appellate Body report:

\textit{The absolute value or size of a subsidy may not correspond directly to the impact that the subsidy may have in causing adverse effects. Subsidies of a relatively small magnitude may nevertheless have substantial effects in a particular case or market. We understand the Panel to have found this to be the case regarding the effects of the aeronautics R&D subsidies. … The Panel stressed that the aeronautics R&D subsidies allowed Boeing to overcome the disincentives in investing in risky aeronautics R&D. For the Panel, the relative magnitude of}

\textsuperscript{1098} US – Large Civil Aircraft, para. 1774 (emphasis added).

\textsuperscript{1099} See Boeing Engineers Statement, paras. 9-10 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)).

\textsuperscript{1100} See EU SWS, para. 987.

\textsuperscript{1101} See EU SWS, para. 985. The EU states that “the United States asserts that the magnitude of the US R&D subsidies is ‘so small – particularly in the context of the LCA industry – that they cannot plausibly cause adverse effects.’” This statement was not made specifically with respect to R&D subsidies, which the United States has withdrawn.
the amounts spent by NASA and Boeing did nothing to reduce or diminish that important contribution. We see no reason to disagree.1102

758. The EU argues that the United States attempts to challenge this finding by asserting that those disincentives diminish considerably when commercial pressures create an imperative for near-term advances in aircraft technologies.1103 According to the EU, “the original panel and the Appellate Body already found that, even where ‘commercial pressures create an imperative for near-term advances in aircraft technologies’, the US R&D subsidies cause adverse effects through a technology causal mechanism.”1104

759. The EU is wrong. As an initial matter, this argument is only tangentially related to the findings on the relevance of the magnitude of the R&D subsidies. It is really a reiteration of the EU’s previous argument regarding “{t}he importance of early stage research.”1105

760. In any event, as explained in greater detail in Section IV.F.2.a, neither the original panel nor the Appellate Body found that the disincentives associated with a given R&D project remain constant and prohibitive even as time passes, which would imply that, in the absence of the subsidies, the research would never be conducted and the 787 would never be launched. This is not what the original panel or the Appellate Body found.

761. Rather, the original panel and Appellate Body relied upon the fact that the research was long term and high risk.1106 The incentives change as growth in the relevant knowledge base diminishes the risks and time horizon for developing a given technology, and as the urgent commercial priorities bring the potential returns on R&D investment closer in time. Thus, the U.S. argument that, when Boeing needed this research to launch a new twin-aisle aircraft in the early 2000s, it would have conducted the research even in the absence of subsidies does not conflict at all with the finding that Boeing would not have conducted it in a much more speculative context in the late 1980s and early 1990s.

762. Further, the EU attempts to create a conflict where none exists when it states that “the original panel and the Appellate Body already rejected the notion that the monetary value of the U.S. aeronautics R&D subsidies corresponds to their effects, given the nature of the research at issue.”1107 Again, the United States does not dispute this finding, and its arguments are consistent with it.

---

1102 EU SWS, para. 986 (quoting US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 1006-1007).
1103 EU SWS, para. 987.
1104 EU SWS, para. 987 (quoting US FWS, para. 794).
1105 See EU SWS, paras. 983-984.
1106 See US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1747.
1107 EU SWS, para. 986 (quoting US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 1006-1007).
763. The Appellate Body’s comment was made in the context of R&D subsidies found to cause technology effects because a subsidy that was small in comparison to, for example, Boeing’s separate internal R&D costs over the same period could still have effects by acting as the tipping point in the decision to go forward with a particular research project. In other words, the subsidies allowed Boeing to conduct research that it would not have conducted at the same time and in the same manner in the absence of the studies. This is an inherent aspect of the technology effects theory.

764. To the extent that the EU is alleging that the R&D subsidies are still causing technology effects, the United States presented incontrovertible evidence that, as a result of its compliance steps, the amount of NASA aeronautics R&D funding to Boeing declined dramatically since the original reference period. It stands to reason that the effects of a given type of subsidy will decline as its amounts decline. This is not in conflict with the Appellate Body’s finding, which did not pertain to comparisons between U.S. R&D funding amounts. To the contrary, just as a multiplier enhanced the effects of the subsidy value, the impact on the effects as a result of a reduction in that value will likewise be greater than the size of the reduction, which in this case is very large.

765. Moreover, the EU’s arguments in this proceeding have heightened the importance of properly assessing subsidy magnitude. As explained in Section IV.C, the EU has insinuated that some or all R&D subsidies now cause price effects and not technology effects. For the EU’s price effects theory, in contrast to its technology effects theory, the monetary value of any subsidies found is directly relevant to assessing their effects. Under the price effects theory, Boeing allegedly can reduce its price by some amount as a result of receiving the subsidy, although the EU has not yet alleged what percentage of an R&D subsidy’s monetary value would be used to lower prices. In any event, once that ratio is provided, the resulting alleged subsidy amounts would unquestionably be useful to examine in the context of aircraft pricing and purchase decisions to assess the plausibility that a price reduction in those amounts could actually lead to different outcomes.

766. Finally, the United States has observed that, once due account is taken of the withdrawal of the NASA, DoD, and FSC/ETI subsidies covered by the DSB’s recommendations and rulings, and of the expiration of the technology effects of the NASA and DoD subsidies considered by the original panel, all that remains is the alleged present price effects of subsidies that are of

---

1108 See supra Section II.A.1.a; US FWS, paras. 91.

1109 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1192 (quoting US – Upland Cotton (AB), paras. 461, 467 and quoting from the same source in a footnote the Appellate Body’s statement that “{a} large subsidy that is closely linked to prices of the relevant product is likely to have a greater impact on prices than a small subsidy that is less closely linked to prices”); id., para. 1193 (“Through scrutinizing magnitude in the light of and as part of an analysis of the particular subsidies, the particular products, and the particular characteristics of the market within which those products compete, a panel can gain an understanding of the effects that the subsidies have on prices, and of the relevance of the subsidies’ magnitude to such effects.”).
insufficient magnitude to cause adverse effects.\footnote{See, e.g., US FWS, paras. 679 (“The United States demonstrated in the preceding sections that it has withdrawn all subsidies of any significance that were covered by the DSB’s recommendations and rulings. To the extent that minor subsidies were not withdrawn, their magnitude is so small – particularly in the context of the LCA industry – that they cannot plausibly cause adverse effects to the EU’s interests.”), 820-823.} Nothing in the underlying findings, including the quoted text from the Appellate Body report, precludes such a demonstration.

c. Acceleration of NASA R&D research

767. The EU purports to identify an inconsistency between the original panel’s findings that the NASA R&D programs accelerated the development of technologies and Boeing engineers’ observation, backed by a series of specific examples, that Boeing’s R&D activity proceeds at a much faster pace in the context of a high-priority aircraft development program.\footnote{See EU SWS, para. 988 (quoting Boeing Engineers Statement, para. 12 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI))).} This is a curious objection for the EU to make. The United States accepts, and the Boeing Engineers Statement is premised upon, the original panel’s finding that Boeing would have developed “key, high-payoff technologies” faster with the NASA R&D subsidies than without, yielding a 787 launch in 2004 in the former scenario and a 2006 launch in the latter. The reason is that the bulk of Boeing’s work under the relevant NASA programs occurred in the 1990s, when Boeing and its suppliers knew less about the technological challenges at issue, and before Boeing made replacing the 767 a top priority.

768. But this is different from suggesting that the research itself would necessarily take longer once it was started by Boeing at a time when it became commercially urgent. Again, the technology effects attributed to the R&D subsidies were premised on the notion that the research would not have gone forward at the time and in the manner it did in the absence of the subsidies. The acceleration effect then results from the research being conducted earlier than it otherwise would (e.g., in the late 1980s instead of the early 2000s). Thus, there is no inconsistency with the U.S. argument and the findings from the original proceeding in this respect.

d. Non-attribution factors

769. The EU accuses the United States of re-raising two sets of arguments concerning non-attribution factors that were supposedly rejected in the underlying proceeding: (1) regarding the non-subsidized financial and technological capabilities of Boeing and its suppliers; and (2) regarding “experiences and advances in knowledge.”\footnote{EU SWS, paras. 989-997.} The EU is mistaken.

770. First, the EU contends that that the original panel and the Appellate Body already rejected the U.S. arguments in this compliance proceeding concerning “the non-subsidy technological capacities of Boeing and its suppliers, together with the assertion that Boeing would have simply used its ‘own internal funds’ to finance the research itself.”\footnote{EU SWS, para. 990.} To the
contrary, the U.S. arguments in the original proceeding cited those factors in support of the proposition that, absent the R&D subsidies, Boeing would have launched the 787 when it did, in 2004. Here, by contrast, the United States argues that, absent the R&D subsidies, Boeing would have launched the 787 significantly later than it did, i.e., in 2006.

771. Neither the original panel nor the Appellate Body rejected this argument. Indeed, the counterfactual scenario described by the original Panel entailed precisely such a scenario: “Boeing would have developed a 767 replacement that incorporated all of the technologies that are incorporated on the 787, but its launch would have been significantly later than 2004 and it would not have been able to promise first deliveries for 2008.”

772. Moreover, the original panel explicitly found it “reasonable to assume” that non-subsidy technology factors would eventually sever the causal link between the R&D subsidies and the application of technology on Boeing LCA, even as it found that such a point had not been reached by 2004:

Boeing's technology developments are clearly the product of a variety of factors. Indeed, it is reasonable to assume that at some point in time, the contribution of the NASA-funded research will diminish in relation to other, more recent or revolutionary technological developments that are attributable to other factors, and that it will no longer be possible to characterize the NASA research conducted in the 1990s as having contributed in a genuine and substantial way to new technologies applied to future Boeing LCA. The United States considers that this point had already been reached by 2004. For the reasons that we have set forth above, we do not agree.

773. The EU quotes the Appellate Body report in this context, but it too reflects the fact that the original panel’s analysis was rooted in a particular temporal context:

{w}hile the {original p}anel recognized Boeing’s and its suppliers’ “significant investments” towards the developments of the 787, it found that, by 2004, these contributions had not outweighed the contributions made by the aeronautics R&D subsidies to the development of the technologies used on the 787.

774. Because the issue here is the role of non-subsidy factors after 2004, and because the original panel contemplated that such factors could lead to the launch of the 787 absent

---

1114 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1759 (allowing for the possibility that “Boeing could have eventually achieved through its own resources the gains that in fact accrued to it through NASA’s assistance (a matter on which we express no view”).

1115 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1775.

1116 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1758.

1117 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 944 (footnotes omitted), quoted in EU SWS, para. 990.
775. **Second**, the EU contends that the U.S. is re-litigating an argument concerning “experiences and advances in knowledge” but finds it necessary to distort the U.S. argument with misleading quotations:

{t}he United States continues to argue that the “experiences and advances in knowledge” that Boeing gained from its participation in US Government-supported R&D programmes were “disseminated widely throughout the aerospace community.”1118

The EU asserts that this supposed U.S. argument is precluded by the Appellate Body’s finding that “the benefit flowing from aeronautics R&D subsidies to Boeing was not necessarily reduced by the dissemination of R&D results.”1119

776. In fact, the United States is not arguing that dissemination of results from Boeing’s participation in the R&D programs reduced “the benefit flowing from aeronautics R&D subsidies” or that such dissemination is a non-attribution factor. As is clear from the full passage selectively quoted by the EU, the United States is arguing that Boeing’s knowledge base in the 2000s was much enhanced by non-subsidy factors including the dissemination of knowledge throughout the aerospace community:

Boeing in the early 2000s was working from a much higher knowledge base than in the late 1980s and early 1990s, because of its own unsubsidized experience and advances in knowledge that were disseminated widely throughout the aerospace community (and were available to Airbus as it developed the A350 XWB).1120

To be clear, these included research conducted by other commercial entities, by academic institutions, and by unsubsidized NASA and DoD projects.

777. The EU’s contrary interpretation is illogical, since the dissemination to others of Boeing’s research results under the NASA and DoD R&D programs would not increase Boeing’s knowledge base. Accordingly, the underlying findings and arguments about patent rights raised by the EU1121 do not address, and cannot foreclose consideration, of this issue.

---

1118 EU SWS, para. 992.
1119 EU SWS, para. 993 (quoting US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), footnote 2076).
1120 US FWS, para. 795.
1121 See EU SWS, para. 996.
3. Criticisms of the Boeing Engineers Statement by the EU and Airbus engineers are baseless.

778. In its first written submission, the United States presented an analysis of Boeing engineers that “evaluates the time that would have been required to obtain the technology learning benefits that the WTO Panel associated with the NASA and DOD programs.”

1122 The Boeing engineers conducted this inquiry by:

\[
\text{Assessing the additional time required to replicate the work done by Boeing under the NASA and DOD programs using the internal resources of Boeing and its suppliers. This assessment is based on examples of the time and effort taken by Boeing and its suppliers to address early-stage R&D challenges that were either comparable to, or more demanding than, the types of activities conducted under the NASA and DOD programs.}
\]

1123

On the basis of this analysis, the Boeing engineers estimated that the additional time required to achieve the knowledge and experience that was the effect of the R&D subsidies is approximately two years.

779. The EU and Airbus engineers attempt to cast doubt on the Boeing engineers’ counterfactual analysis by arguing that the post-launch delays in the 787 program undermine the proposition that “resolving any engineering problem in no time at all . . . were really only a question of dedicating ‘increased engineering and budgetary resources.’”

1124 This is not what the Boeing Engineers Statement says, but in setting up this straw man, the Airbus engineers endorse the proposition that Boeing’s “real-life experience” with the 787 program is a useful “benchmark” for assessing the additional pre-launch development time that would be required absent R&D subsidies.

1125

780. The United States agrees; indeed, it is a key premise of the Boeing engineers’ analysis. The question is what type of real-world experience is a valid basis for estimating the additional time required in the counterfactual at issue, which pertains to early-stage, pre-launch R&D activity. In citing 787 delays that arose at a very advanced, post-launch phase of the development process, the EU and the Airbus engineers are comparing apples to oranges. In contrast, the Boeing engineers compare apples to apples:

\[
\text{This assessment is based on examples of the time and effort taken by Boeing and its suppliers to address early-stage R&D challenges that were either comparable}
\]

1122 Boeing Engineers Statement, para. 6 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)).

1123 Boeing Engineers Statement, para. 7 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)).

1124 Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 9 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)); EU SWS, para. 1010.

1125 See Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 8 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).

1126 See EU SWS, para. 1009-1010.
to, or more demanding than, the types of activities conducted under the NASA and DOD programs.\textsuperscript{1127}

781. The EU does not appear to contest that the examples cited by the Boeing engineers constitute early-stage R&D, or that such examples are comparable, in terms of subject matter, complexity and effort involved, to the activities performed under the NASA and DOD programs. Thus, they have no basis for challenging the validity of the examples used by Boeing to estimate the additional time required. These examples are the best comparators on the record.

782. By contrast, the Airbus engineers’ proposed alternative – more than 10 years of additional time – is highly generalized, unsupported by reference to real-world experience in the specific technologies at issue, and contradicted by the speed with which Airbus was able to launch the A350 XWB. Most egregiously, it also assumes Boeing would need to take additional time for work not performed under the R&D programs, such as the independent research Boeing conducted to develop the 787 technologies to the point where they were mature enough for production.\textsuperscript{1128}

783. The EU’s misguided approach to fundamental 787 timing issues undermines its specific criticisms, which are flawed in their own rights:

a) the EU cites allegedly contradictory Boeing quotations and presentations as if they undermine the credibility of the Boeing Engineers Statement, yet the no such contradictions exist;

b) the EU errs in referring to the 787 delivery delays as if they are probative of the additional time required to perform R&D at a much earlier phase in the development process;

c) the EU uses invalid comparisons and baseless distinctions to in an attempt to avoid comparisons to the A350 XWB’s rapid pre-launch development period;

d) the EU mistakenly assumes that the counterfactual additional R&D would damage the 787’s business case;

e) the EU proposes that the U.S. counterfactual timing analysis should have adopted the wrong counterfactual and double-count the time required for R&D not performed under the R&D contracts and agreements; and

\textsuperscript{1127} Boeing Engineers Statement, para. 7 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)).

\textsuperscript{1128} Compare Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 27 (Exhibit EU-1014), with Boeing Engineers Reply, para. 15 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).
f) the EU faults the U.S. counterfactual timing analysis for failing to account for DoD military aircraft project elements that were not considered in the original panel’s technology effects analysis and are not within the Panel’s terms of reference.

784. These errors are detailed below. The U.S. discussion of these issues confirms that the Boeing Engineers Statement remains a valid and probative estimation of the 787 launch date in the absence of R&D subsidies, as well as a valid and probative explanation of the errors the EU has made in alleging spillover effects to the 737 MAX and the 777X.

a. The EU’s reliance on isolated public comments does nothing to undermine the credibility of the Boeing Engineers Statement.

785. The EU tries to undermine the credibility of the Boeing Engineers Statement by citing quotations from Boeing employees and presentations that supposedly contradict it. However, the EU manufactures these “contradictions” by taking the quotations out of context. When taken in their context, the quotations comport fully with the Boeing Engineers Statement.

i. NASA Technology Readiness Levels

786. The EU contends that a slide from an October 2010 Boeing presentation by Craig Wilsey and Robert Stoker concerning NASA Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs) “belie[s]” the Boeing engineers’ “assertion that, without the US R&D subsidies, it would have taken Boeing no more than two years to ‘replicate’ all of the subsidy-enabled technological developments on the 787.”1129 The EU is mistaken. As Mr. Wilsey himself explains:

This slide was part of a presentation delivered to an audience composed mostly of FAA, NASA and DoD personnel. The slide was used in the context of our discussion of the phases and pace of aircraft technology development related to government R&D programs. We used the NASA TRL scale as a familiar, generalized example for the audience. The slide refers to times to progress along the TRL scale, but these times are both generic (they do not refer to a specific technology) and broad ranges (“up to 10 years” and “3 to 6 years”). It is true that, as a general matter, it may take up to 10 years to mature a major technology from TRL 1 to TRL 6, but that is not inconsistent with the fact that it can take far less time in a particular instance. We therefore consider that this slide does not undermine our counterfactual analysis estimating that Boeing would have conducted the additional R&D in approximately two years.1130

Accordingly, there is no “stark contrast” between the presentation slide and the Boeing Engineers Statement. A range of “up to 10 years” for maturing major technologies from TRL 1 to TRL 6 includes maturation periods that are less than ten years.

1129 EU SWS, paras. 1003-1005.
1130 Boeing Engineers Reply, para. 30 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).
787. Further, the Boeing engineers’ two-year estimate pertains to the *additional* R&D necessary to obtain the knowledge and experience generated by the NASA and DoD R&D programs found to be specific subsidies.\textsuperscript{1131} Notwithstanding the EU’s efforts to obscure this point with truncated quotations,\textsuperscript{1132} the two-year estimate does not purport to cover the entire technology development process. That would double-count the time Boeing spent on unsubsidized technology development, and the overall increase in generalized knowledge that would allow technology development in the early 2000s to proceed from a much more advanced stage.\textsuperscript{1133} Therefore, there is no contradiction between the Boeing engineers’ estimate and the slide cited by the EU.

\textit{\small ii. 737 MAX engine integration and nacelle/chevron technology}

788. The EU states that “{s}everal Boeing presentations confirm that the engine integration and nacelle/chevron technology on the 737 MAX is a technique derived from the 787.”\textsuperscript{1134} However, Boeing engineers explain that there is no inconsistency between those presentations and the Boeing Engineers Statement:

\begin{quote}
[***] It would have made little sense for Boeing to [***]
\end{quote}

. . .

We understand that the EU has also referred to Boeing statements likening the chevron nacelle ends on the 787 to those on the 737 MAX. Statements that chevron technology from the 787 is the same or similar to that of the 737 MAX [***] Indeed, while they describe the two aircraft as having “similar chevron technology,” the Airbus engineers themselves understand the chevrons on the 787

\textsuperscript{1131} Boeing Engineers Statement, para. 3 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)).

\textsuperscript{1132} Compare EU SWS, para. 1005 (quoting Boeing Engineers Statement, para. 3 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI))) (“The estimate that Boeing has publicly acknowledged, namely that it would take “up to 10 years” to develop certain technologies, and an additional “3 to 6 years” to mature them to a level where they are ready for production, stand in stark contrast to the assertion by the Boeing engineers in their statement to this Panel that they would have conducted the “R&D necessary to develop, launch, and produce the 787 {within two years, namely} by April 2006, if not earlier”, while also undergoing the necessary flight tests and certification so at to “promise{ } deliveries starting in 2010, if not earlier”.”), with Boeing Engineers Statement, para. 3 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)) (“Based on the analysis below, we conclude that, absent Boeing’s participation in the NASA and DOD programs, Boeing and its suppliers would have (a) conducted any additional R&D necessary to develop, launch, and produce the 787, and (b) launched the 787 by April 2006, if not earlier, with promised deliveries starting in 2010, if not earlier.”) (emphasis added).

\textsuperscript{1133} Boeing Engineers Statement, para. 3 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)); Boeing Engineers Reply, paras. 8-9, 15-16 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).

\textsuperscript{1134} EU SWS, para. 1000.
and 737 MAX to have different purposes – cabin noise and community noise, respectively. [***]1135

Accordingly, the supposed contradictions identified by the EU do not exist.

iii. 737 MAX fly-by-wire spoilers

789. According to the EU, “{t}he Boeing engineers assert, in their statement, that Boeing intends to apply [***] fly-by-wire (“FBW”) spoilers on the 737 MAX, whereas [[ HSBI ]]1136 The cited [[ HSBI ]]1137 Whatever [[ HSBI ]] to the EU and Mr. Domke of Airbus, this material in no way contradicts the Boeing engineers’ statement that the “737 MAX FBW system is partial” as compared to that of the 787.1138 As Boeing engineers explain:

While the supposedly contradictory statement or statements on this issue were not disclosed to us, we confirm that, unlike the 787, [***]1139

Accordingly, there is no contradiction.

iv. 737 MAX tail cone

790. According to the EU, “w}ile the Boeing engineers assert, in their statement, that the aerodynamic improvements achieved through revision of the shape of the 737 MAX tail cone has only superficial similarity with that of the 787, public sources confirm that the shape was influenced by the 787 tail cone design.”1140 In this regard, Airbus engineers refer to the following quote from Boeing’s John Hamilton: “It is more of the aero-line change in the back and so we have learned a lot with the 777 airplane and the 787 design using computational fluid dynamics.”1141

791. As the Boeing engineers observe:

“{t}his does not contradict the Boeing Engineers Statement, which noted that Boeing [***]:

... .

1135 Boeing Engineers Reply, paras. 32-33 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).
1136 EU SWS, para. 1000.
1137 [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-1178(HSBI)).
1138 Boeing Engineers Statement, para. 60 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)).
1139 Boeing Engineers Reply, para. 34 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).
1140 EU SWS, para. 1000.
1141 Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 108 (Exhibit EU-1014).
The Airbus engineers also cite a press report to the effect that the 737 MAX tail cone is “similar to the 787’s,” but as we discussed in our prior statement, the 737 MAX tail cone is similar to that of the 787 in the broad sense that they are both conical, as are the tail cones on the 757 and 767.1142 Accordingly, the supposed contradictions identified by the EU do not exist.

vi. 737 MAX flight deck displays

792. The EU contends that, “{w}hile the Boeing engineers assert, in their statement, that the 737 MAX ‘primary displays’ are derived from the 787 displays and not from the KC-46 displays, Boeing presentations confirm that the 737 MAX flight deck displays are identical to those of the KC-46.”1143 Here the EU and Airbus engineers are drawing erroneous inferences from the cited presentations. The Boeing engineers explain why that might be happening:

We explained previously that the 737 MAX primary displays are derived from those on the 787. We also explained that the “787 displays also served as the basis for the KC-46 displays, but there was absolutely no transfer of technology or learning from the KC-46 displays to those on the 737 MAX.” We understand that the European Union has referenced Boeing presentations that it interprets to mean that the 737 MAX and KC-46 displays are identical. The Airbus engineers also refer to redacted information supposedly contradicting our observation that the 737 MAX and KC-46 displays are different devices. While we have not been provided with the information referenced by the European Union and Airbus, we suspect that they are misinterpreting similarities between the 737 MAX and KC-46 displays to mean that they are identical, which would be incorrect. To a point, this is understandable, since both sets of displays derive from those on the 787.1144

Accordingly, the supposed contradictions identified by the EU do not exist.

vi. 777X folding wing tip

793. Lastly, the EU contends that, “{a}lthough the Boeing engineers assert, in their statement, that the 777-200 was the ‘initial reference point’ for the 777X Folding Wing Tip (“FWT”), confirmed that the 777X FWT is ”1145 Here, the EU is relying on Even if such a statement were made and accurately conveyed by Mr. Domke of

1142 Boeing Engineers Reply, paras. 37-38 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)) (citations omitted).
1143 EU SWS, para. 1000.
1144 Boeing Engineers Reply, para. 39 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)) (citations omitted).
1145 EU SWS, para. 1000.
1146 Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 122 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).
Airbus, it does not address the critical distinctions between the two systems cited by the Boeing engineers:

The fact is that the 777X FWT is very different from the A-6E folding wing in all material respects: [***] In addition, the 777X FWT design differs markedly from even that of the aircraft Boeing did refer to as an initial design reference point, the 777-200. The Airbus engineers agree: “the 777-200 FWT is a completely different design, with very different systems, as the one used for the 777X FWT.” We therefore find it hard to see how the European Union and Airbus could continue to argue that the A-6E had a meaningful influence on the 777X FWT.1147

Accordingly, the statement referenced by the EU does not contradict the Boeing Engineers Statement.

b. The EU’s criticism with respect to 787 delays is deeply flawed.

The EU recalls that Boeing originally sought to bring the 787 to market in May 2008, but entry in service was delayed until October 2011. The EU contends that this “four-year delay” – it is actually closer to three than four – contradicts the Boeing engineer’s estimation that, absent the R&D subsidies, launch of the 787 would have been delayed by two years.1148 These delays occurred at a much more advanced stage of the 787 program, long after it was launched, and have no bearing on the estimation of how much delay would result from removal of the R&D subsidies associated with early stages of technology development.

The Boeing engineers do not contend – as the EU’s caricature suggests – that with a [***] anything can be accomplished in two years. Rather, the Boeing engineers explain the accelerated pace at which research takes place when the urgency of the research dictates that all available resources be dedicated to its achievement. The contention that this mindset would have applied to the research at issue here is consistent with the findings from the original proceeding that, absent the subsidies, the research would have been deferred until it became commercially urgent. And then, assuming this type of dedication of resources, the Boeing engineers estimate that the particular research at issue in this proceeding would have taken an additional two years.

In arriving at this estimation, the Boeing engineers selected benchmarks from their actual experience that account for the tendency of some research routes prove to be dead ends, while others do not:

Our analysis estimated the additional time it would take for Boeing to fill those parts on its own. It was based on the best available benchmarks: Boeing’s real-

1147 Boeing Engineers Reply, para. 42 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)) (quoting Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 121 (Exhibit EU-1014)).

1148 See EU SWS, para. 1009.
world experience on comparable R&D projects undertaken in connection with the 787 program. Contrary to the Airbus critique, these benchmark experiences included iterative learning, “trials and errors,” and far more than a “paper design.” They also involved early-stage, pre-launch R&D, whereas the 787 program delays cited by the Airbus engineers arose during the advanced stages of product development and manufacturing.\footnote{Boeing Engineers Reply, para. 16 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).}

798. Therefore, the benchmarks used by the Boeing engineers are highly probative of the additional time it would take for Boeing to launch the 787, while the delivery delays cited by the EU are not.

c. The pre-launch development timeline of the A350 XWB corroborates the Boeing engineers’ counterfactual analysis with respect to the 787.

799. The United States in its first written submission showed that the pace of development for Airbus’s A350 XWB lends credibility to the Boeing engineers’ conclusion that the counterfactual launch of the 787 would have occurred approximately two years later, in 2006, absent the R&D subsidies.\footnote{See US FWS, paras. 785-788.} The EU responds with the views of Airbus engineers that badly misconceive both the facts and the Boeing engineers’ analysis.

800. First, the EU states that “developing the A350 XWB took much more than ‘a little over two years after Boeing launched the 787’, as the Boeing engineers assert in their statement.”\footnote{EU SWS, para. 1011 (quoting Boeing Engineers Statement, para. 24 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI))).} The EU then references the Airbus engineers’ description of the time it took “to develop, mature, produce and certify the aircraft, including developing and maturing relevant technologies.”\footnote{EU SWS, para. 1012 (citing Airbus Engineers Rebuttal Statement, Section II.E.1 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI))).} The EU distorts the Boeing Engineers Statement, and compares the time periods for two processes that are not comparable.

801. The actual sentence in the Boeing Engineers Statement reads: “Airbus was able to announce orders for the A350 XWB, with a panelized composite fuselage, in July 2006, a little over two years after Boeing launched the 787, and only months after it had been accepting firm orders for its earlier A350 design.”\footnote{Boeing Engineers Statement, para. 24 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)).} Thus, the two-year period referenced by the Boeing engineers was not for the full development of the A350 XWB, but for the amount of time it took to get to the point where Airbus could begin taking orders. The continuation of development work beyond that point is fully consistent with the Boeing engineers’ point. Boeing did, in fact, launch the 787 in April 2004\footnote{See US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1702.} and Airbus did, in fact, announce orders of the A350 XWB in
July 2006, a span of little more than two years after the former. The United States described and calculated these figures correctly. The only error is the EU’s, in trying to give them a significance they do not have.

802. Boeing engineers highlight a similar distortion:

The Airbus engineers try to confuse the issue with misleading comparisons of the full development period for A350 XWB technologies to our estimates of time for additional 787 pre-launch R&D, which are only part of the full development period. For example, they state that:

Developing the composite wing took us from 2004 (from the composite wing design of the original A350) to the 2013 first flight of the A350XWB, with its composite wing. Thus, it was not merely a matter of ‘months’ for us to develop the composite wing. Instead, it took us nine years, from 2004-2013, to research, develop, produce and test the wing, which is yet to be certified. This stands in stark contrast to the 18 months Boeing engineers allege it would have taken them to “develop a composite wing for the 787.”

This is not a stark contrast because it is not a fair comparison, or one we ever made. We estimated that it would have taken us 18 months for “construction and testing of an AST-type wing box demonstrator,” not that it would have taken us 18 months for the entire development of the 787 composite wing up to first flight.1156

And, just as the Airbus engineers were able to continue their technology development work for several years after the launch of the A350 XWB, so would the Boeing engineers have been able to continue their work after the counterfactual 2006 launch of the 787.1157

803. Second, the EU argues that the comparison is misplaced because the 787 and A350 XWB have different composite technology solutions.1158 Boeing engineers explain why such differences do not invalidate the comparison:

We looked to Airbus’ pre-launch experience with the A350 XWB as a rough benchmark to corroborate our counterfactual estimate of how much additional time would be required to do the work performed under the NASA and DOD

---

1156 Boeing Engineers Reply, paras. 22-23 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)) (quoting Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 56 (Exhibit EU-1014)) (other citations omitted).
1157 See Boeing Engineers Statement, para. 23 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)) (describing some of Boeing’s actual post-launch technology development efforts).
1158 EU SWS, para.
R&D programs. We understand that the composites work under those programs was found by the WTO to be valuable because it generated broadly applicable knowledge about composite technology challenges, not because the technologies were the same as we applied on the 787. In addition, a program like ATCAS, which involved the study of composite panel sections, was if anything more closely related to the A350 XWB’s panelized fuselage design than to that of the 787. It therefore stands to reason that performing the work under the NASA and DOD programs, in addition to the actual 787 development efforts of Boeing and its suppliers, would not result in a pre-launch development period many years longer than what Airbus experienced with the A350 XWB.1159

804. Obviously, the two aircraft are not identical, and the United States never argued that the pre-launch R&D timeline between the two should match. Rather, the pre-launch A350 XWB timeline gives a general sense of what range of estimates is reasonable. As shown in the U.S. first written submission and confirmed in the following paragraphs, the fair comparisons, which the EU so desperately seeks to avoid, support the Boeing engineers’ estimation and exposes the EU’s rebuttal as implausible.

805. The relevant timing issue for the counterfactual analysis is the additional amount of time for pre-launch R&D that would be required before Boeing would be able to launch the 787, as that is when the 787 would be in the market competing against Airbus LCA for sales, and when Boeing would be able to make contractually binding commitments with customers.1160 Aside from some systems that carried over from the SonicCruiser,1161 Boeing began intensive pre-launch R&D for the 787 in [***].1162 Actual launch of the 787 took place in April 2004, and the Boeing engineers estimated that a two-year delay would have pushed launch back to April 2006.1163 Thus, the time from the start of intensive pre-launch R&D across the entire 787 program to launch, in the absence of R&D subsidies, is estimated to be approximately [***] years, as opposed to approximately [***] years in the real world.

---

1159 Boeing Engineers Reply, paras. 25 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).

1160 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), paras. 7.1774 (“The question is what sort of aircraft Boeing could have developed, and when that aircraft could have been launched and first entered into service, in the absence of the aeronautics R&D subsidies.”) (emphasis added), 7.1775 (“Boeing would have developed a 767-replacement that incorporated all of the technologies that are incorporated on the 787, but its launch would have been significantly later than 2004 and it would not have been able to promise first deliveries for 2008”); 7.1777 note 3712 (“The Panel is of course aware that Boeing was not ultimately able to deliver the 787 in 2008, however, the relevant fact for purposes of our analysis is that in 2004, Boeing believed that it would be able to make its first deliveries in 2008 (and made contractual promises to its customers to this effect).”) (emphasis added).

1161 See, e.g., Boeing Engineers Statement, paras. 30, 33 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)).

1162 Boeing Engineers Statement, paras. 15-16 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)).

1163 Boeing Engineers Statement, paras. 3-13 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)).
806. The Airbus engineers do not indicate when Airbus began intensive research on the A350 XWB, but it appears to be sometime between late 2005 and May 2006.\(^{1164}\) The A350 XWB required “a completely new design... retaining only the new composite wing we had already started developing for our original A350.”\(^ {1165}\) As its engineers state, Airbus began work on the Original A350 in December 2004, when they “started developing a composite wing for the original A350.”\(^ {1166}\) And Airbus did not begin developing the non-wing aspects of the A350 XWB until after “the market rejected the original A350.”\(^ {1167}\) Airbus unveiled the primarily-composite A350 XWB and entered into customer commitments in July 2006, with the official launch in December 2006.\(^ {1168}\)

807. Thus, the most conservative starting point would be December 2004, when Airbus began working on the Original A350. And the most conservative ending point would be the official launch in December 2006 (five months after Airbus began taking orders). Therefore, under the most conservative estimate, it took Airbus two years to go from the onset of intensive pre-launch R&D to official launch. [[ HSBI ]].\(^ {1169}\) For the EU’s repeated emphasis on the technological “knowledge, confidence, and experience” that must be developed before a launch decision can be taken, this is a very fast pace.

808. Indeed, as Boeing engineers observe, Airbus’s rapid launch of the A350 XWB undermines the key premises of the EU/Airbus response to the Boeing engineers’ counterfactual:

As they admit, Airbus began with the “completely new” A350 XWB design when “the market rejected the original A350,” which we understand to mean sometime in late 2005 or early 2006 since this is when Airbus appears to have stopped making customer commitments for the original A350. Developing the A350 XWB involved “pre-launch research and development” and an “early study phase” that led to Airbus’ first-ever composite fuselage. Airbus publicly committed to the composite fuselage A350 XWB at the Paris Air Show in July 2006 when it announced launch order commitments from Singapore Airways. It officially launched the program in December 2006 – approximately one year after deciding to undertake a “clean sheet” design. To go from the start of pre-launch R&D to launch in this timeframe is remarkable, especially when it involved Airbus’ first composite fuselage. Yet the Airbus engineers’ criticisms of our counterfactual analysis – that is, the unvarying disincentives to long-term, high

\(^{1164}\) Airbus Engineers Statement, paras. 49-51 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).

\(^{1165}\) Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 50 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).

\(^{1166}\) Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 52 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)). Airbus was able to offer and sell the Original A350 to customers almost immediately.

\(^{1167}\) Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 50 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).

\(^{1168}\) Airbus Engineers Statement, paras. 49-51 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).

\(^{1169}\) Airbus Engineers Statement, paras. 49-52 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).
risk R&D, and the slow pace of such R&D in the event disincentives can be overcome – imply either that Airbus did not undertake any high-risk R&D in the A350 XWB’s pre-launch development phase, or that, if it did, such R&D proceeded at the same, slow pace as it would have a decade before Airbus had any intention of launching the program. Based on our experience with LCA development programs, neither proposition is credible.\(^{1170}\)

809. The EU argues that even a 10-year delay to replicate the subsidized R&D would be a gross underestimate.\(^{1171}\) Adding the “gross underestimate” of 10 years for replication of subsidized research to the [***] years [***] that it actually took, the EU is arguing that a pre-launch R&D phase of 11.5 years would be a gross underestimate.

810. The United States is arguing that the pre-launch R&D phase would have taken approximately [***] years in the absence of the R&D subsidies.

811. Recognizing that the 787 and the A350 XWB are not identical, the conservative measure of the A350 XWB pre-launch R&D timeline of two years nevertheless gives a strong indication that the U.S. counterfactual timing estimate for the 787 is reasonable while the EU’s is not. It is implausible that the counterfactual 787 pre-launch R&D phase would take more than six times as long as the A350 XWB pre-launch R&D phase. By contrast, it is far more likely that the counterfactual 787 launch would take a little less than twice as long.

\[ d. \] The EU, not the Boeing engineers, misunderstands the economics of R&D and of a launch decision.

812. The EU argues that the Boeing engineers disregard the economics of R&D and of a decision to launch a new LCA model.\(^{1172}\) The EU first criticizes two purportedly flawed assumptions relied on by the Boeing engineers. The EU then engages in an erroneous analysis of considerations for a launch decision. It is the EU that ignores the findings from the original proceeding and basic economics.

813. \textit{First}, the EU criticizes the Boeing engineers’ assumption that, aside from Boeing’s lack of participation in the relevant NASA and DoD programs, there are no other changes concerning the “knowledge and experience, and . . . the technologies it has mastered using its independent R&D and other market-based sources.”\(^{1173}\) Assuming the continued role of non-subsidy factors is, however, inherent in a proper but for counterfactual. It is also consistent with the original panel’s findings that “Boeing’s technology developments are clearly the product of a variety of

\footnotesize{\(^{1170}\) Boeing Engineers Reply, paras. 19 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).}\n\footnotesize{\(^{1171}\) EU SWS, para. 975.}\n\footnotesize{\(^{1172}\) See EU SWS, paras. 1014-1022.}\n\footnotesize{\(^{1173}\) EU SWS, para. 1017.}
factors,” including the independent technological advances made by Boeing and its suppliers during the time that Boeing was participating in the subsidized R&D programs.

814. Just as a proper causation analysis may not attribute the effects of non-subsidy factors to the subsidies, so must a proper counterfactual avoid removing from the analysis effects that derive from non-subsidy factors. In the real world, the Boeing engineers and the Airbus engineers did not “sit idle for decades” when it came to the application of composites in civil aviation. Thus, the counterfactual cannot assume that Boeing would sit idle while Airbus forged ahead. The Boeing engineers’ working premise that the company would have done what it did outside of the NASA and DoD programs is a good proxy for the degree of technological advancement that would have occurred.

815. Second, the EU argues that “the Boeing engineers essentially assert that the original panel erred in concluding that the type of R&D funded by NASA and DOD is long-term and uncertain.” According to the EU, “{t}he original panel found that research funded by the government is long-term and uncertain, but the Boeing engineers consider that such research somehow becomes short-term and capable of execution just prior to launch when undertaken by Boeing on its own account.”

816. It is the EU’s position that is odds with the findings in the original proceeding, in addition to suffering from apparent confusion about the meanings of “short term” and “long term.”

817. The crux of the findings in the original proceeding were that disincentives to conducting long-term, risky research would result in it not being conducted absent subsidies. But when the commercial urgency for the R&D arrives, it is no longer long term. This should be obvious. Moreover, the world does not stand still. As overall levels of knowledge of composites increased, the degree to which the 787 technologies were a “long-term” prospect would have diminished. This is also obvious.

818. The EU’s position is that the R&D remains equally long term and risky forever, and the calculus never changes. The logical implication is that, absent subsidies, the benefits would never outweigh the disincentives, and the R&D would never be conducted. Accordingly, the 787 would never be launched. This is decidedly not what the original panel and Appellate Body

---

1174 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1758.
1175 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1757.
1176 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1757.
1177 To frame the matter somewhat differently, the resources Boeing devoted to self-funded research is a known quantity, and in light of Airbus’s work in these areas, it is indisputable that Boeing’s own work would have made it vastly more sophisticated in the use of composites in [***], even without the relevant NASA and DoD contracts and agreements, than it was for most of the late 1980s and 1990s while that work was going on.
1178 EU SWS, para. 1018.
1179 EU SWS, para. 1018.
found. They found that the NASA and DoD research at issue accelerated technology, not that it was the sole source for technology.\footnote{See, e.g., \textit{US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel)}, para. 7.1758.}

819. Rather, the \textit{but for} counterfactual scenario on which the original Panel focused entailed the launch of the 787 later than 2004.\footnote{\textit{US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel)}, para. 7.1775.} The original panel also found it “reasonable to assume” that non-subsidy technology factors would eventually sever the causal link between the R&D subsidies and the application of technology on Boeing LCA, even as it found that such a point had not been reached by 2004.\footnote{\textit{US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel)}, para. 7.1758.} Therefore, the findings from the originally proceeding actually assume that at some point the commercial necessity of the research would outweigh decreasing disincentives and that Boeing (and other sources accessible to Boeing) would have performed some, but not all, of the R&D sponsored by NASA and DoD in the real world that was necessary for the 787 to be launched when it was.

820. Finally, the EU turns to the economics of a launch decision purportedly ignored by the Boeing engineers. The EU provides the following rationale:

First, adding fundamental research at the beginning of the 787 development process would have deferred the revenue stream from deliveries of 787 aircraft by two years. Neither the Boeing engineers nor the United States address the significant impact this delay in revenues would have, in terms of reducing the expected return of the business case for the 787. Second, the Boeing engineers and the United States fail to account for the impact of adding two years of basic research at the beginning of the business case, in terms of increased development cost in the early years – coupled with heightened risks about the amount to be spent on basic research given the uncertainty about the level of research required. The heightened risk would require a much higher hurdle rate, significantly reducing the expected return of the business case for the 787. And the increased costs would further significantly reduce the expected return of the business case for the 787.\footnote{EU SWS, para. 1020.}

The EU concludes that \textit{“...the Boeing engineers’ statement ...falsey} assumes that their additional two years of fundamental research, and all of the additional cost and delayed entry into service associated with it, could be undertaken without any impact on the business case’ expected return and net present value underpinning the launch decision.”\footnote{EU SWS, para. 1021. The Airbus engineers provide a similar argument that, in proposing that early-stage R&D progresses more quickly in the pre-launch phase of a commercial aircraft program than under a NASA...}
821. The EU makes a basic and glaring oversight in failing to realize that the absence of R&D subsidies delays the launch by lengthening the pre-launch R&D phase. However, at the time the launch decision is made – whenever that is – the pre-launch R&D has been completed and any attendant costs are ignored as sunk costs. Boeing engineers explain the EU’s error:

In the beginning of the pre-launch development phase for a new aircraft program such as the 787, Boeing [***]

With regard to the European Union’s argument about the 787 business case, Boeing’s pre-launch Independent R&D expenditures [***] Accordingly, conducting an additional two years of pre-launch R&D as contemplated in our counterfactual analysis would not have impacted the 787 business case, even if it would have delayed the program’s launch and anticipated entry into service.1185

822. Thus, it is the EU, not the Boeing engineers, that misunderstands the economics of the 787 launch decision.

e. The EU attempts to turn an issue of semantics into a substantive criticism of the counterfactual used by the Boeing engineers.

823. The EU and Airbus engineers contend that the Boeing Engineers Statement poses the wrong counterfactual, seizing on the term “replicate” as if it denotes a rote exercise of repeating research in technologies that, with the benefit of “hindsight,” Boeing already knew existed and were feasible.1186 Thus, the Boeing engineers do not pose the wrong counterfactual; the EU wrongly attributes to the Boeing engineers a question that they did not, in fact, pose.

824. To be clear, the Boeing engineers did not estimate how long it would take to replicate only the fruitful research, using the benefit of hindsight to ignore the pitfalls and dead-ends that materialized. Rather, they assessed how much additional time it would have taken to launch the 787 if Boeing had not participated in the subsidized R&D at issue, which includes the wrong turns inherent in research.1187 This is the appropriate counterfactual.

825. In contrast, the EU proposes an erroneous counterfactual, stating that:

the relevant question is how long it would have taken Boeing engineers to undertake all of the knowledge the company’s decades of participation in the US Government-supported R&D programmes have brought them, and thereafter, how

---

1185 Boeing Engineers Reply, paras. 11-12 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).

1186 See EU SWS, paras. 1023-1024; Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 13 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).

1187 See Boeing Engineers Statement, para. 3 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)).
long it would have taken them to research, develop and produce the specific technologies employed on the aircraft - without any knowledge about what to do and which pitfalls and dead-end research to avoid – knowledge acquired only through participation in the US R&D programmes.\(^{1188}\)

This counterfactual has several flaws.

\[i. \quad \text{The proper counterfactual question}\]

826. The relevant question is the length of delay in reaching the launch of the 787 that would result from the absence of NASA and DoD R&D programs that helped Boeing to arrive at, and were a prelude to, the technologies it applied on the 787 but did not actually give Boeing those technologies.

827. The original panel considered the technology concepts studied by Boeing under the NASA R&D subsidies to be relevant parts of a process including Boeing’s own work in which “solutions to technological problems are developed.”\(^{1189}\) It found that, absent the R&D subsidies, gaps in Boeing’s knowledge would have delayed the 787’s launch, as Boeing would lack knowledge that served as a prelude to later advances, such as understanding the separate composite fuselage panel sections studied under ATCAS before developing a 360-degree composite barrel fuselage.\(^{1190}\) The original panel also allowed for the possibility that “Boeing could have eventually achieved through its own resources the gains that in fact accrued to it through NASA’s assistance,” but found that achieving such gains would require additional time.\(^{1191}\)

828. The issue, then, is how long it would take Boeing to fill the gaps in its knowledge that would serve as a prelude to the development of the 787. This does not presuppose or require that Boeing would know, “with the benefit of hindsight,” what technologies “were feasible.”\(^{1192}\) Rather, it would involve investigating the same technologies that Boeing was interested in and studied under the R&D programs to learn what is, and is not, feasible before advancing further in the 787’s pre-launch development.

829. Once Boeing would have done the additional, counterfactual R&D, it would then have the knowledge and experience to perform the actual pre-launch R&D that led to the technologies Boeing had at the time of the 787’s launch. Boeing’s counterfactual additional R&D activity, together with non-subsidy sources of knowledge and experience recognized by the original panel, would put Boeing in a pre-launch technology position comparable to what it obtained

\(^{1188}\) EU SWS, para. 1023.
\(^{1189}\) US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1750.
\(^{1190}\) US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1750-7.1751.
\(^{1191}\) US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1759.
\(^{1192}\) Cf. EU SWS, para. 1024.
through participation in the R&D programs examined by the original panel. Accordingly, at the time of counterfactual launch, there would be no reason why it would adopt a post-launch development and entry-into-service schedule that differed from Boeing’s actual plans at the time of launch in 2004.

830. Indeed, it is the EU and the Airbus engineers who pose the wrong counterfactual. The EU and Airbus engineers adopt the erroneous presumption that, absent the R&D subsidies, Boeing would need additional time to develop the 787 technologies from start to finish. The Airbus engineers consider that the counterfactual analysis should determine “how many years it would have taken Boeing to develop, mature, produce and certify novel technologies” used on the 787. This includes not only the development of “basic ideas for innovative technologies” – which the Airbus engineers concede may be possible in two years – but also testing of full-scale airframe structures, making different technologies operate together, flight testing, and pre-delivery certification with governmental aviation authorities.

831. They are mistaken as to the appropriate counterfactual analysis under the SCM Agreement. The R&D subsidies concerned only parts – typically very preliminary parts – of the technology development process leading to the technologies used on the 787. The effect of those subsidies was to increase Boeing’s knowledge and experience in ways relevant to the 787’s development. A proper counterfactual analysis assesses how long it would take Boeing to attain that increased knowledge and experience so that it could proceed with the development of technologies used on the 787. For example, the original panel found Boeing’s research under the ATCAS contract to be important for the 787 fuselage because it entailed work – i.e., a better understanding of separate composite panel sections and preliminary costing studies for barrel fuselage sections – that were preliminary steps to be taken before Boeing’s own subsequent work on the composite fuselage technology solution ultimately adopted for the 787. A proper counterfactual must focus on the time required to take those preliminary steps, to fill the gap in knowledge and experience, that were provided by the R&D subsidies. Boeing’s subsequent development, maturation, production and certification of the technologies actually used on the 787, which often were different from the technologies studied under the R&D programs, are not themselves the effects of the subsidies. The effect of the subsidies is that Boeing achieved these technologies earlier than would otherwise have been the case.

832. To propose the contrary, as the EU and the Airbus engineers do, is inconsistent with the original panel’s findings and double-counts the time taken for Boeing’s non-subsidy development of 787 technologies. The original panel found that “Boeing’s technology

1193 Boeing Engineers Reply, paras. 15-16 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).
1194 Airbus Engineers Statement, paras. 13, 26 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).
1195 Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 27 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).
1196 Airbus Engineers Statement, paras. 35-38 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).
1197 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1751.
developments are clearly the product of a variety of factors,” arising before, during, and after Boeing’s research under the R&D programs:

The Panel is not, of course, of the view that the technologies applied to the 787 are entirely and exclusively attributable to work that Boeing and McDonnell Douglas conducted for NASA and DOD pursuant to the aeronautics R&D subsidies. The Panel is well aware that, from 2000 onwards, Boeing and its suppliers have made significant investments in R&D in the respective technology areas, first in the context of the development of the Sonic Cruiser, and subsequently, the 7E7/787. Moreover, as regards the technologies on the 787 in particular, the Panel notes that, prior to performing the research under the aeronautics R&D contracts at issue in this dispute, Boeing had already developed expertise in the application of composites in secondary structures, as well as in primary structures such as the 777 empennage. It is also clear that during the 1990s, Boeing suppliers on the 787, such as Kawasaki Heavy Industries and Fuji Heavy Industries were developing expertise in the use of composites in primary aircraft structures contemporaneously with Boeing's development efforts. The Panel acknowledges that Boeing had also derived valuable knowledge and experience from lessons learned over the course of the 777 and 737NG production programmes. 1199

833. The technological progress achieved through these non-subsidy factors cannot properly be attributed to the R&D subsidies, lest the counterfactual analysis double-count the time Boeing took on R&D activities that are not the effect of the subsidies. Yet, the EU and the Airbus engineers propose exactly this when they ask the Panel to assess how long it would have taken Boeing to start from scratch in developing, maturing, producing, and certifying develop, mature, produce, and certifying the technologies actually used on the 787 in addition to conducting the type of research covered by the R&D programs.

834. The EU’s ten-year delay theory also conflicts with the original panel’s findings that that the counterfactual time of the 787 launch would be “significantly later” than 2004, while it also was “satisfied” that Boeing, in developing an LCA to replace the 767, “would have done so in the early- to mid-2000s.” The original panel also rejected the proposition that “it would have taken Boeing as much as 11 years longer to develop the 787 in the absence of the aeronautics R&D subsidies.” Yet the EU contends that it would have taken Boeing more than ten years longer, putting the 787 launch date not in the “mid-2000s” but in 2014 or beyond.

1198 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1758.
1199 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1757 (emphasis added).
1200 US – Large Civil Aircraft, para. 1775.
1201 US – Large Civil Aircraft, para. 1774.
1202 US – Large Civil Aircraft, para. 1748.
835. Therefore, the EU counterfactual ignores the other sources of technology that the original panel found had contributed to Boeing’s technology developments for the 787, and that would, over time, erase any advantage conferred by the subsidies. It is accordingly incorrect for purposes of evaluating causation in this proceeding.

ii. Sources of knowledge and technology development

836. The EU incorrectly states that “Boeing only knows that the 787’s novel technologies were feasible because of decades of the company’s participation in US Government-supported R&D programmes.”1203 As Boeing engineers explain, the uncertainty of R&D is captured in the benchmarks they used:

Our analysis explicitly adopted the WTO Panel’s finding that, absent those programs, Boeing would have lacked the knowledge and experience to proceed with the 787 when it did. Our analysis then assessed how long it would have taken to acquire that knowledge and experience before proceeding with the subsequent stages of the 787 development program as we did. We did not assume that Boeing would be undertaking rote research exercises where the outcome was known in advance. In fact, we controlled for this by evaluating the types of research activities performed under the NASA and DOD programs against Boeing’s own R&D experience with early-stage technology problems that were at least as challenging (typically more so), and where the outcome of the research was similarly unknown at the outset.1204

837. The EU’s argument on this point also conflicts with Boeing’s actual experience in developing the 787:

The Airbus engineers try to dismiss our actual experience by asserting that “Boeing engineers only knew that the 787’s novel technologies, for example the full barrel carbon fibre-reinforced plastic (“CFRP”) fuselage, were feasible, because of decades of the company’s participation in US Government-supported R&D programmes.” This is nonsensical. If those R&D programs had given Boeing the knowledge that the one-piece barrel was feasible, then Boeing [***]1205

838. In the absence of the R&D subsidies, Boeing’s knowledge base and experience would have been less in 2000 than they were in reality, with the benefit of the subsidized research. But they would not, as the EU’s argument implies, have been equivalent to Boeing’s knowledge and

---

1203 EU SWS, para. 1024.
1204 Boeing Engineers Reply, para. 6 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).
1205 Boeing Engineers Reply, para. 18 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).
experience in the late 1980s or early 1990s. As Boeing Engineers explain in their reply to the Airbus Engineers Statement:

In each of the relevant technology areas, from composites to computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to noise reduction, the knowledge base of Boeing, its suppliers, and indeed the wider aeronautics community originated prior to the NASA and DOD programs and would grow over time regardless of whether those programs existed. The Airbus engineers fail to acknowledge this.

The relevant knowledge base available to Boeing in the early 2000s was significantly more advanced than in the late 1980s and early 1990s, when many of the NASA and DOD programs started. To take just a few examples from the area of composite materials, Boeing in the early 2000s:

- had already spent more than a decade developing and producing the 777’s composite empennage and horizontal and vertical stabilizers, which included intensive work with the Toray T3900 prepreg material we would use on the 787;
- knew that Raytheon had launched and flown a business jet with a composite fuselage (the Premier 1);
- knew that Airbus would be using composites to build the A380’s massive stabilizers and center wing box; and
- [***]

With these and other developments, separate and apart from Boeing’s participation in the NASA and DOD programs, Boeing gained a much better understanding of what was possible and what was not.

Such developments help to explain why the disincentives that the WTO Panel found for “long term, high risk aeronautical R&D” are not constant for a given technology, even if such disincentives applied at the time the NASA and DOD R&D programs were undertaken.1206

839. Indeed, in the 2000s, the state of knowledge available outside of participation in the subsidized NASA and DoD programs was such that Airbus could offer customers a composite wing on the original A350 in December 2004, just months after Boeing launched the 787 in April 2004. Airbus also was able – in the space of approximately one year – to embark on a clean-sheet design for the A350 XWB in late 2005 or early 2006, make customer commitments

1206 Boeing Engineers Reply, paras. 7-9 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).
for the composite fuselage A350 XWB a few months later in July 2006, and then followed by launch in December of that year.

840. Despite Airbus’s rapid pre-launch development of the A350 XWB, the EU and Airbus engineers contends that the Boeing engineers’ two-year estimate is a “gross underestimation” that “does not allow for time to conduct – and learn from – the many trials and errors involved in aeronautics research and development.”1207 To the contrary, the two-year estimate does allow for iterative learning and trial-and-error because such processes occurred in the work that the Boeing engineers used as benchmarks:

Our analysis estimated the additional time it would take for Boeing to fill those parts on its own. It was based on the best available benchmarks: Boeing’s real-world experience on comparable R&D projects undertaken in connection with the 787 program. Contrary to the Airbus critique, these benchmark experiences included iterative learning, “trials and errors,” and far more than a “paper design.”1208

841. In this context, the EU also repeats its arguments concerning notional times to progress along NASA’s TRL scale and the economics of R&D and LCA programs. As noted above in Sections IV.F.3.a.i, however, these arguments are baseless.

842. The EU complains that “the Boeing engineers’ statement is silent on the valuable dual-use experience Boeing engineers gained on a number of military aircraft PEs” – i.e., the CV-22, V-22, F/A-18 Squadrons, JSF, and C-17.1209 This criticism is misplaced. The Boeing Engineers Statement covers all NASA and DOD measures found to confer WTO-inconsistent subsidies in the underlying proceeding, including the assistance instruments under those military aircraft PEs.1210 Although the EU and the Airbus engineers cite statements by Boeing personnel as evidence of connections between Boeing’s experience on military aircraft programs and the 787,1211 they fail to demonstrate that the alleged connections are attributable to the assistance instruments under the PEs at issue, as opposed to Boeing’s work under procurement contracts under those PEs, which are not specific subsidies, and/or under Boeing’s manufacture of those aircraft or components thereof, which the EU itself excluded from the underlying dispute.

1207 EU SWS, para. 1025 (quoting Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 13 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).
1208 Boeing Engineers Reply, para. 16 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).
1209 EU SWS, para. 1042.
1210 Boeing Engineers Statement, para. 4, note 3 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)) (listing the NASA and DOD programs considered by the authors); Boeing Engineers Reply, para. 27 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).
1211 EU SWS, paras. 1042-1043; Airbus Engineers Statement, paras. 18-24 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).
843. With respect to NASA programs, the EU does not explain what programs it views as
excluded by the Boeing engineers.1212 The EU does state that the Boeing engineers merely
address NASA’s ATCAS and AST programs and DoD’s VITAL program.1213 But surely the
EU realizes that the two-year estimation in the Boeing Engineers Statement is not based on just
these three programs. Perhaps this is why the EU does not explicitly pursue this line of argument
any further.

844. In fact, it is important to note that it will likely be quite rare for one of the military
aircraft program elements to fund an assistance instrument. As the original panel found, a
procurement contract is the appropriate instrument for the acquisition of goods or services of
direct benefit and use to the U.S. government.1214 As noted in Section II.D of this submission,
the purpose of the “military aircraft” program elements is to buy new weapons systems or
upgrade existing systems, which is clearly for the direct benefit and use of the U.S. government.
Thus, it would be a rare situation in which one of those program elements would fund an
assistance instrument. The information before the Panel demonstrates that this is the case. Of 65
assistance instruments listed in Annex B to the DoD Licensing Agreement, only six were funded
by the military aircraft program elements – five through the Comanche helicopter program
(0604223A), and one through the Long-Range Strike Bomber (0604015). The fixed wing
aircraft programs cited by the EU (CV-22, V-22, F/A-18 Squadrons, JSF, and C-17) did not fund
any assistance instruments.

845. Accordingly, this EU criticism fails to undermine the Boeing engineers’ analysis.

4. **The EU errs in criticizing the U.S. position with respect to the finite duration
   of technology effects.**

846. In discussing the U.S. arguments concerning the finite duration of the R&D subsidies’
effects, the EU concedes that “the technology effects of the US R&D subsidies may be
finite.”1215 The United States welcomes this statement, as it underscores the point that a core
technology effects issue for the Panel is to determine whether the effects of the R&D subsidies
ended before the compliance deadline.

847. The EU, however, contends that “the end point is far from being reached today, let alone
in 2006.”1216 Its rationale for this statement is notable because it reveals a basic
misunderstanding as to what the end of the R&D subsidies’ effects do and do not entail.

---

1212 See EU SWS, paras. 1045-1047.
1213 EU SWS, para. 1045.
1214 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1153; DoD Agreements Listed in Annex B to the U.S.
Compliance Notification (Exhibit EU-80).
1215 EU SWS, para. 1048.
1216 EU SWS, para. 1048.
848. The EU cites to statements by Boeing’s Scott Fancher that both the 787 and its technologies will be in the market for many years into the future.1217 The EU fails, however, to acknowledge that the market presence of the 787 and its technologies cease to be attributable to the R&D subsidies when they would be in the market absent the subsidies. The United States has demonstrated that this point was reached well before the compliance deadline. After that point, the 787 and its technologies are no longer a legitimate object of complaint under the SCM Agreement, even if they remain in the market into the future.

849. A similar flaw lies in the EU’s discussion of Boeing’s patent rights and trade secrets. In the course of unfairly dismissing the U.S. steps to improve access to NASA and DoD research, the EU observes that Airbus cannot use Boeing’s patents and does not know what Boeing’s trade secrets are.1218 However, the patents in question are the result of research conducted under NASA and DoD contracts and agreements. Thus, in the counterfactual, those patents would still have resulted, just at a later date. Moreover, in the counterfactual, the patents are more valuable to Boeing because the company performed the research itself, so that those patents would not be subject to the government use license that attaches to all patents that result from research under a government contract. Trade secrets cannot result from government-funded research. Therefore, the EU references to patents and trade secrets do not extend the duration of technology effects.

5. The EU’s threat of future technology effects argument is not permitted under the SCM Agreement and is contradicted by the facts.

850. The EU contends that some alleged R&D subsidies – associated with PRSEUS and FAA’s CLEEN program – “cause a threat of serious prejudice . . . in the form of future technology effects.”1219 This theory, while novel, cannot support a claim of adverse effects under Articles 5 and 6 of the SCM Agreement. Article 5 uses the term “cause” in the present tense in providing the discipline on causing adverse effects. This means that causation must be presently occurring, even if the form of adverse effects is imminent or threatened rather than current serious prejudice. Here, the EU is arguing that the causal mechanism is not presently operating, but will operate in the future. As a matter of law, this is insufficient under Article 5. If the SCM Agreement were intended to cover such a claim, Article 5 would say “cause or threaten to cause,” but it does not. Accordingly, the Panel should reject this argument.

6. Conclusion

851. For the reasons discussed above, the EU has failed to overcome the key aspects of the U.S. rebuttal to its technology effects causation arguments. The United States refutes other EU technology effects arguments in Sections IV.H.1 and IV.I.1 below.

1217 EU SWS, para. 1049.
1218 EU SWS, para.1050.
1219 EU SWS, para. 1051.
G. Price Causal Mechanism

852. The DSB recommendations and rulings included a finding that an aggregated group of FSC/ETI and the Washington B&O tax rate reduction, when cumulated with the effects of the Wichita IRB’s, constituted subsidies to the 737 that were causing price effects leading to serious prejudice in the form of significant lost sales in the 100-200 seat market. The United States has achieved compliance with respect to these measures, the only ones found to cause serious prejudice through a price causal mechanism. The withdrawal of FSC/ETI alone ensures that U.S. subsidies are no longer causing adverse effects through a price causal mechanism.

853. Unwilling to accept U.S. compliance as a positive result, the EU puts forward a multitude of arguments, including some that appear to be deliberately opaque. This effort includes a contention that some unspecified group of R&D subsidies cause price effects now instead of technology effects. It includes a resuscitated argument that the price effects subsidies should be cumulated with technology effects R&D subsidies. It includes the re-litigation of claims and arguments that were already rejected in the original proceeding. It includes new claims against measures that existed at the time of the original panel request but were not challenged in the original proceeding. And it includes claims against measures that, even if they were subsidies, have no close nexus with the U.S. measures taken to comply. In its second written submission, the EU doubles down on its pursuit of this misguided and unauthorized expansion of its price effects case. The particular flaws of the EU’s approach are examined in the four sub-sections below.

854. First, the EU has failed to cure the errors identified by the United States in the EU’s price causal mechanism arguments, and in some cases, it has compounded earlier errors. The vague and cryptic nature of the EU’s arguments, particularly those that relate to R&D subsidies, unfairly place the Panel and the United States at a significant disadvantage in addressing claims of non-compliance.

855. Second, consistent with this pattern, the EU still does not engage in a meaningful analysis of the magnitude of subsidies alleged to affect each relevant market, which constitutes a failure to meet its burden as the complaining party.

856. Third, as a result of numerous errors, the EU has failed to establish that miscellaneous subsidies not subject to the DSB’s recommendations and rulings are capable of and do cause Boeing to lower prices and thereby cause serious prejudice.

857. Fourth, and again as a result of numerous errors, the EU has failed to establish that R&D subsidies are capable of and do cause Boeing to lower prices and thereby cause serious prejudice.

1220 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para 1350(d)(iii)-(iv).
1. **The EU’s price effects claims still suffer from a lack of clarity.**

858. The United States previously noted the lack of clarity that pervades the EU’s first written submission, particularly with regard to subsidies alleged to cause price effects.1221

859. First, the United States observed that the EU appeared to allege that all subsidies caused serious prejudice through a price effects causal mechanism.1222 This was problematic because the R&D subsidies subject to the DSB’s recommendations and rulings were found to act through a technology effects causal mechanism, and the EU claim that those subsidies acted through a price effects causal mechanism was rejected and not appealed.1223

860. Second, the United States explained that, even though the subsidies in an aggregated group (e.g., tied tax subsidies) appeared to differ depending on the market, the EU did not address how those differences affected the analysis for each market. The United States viewed generic discussion of the effects caused by “the U.S. subsidies” to be insufficient if differences did indeed exist with respect to the different markets in which the EU alleges serious prejudice.1224

861. With respect to the first problem, the EU’s clarification that it is alleging two mutually exclusive sets of R&D subsidies – one that causes technology effects and one that causes price effects – has only compounded the lack of clarity. As explained in Section IV.C, the EU refuses to identify with clarity which R&D subsidies it alleges are in each set, and there the EU’s chart of subsidies alleged to have price effects does not appear to be susceptible to a reading that is internally consistent with the remainder of the EU’s submission. The EU’s obfuscation in this regard is deeply problematic, and it prevents the Panel and the United States from discerning which measures are subject to which arguments to the detriment of the ability of the United States to defend its interests, and to the detriment of the Panel to make an objective assessment of the matter. Furthermore, as explained in Section IV.G.3 below, the EU has failed to make a *prima facie* case that any subsidy leads to Boeing lowering its prices and thereby causes serious prejudice (i.e., causes serious prejudice through a price effects causal mechanism).

862. The EU has partially clarified the second problem. The EU previously provided arguments about “close links” between certain subsidies and aircraft models (or subsets thereof).1225 The EU has now confirmed that it is not making any allegations of subsidy-aircraft model combinations that did not appear in those paragraphs.1226 The United States notes that, as

---

1221 See, e.g., US FWS, paras. 712-714.
1222 US FWS, para. 712.
1223 See US FWS, para. 712.
1224 See US FWS, paras. 712-714.
1225 See EU FWS, paras. 1135, 1159-1161.
1226 See EU SWS, paras. 1065-1067, 1072.
a result, the EU has confirmed that at least some of the aggregation groups (e.g., tied tax subsidies and miscellaneous subsidies) do indeed include different sets of subsidies depending on the market. While the United States continues to consider this a flaw in the EU’s attempt to demonstrate that any particular set of aggregated subsidies are indeed causing serious prejudice in a particular market, the United States at least understands what the EU is alleging with respect to the aircraft models impacted by the tied tax subsidies and the miscellaneous subsidies.1227

2. **The EU still refuses to address the magnitude of the subsidies for each market.**

863. The EU continues to rely on cursory statements that the magnitude of the subsidies is sufficient for them to have a genuine and substantial causal relationship with the relevant market phenomena. The EU must do more to established a *prima facie* case that the alleged subsidies are having price effects.

864. The EU’s price effects theory is that subsidies allow Boeing to lower its prices in strategic sales campaigns. The prices of the relevant aircraft inform what magnitude of price reductions could even plausibly impact the outcome of a sales campaign. It is incumbent upon the EU to make a detailed showing of the magnitude of the subsidies alleged, how it calculated that magnitude, and what type of impact that could arguably have on Boeing’s pricing (which also would seemingly require some estimation of how many aircraft are at issue for at least the R&D and miscellaneous subsidies so that the magnitude could be evaluated on an aircraft- or order-specific basis). The lack of detail is particularly egregious given that, at the EU’s urging, the Panel requested and the United States provided voluminous documentation, including initial and final offers for the various sales campaigns, which the EU ignored completely in its first written submission, and which the EU has still not used for the purpose of supporting its contention that the magnitude of subsidies causing price effects at issue is sufficient to alter the outcome of a sales campaign.

865. The Panel and the United States are entitled to a clear understanding of what the EU is arguing and an opportunity to address such arguments. The EU’s own impressions about the

---

1227 The United States notes that analysis may still prove difficult where the EU has alleged subsidies to sub-sets of aircraft models. For example, Washington tax credits for pre-production development (putting other objections aside) are alleged to impact the 737MAX and the 787-10, as well as the 787-8/-9 in earlier years. EU SWS, para. 1066. Another example would be the South Carolina apportionment agreement, which is alleged to impact “the 787 LCA that are either produced in South Carolina or produced elsewhere and delivered to foreign purchasers in South Carolina.” EU SWS, para. 1066. Given the complexity of parsing those allegations and the procedural objections to those claims, the United States will defer attempting to untangle the implications at this stage.

In addition, the United States does not concede that the EU is permitted to argue that each of these subsidies impacts the aircraft models it alleges. For example, the EU claims that FSC/ETI impacts the 787 despite that it did not make such a claim in the original proceeding. The EU cannot raise this argument for the first time now unless it can show, the alleged impact of FSC/ETI on the 787 is the result entirely of intervening events since the original proceeding.
existence of adverse effects may be based on flawed assumptions or invalid premises, but the United States cannot address these questions if the EU refuses to provide a specific explanation as to how it values these subsidies and how it alleges these subsidies are impacting pricing. The EU has not and cannot meet its burden of proof based on summary statements that the magnitude of the subsidies is sufficient for them to genuinely and substantially cause the alleged market phenomena.

3. The EU has failed to demonstrate that each of the miscellaneous subsidies is capable of and does cause price effects.

The EU has failed to demonstrate that each of the miscellaneous subsidies would be used by Boeing to reduce prices in strategic sales campaigns. Rather, the EU’s argument relies on a general premise that all miscellaneous subsidies would be used to lower Boeing’s prices by virtue of the fact that they increase Boeing’s non-operating cash flow. In other words, the EU relies on the theoretical premise that each time an additional dollar is freed up by any of these subsidies, part or all of it (the EU does not indicate to what degree) will be used to reduce prices. This argument has no basis in evidence or economic theory.

The EU is effectively arguing that Boeing faces capital constraints that limit its ability to optimally price its products. The EU does not allege, much less support with evidence, this proposition in this proceeding. The EU tried to argue this in the original proceeding. The original panel noted that the EU “present{ed} an econometric simulation model by Professor Luis Cabral which seeks to address the question of how the provision of subsidies affects the business decisions of Boeing; specifically, how the receipt of an additional dollar of a particular category of subsidy affects the amount that Boeing chooses to invest in the development of new aircraft, and to price more aggressively.”

Professor Cabral’s theory was that, upon receipt of these “cash flow” subsidies not tied to production or sales of aircraft, Boeing would directly and immediately apply a significant proportion to investments in aggressive pricing to capture market share. One of Professor Cabral’s assumptions was that Boeing had capital constraints.

The original panel found that was “not persuaded that the European Communities has demonstrated that Boeing inherently lacked the financial means to price and develop its LCA in the manner in which it did.” The original panel further found that “Professor Cabral's model does not support the existence of a causal link between the receipt by Boeing of {subsidies in

128 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1832.
129 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), Appendix VII.F.1, para. 68.
130 EC – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1759; id., para. 7.1831 (“once the amount of the subsidies received by Boeing between 1989 and 2006 is reduced from $19.1 billion to our own estimate of the total amount of the subsidies {i.e., ‘at least $5.3 billion,’ para. 7.1433}, the argument that Boeing’s LCA division would not have been ‘economically viable’ in the absence of the subsidies unless it altered its prices or product development behavior becomes untenable, whichever basis for assessing economic viability is used.”).
which the amount of subsidy does not vary in direct proportion to the number of aircraft produced or sold}, and lower Boeing LCA pricing.”

869. Economic logic confirms that the EU’s argument relies on the premise that Boeing faces capital constraints. This is because a rational producer will price its products to maximize profitability. Although there is no evidence it has happened in this case, a producer may even rationally sell below the marginal cost of production if, for instance, the sale is important for relationship building that is expected to net large profitable sales in the future. But even where a producer finds it wise to make a sale as a “loss leader,” the producer is setting that price optimally for long-term profitability.

870. The only reason a producer would not lower the price to the optimal level is if the producer faced capital constraints that precluded lowering the price further. In the example where a producer may find it rational to sell at a price below the marginal cost of production, the difference between the price (revenue) and the cost of production must be financed by the producer. If the producer cannot afford to use cash on hand or borrow money to cover those costs, the producer is prevented from lowering the price. In this example, the producer may lower prices upon receipt of additional cash.

871. But again, the EU has provided no evidence that, absent the subsidies at issue, these types of capital constraints would force Boeing to sell above optimal prices. Therefore, the EU has provided no evidentiary basis or theoretical basis to conclude that, as a rule, all subsidies found to have the effect of freeing up cash, will lead to some level of price reductions.

872. In addition, where the value of a subsidy does not increase as sales in strategic campaigns increase, the subsidy becomes less important and less likely to have any effect the more sales are made in strategic campaigns. To make this point concrete, consider the U.S. calculations in its first written submissions showing the amounts by which various subsidies would reduce prices on a per-aircraft basis if the entirety of the subsidy was put to that purpose. Those calculations required counting the number of aircraft at issue in the strategic campaigns identified by the EU in this proceeding. In its second written submission, the EU has added additional lost sales allegations, which will require increasing the denominator of those calculations. As a result of the same value of the Wichita IRBs being spread across more aircraft orders, the amount of the price reduction attributable to the subsidies will shrink on a per-aircraft basis. The EU’s failure to engage in a detailed discussion of magnitudes masked this feature of its argument.

1231 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), Appendix VII.F.1, para. 76 (emphasis original) (quoting European Communities’ first written submission, para. 1309 and adding the emphasis).

1232 See, e.g., US FWS, para. 1000.

1233 See US FWS, para. 1000.

1234 The United States does this in Section IV.J.1.c.
873. In conclusion, the EU certainly has not shown, and cannot show, that all subsidies not tied to production or sales would necessarily affect pricing decisions. And the EU has not even attempted to establish that each miscellaneous subsidy, in particular, would change Boeing’s calculus about the lowest price it would accept in a given sales campaign. Accordingly, its claims with respect to the myriad miscellaneous subsidies not subject to the DSB’s recommendations and rulings cannot be sustained.

4. **The EU has not and cannot demonstrate that certain R&D subsidies are capable of and do cause price effects.**

874. The United States reviewed in its first written submission that “the European Union {did} not contend{ }on appeal, as it did before the Panel, that the aeronautics R&D subsidies directly affected Boeing’s prices, in addition to the effects that they had on Boeing’s development of technologies used on the 787.”\(^{1235}\) The United States argued that the EU’s effort to revisit this issue is inappropriate and that the logic that impelled the original panel’s conclusion remains true today.\(^{1236}\)

875. The EU has responded by clarifying that it is not claiming in this compliance proceeding that present US R&D subsidies generate both present technology and present price effects.\(^{1237}\) Rather certain R&D subsidies are allegedly causing technology effects, and the remaining subsidies are alleged to be causing price effects.\(^{1238}\) The EU, however, fails to even identify which R&D subsidies it is alleging to cause price effects and not technology effects. As explained in Section IV.C, the EU’s deliberate obfuscation in this regard should be permitted at the expense of U.S. interests in a fair opportunity to respond to claims of non-compliance.

876. Moreover, the EU did not establish in the original proceeding that R&D subsidies are capable of causing price effects.\(^{1239}\) Therefore, even if the EU were permitted to argue that new subsidies were causing price effects or changes since the reference period caused R&D subsidies to have different effects that they were found to have previously, the EU would have to prove that such subsidies are capable of and are in fact having such effects. To do so, the EU

---

\(^{1235}\) US FWS, para. 718 (quoting US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1313 (emphasis original)). See also ibid., para. 717 (quoting the Appellate Body’s observation that the Appellate Body observed that, “[a]t the oral hearing, both participants accepted that the Panel had not made any findings with respect to the effects of the aeronautics R&D subsidies on Boeing’s prices”).

\(^{1236}\) US FWS, para. 718.

\(^{1237}\) See EU SWS, paras. 1098-1101.

\(^{1238}\) See EU SWS, paras. 1098-1101.

\(^{1239}\) See US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1313, note 2643; US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1826.
presumably would need to provide some explanation of how it determined which subsidies cause technology effects and which cause price effects.  

877. The EU has not done so. As with the miscellaneous subsidies, the EU’s theory is that, in the absence of “certain” R&D subsidies, “Boeing would be forced to generate greater revenue from higher prices for LCA.” There are two glaring problems with this theory.

878. First, it cannot withstand the most basic economic scrutiny. The whole point of the EU’s claims is that, if Boeing sold its aircraft for slightly higher prices, Airbus would win the sales. So if Boeing charged a higher price, it would not get the greater revenue it would be seeking. It would, in fact, be sacrificing revenue. It should be obvious that, if Boeing could simply generate more revenue by charging higher prices, it would.

879. Second, as explained with respect to miscellaneous subsidies in the preceding section, this theory again implicitly assumes resource constraints. This is because the EU’s argument assumes that, if Boeing did not receive subsidies, it could not price the way it has and still conduct essential research. In other words, Boeing is unable to do both essential research and price its products optimally. Thus, this argument also fails because the EU has provided no evidence to demonstrate that Boeing faces these types of capital constraints. Boeing does the research it determines to have positive value, and it simultaneously prices its products at optimal levels. Having failed to prove otherwise, the EU’s claims that R&D subsidies cause serious prejudice through price effects (i.e., lowering of Boeing’s prices) cannot succeed.

880. Finally, even if the EU could show that some portion of certain R&D subsidies would be passed on to customers in the form of lower prices, such subsidies can be reduced to the portion of the subsidy’s cash value that the EU demonstrates is being passed through to customers. This stands in stark contrast to R&D subsidies causing technology effects, which the original panel found could not be reduced to their cash value. As such, the EU must grapple with the fact

---

1240 See, infra, Section IV.C.

1241 The EU cryptically describes these as R&D subsidies that support technology that would be available at market. In 1,500 pages across two written submissions the EU never explains what this means or to which subsidies it applies.

1242 EU SWS, para. 100.

1243 See EU SWS, para. 1100. A capitalistically constrained firm that cannot do the optimal level of research and price its products optimally may do both sub-optimally. In this instance, as it received additional cash, it would choose to allocate the cash to research or lower pricing or some of each to maximize the marginal investment. The EU does not even attempt to show that Boeing faces capital constraints, much less explain how it would allocate subsidies between these two (and the many other) uses. Thus, the EU has not provided any argument that would reliably establish the magnitude of the subsidies that would potentially lower Boeing’s prices if they were capable of doing so.

1244 See EU SWS, para. 1100.

1245 See US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1760.
that the magnitude of the R&D subsidies subject to the DSB recommendations and rulings has declined substantially.

H. The EU Still Has Failed to Demonstrate that Alleged Subsidies to the 787 and/or the 777X Cause Adverse Effects In the Form of Significant Price Suppression, Significant Lost Sales, Displacement, Impedance, or Threat Thereof With Respect to the A350 XWB.

1. Alleged technology effects

881. As discussed above, the EU has made a fundamentally flawed attempt to overcome the U.S. rebuttal demonstration that, absent the R&D subsidies, the 787 program would have been delayed by approximately two years. The United States addresses the EU’s technology-specific arguments concerning the 787 below in Section IV.H.1.a.

882. The EU also does not contest that a counterfactual 787 launch in 2006 would leave sufficient time for the alleged technology spillovers to flow from the 787 to the 787-9/10 and 777X. Accordingly, the EU has failed to substantiate the alleged technology spillover effects from the R&D subsidies, which cover the most significant technologies at issue for the 787-9/10 (derivatives of the 787) and the 777X (wing and systems). The supposed “new” technology effects are insignificant in comparison. The United States addresses the EU’s technology-specific arguments concerning the 777X below in Section IV.H.1.b.

a. Alleged technology effects regarding the 787

i. Composite fuselage

883. The composite fuselage technology studied under NASA’s ATCAS project was a primary focus of the parties’ arguments in the underlying proceeding and of the original panel’s technology effects analysis. The EU even described the work under ATCAS as providing a roadmap of “quintessential foundational knowledge and technologies” for Boeing’s eventual 360-degree barrel approach to the 787, as the original panel noted. Accordingly, the Boeing engineers focused on ATCAS in assessing the additional time required for early-stage composite fuselage research. As benchmarks, they used the time required for far more ambitious early stage projects in this area:

- [***]
- [***]

1246 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 963-964.
1247 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1751.
1248 Boeing Engineers Statement, paras. 16-17 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)).
884. In response, the EU asserts that Boeing [***] “because of the knowledge and experience Boeing had accumulated in decades of participation in US Government supported R&D programs.” However, the EU does not contest that, during this period, Boeing was starting from preliminary concepts, that it conducted early-stage research to develop those concepts, or that this work was more challenging than the work Boeing performed under ATCAS. The EU also cannot explain how the pace of this early-stage stage research is attributable to the R&D subsidies when Airbus itself took only one year or less to go from a “clean sheet” on all A350 XWB non-wing designs and technologies to program launch. As such, the EU has done nothing to call into question the critical points made through these examples – that it is possible to move quite quickly from early-stage research to the point where product launch is justified, and that obtaining the relevant knowledge and experience gained under the NASA and DoD contracts and agreements was likely to occur with an additional two years of R&D efforts.

885. For their part, the Airbus engineers criticize the Boeing engineers for failing to account for the benefits flowing from research undertaken by non-Boeing members of the ATCAS engineering team. However, the EU itself maintained in the original proceeding, and the Panel agreed, that “the most important benefit that the ACT program provided to Boeing was the ability for its engineers to gain experience and work under real development program restrictions with clear cost targets.” This very similar to the type of work and experience the Boeing engineers contemplate in their counterfactual analysis, with the difference being that the real development program conditions in the pre-launch phase of the 787 program would be much more intense. A vague notion of other benefits from non-Boeing personnel does not undermine the validity of that analysis.

886. The Airbus engineers make another vague criticism in faulting the Boeing engineers for focusing their composite fuselage analysis on the ATCAS program, the same program that was the focus of the original panel and the EU in the original proceeding. In attempting to make this point, they reference a graph from the original Wacht Report that plots several NASA R&D programs, covering a wide array of subjects, over time. Such a generalized objection fails to demonstrate that the Boeing engineers’ estimated additional time for R&D in this area is understated to any material degree, particularly since it accounts for the time to obtain what the EU in the underlying proceeding said was a critical “roadmap” for future composite fuselage technology development.

1249 Boeing Engineers Statement, paras. 18-22 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)).
1250 EU SWS, para. 1126.
1251 Cf. EU SWS, para. 1126.
1252 Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 68 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).
1253 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1756 note 3684.
1254 Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 69 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).
ii. Composite wing

887. As Boeing engineers explained, the main challenge for the 787 composite wing was scaling-up the composite horizontal stabilizer from the 777. The Airbus engineers grant that lessons from the 777 horizontal stabilizer may have helped Boeing, but they improperly attempt to link this to R&D subsidy technology effects.\textsuperscript{1255} To the contrary, the EU never claimed that subsidies to the 777 caused technology effects, and the original panel found this experience to be a non-subsidy source of Boeing technology developments.

888. This is the sum of the Airbus engineers’ critique. Its weakness is underscored by their statement elsewhere in their report that Airbus was able to offer customers an original A350 with a composite wing only months after Boeing launched the 787 in 2004, and an even shorter time after it decided to market a replacement for the A330.

iii. More electric systems architecture

889. The Airbus engineers erroneously state that the Boeing engineers “focus only on the ‘electrical generators’ rather than the 787’s more electric systems architecture overall, to suggest that the NASA and DOD programmes at issue played no role in the development of the 787’s more electric systems architecture.”\textsuperscript{1256} This is incorrect. In fact, the Boeing engineers recount \textsuperscript{[***]}\textsuperscript{1257}

890. The Airbus engineers find a failure to discuss Boeing’s participation “in military aircraft PEs,”\textsuperscript{1258} but they fail to identify any work performed by Boeing under applicable DoD assistance agreements that would materially affect the estimate provided by the Boeing engineers.

iv. Health management systems.

891. The Boeing engineers explained that “there was no need for significant early-stage R&D” in connection with the health management systems for the 787 because it employed “an enhanced version of the highly capable health management technology used on the 777 with operational software provided by the same supplier (Honeywell).”\textsuperscript{1259} The Airbus engineers contend that this is “inconsistent with Boeing’s own public statements,” but the first slide they cite confirms that the 787 incorporated the 777’s central maintenance computing function – \textit{i.e.}, the system backbone on which other health management functions run – in addition to other key

\textsuperscript{1255} Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 71 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).
\textsuperscript{1256} Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 74 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).
\textsuperscript{1257} Boeing Engineers Statement, para. 33 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)).
\textsuperscript{1258} Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 75 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).
\textsuperscript{1259} Boeing Engineers Statement, para. 37 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)).
features from the 777. The Airbus engineers fail to show that, with this core system architecture available because of the 777’s unsubsidized technology, the 787 health management system required significant additional early-stage R&D to achieve the enhancements listed in the cited Boeing materials and acknowledged by the Boeing engineers.

892. The Airbus engineers also attempt to assign a technology effect to RFID devices, even as they admit that “RFID was not directly funded by CLEEN.” They try to avoid this inconvenient fact by arguing that “Boeing piggy-backed on the CLEEN-funded 737-800 flight testbed and tested RFID on the ecoDemonstrator in 2012.” As Boeing engineers point out, however, most ecoDemonstrator flight tests had no CLEEN involvement whatsoever. For Boeing technology not tested under a CLEEN contract but evaluated on the minority of flights that were partially funded by CLEEN, the role of CLEEN was, at most, to contribute a portion of the fuel cost incurred on the flight test. This is hardly a technology effect, even under the EU’s own theory.

v. Noise reduction.

893. On noise reduction technologies, neither the EU nor the Airbus engineers dispute the Boeing engineers’ key point that technological challenges Boeing was able to overcome in [***] are “comparable to or greater than those posed by noise-reduction technologies Boeing worked on under NASA programs cited by the European Union.”

894. Rather, the Airbus engineers’ response is confined to a dispute over DoD involvement in Boeing’s development of the 787’s simplified trailing edge technology. Assuming arguendo that this were both true and relevant to the counterfactual inquiry at issue, the Airbus engineers never attempt to demonstrate that the alleged DoD technology effects arose under an assistance instrument covered by the DSB’s recommendations and rulings. This leaves nothing for the United States to rebut.

vi. Aerodynamics and structural design; open systems architecture

895. The EU has little to say about the Boeing engineers’ discussion of aerodynamics and structural design and open systems architecture. This particularly notable with respect to

---

1260 Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 77 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)) (reproducing Exhibit EU-1169).
1261 Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 84 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI))
1262 Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 84 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI))
1263 Boeing Engineers Reply, paras. 44-47 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).
1264 Boeing Engineers Reply, paras. 47 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).
1265 Boeing Engineers Statement, para. 40 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)).
1266 Airbus Engineers Statement, paras. 85-87 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI))
aerodynamics and structural design because elsewhere, e.g., in its arguments on the 787-9 and 737 MAX, it relies so heavily on the effects of Boeing’s work under the Integrated Wing Design (“IWD”) element of the NASA AST program on generic TRANAIR and OVERFLOW computational fluid dynamics (“CFD”) codes. Yet, they do not appear to contest the Boeing engineers’ conclusion that it, in the pre-launch phase of the 787 program, it would have taken Boeing approximately six months to achieve the CFD code knowledge and experience it gained in the three years of the IWD project.

b. Alleged technology effects regarding the 777X

896. As demonstrated above and in the U.S. first written submission, the EU has failed to demonstrate that any technology spillovers from the 787 enabled Boeing’s ongoing development of the 777X to occur earlier than it would have otherwise. Below, the United States discusses additional errors in the EU’s arguments concerning the 777X.

i. Folding Wing Tip

897. The United States and Boeing engineers rebutted the EU’s contention that Boeing’s late-1980s/early-1990s work on the A-6E Intruder attack aircraft had a genuine connection with Boeing’s development of a folding wing tip (“FWT”) for the 777X. The EU and the Airbus engineers are unable to overcome this rebuttal.

898. First, they still have not demonstrated that any of the alleged learning from the A-6 occurred is attributable to an assistance instrument under the A-6 PE, and would have been unavailable through Boeing’s procurement contracts.

899. Second, the Airbus engineers actually highlight the differences between the 777X FWT and the FWT of the 777-200 that Boeing used as initial reference point: “the 777-200 FWT is a completely different design, with very different systems, as the one used for the 777X FWT.”\[1267\] This supports the Boeing engineers’ views: [***]\[1268\]

900. This includes “overall design principles” that the Airbus engineers erroneously consider to be “identical.”\[1269\] As Boeing engineers explain,

As with many of the other EU/Airbus allegations, they use a vague term, “overall design principles,” in a context where it would only be true if the term were meaningless. The 777X FWT and A-6E folding wing share “overall design principles” to the same extent as all aircraft with a wing that fold upwards, such as the Hawker Sea Fury (introduced in 1945), Douglas Skyraider (introduced in

\[1267\] Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 50 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).
\[1268\] Boeing Engineers Statement, para. 80 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)).
\[1269\] Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 50 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).
1946), de Havilland Sea Vixen (introduced in 1959), Blackburn Buccaneer (introduced in 1962), and the Sukhoi Su-33, a contemporary Russian naval fighter aircraft.\textsuperscript{1270}

901. The Airbus engineers cite \textsuperscript{[HSBI]}\textsuperscript{1271} between the 777X and A-6E that \textsuperscript{[HSBI]}\textsuperscript{1272} The A-6E folding wing has [***] The EU is therefore forced to rely on \textsuperscript{[HSBI]}\textsuperscript{1272} Even if such a statement were made and accurately conveyed by Mr. Domke of Airbus, it does not address the critical distinctions between the two systems cited by the Boeing engineers:

The fact is that the 777X FWT is very different from the A-6E folding wing in all material respects[***] In addition, the 777X FWT design differs markedly from even that of the aircraft Boeing did refer to as an initial design reference point, the 777-200. The Airbus engineers agree: “the 777-200 FWT is a completely different design, with very different systems, as the one used for the 777X FWT.” We therefore find it hard to see how the European Union and Airbus could continue to argue that the A-6E had a meaningful influence on the 777X FWT.\textsuperscript{1273}

Accordingly, the EU has failed to show a genuine connection between alleged subsidies through the A-6E PE and Boeing’s development of the 777X FWT.

\textit{\textit{ii. Hybrid Laminar Flow Control (“HLFC”)}}

902. The United States has rebutted the EU allegations that the availability of HLFC technology for the 777X is enabled by alleged subsidies under the FAA CLEEN program. The EU does not contest that HLFC was not tested pursuant to the CLEEN contract – \textit{i.e.}, the measure it challenges,\textsuperscript{1274} which should end the analysis.

903. The EU attempts to circumvent this conclusion with a “piggy back” argument that “{t}ests on the ecoDemonstrator test bed would not exist absent the FAA’s funding.”\textsuperscript{1275} In fact, the ecoDemonstrator test bed aircraft itself is a Boeing 737 that was not funded by the CLEEN contract, most ecoDemonstrator flight tests had no CLEEN involvement whatsoever, and Boeing uses its own aircraft as flying test beds as a matter of course outside of U.S. government R&D programs.\textsuperscript{1276} For Boeing technology such as HLFC that was not tested under a CLEEN contract

\textsuperscript{1270} Boeing Engineers Reply, para. 41 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)) (quoting Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 121 (Exhibit EU-1014)).

\textsuperscript{1271} Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 122 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).

\textsuperscript{1272} Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 122 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).

\textsuperscript{1273} Boeing Engineers Reply, para. 42 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)) (quoting Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 121 (Exhibit EU-1014)).

\textsuperscript{1274} See EU SWS, para. 1139.

\textsuperscript{1275} EU SWS, para. 1139.

\textsuperscript{1276} Boeing Engineers Reply, paras. 44-47 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).
but evaluated on the minority of flights that were partially funded by CLEEN, the role of CLEEN was, at most, to contribute a portion of the fuel cost incurred on the flight test. This is hardly a technology effect, even under the EU’s own theory.\(^{1277}\)

### iii. Conclusion

904. As the United States has demonstrated, the EU has failed to overcome the U.S. rebuttal concerning alleged present technology effects involving the 787 and 777X.

#### 2. Alleged price effects

905. In the original proceeding, the EU failed to establish that any U.S. subsidy to the 787 resulted in lower Boeing pricing. The United States demonstrated in its first written submission that the EU’s claim that U.S. subsidies to the 787 are now causing lower Boeing prices that result in serious prejudice is equally meritless. The EU has failed to rebut that demonstration.\(^{1278}\)

906. The United States demonstrated that the magnitude of the subsidies alleged to cause price effects and properly before this Panel is simply far too small to plausibly cause the market phenomena alleged by the EU. The EU does not respond with a detailed analysis of the magnitude of the subsidies and an explanation of how that magnitude translates into market effects. Instead, the EU argues that previous Appellate Body guidance absolved the EU of its responsibility to prove that subsidies are indeed of sufficient magnitude to be causing adverse effects through a price causal mechanism and that the U.S. magnitude calculations improperly excluded subsidies and suffered from a methodological error. The EU is mistaken on all counts.

##### a. The EU has failed to demonstrate that the nature and magnitude of the alleged subsidies are capable of and are causing 787 price effects.

907. The EU criticizes the U.S. demonstration that the magnitudes of the price effects subsidies properly before this panel, if unwound, are too small to cause the market phenomena alleged by the EU. The United States notes that the EU bears the burden of demonstrating that the subsidies it asserts as having a price-based causal mechanism are actually causing adverse effects, and that for such a mechanism, the magnitude of the subsidy (and the portion of that magnitude causing lower prices) is a critical factor. Therefore, even if the EU’s criticisms of the U.S. magnitude analysis were valid – and they are not – the EU still must do more. It fails to do so.

908. The United States previously criticized the EU for its failure to demonstrate that the subset of subsidies specifically alleged to cause 787 price effects are doing so. The EU characterizes the U.S. objection as one to cross-referencing. The United States does not oppose cross-referencing where it addresses the relevant issues. The problem identified in the U.S. first

\(^{1277}\) Boeing Engineers Reply, paras. 47 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).

\(^{1278}\) See EW SWS, paras. 1142-1148.
written submission is that the sections cross-referenced by the EU in its model-specific price effects sections do not address the relevant issue. Thus, instead of demonstrating that subsidies to the 787 are causing price effects, the EU cross-references a general price effects discussion, which does not contain 787-specific analysis and therefore does not account for the fact that not all subsidies are alleged to impact 787 pricing.1279

909. The EU second written submission now provides for the first time a table listing the subsidies it is alleging to specifically cause lower 787 prices.1280 But this list fails to fully clarify what the EU is alleging because it includes R&D subsidies that the EU asserts elsewhere in its submissions to cause technology effects. As the EU recognizes that subsidies causing price effects cannot also cause technology effects, and vice versa, this table simply creates confusion.1281

910. Even ignoring this lack of clarity for the moment and taking the list at face value, the EU argument that the listed subsidies to the 787 are of a magnitude sufficient to cause serious prejudice is limited to vague and unsupported statements, such as its assertion that they are “large by any reasonable measure, and sufficient to cause the adverse effects at issue.”1282 In lieu of actually demonstrating that the magnitude of the subsidies is sufficient to cause the alleged 787 price effects, the EU argues: “As the Appellate Body explained in the original proceedings, ‘the absolute value or size of a subsidy may not correspond directly to the impact that the subsidy may have in causing adverse effects’, such that ‘{s}ubsidies of a relatively small magnitude may nevertheless have substantial effects in a particular case or market’.”1283

911. The omitted portions of the quoted paragraph are critical. The entirety of the paragraph reads as follows:

The Appellate Body has stated previously that, while the magnitude of subsidies is important, precise quantification is not an indispensable part of a serious prejudice analysis. Moreover, the absolute value or size of a subsidy may not correspond directly to the impact that the subsidy may have in causing adverse effects. Subsidies of a relatively small magnitude may nevertheless have substantial effects in a particular case or market. We understand the Panel to have found this to be the case as regards the effects of the aeronautics R&D subsidies.1284

1279 See, e.g., EU FWS, paras. 1223-1225.
1280 EU SWS, para. 1145.
1281 See, e.g., EU FWS, paras. 961, 964, 981 (alleging that the FAA CLEEN program is causing technology effects).
1282 EU SWS, para. 1155.
1283 EU SWS, para. 1156 (quoting US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1006).
1284 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1006 (internal citation omitted).
912. Thus, the magnitude of the subsidies is important. In addition, just because precise quantification is not indispensable does not mean that a complaining party can meet its burden without even a rough quantification of the magnitude and an explanation of why that magnitude is sufficient given the nature and context of the subsidies.

913. Moreover, of critical importance, the Appellate Body does not say that all subsidies have effects disproportionate to their size. Rather, it states that this may be the case, allowing that subsidies may have an effect commensurate with or even less than their size would indicate. The original panel found that the R&D subsidies acting through a technology causal mechanism at issue in the original proceeding had an effect greater than their size, but made no such finding for subsidies acting through a price mechanism. The complaining party must demonstrate that, due to their nature, the subsidies at issue are among those that do in fact have disproportionately large effects.

914. The R&D subsidies in the original proceeding were found to have disproportionate effects relative to the face value of the subsidy because receipt of the subsidy was determined to be the difference between the research going forward and not. But the EU has not demonstrated that price effects are likewise disproportionate relative to the cash value of the subsidies. Indeed, such a contention could not be sustained in light of the price effects theory.

915. According to the EU’s price effects theory, Boeing uses subsidies to reduce its prices, which in turn cause Airbus to suffer serious prejudice. The cash value of a subsidy therefore represents the maximum that Boeing could conceivably lower prices if it applied the entirety of the subsidy to that purpose.

916. Of course, the EU has not made an affirmative showing that, to the extent that R&D or miscellaneous subsidies are not withdrawn, any such subsidies would be used by Boeing to lower prices in strategic sales campaigns. In the original proceeding, the EU tried – and failed – to demonstrate that R&D subsidies can and do cause price effects. In this compliance proceeding, the EU does not even try. Instead it just assumes that if (certain unspecified) R&D subsidies left Boeing with more cash than it would have, then Boeing necessarily will use them to lower prices and that the subsidies (or the portion of subsidies used for this purpose) are large enough to fund price reduction sufficient to have the indicated effects. The EU puts forth no evidence or economic theory to support this assumption. The EU also failed to show than each of the miscellaneous subsidies would cause Boeing to lower 787 prices. As explained in Section IV.G, standard economic principles indicate that these subsidies that are not tied to sales, and therefore do not increase in proportion to increases in sales, do not affect pricing decisions in the absence of capital constraints, which the EU has not alleged, much less proven.

---

1285 See US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 945; US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1760.

1286 See EU FWS, para. 1112.
917. Furthermore, even if the EU had shown that such untied subsidies would be used to lower 787 prices, the EU does not explain what proportion of the subsidy would be applied by Boeing to lower prices, as opposed to other uses. This step – which the EU also at least attempted in the original proceeding – is critical because it potentially reduces the amount of price reductions that flow from the subsidies.

918. Yet, the EU does none of this. It does not attempt to demonstrate that R&D subsidies or miscellaneous subsidies would be used to lower prices, much less the portion of the subsidies that would be put this use. The EU does not even attempt to show that, even if all alleged price effects subsidies were applied in their entirety to lowering prices, they would be sufficient in the context of this industry to genuinely and substantially cause lost sales, price suppression, displacement, or impedance. In short, the EU does not attempt to do the minimum necessary to prove that the alleged price effects subsidies cause serious prejudice. Therefore, the EU’s 787 price effects arguments necessarily fail.

b. The EU’s price effects argument is based on the improper inclusion of subsidies and improper aggregation and cumulation analyses.

919. The EU contends that the U.S. analysis of the magnitudes of price causal mechanism subsidies improperly excludes some of the relevant subsidies. According to the EU, the United States should have considered all of the subsidies listed in its table on a collective basis.

920. First, the EU’s list of subsidies alleged to cause 787 price effects includes the City of Everett B&O tax rate reduction, Washington B&O tax credit for preproduction/aerospace product development, Washington B&O tax credit for property taxes, and Washington sales and use tax exemptions. The EU challenged these measures in the original proceeding and failed to establish that any of them constituted actionable subsidies causing adverse effects. As a result, the United States had no compliance obligations with respect to these measures. The EU cannot re-litigate in this compliance proceeding what it failed to establish in the original proceeding. Moreover, as these are the same measures addressed by the original panel, they cannot also be measures taken to comply. As the EU’s 787 price effects argument relies on the improper inclusion of these measures, it necessarily fails.

921. Second, the EU’s list of subsidies alleged to cause 787 price effects includes the Washington B&O tax rate reduction. The EU attempted to establish in the original proceeding that the Washington B&O tax rate reduction caused 787 price effects, either on its own or when

1287 EU SWS, para. 1151.
1288 EU SWS, para. 1153.
1289 EU SWS, para. 1145.
aggregated and/or cumulated with other subsidies. The EU was unsuccessful. The Washington B&O tax rate reduction was aggregated with the Everett B&O tax rate reduction as tied tax subsidies, but they were found not to cause 787 price effects. The EU’s attempt to have the effects of these tied tax subsidies cumulated with the effects of other alleged subsidies to the 787 was unsuccessful. The EU has not shown any justification for repeating the analysis in this compliance proceeding.

922. Third, EU’s list of subsidies alleged to cause 787 price effects includes FSC/ETI. As the Appellate Body noted in the original proceeding:

The Panel's analysis of the FSC/ETI subsidies proceeded on the basis that these subsidies could have had effects only in the 100-200 seat and 300-400 seat LCA markets, and not in the 200-300 seat LCA market. The Panel explained that this was due to the fact that the United States had repealed certain aspects of the grandfathering of FSC and ETI tax breaks for tax years beginning after 2006, and that no 787s would be delivered before that date, as well as the fact that the European Communities itself did not claim that the FSC/ETI subsidies affected the prices of the 787 and did not allocate the FSC/ETI subsidies to the 787 for purposes of its serious prejudice arguments.1290

923. Despite that the EU did not even allege that FSC/ETI subsidies impacted 787 pricing in the original proceeding, it nevertheless has added it to its price effects analysis in this compliance proceeding. Not only are there compelling reasons to conclude that FSC/ETI remains inapplicable to the 787, but as FSC/ETI predates the original proceeding, it cannot be a measure taken to comply and, therefore, is not properly within this Panel’s terms of reference. As the EU’s 787 price effects argument relies on the improper inclusion of FSC/ETI, it necessarily fails.

924. Fourth, the EU’s list of subsidies alleged to cause 787 price effects includes R&D subsidies. The EU tried to establish in the original proceeding that R&D subsidies to the 787 were causing price effects but was unsuccessful. As discussed above and in Section IV.C, it is not clear which R&D subsidies the EU is alleging to have price effects. However, to the extent that any of the R&D subsidies alleged to have price effects were raised in the original proceeding or could have been, the EU cannot properly raise them in this compliance proceeding. As it appears likely that the EU is alleging 787 price effects caused by at least some R&D subsidies that were raised in the original proceeding or that could have been, its 787 price effects argument relying on the inclusion of these R&D subsidies necessarily fails.

925. Fifth, the EU’s list of subsidies alleged to cause 787 price effects includes South Carolina measures and the Washington B&O tax credit for leasehold excise taxes. As explained in Section IV.D and in the U.S. first written submission, these measures were not subject to the DSB’s recommendations and rulings, are not measures taken to comply, and are not actionable

1290 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), note 1882 (citing US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1802).
subsidies for the purpose of the SCM Agreement. As the EU’s 787 price effects argument relies on the improper inclusion of these alleged subsidies, it necessarily fails.

926. Not only does the EU erroneously include all of these subsidies in its price effects argument, but it does so based on a flawed application of the Appellate Body’s aggregation test. The United States demonstrated the EU’s aggregation errors in Section IV.E.1, but it bears repeating that the (unspecified) technology effects R&D subsidies and the (unspecified but different) price effects R&D subsidies clearly cannot be aggregated with one another based on the EU’s acknowledgement that a common causal mechanism is a requirement for aggregation. The United States also demonstrates in Section IV.E.2 that the EU has either improperly applied the Appellate Body’s cumulation guidance or has failed to explain the mechanics of its novel proposal for collective assessment of subsidies.

927. For all of these reasons, the EU has failed to demonstrate that subsidies to the 787 cause serious prejudice through a price causal mechanism. And because the EU’s argument relies on a vague assessment of this flawed group of subsidies and lacks a detailed analysis of individual subsidies or even aggregated groups of subsidies, it cannot succeed under any other analytical framework (e.g., if some subsidies are excluded, under a different aggregation analysis, or under a different cumulation analysis).

c. The EU’s objection to the methodology underlying the U.S. magnitude calculations is erroneous.

928. In addition to the exclusion of subsidies addressed in the preceding sub-section, the EU objects to the methodology underlying the U.S. magnitude calculations. Specifically, the EU argues that “while the US tax subsidies in question are tied to sales revenue – which, the original panel and Appellate Body recognised, is received by Boeing in major part only when the aircraft is delivered – the United States divides the subsidy magnitude by orders to derive its per-aircraft magnitude.” This argument cannot withstand scrutiny.

929. According to the EU’s price effects theory, Boeing uses the subsidy to lower 787 prices in strategic sales campaigns. It stands to reason that the effects of the subsidies – the lowering of prices – would have to take place when the prices are negotiated at the time of the order.

930. Moreover, even if the EU’s argument were valid, it would apply only to the tied tax subsidies, as these are the only subsidies that are received to a greater extent (or with reference at all to) when the aircraft is delivered. And even then, to maintain consistency between the numerator and denominator, one would have to include all of the deliveries during the reference period of aircraft ordered in strategic sales campaigns prior to the reference period.

1291 See EU SWS, para 931.
1292 EU SWS, para. 1157 (emphases original) (internal citations omitted).
931. Therefore, the U.S. calculations remain valid and probative of the implausibility that subsidies are causing serious prejudice through lower 787 prices. In fact, there are two refinements that are appropriate, and they undermine the EU’s case further.

932. First, the United States understood the EU to allege that the Wichita IRBs affect only the 737 MAX and 737NG, and thus allocated the annual subsidy value across the 1,467 aircraft 737 variants (1,057 737 MAXs and 410 737NGs) ordered in sales campaigns alleged by the EU to be significant lost sales.\textsuperscript{1293} The EU’s table now makes clear that it is alleging the Wichita IRBs to affect 787 pricing as well.\textsuperscript{1294} Therefore, the subsidy value should have been allocated across the 1,830 Boeing aircraft ordered in all sales campaigns alleged by the EU to be lost sales. This adjustment alone reduces the value of the Wichita IRBs from $36,000 per aircraft to $29,000 per aircraft.\textsuperscript{1295}

933. Second, in its second written submission, the EU alleges three new lost A350 XWB sales, which include an additional 58 787 orders, and one new lost A320neo sale, which includes 60 737 MAX orders.\textsuperscript{1296} This brings the total Boeing aircraft in lost sales campaigns to 1,948. This would reduce the value of the Wichita IRBs further to $27,000.\textsuperscript{1297}

934. And this second refinement helps illustrate a problem with the EU’s theory, at least as it relates to untied subsidies (\textit{i.e.}, R&D subsidies and miscellaneous subsidies). The increase in strategic sales campaigns results in the subsidy becoming less significant and less likely to have any effect because the subsidy value does not increase in proportion to increases in sales.

In any event, these intricacies are mostly beside the point since the per aircraft dollar amounts are so miniscule in relation to the price of the aircraft that even if the subsidies were applied in their entirety to lowering prices, it is simply implausible that they could genuinely and substantially cause the market phenomena alleged by the EU.

3. **Alleged significant price suppression and threat thereof**

935. The United States demonstrated in its first written submission that the EU has failed to establish significant price suppression under Article 6.3(c) of the SCM Agreement with respect to the A330 or the A350 XWB. The EU responses fail to overcome the U.S. rebuttal, as discussed below.

\textsuperscript{1293} See Compilation of Number of Boeing Aircraft Sold in Alleged Lost Sales Campaigns and Related Calculations (Exhibit USA-295(HSBI)); US FWS, para. 1000.

\textsuperscript{1294} See EU SWS, paras. 1072, 1145.

\textsuperscript{1295} See Compilation of Number of Boeing Aircraft Sold in Alleged Lost Sales Campaigns and Related Calculations (Exhibit USA-295(HSBI)).

\textsuperscript{1296} EU SWS, paras. 1260, 1274, 1289, and 1628.

\textsuperscript{1297} See Compilation of Number of Boeing Aircraft Sold in Alleged Lost Sales Campaigns and Related Calculations (Exhibit USA-295(HSBI)).
a. Alleged significant price suppression – A330

936. As discussed in Section IV.G of the U.S. first written submission, the EU has failed to even allege facts necessary to support a claim of significant price suppression with respect to prices for the A330 because it has not alleged, much less demonstrated, that the A330 is in the “same market” as the 787 or any other allegedly subsidized U.S. product within the meaning of Article 6.3(c) of the SCM Agreement. The EU has not attempted to remedy this flawed allegation in its second written submission. As such, the EU has not established a *prima facie* case, and there is nothing for the United States to rebut. Accordingly, this claim must fail.

b. Alleged significant price suppression – A350 XWB

937. In its first written submission, the United States identified several flaws that prevented the EU from establishing its claim of significant price suppression regarding the A350 XWB:

(1) **causation:** the EU failed to establish its general technology and price effects causation theories;

(2) **Original A350 order conversions:** the EU improperly tried to relitigate the A350 XWB price suppression claim from the original proceeding, and it also failed to show that the US R&D subsidies are a genuine and substantial cause of the terms on which Original A350 orders were converted to A350 XWB orders, since this situation resulted from Airbus’s own actions;

(3) **pricing data and trends:** the EU failed to support its price suppression claim by reference to pricing data and trends;

(4) **campaign-specific arguments:** the EU failed to support its price suppression claim on the basis of campaign-specific arguments and evidence; and

(5) **significance:** the EU failed to show that any price suppression is “significant” within the meaning of Article 6.3(c) of the SCM Agreement.

The EU’s second written submission confirm that it cannot sustain its claim that the effect of alleged subsidies has been to significantly suppress A350 XWB prices.

i. Causation

938. The EU’s claim of present price suppression after the compliance deadline is unsupported by the requisite causal link, whether under its technology effects theory or its price effects theory.1298 The EU refers to its general causation arguments in its second written submission,1299

---

1298 US FWS, para. 829.
1299 EU SWS, para. 1499.
but these do nothing to refute the U.S. causation arguments, as discussed above in Sections IV.F and IV.G.

ii. Original A350 order conversions

939. The EU cannot justify its attempt to relitigate its failed A350 XWB price suppression claim from the original proceeding. As the United States recalled in its first written submission, the original panel considered and rejected the EU’s claim that A350 XWB prices were suppressed because Original A350 prices had been suppressed by the effects of subsidies to the 787. The EU attempts to evade the original panel’s decision:

from the original panel’s perspective, the question of whether the conversion of Original A350s to A350 XWBs were made at similarly suppressed prices was not sufficiently ripe during the original reference period. This is why the original panel explained, in the passage quoted by the United States, that it “would require some evidence in this regard in order to make an objective assessment of this issue.”

In fact, the original panel never said anything about the ripeness of the EU’s claim. Instead, it found that the EU had not adduced evidence to support its claim: “There is no evidence before the Panel as to price trends for the A350XWB-800, nor has the European Communities presented evidence concerning the actual pricing of the A350XWB in the context of specific LCA sales campaigns.” The EU’s post hoc explanation for the absence of evidence is the subsequent development of “facts and underlying market dynamics,” but this is unavailing. Considering that it was submitting evidence to the original panel on other issues as late as the third set of questions in mid-2009, the EU had ample opportunity during the underlying proceedings to provide relevant evidence concerning events from but it declined to do so. Having raised but failed to substantiate this claim, and having declined to appeal the original panel’s refusal to make the finding it requested, the EU cannot legitimately revive this claim on the grounds that it was made prematurely in the original proceeding.

940. Moreover, the EU errs in characterizing the United States as having accepted “key facts” that support its legal argument, and in faulting the United States for disputing “the EU conclusion without presenting any contrary facts.” The United States does indeed dispute that the EU has established facts related to the Original A350 that support a finding of significant

1300 US FWS, paras. 830-831.
1301 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1793.
1302 EU SWS, para. 1471.
1303 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1793.
1304 Cf. EU SWS, paras. 1471-1472.
1305 See EU SWS, para. 1468.
suppression of A350 XWB prices. Such a finding would require a genuine and substantial causal link between the effects of the R&D subsidies and A350 XWB prices, such that A350 XWB prices would be significantly higher but for those subsidies. Instead of establishing such a link, the EU relies on an erroneous presumption. The original panel’s analysis confirms that, while the effect of subsidies to the 787 was to significantly suppress prices of the technologically inferior Original A350, it does not follow that the any unwithdrawn subsidies would have the same effect on the technologically equivalent A350 XWB.1306

941. Here, Airbus’s own decisions and actions, and not the R&D subsidies, led to the situation of which the EU complains. Airbus had a choice in how it would respond to the 787. Had Airbus not responded to the 787 with the technologically inferior Original A350, and instead focused from the beginning on developing the technologically equivalent A350 XWB, then [[ HSBI ]].

942. Airbus also had a choice as to whether it [[ HSBI ]].1307 This shows that there were, in fact, at reasonable alternatives available to Airbus, regardless of whether the 787 was in the market.

943. Accordingly, Airbus’s choices are the but for causes of the problems it cites in this context, and the 787 is not. Indeed, while the EU contends that A350 XWB prices [***],1308 787 prices [***].1309

944. This is not an absurd result, as the EU argues.1310 Rather, it reflects the legal reality that, where Airbus had a choice between reasonable alternatives, with one leading to a potentially cognizable harm and the other not, then the results of that choice are not the effect of any subsidies. The SCM Agreement provides an actionable subsidy claim where the complaining Member can demonstrate that its industry’s product was significantly suppressed when it attempted to respond to subsidized competition, but not where the complaining Member’s industry responds with one product; makes binding commitments to deliver that product; decides to replace that product with a new and different product; and then [[ HSBI ]].

945. Accordingly, the EU has failed to establish its price suppression argument with respect to A350 XWB orders based on conversion of orders from the Original A350.

---

1306 See US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1793.
1307 EU SWS, para. 1476.
1308 EU SWS, para. 1479.
1309 Indexed Average Net Order Prices for Boeing LCA, Boeing (Exhibit USA-288(BCI)); Per-Seat Indexed Average Net Order Prices for Boeing LCA, Boeing (Exhibit USA-360(BCI)).
1310 Cf. EU SWS, para. 1477.
iii. Pricing data and trends

946. With regard to its price suppression arguments regarding “new orders” for the A350 XWB, the EU has once again refused to provide the model-specific pricing data requested by the Panel, while the available pricing data provide no support for its price suppression theory.

947. As the United States has noted,\footnote{US FWS, para. 834.} the EU failed to comply with the Panel’s Article 13 request for “average pricing information for each of the Airbus ... A350 XWB-800, A350 XWB-900, and A350 XWB-1000.”\footnote{See EU Responses to Article 13 Questions (Feb. 28, 2013), Question 6; see also EU FWS, para. 1286.} The EU attempts to distract from its non-compliance by faulting the United States for not providing model-specific pricing data. The EU fails to mention that, in contrast to the request of the EU, the Panel never made such a request of the United States.\footnote{See EU SWS, para. 1487-1489.}

948. Further, the EU asserts that its preferred data set – aggregated family prices on a per-seat basis – is more useful than model-specific data, ignoring the possibility that such an aggregate data set may mask differences in the per-seat price of one model, such as the A350 XWB-800, as compared to another model such as the A350 XWB-900.\footnote{See EU SWS, para. 1489.}

949. The EU also presumes to withhold the model-specific data on the basis that “trends in pricing for these models are not meaningful on their own,” primarily because of gaps in the data.\footnote{See EU SWS, para. 1492.} If that is the problem, the EU’s proposed alternative of aggregated family data would create the illusion of continuity when each year’s data in reality would reflect wildly different mixes of models. The EU asserts that averages of per-seat prices will even out the differences due to size, but it nowhere supports this assertion, or demonstrates that size is the only driver of price differences among models in the same LCA model family.

950. Even the improperly limited body of available pricing data is at odds with the EU’s price suppression arguments, as the United States demonstrated in its first written submission. The EU’s responses to the U.S. rebuttal are unavailing.

951. First, the EU asserts that the U.S. arguments concerning pricing data and trends are confined to “the effects of US subsidies under the price causal mechanism” because “[t]he United States cannot claim that its 787 pricing data disproves the close causal link between US subsidies and price suppression through the mechanism of technology effects.”\footnote{EU SWS, para. 1489.} No such limitation applies to the Panel’s analysis. Just as the original panel could look to A330 price
trends in assessing technology effects, the same can and should be done with respect to 787 and A350 XWB price trends. Where, as here, prices for the complaining Member’s product fluctuate without any discernible correlation to prices for the allegedly subsidized product, this is a strong indication that the alleged link between subsidies and prices is non-existent.

952. Second, the U.S. has observed that the trend in A350 XWB pricing from [***] In response, the EU contends that the United States “has not explained how its theory is consistent with” per seat pricing data showing [***] The obvious explanation is one noted by the United States in its first written submission: that a tiny order by PAI Aviation (2 A350 XWB-800 orders in the EU Ascend database; 1 order in the U.S. Ascend database) is not a reliable reference point for comparing large launch orders that appear in 2007.

953. Third, the EU contends that the U.S. price trend arguments based on per-aircraft average pricing data fail to address the supposedly more reliable per-seat average pricing data, yet the EU itself provided per-aircraft data in its first written submission. More important, its price suppression arguments are unsupported by either data set. The graph below presents the U.S. indexed average net order prices for the 787, as well as its estimate of the A350 XWB data provided by the EU on a per-seat basis.

787 and A350 XWB Indexed Net Order Prices (per-seat basis)  

[***]

954. While the per-seat-based data differ in some respects compared to the per-aircraft-based data, the per-seat data, like the aircraft-based data, nevertheless show price movements that conflict with the EU’s price suppression arguments. The EU contends that 2008 was a year in which “Boeing temporarily lost some of its competitive advantage” because of 787 delivery delays, but [***].

955. The EU also contends that, starting in 2010, “[t]he 787 reasserted its subsidy-driven competitive advantage and aggressive pricing, as reflected in the sales campaigns below.”

---

1317 See US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1781.
1318 US FWS, para. 836.
1319 EU SWS, para. 1479.
1320 Sources: Per-Seat Indexed Average Net Order Prices for Boeing LCA, Boeing (Exhibit USA-360(BCI)); Price and Price Per Seat Evolution of Net Order Intakes of A330, A320ceo, and A350 XWB family LCA, Airbus (Exhibit EU-690(BCI)).
1321 EU FWS, para. 1294.
EU first written submission}, but as with the per-aircraft data, the per-seat data tell a different story. From 2010 to 2011, 787 prices [***]. Thus, under either data set, the pricing data contradict the EU’s price effects arguments. If something was [***].

956. Fourth, the EU takes issue with the U.S. argument concerning the [***] in A350 XWB and 787 prices during [***]. As the United States observed, the [***] cannot explain the [***]. The EU wrongly contends that this argument conflicts with “basic economic theory,” since [***] are a sign of robust demand. However, demand for LCA is not indifferent to [***]. As [***], potential customers face higher costs for pre-delivery payments and higher opportunity costs associated with a delay in replacing or expanding their fleets. This makes alternative solutions relatively more attractive and thereby decreases Airbus’s bargaining power. Accordingly, the EU response on this point is unavailing.

957. Moreover, the EU has no alternative explanation for the [***] price trends identified by the United States. The EU repeats its generic argument that subsidies need not be the only genuine and substantial cause of a market phenomenon, but this presumes that the EU has demonstrated that the alleged subsidies are a genuine and substantial cause of suppressed A350 XWB prices. The pricing data contradict the EU’s attempts to establish this fundamental point.

iv. Campaign-specific arguments

958. The EU’s references to specific sales campaigns do not support its price suppression claim because the EU has failed to show that the availability, technology, and pricing of the 787 were caused by the alleged subsidies, as the United States demonstrates in Sections IV.H.1-2 and in its first written submission. As discussed in the context of the EU’s lost sales arguments in Section IV.H.4, this includes the EU’s failure to substantiate its many assertions that Boeing’s 787 pricing in specific sales campaigns was “aggressive” in any meaningful sense, let alone aggressive in a manner caused by the alleged subsidies.

v. “Significant” price suppression

959. The EU has yet to demonstrate that any price suppression that could be properly attributed to the effects of alleged subsidies is “significant” within the meaning of Article 6.3 of

---

1323 EU FWS, para. 1295.
1324 See EU SWS, para. 1501-1505; US FWS, paras. 838-839.
1325 US FWS, para. 839.
1326 EU SWS, para. 1503.
1327 EU SWS, para. 1502.
1328 See EU FWS, paras. 1305, 1311.
the SCM Agreement, even after the United States identified this failing in its first written submission.\textsuperscript{1329}

960. The EU asserts that the significance of the alleged price suppression is supported by a non-exhaustive list of “numerous factors”: “the structure, design, and operation of the US subsidies with price effects; the competitive conditions in the LCA markets at issue; the duopoly competition in which Boeing’s actions heavily influence Airbus’ pricing; the price-sensitive nature of the sales campaigns at issue; and, the continuation of any negative effects from Boeing’s pricing advantage through the phenomenon of buyer switching costs.”\textsuperscript{1330}

961. The EU does not explain how these factors support a finding of price suppression that is “significant.” Instead, it cites to its large swaths of its first written submission, including its 28-page price causal mechanism section and its entire A350 XWB price suppression section,\textsuperscript{1331} but these sections do not address the issue either. At most these passages address whether the alleged subsidies affect pricing, not the significance of the effects. For instance, the EU responds to the U.S. point concerning A350 XWB production constraints with its oft-repeated argument that the causation element of an adverse effects claim may be fulfilled even if there are other genuine and substantial causes of a market phenomenon.\textsuperscript{1332} That is true, but for a claim of significant price suppression, it remains to be shown that the subsidies at issue – and not any other factors – themselves significantly suppress prices. The EU has not done this. Instead, it has tried to show that A350 XWB prices would be higher absent the alleged subsidies, and it has left the Panel to figure out on its own whether those prices would be higher in a manner, or to a degree, that is significant. To do this would put the Panel in the position of improperly making a case for the EU.\textsuperscript{1333}

962. The EU’s failure on this element of its claim is all the more glaring in light of the way it has articulated its causation theories. It is not clear that the EU is even alleging that subsidies presently cause technology effects, and in any event, the United States has shown that no such effects exist. This leaves the EU’s price effects theory, where the dollar amount of any subsidies is the maximum amount by which A350 XWB prices could be affected. On this point, any plausible subsidy magnitude figure is far too small to affect Airbus prices to a significant extent.

c. Alleged threat of significant price suppression – A350 XWB

963. The EU also fails to establish its claim of a threat of significant price suppression resulting from alleged subsidies to the 787-8/9/10 and 777X. The United States has shown that this threat claim is unsustainable because it rests on the EU’s flawed general causation arguments.

\textsuperscript{1329} Compare US FWS, para. 841, with EU SWS, para. 1500.

\textsuperscript{1330} EU SWS, para. 1500.

\textsuperscript{1331} EU SWS, para. 1500 notes 2506, 2507.

\textsuperscript{1332} See EU SWS, para. 1502.

\textsuperscript{1333} Japan – Agricultural Products (AB), para. 129.
and mere conjecture about what will happen in the future.\textsuperscript{1334} The EU’s response does nothing to change that conclusion.

964. \textit{First}, the EU refers to its general causation arguments as demonstrating that the alleged subsidies will cause significant price suppression “in the near future” for the same reason they cause present significant price suppression.\textsuperscript{1335} Because the EU cannot meet the causation standard with respect to its present significant price suppression claim,\textsuperscript{1336} those same causation arguments cannot sustain its threat claim.

965. Moreover, the EU errs in contending that a demonstration of present significant price suppression “is also a demonstration that there is a \textit{threat} of significant price suppression in that market.”\textsuperscript{1337} For this proposition, the EU cites to the panel reports in \textit{US – Upland Cotton} and \textit{US – Upland Cotton (21.5)}, but those citations contradict the EU position. The original panel in that dispute “did not consider it necessary or appropriate to address Brazil’s claims of threat of serious prejudice . . . .”\textsuperscript{1338} That is, having found present serious prejudice, it did not also find a threat of serious prejudice, as the EU’s legal interpretation implies. Rather, it did not address the threat claims presented because, having found present price suppression, it would be inappropriate to conduct a threat inquiry. It would be inappropriate because a demonstration of threat requires a “change of circumstances” \textit{in the future} that would lead to significant price suppression,\textsuperscript{1339} whereas a finding of present significant price suppression is inconsistent with such a future change in circumstances.

966. \textit{Second}, as the Appellate Body has stated, a determination of threat of serious prejudice must “‘be based on facts and not merely allegation, conjecture or remote possibility’ and that ‘{t}he change in circumstances’ that would create a situation in which the subsidy would cause {serious prejudice} ‘must be clearly foreseen and imminent.’”\textsuperscript{1340} The EU fails to meet this test.

968. It purports to ground its threat claim with respect to the 787-10 and 777X in “the original panel’s determination that the supply of a new LCA model necessarily will result in a decline in

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{1334} US FWS, paras. 842-844.
\item \textsuperscript{1335} EU SWS, para. 1508.
\item \textsuperscript{1336} See, supra, Sections IV.H.1-2, IV.H.3.b.i.
\item \textsuperscript{1337} EU SWS, para. 1511.
\item \textsuperscript{1338} US – Upland Cotton (21.5) (Panel), para. 11.3 note 561.
\item \textsuperscript{1339} See EC – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1171.
\item \textsuperscript{1340} EC – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1171.
\end{itemize}
prices and sales of competing existing LCA models.”

Yet the original panel made no such finding. Rather, it accepted a specific proposition and then determined that some facts in evidence fit that proposition, while some did not:

we accept the proposition that with the launch of a technologically-advanced aircraft, the price of the competing, older technology aircraft can be expected to decline (along with its residual values). We are satisfied that this is what happened to the A330 when the 787 was launched in 2004. We are persuaded that this left Airbus in a position in which it had to lower the price of the A330 in order to try to mitigate its loss of market share to the 787. We see in the data submitted to us an indication that price trends for the A330 declined after 2004 and that, from its former position as market leader in this product market, it lost market share to Boeing.

969. Here, the EU has not shown that the A350 XWB is an “older technology aircraft” as compared to the 787-10 (which is a “stretched” derivative of a model family launched before the A350 XWB) or the 777X (which Airbus has derided as a derivative of a 777 family that entered service in the 1990s and cannot truly compete with the all-new A350 XWB). If the original panel had in fact pronounced a “necessary” rule of competitive effects with respect to “competing existing LCA models,” as the EU would have it, then the original panel would have found in favor of the EU’s A350 XWB price suppression claim. It did not.

970. Moreover, the original panel’s determination was grounded in evidence. While a threat inquiry is prospective, it must still be based on facts demonstrating a clearly foreseen and imminent change in circumstances that threaten to result in significant price suppression. The EU provided no such facts in its first written submission. Rather, it merely referred to the future entry of the 787-10 and 777X into the market and, based on an incorrect understanding of the original panel’s analysis, treated as self-evident that the effects of alleged subsidies to those subsidies would imminently cause significant suppression of A350 XWB prices.

971. In response, the EU criticizes the United States for noting the absence of “hard data” to support the EU threat claim. This is unwarranted in light of analogous guidance from the Appellate Body in US – Lamb Safeguards that an evaluation of a threat claim must use “facts

---

1341 EU SWS, para. 1510 (citing US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1781).
1342 US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1781 (emphasis added); see also id., note 3717 (“Because customers did not perceive the Original A350 to be as technologically advanced as the 787, its position in the market was similar to that of the A330”).
1344 Cf. EU SWS, para. 1510.
from the present and the past to justify the conclusion about the future.”\textsuperscript{1345} The EU threat claim is unsupported by such facts.

972. \textit{Third}, the EU contends that its threat claim has now been validated by the launch orders for the 787-10, but as the United States shows in Section IV.H.4.f, those orders are not the result of alleged subsidies. Accordingly, they cannot rescue the EU’s hollow claim of threatened significant price suppression.

4. \textit{Significant lost sales}

973. The United States previously demonstrated the EU’s failure to establish that the subsidies at issue cause lost sales.\textsuperscript{1346} The EU has still failed to demonstrate even the basic facts that would allow a finding that subsidies to the 787 are causing significant lost sales. There are numerous errors with the EU’s efforts to show that the subsidies are genuinely and substantially causing Boeing to win the sales, such that Airbus would have won the sales in the absence of the subsidies. Thus, the EU’s lost sales allegations fail without regard to non-attribution factors. But even if that were not the case, the EU fails in its attempt to rebut certain non-attribution factors raised by the United States.

974. In sub-section \textit{a.}, the United States addresses some of the major deficiencies that cut across many of the individual sales campaign with respect to the EU’s argument that subsidies are genuinely and substantially causing significant lost sales. In sub-section \textit{b.}, the United States addresses cross-cutting deficiencies in the EU’s arguments regarding non-attribution factors. In sub-section \textit{c.}, the United States addresses the EU’s flawed threat of significant lost sales allegations, which are based on mere speculation and conjecture instead of facts. The ensuing sub-sections address A330/Original A350 lost sales from the original proceeding that the EU attempts to treat as A350 XWB lost sales (sub-section \textit{d.}), lost sales allegations rejected by the original panel and not appealed (sub-section \textit{e.}), and lost sales allegations related to orders after the original reference period (sub-section \textit{f}).

\textit{a. The EU fails to demonstrate that subsidies are genuinely and materially causing significant lost sales.}

975. The United States recalls the EU’s failure to properly identify which R&D subsidies it alleges to cause technology effects and which R&D subsidies it alleges to cause price effects. The United States also recalls the EU’s improper inclusion of subsidies not properly before this Panel, improper aggregation analysis, and improper cumulation analysis. These errors lead the EU to focus on a significantly over-inclusive, inappropriately aggregated, and inappropriately cumulated set of subsidies. Furthermore, the United States recalls that the EU’s price effects causation argument is based on vague statements about this deeply flawed set of subsidies. The

\textsuperscript{1345} \textit{US – Lamb Safeguards (AB)}, para. 136.

\textsuperscript{1346} \textit{See US FWS}, paras. 845-919.
EU’s approach thus omits detailed analyses showing that untied subsidies can and are used to lower 787 prices, what proportion of such untied subsidies are used for that purpose (if shown to be used for that purpose in the first place), and how the magnitudes of the subsidies at issue can genuinely and substantially alter the outcome of sales campaigns. The EU’s 787 significant lost sales claims already fail as a result of these errors.

976. **Price effects.** The EU introduces for the first time pricing analysis that derives 787 “net aircraft prices” from Boeing’s offer documents and compares them to purported appraisal values. As an initial matter, the United States notes that the process of deriving the “net aircraft prices” is based on many assumptions that renders these figures highly speculative. Moreover, different customers weigh factors differently. For example, a cash-strapped customer may place a higher value on deferred payments or more favorable financing terms than would a customer with a lot of cash on hand. Low-cost airlines may also have different needs. Therefore, any standardized approach to valuing non-price concessions is unlikely to capture the dynamics of a specific sales campaign.

977. In any event, even if the comparisons were accurate, they are meaningless. The conclusion the EU draws from these comparisons is that Boeing was engaging in “aggressive pricing.” But it is not relevant if 787 prices are below some appraisal benchmark or are characterized by the EU as “aggressive.” The EU’s burden is to demonstrate that the subsidies are genuinely and substantially causing the customer to order 787s instead of A350 XWBs. The relevant question is whether the terms of sale – whatever they are – would have been different in the absence of subsidies and, if so, whether Airbus would have won the sale had those different terms prevailed.

978. As explained in above, the fact that Boeing made these sales necessarily means that it viewed the sales on these terms to be in the long-term profitability of the company. In other words, Boeing was better off making the sales on these terms than not making the sales at all. Therefore, Boeing would always have been willing to offer these terms if they were necessary to make the sales. Put differently, if, as the EU suggests, offering higher prices would have resulted in Boeing not making the sales (i.e., Airbus winning the sales), Boeing would have offered the lower prices that would get the sales.

979. The exception is if Boeing faced capital constraints such that it would lack sufficient funds to price as it did for a sustained period – for example, if at lower prices the marginal costs of production would exceed revenues and the company would lack the internal funds or borrowing ability to make up for the shortfall. But the EU has not alleged, much less proven, that Boeing faced such capital constraints. This failure alone causes the EU’s price effects arguments to fail with respect to all but the tied tax subsidies. To be clear, the United States does not contend that further proof is unnecessary with respect to the tied tax subsidies, but at least in a counterfactual where the tied tax subsidies are presumed not to exist, the terms of sale arguably change automatically in at least some instances.

---

1347 See EU Comparison of Net Aircraft Price and Appraised Value (Exhibit EU-1183(HSBI)).
980. Furthermore, if the subsidies could be shown to affect pricing, the EU would need to show that the magnitude of that effect was sufficient to alter the outcome of each alleged sales campaign. As discussed in Section IV.G.2, the EU does not discuss the magnitude of the price effect subsidies at all. Therefore, even ignoring the EU’s failure to show that the alleged price effects subsidies do affect 787 pricing, the EU’s lost sales claims cannot succeed due to the EU’s failure to demonstrate that lower pricing attributable to subsidies affected the outcome of the sales campaigns raised by the EU.

981. For these reasons, the EU’s price effects arguments – which merely seek to prove that Boeing 787 prices are “aggressive” – fail to establish that subsidies are genuinely and substantially causing Airbus to lose the sales.

982. **Technology effects.** The EU also repeatedly alleges that the technological features of the 787 were important for a given sale. But this argument assumes that Boeing would never have been able to offer the 787 at the time of the sale. That is contrary to the findings in the original proceeding. There, the original panel and Appellate Body did not find that the 787 would have been launched with inferior technological capabilities in the absence of the R&D subsidies causing technology effects, but rather that such subsidies accelerated the launch of the 787. Therefore, the EU’s reliance on the attractive technological features of the 787 – including its fuel efficiency, maintenance costs, and operating costs – fail to establish that technology effects of R&D subsidies are causing Airbus to lose A350 XWB sales.

983. **Additional causation deficiencies.** The EU also continues to rely on improper assumptions instead of evidence. This also constitutes a failure to properly demonstrate the requisite causation.

984. For example, the EU continues to defend its reliance on an assumption that an order that results in an “unbalanced portfolio” for a leasing company is a lost sale. The EU argues that its 50-percent entitlement theory does not apply across all aircraft, but is limited to orders of large leasing companies selecting between two aircraft that serve similar purposes and are capable of offering similar values. To point out the obvious, a leasing company’s purchases are in many ways a reflection of where it determines the best value to be. The EU assumes the conclusion it is trying to prove when it starts from the premise that these are equally valuable products entitled to equal market share.

985. Moreover, the SCM Agreement does not permit this type of assumption. There are any number of reasons why a leasing company might choose what the EU characterizes as an “unbalanced portfolio.” The EU’s burden is to demonstrate that the particular alleged lost sale was genuine and substantially caused by the subsidies at issue.

---

1348 See US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1775; US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1040.
1349 EU SWS, paras. 1186-1187.
986. The EU also relies on additional assumptions not supported by evidence specific to the particular sales campaign. For example, the EU asserts in at least one instance that, if the 787 were available later, dual-sourcing would have been less attractive. But the EU does not demonstrate that the customer expressed this view or that this could reasonably be inferred from a view expressed by the customer. It is nothing more than the EU’s speculation (and is actually refuted by the evidence). Again, this type of assumption cannot suffice for the EU to meet its burden of proving that subsidies are causing the lost sales.

b. The EU fails to rebut non-attribution factors raised by the United States.

987. The Appellate Body has emphasized that, where other causal factors exist, a panel must “take care to ensure that it does not attribute the effects of those other causal factors to the subsidy at issue, and that the other causal factors do not dilute the causal link between that subsidy and the alleged adverse effects such that it is not possible to characterize that link as a genuine and substantial relationship of cause and effect.”\(^{1350}\) The United States demonstrated that, in addition to the EU’s failure to show a genuine and substantial causal relationship as discussed above, the evidence demonstrates that other causal factors drove the outcomes in the sales campaigns raised by the EU. The EU rebuttal arguments are unsuccessful, including with respect to the Airbus’s Original A350 misjudgment, the relevance of A350 XWB production constraints, and the role of pre-existing customer relationships.

988. **Airbus’s Original A350 judgment.** The United States has explained that the EU improperly attributes to U.S. subsidies what are actually consequences of Airbus’s misjudgment in launching the Original A350. This misjudgment – which is unrelated to U.S. subsidies – caused Airbus friction with customers, [***], and deferred development of the A350 XWB. Where these factors drive the result in a given campaign, U.S. subsidies cannot be considered a genuine and substantial cause of a lost sale.

989. The EU responds by arguing that “Airbus’ decision to launch the Original A350 does not affect the delivery positions Airbus would have been able to offer to A350XWB customers.”\(^{1351}\) Not surprisingly, the EU offers no evidence to support this counterintuitive position. The EU states that “{o}nly after over two years of research into the applicable technologies, in December 2006, was Airbus able to convince customers that it would be able to develop the A350XWB, such that they would place orders for it. Thus, an earlier launch of the A350XWB would not have improved Airbus’ competitive position, either based on the offer of credible better technologies, or as established above, based on earlier delivery positions. Thus, Airbus’ launch decision for the Original A350 does not affect either the technology or the delivery advantage that the US subsidies gave Boeing’s 787.”\(^{1352}\)

---

\(^{1350}\) US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 984.

\(^{1351}\) EU SWS, para. 1175.

\(^{1352}\) EU SWS, para. 1176.
990. First, the EU is wrong that it took until December 2006 to convince customers of the A350 XWB’s credibility, as evidenced by the fact that Airbus made customer commitments for the A350 XWB in July 2006. Second, the EU mistakenly relies on the premise that, by December 2006, Airbus had conducted more than two years of research applicable to the A350 XWB. The Airbus engineers explain in their statement:

> When the market rejected the original A350, we had no alternative but to embark on the design of a completely new aircraft – the A350XWB – to compete with Boeing’s 787. The A350XWB is a completely new design – a “clean sheet” design, as we call it – retaining only the new composite wing we had already started developing for our original A350.

Thus, it is clear that had Airbus begun working on the A350 XWB earlier, it would have reached each stage in the process (e.g., launch, delivery, etc.) earlier.

991. **A350 XWB production constraints.** The EU attempts to rebut the U.S. reference to production constraints as a non-attribution factor by arguing that, absent the subsidies, Airbus would have faced increased demand for the A350 XWB and “would have had every reason to build a second assembly line and increase its production rate.” The economics of adding an entire additional assembly line are quite complicated, and increasing the production rate is also more difficult than merely desiring to do so. The EU cites no evidence whatsoever to suggest that Airbus ever considered these options, that these options would have been viable, or that these options would have altered the outcome of a given sales campaign. Again, the EU’s assumptions alone are insufficient.

992. **Customer relationships.** The United States has shown that many of the alleged lost sales are actually orders Boeing won from longtime loyal customers. The EU contends that the United States cannot rely on the original panel’s finding regarding the role pre-existing customer relationships played in 787 sales to Continental Airlines, ANA, and JAL. The United States does not agree with the EU’s criticism, as the United States has cited to numerous documents that make clear the importance of the relationship to the outcome.

993. Moreover, the EU also mischaracterizes the original panel’s and the Appellate Body’s findings with respect to customer relationships. The EU states that “the Appellate Body has already clarified that the original panel erred in the significance it attributed to {existing customer relationships as a} non-subsidy factor for the Continental Airlines, All Nippon Airways and Japan Airlines sales, and the Appellate Body reversed the panel’s findings that these sales


1354 Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 50 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).

1355 EU SWS, para. 1173.
were not lost sales.”

The United States draws the Panel’s attention to the paragraphs cited by the EU, which do not in any way support the propositions for which they are cited. Moreover, the Appellate Body did not reverse the original panel’s findings that the Continental, ANA, and JAL sales were not lost sales. The EU did not even appeal the original panel’s decision that those sales were lost sales.

c. The EU fails to make a prima facie case with respect to alleged threat of significant lost sales.

994. In numerous sales campaign specific arguments, the EU alleges threat of significant lost sales based on alleged options, purchase rights, or similar instruments. The EU then addresses the rationale for its threat of significant lost sales allegations in Section V.G.4.e of its second written submission. As the United States pointed out, the Appellate Body in EC – Large Civil Aircraft, referring to Article 15.7 of the SCM Agreement as relevant guidance, stated that a determination of threat of serious prejudice must “be based on facts and not merely allegation, conjecture or remote possibility” and that “{t}he change in circumstances” that would create a situation in which the subsidy would cause {serious prejudice} ‘must be clearly foreseen and imminent.’” In evaluating the underlying panel’s finding of a threat of displacement based on aircraft order data for the Indian single-aisle market, the Appellate Body overturned the panel’s threat finding, even though the record contained actual order data proffered as evidence of what delivery trends would be like in the future.

995. The EU’s evidence of unexercised options or purchase rights clearly does not meet the requirements that a threat claim be based on facts and that serious prejudice is imminent. In some cases, the existence of the options is not even confirmed. Thus, the United States does not ignore the EU’s evidence. Its analysis exposes the clear insufficiency of that evidence.

996. The EU argues that threat by its very nature precludes absolute certainty. The United States does not demand absolute certainty. But in this instance, the Appellate Body’s guidance in EC – Large Civil Aircraft provides a useful comparison, and the evidence here is far less certain than the (insufficiently certain) evidence there.

997. Finally, the EU mischaracterizes the panel’s finding in US – Upland Cotton to no avail. The EU recalls that the panel in that dispute found that a finding of serious prejudice includes a

1356 EU SWS, para. 1169 (citing US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 913, 983, 1206, 1321).
1357 See, e.g., EU SWS, paras. [[ HSBI ]].
1358 See EU SWS, paras. 1445-1452.
1359 EC – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1171.
1360 EC – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1171.
1361 See EU SWS, para. 1449.
1362 See EU SWS, para. 1451.
finding of a threat of serious prejudice.\footnote{EU SWS, para. 1447.} Therefore in this dispute, the EU reasons, “the original panel’s findings of present serious prejudice include findings of a threat of serious prejudice, and, specifically, its finding of significant lost sales includes a finding of a threat of significant lost sales. Thus, there existed a threat of significant lost sales in the original reference period.”\footnote{EU SWS, para. 1447 (citing \textit{US – Upland Cotton (Panel)}, paras. 7.1475, 7.1503; \textit{US – Upland Cotton (21.5) (Panel)}, para. 11.3 and note 561).}

998. The EU’s reading of the finding in \textit{US – Upland Cotton} is, to put it mildly, incorrect. Paragraph 7.1475 of the original panel report discusses the implications of a finding of serious prejudice under Article 5(c)/6.3(c) of the SCM Agreement for a finding of serious prejudice under Article XVI:1 of the GATT 1994. It makes no mention of a threat claim of any kind. Paragraph 7.1503 of the original panel report finds that given the prohibited subsidy findings and present serious prejudice findings, and the implementation steps that may ensue, “it is not necessary or appropriate to address Brazil’s claims of threat of serious prejudice.” Paragraph 11.3 of the compliance panel report states that it does not need to address the threat claim given the finding of present serious prejudice. And footnote 561 of the compliance panel report states: “The original panel also did not consider it necessary or appropriate to address Brazil’s claims of threat of serious prejudice under Articles 5(c) and 6.3(c) of the SCM Agreement in light of its findings of present serious prejudice and of the existence of prohibited subsidies.” Therefore, the portions of these reports cited by the EU disprove the EU’s contention. They make clear that the two claims are separate and that a present serious prejudice finding renders consideration of a corresponding threat claim inappropriate and unnecessary.

d. The EU continues to grant itself the right to amend the findings of the original proceeding.

999. The United States pointed out the obvious in its first written submission – that sales found to be lost A330 or Original A350 sales could not be lost A350 XWB sales. The EU responds by asserting that “it is irrelevant whether or not the 787 orders found to be lost sales in the original reference period are lost sales for the A350 XWB, rather than the A330 or Original A350.”\footnote{EU SWS, para. 1207.} The United States neither shares the EU’s view that the original panel’s and Appellate Body’s findings are irrelevant, or that the EU has any right to change them.

1000. The EU bears the burden of supporting its allegations with evidence. The EU argues that subsidies to the 787 cause lost A350 XWB sales. The EU does not allege in this compliance proceeding that subsidies to the 787 are causing lost A330 or Original A350 sales. Therefore, the EU must prevent evidence that subsidies to the 787 cause lost A350 XWB sales.
1001. It is indisputable that the Qantas (2005), Ethiopian Airlines (2005), Icelandair (2005) and Kenya Airways (2006) sales campaigns were found to be lost sales for the A330 and Original A350. The EU did not allege, much less prove, that these sales campaigns results in lost A350 XWB sales. Nor could it have. The A350 XWB was not even launched at the time of these campaigns. There is simply nothing for the parties to dispute.

1002. The EU is the master of its case, and it has chosen not to allege that subsidies to the 787 cause lost A330 or Original A350 sales. Therefore, evidence of lost A330 or Original A350 sales will not help it prove its case. The EU notion that it can pretend like those are lost A350 XWB sales – even though that notion is contrary to the findings of the original proceeding, factually false, and impossible without a time machine – defies explanation.

1003. The EU also repeats its argument that “{t}o the extent that these four airlines continue to retain options and purchase rights which flow from the original orders, these options and purchase rights – when firmed up – will lead to further adverse effects, in the form of a threat of significant lost sales.” But the EU does not dispute that its sole piece of evidence for the Qantas campaign makes clear that the exercise of options is uncertain. Nor does the EU dispute that it has presented no evidence that any options or purchase rights even exist with respect to the Ethiopian Airlines, Icelandair, and Kenya Airways sales campaigns.

1004. The EU’s threat of lost sales claim is based entirely on allegation and conjecture. Accordingly, it fails.

e. The EU continues to improperly pursue lost sales allegations that it already lost in the original proceeding.

1005. The EU attempted to establish that sales campaigns involving ANA, Japan Airlines, Air Canada, Continental Airlines, and Northwest Airlines were lost sales, but failed to do so. It did not appeal this finding.

1006. Nevertheless, according to the EU, the Panel and the United States must replay the argument in the hope that it can achieve a different result. This is not the purpose of a compliance proceeding.

1007. The EU asserts that these sales “were left unresolved because the Appellate Body did not complete the analysis.” It also did not start the analysis. Because the finding that these were

---

1366 See US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 1044, 1054.

1367 EU SWS, para. 1211. The EU’s position that it can argue threat of lost sales based “to the extent” any options or purchase rights exist is at odds with its position that options exercised after 2006 “are necessarily within the scope of these proceedings, as they are arguments that the European Union did not make, and could not have made, in the original proceedings.” EU SWS, para. 1216.

1368 See EU SWS, para. 1211; US FWS, paras. 849.

1369 EU SWS, para. 1212.
not lost sales attributable to the subsidies was not appealed. These sales campaigns thus were in no way left unresolved.

1008. The EU also mischaracterizes the original proceeding when it states:

In fact, the European Union did appeal the original panel’s failure to cumulate the effects of the subsidies with a technology and price causal mechanism, and the Appellate Body reversed the relevant findings by the original panel. However, the Appellate Body was not in a position to complete the analysis with respect to the cumulative effect of technology and price causal mechanisms on these sales.\textsuperscript{1370}

1009. First, before the Appellate Body would have analyzed the cumulative effect of technology and price causal mechanisms, it would have had to determine that those two groups of subsidies should be cumulated. The EU skips this step by again distorting the Appellate Body report. The EU asserts that the Appellate Body found “that the original panel erred in failing to assess collectively the subsidies’ price effects with their technology effects.”\textsuperscript{1371} This is not what the Appellate Body found. It found that the original panel erred in assuming that different causal mechanisms precluded cumulation of two aggregated groups of subsidies. The EU simply assumes that the Appellate Body would have determined that, under the proper analytical framework, the two groups should be cumulated, despite that the Appellate Body made no such finding.

1010. Second, it is the EU’s opinion that the Appellate Body was not in a position to complete the analysis. The Appellate Body did not attempt to complete the analysis because the EU indicated that it was not requesting the Appellate Body to do so.

1011. And third, even if the Appellate Body had found that the effects in the 200-300 seat market of the R&D subsidies and the B&O tax rate reductions should be cumulated, it still would not have inquired as to whether, on a cumulated basis, these sales campaigns were lost sales because they were not appealed.\textsuperscript{1372}

\textsuperscript{1370} EU SWS, para. 1215.

\textsuperscript{1371} EU SWS, para. 1219.

\textsuperscript{1372} The EU also suggests that the United States has taken a position here that inconsistent with its position in \textit{EC – Large Civil Aircraft}. This is incorrect. The U.S. position here is that, where the a sales campaign has been determined not to constitute a lost sale, any follow-on sales are generally not lost sales.

The EU’s attempt to draw an analogy with \textit{EC – Large Civil Aircraft} is based on a false equivalence. There, the findings from the original proceeding are that, in the absence of massive subsidies, Airbus likely would not exist. Thus, as the United States asserts in the paragraph cited by the EU, “the EU never explains how Airbus would have been able to fill those orders with the LCA that depended on LA/MSF for their availability.” There is no suggestion here that Boeing would not have LCA to deliver for the follow-on orders in the absence of subsidies.
1012. Finally, even if the EU could properly re-litigate these sales campaigns and show that they were lost sales, they would be lost sales of the A330 and Original A350, which the EU is not alleging to result from subsidies to the 787 in this compliance proceeding.

1013. The United States now turns to each of the campaigns.

   i.  All Nippon Airways

1014. The EU introduces for the first time with respect to this sales campaign pricing information of the type discussed in Section IV.H.4.a above. As explained in that section, this analysis is meaningless. Moreover, the EU presenting evidence of 2004 data in this compliance proceeding is the epitome of taking a second bite of the apple.\footnote{1373} For the reasons stated above, and in the U.S. first written submission, the EU cannot re-litigate this sales campaign and the follow-on orders.

1015. In addition, as the EU notes, [[ HSBI ]].\footnote{1374} It is difficult to imagine how subsidies alleged to cause price effects could possibly have been a genuine and substantial cause of Boeing winning this sale.

1016. The EU also contends that the United States does not dispute the substantial role that the technology of the 787 played in ANA’s decision. The EU is incorrect if it means that the United States does not dispute that technology attributable to the subsidies was a genuine and substantial cause of ANA’s decision. If that were the case, the EU would not have lost this sales campaign in the original proceeding.

1017. Finally, the EU alleges that there is a threat of further significant lost sales “given that [[ HSBI ]].”\footnote{1375} Thus, not only is the EU guessing about whether Boeing will make a sale, but also guessing about what would cause the hypothetical sale. The Appellate Body has made clear that reliance on allegation, conjecture, or remote possibility instead of facts cannot support a threat of serious prejudice determination.\footnote{1376}

   ii.  Japan Airlines

1018. The EU introduces for the first time with respect to this sales campaign pricing information of the type discussed in Section IV.H.4.a above. As explained in that section, this analysis is meaningless. Moreover, the EU presenting evidence of 2004 data in this compliance proceeding is the epitome of taking a second bite of the apple.\footnote{1377} For the reasons stated above,

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
  \item \footnote{1373}{See EU SWS, para. 1225.}
  \item \footnote{1374}{EU SWS, para. 1222.}
  \item \footnote{1375}{EU SWS, para. 1228.}
  \item \footnote{1376}{\textit{EC – Large Civil Aircraft (AB)}, para. 1171.}
  \item \footnote{1377}{See EU SWS, para. 1232.}
\end{itemize}
and in the U.S. first written submission, the EU cannot re-litigate this sales campaign and the follow-on orders.

1019. In addition, as the EU notes, [[ HSBI ]].\textsuperscript{1378} It is difficult to imagine how subsidies alleged to cause price effects could possibly have been a genuine and substantial cause of Boeing winning these sales.

1020. The EU also contends that the United States does not dispute the substantial role that the technology of the 787 played in JAL’s decision. The EU is incorrect if it means that the United States does not dispute that technology attributable to the subsidies was a genuine and substantial cause of JAL’s decision. If that were the case, the EU would not have lost this sales campaign in the original proceeding.

1021. Finally, the EU’s threat of significant lost sales allegation based on [[ HSBI ]].\textsuperscript{1379} This argument is overly speculative and based on conjecture rather than facts given that [[ HSBI ]]. Accordingly, the EU has not demonstrated the type of imminent harm necessary to substantiate a threat of serious prejudice claim.\textsuperscript{1380}

\textit{iii. Air Canada}

1022. The EU introduces for the first time with respect to this sales campaign pricing information of the type discussed in Section IV.H.4.a above. As explained above, the EU’s pricing analysis in this regard is meaningless. The EU also addresses for the first time in its second written submission the offer documents provided in response to the Article 13 request.\textsuperscript{1381} But the EU does not explain how it is able to attribute the subsidies at issue in this proceeding [[ HSBI ]].\textsuperscript{1382}

1023. Boeing obviously made this offer because it thought a sale on these terms was positive for the company. The EU has not shown that, in the absence of subsidies, Boeing would have faced capital constraints that would have prevented it from making this offer. Nor has the EU demonstrated how the R&D or any of the miscellaneous subsidies would alter Boeing’s calculus in determining whether a sale on given terms is more attractive than not making the sale. Therefore, the EU has not shown that any subsidies were a genuine and substantial cause of lower pricing in this sales campaign.

\textsuperscript{1378} EU SWS, para. 1222.
\textsuperscript{1379} See EU SWS, para. 1236.
\textsuperscript{1380} See EC – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1171.
\textsuperscript{1381} See EU SWS, para. 1240.
\textsuperscript{1382} See EU SWS, para. 1240.
1024. Moreover, the EU presenting evidence of 2005 data in this compliance proceeding is the epitome of taking a second bite of the apple. For the reasons stated above, and in the U.S. first written submission, the EU cannot re-litigate this sales campaign and the follow-on orders.

1025. In addition, as the EU notes, [HSBI]. It is difficult to imagine how subsidies alleged to cause price effects could possibly have been a genuine and substantial cause of Boeing winning this sale.

1026. The EU also contends that the United States does not dispute that Air Canada’s 787 purchase decisions were genuinely and substantially due to the subsidy-enhanced technology of the Boeing offers. The EU is incorrect if it means that the United States does not dispute that technology attributable to the subsidies was a genuine and substantial cause of Air Canada’s decision. If that were the case, the EU would not have lost this sales campaign in the original proceeding.

1027. Finally, the EU’s threat of significant lost sales allegation based on [HSBI] fails. This argument is overly speculative and based on conjecture rather than facts given that [HSBI]. Accordingly, the EU has not demonstrated the type of imminent harm necessary to substantiate a threat of serious prejudice claim.

iv. Continental Airlines

1028. The EU introduces for the first time with respect to this sales campaign pricing information of the type discussed in Section IV.H.4.a above. As explained above, the EU’s pricing analysis in this regard is meaningless. Moreover, the EU presenting evidence of 2004 and 2006 data in this compliance proceeding is the epitome of taking a second bite of the apple. For the reasons stated above, and in the U.S. first written submission, the EU cannot re-litigate this sales campaign and the follow-on orders.

1029. In addition, as the EU notes, [HSBI]. It is difficult to imagine how subsidies alleged to cause price effects could possibly have been a genuine and substantial cause of Boeing winning this sale.

---

1383 See EU SWS, para. 1240.
1384 EU SWS, para. 1222.
1385 EU SWS, para. 1241.
1386 See EU SWS, para. 1236.
1387 See EC – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1171.
1388 See EU SWS, para. 1246.
1389 EU SWS, para. 1247.
1030. The EU also contends that the United States does not dispute that Continental’s 787 purchase decisions, or [[ HSBI ]], were genuinely and substantially due to the subsidy-enhanced attributes of the 787.1390 The EU is incorrect if it means that the United States does not dispute that technology attributable to the subsidies was a genuine and substantial cause of Continental’s decision. If that were the case, the EU would not have lost this sales campaign in the original proceeding.

v. Northwest Airlines

1031. The EU introduces for the first time with respect to this sales campaign pricing information of the type discussed in Section IV.H.4.a above. As explained above, the EU’s pricing analysis in this regard is meaningless. Moreover, the EU presenting evidence of 2005 data in this compliance proceeding is the epitome of taking a second bite of the apple.1391 For the reasons stated above, and in the U.S. first written submission, the EU cannot re-litigate this sales campaign.

1032. In addition, as the EU notes, [[ HSBI ]].1392 It is difficult to imagine how subsidies alleged to cause price effects could possibly have been a genuine and substantial cause of Boeing winning this sale.

1033. The EU also contends that the United States does not dispute that the technological features of the 787 played an important role in this campaign.1393 The EU is incorrect if it means that the United States does not dispute that technology attributable to the subsidies was a genuine and substantial cause of Northwest’s decision. If that were the case, the EU would not have lost this sales campaign in the original proceeding.

1034. Finally, the EU’s threat of significant lost sales allegation based on [[ HSBI ]] fails.1394 This argument is overly speculative and based on conjecture rather than facts given that [[ HSBI ]]. Accordingly, the EU has not demonstrated the type of imminent harm necessary to substantiate a threat of serious prejudice claim.1395

---

1390 See EU SWS, para. 1247.
1391 See EU SWS, para. 1252.
1392 EU SWS, para. 1252.
1393 See EU SWS, para. 1253.
1394 See EU SWS, para. 1255.
1395 See EC – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1171.
f. Alleged significant lost sales concluded subsequent to the end of the original reference period.

i. United Airlines – 787-10

1035. Airbus adds as a new alleged lost sale the purchase by United of 20 787-10s, 10 of which are an up-conversion of 787s that the EU has already alleged as a lost sale.\textsuperscript{1396} As Airbus acknowledges, it sold United 25 A350 XWB-900s that, around the time of this order, were converted to A350 XWB-1000s.\textsuperscript{1397} United also ordered an additional 10 A350 XWB-1000s.\textsuperscript{1398} According to the EU, absent the subsidies, Airbus would have not only sold the 35 A350 XWB-1000s, but would also have sold United at least 20 A350 XWB-900s.\textsuperscript{1399} The EU’s own evidence tells a different story.

1036. United’s long-standing relationship with Boeing is well known and documented.\textsuperscript{1400} Given its position as one of Boeing’s best customers for decades, it was all but a forgone conclusion that United would order 787-10s. [[HSBI]].

1037. [[HSBI]]\textsuperscript{1401}

1038. The EU attempts to cast the decision as a response to pricing concessions or technological features enabled by the subsidies. However, the EU has failed to demonstrate that the pricing or technology on the 787-10 can properly be attributed to subsidies at issue.

1039. Furthermore, the EU’s own evidence undermines its contention that the conversion from -900s to -1000s was the result of the subsidies. The relevant [[HSBI]]\textsuperscript{1402}

1040. The EU neglects to mention that [[HSBI]]. The EU also fails to mention the critical role of United’s pre-existing relationship with Boeing. It is clear that these reasons were important to United’s decision – which still included the purchase of 35 A350 XWB-1000s – and that price or technology effects properly attributable to subsidies were not a genuine and substantial cause of United’s decision.

1041. Finally, the evidence the EU does discuss is used as the basis upon which the EU assumes that Boeing must have offered very aggressive pricing. But “aggressive pricing” in the

\textsuperscript{1396} EU SWS, para. 1260.
\textsuperscript{1397} EU SWS, para. 1262.
\textsuperscript{1398} EU SWS, para. 1262.
\textsuperscript{1399} EU SWS, para. 1262.
\textsuperscript{1400} See US FWS, para. 912.
\textsuperscript{1401} [[HSBI]] (Exhibit EU-1188(HSBI)).
\textsuperscript{1402} [[HSBI]] (Exhibit EU-1190(HSBI)).
abstract – even if proven – does not demonstrate that the pricing was in any way affected by the subsidies at issue. Thus, the EU’s pricing evidence is to no end.

ii. Singapore Airlines

1042. The EU adds as a significant lost sale the order by Singapore Airlines of 30 787-10s in 2013.1403

1043. The EU’s arguments, even if assumed to be true, would not prove that the subsidies at issue were a genuine and substantial cause of Singapore Airlines’ decision. The EU argues [ [ HSBI ] ].1404 Even if this were true, [ [ HSBI ] ]. The R&D subsidies and miscellaneous subsidies have not been shown to affect such pricing considerations. And the tied tax subsidies have been shown to be so insignificant in terms of magnitude that they cannot have genuinely and substantially caused Singapore Airlines’ decision.

1044. The EU also acknowledges that the A350 XWBs were available to Singapore Airlines [ [ HSBI ] ].1405 The EU has simply not shown that availability properly attributable to the subsidies at issue were any genuine and significant way responsible for this sale.

1045. For these reasons, in addition to the many flaws that cut across sales campaigns discussed above and in the U.S. first written submission, the EU has not established that this sales campaign constitutes a lost sale under Article 6.3(c).

iii. British Airways – 787-10

1046. The EU adds as a significant lost sale the order by British Airways of 12 787-10s in 2013, along with the exercise of 6 options for 787-8/9s.1406 This is another instance in which Airbus received the majority of aircraft orders – 18 A350 XWB-1000s.1407

1047. The EU’s pricing evidence is again insufficient to attribute Boeing’s pricing to the subsidies at issue. Consistent with its pattern, the EU merely seeks to prove that the customer asked Airbus for better terms throughout the negotiation process. This is hardly surprising. It is also obviously true that Boeing’s offer was “better” – based on all of the customer’s concerns – for at least some of the aircraft ordered. It is also clear that Boeing found the sale on these terms in the best long-term interest of the company. The question is whether the subsidies at issue allowed Boeing to agree to these terms when it would otherwise not have been able to, and if that

1403 See EU SWS, para. 1274.
1404 See EU SWS, para. 1277-1279.
1405 EU SWS, para. 1284.
1406 See EU SWS, para. 1274.
1407 EU SWS, para. 1290.
could be shown, whether the prevailing terms in the absence of the subsidies would have affected
the customer’s decision. The EU has failed to prove the former, much less the latter.

1048. In addition, the exercise of options for 6 787-8/9s is also not a lost sale. The United
States has already demonstrated that the earlier British Airways order was not a lost sale.
Accordingly, the exercise of options pursuant to that agreement also do not constitute a lost sale.

1049. Finally, the EU’s threat of significant lost sales allegation based on [[ HSBI ]] fails.1408
This argument is overly speculative and based on conjecture rather than facts given that
[[ HSBI ]]. Accordingly, the EU has not demonstrated the type of imminent harm necessary to
substantiate a threat of serious prejudice claim.1409

iv. Qatar Airways

1050. The United States already demonstrated in its first written submission the EU’s failure to
demonstrate that this sales campaign constitutes a lost sale. The United States recalls that Qatar
Airways ordered 80 A350 XWBs and that the EU is arguing that it would have ordered 30 more
(i.e., aircraft #s 81-110) instead of 30 787s. As the United States pointed out, even if the 787
delivery position was pushed back, it still would be available sooner than the first A350 XWB,
so it would be available far sooner than the 81st A350 XWB.

1051. The EU responds that the “US argument erroneously assumes that, absent the 787 order,
Airbus would have been unable or unwilling to offer Qatar Airways a more dense delivery
stream to provide the airline with the capacity now supplied by the 787.”1410 The EU has not
established that Airbus could have given Qatar Airways 30 additional delivery slots in the years
that the 787 was available for delivery (even assuming it would be later in the absence of
subsidies).

1052. But even if it could show that, the EU’s argument would still fail. The EU argues that it
was Qatar Airways that [[ HSBI ]].1411 [[ HSBI ]], then availability was obviously not what
drove the decision to purchase the 787s.

1053. The EU also provides the same flawed pricing analysis based on appraisal values. This
analysis is meaningless for the reasons stated above.

1054. In addition, the EU clarifies that its reliance on A350 terms are [[ HSBI ]].1412 As the
United States has pointed out repeatedly, “aggressive pricing” in the abstract does nothing to

1408 See EU SWS, para. 1305.
1409 See EC – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1171.
1410 EU SWS, para. 1310.
1411 EU SWS, para. 1311.
1412 See EU SWS, para. 1316.
demonstrate that Boeing’s prices were impacted by subsidies, or that any impact of the subsidies that could be shown was significant enough to alter the outcome of the sales campaign.

1055. The EU also contends that the United States does not dispute that the technological features of the 787 played a significant role in this campaign. The EU is incorrect if it means that the United States does not dispute that technology attributable to the subsidies was a genuine and substantial cause of Qatar Airways’ decision. As the United States has explained, the EU wrongly assumes that the technology would not have been available, when the findings from the original proceeding make clear that it would have been available. The launch would simply have been delayed. The delay would have been approximately two years, prior to the customer’s decision to order these aircraft in 2007.

1056. For these reasons, and those in the U.S. first written submission, the EU has failed to establish that this sales campaign constitutes a lost sale.

1057. Finally, the EU’s threat of significant lost sales allegation based on [HSBI] fails. This argument is overly speculative and based on conjecture rather than facts given that [HSBI]. Accordingly, the EU has not demonstrated the type of imminent harm necessary to substantiate a threat of serious prejudice claim.

v. British Airways

1058. The EU continues to erroneously argue that the sale of 24 787s in 2007 constitutes a lost sale. The

1059. The EU notes that Airbus was offering [HSBI].

1060. The United States previously noted that [HSBI]. The EU responds that [HSBI]. According to the EU, “the reason for that confidence is the 787 technology, which was enable by the US subsidies.” Again, the EU erroneously assumes that the 787 technology would have been inferior in the absence of the subsidies, which is not what the original panel and Appellate Body found.

1413 See EU SWS, para. 1319.
1414 See EU SWS, para. 1320.
1415 See EC – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1171.
1416 See EU SWS, para. 1324.
1417 See US FWS, para. 879.
1418 EU SWS, para. 1325.
1419 EU SWS, para. 1325.
1061. In addition, the EU introduces for the first time with respect to this sales campaign pricing information of the type discussed in Section IV.H.4.a above. As explained above, the EU’s pricing analysis in this regard is meaningless. Furthermore, as the United States has pointed out repeatedly, “aggressive pricing” in the abstract does nothing to demonstrate that Boeing’s prices were impacted by subsidies, or that any impact of the subsidies that could be shown was significant enough to alter the outcome of the sales campaign.

1062. The EU also attempts to undermine the significance of the numerous other factors the United States demonstrated were significant to the decision to purchase Boeing aircraft. The EU’s blanket statement that any of these issues can simply be compensated by additional price concessions is not useful absent some showing that the sale would still have been profitable if it had to continue offering additional price concessions to offset the weaknesses in its products perceived by the customer.

1063. Furthermore, there is no basis for the EU’s assertion that “the United States seems to accept that [[ HSBI ]], they were also an issue for the 787.”\(^1\) The Airbus document indicated that the [[ HSBI ]].\(^2\)

1064. For these reasons, and those in the U.S. first written submission, the EU has failed to establish that this sales campaign constitutes a lost sale.

1065. Finally, the EU’s threat of significant lost sales allegation based on [[ HSBI ]] fails.\(^3\) As an initial matter, this is the same argument the EU makes in paragraph 1305 with respect to the more recent sale to British Airways of 787-10s. Therefore, to include it again here is double counting.

1066. In any event, this argument is overly speculative and based on conjecture rather than facts given that [[ HSBI ]]. Accordingly, the EU has not demonstrated the type of imminent harm necessary to substantiate a threat of serious prejudice claim.\(^4\)

vi. Air Berlin

1067. The United States demonstrated in its first written submission numerous flaws in the EU’s lost sales claim with respect to Air Berlin.\(^5\) The EU’s rebuttal does nothing to change the conclusion that the EU has failed to establish this sales campaign as a lost sale.

\(^1\) EU SWS, para. 1329.
\(^2\) See [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-780(HSBI)).
\(^3\) See EU SWS, para. 1331.
\(^4\) See EC – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1171.
\(^5\) See US FWS, paras. 883-887.
1068. The EU also raises for the first time with respect to this sales campaign pricing information of the type discussed in Section IV.H.4.a above. As explained above, the EU’s pricing analysis in this regard is meaningless. Furthermore, as the United States has pointed out repeatedly, “aggressive pricing” in the abstract does nothing to demonstrate that Boeing’s prices were impacted by subsidies, or that any impact of the subsidies that could be shown was significant enough to alter the outcome of the sales campaign.

1069. The EU repeats its flawed argument that technological features, principally fuel efficiency, were responsible for this sale and are attributable to the subsidies. The findings in the original panel made clear that the subsidies at issue accelerated the launch of the 787, but they did not result in technology that, in the absence of the subsidies, would never have been discovered.

1070. The United States previously demonstrated that customer relationships played a substantial role in this sales campaign. The EU responds that Air Berlin’s [[HSBI]].1425 The United States did not, as the EU suggests, take this statement out of context. To the contrary, this statement was made in the context of the 787 sales campaign. The reason it was relevant to this campaign is because, as expressed just above the quoted text, [[HSBI]].1426

1071. Finally, the EU’s threat of significant lost sales allegation based on [[HSBI]] fails.1427 This argument is overly speculative and based on conjecture rather than facts given that [[HSBI]]. Accordingly, the EU has not demonstrated the type of imminent harm necessary to substantiate a threat of serious prejudice claim.1428

vii. **LAN Airlines**

1072. The EU fails to rebut the U.S. demonstration that the LAN Airlines sales campaign has not been shown to be a lost sale for the purpose of Article 6.3(c).

1073. The EU again calls into question the U.S. position that the 787 launch would have been delayed approximately two years in the absence of the R&D subsidies subject to the DSB’s recommendations and rulings. Again, as explained in Section IV.F.3, it is the EU’s position on the acceleration effects of the subsidies that is implausible.

1074. The EU also contends that the United States does not dispute that the technological features of the 787 played a substantial role in this campaign.1429 The EU is incorrect if it means that the United States does not dispute that technology attributable to the subsidies was a genuine

---

1425 EU SWS, para. 1340.
1426 [[HSBI]] (Exhibit EU-791(HSBI)).
1427 See EU SWS, para. 1342.
1428 See EC – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1171.
1429 See EU SWS, para. 1351.
and substantial cause of LAN’s decision. As the United States has explained, the EU wrongly assumes that the technology would not have been available, when the findings from the original proceeding make clear that it would have been available. The launch would simply have been delayed.

1075. The EU also raises for the first time with respect to this sales campaign pricing information of the type discussed in Section IV.H.4.a above. As explained above, the EU’s pricing analysis in this regard is meaningless. Furthermore, as the United States has pointed out repeatedly, “aggressive pricing” in the abstract does nothing to demonstrate that Boeing’s prices were impacted by subsidies, or that any impact of the subsidies that could be shown was significant enough to alter the outcome of the sales campaign.

1076. In addition, the EU fails to rebut the U.S. showing that the [[HSBI]]. Again, that the EU would characterize the 787 prices as “aggressive” is of no consequence. The United States has already demonstrated that any effect the tied tax subsidies could have on Boeing pricing would be far too small to matter. Compared to the difference [[HSBI]] the subsidies cannot be said to be a genuine and substantial cause of LAN’s decision.

1077. Perhaps most importantly, the EU has no rebuttal for the evidence that [[HSBI]].

1078. For these reasons, and those in the U.S. first written submission, the EU has failed to establish that this sales campaign constitutes a lost sale.

1079. Finally, the EU’s threat of significant lost sales allegation based on [[HSBI]] fails. This argument is overly speculative and based on conjecture rather than facts given that [[HSBI]]. Accordingly, the EU has not demonstrated the type of imminent harm necessary to substantiate a threat of serious prejudice claim.

viii. ILFC

1080. The EU has still fails to establish that the ILFC order of 787s in 2007 is a lost sale. The United States notes that it is a little unclear how many aircraft purchases the EU is challenging. It states that it is challenging ILFC’s order of 52 787s in 2007. It then states that “the US subsidies caused ILFC to place this order with Boeing, in addition to its previous orders for 22 787s in 2005/06 and its 2007 order for 20 A350 XWB aircraft.” In the ensuing

---

1430 See EU SWS, para. 1353.
1431 See US FWS, para. 891; EU SWS, para. 1354.
1432 See EU SWS, para. 1355.
1433 See EC – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1171.
1434 EU SWS, para. 1356.
1435 EU SWS, para. 1356.
1436 EU SWS, para. 1356.
paragraph, the EU refers to “ILFC’s decision to order 30 787 Boeing LCA in 2007.” Putting aside how U.S. subsidies could have “caused ILFC to place...its 2007 order for 20 A350 XWB,” it is not clear whether the EU is challenging: (1) the sale of 30 787s in 2007 (but none in 2005/06); (2) the sale of 52 787s, with 30 in 2007 and 22 in 2005/06; (3) the sale of 74 787s, with 52 in 2007 and 22 in 2005/06; or (4) the sale of 52 787s in 2007 (but none in 2005/06).

1081. The EU begins by reiterating its theory that ILFC’s unbalanced portfolio proves the EU’s claim. This is false. The EU has not demonstrated that, in the absence of subsidies ILFC’s portfolio would be 50/50 or tilted in Airbus’s favor. And the EU cannot merely assume as much.

1082. Next, the EU raises for the first time with respect to this sales campaign pricing information of the type discussed in Section IV.H.4.a above. As explained above, the EU’s pricing analysis in this regard is meaningless. Furthermore, as the United States has pointed out repeatedly, “aggressive pricing” in the abstract does nothing to demonstrate that Boeing’s prices were impacted by subsidies, or that any impact of the subsidies that could be shown was significant enough to alter the outcome of the sales campaign.

1083. Moreover, the pricing evidence relied upon by the EU actually undermines the EU’s case. The EU cites [HSBI]. When the incremental changes between offers are of this magnitude, there is simply no argument that the subsidies of relatively miniscule magnitude could possibly have genuinely and substantially affected the outcome of the sales campaign. At the very least, the EU has not shown how they could.

1084. The EU also contends that the United States does not dispute that the technological features of the 787 played a substantial role in this campaign. The EU is incorrect if it means that the United States does not dispute that technology attributable to the subsidies was a genuine and substantial cause of ILFC’s decision. As the United States has explained, the EU wrongly assumes that the technology would not have been available, when the findings from the original proceeding make clear that it would have been available. The launch simply would have been delayed by approximately two years.

1085. For these reasons, and those in the U.S. first written submission, the EU has failed to establish that this sales campaign constitutes a lost sale.

ix. Virgin Atlantic Airways

1086. The United States demonstrated that the EU first written submission failed to establish that Virgin Atlantic’s order of 15 787s in 2007 constitutes a lost sale, and the EU has now failed to rebut that demonstration.

1437 EU SWS, para. 1357.


1439 See EU SWS, para. 1366.
1087. The EU repeats its argument that the technology effects caused by the U.S. subsidies at issue were a genuine and substantial factor in Virgin’s decision. First, the EU wrongly assumes that the technology would not have been available, when the findings from the original proceeding make clear that it would have been available. The launch would simply have been delayed by two years, which means Boeing could have offered the same 787 at the time of this sales campaign. Second, the EU compares the 787’s technology to the A330, but the EU is not even alleging lost A330 sales.

1088. In addition, the EU raises for the first time with respect to this sales campaign pricing information of the type discussed in Section IV.H.4.a above. As explained above, the EU’s pricing analysis in this regard is meaningless. Furthermore, as the United States has pointed out repeatedly, “aggressive pricing” in the abstract does nothing to demonstrate that Boeing’s prices were impacted by subsidies, or that any impact of the subsidies that could be shown was significant enough to alter the outcome of the sales campaign.

1089. The EU also fails to rebut that Airbus did not make the sale because [[ HSBI ]]. But the EU fails to establish [[ HSBI ]]. Instead, the EU just assumes that the subsidies were the reason for Virgin’s decision.

1090. Furthermore, the EU acknowledges that the A350 XWB did not exist at the beginning of this sales campaign. The EU [[ HSBI ]]. However, the EU has not alleged [[ HSBI ]]. Therefore, its claim with respect to this sales campaign necessarily fails.

1091. For these reasons, and those in the U.S. first written submission, the EU has failed to establish that this sales campaign constitutes a lost sale.

1092. Finally, the EU’s threat of significant lost sales allegation based on [[ HSBI ]] fails. This argument is overly speculative and based on conjecture rather than facts given that [[ HSBI ]]. Accordingly, the EU has not demonstrated the type of imminent harm necessary to substantiate a threat of serious prejudice claim.

---

1440 EU SWS, paras. 1372-1374.
1441 See EU SWS, para. 1375.
1442 See US FWS, para. 900; EU SWS, para. 1376.
1443 EU SWS, para. 1377.
1444 EU SWS, para. 1373.
1445 See EU SWS, para. 1378.
1446 See EC – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1171.
1093. The United States demonstrated that the EU first written submission failed to establish that Etihad Airways’ order of 41 787s in 2008 and 2011 constitutes a lost sale, and the EU has now failed to rebut that demonstration.

1094. The EU also contends that the United States does not dispute that the technological features of the 787, particularly its fuel efficiency and operating economics, played a substantial role in this campaign. The EU is incorrect if it means that the United States does not dispute that technology attributable to the subsidies was a genuine and substantial cause of Etihad Airways’ decision. As the United States has explained, the EU wrongly assumes that the technology would not have been available, when the findings from the original proceeding make clear that it would have been available. The launch would simply have been delayed by approximately two years, but Boeing still would have been able to offer the same fuel efficiency and operating economics that it did in 2008 and 2011.

1095. The EU also makes much of the availability difference despite that, for the 2011 sale, The EU has not shown that the constituted a genuine and substantial cause of Etihad’s decision. In addition, the EU acknowledges that Etihad was concerned about the possibility of further Airbus delays. The EU certainly cannot attribute Airbus delays, or its reputation for delays, to U.S. subsidies.

1096. The EU raises for the first time with respect to these sales campaigns pricing information of the type discussed in Section IV.H.4.a above. As explained above, the EU’s pricing analysis in this regard is meaningless. Furthermore, as the United States has pointed out repeatedly, “aggressive pricing” in the abstract does nothing to demonstrate that Boeing’s prices were impacted by subsidies, or that any impact of the subsidies that could be shown was significant enough to alter the outcome of the sales campaign. In addition, the mere size of the price concessions the EU is discussing makes clear that the relatively magnitude of the subsidies that could even arguably affect 787 pricing could not possibly alter the outcome of the sales campaigns. At the very least, the EU has not demonstrated that they do.

1097. The EU offers no rebuttal to the U.S. point about Etihad’s .

1098. The EU also contends that the U.S. took out of context evidence relating to , but that is not the case. The U.S. first written submission states:

---

1447 See EU SWS, para. 1351.
1448 EU SWS, para. 1383.
1449 EU SWS, para. 1384.
1450 See US FWS, para. 906; EU SWS, para. 1389.
The EU’s own evidence makes clear that subsidies to the 787 did not relate to [[ HSBI ]]. As a result, [[ HSBI ]].\textsuperscript{1451}

Thus, the United States made clear that this was [[ HSBI ]].

1099. In addition, the EU argues that there had been delays with the 787, and that these [[ HSBI ]]. The EU’s self-serving speculation aside, there is no evidence that Etihad was concerned about 787 delays during this sales campaign.

1100. For these reasons, and those in the U.S. first written submission, the EU has failed to establish that this sales campaign constitutes a lost sale.

1101. Finally, the EU alleges threat of significant lost sales allegation based on [[ HSBI ]] and [[ HSBI ]].\textsuperscript{1452} This argument fails. It is overly speculative and based on conjecture rather than facts given that [[ HSBI ]]. Accordingly, the EU has not demonstrated the type of imminent harm necessary to substantiate a threat of serious prejudice claim.\textsuperscript{1453}

\textit{xii. United Airlines}

1102. The United States demonstrated that the EU first written submission failed to establish that United Airlines’ order of 25 787-8s in 2010 constitutes a lost sale, and the EU has now failed to rebut that demonstration. The United States recalls that this is another sales campaign where there was a split order and Airbus is arguing that, in the absence of subsidies, United would have purchased even more A350 XWBs.\textsuperscript{1454}

1103. The United States previous explained that, if early availability was a priority, United clearly would have preferred [[ HSBI ]].\textsuperscript{1455}

1104. The EU responds that the delivery positions of the 787-8 Boeing would have been able to offer [[ HSBI ]].\textsuperscript{1456} The EU cites no evidence that Boeing could not have moved those positions up if necessary to win the sale. The EU also ignores that, even if they were available at

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{1451} US FWS, para. 907 (citing [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-815(HSBI)); [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-830(HSBI)); [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-829(HSBI)); [[ HSBI ]] (EU-824(HSBI)), and quoting [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-815(HSBI)).
\item \textsuperscript{1452} See EU SWS, para. 1395.
\item \textsuperscript{1453} See EC – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1171.
\item \textsuperscript{1454} EU SWS, para. 1397.
\item \textsuperscript{1455} See US FWS, para. 909.
\item \textsuperscript{1456} EU SWS, para. 1401-1402.
\end{itemize}
comparable times, availability concerns would still favor [[ HSBI ]]. In addition, the EU completely ignores that [[ HSBI ]].

1105. The EU also repeats its assertion that, but for the U.S. subsidies, Airbus would have increased its production rate and would have been able to offer [[ HSBI ]]. Again, the addition of capacity or ability to increase production rate is very difficult, particularly early in a program, and the EU fails to offer compelling evidence that this was actually a viable and realistic alternative.

1106. In addition, the EU contends that the United States does not dispute that the technological features of the 787 played a substantial role in this campaign. The EU is incorrect if it means that the United States does not dispute that technology attributable to the subsidies was a genuine and substantial cause of United’s decision. As the United States has explained, the EU wrongly assumes that the technology would not have been available, when the findings from the original proceeding make clear that it would have been available. The launch would simply have been delayed by approximately two years.

Moreover, the EU raises for the first time with respect to these sales campaigns pricing information of the type discussed in Section IV.H.4.a above. As explained above, the EU’s pricing analysis in this regard is meaningless. Furthermore, as the United States has pointed out repeatedly, “aggressive pricing” in the abstract does nothing to demonstrate that Boeing’s prices were impacted by subsidies, or that any impact of the subsidies that could be shown was sufficient enough to alter the outcome of the sales campaign. In addition, the mere size of the price concessions the EU is discussing makes clear that the relatively magnitude of the subsidies that could even arguably affect 787 pricing could not possibly alter the outcome of the sales campaigns. At the very least, the EU has not demonstrated that they do.

1108. The EU also argues that the United States fails to demonstrate that the [[ HSBI ]]. The United States believes that the Airbus document speaks to the importance of this issue clearly: [[ HSBI ]].

1109. The EU also argues that “even though [[ HSBI ]]. This explanation does not make sense. The United States did not argue [[ HSBI ]]. The A350 XWB-900s [[ HSBI ]]. If [[ HSBI ]]. Clearly, United intended to fill different needs.

1457 [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-848(HSBI)).
1458 EU SWS, para. 1402.
1459 See EU SWS, para. 1403.
1460 EU SWS, para. 1409.
1461 [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-845(HSBI)).
1462 EU SWS, para. 1410.
1110. For these reasons, and those in the U.S. first written submission, the EU has failed to establish that this sales campaign constitutes a lost sale.

1111. Finally, the EU’s threat of significant lost sales allegation based on [[ HSBI ]] fails. This argument is overly speculative and based on conjecture rather than facts given that [[ HSBI ]]. Accordingly, the EU has not demonstrated the type of imminent harm necessary to substantiate a threat of serious prejudice claim.

xii. Air France-KLM

1112. The United States demonstrated that the EU first written submission failed to establish that the order of 25 787-9s by Air France-KLM in 2011 constitutes a lost sale, and the EU has now failed to rebut that demonstration. The United States recalls that this is another sales campaign where there was a split order and Airbus is arguing that, in the absence of subsidies, United would have purchased even more A350 XWBs.

1113. The EU raises for the first time with respect to these sales campaigns pricing information of the type discussed in Section IV.H.4.a above. As explained above, the EU’s pricing analysis in this regard is meaningless. Furthermore, as the United States has pointed out repeatedly, “aggressive pricing” in the abstract does nothing to demonstrate that Boeing’s prices were impacted by subsidies, or that any impact of the subsidies that could be shown was significant enough to alter the outcome of the sales campaign.

1114. In addition, the EU argues that [[ HSBI ]]. As the United States has shown, the EU’s contention that subsidies caused technology effects [[ HSBI ]] is meritless. Even in the absence of subsidies, the 787 would have launched in plenty of time [[ HSBI ]], even though as a factual matter, that is not what happened. Therefore, the EU is correct that [[ HSBI ]], this is a non-attribution factor.

1115. The EU also contends that the United States does not dispute that the technological features of the 787 [[ HSBI ]] played a substantial role in this campaign. The EU is incorrect if it means that the United States does not dispute that technology attributable to the subsidies was a genuine and substantial cause of Air France-KLM’s decision. As the United States has explained, the EU wrongly assumes that the technology would not have been available, when the findings from the original proceeding make clear that it would have been available. The launch would simply have been delayed by approximately two years, but Boeing still would have been

1463 See EU SWS, para. 1378.
1464 See EC – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1171.
1465 EU SWS, para. 1412.
1466 EU SWS, paras. 1419-1420.
1467 See EU SWS, para. 1421.
able to offer the same fuel efficiency and lower maintenance costs at the time of this sales campaign.

1116. The EU fails to rebut the U.S. observation that [[HSBI]]. Instead, it argues that this does not preclude a finding that subsidies were the cause of Boeing getting some of the orders. The United States ignores that it is very unlikely that an airline that is [[HSBI]] and has the types of [[HSBI]] would nevertheless put all of its eggs in the Airbus A350 XWB basket. Thus, these factors undoubtedly were a substantial reason for the split order, and the evidence simply does not support the EU’s contention that subsidies had a similarly substantial effect.

1117. Finally, the EU’s threat of significant lost sales allegation based on [[HSBI]] fails. This argument is overly speculative and based on conjecture rather than facts given that [[HSBI]]. Accordingly, the EU has not demonstrated the type of imminent harm necessary to substantiate a threat of serious prejudice claim.

xiii. Aeromexico

1118. The United States demonstrated that the EU first written submission failed to establish that the order of 6 787-9s by Aeromexico in 2012 constitutes a lost sale, and the EU has now failed to rebut that demonstration.

1119. The EU also contends that the United States does not dispute that the technological features of the 787 played an important role in this campaign. The EU is incorrect if it means that the United States does not dispute that technology attributable to the subsidies was a genuine and substantial cause of Aeromexico’s decision. As the United States has explained, the EU wrongly assumes that the technology would not have been available, when the findings from the original proceeding make clear that it would have been available. The launch simply would have been delayed by approximately two years.

1120. In addition, the EU fails to support its rebuttal argument that, absent subsidies, Boeing would not have been able to offer better delivery positions than Airbus. The evidence shows that even if Boeing promised deliveries starting two years later, [[HSBI]].

1121. The EU raises for the first time with respect to this sales campaign pricing information of the type discussed in Section IV.H.4.a above. As explained above, the EU’s pricing analysis in this regard is meaningless. Furthermore, as the United States has pointed out repeatedly, “aggressive pricing” in the abstract does nothing to demonstrate that Boeing’s prices were
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1468 US FWS, para. 915 (citing [[HSBI]] (Exhibit EU-855(HSBI))).
1469 See EU SWS, para. 1378.
1470 See EC – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1427.
1471 See EU SWS, para. 1366.
1472 See EU SWS, para. 1428.
impacted by subsidies, or that any impact of the subsidies that could be shown was significant enough to alter the outcome of the sales campaign.

1122. Moreover, the pricing evidence relied upon by the EU actually undermines the EU’s case. The EU cites [[ HSBI ]].\(^{1473}\) Given the magnitude of the pricing adjustments in this sales campaign, there is simply no argument that the subsidies of relatively miniscule magnitude could possibly have genuinely and substantially affected the outcome. At the very least, the EU has not shown how they could.

1123. But even putting all of these flaws aside, the evidence is clear that Aeromexico remained loyal to Boeing, as it had always been an all-Boeing customer. As the United States noted\(^{1474}\):

- [[ HSBI ]].\(^{1475}\)
- [[ HSBI ]].\(^{1476}\)
- [[ HSBI ]].\(^{1477}\)
- [[ HSBI ]].\(^{1478}\)
- [[ HSBI ]].\(^{1479}\)
- [[ HSBI ]].\(^{1480}\)

1124. Moreover, the EU suggests that the United States “has [[ HSBI ]].\(^{1481}\) The evidence the United States cited is clear on this point. [[ HSBI ]].\(^{1482}\) In addition, [[ HSBI ]].\(^{1483}\) Therefore, making a change would entail risk [[ HSBI ]]] would want to avoid. And that is exactly what they did. True to the Airbus employee’s prediction, they [[ HSBI ]].
1125. For these reasons, and those in the U.S. first written submission, the EU has failed to establish that this sales campaign constitutes a lost sale.

1126. Finally, the EU’s threat of significant lost sales allegation based on [[HSBI]] fails.\textsuperscript{1484} This argument is overly speculative and based on conjecture rather than facts given that [[HSBI]]. Accordingly, the EU has not demonstrated the type of imminent harm necessary to substantiate a threat of serious prejudice claim.\textsuperscript{1485}

xiv. Lion Air

1127. The United States demonstrated that the EU first written submission failed to establish that the order of 5 787s by Lion Air in 2012 constitutes a lost sale, and the EU has now failed to rebut that demonstration.

1128. The EU raises for the first time with respect to this sales campaign pricing information of the type discussed in Section IV.H.4.a above. As explained above, the EU’s pricing analysis in this regard is meaningless. Furthermore, as the United States has pointed out repeatedly, “aggressive pricing” in the abstract does nothing to demonstrate that Boeing’s prices were impacted by subsidies, or that any impact of the subsidies that could be shown was significant enough to alter the outcome of the sales campaign.

1129. It is also irrelevant that Boeing [[HSBI]]. Such a discount would be rational and likely required because [[HSBI]]. This has nothing to do with subsidies and highlights perfectly the problem with the EU’s methodology of trying to prove “aggressive pricing” instead of price concessions caused by subsidies.

1130. Moreover, the EU’s recounting of the 787’s availability to Lion Air includes no proof that, had it been offered later, the outcome of the sales campaign would have been different. Merely listing delivery dates is not proof that subsidies caused Airbus to lose a sale or a rebuttal of any kind.

5. Alleged displacement, impedance and threat of impedance

1131. The United States rebutted the EU’s claims of displacement, impedance, and threat of impedance with respect to the A350 XWB by showing that those claims: were unsupported by evidence demonstrating clear trends; relied unduly on lost sales allegations; re-litigated resolved issues, and relied improperly on evidence pertaining to the A330 and Original A350.\textsuperscript{1486} The EU has finally come forward with volume and market share data, but neither this nor its other

\textsuperscript{1484} See EU SWS, para. 1434.

\textsuperscript{1485} See EC – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1427.

\textsuperscript{1486} US FWS, paras. 922-967.
responses remedy the flaws in its arguments. It has accordingly failed to make a \textit{prima facie} case on these points.

1132. At the outset, the United States recalls that the EU has failed to demonstrate the causation and lost sales allegations on which its displacement, impedance, and threat claims rely.\(^{1487}\) The United States now turns to the EU’s erroneous responses to the cross-cutting issues in the U.S. rebuttal.

1133. \textbf{Lack of evidence and reliance on lost sales.} The United States in its first written submission cited the EU’s widespread failure to substantiate its impedance claims with market data sufficient to show changes in relative market share, over a sufficiently representative period, to demonstrate clear trends, as required for such claims under Articles 6.3(a) and (b) of the SCM Agreement.\(^{1488}\) The United States also noted that many EU claims relied improperly on the mere recitation of lost sales allegations.\(^{1489}\) Declaring these criticisms “moot,” the EU has now presented its arguments with volume and market share data for the markets at issue. The EU does not explain why it waited until now to present these arguments, especially as they are based on information in the Ascend database included in the EU first written submission.\(^{1490}\) It does so without any justification for withholding such a presentation from its first written submission, notwithstanding the fact that its first submission included the Ascend database but not argumentation marshaling the data therein. In any event, the data presented by the EU do not support its claims, as the United States demonstrates below.

1134. \textbf{Re-litigation of resolved issues.} The United States has noted that the EU raises impedance and threat of impedance claims in the U.S., Canadian, Japanese, Ethiopian, Icelandic, and Kenyan markets that were considered and rejected in the underlying proceeding.\(^{1491}\) The EU responds with a distinction between claims and arguments.\(^{1492}\) Whether a claim or an argument, these issues cannot be reargued to the extent related to other claims, including with regard to subsidization, that are not properly within the Panel’s terms of reference.

1135. \textbf{Reliance on evidence pertaining to the A330 and Original A350.} As the United States observed, many EU claims still rely on sales campaigns that it alleged in the original proceeding were lost sales of the A330 or Original A350, which cannot support displacement, impedance or threat of impedance claims with respect to the A350 XWB.\(^{1493}\) The EU responds with the unsupported assertion that “had Boeing’s challenged 787 orders been won by Airbus instead,

\(^{1488}\) US FWS, para. 924 (citing \textit{US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB)}, para. 1086).
\(^{1489}\) US FWS, para. 925.
\(^{1490}\) \textit{Cf.} EU SWS, paras. 1528-1530.
\(^{1491}\) US FWS, para. 927.
\(^{1492}\) \textit{See} EU SWS, paras. 1518-1520.
\(^{1493}\) US FWS, para. 928.
they would have been sales and deliveries of A350XWBs."  The EU in the original proceeding did not challenge these sales as lost by the A350 XWB, and it now provides no basis for certainty that it would have been able to convert all of those orders to A350 XWB orders, especially in light of the much later delivery times for the all-new A350 XWB.

1136. **Deliveries of the 787 versus the A350 XWB.** The EU’s attempt to show present impedance in any market runs headlong into the need for delivery data and the fact that the A350XWB has yet to enter service. The EU contends that the Panel “should look to actual deliveries (i.e., deliveries of the 787) to find present impedance – not counterfactual deliveries of the impeded aircraft (i.e., deliveries of the A350 XWB) that would have taken place absent the US subsidies.” The EU errs. Under Articles 6.3(a) of the SCM Agreement, the subject of the analysis is “imports of a like product of another Member,” while under Article 6.3(b), it is “exports of a like product of another Member.” In the LCA industry, “imports” and “exports” refers to deliveries of LCA. There are no deliveries of the A350 XWB that could presently occur absent the alleged subsidies, because the A350XWB has yet to enter service, and the EU has not even attempted to show that the aircraft would have entered service earlier absent the subsidies. Consequently, there can be no present impedance (or displacement).

1137. **Market share assumptions not based on evidence.** In its first written submission, the EU used “as a benchmark for assessing impedance and threat thereof in large volume markets whether Boeing’s market share significantly exceeds 50 percent.” The United States has observed that this is an invalid basis for assessing claims of impedance or threat of impedance. The EU now explains that it “does not rely on a fixed benchmark. Instead, it uses the common sense notion that, in a supply-side duopoly with two manufacturers of roughly equal size and resources and with similar product offerings, something is wrong where one manufacturer holds over a period of several years significantly more than 50 percent of the market in high volume country markets.” This only underscores the inadequacy of the EU’s benchmark. A “common sense notion” that “something is wrong” does nothing to demonstrate that, absent the alleged subsidies, sales and deliveries of the A350 XWB would increase in a particular country market. Indeed, something may not be “wrong” in a particular market, and even if it were, the question remains whether that “something” is the effect of the alleged

---

1494 EU SWS, para. 1521.
1495 US FWS, para. 967.
1496 EU SWS, para. 1523.
1497 SCM Agreement, Article 6.3(a).
1498 SCM Agreement, Article 6.3(b).
1499 EU FWS, para. 1582.
1500 US FWS, para. 926.
1501 EU SWS, para. 1525.
subsidies. The EU’s intuition cannot substitute for evidence and argumentation that satisfy the elements of Articles 6.3(a) and/or (b).

a. The EU Has Failed to Demonstrate Impedance or Threat thereof in the U.S. market under Article 6.3(a) of the SCM Agreement.

1138. The EU’s claim under Article 6.3(a) regarding the U.S. market continues to rely on failed lost sales claims regarding Continental Airlines and Northwest Airlines that it cannot revive.\(^{1502}\) Once those 37 future deliveries are removed from the EU’s calculations of a 60 percent future delivery market share for Boeing from 2012 through 2022 (118 787s out of 198 total), Boeing and Airbus are even at 50 percent (81 for the 787 and 80 for the A350 XWB).\(^{1503}\) As the EU’s displacement and impedance arguments rely on this misguided “benchmark,” they fail in light of this revised figure.

1139. Further, the market data presented by the EU shows A350 XWB market share rising steadily from zero in 2012 to 73% in 2020.\(^{1504}\) The EU provides no basis believe the A350 XWB faces a present or future trend in which more deliveries would occur absent the alleged subsidies.

1140. The EU’s sole remaining argument for higher counterfactual Airbus market share is the 2010 United Airlines campaign, but this is not a lost sale caused by the alleged subsidies, as the United States has demonstrated.\(^{1505}\)

1141. Finally, as the United States confirmed above, the EU cannot demonstrate present impedance of the A350 XWB because there are no present deliveries to be impeded, nor would there be in the absence of the 787 from the market.

1142. For these reasons, the EU’s arguments fail.

b. The EU Has Failed to Demonstrate Impedance or Threat thereof in Third-Country Markets under Article 6.3(b) of the SCM Agreement.

i. Canada (alleged threat of impedance)

1143. The EU is precluded from re-litigating this claim and the Air Canada (2005) lost sale claim on which it relies,\(^{1506}\) notwithstanding the EU’s erroneous contention that it is unbound by

\(^{1502}\) Cf. EU SWS, para. 1533.

\(^{1503}\) See EU SWS, paras. 1532-1533.

\(^{1504}\) EU SWS, para. 1532.

\(^{1505}\) See Section IV.H.4.f.xi.

\(^{1506}\) US FWS, paras. 935-938.
the resolution of these issues in the original proceeding.\textsuperscript{1507} There is also no basis for the EU’s assertion that, in the absence of subsidies, Airbus would have otherwise won the 2007 follow-on order by Air Canada, \textsuperscript{[HSBI]}\textsuperscript{1508} Because these sales are the only sources of deliveries for the actual and projected delivery data presented by the EU,\textsuperscript{1509} those market data cannot support the EU claim. Accordingly, the EU’s arguments fail.

\textit{ii. Chile (alleged impedance and threat thereof)}

1144. Although it has now presented market data, the EU makes clear that its claim in the Chilean market still rests on a single alleged lost sale campaign – LAN Airlines (2007).\textsuperscript{1510} As discussed in Section IV.H.4.f.vii, the EU has failed to establish that LAN’s 787 orders were genuinely and substantially caused by the alleged subsidies. Therefore, because the EU’s threat of impedance claim is a consequence of that alleged lost sale, it necessarily fails.

1145. Moreover, the EU cannot demonstrate present impedance of the A350 XWB because there are no present deliveries to be impeded, nor would there be in the absence of the 787 from the market.

\textit{iii. China (alleged threat of impedance)}

1146. The EU’s response to the U.S. rebuttal still relies on its unsubstantiated use of a 50 percent market share benchmark for assessing impedance in lieu of an actual demonstration that A350 XWB deliveries into the Chinese market would be higher absent the alleged subsidies.\textsuperscript{1511} As discussed, this cannot support a finding of a threat of impedance.\textsuperscript{1512} The EU also presents projected delivery data showing that sole possession of the Chinese “new technology twin-aisle market” will pass from Boeing to Airbus in 2019 but fails to explain how this is a “clear trend” supporting a threat of impedance finding. Accordingly, the EU’s arguments fail.

\textit{iv. Ethiopia (alleged impedance and threat thereof)}

1147. The EU is precluded from re-litigating this claim,\textsuperscript{1513} notwithstanding the EU’s erroneous contention that it is unbound by the resolution of this claim in the original proceeding.\textsuperscript{1514}
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\textsuperscript{1507} Compare EU SWS, para. 1543.
\textsuperscript{1508} EU SWS, para. 1542.
\textsuperscript{1509} EU SWS, para. 1541.
\textsuperscript{1510} EU SWS, paras. 1547-1549.
\textsuperscript{1511} See EU SWS, para. 1551 (citing EU FWS, paras. 1592-1593).
\textsuperscript{1512} See supra Section IV.H.5.b.
\textsuperscript{1513} US FWS, paras. 942-944.
\textsuperscript{1514} Compare EU SWS, para. 1556, with Section IV.D, supra; see also DSU, Art. 17.14; US – Upland Cotton (21.5) (AB), para. 210; EC – Bed Linen (21.5) (AB), para. 98; Mexico – Corn Syrup (21.5) (AB), para. 79.
1148. Further, the EU confirms that the projected 787 delivery data are solely the result of the Ethiopian Airlines (2005) sale,\(^{1515}\) which was found to be a lost sale for the A330 or Original A350. As discussed above, by failing to seek a finding that this sale was lost by the A350 XWB, and by now claiming that the alleged impedance and threat thereof are experienced solely by the A350 XWB, the EU cannot legitimately construe the 2005 sale to have been lost by the A350 XWB.

1149. Even if this claim could be revisited, the EU’s projected delivery data are even less persuasive than what the Appellate Body rejected as inadequate in the original proceeding. The data show that, after a two-year gap in 2016-2017 with zero deliveries from either manufacturer, Airbus will gain 100% of this market.\(^{1516}\) The EU has failed to explain how these data provide clear trends showing impedance or a threat thereof.

1150. Finally, the EU cannot demonstrate present impedance of the A350 XWB because there are no present deliveries to be impeded, nor would there be in the absence of the 787 from the market.

1151. For these reasons, the EU’s arguments fail.

v. Iceland (alleged threat of impedance)

1152. The EU is precluded from re-litigating this claim,\(^ {1517}\) notwithstanding the EU’s erroneous contention that it is unbound by the resolution of this claim in the original proceeding.\(^ {1518}\)

1153. Further, the EU still relies on the future 787 deliveries flowing from the Icelandair (2005) sale,\(^ {1519}\) which was found to be a lost sale for the A330 or Original A350. As discussed above, by failing to seek a finding that this sale was lost by the A350 XWB, and by now claiming that the alleged impedance and threat thereof are experienced solely by the A350 XWB, the EU cannot legitimately construe the 2005 sale to have been lost by the A350 XWB.

1154. Even if this claim could be revisited, and unlike its attempts to remedy its other impedance claims, the EU does not even attempt to present data that would allow the Panel to assess whether sufficiently clear trends exist in the Icelandic market to support its claim.\(^ {1520}\)

1155. For these reasons, the EU’s arguments fail.

\(^{1515}\) EU SWS, para. 1554.
\(^{1516}\) EU SWS, para. 1554.
\(^{1517}\) US FWS, paras. 945-947.
\(^{1518}\) Compare EU SWS, para. 1559, with Section IV.D, supra; see also DSU, Art. 17.14; US – Upland Cotton (21.5) (AB), para. 210; EC – Bed Linen (21.5) (AB), para. 98; Mexico – Corn Syrup (21.5) (AB), para. 79.
\(^{1519}\) EU SWS, para. 1557.
\(^{1520}\) Cf. EU SWS, paras. 1557-1559.
vi. India (alleged impedance and threat thereof)

1156. The EU second written submission still relies on its unwarranted use of a 50 percent market share benchmark for assessing impedance in lieu of an actual demonstration that A350 XWB deliveries into the Indian market would be higher absent the alleged subsidies.1521 This cannot support a finding of a threat of impedance.1522

1157. The EU also presents projected delivery data showing that sole possession of the Indian “new technology twin-aisle market” will, after a five-year gap with zero deliveries from 2017 to 2021, pass from Boeing to Airbus in 2022 but fails to explain how this is a “clear trend” supporting a threat of impedance finding. Accordingly, the EU’s claim fails.

1158. Finally, the EU cannot demonstrate present impedance of the A350 XWB because there are no present deliveries to be impeded, nor would there be in the absence of the 787 from the market.

vii. Japan (alleged impedance and threat thereof)

1159. The EU is precluded from re-litigating these claims and the ANA and JAL lost sales claims on which they rely,1523 notwithstanding the EU’s erroneous contention that it is unbound by the resolution of these issues in the original proceeding.1524 There is also no basis for the EU’s assertion that Airbus would have otherwise won any follow-on orders flowing from the original ANA and JAL orders of 787s.

1160. Further, the EU does not attempt to argue that, aside from these ANA and JAL sales, the market data show clear trends of impedance or a threat thereof.1525 Accordingly, the data cannot support the EU claim.

1161. Moreover, the EU’s response to the U.S. rebuttal still relies on its unsubstantiated use of a 50 percent market share benchmark for assessing impedance in lieu of an actual demonstration that A350 XWB deliveries into the Japanese market would be higher absent the alleged subsidies.1526

1162. Finally, the EU cannot demonstrate present impedance of the A350 XWB because there are no present deliveries to be impeded, nor would there be in the absence of the 787 from the market.

1521 See EU SWS, para. 1560 (citing EU FWS, paras. 1598-1599).
1522 See, supra, Section IV.H.5.
1523 US FWS, paras. 950-954.
1524 Compare EU SWS, para. 1570, with Section IV.D, supra.
1525 See EU SWS, para. 1567-1569.
1526 See EU SWS, para. 1567 (citing EU FWS, paras. 1600-1603).
viii. Kenya (alleged threat of impedance)

1163. Because the Appellate Body reversed the original panel’s finding of a threat of displacement and impedance in the Kenyan 200-300 seat market, which included the 787, the EU is precluded from re-litigating this claim, notwithstanding the EU’s erroneous contention that it is unbound by the resolution of this claim in the original proceeding.

1164. Further, the EU confirms that the projected 787 delivery data are solely the result of the Kenya Airways (2006) sale, which was found to be a lost sale for the A330 or Original A350. As discussed above, by failing to seek a finding that this sale was lost by the A350 XWB, and by now claiming that the alleged impedance and threat thereof are experienced solely by the A350 XWB, the EU cannot legitimately construe the 2005 sale to have been lost by the A350 XWB.

1165. Even if this claim could be revisited, it would be futile. By relying solely on orders from the 2006 Kenya Airways sale, the EU’s projected delivery data are no more persuasive than what the Appellate Body rejected as inadequate in the original proceeding. The EU has failed to explain how these data provide clear trends showing a threat of impedance.

1166. For these reasons, the EU’s arguments fail.

ix. Mexico (alleged threat of impedance)

1167. As the United States has shown, the EU failed to establish its threat of impedance claim in the Mexican market because its arguments rested solely on a single alleged lost sale campaign involving six 787 orders – Aeromexico (2012). The EU again relies on the Aeromexico sale in its second written submission. As explained above, the Appellate Body has made clear that this is insufficient to show threat of impedance under Article 6.3(b) of the SCM Agreement. Moreover, as explained in Section IV.H.4.f.xiii above and in the U.S. first written submission, the EU has failed to demonstrate that the 2012 Aeromexico sale constitutes a lost sale under Article 6.3(c) of the SCM Agreement.

1527 See US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 1068, 1126, 1350(d)(1)(A)(5).
1528 US FWS, paras. 955-956.
1529 Compare EU SWS, para. 1573, with Section IV.D, supra; see also DSU, Art. 17.14; US – Upland Cotton (21.5) (AB), para. 210; EC – Bed Linen (21.5) (AB), para. 98; Mexico – Corn Syrup (21.5) (AB), para. 79.
1530 EU SWS, para. 1571.
1531 US FWS, paras. 957-958.
1532 EU SWS, para. 1575-1576.
1533 See US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1241.
1534 US FWS, paras. 916-918.
The only new thing about this claim is the EU’s presentation of projected delivery data for the Mexican market. All the EU has to say about this is that “Boeing will make 100 percent of future deliveries of new technology twin-aisle LCA in Mexico.”\footnote{EU SWS, para. 1574.} However, with projected 787 deliveries fluctuating between three and two over 2013-2015, declining to one in 2016, and then zero in 2017 and 2018, the market data bear a striking resemblance to those for the Kenyan and Ethiopian markets that the Appellate Body found inadequate in the underlying proceeding, despite sustaining lost sales findings for these markets.\footnote{US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 1087 (“There were three deliveries in 2001, two projected for 2010, four projected for 2011, and three projected for 2012. We do not consider that this represents a clear trend either.”), 1088 (“Although there was an increase in the number of deliveries in Ethiopia from 2009 to 2010, and this increase was projected to be sustained in the following years, deliveries were projected to fluctuate between two and three for 2011 and 2012. We are not entirely convinced that this is a clear trend.”).} The EU does not, and cannot, provide a legitimate basis for sustaining its Mexican market claim where very similar data sets were rejected as inadequate by the Appellate Body.

For these reasons, the EU’s arguments fail.

\textit{x. Qatar (alleged impedance and threat thereof)}

As the United States has shown, the EU failed to establish its threat of impedance claim in the Qatari market because its arguments rested solely on a single alleged lost sales campaign involving six 787 orders – Qatar Airways (2007).\footnote{US FWS, paras. 959-960.} The EU again relies on the Qatar Airways sale in its second written submission.\footnote{EU SWS, para. 1578-1579.} As explained above, the Appellate Body has made clear that such a limited number of aircraft is insufficient to show threat of impedance under Article 6.3(b) of the SCM Agreement.\footnote{See US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1241.} Moreover, as explained in Section IV.H.4.f.iv above and in the U.S. first written submission,\footnote{US FWS, paras. 871-876.} the EU has failed to demonstrate that the 2007 Qatar Airways sale constitutes a lost sale under Article 6.3(c) of the SCM Agreement.

Furthermore, the EU cannot demonstrate present impedance of the A350 XWB because there are no present deliveries to be impeded, nor would there be in the absence of the 787 from the market.

Nor does the EU’s belated presentation of market data support its threat claim. To the extent any trend can be identified from these data, it is one of growing Airbus dominance. The A350 XWB will enter service in 2014, which is also the last year that the 787 is projected by the EU to have greater market share than Airbus in the Qatari market. For each year from its first A350 XWB deliveries into Qatar in 2015 to 2017, Airbus is projected to deliver more aircraft
into this market than Boeing. Starting in 2018, the A350 XWB is projected to take all market share through 2023.\footnote{EU SWS, para. 1578.} While this is an impedance, not a displacement claim, the data hardly show a clear trend of Airbus being hindered and obstructed when it is on its way to delivering 80 A350 XWBs and pushing Boeing completely out of the market for a six-year span.

1173. For these reasons, the EU’s arguments fail.

\textit{xi. UAE (alleged threat of impedance)}

1174. As the United States has shown, the EU failed to establish its threat of impedance claim in the UAE market because its arguments rested solely on alleged lost sales at Etihad (2008, 2011).\footnote{US FWS, paras. 961-962.} a single alleged lost sales campaign involving six 787 orders – Qatar Airways (2007).\footnote{US FWS, paras. 959-960.} The EU again relies on the Etihad sales in its second written submission.\footnote{EU SWS, para. 1582-1583.} As explained above, the Appellate Body has made clear that such a limited number of sales is insufficient to show threat of impedance under Article 6.3(b) of the SCM Agreement.\footnote{See US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1241.}

1175. Moreover, as explained in Section IV.H.4.f.x above and in the U.S. first written submission,\footnote{Cf. EU SWS, paras. 1581-1582.} the EU has failed to demonstrate that the Etihad sales constitute lost sales under Article 6.3(c) of the SCM Agreement.

1176. Nor can the EU’s belated presentation of market data support its threat claim.\footnote{EU SWS, paras. 903-907.} To the extent any trend can be identified from these data, it is one of Airbus growing rapidly from parity with Boeing (as each start with 50 percent share in 2014) to rapidly growing Airbus dominance: Airbus’s share shoots up to 82 percent in 2015 and then remains at 60 percent or greater through 2020.\footnote{EU SWS, para. 1582-1583.} In terms of volume, A350 XWB deliveries are projected to increase steadily from two in 2014, to nine in 2015, to 12 in 2016, and then, after remaining at 12 in 2017, increase again to 19 in 2019.\footnote{EU SWS, paras. 1581.} While this is a threat of impedance claim (rather than a displacement claim), the data hardly show a clear trend of Airbus being hindered and obstructed when it is on its way to delivering 82 A350 XWBs and capturing two-thirds of the UAE market over the 2014-2022 period.

1177. For these reasons, the EU’s arguments fail.

\begin{itemize}
\item \footnote{EU SWS, para. 1578.}
\item \footnote{US FWS, paras. 961-962.}
\item \footnote{US FWS, paras. 959-960.}
\item \footnote{EU SWS, para. 1582-1583.}
\item \footnote{See US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1241.}
\item \footnote{US FWS, paras. 903-907.}
\item \footnote{Cf. EU SWS, paras. 1581-1582.}
\item \footnote{EU SWS, paras. 1581.}
\end{itemize}
xii. Indonesia (alleged threat of impedance)

1178. The EU’s claim still relies solely on a 2012 Lion Air order for five 787s, and it remains unsupported by any presentation of delivery data over time that would allow for an assessment of market trends.\(^{1550}\) This compares unfavorably to the Ethiopian and Kenyan market impedance findings that were reversed by the Appellate Body, each of which involved more orders and at least an attempt to show trends in the market data.\(^{1551}\)

1179. Moreover, as explained in Section IV.H.4.f.xiv above and in Section IV.H.4.c.xi of the U.S. first written submission, the EU has failed to demonstrate that the 2012 Lion Air sale constitutes a lost sale under Article 6.3(c) of the SCM Agreement.

1180. For these reasons, the EU’s arguments fail.

xiii. Australia

1181. As the United States has observed, the EU’s argument concerning the 787 deliveries into Australia was nothing more than a two-sentence passage asserting a U.S. failure “to remove that threat of displacement” found by the original panel and contending that future 787 deliveries “will displace EU exports to Australia.”\(^{1552}\) The EU now appears to make not only a threat of displacement claim, but also, for the first time, presents displacement, impedance, and threat of impedance claims in the Australian “new technology twin-aisle market.”\(^{1553}\) While this is consistent with the EU’s tendency to obfuscate its sprawling claims and arguments, it is not consistent with principles of due process for a complaining Member to add new allegations of WTO-inconsistency after its first written submission. The Panel should accordingly reject the EU’s attempt to expand even further the range of allegations in this dispute.

1182. The reason why the EU would seek to augment its threat of displacement claim with impedance and threat of impedance claims is obvious: the market data belatedly presented by the EU shows that, over the 2013 to 2015 period, Airbus’s projected market share remains constant at zero, while a threat of displacement claim requires an imminent decline in market share. With the A350 XWB alleged to be the only Airbus model in the market, and no A350 XWBs actually having been delivered into the Australian market, Airbus has no market share to lose, and there can be no imminent and foreseeable change in circumstances to change the

\(^{1550}\) Cf. EU SWS, paras. 1564-1566.

\(^{1551}\) See US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), paras. 1068, 1126, 1350(d)(1)(A)(5).

\(^{1552}\) US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1569.

\(^{1553}\) See EU SWS, Heading V.G.8 (referring to “Displacement, impedance and threat of impedance”), para. 1538 (“To the extent that the Panel were to consider that this evidence does not support a finding of present displacement, the European Union submits that the evidence establishes present and future impedance in the Australian new technology twin-aisle market.”) (emphasis added).
situation. Accordingly, the EU’s threat of displacement allegation, and present displacement allegation, to the extent one has been made, must fail.

1183. Even if it were permissible for the EU to raise new impedance and threat of impedance claims at this stage, the EU would be unable to sustain them. These ostensible EU claims are based solely on “outstanding deliveries of 787 family LCA to Qantas . . under the order that formed the basis for this finding.” That Qantas order was, however, a lost sale for the Original A350, not the A350 XWB. Having declined before the original panel to request lost sales findings with respect to the A350 XWB, and now having confined its impedance and threat of impedance claims to the A350 XWB, the EU cannot legitimately treat the Qantas sale lost by the Original A350 as one lost by the A350 XWB.

1184. Moreover, the EU cannot demonstrate present impedance of the A350 XWB because there are no present deliveries to be impeded, nor would there be in the absence of the 787 from the market.

1185. For these reasons, the EU claims must fail, including those impermissibly raised for the first time in its second written submission.

c. Conclusion

1186. For the reasons set forth above, the EU has failed to overcome the U.S. rebuttal showing the EU’s failure to establish that the effect of any allegedly unwound subsidies is displacement, impedance or threat thereof in any market under Articles 6.3(a) and (b) of the SCM Agreement.

I. The EU Still Has Failed to Demonstrate that Alleged Subsidies to the 737 MAX Cause Adverse Effects in the Form of Significant Price Suppression, Significant Lost sales, Impedance, or Threat of Impedance with Respect to the A320neo.

1. Alleged technology effects

1187. As demonstrated above and in the U.S. first written submission, the EU has failed to demonstrate that any technology spillovers from the 787 enabled Boeing to launch the 737 MAX earlier than it did. The EU’s allegations of technology spillovers are incorrect. There would also be irrelevant even if they were accurate, since absent the R&D subsidies, the 787 and its technologies would have been available to the 787 MAX in sufficient time for it to enter the market as and when it did. Below, the United States discusses additional errors in the EU’s

---

1554 This contrasts with the situation before the original panel, where, after delivering A330s from 2002 to 2010, Airbus was projected to lose share in the 200-300 seat Australian market. See US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1790.

1555 EU SWS, para. 1537.

1556 US FWS, paras. 971-991.
arguments concerning alleged spillover and new technology effects associated with the 737 MAX.

a. Engine Integration/Coupling

1188. The United States and Boeing engineers demonstrated that the 737 MAX engine integration solution was not influenced by the 787 engine installation. In response, the EU and Airbus engineers refer to alleged spillovers from Boeing’s CFD tools used on the 787, but they do not even contest the Boeing engineers’ analysis that, absent R&D subsidies, the experience Boeing had with CFD codes on NASA projects would have been achieved by Boeing in six months.

1189. The EU and Airbus engineers also refer to Boeing comments and presentations that liken the 737 MAX and 787 engine installations. There is, however, no contradiction between these materials and the Boeing Engineers Statement:

[***] It would have made little sense for Boeing to [***]  

1190. Accordingly, the EU fails to support its technology effects arguments regarding the alleged spillover effects of subsidies to the 787 and 737 MAX engine integration technology.

b. Chevrons

1191. The Boeing engineers have explained that the 737 MAX does not use chevron nozzle technology from the 787:

[***]  

1192. The Airbus engineers assert that that “the 787 and 737 MAX both use similar chevron technology,” but they [***] that the two types of chevrons are used for different purposes. They cite a [***] in support of their position, but this is consistent with the Boeing Engineers Statement, as Boeing engineers explain.

We understand that the EU has also referred to Boeing statements likening the chevron nacelle ends on the 787 to those on the 737 MAX. Statements that chevron technology from the 787 is the same or similar to that of the 737 MAX

---

1557 Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 92 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).
1558 See Boeing Engineers Statement, para. 30 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)).
1559 Boeing Engineers Reply, paras. 32 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).
1560 Boeing Engineers Statement, para. 56 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)).
1561 Airbus Engineers Statement, paras. 97-98 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).
1562 Airbus Engineers Statement, paras. 95 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).
Indeed, while they describe the two aircraft as having “similar chevron technology,” the Airbus engineers themselves understand the chevrons on the 787 and 737 MAX to have different purposes – cabin noise and community noise, respectively. [***]

Accordingly, the EU fails to support its technology effects arguments regarding the alleged spillover effects of subsidies to the 787 and 737 MAX chevron technology.

c. Flight deck displays

The United States has demonstrated that there is no connection between the 737 MAX KC-46 DoD RDT&E funding, and that the 737 MAX flight deck displays are from the 787, not the KC-46. The EU disputes this, citing [[HSBI]]. The EU also maintains that real point of their argument is that “it was through the KC-46 programme (specifically, the 767-2C) that Boeing learned how to integrate the modern, 787 displays into a legacy architecture of its other LCA models.”

The EU is drawing an unwarranted inference from [[HSBI]], and it is citing an integration learning effect that does not, in fact, exist. As Boeing engineers observe:

We explained previously that the 737 MAX primary displays are derived from those on the 787. We also explained that the “787 displays also served as the basis for the KC-46 displays, but there was absolutely no transfer of technology or learning from the KC-46 displays to those on the 737 MAX.” We understand that the European Union has referenced Boeing presentations that it interprets to mean that the 737 MAX and KC-46 displays are identical. The Airbus engineers also refer to redacted information supposedly contradicting our observation that the 737 MAX and KC-46 displays are different devices. While we have not been provided with the information referenced by the European Union and Airbus, we suspect that they are misinterpreting similarities between the 737 MAX and KC-46 displays to mean that they are identical, which would be incorrect. To a point, this is understandable, since both sets of displays derive from those on the 787.

What is not understandable is the Airbus engineers’ contention that the KC-46 program taught Boeing how to “integrate, the modern, 787 displays into a legacy architecture of its other LCA models.” This is erroneous. Boeing did not need a DOD program to teach it how to integrate a commercial flight deck display into a 737NG systems architecture that Boeing has updated numerous times over the

1563 Boeing Engineers Reply, paras. 33 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).
1564 US FWS, paras. 986-988.
1565 EU SWS, para. 1603.
1566 EU SWS, para. 1604 (quoting Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 104 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI))).
years. Further, there is no meaningful “legacy architecture” display integration challenge common to the 767 and the 737. Integrating 787-type displays into the 767 does not accelerate the process of integrating such displays into the systems architecture of the 737.\textsuperscript{1567}

1196. Accordingly, there is no causal connection between DoD RDT&E funding for the KC-46 and the 737 MAX.

d. Tail Cone

1197. The United States has demonstrated that the EU’s arguments about a technology spillover from the 787 tail cone to that of the 737 MAX are incorrect.\textsuperscript{1568} The EU asserts that a comment from Boeing’s John Hamilton shows that “Boeing’s decision to change the shape of the 737 MAX tail cone stems from its experience in designing the 787.”\textsuperscript{1569} However, as the Boeing engineers observe, this comment and another press report do not contradict their prior statement:

“This does not contradict the Boeing Engineers Statement, which noted that Boeing [***]:

Boeing has decades of experience designing and producing conical tail cones. Over the years, the tail cones on Boeing’s commercial aircraft have varied from the conical shapes on the 757 and 767, as well as the 787, to the blade-like shape on the 777. The 737NG represents a hybrid between cone and blade. On the 737 MAX, Boeing returned to the conical shape as part of improvements to the aft body designed to improve the steadiness of air flow and eliminate the need for vortex generators on the tail. The basis for the final 737 MAX tail cone design was [***] if the 787 did not exist, we would still have designed the 737 MAX tail cone as it is, in the same timeframe.

The Airbus engineers also cite a press report to the effect that the 737 MAX tail cone is “similar to the 787’s,” but as we discussed in our prior statement, the 737 MAX tail cone is similar to that of the 787 in the broad sense that they are both conical, as are the tail cones on the 757 and 767.\textsuperscript{1570}

1198. Thus, the EU has failed to establish a causal relationship between the R&D subsidies to the 787 and the design of the 737 MAX tail cone.

\textsuperscript{1567} Boeing Engineers Reply, paras. 39-40 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).

\textsuperscript{1568} US FWS, paras. 982-983.

\textsuperscript{1569} EU SWS, para. 1598 (quoting Mr.Hamilton as follows: “It is more of the aero-line change in the back and so we have learned a lot with the 777 airplane and the 787 design using computational fluid dynamics.”).

\textsuperscript{1570} Boeing Engineers Reply, paras. 37-38 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)) (citations omitted).
e. Fly-by-Wire Spoilers

1199. The EU and Airbus try to link the 737 MAX’s fly-by-wire spoilers to 787 technology, but they fail to refute the Boeing engineers observation that “the 737 MAX is very different from that of the 787” because it uses a different systems architecture and suppliers. 1571 The Airbus engineers dismiss these as “small differences,” contending that “the underlying concept of both is still the same.” 1572 In fact, the differences are not small, and there is no meaningful commonality in terms of an “underlying concept”, as the Boeing engineers explain:

{W}e confirm that, unlike the 787, [***] We also recall that the control architecture for the 737 MAX’s FBW spoilers is most similar to the control architecture applied to the FBW spoilers on the 767 and 757.

The Airbus engineers dismiss the differences between the FBW spoiler system on the 737 MAX and that on the 787 – different configurations, different systems architectures, and different suppliers – as “small,” contending that “the underlying concept of both is still the same.” This strikes us as a meaningless statement. The “underlying concept” could only be the “same” if the concept is defined to mean FBW in the most generic sense, regardless of differences in configuration, systems architecture, and suppliers. By this logic, the underlying concepts of the analog FBW spoiler systems on the 767 and 757 are the same as the digital system on the 787. 1573

1200. Thus, the EU has failed to establish a causal relationship between the R&D subsidies to the 787 and the design of the 737 MAX fly-by-wire spoilers.

f. Technologies allegedly linked to the CLEEN program: Multi-spar Winglets, VFAN, Adaptive Trailing Wing Edge, and RFID devices

1201. The United States has rebutted the EU allegations that alleged subsidies from the FAA CLEEN program enabled Boeing’s development of winglet, variable fan area nozzle (VFAN), adaptive trailing wing edge, and RFID device technology for the 737 MAX. The EU does not contest that these technologies were not tested pursuant to the CLEEN contract – i.e., the measure it challenges, 1574 or that Boeing developed these technologies itself. 1575 This should end the analysis.

1571 Boeing Engineers Statement, para. 60 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)).
1572 Airbus Engineers Statement, paras. 95 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).
1573 Boeing Engineers Reply, paras. 34-35 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)).
1574 Cf. EU SWS, para. 1602; Airbus Engineers Statement, paras. 105-106, 112-113 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).
1575 See Airbus Engineers Statement, paras. 105-106.
1202. The EU and Airbus engineers attempt to circumvent this conclusion by arguing that these proprietary Boeing technologies, developed independently by Boeing, nevertheless “piggybacked on the CLEEN-funded 737-800 flight testbed.”\textsuperscript{1576} In fact, the CLEEN program did not have any technology effects. At most, it may have contributed a tiny amount of funding for jet fuel used on some flight tests that tested technology [***]

1203. As Boeing engineers explain, the EU and Airbus engineers are making allegations about the effects of CLEEN that bear no resemblance to reality:

The Airbus engineers confuse the relationship between the CLEEN program and the 2012 ecoDemonstrator flight tests. They assert that “the 2012 ecoDemonstrator flight test was funded by CLEEN, would not have occurred but for CLEEN, and served as the platform for Boeing’s independent additional testing of the researched technologies.” This is inaccurate. While it is true that CLEEN existed as a program prior to the ecoDemonstrator program and created an opportunity for synergistic testing, both programs are separate and distinct programs with distinct work statements and segregated cost management. Boeing regularly conducts self-funded tests on Boeing flying test-bed aircraft, with the ecoDemonstrator program being the most recent example. The Airbus engineers therefore have no basis to suppose that we would not have flight-tested our own technology absent CLEEN funding.

The 2012 test bed aircraft was a pre-delivery 737-800 destined for American Airlines but owned by Boeing at the time of the flight tests. The FAA did not pay either Boeing or American Airlines for making this aircraft available for flight testing. FAA CLEEN funding paid for preparation of the aircraft/instrumentation specific to CLEEN test requirements, operation, fuel and support of the aircraft during 51.5 hours of dedicated adaptive trailing edge flight testing based in Glasgow, Montana, and an apportioned percentage of the post-test refurbishment costs of the aircraft to make it suitable for commercial operation with American Airlines.

On the majority of ecoDemonstrator flight tests – that is, another 50+ flight hours in Glasgow and additional flight tests out of Boeing Field in Washington State – the CLEEN program was not involved. Boeing paid for all of the costs of conducting the tests (which involved Boeing’s own technology) and operating the aircraft (again, an aircraft it built and owned). It was on the ecoDemonstrator tests based at Boeing Field that we evaluated the multi-spar winglet that will be used on the 737 MAX. The winglet was not even installed on the test aircraft during the CLEEN phase of flight testing in Glasgow.

\textsuperscript{1576} Airbus Engineers Statement, para. 106 (Exhibit EU-1014(HSBI)).
Accordingly, for the Boeing multi-spar winglet, HLFC, RFID, and VFAN technologies tested on the ecoDemonstrator aircraft outside of a CLEEN contract, it is misleading for the Airbus engineers to state that they “piggy-backed on the CLEEN-funded 737-800 flight testbed.” Great care was employed to segregate CLEEN costs from ecoDemonstrator costs, and at most, it is possible that CLEEN funded a small portion of the fuel cost incurred for VAFN during the Glasgow-based testing (which, again, did not involve the 737 MAX winglet). We find it unreasonable to suggest that this possible fuel cost contribution had a meaningful impact on Boeing’s testing of these technologies, let alone on Boeing’s ability to develop the 737 MAX and 777X as it has.\footnote{1577}

1204. Therefore, alleged subsidies from the CLEEN program do not have any genuine causal relationship with Boeing’s testing of these technologies on the ecoDemonstrator or their application (or non-application) on the 737 MAX.

2. **Alleged price effects**

1205. In the original proceeding, only FSC/ETI and the Washington B&O tax rate reduction, on an aggregated basis (tied tax subsidies), and the Wichita IRBs, when cumulated with the aggregated tied tax subsidies, were found to result in lower Boeing 737 pricing (and it was the 737NG, as the MAX did not exist at the time). The United States demonstrated in its first written submission that, with FSC/ETI unquestionably withdrawn and not even alleged as a subsidy to the 737 MAX, the Washington B&O tax rate reduction is far too small to cause price reductions sufficient to cause the alleged market effects. The United States also demonstrated that the Wichita IRBs are far too small in isolation to cause price reductions sufficient to cause the alleged market effects. All other alleged subsidies to the 737 MAX, which were not found to cause price effects in the original proceeding, are not properly before this Panel and, in any event, have not been shown to cause price effects of any kind. Therefore, the EU’s claim that U.S. subsidies to the re-engined 737 MAX are now causing lower Boeing prices that result in serious prejudice is meritless. The EU has failed to rebut that demonstration.\footnote{1578}

1206. In response to U.S. allegations about the insufficient magnitudes of price effects subsidies the EU second written submission does not put forward a detailed analysis of the magnitude of the subsidies it alleges and an explanation of how that magnitude translates into market effects. Instead, the EU argues that previous Appellate Body guidance absolved the EU of its responsibility to prove that subsidies are indeed of sufficient magnitude to be causing adverse effects through a price causal mechanism and that the U.S. magnitude calculations improperly excluded subsidies and suffered from a methodological error. The EU is mistaken on all counts.

\footnote{1577} Boeing Engineers Reply, paras. 43-47 (Exhibit USA-359(BCI)) (citations omitted).

\footnote{1578} See EU SWS, paras. 1605-1620.
a. The EU has failed to demonstrate that the nature and magnitude of the alleged subsidies are capable of and are causing 737 MAX price effects.

1207. The EU criticizes the U.S. demonstration that the magnitudes of the price effects subsidies properly before this panel, if unwithdrawn, are too small to cause the market phenomena alleged by the EU. The United States notes that the EU bears the burden of demonstrating that the subsidies it asserts as having a price-based causal mechanism are actually causing adverse effects, and that for such a mechanism, the magnitude of the subsidy (and the portion of that magnitude causing lower prices) is a critical factor. Therefore, even if the EU’s criticisms of the U.S. magnitude analysis were valid – and they are not – the EU still must do more. It fails to do so.

1208. The United States previously criticized the EU for its failure to demonstrate that the subset of subsidies specifically alleged to cause 737 MAX price effects are doing so. The EU characterizes the U.S. objection as one to cross-referencing. The United States does not oppose cross-referencing where it addresses the relevant issues. The problem identified in the U.S. first written submission is that the sections cross-referenced by the EU in its model-specific price effects sections do not address the relevant issue. Thus, instead of demonstrating that subsidies to the 737 MAX are causing price effects, the EU cross-references a general price effects discussion, which does not contain 737 MAX-specific analysis and therefore does not account for the fact that not all subsidies are alleged to impact 737 MAX pricing.

1209. The EU second written submission now provides for the first time a table listing the subsidies it is alleging to specifically cause lower 737 MAX prices. But this list fails to fully clarify what the EU is alleging because it includes R&D subsidies that the EU asserts elsewhere in its submissions to cause technology effects. As the EU recognizes that subsidies causing price effects cannot also cause technology effects, and vice versa, this table simply creates confusion.

1210. Even ignoring this lack of clarity for the moment and taking the list at face value, the EU argument that the listed subsidies to the 737 MAX are of a magnitude sufficient to cause serious prejudice is limited to vague and unsupported statements, such as its assertion that they are “large by any reasonable measure, and sufficient to cause the adverse effects at issue.” In lieu of actually demonstrating that the magnitude of the subsidies is sufficient to cause the alleged 737 MAX price effects, the EU argues: “As the Appellate Body explained in the original proceedings, ‘the absolute value or size of a subsidy may not correspond directly to the impact

---

1579 See, e.g., EU FWS, paras. 1626-1629.
1580 EU SWS, para. 1608.
1581 See, e.g., EU FWS, paras. 961, 964, 981 (alleging that the FAA CLEEN program is causing technology effects).
1582 EU SWS, para. 1617.
that the subsidy may have in causing adverse effects’, such that ‘{s}ubsidies of a relatively small magnitude may nevertheless have substantial effects in a particular case or market’.”

1211. The omitted portions of the quoted paragraph are critical. The entirety of the paragraph reads as follows:

The Appellate Body has stated previously that, while the magnitude of subsidies is important, precise quantification is not an indispensable part of a serious prejudice analysis. Moreover, the absolute value or size of a subsidy may not correspond directly to the impact that the subsidy may have in causing adverse effects. Subsidies of a relatively small magnitude may nevertheless have substantial effects in a particular case or market. We understand the Panel to have found this to be the case as regards the effects of the aeronautics R&D subsidies.

1212. Thus, the magnitude of the subsidies is important. In addition, just because precise quantification is not indispensable does not mean that a complaining party can meet its burden without even a rough quantification of the magnitude and an explanation of why that magnitude is sufficient given the nature and context of the subsidies.

1213. Moreover, of critical importance, the Appellate Body does not say that all subsidies have effects disproportionate to their size. Rather, it states that this may be the case, allowing that subsidies may have an effect commensurate with or even less than their size would indicate. The original panel found that the R&D subsidies acting through a technology causal mechanism at issue in the original proceeding had an effect greater than their size, but made no such finding for subsidies acting through a price mechanism. The complaining party must demonstrate that, due to their nature, the subsidies at issue are among those that do in fact have disproportionately large effects.

1214. The R&D subsidies in the original proceeding were found to have disproportionate effects relative to the face value of the subsidy because receipt of the subsidy was determined to be the difference between the research going forward and not. But the EU has not demonstrated that price effects are likewise disproportionate relative to the cash value of the subsidies. Indeed, such a contention could not be sustained in light of the EU’s price effects theory.

1215. According to the EU’s price effects theory, Boeing uses subsidies to reduce its prices, which in turn causes Airbus to suffer serious prejudice. The cash value of a subsidy therefore

---

1583 EU SWS, para. 1618 (quoting US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1006).
1584 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1006 (internal citation omitted).
1585 See US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 945; US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1760.
1586 See EU FWS, para. 1112.
represents the maximum that Boeing could conceivably lower prices if it applied the entirety of the subsidy to that purpose.

1216. Of course, the EU has not made an affirmative showing that, to the extent that R&D or miscellaneous subsidies are not withdrawn, any such subsidies would be used by Boeing to lower prices in strategic sales campaigns. In the original proceeding, the EU tried – and failed – to demonstrate that R&D subsidies can and do cause price effects. In this compliance proceeding, the EU does not even try. Instead it just assumes that if (certain unspecified) R&D subsidies left Boeing with more cash than it would have, then Boeing necessarily will use them to lower prices and that the subsidies (or the portion of subsidies used for this purpose) are large enough to fund price reduction sufficient to have the indicated effects. The EU puts forth no evidence or economic theory to support this assumption. The EU also failed to show than each of the miscellaneous subsidies would cause Boeing to lower 737 MAX prices. As explained in Section VI.G, standard economic principles indicate that these subsidies that are not tied to sales, and therefore do not increase in proportion to increases in sales, do not affect pricing decisions in the absence of capital constraints, which the EU has not alleged, much less proven.

1217. Furthermore, even if the EU had shown that such untied subsidies would be used to lower 737 MAX prices, the EU does not explain what proportion of the subsidy would be applied by Boeing to lower prices, as opposed to other uses. This step – which the EU also at least attempted in the original proceeding – is critical because it potentially reduces the amount of price reductions that flow from the subsidies.

1218. Yet, the EU does none of this. It does not attempt to demonstrate that R&D subsidies or miscellaneous subsidies would be used to lower prices, much less the portion of the subsidies that would be put this use. The EU does not even attempt to show that, even if all alleged price effects subsidies were applied in their entirety to lowering prices, they would be sufficient in the context of this industry to genuinely and substantially cause lost sales, price suppression, displacement, or impedance. In short, the EU does not attempt to do the minimum necessary to prove that the alleged price effects subsidies cause serious prejudice. Therefore, the EU’s 737 MAX price effects arguments necessarily fail.

b. The EU’s price effects argument is based on the improper inclusion of subsidies and improper aggregation and cumulation analyses.

1219. The EU contends that the U.S. analysis of the magnitudes of price causal mechanism subsidies improperly excludes some of the relevant subsidies. According to the EU, the United States should have considered all of the subsidies listed in its table on a collective basis. The EU’s position is based on its erroneous inclusion of subsidies not properly before

1587 See EU SWS, para. 1613.
1588 EU SWS, para. 1615.
this Panel, subsidies not shown to cause price effects, improper aggregation of subsidies, and improper cumulation of subsidies. Therefore, the EU’s criticisms of the U.S. analysis fail.

1220. First, the EU’s list of subsidies alleged to cause 737 MAX price effects includes the Washington B&O tax credit for preproduction/aerospace product development, Washington B&O tax credit for property taxes, and Washington sales and use tax exemptions.1589 The EU challenged these measures in the original proceeding and failed to establish that any of them constituted actionable subsidies causing adverse effects. As a result, the United States had no compliance obligations with respect to these measures. The EU cannot re-litigate in this compliance proceeding what it failed to establish in the original proceeding. Moreover, as these are the same measures addressed by the original panel, they cannot also be measures taken to comply. As the EU’s 737 MAX price effects argument relies on the improper inclusion of these measures, it necessarily fails.

1221. Second, the EU’s list of subsidies alleged to cause 737 MAX price effects includes R&D subsidies. The EU tried to establish in the original proceeding that R&D subsidies were causing price effects but was unsuccessful. As discussed above and in Section VI.C, it is not clear which R&D subsidies the EU is alleging to have price effects. However, to the extent that any of the R&D subsidies alleged to have price effects were raised in the original proceeding or could have been, the EU cannot properly raise them in this compliance proceeding.

1222. Third, the EU’s list of subsidies alleged to cause 737 MAX price effects includes South Carolina measures, the Washington JCATI, and the Washington B&O tax credit for leasehold excise taxes. As explained above and in the U.S. first written submission, these measures were not subject to the DSB’s recommendations and rulings, are not measures taken to comply, and are not actionable subsidies for the purpose of the SCM Agreement. As the EU’s 737 MAX price effects argument relies on the improper inclusion of these alleged subsidies, it necessarily fails.

1223. Not only does the EU erroneously include all of these subsidies in its price effects argument, but it does so based on a flawed application of the Appellate Body’s aggregation test. The United States demonstrated the EU’s aggregation errors in Section IV.E.1, but it bears repeating that the (unspecified) technology effects R&D subsidies and the (unspecified but different) price effects R&D subsidies clearly cannot be aggregated with one another based on the EU’s acknowledgement that a common causal mechanism is a requirement for aggregation.1590 The United States also demonstrates in Section IV.E.2 that the EU has either improperly applied the Appellate Body’s cumulation guidance or has failed to explain the mechanics of its novel proposal for collective assessment of subsidies.

---

1589 EU SWS, para. 1608.
1590 See EU SWS, para 931.
1224. For all of these reasons, the EU has failed to demonstrate that subsidies to the 737 MAX cause serious prejudice through a price causal mechanism. And because the EU’s argument relies on a vague assessment of this flawed group of subsidies and lacks a detailed analysis of individual subsidies or even aggregated groups of subsidies, it cannot succeed under any other analytical framework (e.g., if some subsidies are excluded, under a different aggregation analysis, or under a different cumulation analysis).

c. The EU’s objection to the methodology underlying the U.S. magnitude calculations is erroneous.

1225. In addition to the exclusion of subsidies addressed in the preceding sub-section, the EU objects to the methodology underlying the U.S. magnitude calculations. Specifically, the EU argues that “while the US tax subsidies in question are tied to sales revenue – which, the original panel and Appellate Body recognised, is received by Boeing in major part only when the aircraft is delivered – the United States divides the subsidy magnitude by orders to derive its per-aircraft magnitude.”

1591 This argument cannot withstand scrutiny.

1226. According to the EU’s price effects theory, Boeing uses the subsidy to lower 737 MAX prices in strategic sales campaigns. It stands to reason that the effects of the subsidies – the lowering of prices – would have to take place when the prices are negotiated at the time of the order.

1227. Moreover, even if the EU’s argument were valid, it would apply only to the tied tax subsidies, as these are the only subsidies that are received to a greater extent (or with reference at all to) when the aircraft is delivered. And even then, to maintain consistency between the numerator and denominator, one would have to include all of the deliveries during the reference period of aircraft ordered in strategic sales campaigns prior to the reference period.

1228. Therefore, the U.S. calculations remain valid and probative of the implausibility that subsidies are causing serious prejudice through lower 737 MAX prices. In fact, there are two refinements that are appropriate, and they undermine the EU’s case further.

1229. First, the United States understood the EU to allege that the Wichita IRBs affect only the 737 MAX and 737NG, and thus allocated the annual subsidy value across the 1,467 aircraft 737 variants (1,057 737 MAXs and 410 737NGs) ordered in sales campaigns alleged by the EU to be significant lost sales. 1592 The EU’s table now makes clear that it is alleging the Wichita IRBs to

1591 EU SWS, para. 1619 (emphases original) (internal citations omitted).

1592 See Compilation of Number of Boeing Aircraft Sold in Alleged Lost Sales Campaigns and Related Calculations, Exhibit USA-295(HSBI)); US FWS, para. 1000. To recall, these aircraft totals were conservative in several ways. First, the United States did not include any options or purchase rights, even though the prices (and therefore any price reductions) are set at the time of the order. Second, the United States did not include allocate any of the subsidy values to aircraft in sales campaigns where Airbus won the sale and that contribute to the EU’s price suppression claims. Likewise, the United States did not attempt to allocate any of the subsidy values to aircraft
affect 787 pricing as well.\textsuperscript{1593} Therefore, the subsidy value should have been allocated across the 1,830 Boeing aircraft ordered in all sales campaigns alleged by the EU to be lost sales. This adjustment alone reduces the value of the Wichita IRBs from $36,000 per aircraft to $29,000 per aircraft.\textsuperscript{1594}

1230. Second, in its second written submission, the EU alleges three new lost A350 XWB sales, which include an additional 58 787 orders, and one new lost A320neo sale, which includes 60 737 MAX orders.\textsuperscript{1595} This brings the total Boeing aircraft in lost sales campaigns to 1,948. This would reduce the value of the Wichita IRBs further to $27,000.\textsuperscript{1596}

1231. And this second refinement helps illustrate a problem with the EU’s theory, at least as it relates to untied subsidies (\textit{i.e.}, R&D subsidies and miscellaneous subsidies). The increase in strategic sales campaigns results in the subsidy becoming less significant and less likely to have any effect because the subsidy value does not increase in proportion to increases in sales.

1232. In any event, these intricacies are mostly beside the point since the per aircraft dollar amounts are so miniscule in relation to the price of the aircraft that even if the subsidies were applied in their entirety to lowering prices, it is simply implausible that they could genuinely and substantially cause the market phenomena alleged by the EU.

3. Significant price suppression

1233. In its first written submission, the United States demonstrated that the EU had failed to establish significant price suppression with respect to the A320neo because:

\begin{itemize}
  \item[a.] it failed to demonstrate the requisite genuine and substantial causal link, under either a technology effects or price effects theory;\textsuperscript{1597}
  \item[b.] it provided family-based pricing data evincing no discernible impact of the 737 MAX on A320neo prices, while it continued to withhold the model-specific pricing data requested by the Panel under Article 13 of the DSU;\textsuperscript{1598}
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{1593} See EU SWS, paras. 1072, 1145.
\textsuperscript{1594} See Compilation of Number of Boeing Aircraft Sold in Alleged Lost Sales Campaigns and Related Calculations (Exhibit USA-295(HSBI)).
\textsuperscript{1595} EU SWS, paras. 1260, 1274, 1289, and 1628.
\textsuperscript{1596} See Compilation of Number of Boeing Aircraft Sold in Alleged Lost Sales Campaigns and Related Calculations (Exhibit USA-295(HSBI)).
\textsuperscript{1597} US FWS, para. 1001.
\textsuperscript{1598} US FWS, para. 1003-1004.
c. it failed to show that the situation with A320neo prices is genuinely and substantially caused by the alleged subsidies, rather than competition from existing single-aisle LCA; Airbus’s [[HSBI]] that preceded the 737 MAX’s market entry; and Airbus’s related strategy of pursuing existing Boeing customers at account after account;\(^{1599}\)

d. it failed to show that any price suppression properly attributable to the alleged subsidies is “significant” under Article 6.3(c) of the SCM Agreement.\(^{1600}\)

1234. The EU’s response not only fails to overcome the U.S. rebuttal, it actually admits that A320neo prices were suppressed by customers’ speculation that Boeing might develop a re-engined single-aisle aircraft, not by Boeing’s offer of the 737 MAX incorporating technology allegedly enabled by R&D subsidies and not by Boeing’s alleged use of subsidies to lower prices.\(^{1601}\) Below, the United States discusses this along with other flaws in the EU’s arguments.

\(1235. \) The EU has failed to establish that, absent the alleged subsidies, Boeing would have been unable to offer the 737 MAX as and when it did, or that 737 MAX prices would be higher to a degree that would result in significant price suppression, as demonstrated above in Sections VI.F and VI.G and in the U.S. first written submission.

\(1236. \) First, the United States observes that, as with A350 XWB pricing data, the EU still refuses to comply with the Panel’s Article 13 request for model-specific order price information.\(^{1602}\) It does not deny its failure to comply. Instead, it attempts to provide reasons why the Panel should ignore its withholding of the data.\(^{1603}\) None are valid.

\(1237. \) Second, the United States recalls that the available A320neo pricing data show [***].\(^{1604}\) [***]\(^{1605}\) The EU’s explanation of these data as “the market expectation of a competitive response from Boeing”\(^{1606}\) is fatal to its price suppression claim.

---

\(^{1599}\) US FWS, paras. 1005-1008.

\(^{1600}\) US FWS, paras. 1004, 1006.

\(^{1601}\) See EU SWS, para. 1810.

\(^{1602}\) Compare US FWS, para. 1003, and EU Responses to Article 13 Questions (Feb. 28, 2013), Question 6, with EU SWS, paras. 1805-1807.

\(^{1603}\) EU SWS, paras. 1805-1807.

\(^{1604}\) US FWS, para. 1004.

\(^{1605}\) EU SWS, para. 1813; US FWS, para. 1004; Price Per Seat Evolution of Net Order Intakes of A330, A320ceo, and A350 XWB family LCA (Exhibit EU-690(BCI)).
1238. Citing to the Appellate Body’s observation that the single-aisle LCA market has been “very competitive” historically, the EU contends that pricing for the A320neo prior to the market entry of the 737 MAX reflected customers’ speculation that Boeing would launch a “new technology single-aisle” competitor to the A320neo before “very long.”\footnote{EU SWS, para. 1811.} The EU relies on faulty logic, rather than evidence, for this theory. Even if true, it implies that A320neo prices have not been suppressed by the alleged subsidies. Customer expectations about the market entry of an unidentified and unlaunched aircraft,\footnote{EU SWS, para. 1810.} based on the history of competition in the single-aisle market, are not an effect of the alleged subsidies. Indeed, customer expectations could have been based on an aircraft entirely different from the 737 MAX.\footnote{Boeing Engineers Statement, paras. 46-47 (Exhibit USA-283(BCI)).} Because [***] there is strong evidence that the A320neo’s prices were not suppressed by the alleged subsidy-enabled technology and pricing of the 737 MAX.

1239. Here, the United States notes that the EU is wrong to contend that the U.S. arguments concerning pricing and price trends “do not address, and therefore cannot rebut,” the EU’s arguments based on its technology effects causation theory.\footnote{Cf. EU SWS, para. 1803.} If the alleged technology effects of subsidies to the 737 MAX are supposed to have enabled it to enter the market earlier, and with more attractive features, than would otherwise be the case, this effect should be observable based on a comparison of A320neo prices from before and after the 737 MAX’s entry. [***] is one of several reasons to reject the EU’s claim.

1240. The EU contends that [***] after the 737 MAX’s market entry “strongly suggests the deficiency of the United States’ premise regarding monopoly pricing.”\footnote{EU SWS, para. 1813.} To be clear, the A320neo’s status as a monopolist during late 2010 through mid-2011 is not a U.S. “premise” but a necessary implication of the EU’s product market theory, which holds that the A320neo does not compete against the existing A320ceo or 737NG. In fact, customers did have the alternative of purchasing a very similar but less fuel-efficient aircraft, the A320ceo, during this period. Whether or not A320neo prices in this period were constrained by alternatives (such as the A320ceo), the fact remains that they are reflective of the 737 MAX’s absence from the market and therefore provide a good test of the EU’s theory as to whether A320neo prices would be higher absent the alleged subsidies. The answer: [***]
c. Non-subsidy factors

1241. The United States previously demonstrated that the EU’s price suppression claim was undermined by significant non-subsidy factors affecting A320neo pricing: competition from existing single-aisle LCA, including Airbus’s own A320ceo; [[HSBI]]; and Airbus’s strategy of targeting the A320neo at key Boeing accounts. The EU fails to rebut these arguments.

1242. The EU’s first response concerning these factors is to misstate, once again, the Appellate Body’s guidance as having rejected the “premise underlying the US argument” and to mistake that premise. The relevant guidance from the Appellate Body is that a subsidy may be a genuine and substantial cause of a market phenomenon giving rise to adverse effects even if other, non-subsidy factors were also genuine and substantial causes of that phenomenon. The United States is not arguing that the cited non-subsidy factors are affecting A320neo prices in addition to the effects from the alleged subsidies. Rather, the United States denies that the alleged subsidies are a genuine and substantial cause of the alleged significant price suppression, and it has identified non-subsidy factors that substantially account for the market situation cited by the EU. This is in keeping with the Appellate Body’s guidance that a panel should take care that the effects of other factors should not be mistakenly attributed to the effects of subsidy.1612

1243. Competition from current generation single-aisle LCA. The EU persists in treating A320neo prices as unaffected by competition from the A320ceo and the 737NG.1613 It refers to the statement of Airbus’s Christophe Mourey as confining current generation single-aisle to a “niche” but fails to address the logical implication of his analysis – that customers will substitute an A320ceo or 737NG for an A320neo where the latter is not available.1614 Further, the significant constraints from current single-aisles on A320neo pricing are evident from the fact that, long before Boeing announced the 737 MAX, Airbus based A320neo pricing on the existing A320ceo, and set this price “premium” at “one-half the net present value of the 15% fuel savings the aircraft would deliver over today’s generation of A320s and Boeing’s 737s.”1615 If Airbus’s A320neo pricing did not face significant constraints from the A320ceo and 737NG, it would not give away to customers half of the NPV of the A320neo’s fuel burn improvement.

1244. [[HSBI]]. As the United States demonstrated previously, Airbus [[HSBI]] and [[HSBI]].1616 In response the EU repeats its mantra of “subsidy-enabled aggressive 737 MAX pricing,”1617 but the evidence shows [[HSBI]], that the supposedly aggressive 737 MAX

---

1612 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 984.
1613 EU SWS, paras. 1818-1821.
1614 Mourey Statement, paras. 91-92 (Exhibit EU-34(BCI)).
1616 US FWS, para. 1007; [[HSBI]] (Exhibit EU-881(HSBI)); [[HSBI]] (Exhibit EU-889(HSBI)).
1617 EU SWS, para. 1825.
pricing [***], and as discussed below,\textsuperscript{1618} that there is no basis for finding 737 MAX pricing to be subsidy-enabled or aggressive in any way that deviates from normal commercial behavior.

1245. Incumbency. The EU discounts the effects on A320neo pricing of Boeing’s systematic pursuit of Boeing single-aisle customers.\textsuperscript{1619} As shown in the following section, however, incumbency has affected the pricing conditions of which Airbus complaints (both through the value of fleet commonality between the 737NG and 737 MAX, and general customer relationships considerations), and Airbus did in fact choose to pursue longstanding Boeing customers and the aggressive pricing that such a strategy would require.

d. “Significant” price suppression

1246. Related to the EU’s flawed treatment of non-subsidy factors is its continued failure to even attempt a demonstration that the alleged subsidies are causing price suppression that is “significant” within the meaning of Article 6.3(c) of the SCM Agreement.\textsuperscript{1620} The EU does not even attempt to satisfy this element of its \textit{prima facie} case.

1247. In light of the above demonstration, the EU has failed to overcome the U.S. rebuttal to its claim of significant price suppression regarding the 737 MAX.

4. Significant lost sales

1248. The EU continues to rest its argument that it lost sales as the result of Boeing’s receipt of subsidies on three pillars: that subsidy-enabled, “aggressive pricing”; “early availability”; and technology features of the 737 MAX, were each a genuine and substantial cause of Airbus’s lost sales across a number of different sales campaigns. As discussed below with regard to each sale, none of these pillars supports the EU’s argument.

1249. First, the EU has put forward no evidence that Boeing’s pricing behavior during a single one of the sales campaigns at issue was influenced or enabled by its receipt of alleged subsidies. Instead, the EU describes in campaign after campaign the ordinary commercial behavior of a profit-maximizing market actor. The EU has not provided any basis to compare Boeing’s supposed aggressiveness in these sales campaigns to how it might have priced the 737 MAX absent the receipt of the alleged subsidy. Nor has it distinguished Boeing’s pricing behavior from Airbus’s, despite evidence in each sales campaign that the two manufacturers deploy comparable pricing strategies and techniques. More importantly, of course, the EU has failed to articulate any causal relationship between the price effects it alleges elsewhere in its second written submission and Boeing’s actual pricing practices described with regard to each sale.

\textsuperscript{1618} See Section IV.I.4.

\textsuperscript{1619} Compare EU SWS, para. 1829-1834.

\textsuperscript{1620} Compare US FWS, paras. 1004, 1006, \textit{with} EU SWS, paras. 1798-1836.
1250. As Airbus’s Senior Vice President Christophe Mourey explained, there is a “fierce” competition between Airbus and Boeing LCA in this market segment,\(^{1621}\) including “very intense” competition between the A320neo and 737 MAX, and that competition manifests itself through both manufacturers’ deployment of an array of pricing strategies and negotiation techniques. These include, as described by Mr. Mourey, “extreme price discounting”;\(^{1622}\) [***];\(^{1623}\) and price escalation protection.\(^{1624}\) Mr. Mourey describes these and related pricing practices as central to the LCA industry.\(^{1625}\) [***].\(^{1626}\)

1251. Yet the only evidence the EU cites for the proposition that Boeing’s receipt of subsidies were a genuine and substantial cause of Airbus’s lost sales consists of descriptions of Boeing’s “aggressive pricing,” \(i.e.,\) the very strategies and techniques. Accordingly, the EU has identified nothing more than ordinary commercial activity in this dynamic market, without any evidence that the alleged subsidies resulted in behavior different from that which Mr. Mourey describes as typical. On the contrary, as the EU evidence suggests, Boeing’s “aggressive pricing” was [***], \(i.e.,\) not subsidy-enhanced, but rational and market-based.\(^{1627}\) And Airbus itself employed the same general pricing strategy as Boeing.\(^{1628}\) It has even [HSBI].\(^{1629}\)

1252. Second, the EU has provided no evidence that the delivery positions offered by Boeing to its customers, in any case, were subsidy-enabled or a genuine and substantial cause of any lost sales to Airbus. Instead, the EU has repeated its main effects argument with respect to the 737 MAX, and argued (without support) that Boeing’s customers would have purchased more A320 neo family LCA but for the timing of the 737 MAX’s availability. This is an extraordinary claim, especially because the EU still does not explain how it calculates the alleged delay in the 737 MAX’s market entry. Nor does it provide evidence as to how Boeing’s customers would have behaved had the 737 MAX been delayed.

1253. Moreover, as Mr. Mourey explained, the decision to purchase an LCA is a complex one in which the buyer must weigh a myriad of interrelated factors. These include not just price and the availability of the aircraft, but also capacity; asset value expectations; residual value assumptions; disposal of used aircraft; “family concept”; engine manufacturers; guarantees; post-
sale support; financing; the cost of diversifying; and subjective factors. Certainly the timing of delivery is a factor that buyers consider and may have considered in campaigns that the EU discusses, but the EU has failed to discuss how delivery was related to these other factors. For example, as the EU’s evidence shows, delay concerns generally “increase” the attractiveness of slightly older but quickly available aircraft. And, indeed, in many of these cases both Boeing and Airbus were able to address availability concerns by providing current generation aircraft to bridge any availability gaps with current single-aisle LCA. The EU’s claim is especially hard to untangle with any clarity because in many cases, both Boeing and Airbus would “bridge” the gap between order and delivery of the 737 MAX and A320neo, respectively, with the 737NG and A320ceo. The EU generally fails to address how the availability to customers of 737NG, in each case, would have affected sales outcomes if the availability of the 737 MAX had been delayed.

1254. Through its omissions, the EU conceals the critical fact of nearly every one of these campaigns: even assuming, arguendo, that Boeing’s 737 MAX deliveries would have been later but for Boeing’s receipt of subsidies, the buyers in these campaigns would not necessarily have purchased from Airbus. These other factors, including, especially, the “family concept,” the cost of diversifying, and the comparative capacity/range of the LCAs, were the factors that drove the airlines decision-making. Accordingly, the EU has failed to demonstrate that availability of the 737 MAX was a genuine and substantial cause of any lost sales.

1255. Third, the EU suggests that subsidy-enabled technology “secured” the improvement of the 737NG to make the 737 more attractive to buyers. But this is essentially the same point made by the EU’s availability theory, as even if the Panel finds that Boeing’s receipt of alleged subsidies facilitated its development of technological enhancements to the 737NG, Boeing would have developed those enhancements in time. (The EU itself has even blurred the distinction between these two arguments). Therefore, the Panel’s analysis of Airbus’s lost sales claims should generally consider the EU’s technology arguments in the context of the 737 MAX’s availability to customers. However, in no case has the EU demonstrated that availability, including availability of 737 MAXs enabled by allegedly subsidized technology, was a genuine and substantial cause of any lost sales to Airbus.

1256. Further, the EU virtually ignores the U.S. argument that Boeing’s past relationships with nearly every one of the airlines at issue was the key driver of those airlines’ decision-making and the context in which all other factors must be considered. These relationships – and the attending benefits of incumbency that follow – are not trivial factors for Boeing and Airbus customers. They mean, in many of these cases, all-Boeing or predominantly Boeing fleets, and, as Airbus was well-aware, that meant a nearly insurmountable obstacle. Nevertheless, in the one sales

1630 [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-34(HSBI)).
1631 [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-34(HSBI)).
1632 EU SWS, para. 1648.
1633 E.g., [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-885(HSBI)) ([[ HSBI ]]); [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-897(HSBI)) ([[ HSBI ]]).
campaign identified by Airbus in which Boeing, not Airbus, successfully disrupted a longstanding Airbus relationship and all-Airbus fleet.\(^{1634}\) Nevertheless, in all other cases in which airlines with longstanding Boeing ties (and all-Boeing or predominantly Boeing fleets) make their purchasing decision based on these factors, the EU maintains that it is Boeing’s “aggressive pricing” and subsidy-enabled availability and technology that dictate outcomes. In its view,\(^{1635}\) but only if the commonality is Airbus LCA.

\(\textit{a. American Airlines}\)

1257. As the United States discussed in its first written submission, Airbus’s American Airlines sales campaign\(^{1636}\) It not only made sales to a longstanding, “exclusive Boeing customer,” but also\(^{1637}\) Specifically,\(^{1638}\) Therefore, contrary to there having been any “lost” sales by Airbus,\(^{1639}\)

1258. Moreover, as with nearly all of the EU’s alleged lost sales campaigns, Airbus was the challenger seeking to break a long-standing Boeing customer relationship. As Airbus recognized at the conclusion of the sales campaign,\(^{1640}\) By the end of the campaign, Airbus acknowledged that\(^{1641}\) Boeing’s relationship with American Airlines and several of the other customers discussed below genuinely and substantially accounted for Boeing’s ability to sell 737 MAX and 737NG.\(^{1642}\) But, despite Airbus recognizing its importance at the time of the sale, the EU seeks to have the Panel dismiss customer relationships as a significant factor.

1259. In its second written submission, the EU responds to the argument raised by the United States that Airbus, not Boeing, was the aggressor on pricing.\(^{1643}\) But its primary response to that argument is that “Airbus offered the price that it had to offer in order to secure a portion of the deal, anticipating Boeing’s subsidy-enhanced ability to respond with aggressive prices on a re-engined 737.”\(^{1644}\) This argument proves too much, as Boeing could respond with equal logic that its prices were determined not by subsidies, but by its anticipation that Airbus would try to price

\(^{1634}\) (Exhibit EU-928(HSBI)).

\(^{1635}\) (Exhibit EU-929(HSBI)).

\(^{1636}\) US FWS, para. 1015.

\(^{1637}\) US FWS, paras. 1015-1017.

\(^{1638}\) EU FWS, para. 1636; (Exhibit EU-881(HSBI)).

\(^{1639}\) (Exhibit EU-885(HSBI)).

\(^{1640}\) (Exhibit EU-885(HSBI)).

\(^{1641}\) (Exhibit EU-885(HSBI)).

\(^{1642}\) US FWS, para. 1018.

\(^{1643}\) EU SWS, para. 1644.

\(^{1644}\) EU SWS, para. 1644.
aggressively. The EU’s entire pricing argument (with respect to this and every other lost sales campaign) is premised on the theory that Boeing’s subsidies are what enables it to “aggressively price.” But here, whatever Airbus’ motivation, it is clear that it was equally capable of “aggressively pricing” its A320 family LCA. The EU has offered no evidence that Boeing’s pricing practices are other than those of a rational market actor seeking to maximize sales. Accordingly, it has failed to demonstrate that the alleged subsidies were a genuine and substantial cause of lost sales to Airbus because of pricing in the case of American Airlines.

1260. The EU’s second written submission also fails to advance its argument that technology and availability were genuine and substantial causes of its “lost” sales. There is no evidence, for example, that American Airlines would have purchased more A320 family LCA had Boeing’s 737 MAX delivery been delayed. The EU states only that Boeing’s ability to launch the 737 MAX when it did prevented Airbus from securing a larger order, but provides no evidence that (i) availability was a genuine and substantial factor to American Airlines; or (ii) that American Airlines’ purchasing decision would have altered based on a delay the length of which remains unspecified by the EU.

1261. On the contrary, and in addition to [[HSBI]], Airbus faced a number of self-imposed obstacles. These included: [[HSBI] 1646 1647]. The EU ignores these factors, which significantly undermine its claim that either some delay, or Boeing’s [[HSBI]], were genuine and substantial causes of any lost sales by Airbus to American Airlines.

b. Southwest Airlines

1262. Southwest’s decision to remain with Boeing rather than comingle its all-Boeing fleet with Airbus was a sound one, genuinely and substantially based on the enormous costs it would have incurred in the alternative. Indeed, one of the key components of Boeing’s sales to Southwest Airlines in this case was [[HSBI]]. The [[HSBI]]. By one estimate, [[HSBI]].

---

1645 The EU stated in its first written submission that American Airlines had a [[HSBI]]. EU FWS, para. 1641. But it does not provide support this proposition with evidence that American Airlines actually had such a goal or that it had any bearing on the outcome of the sales campaign.

1646 [[HSBI]] (Exhibit EU-885(HSBI)).
1647 [[HSBI]] (Exhibit EU-884)(HSBI).
1648 [[HSBI]] (Exhibit EU-885(HSBI)).
1649 [[HSBI]] (Exhibit USA-339(HSBI)).
1650 [[HSBI]] (Exhibit USA-339(HSBI)).
1651 [[HSBI]] (Exhibit USA-340(HSBI)).
1263. The Boeing relationship with Southwest is thus much deeper than commercial and personal familiarity, extending to the substantial, material switching costs that Southwest faced. As Airbus saw it at the time, [[HSBI 1652]].

1264. The EU notes in its second written submission that Southwest [[HSBI]]. However, once the airline fully assessed the switching costs associated with the A320s, it reasonably decided to maintain the significant operating efficiencies it had built up with its all-Boeing fleet. At the press conference announcing the order, multiple Southwest Airlines executives emphasized that commonality was a major selling point.

1265. The EU’s primary evidence that this “lost sale” was the result of alleged price effects is the [[HSBI]]. The EU’s evidence shows [[HSBI]].

1266. But even if [[HSBI]], the EU has presented no evidence that Boeing’s pricing in its sale to Southwest Airlines was the result of any alleged subsidies. Instead, in its first written submission, the EU simply recounts Airbus’s own pricing strategy and laments [[HSBI]]. In its second written submission, the EU does little more, emphasizing only that Boeing [[HSBI]]. As in its description of other sales campaigns, the EU has offered no evidence that Boeing’s pricing practices in those cases were the result of its receipt of subsidies and not motivated, in this case, to preserve a longstanding, exclusive customer. Moreover, the EU’s technology and availability arguments are completely unsupportable if its position is that [[HSBI]]. In any case, it has made only the conclusory statement that had Boeing been forced to offer later delivery positions for the 737 MAX, then “Southwest would have had substantially fewer reasons to select the 737 MAX,” but provided no evidence in support of its conclusion. Just because there was [[HSBI]] does not mean that Southwest Airlines felt the same way about the availability of the 737 MAX.

1267. Several other significant factors influenced Boeing’s sale to Southwest Airlines, including range superiority, airframe maintenance costs, reliability, residual value, and

---

1652 [[HSBI]] (Exhibit EU-897(HSBI)).
1653 [[HSBI]] (Exhibit EU-894(HSBI)).
1654 EU SWS, para. 1660.
1656 [[HSBI]] (Exhibit EU-34(HSBI)).
1657 [[HSBI]](Exhibit EU-34(HSBI)) [[HSBI]].
1658 EU FWS, para. 1655.
1659 EU SWS, paras. 1654-1655.
1660 EU SWS, para. 1657 (citing EU FWS, paras. 1656-1657).
1661 EU FWS, para. 1656.
operability.\textsuperscript{1662} For example, Southwest Airlines Senior Vice President for Technical Operations specifically noted that "\{w\}e spent a lot of time understanding how \{the A320neo\} would perform our missions. At the end of the day we decided MAX better fit our profile."\textsuperscript{1663} These factors, together with Boeing’s deep ties to the customer and the operational efficiencies it enjoyed with its all-Boeing fleet, were the basis for Southwest Airlines’ decision not to entertain the Airbus gambit. Accordingly, the EU has failed to demonstrate that either subsidy-enabled pricing, availability, or technology was a genuine and substantial cause of any lost sales to Southwest Airlines.

c. United Airlines

1268. As the United States explained in its first written submission, Boeing’s relationship with Continental – a fact that the original panel found sufficient to reject the EU’s 787 claims in the underlying proceeding – has been and remains central to analyzing Boeing sales to Continental, including the merged United-Continental entity.\textsuperscript{1665} In its second written submission, the EU has echoed its refrain identifying [HSBI] as the subsidy-enabled factor responsible for Airbus’s lost sales.\textsuperscript{1666} But it offers no further evidence demonstrating a causal link between the alleged subsidies and Boeing’s pricing in its United Airlines (“UAL”) sale; instead, the EU only describes the terms of sale that Boeing offered.\textsuperscript{1667}

1269. The EU’s evidence itself suggests that United Airlines’ decision was based not on Boeing’s [HSBI] but on the Boeing LCA “features and reliability,” with fuel efficiency a secondary consideration.\textsuperscript{1668} Specifically, a key consideration for UAL was the [HSBI].\textsuperscript{1669} [HSBI].\textsuperscript{1670} [HSBI].\textsuperscript{1671}

\textsuperscript{1662} Southwest press conference on 737 MAX order, Leeham News and Comment (Dec. 13, 2011) (Exhibit USA-350) (“Plane works better at Chicago Midway Airport, among other issues”; “MAX would have to fly the same mission as NG and are satisfied it would do that.”)

\textsuperscript{1663} Southwest launches 737-8, bypasses 737-7 for now, Leeham News and Comment (Dec. 16, 2011) (Exhibit USA-349).

\textsuperscript{1664} [HSBI] (Exhibit EU-903(HSBI)).

\textsuperscript{1665} US FWS, para. 1021 (citing US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1786 note 3725.

\textsuperscript{1666} EU SWS, para. 1665.

\textsuperscript{1667} See EU SWS para. 1665.

\textsuperscript{1668} Boeing Press Release, “Boeing Announces Historic 737 Order for United Airlines”, 12 July 2012 (Exhibit EU-912) (“This order is a major step in building the world’s largest airline, and we look forward to offering our customers the modern features and reliability of new Boeing airplanes, while also making our fleet more fuel efficient and environmentally friendly ... New aircraft deliveries support our flexible fleet plan, permitting us to tailor future capacity up or down, based on changes in demand or other market conditions.”).

\textsuperscript{1669} [HSBI] (Exhibit USA-341(HSBI)).

\textsuperscript{1670} [HSBI] (Exhibit USA-344(HSBI)); [HSBI] (Exhibit USA-345(HSBI)).

\textsuperscript{1671} [HSBI] (Exhibit USA-344(HSBI)); [HSBI] (Exhibit USA-345(HSBI)).
1270. While the EU sales team to succeed in its campaign, the.

1271. Further, it was that price and availability become, at best, secondary factors for UAL. In this context, Airbus identified For UAL, For example:

1272. Boeing’s advantages were not limited to those flowing from its incumbency, however. Airbus has a. Accordingly, the EU has not demonstrated that subsidy-enabled pricing by Boeing was a genuine and substantial cause of any lost sales to UAL.

d. SilkAir

1273. Ultimately though, whatever Airbus’s disadvantages, Accordingly, the EU did not demonstrate that subsidy-enabled pricing by Boeing was a genuine and substantial cause of any lost sales to UAL.

1274. In its second written submission, the EU echoes its refrain identifying “aggressive pricing” as the subsidy-enabled factor responsible for Airbus’s lost sales. Notably absent from the EU’s evidence in support of its lost sales claims related to SilkAir is any indication from SilkAir itself as to the basis for its selection of Boeing LCA. As SilkAir CEO Marvin Tan stated at the time of its purchase:

---

1672 [HSBI] (Exhibit USA-344(HSBI)); [HSBI] (Exhibit USA-345(HSBI)).
1673 [HSBI] (Exhibit EU-914(HSBI)).
1674 See [HSBI] (Exhibit EU-907(HSBI)) [HSBI].
1675 [HSBI] (Exhibit EU-907(HSBI)) [HSBI]; [HSBI] (Exhibit EU-906(HSBI)) [HSBI].
1676 [HSBI] (Exhibit EU-928(HSBI)).
1677 [HSBI] Exhibit EU-909(HSBI).
1678 [HSBI] Exhibit EU-916(HSBI).
1679 [HSBI] Exhibit EU-907(HSBI).
1680 [HSBI] Exhibit EU-908(HSBI).
1681 [HSBI] (Exhibit EU-910(HSBI)).
1682 [HSBI] Exhibit EU-909(HSBI). Even if Airbus had managed to overcome these disadvantages, the
1683 [HSBI] (Exhibit EU-917(HSBI)).
1684 [HSBI] (Exhibit EU-917(HSBI)).
The selection of the B737 follows detailed evaluations and extensive negotiations with both Airbus and Boeing. The order will enable us to maintain a young and modern fleet, with an aircraft that has a proven track record of strong customer appeal, excellent reliability and low operating costs.1685

Thus, from its own perspective, SilkAir’s preference for Boeing LCA was based on the customer appeal, reliability, and low operating costs of Boeing’s 737-800 and 737 MAX. The EU has not demonstrated that SilkAir itself was persuaded by Boeing’s pricing, availability, or technology, let alone that they were a genuine a substantial cause of any lost sales.

1275. To the contrary, the EU’s evidence demonstrates that, at least from Airbus’s perspective, 1686 In addition, Airbus faced material weaknesses in its SilkAir campaign resulting from, inter alia, 1689 This evidence completely undermines any claim that pricing, technology, or availability – let alone subsidy-enabled pricing, technology, or availability – drove the SilkAir decision-making.

e. GOL

1276. As the United States described in its first written submission, the GOL campaign was notable not for Boeing’s or the availability of Boeing LCA, but by Boeing’s existing relationship with GOL.1691 Specifically, Boeing’s “HSBI” was a driving factor in this sales campaign, along with the “HSBI”.1692

1277. In its second written submission, the EU argues that Boeing’s evidence in support of that claim, i.e., “HSBI”.1693 That is a curious rebuttal in light of the overwhelming reliance that the EU places on “HSBI”, with respect to this any every other sales campaign at issue, in asserting that Boeing’s “aggressive pricing” and availability were genuine and substantial causes of Airbus’s lost sales.1694 If, as the EU suggests in para. 1644 of its second written submission,


1686 “HSBI” (Exhibit EU-928(HSBI)).

1687 “HSBI” (Exhibit EU-928(HSBI)).

1688 “HSBI” (Exhibit EU-928(HSBI)).

1689 “HSBI” (Exhibit EU-928(HSBI)).

1690 “HSBI” (Exhibit EU-924(HSBI)). See “HSBI” (Exhibit EU-34(HSBI)) (“Pricing (and other elements) of a sale of a particular aircraft are usually heavily influenced by any prior sales of that same aircraft to the same buyer – especially where there is a recent prior sale.”).

1691 US FWS, para. 1023.

1692 US FWS, para. 1023.

1693 EU SWS, para. 1694.

1694 See, e.g., EU SWS, para. 1693 note 2833 (relying on “HSBI”).
In any case, the EU’s own evidence, [[ HSBI ]], tells the same story as Boeing’s. Airbus believed during the GOL sales campaign that [[ HSBI ]], and it acknowledged that [[ HSBI ]]. In fact, [[ HSBI ]]. Accordingly, the EU has failed to demonstrate that Boeing’s [[ HSBI ]], technology, or availability, least of all any subsidy-enabled [[ HSBI ]], technology or availability, were genuine and substantial factors in GOL’s decision to maintain its all-Boeing fleet.

f. Norwegian Air Shuttle

As the United States explained in its first written submission, the timing of Norwegian Air Shuttle’s (“Norwegian”) separate orders – [[ HSBI ]] – precludes a finding that Airbus “lost” any sales in its Norwegian Air Shuttle campaign. The EU’s response, in effect, is that because of [[ HSBI ]]. But as the European Union indicated in its first written submission, [[ HSBI ]]. In other words, [[ HSBI ]]. That Norwegian purchased any Airbus LCA was a surprise to industry analysts.

The EU argues that [[ HSBI ]]. This proposition, lacking any support, is inconsistent with the evidence. [[ HSBI ]].

In any case, even if the Panel finds that Norwegian’s earlier order from Boeing limited its interest in Airbus, it was not Boeing’s [[ HSBI ]] or any subsidy-enabled negotiating position, but Boeing’s [[ HSBI ]]. Airbus, during the campaign, observed that [[ HSBI ]].

In addition to these concerns related to [[ HSBI ]].

---

1695 [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-941(HSBI)).
1696 [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-943(HSBI)).
1697 US FWS, para. 1026.
1698 EU SWS, para. 1698.
1699 EU FWS, para. 1707 note 3154.
1700 Norwegian Air splits order with Airbus, Boeing, Leeham News and Comment (Jan. 25, 2012) (Exhibit USA-347).
1701 EU FWS, para. 1707.
1702 [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit USA-280(HSBI)).
1703 [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-945(HSBI)).
1704 [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-949(HSBI)).
1282. In fact, Airbus’s view during its Norwegian campaign was that [[HSBI]]. Boeing itself viewed its advantages similarly, [[HSBI]]. Finally, the EU’s evidence demonstrates that Norwegian itself was [[HSBI]]. Therefore, not subsidy-enabled pricing, technology or availability, but Boeing’s [[HSBI]]. The EU has failed to demonstrate that any subsidy-enabled advantage was a genuine and substantial cause of any lost sales to Norwegian.

g. Lion Air

1283. As the United States noted in its first written submission, Lion Air’s ambitious, expansive strategy involving the acquisition of 464 total LCA was effectively impossible for any one manufacturer to meet. Accordingly, Airbus did not suffer any “lost sales” when the airline acquired 174 A320neos and 60 A320ceos along with 201 737 MAXs and 29 737-900ERs. In response, the EU asserts – without support – that Airbus would “at least” have won a larger share of the split order absent the subsidy-enhanced availability of the 737 MAX. But the EU has provided no evidence that in this specific sales campaign Lion Air was prepared to forego expansion of what had been an all-Boeing fleet in the event of any delay. Moreover, in this case as in every other sales campaign in which the EU is alleging lost sales, it fails to specify and substantiate the length of the delay that would have resulted from the absence of alleged subsidies. Accordingly, its argument positing that Lion Air would have found the delay too onerous and thus increased its order with Airbus is completely speculative and unsupported.

1284. With respect to Boeing’s [[HSBI]], in its second written submission the EU continues to simply describe [[HSBI]] as it did in its first written submission without demonstrating in this case that they are the result of alleged subsidies and not representative of ordinary commercial behavior by a rational market actor seeking to maximize sales. On the contrary, the EU’s evidence demonstrates that Airbus [[HSBI]]. Moreover, Airbus appeared to have understood that [[HSBI]].

1285. Moreover, the EU has not advanced its arguments with respect to availability and technology, noting only hat Lion was [[HSBI]] and that it was [[HSBI]]. But these

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{1706} [[HSBI]] (Exhibit EU-949(HSBI)).
\item \textsuperscript{1706} [[HSBI]] (Exhibit EU-956(HSBI)).
\item \textsuperscript{1707} [[HSBI]] (Exhibit USA-280(HSBI)).
\item \textsuperscript{1708} [[HSBI]] (Exhibit EU-958(HSBI)).
\item \textsuperscript{1709} US FWS, para. 1029.
\item \textsuperscript{1710} EU SWS, para. 1714.
\item \textsuperscript{1711} See EU SWS, paras. 1709-1711.
\item \textsuperscript{1712} [[HSBI]] (Exhibit EU-963(HSBI)).
\item \textsuperscript{1713} [[HSBI]] (Exhibit EU-963(HSBI)) [[HSBI]].
\item \textsuperscript{1714} EU SWS, para. 1712.
\end{itemize}
do not establish that the factors were a genuine and substantial cause of any lost sales at Lion Air.

**h. Avolon**

1286. As the United States explained in its first written submission, the EU has not explained how exactly Boeing’s receipt of alleged subsidies was a genuine and substantial cause of lost sales in a campaign in which Avolon sought “an overall balanced portfolio” and Boeing’s offer likely [ ]

1716 The EU has responded only with conclusions restating its unsupportable position: “it is due to the subsidy-enabled features of the 737 MAX, and Boeing’s subsidy-enabled aggressive pricing conditions, that Avolon opted for a balanced portfolio” and “{t}his sequence of events demonstrates [ ]

1717 These conclusions are unsupported, and contradicted, by the EU’s evidence, which demonstrates that Avolon [ ]

1718 In any case, the EU simply has not demonstrated that subsidy-enabled pricing, availability, or technology were genuine and substantial causes of any lost sales.

1287. The EU also responds to the U.S. argument that Airbus never offered Avolon more LCA than it sold by arguing that “there is no requirement that manufacturer A has made an offer to sell aircraft to a customer, for the purchase by that customer of aircraft from manufacturer B to constitute a ‘lost sale’ to manufacturer A.”

1719 However, there is a requirement that the alleged subsidies to manufacturer B were a genuine and substantial cause of lost sales to manufacturer A, and the EU has provided no evidence demonstrating that. There is also a requirement for evidence showing that, absent the alleged subsidies to manufacturer B, manufacturer A would have won the sale. And even assuming, *arguendo*, that Airbus had been prepared to meet additional Avolon demand, Airbus [ ]

1720 These included [ ]

**i. Air Lease Corp.**

1288. As the United States explained in its first written submission, the EU has not explained how exactly Boeing’s receipt of alleged subsidies was a genuine and substantial cause of lost sales in a campaign in which Air Lease Corp. not only ordered A320neo aircraft from Airbus [ ]

1721 In response, the EU echoes the conclusions it stated with respect to Avolon. But, as with Avolon, the EU has simply not demonstrated that subsidy-enabled pricing,

---

1715 EU FWS, para. 1732.
1716 US FWS, para. 1032.
1717 EU SWS, paras. 1722 and 1724.
1718 [ ] (Exhibit EU-968(HSBI)).
1719 EU SWS, para. 1723.
1720 [ ] (Exhibit EU-968(HSBI)).
1721 US FWS, para. 1033.
1722 EU SWS, paras. 1734-1737.
availability, or technology were genuine and substantial causes of any lost sales to Boeing over Air Lease Corp’s business.

1289. The entirety of Airbus’s case with respect to Air Lease Corp rests on a [[ HSBI ]] but it does not demonstrate the existence of subsidy-enabled features in Boeing’s 737 MAX offer to Air Lease Corp. On the contrary, it demonstrates Boeing’s ordinary, market-based sales strategy. [[ HSBI 1723 ]], who considered that Boeing’s pricing of the 737 MAX was [***], i.e., not subsidy-enhanced, but rational and market-based.1724

1290. With respect to availability and technology, the EU has simply referred back to its general argument that Boeing’s receipt of subsidies enabled it to provide early delivery positions of 737 MAXs, but has not demonstrated that these were genuine and substantial causes of lost sales in the case of Air Lease Corp. The EU makes no specific argument with respect to availability,1725 and Boeing’s [[ HSBI ]] does not constitute evidence that subsidy-enabled technology was a genuine and substantial factor in Air Lease Corp’s decision to purchase from Boeing.

j. GECAS

1291. As the United States explained in its first written submission, the EU has not explained how exactly Boeing’s receipt of alleged subsidies was a genuine and substantial cause of lost sales in a campaign in which GECAS not only ordered A320neo aircraft from Airbus [[ HSBI ]].1726 In response, the EU echoes the conclusions it stated with respect to Avolon and Air Lease Corp.1727 But, as with those leasing companies, the EU has simply not demonstrated that subsidy-enabled pricing, availability, or technology were genuine and substantial causes of any lost sales to Boeing over GECAS’s business.

1292. As with its argument with respect to Air Lease Corp, the entirety of Airbus’s case rests on a [[ HSBI ]] but it does not demonstrate the existence of subsidy-enabled features in Boeing’s 737 MAX offer to GECAS. On the contrary, and for the same reasons described above with respect to Air Lease Corp, the EU’s evidence demonstrates only Boeing’s profit-maximizing, market-based pricing strategy.1728

1293. With respect to availability and technology, the EU has simply referred back to its general argument that Boeing’s receipt of subsidies enabled it to provide early delivery positions

1723 [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-804(HSBI)).
1724 [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-34(HSBI)).
1725 EU SWS, para. 1743.
1726 US FWS, para. 1034.
1727 EU SWS, paras. 1748-1751.
1728 [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-804(HSBI)).
of 737 MAXs, but has not demonstrated that these were genuine and substantial causes of lost sales in the case of GECAS. The EU makes no specific argument with respect to availability,\textsuperscript{1729} or technology,\textsuperscript{1730} providing no specific evidence that either subsidy-enabled delivery positions or technology were a genuine and substantial factor in GECAS’s decision to purchase from Boeing.

\textit{k. Aviation Capital Group}

1294. As the United States explained in its first written submission, the EU has not explained how exactly Boeing’s receipt of alleged subsidies was a genuine and substantial cause of lost sales in a campaign in which Aviation Capital Group not only ordered A320neo aircraft from Airbus\textsuperscript{[ HSBI ]}.\textsuperscript{1731} In response, the EU echoes the conclusions it stated with respect to Avolon, Air Lease Corp, and GECAS.\textsuperscript{1732} But, as with those leasing companies, the EU has simply not demonstrated that subsidy-enabled pricing, availability, or technology were genuine and substantial causes of any lost sales to Boeing over Aviation Capital Group’s business.

1295. As with its argument with respect to Air Lease Corp., the entirety of Airbus’s case rests on\textsuperscript{[ HSBI ]} but it does not demonstrate the existence of subsidy-enabled features in Boeing’s 737 MAX offer to GECAS. On the contrary, and for the same reasons described above with respect to Air Lease Corp, the EU’s evidence demonstrates only Boeing’s rational, market-based pricing strategy.\textsuperscript{1733}

1296. With respect to availability and technology, the EU has simply referred back to its general argument that Boeing’s receipt of subsidies enabled it to provide early delivery positions of 737 MAXs, but has not demonstrated that these were genuine and substantial causes of lost sales in the case of GECAS. The EU makes no specific argument with respect to availability,\textsuperscript{1734} or technology,\textsuperscript{1735} providing no specific evidence that either subsidy-enabled delivery positions or technology were a genuine and substantial factor in Aviation Capital Group’s decision to purchase from Boeing.

\textit{l. Icelandair}

1297. As the United States explained in its first written submission, the EU has provided no support for its claim that subsidy-enabled “aggressive pricing” was a genuine and substantial

\textsuperscript{1729} EU SWS, para. 1755.
\textsuperscript{1730} EU SWS, para. 1756.
\textsuperscript{1731} US FWS, para. 1035.
\textsuperscript{1732} EU SWS, paras. 1758-1761.
\textsuperscript{1733}\textsuperscript{[ HSBI ]} (Exhibit EU-804(HSBI)).
\textsuperscript{1734} EU SWS, para. 1765.
\textsuperscript{1735} EU SWS, para. 1766.
cause of any lost sales by Airbus to Icelandair.\footnote{1736} The United States also noted that the
\footnote{HSBI} gap between Boeing’s offer to Icelandair and Airbus’s offer is sufficiently wide that any possible subsidy-enabled pricing advantage could not have accounted for the difference.\footnote{1737} In response, the EU has only repeated its arguments on pricing, and added arguments regarding technology and availability.\footnote{1738} However, Icelandair, a longtime Boeing customer with an all-Boeing fleet, was \footnote{HSBI}.\footnote{1739} When the Boeing-Icelandair sale was complete, Icelandair praised its “successful relationship with Boeing for decades” and noted that the 737 MAX complimented the airline’s 757 fleet “perfectly.”\footnote{1740}

1298. Throughout Airbus’s Icelandair campaign, Airbus recognized that \footnote{HSBI}.\footnote{1741} The EU’s argument continues to consist primarily of a description of Airbus’s own pricing maneuvering, rather than a demonstration that any subsidy-enabled features of Boeing’s offer to Icelandair were a genuine and substantial cause of lost sales.\footnote{1742} Regardless, Airbus \footnote{HSBI}\footnote{1743}.\footnote{1744} This response led to some \footnote{HSBI}\footnote{1745}.

1299. In a separate communication to a potential customer, Airbus implicitly acknowledged that \footnote{HSBI}\footnote{1746}. In any case, Boeing’s success in the Icelandair campaign was not the result of the sales price; in fact, \footnote{HSBI}\footnote{1747}.\footnote{1748} As noted above, however, Boeing was able to \footnote{HSBI}\footnote{1749}.

1300. With respect to technology and availability, the EU has simply not demonstrated that subsidy-enabled features of the 737 MAX were a genuine and substantial cause of the lost

\footnote{1736} US FWS, para. 1036.
\footnote{1737} US FWS, para. 1037.
\footnote{1738} EU SWS, paras. 1770-1774.
\footnote{1739} \footnote{HSBI} (Exhibit EU-982(HSBI)) \footnote{HSBI}; \footnote{HSBI} (Exhibit EU-1237(HSBI)) (noting \footnote{HSBI}.
\footnote{1740} Icelandair Group and Boeing Have Signed a Commitment for New Aircraft, Press Release, Icelandair (Dec. 2012) (Exhibit USA-348).
\footnote{1741} \footnote{HSBI} (Exhibit EU-982(HSBI)).
\footnote{1742} See EU SWS, para. 1771.
\footnote{1743} \footnote{HSBI} (Exhibit EU-985(HSBI)).
\footnote{1744} \footnote{HSBI} (Exhibit EU-986(HSBI)).
\footnote{1745} \footnote{HSBI} (Exhibit EU-1221(HSBI)).
\footnote{1746} \footnote{HSBI} (Exhibit EU-1222(HSBI)).
\footnote{1747} \footnote{HSBI} (Exhibit USA-343(HSBI)).
\footnote{1748} \footnote{HSBI} (Exhibit USA-343(HSBI)).
\footnote{1749} \footnote{HSBI} (Exhibit USA-343(HSBI)).
Airbus sales to Icelandair. The EU’s technology argument \[\text{[HSBI]}\] With respect to availability, the EU has concluded only that “Icelandair would have had substantially fewer reasons to select the 737 MAX” if Boeing had later delivery positions.\[\text{[HSBI]}\] But the EU provides no factual support for this assertion, and, even if true, having fewer reasons to select the 737 MAX would not make subsidy-enabled availability a genuine and substantial cause of lost sales.

\[m. \text{AeroMexico}\]

1301. As the United States explained in its first written submission, the EU has provided no support for its claim that either subsidy-enabled “aggressive pricing”, technology, or aircraft availability was a genuine and substantial cause of any lost sales by Airbus to AeroMexico.\[\text{[HSBI]}\] In response, the EU repeats its arguments regarding availability and pricing, but ignores the United States’ demonstration that Boeing’s \[\text{[HSBI]}\], is the key factor that drove AeroMexico’s decision-making.

1302. The EU instead quibbles over the question of whether its concession that the \[\text{[HSBI]}\] “may” have contributed to the sale is sufficient; in fact, the evidence demonstrates this non-subsidy factors overwhelmingly account for the campaign’s outcome. \[\text{[HSBI]}\]. Accordingly, the EU has not established that either subsidy-enabled pricing, technology, or availability was a genuine and substantial cause of any lost sales to AeroMexico.

\[n. \text{TUI Travel}\]

1303. The EU has failed to demonstrate that either subsidy-enabled pricing, technology, or availability was a genuine and substantial cause of any lost sales to TUI Travel. The EU argues but does not support the proposition that U.S. subsidies were a genuine and substantial cause of Airbus’s lost sales to this customer because of the time at which 737 MAX LCA were made available to TUI Travel. In support of the proposition that delivery position was \[\text{[HSBI]}\], the EU cites only to the customer’s preference for \[\text{[HSBI]}\] and the specific dates of its request. That Boeing was ultimately able to meet TUI Travel’s needs does not demonstrate that, but for the effects of subsidies alleged by the EU, Airbus would have won those sales. Nor

\[1750\] EU SWS, para. 1772; \[\text{[HSBI]}\] (Exhibit EU-1234(HSBI)) \[\text{[HSBI]}\]; \[\text{[HSBI]}\] (Exhibit EU-1237(HSBI)) \[\text{[HSBI]}\].

\[1751\] \[\text{[HSBI]}\] (Exhibit EU-1224(HSBI)).

\[1752\] EU SWS, para. 1774.

\[1753\] US FWS, para. 1038.

\[1754\] \[\text{[HSBI]}\] (Exhibit EU-875(HSBI)).

\[1755\] See EU SWS, para. 1632 (no citation provided for the proposition that “{h}ad the U.S. subsidies not enabled Boeing to promise these {January 2018-March 2023} delivery positions of the 737 MAX, then ... TUI Travel would have placed an order with Airbus.”).

\[1756\] EU SWS, para. 1631.
does it demonstrate that TUI Travel’s desired delivery positions was more than – in the EU’s term – a “goal.” Accordingly, the EU has failed to demonstrate that the alleged subsidies were a genuine and substantial cause of lost sales to Airbus because of availability in the case of TUI Travel.

1304. With respect to price, the EU argues that TUI Travel confirmed that it had obtained price discounts from Boeing and that Boeing’s provision of [[ HSBI ]] was a point of [[ HSBI ]]. But the EU has not presented any evidence that the alleged price effects enabled Boeing to provide such [[ HSBI ]] in this case. Instead, the EU only cross-references Sections V.E and V.H.2 of its submission, neither of which discusses how the price effects of the alleged subsidies relate to [[ HSBI ]]. Accordingly, the EU has failed to demonstrate that the alleged subsidies were a genuine and substantial cause of lost sales to Airbus because of pricing in the case of TUI Travel.

1305. The EU has also failed to demonstrate that subsidy-enabled technology was a genuine and substantial cause of any lost sales to TUI Travel. Its argument,[[ HSBI ]] Accordingly, the EU has failed to demonstrate that the alleged subsidies were a genuine and substantial cause of lost sales.

1306. Contrary to the EU’s assertions, Airbus flew against a heavy wind in its TUI Travel campaign for reasons completely unrelated to Boeing pricing, availability, or technology. Airbus acknowledged during the campaign that [[ HSBI ]]. Airbus knew that it had to convince TUI Travel [[ HSBI ]] 1307. For the reasons set forth above, the EU has failed to overcome the U.S. rebuttal showing that it has failed to establish that the alleged subsidies genuinely and substantially caused significant lost sales of the A320neo.

5. **Threat of impedance**

1308. As demonstrated in the U.S. first written submission, the EU failed to establish that imports of the A320neo are threatened with impedance in the U.S. market and or that exports of

---

1757 EI SWS para. 1632.
1758 EU SWS, para. 1636.
1759 EU SWS, para. 1635.
1760 EU SWS, para. 1638.
1761 [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-1215(HSBI)).
1762 [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-1216(HSBI)).
1763 [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-1215(HSBI)).
1764 [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-1216(HSBI)).
1765 [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-1223(HSBI)).
the A320neo are threatened with impedance in the third-country markets of Brazil, Iceland, Indonesia, Mexico, Norway, and Singapore as a result of subsidies causing the A320neo to lose sales to the 737 MAX. In response, the EU has finally provided some market data, but its claims still fail for the reasons discussed below.

1309. **Causation.** The EU has failed to establish that, absent the alleged subsidies, Boeing would have been unable to offer the 737 MAX as and when it did, or that 737 MAX prices would be higher to a degree that would result in a threat of impedance.

1310. **Reliance on lost sales.** The EU premises its impedance claims on lost sales. The referenced lost sales were not, however, genuinely and substantially caused by the alleged subsidies, as demonstrated in the preceding section.

1311. **Lack of evidence showing imminent impedance.** The United States recalls the Appellate Body’s guidance that impedance claims should be supported by evidence of changes in the relative market share, over a sufficiently representative period, to demonstrate clear trends. The EU contends that its belated presentation of volume and market share data for the country markets at issue renders this criticism moot. To the contrary, the EU still does not attempt to use volume and market data to show clear trends in the Icelandic market.

1312. As for the other markets, the data presented by the EU do not show clear trends of impedance that is imminent. In addition to clear trends, a threat of impedance claim must be based on evidence showing a “clearly foreseen and imminent” change in circumstances that would create a situation in which the subsidies would cause impedance. While there is no bright line for what constitutes an “imminent” situation, the data presented by the EU include data for years that clearly are far too remote to serve as a basis for a finding of imminent impedance. For example, the EU’s market data runs out to 2026 in some cases. For convenience’s sake, the United States discusses below the data through 2018. In no case do the data show a clear trend of impedance that is imminent.

1313. **Market share assumptions not based on evidence.** In its first written submission, the EU used “as a benchmark for assessing impedance and threat thereof in large volume markets whether Boeing’s market share significantly exceeds 50 percent.” In the face of the U.S. rebuttal, the EU now explains that it: “does not rely on such a fixed benchmark. Instead, it

---

1766 See EU FWS, para. 1828.
1767 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1086 (internal citations omitted).
1768 EU SWS, para. 1842.
1769 See EU SWS, paras. 1853-1855.
1770 See EC – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1171.
1771 EU FWS, para. 1582.
1772 US FWS, para. 1043.
uses the common sense notion that, in a supply-side duopoly with two manufacturers of roughly equal size and resources and with similar product offerings, something is wrong where one manufacturer holds over a period of several years significantly more than 50 percent of the market in high volume country markets. This only underscores the inadequacy of the EU’s benchmark, which it relies on for its claim with respect to the Brazilian market. A “common sense notion” that “something is wrong” does nothing to demonstrate that, absent the alleged subsidies, sales and deliveries of the A320neo would increase in a particular country market. Indeed, something may not be “wrong” in a particular market, and even if it were, the question remains whether that “something” is the effect of the alleged subsidies. The EU’s intuition cannot substitute for evidence and argumentation that satisfy the elements of Articles 6.3(a) and/or (b).

---

1773 EU SWS, para. 1525.
1774 EU SWS, para. 1840.
a. The EU has failed to demonstrate threat of impedance under Article 6.3(a) of the SCM Agreement.

1314. The U.S. market data now presented by the EU do not show clear trends of impedance that is imminent.\footnote{EU SWS, paras. 1846-1847.} Within the next five years, EU deliveries of A320neos are projected to increase dramatically: one in 2015; 52 in 2016; 87 in 2017; and 113 in 2018.\footnote{EU SWS, para. 1846.} Deliveries of the 737 MAX are projected to start only in 2017.\footnote{EU SWS, para. 1846.} While Airbus’s market share is projected to decline from 90 percent in 2017 to 60 percent in 2018, this hardly constitutes a clear trend showing that imports of the A320neo would be imminently obstructed or hindered, particularly since they will increase by nearly 30 percent over the same 2017-2018 period.\footnote{EU SWS, para. 1846.}

1315. Further, the EU still bases its impedance claim in the U.S. “new technology single-aisle market” on the presumption that the alleged subsidies caused certain lost sales.\footnote{EU SWS, paras. 1846-1848.} As explained in Sections IV.I.4.a-c above and in the U.S. first written submission,\footnote{US FWS, paras. 1015-1021.} the EU has failed to demonstrate that the 2011 American Airlines, 2011 Southwest Airlines, and 2012 United Airlines sales constituted lost sales under Article 6.3(c) of the SCM Agreement.

b. The EU has failed to demonstrate threat of impedance in third-country markets.

i. Brazil

1316. The Brazilian market data now presented by the EU do not show clear trends of impedance that is imminent.\footnote{EU SWS, para. 1846.} The data only start in 2016, and Airbus is projected to hold 100 percent of the market in that year as well as 2017, while the first 737 MAX deliveries are not projected to begin until 2018.\footnote{EU SWS, para. 1846.} These data do not provide a clear trend showing that exports of the A320neo would be imminently obstructed or hindered.

1317. Further, the EU still bases its impedance claim in the Brazilian “new technology single-aisle market” on the presumption that the alleged subsidies caused Airbus to lose the 2012 GOL sales campaign.\footnote{EU SWS, paras. 1846-1848.} As explained in Section Sections IV.I.4.e above and in the U.S. first written...
submission, the EU has failed to demonstrate that the 2012 GOL sale constitutes a lost sale under Article 6.3(c) of the SCM Agreement.

ii. Iceland

1318. For Iceland, and unlike the other “new technology single-aisle markets,” the EU does not even attempt a belated presentation of market share and volume data over time. Even if it had, the data would be inadequate for a showing of imminent impedance: the first 737 MAX deliveries into the Icelandic market are not projected to begin until 2018.

1319. The EU instead repeats its error in basing its threat of impedance claim on a single alleged lost sale – Icelandair (2013). As explained previously, the Appellate Body has made clear that this is insufficient to show threat of impedance under Article 6.3(b) of the SCM Agreement. Moreover, as explained in Section IV.I.4.l above and in the U.S. first written submission, the EU has failed to demonstrate that the 2013 Icelandair sale constitutes a lost sale under Article 6.3(c) of the SCM Agreement.

iii. Indonesia

1320. The Indonesian market data now presented by the EU do not show clear trends of impedance that is imminent. The data only start in 2017, and assuming arguendo that a trend clear trend could be discerned from a two-year period, Airbus is projected to gain market share from 2017 to 2018, going from zero to 51 percent. These data do not provide a clear trend showing that exports of the A320neo would be imminently obstructed or hindered.

1321. Further, the EU still bases its impedance claim in the Indonesian “new technology single-aisle market” on the presumption that the alleged subsidies caused Airbus to lose a single sales campaign – Lion Air (2012). As explained previously, the Appellate Body has made clear that this is insufficient to show threat of impedance under Article 6.3(b) of the SCM Agreement. Moreover, as explained in Section IV.I.4.g above and in the U.S. first written submission.
submission, the EU has failed to demonstrate that the 2012 Lion Air sale constitutes a lost sale under Article 6.3(c) of the SCM Agreement.

iv. Mexico

1322. The Mexican market data now presented by the EU do not show clear trends of impedance that is imminent. The data only start in 2017. With a data set covering only two years that could arguably be considered within the bounds of imminence (and only one delivery in the entire market in 2017), there is no clear trend that can be discerned. These data do not provide a clear trend showing that exports of the A320neo would be imminently obstructed or hindered.

1323. Further, the EU still bases its impedance claim in the Mexican “new technology single-aisle market” on the presumption that the alleged subsidies caused Airbus to lose a single sales campaign – Aeromexico (2012). As explained previously, the Appellate Body has made clear that this is insufficient to show threat of impedance under Article 6.3(b) of the SCM Agreement. Moreover, as explained in Section IV.I.4.m above and in the U.S. first written submission, the EU has failed to demonstrate that the 2012 Aeromexico sale constitutes a lost sale under Article 6.3(c) of the SCM Agreement.

1324. For these reasons and those discussed in the introduction to this threat of impedance section, the EU’s claim fails.

v. Norway

1325. The Norwegian market data now presented by the EU do not show clear trends of impedance that is imminent. The data only start in 2017. With a data set covering only two years that could arguably be considered within the bounds of imminence, there is no clear trend that can be discerned. These data do not provide a clear trend showing that exports of the A320neo would be imminently obstructed or hindered.

1326. Further, the EU still bases its impedance claim in the Norwegian “new technology single-aisle market” on the presumption that the alleged subsidies caused Airbus to lose a single sales campaign –
As explained previously, the Appellate Body has made clear that this is insufficient to show threat of impedance under Article 6.3(b) of the SCM Agreement. Moreover, as explained in Section IV.I.4.f above and in the U.S. first written submission, the EU has failed to demonstrate that the 2012 Norwegian Air Shuttle sale constitutes a lost sale under Article 6.3(c) of the SCM Agreement.

For these reasons and those discussed in the introduction to this threat of impedance section, the EU’s claim fails.

vi. Singapore

The Singaporean market data now presented by the EU do not show clear trends of impedance that is imminent. The data only start in 2017, and 737 MAX deliveries are not projected to start until 2018. With a data set covering only two years that could arguably be considered within the bounds of imminence (and projected 737 MAX deliveries in only one of those years), there is no clear trend that can be discerned. These data do not provide a clear trend showing that exports of the A320neo would be imminently obstructed or hindered.

Further, the EU still bases its impedance claim in the Norwegian “new technology single-aisle market” on the presumption that the alleged subsidies caused Airbus to lose a single sales campaign – Silkair (2012). As explained previously, the Appellate Body has made clear that this is insufficient to show threat of impedance under Article 6.3(b) of the SCM Agreement. Moreover, as explained in Section IV.I.4.d above and in the U.S. first written submission, the EU has failed to demonstrate that the 2012 Silkair sale constitutes a lost sale under Article 6.3(c) of the SCM Agreement.

For these reasons and those discussed in the introduction to this threat of impedance section, the EU’s claim fails.

---

1802 EU SWS, paras. 1862-1863.
1803 See US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1241.
1804 US FWS, paras. 1025-1027.
1805 EU SWS, para. 1865-1866.
1806 EU SWS, para. 1865-1866.
1807 EU SWS, para. 1859.
1808 EU SWS, paras. 1865-1866.
1809 See US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1241.
1810 US FWS, paras. 1022.
J. The EU Has Still Failed to Demonstrate that Alleged Subsidies to the 737NG Cause Adverse Effects Through Significant Price Suppression, Significant Lost Sales, Displacement, Impedance, or Threat Thereof With Respect to the A320ceo.

1. Alleged price effects causal mechanism

1331. In the original proceeding, only FSC/ETI and the Washington B&O tax rate reduction, on an aggregated basis (tied tax subsidies), and the Wichita IRBs, when cumulated with the aggregated tied tax subsidies, were found to result in lower Boeing 737NG pricing. The United States demonstrated in its first written submission that, with FSC/ETI unquestionably withdrawn, the Washington B&O tax rate reduction is far too small to cause price reductions sufficient to cause the alleged market effects. The United States also demonstrated that the Wichita IRBs are far too small in isolation to cause price reductions sufficient to cause the alleged market effects. All other alleged subsidies to the 737NG, which were not found to cause price effects in the original proceeding, are not properly before this Panel and, in any event, have not been shown to cause price effects of any kind. Therefore, the EU’s claim that U.S. subsidies to the 737NG are now causing lower Boeing prices that result in serious prejudice is meritless. The EU has failed to rebut that demonstration.1811

1332. In response to U.S. allegations about the insufficient magnitudes of price effects subsidies the EU second written submission does not put forward a detailed analysis of the magnitude of the subsidies it alleges and an explanation of how that magnitude translates into market effects. Instead, the EU argues that previous Appellate Body guidance absolved the EU of its responsibility to prove that subsidies are indeed of sufficient magnitude to be causing adverse effects through a price causal mechanism and that the U.S. magnitude calculations improperly excluded subsidies and suffered from a methodological error. The EU is mistaken on all counts.

a. The EU has failed to demonstrate that the nature and magnitude of the alleged subsidies are capable of and are causing 737NG price effects.

1333. The EU criticizes the U.S. demonstration that the magnitudes of the price effects subsidies properly before this panel, if unwithdrawn, are too small to cause the market phenomena alleged by the EU. The United States notes that the EU bears the burden of demonstrating that the subsidies it asserts as having a price-based causal mechanism are actually causing adverse effects, and that for such a mechanism, the magnitude of the subsidy (and the portion of that magnitude causing lower prices) is a critical factor. Therefore, even if the EU’s criticisms of the U.S. magnitude analysis were valid – and they are not – the EU still must do more. It fails to do so.

1334. The United States previously criticized the EU for its failure to demonstrate that the subset of subsidies specifically alleged to cause 737NG price effects are doing so. The EU characterizes the U.S. objection as one to cross-referencing. The United States does not oppose

1811 See EU SWS, paras. 1875-1890.
cross-referencing where it addresses the relevant issues. The problem identified in the U.S. first written submission is that the sections cross-referenced by the EU in its model-specific price effects sections do not address the relevant issue. Thus, instead of demonstrating that subsidies to the 737NG are causing price effects, the EU cross-references a general price effects discussion, which does not contain 737NG-specific analysis and therefore does not account for the fact that not all subsidies are alleged to impact 737NG pricing.1812

1335. The EU second written submission now provides for the first time a table listing the subsidies it is alleging to specifically cause lower 737NG prices.1813 But this list fails to fully clarify what the EU is alleging because it includes R&D subsidies that the EU asserts elsewhere in its submissions to cause technology effects. As the EU recognizes that subsidies causing price effects cannot also cause technology effects, and vice versa, this table simply creates confusion.1814

1336. Even ignoring this lack of clarity for the moment and taking the list at face value, the EU argument that the listed subsidies to the 737NG are of a magnitude sufficient to cause serious prejudice is limited to vague and unsupported statements, such as its assertion that they are “large by any reasonable measure, and sufficient to cause the adverse effects at issue.”1815 In lieu of actually demonstrating that the magnitude of the subsidies is sufficient to cause the alleged 737NG price effects, the EU argues: “As the Appellate Body explained in the original proceedings, ‘the absolute value or size of a subsidy may not correspond directly to the impact that the subsidy may have in causing adverse effects’, such that ‘{s}ubsidies of a relatively small magnitude may nevertheless have substantial effects in a particular case or market’.”1816

1337. The omitted portions of the quoted paragraph are critical. The entirety of the paragraph reads as follows:

The Appellate Body has stated previously that, while the magnitude of subsidies is important, precise quantification is not an indispensable part of a serious prejudice analysis. Moreover, the absolute value or size of a subsidy may not correspond directly to the impact that the subsidy may have in causing adverse effects. Subsidies of a relatively small magnitude may nevertheless have substantial effects in a particular case or market. We understand the Panel to have

1812 See, e.g., EU FWS, paras. 1842-1844.
1813 EU SWS, para. 1878.
1814 See, e.g., EU FWS, paras. 961, 964, 981 (alleging that the FAA CLEEN program is causing technology effects).
1815 EU SWS, para. 1887.
1816 EU SWS, para. 1888 (quoting US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1006).
found this to be the case as regards the effects of the aeronautics R&D subsidies.\textsuperscript{1817}

1338. Thus, the magnitude of the subsidies is important. In addition, just because precise quantification is not indispensable does not mean that a complaining party can meet its burden without even a rough quantification of the magnitude and an explanation of why that magnitude is sufficient given the nature and context of the subsidies.

1339. Moreover, of critical importance, the Appellate Body does not say that all subsidies have effects disproportionate to their size. Rather, it states that this may be the case, allowing that subsidies may have an effect commensurate with or even less than their size would indicate. The original panel found that the R&D subsidies acting through a technology causal mechanism at issue in the original proceeding had an effect greater than their size, but made no such finding for subsidies acting through a price mechanism. The complaining party must demonstrate that, due to their nature, the subsidies at issue are among those that do in fact have disproportionately large effects.

1340. The R&D subsidies in the original proceeding were found to have disproportionate effects relative to the face value of the subsidy because receipt of the subsidy was determined to be the difference between the research going forward and not.\textsuperscript{1818} But the EU has not demonstrated that price effects are likewise disproportionate relative to the cash value of the subsidies. Indeed, such a contention could not be sustained in light of the price effects theory.

1341. According to the EU’s price effects theory, Boeing uses subsidies to reduce its prices, which in turn causes Airbus to suffer serious prejudice.\textsuperscript{1819} The cash value of a subsidy therefore represents the maximum that Boeing could conceivably lower prices if it applied the entirety of the subsidy to that purpose.

1342. Of course, the EU has not made an affirmative showing that, to the extent that R&D or miscellaneous subsidies are not withdrawn, any such subsidies would be used by Boeing to lower prices in strategic sales campaigns. In the original proceeding, the EU tried – and failed – to demonstrate that R&D subsidies can and do cause price effects. In this compliance proceeding, the EU does not even try. Instead it just assumes that if (certain unspecified) R&D subsidies left Boeing with more cash than it would have, then Boeing necessarily will use them to lower prices and that the subsidies (or the portion of subsidies used for this purpose) are large enough to fund price reduction sufficient to have the indicated effects. The EU puts forth no evidence or economic theory to support this assumption. The EU also failed to show than each of the miscellaneous subsidies would cause Boeing to lower 737NG prices. As explained in Section IV.G, standard economic principles indicate that these subsidies that are not tied to sales,

\textsuperscript{1817} US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 1006 (internal citation omitted).

\textsuperscript{1818} See US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 945; US – Large Civil Aircraft (Panel), para. 7.1760.

\textsuperscript{1819} See EU FWS, para. 1112.
and therefore do not increase in proportion to increases in sales, do not affect pricing decisions in
the absence of capital constraints, which the EU has not alleged, much less proven.

1343. Furthermore, even if the EU had shown that such untied subsidies would be used to lower
737NG prices, the EU does not explain what proportion of the subsidy would be applied by
Boeing to lower prices, as opposed to other uses. This step – which the EU also at least
attempted in the original proceeding – is critical because it potentially reduces the amount of
price reductions that flow from the subsidies.

1344. Yet, the EU does none of this. It does not attempt to demonstrate that R&D subsidies or
miscellaneous subsidies would be used to lower prices, much less the portion of the subsidies
that would be put this use. The EU does not even attempt to show that, even if all alleged price
effects subsidies were applied in their entirety to lowering prices, they would be sufficient in the
context of this industry to genuinely and substantially cause lost sales, price suppression,
displacement, or impedance. In short, the EU does not attempt to do the minimum necessary to
prove that the alleged price effects subsidies cause serious prejudice. Therefore, the EU’s
737NG price effects arguments necessarily fail.

b. The EU’s price effects argument is based on the improper inclusion of
subsidies and improper aggregation and cumulation analyses.

1345. The EU contends that the U.S. analysis of the magnitudes of price causal mechanism
subsidies improperly excludes some of the relevant subsidies.1820 According to the EU, the
United States should have considered all of the subsidies listed in its table on a collective
basis.1821 The EU’s position is based on its erroneous inclusion of subsidies not properly before
this Panel, subsidies not shown to cause price effects, improper aggregation of subsidies, and
improper cumulation of subsidies. Therefore, the EU’s criticisms of the U.S. analysis fail.

1346. First, the EU’s list of subsidies alleged to cause 737NG price effects includes the
Washington B&O tax credit for property taxes and the Washington sales and use tax
exemptions.1822 The EU challenged these measures in the original proceeding and failed to
establish that any of them constituted actionable subsidies causing adverse effects. As a result,
the United States had no compliance obligations with respect to these measures. The EU cannot
re-litigate in this compliance proceeding what it failed to establish in the original proceeding.
Moreover, as these are the same measures addressed by the original panel, they cannot also be
measures taken to comply. As the EU’s 737NG price effects argument relies on the improper
inclusion of these measures, it necessarily fails.

---

1820 See EU SWS, para. 1883.
1821 EU SWS, para. 1885.
1822 EU SWS, para. 1878.
Second, the EU’s list of subsidies alleged to cause 737NG price effects includes R&D subsidies. The EU tried to establish in the original proceeding that R&D subsidies were causing price effects but was unsuccessful. As discussed above and in Section IV.C, it is not clear which R&D subsidies the EU is alleging to have price effects. However, to the extent that any of the R&D subsidies alleged to have price effects were raised in the original proceeding or could have been, the EU cannot properly raise them in this compliance proceeding.

Third, the EU’s list of subsidies alleged to cause 737NG price effects includes South Carolina measures, the Washington JCATI, and the Washington B&O tax credit for leasehold excise taxes. As explained above and in the U.S. first written submission, these measures were not subject to the DSB’s recommendations and rulings, are not measures taken to comply, and are not actionable subsidies for the purpose of the SCM Agreement. As the EU’s 737NG price effects argument relies on the improper inclusion of these alleged subsidies, it necessarily fails.

Not only does the EU erroneously include all of these subsidies in its price effects argument, but it does so based on a flawed application of the Appellate Body’s aggregation test. The United States demonstrated the EU’s aggregation errors in Section IV.E.1, but it bears repeating that the (unspecified) technology effects R&D subsidies and the (unspecified but different) price effects R&D subsidies clearly cannot be aggregated with one another based on the EU’s acknowledgement that a common causal mechanism is a requirement for aggregation. The United States also demonstrates in Section IV.E.2 that the EU has either improperly applied the Appellate Body’s cumulation guidance or has failed to explain the mechanics of its novel proposal for collective assessment of subsidies.

For all of these reasons, the EU has failed to demonstrate that subsidies to the 737NG cause serious prejudice through a price causal mechanism. And because the EU’s argument relies on a vague assessment of this flawed group of subsidies and lacks a detailed analysis of individual subsidies or even aggregated groups of subsidies, it cannot succeed under any other analytical framework (e.g., if some subsidies are excluded, under a different aggregation analysis, or under a different cumulation analysis).

c. The EU’s objection to the methodology underlying the U.S. magnitude calculations is erroneous.

In addition to the exclusion of subsidies addressed in the preceding sub-section, the EU objects to the methodology underlying the U.S. magnitude calculations. Specifically, the EU argues that “while the US tax subsidies in question are tied to sales revenue – which, the original panel and Appellate Body recognised, is received by Boeing in major part only when the aircraft is delivered – the United States divides the subsidy magnitude by orders to derive its per-aircraft magnitude.” This argument cannot withstand scrutiny.

See EU SWS, para 931.

EU SWS, para. 1619 (emphasises original) (internal citations omitted).
1352. According to the EU’s price effects theory, Boeing uses the subsidy to lower 737NG prices in strategic sales campaigns. It stands to reason that the effects of the subsidies – the lowering of prices – would have to take place when the prices are negotiated at the time of the order.

1353. Moreover, even if the EU’s argument were valid, it would apply only to the tied tax subsidies, as these are the only subsidies that are received to a greater extent (or with reference at all to) when the aircraft is delivered. And even then, to maintain consistency between the numerator and denominator, one would have to include all of the deliveries during the reference period of aircraft ordered in strategic sales campaigns prior to the reference period.

1354. Therefore, the U.S. calculations remain valid and probative of the implausibility that subsidies are causing serious prejudice through lower 737NG prices. In fact, there are two refinements that are appropriate, and they undermine the EU’s case further.

1355. First, the United States understood the EU to allege that the Wichita IRBs affect only the 737 MAX and 737NG, and thus allocated the annual subsidy value across the 1,467 aircraft 737 variants (1,057 737 MAXs and 410 737NGs) ordered in sales campaigns alleged by the EU to be significant lost sales. The EU’s table now makes clear that it is alleging the Wichita IRBs to affect 787 pricing as well. Therefore, the subsidy value should have been allocated across the 1,830 Boeing aircraft ordered in all sales campaigns alleged by the EU to be lost sales. This adjustment alone reduces the value of the Wichita IRBs from $36,000 per aircraft to $29,000 per aircraft.

1356. Second, in its second written submission, the EU alleges three new lost A350 XWB sales, which include an additional 58 787 orders, and one new lost A320neo sale, which includes 60 737 MAX orders. This brings the total Boeing aircraft in lost sales campaigns to 1,948. This would reduce the value of the Wichita IRBs further to $27,000.

1357. And this second refinement helps illustrate a problem with the EU’s theory, at least as it relates to untied subsidies (i.e., R&D subsidies and miscellaneous subsidies). The increase in strategic sales campaigns results in the subsidy becoming less significant and less likely to have any effect because the subsidy value does not increase in proportion to increases in sales.

---

1825 See Compilation of Number of Boeing Aircraft Sold in Alleged Lost Sales Campaigns and Related Calculations (Exhibit USA-295(HSBI)); US FWS, para. 1000.

1826 See EU SWS, paras. 1072, 1145.

1827 See Compilation of Number of Boeing Aircraft Sold in Alleged Lost Sales Campaigns and Related Calculations (Exhibit USA-295(HSBI)).

1828 EU SWS, paras. 1260, 1274, 1289, and 1628.

1829 See Compilation of Number of Boeing Aircraft Sold in Alleged Lost Sales Campaigns and Related Calculations (Exhibit USA-295(HSBI)).
In any event, these intricacies are mostly beside the point since the per aircraft dollar amounts are so miniscule in relation to the price of the aircraft that even if the subsidies were applied in their entirety to lowering prices, it is simply implausible that they could genuinely and substantially cause the market phenomena alleged by the EU.

2. **Significant price suppression**

1358. In its first written submission, the United States demonstrated that the EU had failed to establish significant price suppression with respect to the A320ceo because:

   a. it failed to demonstrate the requisite genuine and substantial causal link, under either a technology effects or price effects theory; ¹⁸³⁰

   b. it provided family-based pricing data that failed to support the EU’s argument that the 737NG was suppressing A320ceo prices, while it continued to withhold the model-specific pricing data requested by the Panel under Article 13 of the DSU; ¹⁸³¹

   c. it failed to show that the situation with A320neo prices is genuinely and substantially caused by the alleged subsidies, rather than competition from new technology single-aisle LCA and Airbus’s aggressive production rate hikes for the A320ceo; ¹⁸³²

   d. it failed to show that any price suppression properly attributable to the alleged subsidies is “significant” under Article 6.3(c) of the SCM Agreement. ¹⁸³³

The EU’s response fails to overcome the U.S. rebuttal for the reasons discussed below.

   a. **Causation**

1359. The EU has failed to establish that, absent the alleged subsidies, 737NG prices would be higher to a degree that would result in significant price suppression, as demonstrated above in Section IV.G and in the U.S. first written submission.

   b. **Pricing Data**

1360. *First,* the United States observes that, as with A350 XWB and A320neo pricing data, the EU still refuses to comply with the Panel’s Article 13 request for model-specific order price

¹⁸³⁰ US FWS, para. 1071.
¹⁸³¹ US FWS, paras. 1072-1073.
¹⁸³² US FWS, paras. 1076-1077.
¹⁸³³ US FWS, paras. 1074, 1076-1077.
Rather than address its non-compliance, it attempts to provide reasons why the Panel should ignore its withholding of the data. The Panel should not permit the EU to flout its Article 13 request and thereby deny the Panel and the United States the opportunity to consider information relevant to the EU’s claim.

1361. Second, the United States has demonstrated that the per-aircraft pricing data show average net prices for the A320ceo and 737NG [***].

1362. The EU criticizes the United States for using per-aircraft, rather than per-seat, pricing data for this analysis, but fails to explain why it thought the A320ceo per-aircraft data sufficiently relevant to provide in its first written submission.

1363. Nonetheless, the per-seat pricing data do not support the EU claim either:

737NG and A320neo Indexed Net Order Prices (per-seat basis) *Contains U.S. BCI* [***

1364. The per-seat data do not show the same degree [***] These data do not support the EU claim that alleged subsidies to the 737NG are significantly suppressing A320ceo prices.

c. Non-subsidy factors

1365. The United States previously demonstrated that the EU’s price suppression claim was undermined by significant non-subsidy factors affecting A320ceo pricing: competition from new technology single-aisle LCA, including Airbus’s own A320neo; and Airbus’s aggressive production increases for the A320ceo. The EU fails to rebut these arguments.

1366. The EU’s first response concerning these factors is to misstate, once again, the Appellate Body’s guidance as having rejected the “premise underlying the US argument” and to mistake that premise. The relevant guidance from the Appellate Body is that a subsidy may be a genuine and substantial cause of a market phenomenon giving rise to adverse effects even if other, non-

---

1834 Compare US FWS, para. 1072, and EU Responses to Article 13 Questions (Feb. 28, 2013), Question 6, with EU SWS, paras. 1920-1922.
1835 EU SWS, paras. 1920-1922.
1836 US FWS, para. 1073.
1837 EU SWS, paras. 1927-1929.
1838 Cf. EU SWS, para. 1928.
1839 Sources: Per-Seat Indexed Average Net Order Prices for Boeing LCA, Boeing (Exhibit USA-360(BCI)); Price and Price Per Seat Evolution of Net Order Intakes of A330, A320ceo, and A350 XWB family LCA, Airbus (Exhibit EU-690(BCI)).
subsidy factors were also genuine and substantial causes of that phenomenon. The United States is not arguing that the cited non-subsidy factors are affecting A320neo prices in addition to the effects from the alleged subsidies. Rather, the United States denies that the alleged subsidies are a genuine and substantial cause of the alleged significant price suppression, and it has identified non-subsidy factors that substantially account for the market situation cited by the EU. This is in keeping with the Appellate Body’s guidance that a panel should take care that the effects of other factors should not be mistakenly attributed to the effects of subsidy.1840

1367. **Competition from new generation single-aisle LCA.** The EU persists in treating A320ceo prices as unaffected by competition from the A320neo and the 737 MAX.1841 It refers to the statement of Airbus’s Christophe Mourey as confining current generation single-aisle to a “niche” but fails to address the logical implications of his analysis – first, that being confined to a niche will tend to have a negative effect on prices, and second, that customers preferences for the A320ceo depend on whether the A320neo and 737 MAX are available for delivery within an acceptable period of time.1842 Further, the significant competitive between the A320ceo and the A320neo and 737 MAX are apparent from the evidence that A320ceo pricing served as the basis for Airbus’s A320neo pricing, with the latter’s prices set at “one-half the net present value of the 15% fuel savings the aircraft would deliver over today’s generation of A320s and Boeing’s 737s.”1843 With Airbus offering customers half of the value of the A320neo’s fuel burn advantage over the A320ceo, it is implausible that A320ceo prices would not be constrained as a result.

1368. **A320ceo production increases.** Contrary to the EU’s characterization,1844 the U.S. argument about the effects of aggressive production increases on A320ceo prices does not require a showing that those production increases outstrip demand.1845 Rather, the U.S. argument rests on the proposition that A320ceo prices would be higher amidst rising demand for single-aisle LCA. Even before achieving its record rate of 42 A320s per month in early 2013,1846 Airbus had established a pattern of consistent production rate increases, as shown in the table below.

---

1840 US – Large Civil Aircraft (AB), para. 984.
1841 EU SWS, paras. 1934-1936.
1842 Mourey Statement, paras. 91-92 (Exhibit EU-34(BCI)).
1844 See EU SWS, para. 1942.
1845 US FWS, paras. 1077.
A320ceo Family Production Rates (2004-2012)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Annual Deliveries</th>
<th>Monthly Production Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>19.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>23.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>28.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>30.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>32.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>33.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>33.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>37.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1369. Airbus’s production rate increased by 24 percent from 2007 to 2012, and by 94 percent increase from 2004 to 2012. The EU contends that “any additional price suppression from increased supply cannot rebut EU evidence that the US subsidies benefitting from the 737NG also significantly suppress A320ceo prices.” However, there is no such evidence of significant price suppression. Indeed, the maximum amount of subsidies that could plausibly be attributed to the 737NG is far too small to have the alleged effects, as the United States has demonstrated.

d. “Significant” price suppression

1370. Related to the EU’s flawed treatment of non-subsidy factors is its continued failure to even attempt a demonstration that the alleged subsidies are causing price suppression that is “significant” within the meaning of Article 6.3(c) of the SCM Agreement.  

1371. In light of the above demonstration, the EU has failed to overcome the U.S. rebuttal to its claim of significant price suppression regarding the 737NG.

3. The EU has failed to demonstrate that the alleged subsidies to Boeing benefitting the 737NG family present cause adverse effects in the form of significant lost sales of A320ceo family LCA.

1372. As the United States demonstrated in its first written submission, the Panel should reject the EU’s claims that subsidies to the 737NG caused the A320ceo to experience significant lost sales. In response, the EU has repeated its accusation of [[HSBI]]; dismissed the undisputed fact of the [[HSBI]] that would preclude any finding that subsidy-enabled pricing was a genuine and substantial cause of lost sales; and – as it has with respect to its 737 MAX

---

1847 Source: Ascend database (Apr. 2013) (Exhibit USA-287).
1848 US FWS, para. 1941.
1850 US FWS, para. 1079.
1851 E.g., EU SWS, para. 1900.
1852 E.g., EU SWS, para. 1901.
lost sales arguments – established an arbitrary distinction between [[ HSBI ]].\(^{1853}\) In fact, in the two sales campaigns not addressed by the EU and the United States in connection with 737 MAX sales, Boeing’s [[ HSBI ]] were the factors that drove its sales. The EU continues to fail to demonstrate that any subsidy-enabled pricing was a genuine and substantial cause of any lost sales to either Delta Air Lines or Fly Dubai.

\[a.\quad \textit{Delta}\]

1373. The United States explained in its first written submission that any price competition was not characterized by Boeing’s [[ HSBI ]].\(^{1854}\) The EU, in response, notes that the fact that [[ HSBI ]] demonstrates the effect of subsidies to the 737NG.\(^{1855}\) However, in support, the EU identifies only the same types of pricing strategy that characterize all sales in the LCA market: “extreme price discounting” and [***] are central to the LCA market and practiced by both Boeing and Airbus.\(^{1856}\) The EU continues to provide no evidence or argument that Boeing’s pricing in the Delta Air Lines campaign was subsidy-enabled or a genuine and substantial cause of Airbus’s lost sales. The EU has not explained, for example, how it distinguishes Boeing’s [[ HSBI ]]\(^{1857}\) from Airbus’s [[ HSBI ]] other than by declaring the former to be subsidy-enabled.\(^{1858}\) Indeed, it was Airbus, not Boeing that [[ HSBI ]].\(^{1859}\)

1374. Most significantly, the [[ HSBI ]] precludes a finding that subsidy-enabled pricing was a genuine and substantial cause of any lost sales to Airbus in this campaign. The magnitude of alleged subsidies, under any plausible calculation, would come far short of accounting for a [[ HSBI ]] to the 737NG.\(^{1860}\) In response, the EU notes that the differences between the LCA, when size and performance differences are accounted for may or may not amount to [[ HSBI ]].\(^{1861}\) If the EU’s theory is that the [[ HSBI ]] is indeed a wide gap in price but size and performance differences must be factored in, then it is the EU’s burden, not the United States’ to do so. The EU, not the United States, is claiming that subsidy-enabled pricing was a genuine and substantial cause of lost sales in this campaign, and it has so far failed to support its claim.

\(^{1853}\) E.g., EU SWS, para. 1902.

\(^{1854}\) US FWS, para. 1080.

\(^{1855}\) EU SWS, para. 1900.

\(^{1856}\) [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit EU-34(HSBI)).

\(^{1857}\) EU FWS, para. 1852.

\(^{1858}\) EU FWS, para. 1853.

\(^{1859}\) [[ HSBI ]] (Exhibit USA-342(HSBI)).

\(^{1860}\) See US FWS, para. 1080.

\(^{1861}\) EU SWS, para. 1901.
1375. In any case, price simply wasn’t the basis by which Delta made its decision. Once the sale was completed, [HSBI]. These factors, not any subsidy-enabled pricing, were the genuine and substantial causes of Delta Air Line’s purchasing decision in this campaign.

b. Fly Dubai

1376. As with Delta Air Lines, the United States explained in its first written submission that the [HSBI]. The EU, in response, notes that the fact that [HSBI] demonstrates the effect of subsidies to the 737NG. However, in support, the EU identifies only the same types of pricing strategy that characterize all sales in the LCA market: as the EU’s evidence shows, “extreme price discounting” and [***] are central to the LCA market and practiced by both Boeing and Airbus. The EU continues to provide no evidence or argument that Boeing’s pricing in the Fly Dubai campaign was subsidy-enabled or a genuine and substantial cause of Airbus’s lost sales.

1377. The EU has also challenged the United States’ estimate of an [HSBI]. But even [HSBI]. And, as with its Delta Air Lines argument, the EU has failed to meet its burden if its theory is that the [HSBI] must be considered in light of other factors, e.g., size and performance. Accordingly, the EU has failed to demonstrate that any subsidy-enabled pricing was a genuine and substantial cause of any lost sales to Fly Dubai.

4. The EU has failed to demonstrate displacement, impedance or threat thereof under Article 6.3(a) or Article 6.3(b) of the SCM Agreement with respect to the 320neo.

1378. The EU still fails to establish that the effect of the alleged subsidies to the 737NG is to cause A320ceo family LCA to experience displacement, impedance or threat thereof any “existing technology single-aisle market.”

a. Brazilian, Canadian, Malaysian, Norwegian, Russian, and UAE “existing technology single-aisle markets”

1379. With respect to these markets, the EU mischaracterizes the U.S. rebuttal arguments as “suggest{ing} recognition by the United States that the European Union has demonstrated that
Airbus’ market share is lower than it otherwise would have been.\footnote{1868 EU SWS, para. 1953.} The U.S. arguments suggest no such thing.

1380. In fact, they are aimed squarely at a core flaws that are reflected in all EU claims and arguments based on its price effects theory: (1) the failure to demonstrate that Boeing’s prices would be lower absent the alleged subsidies, and, even if that were shown, (2) the absence of any EU attempt to show that the magnitude of the alleged subsidies is sufficient to cause displacement, impedance or threat thereof.\footnote{1869 US FWS, paras. 1091-1095, 1100-1105, 1109-1110.} Thus, the EU has no basis for referring to “unrebutted evidence” that supports its arguments with respect to these markets.\footnote{1870 EU SWS, para. 1954.}

\begin{itemize}
\item[b.] \textit{U.S., Indonesian, and Singaporean “existing technology single-aisle markets”}
\end{itemize}

1381. The EU second written submission does nothing to remedy the flawed arguments with respect to these markets. The EU notes that for these markets it “does not rely solely on evidence of lost sales campaigns, but has also presented evidence of trends in sales volumes and market shares . . . .”\footnote{1871 EU SWS, para. 1955.}

1382. The United States observes, first, that the EU has failed to establish that the SilkAir sale it discusses or any of the other referenced lost sales have been caused by the alleged subsidies, as demonstrated above in Section IV.I.4. Further, the cited market data do nothing to address the EU’s fundamental failure to demonstrate that the alleged subsidies cause Boeing to price the 737NG lower than it would otherwise, and to such an extent that the 737NG takes sales and market share from the A320ceo.\footnote{1872 See US FWS, paras. 1084, 1097, 1107.} Finally, as with the Canadian market, the EU’s arguments concerning market trends in the U.S. and Indonesian markets still rely on an unsupported assumption that an approximate 50/50 market share split is a baseline for what should be expected in the absence of the alleged subsidies.

\begin{itemize}
\item[c.] \textit{Australia (alleged displacement and threat thereof)}
\end{itemize}

1383. The EU makes a halfhearted attempt to respond to the U.S. argument that, in addition to other flaws,\footnote{1873 US FWS, paras. 1088-1090.} there are far too few deliveries in this market to show displacement or threat thereof. The EU admits that the number of deliveries is “small,” confirming the U.S. critique.\footnote{1874 EU SWS, para. 1959.} And contrary to the EU arguments, it has not demonstrated that the deliveries were caused by the
alleged subsidies. Finally, the EU is mistaken that the United States has in *EC – Large Civil Aircraft (21.5)* made claims that are comparable to the EU argument here.